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[J
Selling CANDU to Britain:
pL venture in public diplomacy

Che is a new buzz-phrase around the
)ep tment of External Affairs headquar-
ers Ottawa - "public diplomacy". It
-efe to the expanding emphasis being
;ive to the public relations, or public
nfo ation, aspect of the promotion of
,ana a's foreign policy objectives. and
nter sts. It may be argued that public
liplo acy, in contrast with the traditional
liplo acy conducted in private between
one vernment's diplomats and another's
officils, is a recognition of the decisive
ole ( public opinion in open democracies.
he ight kind of public persuasion may

telp vin diplomatic campaigns conducted
n p vate at more conventional levels of
liplo acy. So much for the theory. How
loes ' ublic diplomacy work in practice?

ithout much doubt, the most im-
sort it public diplomacy campaign in
fhic Canada has been involved to date
vas t e struggle from late 1973 until July
974 o persuade the British Government
o sta with Canadian-style nuclear-power
echnôlogy instead of switching to Ameri-
2n. make this assertion as a prejudiced
ritne s, having been personally involved
n th' particular campaign. But I am con-
iden the facts, speaking for themselves,
fill ubstantiate the assertion.) As it
evel ped, the campaign to sell CANDU-
ype Jeactor technology became a com-
-inatiôn of public and private diplomacy
niqu,e in Canada's recent foreign policy
xpertence - and perhaps unique, period.
'rankly, and happily, the campaign suc-
eedé beyond the initial dreams of any
f us t ho were involved in it.

nspired articles
.bou^ mid-October 1973, in the press
H'ice of the Canadian High Commission
i Lo on, we began to notice the appear-
nce ^)f articles, first in one newspaper,
zen n another, forecasting that Britain
'oul^soon decide it had no choice but to
uy merican reactor technology for its
itur power needs. The articles seemed
aite clearly to have been inspired by
lea " from sources within the British

nuclear-power industry. These sources
seemed to have concluded that the Ameri-
can reactor was the only practicable one
on the world market. We at the High
Commission held a different view.

On October 15, The Gûardian printed
a story under the headline "US reactors
may power Britain". Technology corres-
pondent Peter Rodgers wrote that Britain
was "moving strongly" towards a decision
to buy American designs of nuclear-power
stations for the next stage of its nuclear
program. This would mean dropping the
British steam-generating heavy-water re-
actor and the advanced gas-cooled reactor.
(While there had for years been regular
consultation and exchange of information
between Canadian and British nuclear-
power officials, Canada had not been
pressing to sell its CANDU reactor in
Britain because the British were working
on their own version - the steam-gen-
erating heavy-water reactor now, it was
reported, about to be drôpped. )

A week later, The Financial Times
carried a similar story by its respected
science editor, David Fishlock. He pre-
dicted, as Rodgers had, that there would
be a first-class political row over the efforts
of the Central Electricity Generating
Board to persuade the British Government
to switch from British to U.S. nuclear-
reactor technology. What really stirred the
blood in the Canada House press office
that morning, however, was this sentence

Mr. Peacock was until recently Counsellor
(Press) at the Canadian High Commission
in London. He is at present Director-
General of Information, Canadian Habitat
Secretariat. A veteran journalist, Mr.
Peacock first joined the Parliamentary
Press Gallery in 1954. During the 1960s,
he served as Special Assistant first to the
Minister of Agriculture and then to the
Prime Minister. In 1968 he returned to
the world of journalism as Managing
Editor of The Albertan in Calgary. The
views expressed in this article are those
of Mr. Peacock.

British research
had precluded
Canadian pressure
to buy CANDU
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British officials
well informed
of CANDU'S
performance record
at Pickering

in the body of the story: "On the evidence
available at present, the most reliable as
well as the least expensive source of nu-
clear power would be from U.S.-designed
light-water reactors."

Only a few weeks before, we had
prepared in the press office a lengthy
article for the High Commission's bi-

monthly publication Canada Today about

the CANDU steam-generating, heavy-
water, natural-uranium reactor. Canada

Today was at the printer and due to be

distributed within a few days of the
Fishlock article's appearance on October
22. In it, at the outset of our CANDU

article, with an immodesty not character-
istically Canadian, we had quoted Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited as saying:
"Canada has.pioneered and brought to the
stage of large-scale commercial application
a nuclear power system that is without
equal among -proven, present-day types in
making efficient and economical use of
uranium fuel."

We at the High Commission knew
that virtually all key British nuclear offi-

cials were well informed on the CANDU
reactor's superlative performance in On-

tario Hydro's power station at Pickering,

Ontario. We knew that Atomic Energy's
then President, J. Lorne Gray, had wide
contacts in the nuclear trade in Britain
and visited them regularly. Yet neither in
Rodger's article nor in Fishlock's had any
mention been made of CANDU. Worse,
both articles made it clear to us that the
sources of their information, obviously top
officials at the Central Generating Board,
were treating the CANDU as a non-starter
in any British decision to buy foreign
nuclear technology.

Source of leak
Worse still, it was clear what had been
leaked. It was the recommendation to the
then Prime Minister, Edward Heath, for a
new nuclear-power program for Britain,
and it had come from the most influential
group within the British energy establish-
ment, a group centred in the Central
Generating Board. If the recommendation
were accepted, much more than any pos-
sible sale of CANDU technology in Brit-
ain would be at risk. Until now Britain had
been a valuable ally of Canadian reactor
technology because it was continuing to
develop the steam-generating heavy-water
reactor - and was the only other country
doing so. If Britain now dropped this type
of reactor in favour of the American type,
it would be Canada's nuclear technology
against America's virtually the world over.
The stakes were immense and time was
running out.

But what more could lie done a-lrl". 1
diplomatic level? As many representat'it",ul
as traditional diplomatic propriety a lo 111`ls
had already been made at the official Ill', intE

We were sure the CANDU story was'11 wa
known at that level; we believed it sy^nergy

least as good a story as _ that of J^I?tra:
American-designed reactor; but here ^ at
someone leaking only the American^ntén1
actor's story and ignoring CANDU's.'rfo,rn

In the press office we decided t^ ,tte_gu
sult the High Commission's couns' "a
(scientific), J. Ward Greenwood. Ttl"';d`
did he think about the idea of arrangi, una
briefing by the then High Commis,;i-ÿtr
J. H. (Jake) Warren, for British sc'
correspondents to tell them the CLA"V-`i
story before it was too late to mak e^^
difference? Greenwood said he thoLgesso
was a good idea and went off to cor'np^ul
Warren and colleagues from the Del,in tio
ment of Industry, Trade and Comri,e
with an interest in selling CANDU 'r
nology abroad. °11' 1

On October 24, Warren sent aes foi
matic cable to Gray at Atomic Ener.)lt,°i f,
Canada in Ottawa and copies of it -.eF'tish
ternal Affairs and other departments j çklee

Eat sc
cerned. He reviewed what had been tini ,.
up in the London media and noted meri(
Atomic Energy of Canada had a sts.nlaèr
offer to collaborate if Britain decide^al d
settle on CANDU-type reactors la r

0

future nuclear-power needs. But ncv'sultsher
British nuclear-power program seenlerncé
be heading into a new game. P,'I'; SciE
Atomic Energy should consider oflri offlo
Britain an outright "off-the-shelf" sG.lo
CANDU reactor. As our informationïng 4(:;çlud,
cated that the Central Generating Vas
would be making its American-r e, actô
pitch to the appropriate British Calbr
Minister at meetings on November 5Ïsta^
December 4, there was no time to a';ent
A decision must be made quickly. ine'

Gray replied six days later in Içiori
gram that reached London the fol :6'
morning, October 31. He apologized `_'crlti
delay in replying; he had been in Eutavi'
primarily to talk to Italian officials a,th
a bid (later unsuccessful) to sell t'üt
CANDU. rec

He had, he said, already offei^erâ
CANDU reactor off the shelf to the
of Scotland Electricity Board the pi e')'rt
August 29. It had been declined wh il ali
Scottish Board waited for the larg -1' rne
much more influential Central Gener,jr
Board to make up its mind what 1 iT,rarr;
reactor it preferred. However, Gr^y'erit
reason to believe the Scottish Boad'iou
sympathetic to the steamer-type of reylhn
represented by CANDU. Gray told ',log
ren that Atomic Energy was quii:e !
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one at)r '41 to offér a direct CANDU sale to
sentat^jt ^^- provided it would be given as

>_ty a;:l(rious consideration as America's. A cas-
fficial yI interest would only cost Canada money

j^,uscl waste a lot of valuable time. Atomic
d it sva^"" ÿry would be prepared to offer the

iat of
iral Generating Board a CANDU sys-
ât a firm price, with significant British

t here
nerican,nt jnt in its production, and with full
JDU's.'rfo,rmance warranties and completion-
ded t^ ,te guarantees. It would also be willing to

côunsi"' a complete nuclear-power plant from
,ood. Vin,ida, though Gray was sure this would
arrangi, uiiacceptable to British authorities and

tnmis,;i.(stry.
tish sel

No decision had yet been taken to

ie C^,l j the CANDU campaign into the
mak e "1 iu of public diplomacy, as we in the

thoLg}ress^,l office were recommending. But in the
to cor^npublic field of diplomacy, events be-

;he
D epcn ^o move rapidly. Warren and others at

Commie High Commission did some fast sound-
.NDU t` ^.in the more usuai - to use a well-

- ornj phrase - "diplomatic channels". It
ent adas found that new initiatives to win sup-

)rt for CANDU-type technology with
c Exierg
of it -.ol ritish authorities would raise no official
tment3 I ackies. In fact, there were indications

at some British officials who opposed the
)een turi ,.merican reactor design would welcome a
notecl ider public debate in Britain about this

i a stc.ntal decision.
L decide ^n November 6, Warren reported the
tors f or,sults of the soundings to Ottawa in an-
3ut ncV inci-her, diplomatic cable. By happy co
n seen1tŸncë, Jeanne Sauvé, Canada's Minister
ne. Rr; Science and Technology, had scheduled
ider offri official visit to London about the begin-
ielf" sG.l( ng of November. Warren was able to
-mation ich Ae in his cable her finding that there
rating F'as 4-vidence of support for the Canadian
rican-r('.,actor system and its potentialities across
tish Cafbroad spectrum of British persons with
ember 5^stake of one kind or another in Britain's
me to a';entual decision. It had also been deter-
-kly. ined what the main factors in the de-
ter in 1 'siori were likely to be.
,he fol v, I

)gized `-oritish needs
m in Euiavüig had many problems and failures
off'icials Gith J its own nuclear-power technology,
) sell th'ütain now wanted a reactor system with

record of reliable performance, economicdy off,, record
proved safety record, design

to the G xibility, commercial application and ex-
[ the pi ei)rt ! potential. These were all CANDU
ned VO il^lalities. But the soundings had also
he larg -iirnéd up evidence that the British were
al Genei;,r from fully aware of these qualities.
what 1 iITarr;en advised Ottawa that, unless the
er, Gri,^yerits of the CANDU system were quickly
ah Boad'rought to British attention in a new
ype of re;lling drive, Canadian-style reactor tech-
cay tolcl ^log,y would find itself on the sidelines.
as quii:e!

He urged that the drive should begin by
offering to send over an Atomic Energy of
Canada team to tell British authorities the
latest CANDU success story. This should
be followed up by an invitation for a team
of senior British authorities to visit Canada
and see the CANDU system in action for

themselves.
Warren also took the precaution of Failure certain

warning that success was far from certain. without new effort

But, without a new effort to get CANDU's to communicate

merits across to the British, failure was CANDU'S merits

already certain.
During a visit to London in May 1973,

Alastair Gillespie, the Canadian Minister
of Industry, Trade and Commerce, had
met with the British Secretary of State for
Trade and Industry, Peter Walker. The

day after Warren's cable, Ottawa re-

sponded by cabling the text of a letter
from Gillespie to Walker. The Minister re-
minded Walker that, during their May
talks, they had discussed the scope for
Britain and Canada to work together in

the nuclear-power field. He reminded

Walker of his invitation that a British
team be sent to Canada to meet with
Atomic Energy and Ontario Hydro officials
and see the Pickering reactor station in
action. Gillespie said he thought it would
be timely to renew the invitation. He also
proposed to send over an Atomic Energy
team and suggested Canadian and British
officials explore areas for co-operation by
agencies and firms in both countries in
developing nuclear-power facilities during
the next few years. Gillespie followed up
the letter with a transatlantic telephone

call two days later.
The new CANDU sales drive was on.

But it still had not broken into the realm
of public diplomacy. Warren's first purpose
had been to ensure, through private diplo- Strategy

macy, that nothing would be done to off end worked out

British officialdom. Meanwhile, a strategy at headquarters

had also been worked out at meetings in in London

the main headquarters of the High Com-

mission, Macdonald House in Grosvenor
Square. There was general agreement that
the first priority should be to persuade the
British not to discard the CANDU-style
pressure-tube reactor for the American-
designed pressure-vessel reactor. It was
also agreed that the campaign must be
strictly positive - no knocking anybody
else's reactor teéhnology. The emphasis

must be on the positive aspects of CANDU-
type reactors, including the version Britain
had itself been developing.

Chances of success
From the vantage-ground of the press
office, the chances of success looked better
in the political than in the technological



e

Higher cost
of construction
offset by
lower fuel cost

Canada-Britain
technological
co-operation
emphasized

or economic areas. Despite the claim The

Financial Times reported on October 22

from Fishlock's Central Generating Board
sources that power was produced more
cheaply by American-style reactorsthan
any others (which thus included CANDU),
our evidence was that there was little to
choose between the two in the cost area.
Including initial fuel load and heavy
water, the CANDU's construction cost
was estimated to be about 10 percent
higher than an American reactor's. But
when it came to producing power once it
was built, CANDU began to show to ad-
vantage with lower fuel costs- the differ-
ence between natural and enriched ura-
nium prices. As far as Atomic Energy was
concerned both reactors were fully safe.
What advantage, if any, had CANDU?

We imagined that CANDU's biggest
advantage would be its similarity to one of
the reactors Britain itself had been devel-
oping. The political row over choosing an
American reactor that the news reports
had predicted drew its potential from the
fact Britain had been the first nation to
have a nuclear-power plant. Would its
political leadership really be able to face
open admission before the world that
Britain had now lost out in the nuclear-
power stakes?

It was decided at the High Commis-
sion that the most promising tactic would
be to emphasize the possibilities for Can-
ada and Britain together to produce
the steam-generating heavy-water reactor,
both for Britain's immediate nuclear-
power needs and as a team competing in
other countries with the two big American
producers of reactors, Westinghouse and
General Electric. Should the British de-
cision go in this direction, it would be
correct to present it as a decision to remain
with British technology. Meanwhile, Can-
ada's more advanced pressure-tube reactor
technology would be waiting modestly in

the wings, available for any gaps in Bri-
tain's reactor know-how that needed filling

to ensure that future "steamers" worked
up to expectations. And we should have

attained our primary objective.
Walker willingly went along with Gil-

lespie's proposals. Plans were soon made

fora visit to London by Gray and other

Atomic Energy officials. A full-scale tech-
nical presentation of the CANDU case
would be given to British nuclear-energy

authorities from government and industry

on November 26 in Canada House. By this
time, the press office had sent two memo-

randa to the High Commissioner, one,
dated November 1, formally recommend-

ing a media briefing about CANDU and

6 International Perspectives January/February 1976

another, dated November 8, recommen^ ,1 Cc
an advertising campaign. ,IF ial

Going public rio Ei
Following more diplomatic soundir.g",, le; a
the private channel, and more exchan g,(ie'd
telegrams and telephone conversai., aftE
between Ottawa and the High Comm:s,,t. rtl
a decision was made on November 20 ,,.r, qt
the campaign should be carried 011'e (;A
public as well as private. A news mlini té:
was issued on November 21 announ,iri ng
the visit of Gray and his team. It Biit
that Atomic Energy of Canada was "i6brûai
ested in Anglo-Canadian co-operation The
construction and marketing of ha` the
water reactors as future sources of ^,ntral
tricity". It also informed the media hting
Gray would hold a news conferencE,
Canada House on November 27. While`rucia
Canadian campaign had been gettin; 1 my
gear, the forecast row over the P.riéntur
decision had been building up almost deatéd
in the news media. Gray's news confEree léa:
was better attended than any;except tlnw C
of Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, thaçténti,
curred during -my four years at C<inhere
House. oûse

The public diplomacy campaigr. nen': h
began in earnest. Fishlock learned of tivé
Gray visit and reported it in The FincTnouns(

Times on November 21 under a tound
column headline: "Canadian bid to'Mçhe
heavy water type reactor to U.K." Ificiâ1

aaccurately summarized the Canadian pere
of attack: "A fresh Canadian bid ta bility
suade the British Government of theiactôi
vantages of an Anglo-Canadian collabi the
tion on the heavy water type reactor: inergy
be made early next week." Gray's nteme
conference lasted nearly two hours
provided a thorough background brierne,i
supported by printed materials for )nfé
reporters, about the CANDU and Caeare
than interests in marketing its technclAinè
"Canada woos U.K. on power" ran r (
headline next morning in The Gua7d110s6
"Canada enters the lists" reported 'lakë
Financial Times across four cohim)t
"Nuclear power: a Canadian option' Yosp
The Times across five columns. rgeC

In The Edinburgh Scotsman, eic^eepl
correspondent Frank Frazer reported olrea
visit to Glasgow of Atomic Energy's t'?res,
Vice-President (now President, folk,v'ïod
Gray's retirement), John S. Foster. Heb'ari_s
gone there while Gray had his news cass
ference, to discuss with South of Sco t1.q°nsl
Electricity Board officials the possibil taro,
Canadian collaboration on the next ia{ran
power station in Scotland.

During the next seven months, G?aa
visited Britain three more times, each ti!ai
with as much attendant publicity a3?0



(;ommission could manage. The then
were that it must not try to capitalize on

^crâI Minister of Energy, Mines and then-current worries about an energy

zsoûrces, Donald Macdonald, and On- crisis in Britain and should not add to the

rio^Energy Minister Darcy McKeough political problems of the British Govern-

zndir•.g,xd a joint visit in February that in-
ment on energy issues. Among other reasons

:changa'lde^d a call on Prime Minister Heath the
given for the campaign was that it would

iversatÉv âfter he called the election he was to
increase pressure in Britain for full con-

)mm:s,t. rhey also held a joint news confer-
sideration of Canadian nuclear experience

)er 20 .r, at Canada House. Gillespie pursued
and would create a climate more re-

ied oire (;ANDU cause further with British
ceptive to a decision to opt for CANDU

,ws r^^l^ni ters of the new Labour Government
or a related system than if the general

innoun ri g a visit in April. A three-man team
public were largely unaware of CANDU's

m. It , British experts visited Pickering in existence.

was "in brûary and on Apri18 Fishlock reported
On the advice of a London advertising

eratioii The Financial Times that their report agency, a quarter-page ad was carried in

of hea^ the British Cabinet could "wreck" the The Financial Times on January 11, 1974,

es of 6ntral Generating Board's chances of The Sunday Times on January 13 and

nedia ktting approval to buy American reactors. The Daily Telegraph on January 15. The

iference',
same ad was run on a full page in The

. While^`rucial momentum Economist of January 19. The emphasis

ettin; 1 mÿ personal judgment, the crucial mo-
was strictly positive and self -corifident.

,he P.riént'um of the CANDU campaign was
Under the headline "CANDU - The

,most di'eat^ed by the first Gray news conference.
Canadian Alternative", the opening para-

conferee 1earnt that the news stories about this
graph said: "There is another commer-

gcept t1éw `l Canadian initiative had won wide
cially proven North American source of

au, thattention among British Parliamentarians.
nuclear power - the Canadian CANDU

at C<inneré was evidence that this had led a
reactor. Only modesty keeps us from say-

oi.ise of Commons subcommittee to re- ing CANDU is the best reactor in any

ipaigr. pén; hearings on nuclear energy. Conser-
market today. But it cannot be denied

°ned of tivé Party headquarters asked Scientific
that its performance record shows there

se Fin^Tnôurisellor Greenwood to arrange a back- is no more productive, more reliable or

ter a hound briefing for Conservative back-
safer reactor in commercial use." It con-

bid to mchers, which he did. Atomic Energy
cluded: "Atomic Energy of Canada Limi-

U.K." ficiâls from Canada attended. Questions
ted traces its nuclear research back to

adian pere ^asked in the Commons about the pos-
partnership with Britain at the start of the

bid tc ^ bility of going ahead with heavy-water
nuclear age three decades ago." And it

of the^actôrs on a joint Anglo-Canadian basis,
asked: "Is it not a good time for the part-

.i collabï the course of which Canada's nuclear- nership to be renewed?"

rray

The ad series evoked further rounds
actor: i^.ergy program was described as "ex-

,s nreme ly impressive».
of letters to the editor. A copy of it was

hours The respected New Scientist maga- sent to all 635 British Members of Parlia-

nd brieîne,in a full-page report on the Gray news ment. One letter in The Financial Times,

als for )nf^,rence, said: "CANDU technology is
under the heading "Candu can do it",

and Casarër to British experience than is LWR
asked why it had been necessary for Can-

technclcAznèrican) technology, and techniques
ada to put its CANDU case in an ad. Why

^r" ran if (Britain's) SGHWR are similar to
wasn't the Central Generating Board

Guardiïosé needed for CANDU. This should telling Britons why CANDU was not its

ported '.naké CANDU easier for British engineers choice? A letter appeared in The Guardian

r coh o take up." The report was critical of the under a four-column heading: "What

)ption' OsOective decision to buy American and about Canada's reactors?" Following the

rged the Commons subcommittee to dig change of British Governments in February

nan, enc,,eeply, which the subcommittee seemed 1974, a nine-member delegation of MPs,

^ported olreâdy to have decided to do. As an in- representing all parties, visited Pickering

iergy's t!=restmg spinoff, Gray's news conference to look at the CANDU for themselves. By

it, foll(,v,ïoduced a front-page story in the prestige all accounts théÿ were favourably im-

ster. He};'aris daily Le Monde. The Canadian em- pressed. Similar ads were later run in The

s news çassÿ there reported to Ottawa that it Times (March 13) and New Scientist. The

of Sco tl+onsidered that this "constitutes a break- one in New Scientist was later used as

)ossibil tj,ir°i^gh in publicity for CANDU in an. illustration on the British Broadcast-

rance". ing Corporation public affairs television
ne^ ma ,

' By the end of November, a decision program "Panorama", which mentioned

onths, G}ad been taken to run an advertising cam-
CANDU in a study of the British reactor

)s, each aign to maintain the public diplomacy decision. A letter to the editor about the

.icity a3?orrientum. Warren's only stipulations advertising caught the attention of a BBC

Advertisements
strictly positive
and self-confident

Letters to editors
resulted from
series of ads



radio public affairs producer, who later
interviewed Gray gin his program.

But not all results were positive. The
Economist, evidently taking its line with-
out question from the Central Generating
Board, included CANDU in an article on
February 9 as among the "obsolete" re-
actors. A member of a union group who
had attended a meeting with Gray had a
letter to the editor published in The
Economist of March 2 criticizing the
article and defending CANDU and Bri-
tain's SGHWR. But my own reading of
The Economist since then, and a request
to its editorial offices in preparation for
writing this article, produced no evidence
of retraction. Nor was Industrial Editor
Keith Richardson of The Sunday Times
swayed. In its March 31 edition, he wrote
a two-page article explaining, as the head-
line put it: "Why Britain Must Buy U.S.
Nuclear Power."

Happily, in the end Britain decided

not to buy American but to stich V1 '

policy +E

own reactor technology and work out .' .
^afi

with Canada for technology-sharing iIj, F
pressure-tube reactor field. The deci{",

h^ih'
was made in July 1974. Had we nvad' '1

4cÉ^
ourselves, we at the High Commissio 1' iï
were involved in the campaign, public srt„
private, could not have been more cosv :

It was icing on the public diplc,n?rt' I i
cake when Scientific American came r'. f
its October 1975 edition with a full-leti1e U.
feature thoroughly examining the CAN!6st,
and comparing it with American li^, ; 3
water reactors. The article was writte_lfj,,:^:
a result of representations made -;o,^n M
New York editors by the maga zi é oi
London-based European represent ai;entl
who heard about CANDU through ho u€
Canada House press office. Among ofn^ ^;
points the article makes is this (t lô
". .. the CANDU system is at least o'^l(,, i]
petitive with current U.S. nuclear g"n^r dE
ting systems." That's obsolete? )mié
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Nuclear should be more léa
open and less ambiguous atlV̂

pact

Albert Legault
; thi;
aw

por"
ry n

France has been accused, rightly or
wrongly, of contributing to the develop-
ment of Israel's nuclear program, since
Israel initially used a French nuclear
reactor to obtain the fissionable materials
necessary for the manufacture of nuclear
bombs. In some circles it is suggested that
the Indian nuclear "device" tested in 1974,
for so-called peaceful purposes, was large-
ly the product of Canadian technology,
particularly as it involved Indian nuclear

Dr. Legault is professor of political science
at Laval University and Director-General
of the Quebec Centre of International
Relations. A specialist in strategic studies,
he has previously contributed articles. to
International Perspectives on MBFR and
on Cyprus. From 1966 to 1968, Professor
Legault served as assistant director of the
International Information Centre on
Peacekeeping Operations in Paris. The
views expressed in this article are those
of the author.
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reactors built in close co-operation Y-sPQs
Canada. inp

It does appear that it was wit:zin
Trombay Canada-India Reactor (btur
that India isolated the plutonium netoce
sary for the manufacture of its first rY
clear "device". It also appears that Irine'
used its own natural uranium - whicng 1
has in plentiful supply - to obta: n1stl'V
plutonium. In consequence, Canada,0llt
be responsible only to the extent ^; pé
Canadian technology - and not fission^', aÿ
materials - served indirectly to speed'icle
a process India had already staul
Morally the whole question is, ther.,f?ssil
whether or not India could actually hiuto
developed its nuclear program wi thrvin
Canadian nuclear assistance. Of colat
no one will ever be able to answei-'i' t
question, because it is impossible i oble
create a previous situation that could Pt"
with a hypothesis formulated afte:- '109
fact. In any case, the most astonisl:rod
thing about it is Canada's surpris %[iro



ick w;t observer of the international

.k out a 1,1f ion could have foreseen in 1972 - or
aring in^ 14-fore, according to other specialists
he deci_hat India had in no way renounced the

we mad1cIéar option".
nissioTi the field of nuclear technology,
public,t.f, are many other countries besides

ore co:lfla, that benefit from Canadian co-
dipl("'4ation on nuclear reactors or in supply-

came )i, fissionable materials. Furthermore,

full-le^ ,, f these countries, such as Argentina,
he CAhLstan, Spain and Japan, with regard to
rican li , orpplying of uranium, have never
s writteined the Treaty on the Non-Prolifera-
nade ',o^ of Nuclear Weapons of 1968. The
magazi é of South Korea is different, since it

resentatiëutly decided to ratify the treaty,
hrougii hough this did not prevent that country
mong ofn7 5tating not long ago that it should

this ct lôgically be forbidden to consider
least c;cléar armament if the United States

lear g"16r decided to deprive it of the American

? ^mic "umbrella".
Consequently it is not unreasonable

think that some countries receiving
nadian aid might eventually follow
dia;s example and explode their own

re clear devices, especially since some of
esë countries are already highly suspect

c the simple reason that they have not

t ratified the 1968 non-proliferation

?a

-actors and bombs
this connection, it is very important to
aware that civilian industry can be an

ïpor",tant stage in the acquisition of mili-
r.y nuclear technology. The manufacture
a nuclear bomb presupposes that a

untry has fissionable materials at its
ration rsposal (uranium 235 and plutonium 239

ingl the most frequently used). To ob-

-as wit:z in uranium 235, its isotopic content in
ctor ( Citurâl uranium must be enriched. This
nium nciocess is in itself very complex, as well as

its first rY ;costly. Plutonium 239 can be oh-
s that Irinéd only from nuclear reactions occur-
i- whiceg in reactors. This operation is also very

:) obta: n'sth? - one kilogram of plutonium 239
anada wontaining a small amount of isotope 240

extent t; pér, cent) is valued at $60,000 - but it

)t fission^, available to most countries that have

to spec:d'?cleàr reactors fuelled by uranium 238.
dy stwi If we take into account that it is

s, ther^^?ssible to obtain about 130 kilograms of
ctually hEutoüium from a nuclear-power station
am wi tffing an electrical capacity of 500 mega-

, of conatts (with equal power and depending on
answei- 'ie type of reactor used, it would be pos-

ssible i o blé to increase the quantity of plutonium
.t could ptained), and that only five to eight
d afte:- ilograms of plutonium 239 are required to
astonislrodûce a so-called "atomic" bomb of the

su is,, llroshima type, we realize that civilian

industry makes possible the production of
an incalculable number of bombs if a
country wants to take this course. As an
example, let us point out that the total

electrical capacity generated by the

CANDU reactors in Canada as of 1983
will be about 15,000 megawatts; the Bruce
power-station in Ontario will itself gen-
erate 6,000 megawatts when it is com-
pleted in 1982. A simple calculation shows
that, if Canada wanted to process the

irradiated materials in the reactors with
the appropriate chemicals, it could isolate
enough plutonium to make hundreds of
bombs of about 20 kilotons each!

For that matter - and to take only
one example - how many bombs could
Argentina produce if it decided to use

for military purposes the 600-megawatt
CANDU reactor that will be operational
in Rio Tercero in 1981? On the basis of the
above figures, that country could produce
at least 12 atomic bombs in 1982, could
have accumulated a good 60 by 1987 and
over 100 by the beginning of the 1990s.
However, Argentina does not yet have a
chemical-processing plant with which to
enrich the isotopic content of plutonium
239 and we are justified in wondering
whether it is realistic to put the question
in these terms. To be able to answer, we
must study somewhat more closely the
non-proliferation treaty and the conditions
imposed by Canada in its nuclear-assist-

ance program.

Non -proliferation treaty
The chief obligations accepted by those
countries that have subscribed to the
non-proliferation treaty of 1968 can easily
be summarized. The nuclear states under-
took not to do what they never intended
to do anyway - that is, to supply atomic
weapons to anyone, directly or indirectly,
or in any way. The non-nuclear states
undertook not to acquire any, or even to
seek to acquire them, directly or indirectly
or in any way. Lastly, the non-nuclear
states party to the treaty undertook to
conclude an agreement with the IAEA
(International Atomic Energy Agency) in
Vienna that the entire development of
their nuclear programs would be subject to

Agency safeguards.
Canada has ' âlways seen this treaty

as the best instrument of control yet
available - in the absence of a stricter and
more comprehensive agreement, or of
general disarmament - for preventing the
proliferation of nuclear weapons. Let us
make clear, however - and Canada readily
acknowledges it -, that this treaty is valid
only to the extent that the voluntary as-
sent of the subscribing states can be relied

No atomic weapons

directly or
indirectly -
or in any way



No prohibition

of research
for peaceful
purposes

source materials or special fissionable

products unless these materials shall be
subject to Agency safeguards. In cases of
export to a non-nuclear country, does this
mean that the Agency safeguards apply
only to the products imported into the
recipient country, or must the whole
nuclear program of the recipient country
be subject.to these safeguards? The ques-
tion does not arise for those countries that
have ratified the treaty, since the non-
nuclear states that have done so are al-
ready subject to Agency supervision. But
what if a non-signatory country like Israel
imported fissionable materials from an-
other country party to the treaty? Should
Agency supervision apply only to fission-
able materials exported to Israel, irrespec-
tive of the whole Israeli nuclear program?
This is a source of ambiguity that the
spring 1975 Review Conference on the
Non-Proliferation Treaty was unable to
settle to its satisfaction. Although the final
resolution of the conference was perfectly
clear in this regard, the fact remains that,
in practice, the nuclear-production states
are keeping to a restrictive interpretation

of Article 3(a).

upon, and that in the end the Agency as
such does not have any means of sanction
against a state that might decide over-
night to back out of its responsibilities. Be
that as it may, the treaty is a legal instru-
ment to which over 100 countries have

subscribed.
In order to restore a certain reciproc-

ity of rights between those states that
have atomic weapons and those that have
none, the treaty in no way prohibits nu-
clear research for peaceful purposes. On the
contrary, it encourages this, since the
nuclear states have undertaken to give the
non-nuclear states the benefit of their
nuclear technology - on the condition,
of course, that it be used for peaceful

purposes. .
A certain ambiguity in the treaty is

that its Article 3(2) forbids all export of

Three paradoxes
Before setting forth the conditions now
imposed by Canada with regard to nuclear
co-operation, it would be useful to bring to
mind the inconsistencies in which Canada
seems to have trapped itself concerning
the non-proliferation of atomic weapons.

The first inconsistency, and not the
least important, is that, while Canada
fiercely opposes any proliferation of nu-
clear arms, it still participates in the
nuclear infrastructure of the Atlantic

Alliance and still accepts nuclear warheads
under double-key system within the frame-
work of the NORAD agreements. (This
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phenomenon of co-partnership is desc^rupu
in the language of the specialists aP e n
izontal proliferation, as opposed to vejfus^(
proliferation, the former being definsisja
the successive increase in the nu43prw:
states that obtain their own atomic iattei

ons.) The ambivalence of our poliçimila
half-way between the certainty ol,age
truth Canada has of knowing thatfncë,
protected and that of knowing thspôn
could protect itself, yet very wel: antûr
that others are undertaking to do ..o e. sc
place. There are few countries in the ^'cll,
that could use a strategic reasoninuntr

singular as it is exceptional. itura

The second inconsistency resù;tsie of

our non-proliferation policy as , Â

Everyone is aware of the emotion avttin
in the Canadian Government - n^eaki
mention the Canadian public - by ::hFiat J
Indian nuclear "device" test. Let uscaiy
pose that the Canadian Governmenive I
truly surprised by India's action <nittec
1974. Let us also suppose that i t it Iél
occurred to Canadian leaders that on
could go back on its solemn promis^^ f;n +
Canadian technological assistan.cé co
peaceful purposes only. It is not ^t < x

difficult, if these two things are ^ubt
(although daring individuals coah'ak^
doubt demonstrate the contrary), tutal
lieve in the sincerity of the C,v:aeosE
reaction. It is more difficult to foL_or I
reasoning behind Canadian policy tior
Ottawa continues to negotiate wit:0hcy,
tries like Spain and Argentina, whid,; th'
not ratified the non-proliferation t{OZfi
and could, therefore, be suspectelgn?
potential nuclear adventuring. nt

The lack of a promise does not Yp
that one is going to carry out th,"
intentions that others rightly or wz,yin
ascribe to one. There are, howeve;-, ti`',
when a promise helps eliminate sus^iclgé
and this is precisely one of the obje{m
of the non-proliferation treaty. It`
ïinuing the program of nuclear as^>iOn
to countries that have refused up tn D
to commit their futures on the basi5d'
simple promise, Canada is implicitlrlrt
cepting the risk that the low prob,ter
of the nuclear option, which i:, acc
exercised today, by these countrieF[n
one day materialize. This is an inc^th
tency that the most subtle argumem''1O
never manage to eliminate entirel y. ""l

Actually, if Canada does no! 1 g
to negotiate with these countrie,'kë
because it understands perfect 1^
language of national interest, and iflct
not bè very roundly reproached fc^r ^^l

sensible. Have agreements on nucte^^t
operation with Argentina not beaniu
cluded in the past? Has that cour tr



I
is desrruj iulously held to the terms of the

dists aar rccments signed with our country? If we
ed to veziused it our continued technological

ig defin%:;iAlance, would this not amount to

.e nutnl?'priving it of indispensablé support in
atomic vatt6rs of peaceful nuclear co-operation?

ir polic,,milarly, could Pakistan not take um-
iinty ohagé at any suspension of Canadian assis-
ng thattncë, when it could in no way be held
wing trspônsible for the Canada-India misad-
y wel: ^nftire? Lastly, can we reasonably doubt

o do .o«, 'oood faith of Japan, which has en-

s in the-1'#-d, into major agreements with our

reasoninuntry in matters of technology and

ituilal resources? Besides, is Japan not
y resù;tsie of Canada's chief economic partners?

,y as All this is true, but we forget that in

otion aiYitting forward these arguments we are
nt - nieaking the language of national interest.

- by ::hË?at ^ is the third paradox of our policy,
Let uwause the hard line, as some neutrals

vernmenivéseen, and as some so-called com-
Lction nittéd countries have also discovered, does
that i t it tend itself to compromise. In trying to
rs that % on; the fence by being against prolifera-
promise h^n r'%rhile still accepting the risk involved
ssistan.cÉ co{ operating with countries that have

is not ^t . xatified the 1968 treaty, we shall
ngs arelub)ïless continue to get along, but the

als co-ayakéning will probably be much more

trary), t!utal than in 1974, if and when a country
the Can°osés the nuclear option.

-1 to foL.or It is probable that the language of

i polic,-r tiontal interest, or of so-called "realistic"

ate with Jlcy, also involves a certain responsibility
na, whid; thé part of the political authorities to
eration ^oznn the Canadian people of the true

suspectAgn?tude of the stakes. There is a signifi-

ng. at gap between what we are actually
does notymg and doing these days, and the idea
Y out th-P_ Canadian public has of what we are
tly or vlying and doing. If we speak this way
howeve-, ti`', .Perhaps it is because Canada is no
iate sus^iclger the economically weak country it

the obje{imed to be just a few years ago.

-eaty. It`
-lear as^40nad ian safeguards
ised up totDe'Pember 1974, seven months after the

the ba3i5`han nuclear test, the Canadian Govern-

, implicitlrli t announced through its Minister of

low prob^tergy, Mines and Resources, Donald

vhich is,,
acdonald, that the safeguards on Cana-

countrie^,[n }luclear co-operation would hence-

is
an i lcah apply not only to the export of

argumen^''ioriable materials but to ail nuclear
entirely.Lnpulent and technology of Canadian

does noi gm' Thus we performed the double feat
countrie,,'kë ping a clear conscience and prevent-

perfect 1^" th 'e
manufacture of other indigenous

est, and cto^ s that would be the fruit of Cana-

ached for ^^l technology. We know, for example,
on nucleAt India is in the process of constructing
not beanlucl''ear reactor that is an exact copy of

AI PP reactor.
hat courtr Rt

The controls insisted on by Canada
are thus much stricter, because more all-
embracing, than these required by the
IAEA. However strict the controls, it was
still abundantly clear that Canada could
not escape reproach for continuing its
nuclear co-operation with countries that
had given no sign of ratifying the non-

proliferation treaty. We therefore took

advantage of the Review Conference on
the Non-Proliferation Treaty, held in May
1975, to tighten Canadian policy on nu-

clear co-operation. At that time, the

Secretary of State for External Affairs,
Allan MacEachen, stated that, in future:
"Canadian bilateral official development-
assistance commitments for the financing
of nuclear projects will be undertaken
solely to non-proliferation treaty party
states". Furthermore, added the Minister,
adherence to the treaty would be "an
important factor in reaching decisions on
the provision of Canadian Government
export financing in the nuclear field".

In other words, no country that has

not ratified the non-proliferation treaty

will be able to take advantage of the
Canadian nuclear-technology assistance
programs if that country requests Cana-
dian financing for the purpose. However,
if no financing is involved, the request will
be considered, although it is improbable
that it will be followed up since Canada's
preference will go to countries that have
already adhered to the treaty.

Canada has thus managed to define,
step by step, four categories of country.
This is not saying very much, but it is
most revealing about the extraordinary
political imagination of Canadians! In the
first category there is only India - since
that is the only country with which our
bilateral co-operation agreements preceded
not only the Treaty on the Non-Prolifera-
tion of Nuclear Weapons, but even the

creation of the International Atomic

Energy Agency. In the second category
are countries like Pakistan, Spain and
Argentina, which are not parties to the
treaty but which continue to benefit from
Canadian assistance in the form of tech-
nology or equipment. The third category
is that of the poor countries that have not
yet adhered to the treaty and are excluded
at the moment from the list of our poten-
tial customers when they do not fall in
with the prevailing ideology regarding
non-proliferation. Lastly, there is the
category of rich countries that have not
signed the treaty and could undoubtedly
purchase Canadian nuclear reactors with-
out finding themselves in the humiliating
position of having to request Canadian
financing. The door is, therefore, not per-

Canadian
pre f erence

will go to
adhering
countries



Some countries
will not discuss
on our terms

manently closed to them, because we have
up to now merely expressed preferences
that would be "important factors" - but
not necessarily determining ones - in any
decision we made.

The least that can be said about this

is that the distinction between these
categories is as clear as crystal! We shall

not return to the third paradox we men-
tioned above, but it is quite obvious that
the language we are using now is hardly
consistent with the moral ideals we are
proclaiming, and that we are not prepared
to apply these principles fully in practice
because the nature of the international
system forces us to make compromises.

Problem of numbers
My colleague Professor Jean-Pierre Der-
riennic reminded -me not long ago of the
problem posed by the great number of
states involved. Everything goes on as if
Canada had the impression it was acting
alone in the international system, and was
able to prevent the proliferation of nuclear
arms by its moral interdictions alone.

In reality, Canada can easily adopt a
policy that, as we have just seen, is not
too illogical, and can do everything in its
power to bring the other states to think as

it would like them to think. The fact
remains, however, that some countries
have no intention of discussing things the
way we do, and all this seems to me to be
consistent with the reality of the inter-

national system.
Some countries, in fact, have no in-

tention of adhering to the treaty; others
prefer tomaintain their bilateral co-opera-
tion shielded from any international indis-
cretion; and some have no qualms about
weaving preferential links among them-
selves, the results of which are unknown
at the moment.

The larger question of whether or not
it is possible to prevent the proliferation of
nuclear weapons constitutes in itself a
great historical debate, but I do not intend
to get into long discussions here. Suffice it
to say that there are two schools of
thought on the matter - the optimistic
and the pessimistic. The optimists con-
sider that we are living in a period of
profound interdependence, that the world
has changed, that national nuclear defence
is an absurdity, and that we are moving
towards a form of ecumenism stamped
with the seal of compassion between men
and between nations. The pessimists, on
the other hand, say that nothing has
changed, that nationalism is reviving, and
that the proliferation of nuclear arms is
inevitable. The truth probably lies some-
where between these two positions, and all

that we can reasonably say is that,
cannot stop the proliferation of
arms, we can at least slow it down. ^

It is perfectly understandab:'.e Ce ^iltila
Canada does not want to be associat;Mû
any way, directly or indirectly, wit6a T.É
spread of nuclear arms. It is also na d-
logical and desirable that very strict 1;! ^1.t
be kept on our problems with =:zu^ oi

^co-operation assistance. However, cq^,of
ponsibility ends there. [

t-hE
It would take too long to explairpur

reasons for this choice. We have alrthaf
mentioned some; others are easy tt^ : ë%
Of the latter, one is basic: widespe I',
dissemination of nuclear technolo;3'I
necessarily go hand in hand witl.

growth process in the civilian
Whether a country uses technolog?
peaceful or military purposes will alj
depend ultimately on how it assersf^
own national interest. When we ç^nthé'
that it takes from five to six years thali
a reactor to operate at full capaci ;y,ar,r
that the reactor will be operationahav
30 years, it would be presurnpti; olin
think that the conditions on whitow
contract is concluded today will biârn
same in 36 years. This does not, :
that the promises made will necesnot
be broken, but it does mean that mo.
reasonable to expect that there wha%
difficulties and that some nationstioi
refuse to be confined to a status of pé,niz{
nent nuclear weakness if they feelpos
their security cannot be assured otüecon
than by nuclear armament. This is aÇcor
for the signatory as for the non-signrnai
countries, except that in the first c'
would be fairer to use the langua^so
probabilities and, in the second, i`hpo

presumptions whose validity remairis m

demonstrated. m
If it is true, however, that tlie!ha

gress of technology cannot be s;oRn

and that Canada enjoys an undenpP

comparative advantage in the f.elO,c

nuclear technology, it is hard to s^en0
it should be reproached for using t,
advantage the master card it holrIs,p
tually, a sound Canadian policy c nïa

proliferation, in order to be ptaure
would involve four conditions. The fr^
that it should not obtain an ai^l

weapon itself, which does not seeni l
much of a problem at the momer,t.p

second is that it should ensure th^n

technology, equipment and fissio.q

materials are used only for peacefulp
poses. Canada's responsibility ends { n

because we have no control over wil
state does outside the framework oi'f

co-operation. The third condition is'
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is that, Ievery possible means - which is,
n of n t;cr^ within our power - to delay the
down. !",cess of nuclear proliferation through
andab iltilateral legal instruments of control.
associat;'nitist stress in thisregard the numerous
tly, wit" repeated statements made by the
is also nadian Government, our efforts within
y strict: qroup of nuclear-production countries,
with ::zud oi-ir proposals concerning the setting-
'ever, (,u, of 'an international system for regulat-

^ thé use of nuclear explosives for peace-
to explailpuloses. The fourth and final condition
have alrthat Canada agrees to confront reality

easy to g1 {,,^plain a little better to its people the
widespè I;lagnitude of the problem, lest the

chnolo;
rnd withI
civilian Î
echnolog,`_
es will al
it assesf^ This is the thirtieth anniversary of

n we Conthc:beginning of the nuclear age and the
x years tahaif-way point in the "Decade of Dis-
capaci ;yârmament", but we must admit that we

perationahavé made conspicuously little progress
surnptL oiin âchieving even a minimal advance

on wh to`vards arms limitation, let alone dis-
iy will bu'ar iament. ...
oes not ^ ! Although the great powers have

7ill necesn oL; yet curbed their nuclear arsenals,
ean that most of the other nations of the world
there wihave resolutely foresworn the acquisi-
nationstion of nuclear weapons. They recog-

;atus of pnizë that, for them, any idea that the
they fe?lpossession of nuclear weapons would
ured otheconvey real power and influence, or
This is a^contribute to the attainment of their
non-signnational goals, is illusory.

he first c We live in an age that accepts the
e langua^sovereign power of nations as a primary
econd, `hpoliltical principle. It is, therefore, re-
y remairismarkable - indeed inspiring - that

more than 90 non-nuclear-weapon states
that ftiehave had the courage to join together

A be s;o^n adhering to the Treaty on the Non-
an undenpPOliferation of Nuclear Weapons as an

i the f:ehçtof mutual reassurance that they will
ard to s^enoti develop or acquire nuclear weapons.
or using VI sbmit that, in so doing, they have
d it holrlsnotl derogated from their sovereignty;
policy ( nratlier, they have strengthened it by

refiising to allow outmoded concepts to
) be plau$tand in the way of common sense. This
)ns. The fi'has'k been the most significant contribu-
ain an al tion to the goal of disarmament in the

not seeni "pas30 years . . . .
e momer,t,, The scope for the peaceful uses of
ensure th^,nuélear energy poses another crucial
and fissioquéstion, a question of particular im-
)r peacef u1:'portance to all states in a position to
ility endF, i*make nuclear materials and techno-
rol over wilogy available to others. The promise
unework o1'foréseen 30 years ago that nuclear ener-

gap grow between the picture we are
presenting of our actions and words and
what we are really doing and saying.

It is only when these conditions are
met that Canadian industry will be able to
follow more closely the intricacies of the
Government's thinking on nuclear co-
operation. It goes without saying that
clear and precise directives are urgently
needed in this area, because the master
card Canada holds today could be trumped
by other countries that are close behind us
and may not be burdened with as many
scruples about continuing their policy of
nuclear co-operation for civilian purposes.

i
gy could be an important tool for the
economic and social benefit of mankind

is well on the way to fulfilment. But do
we have the wisdom to recognize and
take action to ensure that the diffusion
of nuclear technology, equipment and
materials throughout the world for
peaceful purposes can be achieved with-
out compounding the danger of nuclear-
weapons proliferation and of nuclear

war?
Canada's response to this question

was given recently by Prime Minister
Trudeau. He saw it in terms of obliga-

tions. As an economically-advanced
country, Canada wishes to do all it can
to help the less-developed countries of
the world gain a handhold on the tech-
nological age. But, at the same time, the
Canadian Government has an obligation
to ensure that nuclear materials, equip-
ment or technology from Canadian
sources are not diverted to the manu-

facture of nuclear-explosive devices.

That is why Canada strongly supports
the application of effective safeguards
through the International Atomic Ener-
gy Agency. Canada firmly believes that
efforts by both exporters and importers

of nuclear materials, equipment and
technology to achieve more effective
safeguards on international nuclear co-
operation and commerce will greatly
facilitate the worldwide development of
the peaceful uses of nuclear energy ....

Extract f rom a statement in the

First Committee of the General Assem-

bly, November 4,1975, by W. H. Barton,
Canadian Ambassador and Permanent
Representative to the Office of the
United Nations at Geneva and to the
Conference of the Committee on Disar-

mament.

ondition is_



Civil war in Lebanon:
the anatomy of à crisis

By David Waines
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Lebanese
gaze in horror
and in shame
at spectacle

Beirut was once envied as the Zurich of
the Middle East. Today, its most viable
and visible commercial enterprise is the
arms trade. Once regarded as the play-
ground of the Eastern Mediterranean,
Beirut is now transformed into a bloody
battlefield rivalling Saigon (or perhaps
Warsaw) at the peak of its war-torn
existence. Property destruction, torture,
murder, rape, kidnapping, looting and
vengeance only partially catalogue the ter-
rors of daily life. Beirut today is a ravaged

city; Lebanon, a country divided against

itself, performs the grotesque and savage
ritual of apparent mass suicide.

Foreign observers are not alone in
asking how matters have come to this pass.
Many Lebanese also gaze in horror -
many in shame - at the spectacle. Yet
few have recognized that Lebanon 1975 is
not merely a local conflagration. The pos-
sible international repercussions of the
crisis itself, so far only acknowledged in
silence by most Western and Arab govern-
ments, make it the most explosive since
the first Palestine war in 1948.

Like rumours of fear, theories ex-
plaining the current chaos are legion; their
common element is that some "conspiracy"
exists. The conspiracy theories differ only
as to who is plotting what against whom.
Separately, each contains a grain of
plausibility. Collectively, the conspiracy
theories reflect both the legacy of the past
and the fears and frustrations arising from

Dr. Waines is a Canadian living and
teaching in Cairo. He is currently teaching
,at the Ain Shams University and has been
visiting professor and assistant director of
the Centre of Arabic Studies at the
American University in Cairo. In 1975 he
was in Canada teaching anthropology at
Simon Fraser University. Dr. Waines is
author of The Unholy War: Israel and
Palestine, 1897-1971 and of numerous
articles on the Middle East. The views
expressed in this article are those of the

author.
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a complex of rapidly-changing currenthèri
ditions. As a starting-point, therefc re^dŸ'
may observe that a general cause oal ;(
current civil war in Lebanon is tho r011ÿ
lescence of the National Charter. a

han

Britain and France
ne^After the First World War, the two

Western powers, Britain and Fr, tir
divided most of the Middle East betlen
them, cloaking their imperial interest`an'
rivalries in a system of League of Naonà
mandated territories. Britain (whieitrol
ready occupied Egypt) received P<l(^Sti

no1
and Iraq, while France was giver. °.
and Lebanon. In Lebanon, during tht, ^,hE
1920s, a constitution was drawn u^
cording to which the country woulicot
prepared for independence. Next, ai Lire
formal unwritten agreement was reo

}) V
whereby the political spoils of nation-,ul°
would be divided in relation to the rmt
cal size of the two main religious cornT-
ities, Christian and Moslem. A c(a
conducted by the French in 1932 111
results of which are now considerbe
have served their cruder political vec
ests) showed that the various Cr i
sects combined gave them a slight rr aj
over the Moslems. The Christian M n^ c
sect, traditionally pro-French and nt
Western, possessed the largest s_h
minority. Hence, in the National Chas
parliamentary representation was fix
a constant ratio of six Christians to 0
Moslems; the President of the Rep u1
the country's most powerful polie
figure, would be a Maronite Christi^,u
Prime Minister, a Sunni Moslem, anlel
Speaker of the Chamber of DepL ti;r
Shia Moslem. '

The system was a delicately-b.k^ë
combination of several sectarian in-;eT.l
in which the Maronites were ass 11,
paramount political role. The sanie,
tarian ratio was also appied to eveq
pointment for public office. More imiwia
was the army, where the command^,
chief and many senior officer cadres'
solidly Maronite. This sectarian (or;



al}; division should not, however,

pur(? the role and economic power of

^a] interests (both landed and com-

;cir3), which also divided the country

>icaily into haves and have-nots, irre-

ctive of religion. For example, from
^pcndence in 1943 to the present,
pr (i n has been dominated by the same
jip of leaders, Moslem and Christian, or

^r sons and protégés. The Cabinet of
sniriisters formed in July 1975 to end

civil strife contained three feudal

lersj over 70 years of age and two men,
uding the Prime Minister, who had

g currentherited" the political mantle from

therefcrefilÿ ^ predecessors. Evidently, the Na-

cause oIal Charter's greatest weakness was its

ri is th(,rall^ unwritten assumption that Leba-

rter. and the surrounding universe were

- haüging-entities.

lnerabilitythe two r
and l^rl time would not stand still nor could

East bet^Iehl^
squalls fail to buffet quiet waters.

1 intere,;t•`anon was acutely vulnerable to events
ond3 the narrow horizon of its immediate

;ue of Ndtroli A case in point was the first
in (whiei-stine war of 1948. Although its army
ived P«l<<not participate, Lebanon's ruling busi-
rs giver. , . 1
luring thE'

lnterests derived positive benefits from
drawn u rhe; imposition of the Arab economic

itry woubCOtt
against Israel enhanced - indeed,

, Next, 2,ured - Beirut's position as the key

^sitjport to and from the entire Eastern
.t was rea;b R orld. On the other hand, Lebanon's
of nation^uIation increased overnight by 10 per

to the r u!t as hundreds of thousands of Pales-
gious co mans ^ driven from or fleeing their homes
.em. A cEing-'^the war, became unwilling exiles
in 193? n its soil. No one at the time could
consideree foreseen the consequences of this

political ielopment.

ious Cl ri Bârely a decade later, the weaknesses
slight if aJ( I con
istian M rri

tradictions of the National Charter

é nakedly exposed during an outbreak
>nch and ntéicommunal fighting now referred to
largest S,he `First Civil War of 1958. By com-

itional Chason; with the fighting in the present
on was fig^ war, 1958 was a mild affair resulting
iristians toto rriore than a few hundred casualties;
f the Re p1 ^1ates of casualties in the present crisis
verful F olie sôared into many thousands.
e Christi ^n! Again, the reverberations of external
loslem, anjelopments in the Arab world swept
of Deptt r the Lebanese political scene. The

)n of Egypt and Syria under Gamal
icately-b,.Ialel Nasser and the liquidation of the
tarian in-:e'ilist regime in Iraq were hailed by
were ass II, Arab masses as progressive, anti-
The sanle;erialist movements. In Lebanon, Presi-

ed to eveq Camille Chamoun (Minister of the
More impala^ol in the present emergency cabinet),
command^ ti^;^s then attempting to contravene

icer cadres ! constitution by running for a second

successive term in office, had come under
bitter attack from Nasserist forces for his
openly pro-Western leanings. The Maro-
nites of Lebanon had never made any
secret of their greater sense of affinity to
Europe, and especially France, than to
their fellow countrymen. Preserving Leba-
non's special character in a Moslem Arab
world was the Maronites' particular sense
of mission; this entailed, of necessity, their
continued political and economic domi-
nance. Alleging an imminent attempt to
drag Lebanon into the Arab socialist camp,
Chamoun appealed to the American Sixth
Fleet for support against his opponents.
When the marines landed in Beirut, oppo-
sition attacks upon the President seemed

fully justified.
Once the crisis had passed and daily

life returned to normal, the Lebanese be-
lieved that they had "learnt a lesson" and
that such civil disorder could not happen
again. In the decade following 1958 this
optimism seemed borne out as the economy
forged ahead to unprecedented levels.
However, based on few natural resources
other than the shrewdness of the hard-

driving Lebanese entrepreneur, the essen-

tially service economy seemed guided more
by Adam Smith's "invisible hand" than
by any rational development plans. Even
specialists conceded that the best policy
for economic development was no policy at

all. With one or two exceptions, the same

short-sighted laissez faire attitude char-

acterized the Government's approach to

basic questions of social justice and

welfare.

Lesson not learnt
This was, in fact, the one lesson the
Lebanese had not learnt. While the civil
war of 1958 was discussed in sectarian
terms - Moslem against Christian -, it
could not conceal the underlying move-
ment of discontent and demands for a
more balanced and equitable dispensation

of the national wealth. The economy
showed immense disparities between its

two major sectors. Agriculture, for ex-

ample, employed about 50 per cent of the

labour force, while contributing only

about 11 per cent to the national income;
the service sector, on the other hand, em-
ployed only about 14 per cent of the labour
force but contributed some 67 per cent to
the national income. Added to income dis-
parities were growing regional disparities
in development between Mount Lebanon,
which is predominantly Maronite, and the
more backward agricultural south, in-
habited largely by poorer Shia Moslems.

The 1958 civil war, therefore, had

altered nothing. Redress of grievances

During 1960s
optimism borne out

by economic
progress

-tarran (or 3



Leadership
avoided
touchy issue
of demography

could still only be pursued through appeal
to the patronage of sectarian feudal
leaders, who held the reins of political
and economic power. Communities and
districts, like individuals, prospered in
relation to the strength of their respective
leaders withiri the total power profile. In
times of relative stability, networks of
co-operation among the leaders of the dif-
ferent sects helped perpetuate the char-
tered system of inequalities. In crisis
periods, the primary cleavage may appear
to be purely sectarian, but these same
leaders strive equally to maintain their
privileged positions within their commu-
nities in fear of the consequences of un-
leashing genuinely popular forces under
their control.

By 1958, however, one important sub-
stantive change was occurring within Leb-
anon that did not go unremarked. Where
the 1932 population census was supposed
to have reflected the existing sectarian
balance, those positions a generation later
were suspected to be dramatically differ-
ent. Not only were the Moslems suspected
of comprising an absolute majority of the
population but the largest minority was
almost certainly not the Maronite but
rather the Shia community. The reasons
adduced for this new situation were the
higher birth-rates among the Moslems and
the greater tendency of the Christians to
emigrate to the Americas. To say that it
was "suspected" that the demographic
balance had shifted is to say no one, least
of all the Maronite and Sunni leaders,
wanted to find out what the real situation
was by conducting a new census. The
question was too explosive politically and,
like many other pressing problems, it was
thought best put aside and left alone.
Nevertheless, the awareness existed that
much was at stake - to be won or lost.

Watershed, 1967
The war of June 1967 was a watershed in
the recent history of the Arab "confronta-
tion" states with Israel. As in previous
conflicts, Lebanon sat on the sidelines.
Next to Jordan, Lebanon contained the
largest number of Palestinians displaced
since 1948 and either living in refugee
camps or prospering as integrated mem-
bers of the national economic life. Follow-
ing the humiliating defeat of the regular
Arab armies by Israel, it was natural that
the Palestine Liberation Organization,
under new leadership, should attempt to
fill the void. The proliferation of com-
mando attacks against Israel after 1967
captured massive popular Arab support.
The Israeli response to these raids pro-
duced a rising spiral of violence in the
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area. Their purpose in raiding Jorùa,
Lebanon was to drive a wedge betw^E
Palestinians and the respective gc
ments, thus isolating and weakenin_
commando bases of support. The
proved its merit when King Hus.;e
Jordan successfully liquidated the
mando movement in the bloody &
of September 1970.

Thereafter, Israel turned its at,e
to Lebanon. Palestinian training carii
the south of the country (dubbed b
press "Fatahland") came under con
Israeli air attacks, and even oi
villagers lived under threat of inv
and destruction by armoured patro
facilitate these manoeuvres, Israell/
structed military roads and armed o
vation posts inside Lebanese terri
Special missions were carried out irF
heart of the country, its capital 8(
Following the October war of
Palestinian resistance groups m-)n^
increased attacks against Israel,
Lebanon as well as from inside the
bank of Jordan and Jerusalem. i
retaliated in kind, but failed to
aboùt a "Jordanian solution" dE
clashes between the Palestinians a:1i
Lebanese army.

Owing to the sectarian politica] &
ture of Lebanon and its lack of a sthris
unified government, a Jordanian sol^et e
was not, in fact, viable. The predomin^e h
Shia south was taking a terriblé I,ekï >
from the Israeli attacks and villbreUG

7 teri
began leaving their -homes to march
Beirut to protest to the governmen-,
lack of protection. One began to he^^l s(
government circles some advocatir:&re
"internationalization" or "neutralizaNlore
of Lebanon, while in Maronite qt.aüal I
some cynically urged that the south cxitiq

go to the devil or, better still, i;o 'm I
Israelis. The Maronite leadership 3fenéi
army, backed by the President, d.d requ
want to be drawn into unequal co14?as
with the Israelis. Direct confrortzienio
with the Palestinians, on the other an `
risked splitting Moslem nationalis.t ere
ments away from the army. The pro}ion'=
remained how to impose contracactz(
limits upon Palestinian operations ,Pheii
not appearing to attempt to elimina tFity
commandos themselves. The Pale:.tipbor
leadership, while remembering J )r'eçu
recognized their own and the governmt= bu
dilemma and, anxious to avoid a dxi'19ht
showdown, co-operated to defus=, krab
situation.

The Palestinian presence, ho^^E^ee
was only a part of the configurat:or roi
forces causing tension in Lebanon ^I^ect

the years since 1967. The more fundan'lon
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,olltlcal Si' World Wide Photo

k of a sthristmas Eve 1975 - the main street in Beirut gave evidence that the world had not
nian solu,t etatered an era of peace. The title on the marquee was a more appropriate slogan for
redomin^e times. As this issue of International Perspectives goes to press, an uneasy truce
riblé lie,'revâils in Lebanon, but whether it is a prelude to a political settlement or merely an
lnd vill`^terlude in the civil war is not clear.
march

.rnmen- 1,
in to hel socio-economic and political problems
vocatira&re +brought into the open once again.
mtralizaNloreover, Beirut had become the intellec-

zite qnaü^ emporium of a wide range of radical
3 south (xitiq;ues not only of the Palestine prob-

still ioembut of Lebanese and Arab society in
!rship 3f^neral. The schools and universities were
ent, d.d requently the breeding-grounds for these
qual conl?as i and radical movements. Strikes and
onfrortaiemônstrations, particularly at the Ameri-
other an and Lebanese universities in Beirut,

tionali:.t Tere;the expression of a younger genera-
The pa orion's; political consciousness and dissatis-

contracRction with an ossified political system.
-ations TIPheii repression at the American Univer-
Jiminateity in 1974 by an administration col-.

Pale:.tipborating with the Lebanese Special

ing J )r'ecurity Forces created great bitterness
overnmt, but also won approval from conservative

id a ^ciiight'wing groups in Lebanon and other
defus, krab` capitals.

e, ho^E)eeger frustrations
figurat:o rom the vantage-point of the largest
,anon julectarian communities, the Palestine ques-
e fundaiflon ônly cloaked deeper frustrations and

fears. The Shia, demanding protection
from Israeli attacks, challenged the via-
bility of a system which regarded indiffer-
ently their economic welfare as well as
their physical fate. The Sunni Moslems,
especially the wealthy business elements,
viewed their interests as linked largely to
the status quo, while others acknowledged
the need for some basic political reforms.
For their part, the Maronites viewed any
hint of change in the provisions of the
National Charter as the thin edge of the
wedge leading to their ultimate subordina-
tion to the Moslem community. And yet
each community - Christian and Moslem
- implicity recognized that yesterday's
political arrangements were irrelevant to
today's realities. Where they differed, as
we shall see, was in
options for the future.

their respective

Paradoxical as it may seem, the
efforts to bring about, step by step, a
general Middle East peace in the wake of
the October 1973 war have contributed
directly to the eruption of civil war in
Lebanon. The following is a brief descrip-
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tion of the international and local dyna- - try into chaos has turned the future v; A

mies of the crisis. Kafkaesque nightmare. ^pp,,

First, there was the long and tense Space does not permit a bro, I ve,.,,

stage of Secretary of State Henry Kissin- exposition of the international aspeqignaa

ger's shuttle diplomacy, which culminated the crisis. The course of recent eventaned

in the second Sinai disengagement agree- Lebanon, however, is quite consisterttilenc(

ment in September 1975. Both America the "partition thesis", as the follo^ a gi

and Israel achieved immediate tangible paragraphs attempt to demonstrate. ^irs

results; by concentrating on Egypt, nistr

Israel's largest and most powerful military Prelude to war pg-st<

neighbour, they would avert the prospects The prelude to civil war was an inciPale

of much tougher and more protracted called the "Protéine Affair" in Fe'm^se c

bargaining stemming from a co-ordinated 1975. A private company was being farihe

Sadat's aims Arab political effort against Israel. The that would monopoloize the rigllt, pré

not political political gains of the agreement for Presi- independent fishermen along the Lebat' lon;

but economic dent Sadat were negligible. However, he coast. The company's chairman was, fet

hoped to win favour for his policy of mille Chamoun. The fishermen, n^éthc

economic liberalization at home by de- Moslem, reacted vigorously by s,rvnina

monstrating to potential American and and demonstrating in the southern -)ountc

European investors that their capital could Sidon. The Government quelled thence,

play a decisive role in building a new turbances with the army and ther•e stin,,

Egypt. Some Egyptian observers admit several casualities, including a prornipyed

privately that Egypt, in return for the politician and former parliamentar,a ûlar

illusory hope of rapid economic develop- uty from Sidon. ving

ment, has, in fact, abandoned its tradi- The Protéine Affair brought Modal

tional role in the arena of inter-Arab grievances against the system imogle i

politics and chosen the road of isolationism. open and Prime Minister Rashid S'

Secondly, the Egyptian retreat into Government came under heated atlita

isolationism in effect tacitly supported the Two main points were at issue. Mo^sidé

American and Israeli aims of similarly interests were grossly under-represe} to

attempting to isolate and weaken the in the Government and the army wwle

Palestinians so they would cease to be an heavily dominated by the Maronites Ld

obstacle to a general settlement in the in March, 16 Moslem leaders reit erOe

area. Since the Palestinians expulsion the appeal for structural. changes injerni

from Jordan in September 1970, their last National Charter to curb the powetest

major base of operations has been Lebanon; the President and create an intercor7s IT

yet direct confrontation between the sional command council to share rrilider

government and the commandos was leadership with the Maronite Commant; IN

judged unfeasible. Nevertheless, certain in-Chief. The leader of the right-wing?nte

forces in the country,. feeling the time to langes (al-Kata'ib) Party, Pierre GemY

be ripe, were prepared to exploit the and Camille Chamoun opposed the^e°t"

Palestinian presence for quite another tions and countered by accusing the p

primary objective, which, if achieved, estinian commandos of interferin^'n

would contribute as well to the destruction Lebanon's internal affairs by siding `r t

of the commandos as a viable force. the fishermen against the army. Genl•

Thirdly, this primary objective, con- called for the termination of the (illy

ceived by some Maronite political and agreement of 1969 by which the Leoa;ma
al T

miIitar leaders to be the only means of authorized the Palestinians to es,y
Maronite leaders ensuring their community's security in the commando camps on its territory. "Y

see partition By this manoeuvre the Mrir^ tgreatly-altered circumstances in Lebanon, at
as only hope was nothing short of partition of the

leaders sought to sidestep the prol'le?

of community country and the creation of a Maronite
changing the National Charter b3 (1re
ging forward the Palestinian presE nc^

the main question facing the c^ ^u^ :state - the "Republic of the Cedars".
Thus, by the coincidence of favour-

^eG

able circumstances, local and international
Next, the Phalanges tried to esc<tia
tensions into full-scale conflict. I ;i !--ri

interests found a common ground for their April, Phalangist militiamen ambL sh^bl
separate goals: the partition of Lebanon bus returning to the Tell Zaatar ref a
(a) to satisfy the narrow parochial Maro- camp in a quarter of Beirut and. hie
nite ends and (b) to achieve the perma- 27 of the Palestinian occupants. ln'se
nent security of Israel's northern frontier. ensuing street fighting in the ca ds
For the Moslem and the smaller Christian (other battles took place in the t(wr
minorities, like the Greek Orthodcx, the Tripoli, Sidon and Tyre), over 300 i)ese
Maronite determination to drag the coun- were reported killed.
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uture'v' A cease-firewas effected and fighting
rpp(,(i but the life of Premier Solh's

a brc^vernïnent had run its course. In his
rl aspeçignation speech in mid-May, Solh
it even^ned'i the Phalanges-for initiating the
isister..ttilence, and he repeated the earlier call
ie fo1101^ a greater Moslem share in the army's
trate. -airs and an entirely non-sectarian ad-

nistration. He also stated bluntly that
ig-standing Moslem residents (i.e., main-

an ind=Palestinians) should be granted Leb-
in Fear^,'se citizenship.
)eing fot('he- Phalanges recognized clearly that
e rightl̂ pressures for change would increase.
he Lebatl longer could ties of co-operation hold
ian was^ fendal interests of the ruling élite
nen, .n^ether, since changes would result in the
by s,rïriination of Maronite political para-

thern _-.)onintc_y within the confessional system.

lled thence, ! the Phalanges concluded, the
i ther^ sting confessional system must be de-
a prorni<,yéd ï- not by replacing it with a
ientar,a ûlar ^ democratic state but by pre-

ving the very essence of confessional
aght Modal relations within the bosom of a
em in-:oglë fâctional entity.

,ashid S
^ated atflitary government

;sue. Moi,sidënt Franjieh's answer to the crisis

r-represF to ; appoint a military government,
Irmy v>01e at the same time the Phalanges

ronites i^d to embroil the Palestinians in

r-s reit ertther?'? round of fighting. The military
anges injernment collapsed under a hail of
he powerfest from the Moslems after only three

i intercor7s in spower. Meanwhile, Yasser Arafat,
,hare miliier of the PLO, warned the Phalanges
Commant, while the Palestinians did not want
ht-win g^_,nterj a purely Lebanese political crisis,
erre Gem3' would not permit a second "Jordan
;ed the^ent" being opened against them.

ising the President Franjieh next instructed
nterferin^en-times-Prime-Minister Rabid Kara-
y siding ^ to form a government of reconcilia-
:my. Gerni. Four weeks later, on July 1, he
of the 0ly succeeded in putting together a
the Le oaman _emergency cabinet.
to es,al Throughout the summer, residents of

ritory. ay m ountain resorts in Lebanon could

the
Mars the constant crackle of gun-fire as

he prok lelate militia groups trained in prepara-

.rter
b ^ for, a resumption of the fighting.

n pres n^re Gemayel's Phalanges were the
the c,)urest and best organized and disciplined

i to esc;tia, which also had gained combat
srierice in the 1958 civil war. Kamal

iflict.
Il blatt, leader of the Druze community

n ambt:sh^
7,aatar ref,

a inan not given to making rash
,ut and. ksements, publicly charged the President

ipants. ln 'self
with channeling weapons and

i
the Camunition from army stores into the

i
the tc wrds of the Phalanges. That the Pres-

it is deeply involved in the Maronite
ier 300 ?^e'se isscarcely contested, since his own

son, Tony, leads another militia group
calléd the Zgharta Liberation Front.

Camille Chamoun, too, possesses a strong
militia, while many Maronite army officers
have been given their "annual vacations"
to train the various militia groups.

On the Moslem side, two main groups
bore the brunt of the early fighting,
though they were smaller and not as well
equipped as their Phalanges opponents.
One militia group, al-Murabitun, is headed
by Ibrahim Alaylat, a young man with a
shady past who has become a hero of the
Moslem streets. A second group, founded
by the Shia religious leader Imam Musa
Sadr, has been employed mainly in defence
of the poorer Shia quarters, which have
been heavily attacked by the Phalanges.

According to a survey conducted by
the Beirut newspaper al-Anwar, fighting in

Lebanon between mid-April and early
July had taken a toll of 2,300 dead and
over 16,000 wounded. Some say these
figures are exaggerated, but no one is
prepared to say by how much. In any
event, it was merely a preview of the
violence to come, which erupted in mid-
September.

Escalation
In the latest round, the scale of fighting
has escalated beyond all expectations;
mortars, machine guns, rocket-launchers
and recoilless rifles comprise the armoury
of the best-equipped militia. Moreover,
millions of dollars are available in the
country with which to purchase arms,
mainly of Russian make. One of the most
remarkable features of the civil war has
been the continuing strength of the Leb-
anese pound against other foreign curren-
cies, indicating a tremendous inflow of
funds from the outside.

According to what a former adviser to
Pierre Gemayel reported to this writer,
the Phalanges plan in this round was to
achieve the de facto partition of Beirut
by military force. Moslems living in pre-
dominantly Maronite areas like Ashrifiyya
were driven out and their homes destroyed.
Commercial quarters where Moslem shop-
keepers rented from Christian landowners
were also destroyed; such was the fate of
Suk Sursuck and Suk al-Khadra. The
Phalanges objective was to divide the city
by a line running from the port eastward
to Mount Lebanon, whence they could
secure the northern areas of the country,
where the majority of Maronites live.
With this accomplished, the creation of a
Maronite state might become a reality.
The Phalanges have, however, encountered
much stiffer resistance than anticipated
and have consequently suffered heavy

April violence
a prelude
to September
eruption



Incapacity
of leadership
in finding
reconciliation

losses. Neither more nor less than any
other group are they able to influence
decisively the course and pace of events.

The traditional political leadership
has proven incapable until now of finding
the path of reconciliation, although Prime
Minister Rashid Karameh has emerged
in the crisis" with a heightened measure of
prestige. He succeeded in bringing together
the spokesmen of various groups in a
National Dialogue Committee. The Com-
mittee's deliberations were quickly dead-
locked by two vigorously-opposed view-
points. The Phalanges and their supporters
insisted upon the primary importance of
restoring security in the country, which
was generally acknowledged to mean

curtailing the strength of the Palestinians.
The opposing view was that security would

be best ensured if reform of the
1,zlat

system was legislated as a first :rte,
ie:;

Maronite leaders have made it cIF.of t
no changes in the National Charith
acceptable, but only discussion ofiwe
"reinterpretations". The Comm:tt^the
unable to break the impasse ar; ex
efforts of intermediaries like the Va^
emissary, Cardinal Bertoli, and tlielzar
diplomat Couve de Mourville éla,)pj;
the moment, proved futile. ` to

The dilemma of every rival 'La(teri
and, indeed, the tragedy of Lebaaa'
- seems best illustrated by the far Pa
an estimated 150,000 men are lieac
throughout the country, roughly ce.ies;
the number in the national armïi. sX
present balance of forces, there cat; sc
winners, only losers. )gtl

hei^
pr,

flot

The choice for Portugal:
reformation or revolution?

By Charles David

Faced with a constantly shifting scene in
Portugal, it would be foolhardy to make
any hasty projections - especially since
events in that country have clearly shown
that there, as elsewhere, appearances do

not necessarily reflect reality. Several
visits to Portugal since what has been
called the "Flower Revolution" have taught
me to be wary of "definitive interpreta-
tions" of the Portuguese political situation,
especially when the hopes expressed by
some and the regrets expressed by others
form the basis of such interpretations. This
article is intended to be nothing more than
a simple statement of facts placed in their
context.

In order to grasp the nuances of this
revolution and to explain in depth its dif-
ferent stages, it is practically indispens-
able to place April 1974 in its proper per-

Mr. David, a native of Haiti, is an
international affairs columnist for the
newspaper La Presse of Montreal. He has
visited Portugal for La Presse on several
occasions, and was in that country at the
height of last summer's political crisis. The
views expressed in this article are those
of the author.
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spective, for the erroneous view )f Po
taking place in Lisbon and in the r tiz
the country is, in fact, the result cf,--le(
of persistent misunderstandings -!e
or unconscious. s'n

0

Primacy of the army ce

There is a tendency to forget th<,t th
emplary success registered on A^ér
1974, which was to put an end to 4^?e
of fascist dictatorship, was prirr âriH
result of a military coup d'état cErriag

by a minority of highly-politicizei oer
who succeeded in convincing a rias i P
brother officers of the justice of tl:e'vm
and in quickly winning over extrFm,-d
elements in the army. This prim^ cyl
army on the political scene in Po:•tnp
plains why the political situation is°
a reflection of the dividing-line: Os
through a now-fragmented army. P(O
Portugal has, in fact, become tho Fie
a game played by different militaih
tions manoeuvring with the si pFl'
political parties.

The events of April 1974 1aw
their mark on the developmen t e
political parties as well, for while tb , t
tary coup was greeted joyfully lre



of Inc- 1) zla tinn and received the support of
first s&ie.-^ that had been driven underground

de it cle.of their exiled leaders, the fact remains
ial Chat ;thë^ origins of this successful opera-
rssion oflwer^ completely foreign to the people
Comm _ti^the parties. The people, who çould not
passe ar; expected so much, particularly from
e the Va^rmÿ that was the mainstay of the
and tlielzar and Caetano regime, were content

rville -lapplâud the coup, without trying too

^ to ;, understand it or to fathom the
^ rival ^a(teries of the future.
f Leba:^o.' I

)y the fa( party game
3n are lieaction, the leaders of the political
)ughly ée.ies; with their firmly-rooted traditional
al armï;. s; went no further than engaging in
there car.;_scale manoeuvres to cripple the

° igth; of the Armed Forces Movement
heir own advantage and to seize power.
propaganda machines of all parties

not fail to exploit the political aspects
ie situation that supported their argu-
ts, to the detriment of their opponents
tus rëvealing the true purpose of their

ins. This gave rise to the various

Is, or, more exactly, attempts to seize
,r by different political forces: perma-
lÿ, in the case of the Communist Party
varo Cunhal; through legalistic means,
ie case of the Socialist Party of Mario

!ès; and, in the case of Emilio Guer-

i's Popular Democratic Party, by a
iitive overthrow of the situation pre-
n6 since April 25, 1974.

is view )fiPortuguese political life was for a

d in the r timé - indeed still is - centred on
result c,f Plections held on the first anniversary

indings -!e April 1974 coup. The results are well
m: the Socialist Party, with 34.87 per
of the votes cast compared to 12.53

cent; for the Communist Party, came
rget th, -t tthe big winner. For many people the
ed on A^ér was settled - the Portuguese people
i end to fendered their verdict.
,as prin ârHowever, no amount of well-placed

l'état u rrPagarida could completely veil the

oliticizei der meaning of these elections, which
cing a n un' place, indeed, in a climate of honesty
Lice of tlevmtegrity noted by all the parties in-
ver extrFm,-d. It is, in fact, forgotten that the

iis prim^ cyl 1975 elections were held with the
ie in Po:•tuPuïpose of choosing the members of
ituation is^stitûent assembly, and not to set up
ing-lines i;islative assembly that would result in
d army. Woi-mâtion of a government. Moreover,
come th(, üe rush of events of March 11, 1975,

,ent militah led the former President of the

t the srppbhc, General de Spinola, along with
of his supporters, to seek exile and

il
1974 a)ved the CDS from the election slate,

,elopmen L '
'ii of the Armed Forces Movement

for while tl;the fifth provisional government, led

joyfulh
eneral Vasco Gonçalvès, had demand-

ed - and obtained - agreement on a poli-
tical platform from all the political move-
ments involved in the election battle.

Among other provisions, this platform
gave the Armed Forces Movement the
right of veto, lasting from three to five
years, over the choice of individuals who
would occupy the Presidential seat and the
position of Prime Minister, as well as the
right to oversee the political development

of the country.
It is indisputable that this AFM

manoeuvre, while allowing the military to
keep control of the situation, especially
suited the Communist Party, which, be-
cause of its superior organization, had
chosen from the beginning of the affair to
take up the cause of the most politically-

committed officers without restriction.

This strategy was to prove in the short
run to be both profitable and disastrous.

Communist influence
Until the fall of the Gonçalvès Govern-
ment, the Communist Party had acquired
a political influence out of proportion to its
popular support. However, this dispropor-
tion, which was very evident in the control
of the information media in the capital,
was the main target of an offensive led by
the Socialist Party and right-wing forces
to put an end to what they called "the
Communist Party's plan to set up a dicta-
torship in Portugal". It was the Républica

episode which set in motion the victorious
move against General Gonçalvès.

The facts are well known. Républica

was a socialist newspaper that had taken
enormous risks under the fascist dictator-
ship; from the time the election results
were announced, it had waged an un-
ceasing, open struggle against the coalition
government of General Gonçalvès. Dissen-
sion broke out in the ranks of the news-
paper staff. The compositors, who were
Communists, demanded the right to dis-
cuss, and even question, the editorial policy
of the newspaper's management. The re-
fusal that came from Raul Rego, editor-in-
chief of the paper and a member of the
managing committee of the Socialist Party,
touched off an open battle. The composi-
tors took over the paper and expelled its
management.

Describing what he called a "charac-
teristic violation of freedom of the press",
resulting from a decision by the Revolu-

tionary Council to appoint a military
administrative commission to run the
newspaper as a means of settling the con-
flict - in favour of the printers, to be
sure -, Mario Soarès left the Government.

It was, in fact, the Républica affair,

following the takeover by the Communist

Newspaper took
enormous risks
under fascist
dictatorship



Transformation
of state apparatus
the goal of
Armed Forces
Movement

Atmosphere
generated by
special session
will determine
future action

Party of the Inter-Syndicale, with backing
from certain military groups, that touched
off the powder-keg. But behind this de-
cision by the Socialist Party lay the threat
of institutionalization of popular-based or-
ganizations, recommended by the Armed
Forces Movement with a view to nothing
less than , a basic transformation of the
bourgeois structures of the state apparatus.

Furthermore, this institutionalization
plan made no mystery of its objectives,
and stated that it would progressively sub-
stitute for the existing framework a popu-
lar-based apparatus that would control all
the levers of power and sanction the pre-
dominance of popular organizations asso-
ciated with the armed forces. In other
words, the frequently-heard slogan "AFM-
People's Alliance", promoted through the
offices of the Fifth Division and by "cul-

UN's seventh special session

tural dynamization" teams, imperl.
existence of political parties, bel,
with the Socialists. "

Thus the battle had begun, ani çuP
going on. From this point on, t he^

es.
guese army.is no more, but rather 1
as a number of factions, each witrrn

isr3
gree of civilian support.

Ultimately, the question to b^ së
mined here is whether the PortuP C
ciety of the future, which has bt:eritl
process of creation since April 2a tl,
can better - so far as it wishes to4.
new alternative to a people flouad4l0
under-development - ensure it; `on
through the slow processes of refc;
bodied in the principles of parl<a^or
democracy or through the brutal;lo
tion of revolution, with all its exce^aiP
its uneven triumphs. al;

;e

Turning-point in dialogue
with developing countries
By David S. Wright

It is now several months since the seventh
special session of the UN General Assem-
bly completed its work. That session will
be judged by, and its impact felt through,
a change in the climate for dialogue be-
tween rich and poor countries and for
negotiation on the issues of a New Eco-
nomic Order rather than the specific lan-
guage of its omnibus resolution. The
language agreed upon at the special ses-
sion is important, but represents a point
in time on a continuum of events. This
vocabulary will gradually, issue by issue,
be overtaken by subsequent action. The
nature of such action may, however, be
determined in large part by the atmo-
sphere generated by the seventh special
session. If it is, the seventh special ses-
sion will prove to have been an important
turning-point in relations between devel-
oped and developing countries.

Negotiations at the seventh special
session were carried on in a far more
effective manner than those of the sixth
special session in April 1974. At the earlier
session, unreasonable ultimatums put for-
ward by radical members of the Third
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t

World were met with stiffened?io
mination on the part of some tiiok
industrialized states not to conced^a
positions on virtually all the ma,--or'n
The result was a standoff and a i ?11'
consensus, a declaration and prog"
action adopted without a vote bc"
without the political will to impea',
on the part of those in the best
to do so. Any euphoric reactioti
result by members of the Groii0O1
(now approximately 100 develop.n{eS
tries) gave way in time to a reaYh`
that such paper victories wer: 15
indeed if they did not produce cc,'
benefits for developing countrie; ;.
argued at the time that, by - lih
some of the most powerful deve op^w
tions, the Third World had dc nr's
harm to its cause. 't

Productive negotiations
At the seventh special session, nie^t
sonable demands by developing cou
a more forthcoming approach W'a
veloped countries, and serious rt'
ductive negotiations were all in °^ s



I

at on, the,eG. There was less rhetoric, as formal

pie flouad11onths? There are several important
sure it^ ons_: First, the sixth special session did

^ns, imp:-ril ,nr^table was the leadership given by
arties, b. ^n,;derate developing countries to the

up of 77 as a whole, and the- significant
begun, anmce; in the position of the United

ut rather
h ^^ljr,^"`'ilts were uncharacteristically re-

each to the interventions of other
hers and addressed the basic economic

stion to b,^s on the agenda. Political will on the
le Portug^ of', both developed and developing
h has b e^fries to reach a genuine consensus
e April 25; thëi dominant feature of the session.
wishes tn4.^y this fundamental change over

ceall in°N,initiative to expel Israel from the UN.

ses of rc fa, One positive effect. It brought the
of parl<a^"mic issues between developed and

he brutal;loping countries into the political
11 its exceght The notion of a New Interna-

^1 Economic Order gave some çoncep-

j coherence to the myriad demands
developing countries had been making
yea'rs. Political leaders focused on
e issues in the context of a New`Eco-
iic Order more than they had in the

s. On economic issues, the New Eco-
iic Order was all-embracing, and many

ers in the developed world called for
oroügh review of policies related to it.

this ; process of study and review, the
rith';special session became oriented to-
ds the resolution of some of the out-
iding problems. Thus a timetable for

evolution of policy in important de-
ipedi countries was established.
Second, the situation in the Middle

t M proved. While the sixth special

stiffened',ion was called in the aftermath of the
of some tiloberY 1973 war and the subsequent oil

to concedmrg9 and major oil price increases, the

the ma--or'ntli, was convened shortly after a

If and a r her i disengagement accord between

i and pxooel and Egypt and a period of relative

a vote pli lIl` the area. The atmosphere at the
I to impea has so often in the past reflected the
the besi ation in the Middle East. Between the
reactiori ^ spécial sessions, the UN as an insti-

the Groiip[on had been severely tested - on the
develop nrstirie issue and during the "tyranny-

^ to a r,a]'he-majority" debate. By September

ries wer: 6, when the seventh special session was
produce ccvenëd, the air had been cleared and

countrie;. climate had cooled to a point that

at, by , lie^'tted deliberations on economic issues
ful developWeein developed and developing coun-

had dc nE's without the intrusion of the Middle
;t or other purely political issues into
debate.

ns
1U summit

;ession, mol
eloping cou? su-

mer summit in Kampala of the
)proach ro anization for African Unity played a

, role in this process. African coun-
serious anS c3id not reach agreement on an Arab

Such a move, had it taken. place at the

seventh special session, would have de-

stroyed all hope of progress on the
economic issues before the session. The
African countries had been willing in the
past to go along with Arab political de-
mands (e.g., the severing of diplomatic re-
lations with Israel) in the hope that they
would gain substantially through aid from
the newly-rich oil-producers. Their ex-

pectations of major aid flows from OPEC
were not met and many saw their devel-
opment problems exacerbated by high oil
prices. Several of the African leaders were
unwilling to accept the consequences of
an attempt to expel Israel from the UN,
in view both of their relations with the
United States and of the survival of the
UN as an institution that could bring
them important political and economic

benefits.
A third reason for the change in atmo-

sphere was the world economic situation
and the awareness by developing coun-
tries that continued inflation and reces-
sion in the Western industrialized world
would have a damaging impact on them.
Their exports to Western markets were
in jeopardy, and there was danger of a
reduced capacity of aid donors to provide
development assistance. A general deterior-

ation of the international trade and
payments system, it was seen, was cer-
tainly not the straightest path towards
the reform of that system, even though
such reform was badly needed. While the
radicals among the Group of 77 continued
to press for a revolution in the interna-
tional economic system, the moderates saw
the danger of straining the system too
much in its present fragile state.

Awareness of interests
There was, too, during the 18 months

between the two special sessions, a re-
thinking of national interests on the part

of many members of the Group of 77.

Mr. Wright is Head of the Bilateral Sec-
tion of the Aid and Development Division
in the Department of External Affairs. He
has served in Rome and at Canada's
Permanent Mission to the United Nations
in New York, and was a member of the
Canadian delegation to the seventh
special session. He is a graduate of McGill

and Columbia Universities and last con-

tributed to International Perspectives in

the November-December 1974 issue, where
he reviewed a book on the UN by William
F. Buckley, Jr. The views expressed in this
article are those of the author.

Danger
f rom continued
Western inflation

recognized



In 1973 and 1974, it had seemed that the
political solidarity of the Group was more
important than the taking of positions

Few provisions
would benefit
emerging
sub-group

based on an assessment of national inter-
est regarding individual economic issues.
Developing countries judged that national
interest was best pursued through polit-
ical solidarity. This decision grew in part
from the hope of emulating the success
of OPEC with respect to other raw ma-
terials produced by developing countries.
Solidarity paved the way to successful
leadership by the more radical and out-
spoken proponents of a New International
Economic Order, such as Algeria.

During 1975 there were clear signs
of cracks in Group of 77 solidarity. The
national interests of developing countries
are in certain cases diametrically opposed
- between, for example, exporters and
importers of the same commodity. Many
other commodities are not amenable to
the kind of cartel action taken by OPEC,
because of the possibility of substitution,
the range of countries producing them,
and the nature of.such commodities. Care-
ful analysis of the provisions of the New
Economic Order, as defined by the sixth
special session, shows that benefits would
accrue largely to the middle-income de-
veloping countries, many of which are rich
in raw materials and on the verge of in-

dustrialization. There are few provisions
that would bring practical benefit to the
emerging sub-group of developing coun-
tries, the Fourth World - those at a very
early stage of economic development, poor
in natural resources and most seriously
affected by rapid increases in food and oil

costs.
Those countries were aware that they

would continue to need massive quantities
of development assistance from developed
countries if they were to make economic
progress. They were also aware that they
had no interest in confrontation with tra-
ditional aid donors over issues whose res-
olution would bring them little in the way
of concrete benefits. The middle-income
developing countries, already receiving
smaller portions of development assistance
from developed countries, whose attention
was focused increasingly on the poorest
countries, were willing to downplay aid
and concentrate on economic reforms that
would benefit them. The poorest countries
were not yet in a position to take that
step. Thus, while solidarity among devel-
oping countries permitted radical leader-
ship in 1974, the more explicit divergence
of views among these countries in 1975
resulted in more moderate leadership,
which reflected the balance of interests
within the Group of 77.
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The new moderation among dedut ?
ing countries called for an expressi4aLt
the political determination of deve:fina
countries, despite their serious econcoti
difficulties, to take progressive p+>si'rm,,
on the issues of the New Economic 0. in
The political prominence of the NEv Nre
nomic Order debate within and at CQL
developed countries, coupled withhe
timing of the seventh special sessicri,l sy'
in a period of Middle East calm astar
full 18 months after the sixth sr# t{
session, opened the way to muc.1 és
positive positions on the part of tdFl
resentatives of developed countries.iom
issues had been carefully studied d;°""I
the 18-month period, and it was gE nE!tia
recognized at a high political I.v^^ m
developed countries that importar. t;101
had to be taken to cope with Thirc V f'
problems if tragedy and confronrr b`
were to be avoided.

ats;

The overriding instruction man^^g
egations took with them to New Y^^rkltut
to reach an agreement, if necessar5 a[em
cost of reassessing some positions ')f;ed
ciple that had been firmly held in tirePe
There was a strong political will to41t
ceed, and to be seen to succeeé. . Pâ l
countries that were not directly i iv. ,I,1
in the substantive negotiations, uihe
the U.S.S.R., which took the vieW
the issues were between the deNe]c re
countries and Western industrialized^;coi
tries only, did not inject the usua.
neous elements into the debate and vl
facilitated the process of reachinf f
ment. éat

>t
Negotiating groups s)
A final factor that led to the sucmir
the negotiations at the seventh spé
session was the way in which th ^ i,ra
tiations themselves were conduct(Affi
subject matter was broken down ^n^i
tributed to small negotiating group,. T',ic
an impasse was reached on a specif ci
the main spokesmen for conflictin€ pi I
of view met privately to see if tr eü
ferences could be reconciled. This pr,
was made more effective by the XreQ
in New York of negotiators wit: i
expertise in their respective ecoll
fields and a political commitn ener
reaching agreement: Mr. Perez-C ufo
of Venezuela, Mr. Lai of Malay: ia,n
Amouzegar of Iran, Mr. Enders o
United States and Mr. Hijzen of t>ie
(European Economic Communit^ ),p
redoubled efforts of these negotia toh
cluded almost continuous private no,
during the last hours of the session.[

The package that emerged f3 oûi
seventh special session was in the fa 3v.



iong derhlt mn with seven sections: ( 1) interna

expressi}al tr'ade; (2) transfer of real resources
of devefii, rMIcing the development of develop-
ous econcuuntries and international monetary

sive p+>si'rms; (3) science and technology;

)nomic O mdûstrialization; (5) food and agri-
the NcwÎqre> (6) co-operation among develop-

i and ai CQultries; and (7) the restructuring
ed withhe ëconomic and social sectors of the

1 sessicn, system. The first two are the most

t calm astantive, and they were the most dif-
sixth s^t to: negotiate. The most controversial

o
muci -es were familiar to seasoned negotia-

rt of thel
m] and observers of international

ountries,iomc forums: an integrated approach
,tudied d,omrnodity agreements; indexing; pref-
was gEmE,tial;, access to developed-country mar-

itical 13v^; movement of industrial capacity from
aportar. t'I°pèd to developing countries; target
h Thirc V, s for official development assistance; a
confrontr between aid and Special Drawing

ats; international monetary reforms;
ion man^?rg power in international financial

itutïons• and a world food-reserve
New Y()rk '
>cessar3 arm.

The language that was finally
sitions ,^f;ed on for these issues did not resolve
eld in tüe^e outstanding problems in each area,

al
will to41t c^id provide a common ground be-

succeec. ^rn developed and developing countries
rectly iiva basis for further detailed work.

s, `
The process of guiding the evolution

the viewhe international economic system has
retûrned to more specialized bodies.

the dex, ek resûlts of the seventh special session,
strialized',commitments made there, must have
lie usua. r substantive impact in these bodies.
ebate ar^d.vidùal commodity councils, the Con-
reachinf nce.'. on International Economic Co-

,atiân (a producer-consumer confer-
thât began its work in December in

is) UNCTAD and its committees, the
the su`c^inuing multilateral trade negotiations

seventh sper the GATT, and discussions in the
rhich th^ rnational Monetary Fund - each will
conduct(^d.the locus of detailed negotiation on
i down a n^in aspects of the international eco-
ig group^ . T',ic system. The issues touched on at
a specifctsevénth special session will be dealt

)nflictin€ Pi in depth in these forums. The prog-
see if tr eü mî de in each of them will be a
.d. This pr,suré of the degree of success really
by the X reeved at the seventh special session.
tors wit. i ! I
ctive e(olateral responses
2ommitn erermnents in developed countries will
Perez-C urond unilaterally through their pro-

E Malay: ia,7s of assistance to the Third World.
Enders o

jzen of t>ie! The further industrialization of de-
mmunit^ ),ping countries is an essential element

negotiato'ny concerted attack on the-disparities
private nic', divide rich and poor. In shaping the
he session. ld of the 1980s, we must aim to bring
nerged fi ovjt faster and more balanced industrial-

It is apparent that, for many developing
countries, particularly the poorest, exter-
nal assistance will continue to provide an
important contribution to their economic
and social development and will continue
to constitute, from their standpoint, the
most important component of the New

Economic Order.
The challenge ahead is to preserve Challenge

the momentum and the political will gen- is to preserve

erated as a result of the seventh special momentum

session for strengthened co-operation be- and political will

tween developed and developing countries.
This challenge will be all the more difficult
to meet in the present uncertain economic
conditions. Developed countries may face
domestic political pressures to focus atten-
tion and resources more on their own
economic problems than on those of de-
veloping countries. The problem, fo`r exam-
ple, of meeting the 0.7 per cent of GNP
(gross national product) target for official
development assistance is infinitely more
difficult while a country is struggling with
domestic inflation, recession and restraint
in government spending.

For some developing countries the
challenge will lie in accepting the respon-
sibility that comes with emergence to a
position of economic power - as, for in-
stance, in the cases of the members of
OPEC (the Organization of Petroleum-
Exporting Countries) and major producers
of other crucial commodities. For others,
the challenge will be to redistribute wealth
within their own boundaries to a vastly
greater degree and to shift their priorities
so as to bestow the benefits of economic
and social development on the poorer
sectors of the population.

The seventh special session will make
its impression on the world through the
unilateral actions of governments and
through multilateral negotiations aimed at
improving specific sectors of the interna-
tional economic system. The magnitude of
the challenges facing governments is un-
precedented. The need for success is
greater than ever before. The consequence
of inadequate or misdirected action are
global instability of a kind that could
seriously damage the quality of life for all
humâ.n beings. Mari has a chance to raise
his level of civilization further on a global
basis or to see it sink towards an uncertain
future.

ized growth in the developing countries.
We recognize that developed countries
must contribute to this process.

Extract from a statement by the Hon-
ourable Allan J. MacEachen at the seventh
special session of the United Nations.

Unprecedented
magnitude
of challenges

s in the for-



Capacity
to carry out
assigned tasks
in jeopardy

Canada's forces take stock , ltlfr
in Defence Structure Review he tl

By C. J. Marshall

Last November 27, in a statement to the
House of 'Commons, Defence Minister
James Richardson announced a series of
Government decisions culminating a year-
long review of Canadian defence policy.
Technically, these decisions altered neither
the form " nor the substance of existing
policy, but they are likely, nevertheless, to
become a major landmark in Canada's
approach to international security prob-
lems and related foreign policy issues.

The process that led to Mr. Richard-
son's statement began in the fall of 1974.
The extensive stock-taking and soul-
searching involved became necessary when
it was realized that, with no major equip-
ment purchases for almost ten years, and
insufficient resources to meet day-to-day
operational needs, the Canadian Armed
Forces were approaching the point where
they could no longer carry out effectively
the tasks assigned to them, either at home
or abroad.

Formula financing
The genesis of the immediate problem
dates back 18 months. In the summer of
1973, in an attempt to provide much-
needed stability for the defence program,
the Government had approved a formula-
financing approach for the budget of the
Department of National Defence. Accord-
ing to the arrangement, the budget was to
increase each year for a five-year period at

Mr. Marshall is Director of the Defence
Relations Division of the Department of
External Affairs. He joined the Depart-
ment in 1957, a f ter spending six years in
the Department of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development. Before assuming
his present position, he served in a number
of capacities with the Department, notably
as Minister-Counsellor and Deputy Per-
mament Representative to the North
Atlantic Council in Brussels. Mr. Marshall
contributed an article on NATO's Ottawa
declaration to the September-October 1974
issue of International Perspectives.
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def^
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oulc
a predetermined rate, thus pro-ri'^ad
basis for sound management, xernt
planning and equipment acquisitioitori
fortunately, the rate of annual imm-tair
set at 7 per cent - was struck in niidild
in the days before the advent of dI ^ w:
digit inflation. In retrospect, it seemm
to believe, but at the time the 7 pE-It n
annual increase was expected not o;our
cover inflationary increases in day-reec
costs of the Armed Forces but alver
permit a much-needed increase iht c
resources available for capital eq zipviâ

By the time the new budgetir I
rangement had been publicly arneiiev%
in the fall of 1973, however, the infl,^pai
ary spiral had begun to speed up. C
were increasing at an annual rate of^fen
15 per cent, and the Defence DepaiÉ mz
soon found itself in a losing battle tops .
ends meet. In the short run, f helicy
course open was to adopt a prc gi^, O:
rigid economies. The strength ofair
Armed Forces was cut from the , p^vë(
level of 83,000 to 78,000, operationc;ter
training activity was curtailed and "o
ing on equipment and constructid,tio
severely reduced. 'w

This approach could proviiebé
temporary relief, however, becaus -s;
years of lean budgets had already 0:
defence establishment with little ikT
which to sustain itself until betterx
A substantial increase in the d?rt
budget could -be achieved only at t,^tr
pense of other government priori'.ieae
was unlikely to be generally populaAet
only alternative, however, was to ?i pj
the Armed Forces substantially ae
linquish certain of the tasks theyi é

i,inperforming at home and abroa I.
though it was implemented for ;^r e
rather than philosophical reasons, slul
approach would have produced a le
realignment of Canadian defencf
with widespread domestic and f
policy ramifications. I e

To provide a basis on which to°u
the difficult decisions required, the G'`
ment initiated in December 1974 a?v



i1ï due course became known as the

Yen.ce Structure Review.. Its terms of

ference specified that the basic elements

thé^ policy set out in the 1971 Defence

hitel Paper were not in question. Nor
w re the four primary roles of the Armed

rces - sovereignty protection, North

nerican defence, NATO and peace-

eping. The questions to be answered
Jre not "what" but rather "how" and

ov, much". Since the resources devoted
deténce would have to be limited, what

!re the tasks that the Armed Forces
ould be asked to perform in the period

is pro'ri^ead;and how many men and what equip-
ient, xer^nt were needed to do the job satis-
cquisitioitorily? The study was to determine if

zual im-r-0iri current tasks were redundant and
ck in nd he eliminated. It was also to estab-
vent of d^ tivhether, in the evolution of affairs at
t, it seem7,, ^ and abroad, there were new tasks
the 7 p(at needed to be performed. Finally, the

Led not o;our^es necessary to carry out the tasks
s in day-réed on would be calculated and the
es but vernment would have to decide in the
ncrease iiht of its other priorities if they could be

ital eq zipvicled.

, budgc.tr The bulk of the detailed work for the
icly arnoiiew was done by officials of the Defence
r, the infl^partment, the result being submitted to
peed up. Câbinet by the Minister of National
ial rate 0.fence. However, since the decisions to

ice DepayÉ made would have widespread implica-

; battle tops for a number of areas of government
run, i hdicy; representatives of the Privy Coun-

L a prc gr^, Office, the Department of External
;rength cfairs and the Treasury Board were in-
rn the , p4ved at all stages. The Department of
operationfterrial Affairs was requested to prepare
iled and "overview paper" to provide an appre-
)nstructiottion of the international environment

'fwhich the decisions taken would have

I provi iebécarried out.

becaus ^.,[ Throughout the postwar period, Can-
already ]cil; had been a staunch supporter of
th little jkTQ's collective approach to defence, a

itil betterrtner with the U.S.A. in the defence of

in the d-?rthi America and the largest single
only at tiitributor to UN peacekeeping projects,
t priori'.iede issue facing the Government was

ly populaliether Canada should continue substan-

, was b , i1 participation in these various aspects
intially aimtq^rnational security. To do so would
asks theyi éxp I ensive, because it would require the

i abroa 1. iinténance of Armed Forces of a certain
ed for ;)re and because, in many instances, the
reasons, sturpment and training necessary were
:)duced rilerent from those needed for domestic

defencf nadian purposes.

;ic and The initiation of the Defence Struc-
^ e Review at the beginning of 1975

7 which toouglit reactions of interest and concern
ired, the G^mr?iany of Canada's allies. Since the
ier 1974 a?vernment had completed a fundamental

re-examination of defence policy as re-
cently as 1971, it was not clear to the

allies what purpose the new review was
intended to serve, unless it was simply to
provide a rationalization for further cuts
in the defence program. Through normal
diplomatic contacts, through ministerial
visits to Ottawa and during the Prime
Minister's trips to Europe, the message
was clear. Canada's friends hoped and
expected that we would continue to make
a contribution to international security
commensurate with our abilities and re-
sources. From the strength and frequency
with which such views were expressed it
was soon clear that the outcome of the
Defence Structure Review would be as
important for foreign policy as for defence.

One foreign policy issue of particular
concern was Canada's future relations with
the European Community and the efforts
to negotiate a "contractual link". At no
time was a formal connection ever made
by members of the Nine between our con-
tinuing role in NATO and our evolving
relations with them. It was difficult, how-
ever, for concerned Canadians not to
assume that such a link must inevitably
exist. It was hard to imagine how we
could expect the Europeans to respond
positively to our request for a special
relation with them if our interest in an
issue as vital to them as European security
was not sufficient to warrant continued
Canadian participation in NATO's collec-
tive defence arrangements for Europe. The
impact of decisions in the defence field on
Canada's relations with the United States
also had to be taken into account.

There were, of course, many other
issues to be evaluated. How did Canada
regard the international security situation?
What obligations and opportunities did
Canada, as a North American country and
a middle power, have to contribute to the
handling of present and future problems?
How could these activities be reconciled
with evolving domestic requirements?
What priorities should be attached to
these matters in relation to other govern-
ment programs? What kinds of armed
force were needed, and how should they
be "structured" and equipped?

Five questions
By the time the basic work of the
review had been completed, it seemed
increasingly clear that there were five
specific questions on which ministers
would have to focus: (a) Should Canada
continue to station forces in Europe in
peace-time and, if so, what kind of forces?
(b) What kind of combat capability should
Canada have in the maritime field, either

Impact of NATO
contribution
on search for
contractual link



for national purposes or as a contribution
to collective. defence? (c) What were

Canada's requirements in the field of air
defence? (d) Apart from any forces it
stationed in Europe, what other forces
should Canada maintain for domestic and
international contingencies? (e) To what
extent should Canada contribute to UN
peacekeeping activities?

The answers to these five questions
would establish the size and character of
the Canadian Armed Forces, the equip-
ment they;would need and the resources
necessary to make them effective. Equally
important,. the answers would collectively
constitute a major determinant of Cana-
dian foreign policy for the future, since
they would affect our relations with 14
friends and allies in NATO, play an im-
portant part in our relations with the
U.S.A. and have an impact on our status
in the United Nations.

By the time the analysis had been
completed, the issues. weighed and the
options considered, certain basic points
had emerged. The first of these was the
recognition that well-trained and well-
equipped armed forces had a unique
capacity to serve a wide range of Govern-
ment interests. It would clearly be con-
trary to the national interest, and poor
economy, to let the Canadian Armed
Forces run down to the point where they

could no longer be an effective insti^teç
of Government policy. ^ovi

The second point was the appi p
tion that there were certain tasksâd,

purely national character - whethenah

tecting Canadian fishing interests A.
inforcing Arctic sovereignty - thst 'ptf

best be performed by personnel °,vit?te

discipline, specialized skills and equiléd;

characteristic of the Armed Forces: I{lor

forces were not maintained for othei C.

poses, they would still be needed to;Fi
these national requirements. 4 d.

Thirdly, it seemed clear that, dve

the change in emphasis in East-'N6 it
lations from confrontation to déterctf^

Western security and the possi)iliien
effective negotiations with the U.â.S, ffi

reduce tensions would continue to d: t
for the foreseeable future on the ntin
nance of a rough balance of pcwr' a

available evidence confirmed thac f
Soviet Union was continuing to hu3'

its military strength and that tie' E

had little choice but to maintain itn^

security - arrangements. This :71T

could be regretted but it could nis

ignored. I `
Related to this was the app reçul

that a range of vital Canadian intr i
remained inextricably intertwin96t
those of Western Europe, as well a:a
those of the U.S.A. A Western Europt'r]

ei

Part of the updating of the Canadian Armed Forces will be the acquisition of lieu:

equipment. While no decision has yet been taken on the replacement of faghtei p^

it was decided to purchase 18 Lockheed P3 long-range patrol aircraft to replaci, f

aging Argus. The new CF-LRPS, shown above, is scheduled for delivery in 1979j,

and will operate on both coasts.
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tive inst^tecI and at least partially subordinated
political influence could have the

s the appt profoundly negative implications for
ain tasksada: Not the least of these would be
- whetheaake Canada a junior partner with the

interests A. in a "Fortress-America" approach
y - that pternational security problems. The
aonnel °,vi{atenânce of security arrangements de-
and equiréd; ainong other things, to defend the

I Forces: h I iom !, and integrity of Europe was a

d for othei Canadian interest.
needed torFinâIly, it was accepted that,_ if

S. 41da continued to subscribe to the col-
>ar that, dve-approach to security and to benefit
a East-'*i it, we should have to be prepared to

to détercte^ a+ share of the common defence
e possi)1en that was fair and reasonable -
the U.â.S from the Canadian perspective and

itinue to di that of the other participants. The
on the ntin of. a "free ride" might have super-

:e of pcwé attraction but it was an unworkable
rmed that, for? an effective defence and foreign
.iing to huiy and contrary to the postwar Cana-

1 that t2 e' app,roach of pulling its weight in

naintain if,?national affairs.
This :7i^Thé inevitable logic of these consider-

it could ris and the consequences flowing from
i aré! underlined by the fact that the

the app reçult decisions reached by the Govern-
madian int; in November 1975, with their signi-
ntertwin2dt financial implications, followed by

as well a^ a few weeks the announcement of the
;ternEuroprrnmènt's anti-inflation program, with

enera1 requirement to minimize new
lü1".

tout
)racr;ical results of the conclusions

led hy the Government in the course
e Defence Structure Review were
mu L` in Mr. Richardson's November

!Aement. It was decided, in the first
that, to enable the Canadian

j,d I{,c^rces to perform the various tasks
wonld be required of them, a com-

- -11 forve of approximately 100,000 per=
'l w ould be maintained, made up of
it) regular personnel and 22,000 re-
^ts. such a force would be capable of

inù Canadian sovereignty and in-
security, contributing to interna-

1 s<<curity, and providing timely
ion to civil emergencies.
l t was further decided that Canada
l continue to maintain a mixed land
air force in Europe and that, to

thé continued effectiveness of the
element, modern tanks would be
red as quickly as possible, either by
ofit" or by the acquisition of new

isition of te
The air element of the force would

o f fightei
°'iaintained at its present level and,

to replac f'
no decision was taken re ardin the

Uery in 191
°'cement of the current fighter ai ^ raft

with which it is equipped, the necessary
technical study of the various options is
to be initiated early in 1976. These deci-

sions, which were welcomed by Canada's
European allies and by the United States,
constitute an acceptance that the first line

of Canada's defence is in Europe; that,
though a North American country, it is
appropriate for Canada to contribute to
the defensive arrangements for Europe;
and that, to do so effectively, the Canadian
Armed Forces must have the necessary

modern equipment.
It was agreed that Canada would con-

tinue to make a meaningful contribution to

Alliance and North American defence
arrangements in the maritime area and,
with this end in view, it was decided to
acquire a fleet of 18 Lockheed P3 long-
range patrol aircraft to replace the aging

Argus that has been in service since the

late 1950s. When these new aircraft be-
come available, Canada will probably have

the most effective long-range maritime

patrol capability in the world. One of the
important considerations in the decision
to replace the Argus fleet was the recogni-
tion that a new aircraft, in addition to
contributing to collective defence arrange-
ments, would provide a much-improved
capability for protecting Canadian sover-
eignty interests in coastal waters and in the
Arctic. Although no immediate decision
was required with regard to the renewal
of Canada's fleet of naval vessels, it was
recognized that decisions in this area
would be required in due course, and a
detailed study of the considerations in-
volved in a replacement program is also to
be initiated in 1976.

In terms of North American air de-
fence, it was decided that Canada would
maintain a level of capability needed to
meet sovereignty requirements for the
identification and control. of intrusions
into its air-space. The maintenance of
this capacity will, in due course, probably
require the provision of a new fighter
aircraft, which, it is hoped, might be met
by selection of a new aircraft to be used
both in North America and in Europe.

In addition, it was decided that the
future structure of the Canadian Armed
Forces would provide for up to 2,000 per-
sonnel to be available for United Nations
peacekeeping purposes at any one time,
thus ensuring that Canada would retain
the capacity to be a major contributor to
United Nations peacekeeping activities.

Resources provided
Most important of all perhaps, the Govern-
ment accepted the need to provide the
resources required to equip the Armed

Detailed study of
naval requirements
to be initiated



Twelve months
of uncertainty
ended by
announcement

Forces appropriately and to enable them
to operate effectively. To this end, it was
agreed that each year for the next five
years the operating portion of the defence
budget would be increased by the amount
needed to compensate for inflation. At the
same time, capital expenditures would in-
crease in real terms by 12 per, cent a year
until they reached at least 20 per cent of
the total defence budget.

Mr. Richardson's announcement
brought to an end 12 months of un-
certainty and concern about the practical
implementation of what was, in effect,
accepted Canadian defence policy. For Ca-
nadians, the decisions gave substance to
the Government's continued acceptance

Of armies and politics

that Canada's security needs and ul,
policy interests were best served b7ea
tinuing to participate actively ir_. `;' iI
collective defence activities. This itei
be done, however, on the unders,^eo
that such activity would be organize;ies
to ensure at the same time that Cd!det
domestic security requirements w^iEû
adequately met. d,

For Canada's allies, the dF,_ns
settled for the period ahead the q,l
of whether Canada would continue d
tribute in a meaningful way to col>rii;
defence arrangements and, in the p' b,
maintain its traditional role as ar eficu
participant in the common sEaim n
international peace and security. A

in
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Political attitudes to NATO
on the Mediterranean flank
By Robert J. Jackson

NATO is in difficulty in the Mediterranean
area, and the prospects for improvement
appear bleak. The outlook is grave not
only because the southern area has become
increasingly the scene of conflict but also
because the members of the Alliance are
experiencing major internal difficulties.
Consequently, psychological commitment
to NATO among these countries is likely
to decrease during the next few years.

The southern flank maintains its his-
toric significance for NATO because it
comprises the entire area extending from
the Atlantic through the Mediterranean
Sea to the border of the U.S.S.R. Within
this large geographical tract, defensive
installations and intelligence reporting are

Dr. Jackson is pro f essor of political science
at Carleton University. He is a specialist
in comparative government and politics
and has published a number of books and
articles on Britain, France, Canada and
the Philippines. He has also written on
French political life and is a frequent
contributor of radio and television com-
mentaries on foreign affairs. His most
recent contribution to International
Perspectives was in the November-Decem-
ber 1974 issue. The views expressed in this
article are those of Dr. Jackson.

fis

ÎhE
)du

of considerable importance to NP a
defensive posture. The strictly rrfiti
requirements of this theatre have aPmc
creased because of the need for In^h
supply routes to Israel and the o^is;
of the Suez ' Canal - a fact the t ti ss
Soviet ships to pass through the 'If"
the Indian Ocean and has drar-4e
increased the volume of Warsaw me
activity in the Eastern Mediterrti
Political crises throughout the re&ntel
also contributed an unstable hinterla tI
NATO's Central Europe and cau:,ed"i
plications for the political integraOnr
the Alliance. The events of the p,,stte
years, particularly over Israel an(cle
upheavals in Cyprus and Portugal,jni
rocked the foundations of NATC Pn
On very few subjects has NATO po^n
consultation led to authoritative c'e,
making of the type that could build,°t
port or loyalty towards the Allianc-.

Neither military nor foreig n4°
differences constitute NATO's nios
treme problems with its souther 1^S
The entire role of defence and tliela
characteristics of the Alliance di rira
formative years have been changing',^t
shared fear of Communist expansior,h
the goal of Soviet containment ha vei
largely bypassed. The United l
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eds and inues to shelter the West under its
served ^mbrella. The SALT I Agreement

ively ir_ ti', the West German Ostpolitik have
les. This itea,^ a new environment for NATO.
e undersirPevér, the symbolic diminution of hos-
e organizc; `}^etween the two blocs represented
re that Cdeteente and the 35-nation Conference
ments waiEurôpean Security and Co-operation

decreased the significance of purely
the dH nsiŸe arrangements in NATO. How-

.ad the qir, while all these points show that the
continul fôr defence has been declining, the
way to co1,riial difficulties of the NATO partners
1, in the p:` hëén increasing. Thus NATO is in

le as ar eficulty in this region for domestic rather
non sEam military reasons.
curity. At^ a minimum, an alliance consists of

t t d everalintra-

)

inter-state con rac an s
te arrangements. Intra-state activity
!ntu'âlly spills over into international

itil While little is known about the
1l relations between configurations
national attributes and foreign-policy
iaviour, we do know that international

icies must logically be conditioned by
rnal determinants and dynamics. Anal-

^ at; the aggregate level does indicate

it domestic stresses - social change

i diversity and internal conflict - are
istically related to subsequent foreign
flict behaviour. The dimensions include
.h eçonomic indicators as gross national
)duct, unemployment, inflation rate, the

Portugal bers of the Atlantic community is

ice to 1\?' and importance of the military, etc.
strictly rrliticâl variables include changes of gov-
tre have aPment, elections, shifting coalitions and
ed for j..rrrh conflict variables as upheavals, rebel-

md the l coups and their consequences. These

fact thet ?ss indicators of social contentment or
gh the ynation are presumably mediated by
as drarlaPe political attitudes that combine both
Warsaw mestic and foreign arenas.

MeditM:
the re&rterri'al change

) le hinter], the Mediterranean area, the NATO
md cau:,ed1ntries are experiencing major internal

.1 integraenge; and a consequent evolution in
f the p,-stte attitudes towards the Alliance is
Israel ,,nôder way. The contrast with the northern

F NATC 1narkable. In Britain and Germany, for
NATO poaii7ple, there is no single opposition or
itative c.e&nation of opponents that realistically
°ould builr`vocates a significant evolution in NATO.
Allianc- 1 th+, southern NATO flank, the opposite

r foreig n
TO's nll As of December 1975, events on the
souther 1 f stein promontory of the Iberian Penin-
e and tliela are extreme. Portugal, of course, is of
.ance dt rireat importance to the Alliance because

i
changingj the';. strategic location of the Azores,

e coastal ports, and the country's sym-
expansioP,lic link

with NATO. Moreover, the
ment ha vei
United

Oenf'^ clash of ideas in Portugal could

have a lasting and critical effect on other
European countries, in particular France
and Italy. Positive attitudes towards
change in Lisbon are rife and do not con-

cern NATO alone but every aspect of life.
While Portuguese officials continue to
argue in international meetings that their
country will remain in NATO, the author's
research in Lisbon leads to the none-too-
cautious prediction that the opposite will
take place. It is true that President Fran-
cisco da Costa Gomes, military leaders,
the Revolutionary Council and the Armed

Forces Movement have held stubbornly

to a pro-NATO policy. However, the
strong leftist tendency within the military
as a whole and the Government will not
allow the country to remain in NATO

forever.

Attitudes crucial
On the assumption that Portugal is evolv-
ing towards a continuous, civilian and
democratic government, the attitudes of
the political parties that ran for the Con-

stituent Assembly in October 1974 will
be crucial to the decision whether or not
Portugal remains in the Alliance. Of all
the parties that were allowed to contest
the election, only the Centre Democrats
were positively oriented to NATO as it is
currently constituted. The Communists,

under Alvaro Cunhal, while campaigning
on the theme that the time had not yet
come to discuss withdrawal, have never
made any secret, in private, about their
intention that Portugal should eventually
leave the Alliance. The victorious parties
in the election were the Socialists and the
Popular Democrats, neither of which is
committed to the continuation of NATO
as it is now organized. Both prefer an
evolution within NATO itself. The Social-

ists believe that, to some extent, their
revolution will lead Portugal towards the

Third World and away from Europe.
While insisting that Portugal must evolve
into a democracy such as found is in
Western Europe, they are committed,
nevertheless, to a foreign policy more
"leftish" than that of any other socialist
party in Western Europe. Even the more
moderate Popular Democratic Party pos-
tulates that a new defence arrangement
would allow Portugal to adopt a more
radical foreign policy. Some PPD leaders
would prefer that Portugal and Europe
form a European-only defence alliance and
others even declare that NATO is not
really necessary for the future. This means
that the two parties that can be consid-
ered most likely to form a government
and favour NATO want, at a minimum,
a revision in the Charter and in the fun-

Socialists
in Portugal
committed
to le f t-wing
foreign policy



damental organization of the Alliance.

Czechoslovakia

invasion
changed
French tone

Such a revision may take the form of
Portugal adopting the French policy and
opting out of the military arrangements,
or of leaving the Alliance altogether in
order to become an ally of the states of
the Third World. NATO commanders in
the Iberian sphere of interest may have
become "cautiously optimistic" because of
the departure of General Vasco Goncalves
and the setting-up of the sixth govern-
ment under Admiral Jose Pinheiro de
Azevedo, but the attitudes of politicians
and the upheaval in the social institutions
are certainly disquieting, if not clearly
indicative of a change in Portuguese for-

eign policy.
If Portugal pulls out of part of the

Alliance, it will follow two other south-
ern-flank. members that opted out of the
military arrangements. Both France and
Greece have shown a rigid reluctance to
reintegrate their troops in the military

structure.

French objectives
The French decision of 1966 to with-
draw from the Alliance appeared to many
Canadians to be based solely on General
de Gaulle's "politique de grandeur", but
in reality it was a continuation of long-
term French objectives. The French desire
for independence is well characterized by

the General himself in his Memoirs of

Hope: Renewal and Endeavour, where he

called the Atlantic Alliance a declaration
of principle "under the terms of which
our defence and hence our foreign policy
disappeared in a system directed from
abroad, while an American generalissimo
with headquarters near Versailles exercised
over the Old World the military authority
of the New". While this attitude continued
in France, the invasion of Czechoslovakia
by the Warsaw Pact nations changed the
tone of French hostility to NATO. More-
over, since the withdrawal, arrangements
have been made to allow NATO forces to
use French communication systems, air-
waÿs and supply pipelines, and for France
to maintain two military divisions on Ger-
man soil. The impact of its departure
from the Alliance has also diminished in
recent years because of on agreement with
NATO that France would target its weap-
ons on certain pre-arranged geographical

areas. But the likelihood of France's in-
creasing its NATO commitment is slim.
None of the minority parties - Socialist,

Communist or Réformateur - is in favour

of amending the country's policy. The

Gaullists, who are required for any firm
cabinet coalition, oppose any significant
change in defence or foreign policy. This
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means that the only party that rl `_

develop a pro-NATO stance would l 3 ^
Independent Republicans, led by
ident Valérie Giscard d'Estaing. d o

The possibility of such a policymé
emanating from the President is qofi I
great. While both Pompidou and Ci ,Gr
were more co-operative with NA'n0'y c
de Gaulle, the French attitude reé
"We are not an overseas subsidirar
Moreover, Giscard needs to tet,: o
"Gaullist" policy on matters such "'bm

fence strategy in order to push thlb
his liberal and economic reforms iz Fwe

itself. Since the President is elE cte.p
seven years, and is the most pr^-1, j-

President conceivable, little evol;ctr

towards the Alliance can be egpec^,edl^ur,
in the event of any diminution c i 4 b
power in the Mediterranean arez, Fée(
will not be inclined to take up the shl (

NATO officials have genel alliT,
sumed that Greece will return to thi
itary structure after the prese at en
American mood has subsided and tl!{ee
prus affair is resolved. However, irtei e
with party leaders in that country suâ t

that this hope is dim indeed. Tlûn
mosphere can be depicted as eatrQy

hostile to the West. Even Estia, p4 i

the most vehement anti-Commuristhn
newspaper in Athens, said during tbive
of the Cyprus affair: "If the Soviet l t
can guarantee (our territorial ir:teglit

let us even go with Russia." tic

Thé Government of Karamanlire
tinues to advocate that Greece shouhvi
out of the NATO military arrai igeJn
and that any slack in military pr:a
tions in that part of the world E houB
taken up by another power. Atten npOp
been made by Greek authorities ;o 11•
the frontiers with Yugoslavia ^Lnd
garia, and Greek military persor neb

been moved into the Dodecaneso Ié,
as a protection against the Turk:,. '

The Greek party system is '_`rab
along left-right lines, but the 0
policies of the individual partieG te?
NATO have been converging. 7he°
munist Party (Exterior) wants (31P

leave NATO and adopt a pro-Ea 3t i?
The Pan-Hellenic Socialist Mov lmE
Andreas Papandreou and the C( M I ,
Party (Interior) would like C ree!
adopt a neutral attitude toward, ti!•
liance that would allow it to act :Ls
between the Warsaw Pact anc
This would indicate that the Cen- re`
Party, led by George Mavros,
crucial to any internal evolutior, lf,'
lenic attitudes towards NATO. N^

advocates that NATO must e-, olv

that Greece will never again joir



ty thlat tl,`, structure of the Alliance. He favours
e wou3 `0,e`Fopment of a European defence
led kY lianefsuch as was contemplated at the

aing. d of ihe Second World War but never
r a policyme into being.
ent is qoN The public and political leadership
^u and Gi Greece is evidently solidly opposed to
th NA'n0^ ç51 Lpromise with NATO, and there-
;titude re e it is extremely unlikely that the
is sub?id^ramanlis Government could go back

to t,et^: o NÂ.TO even if it wished to do so.
ers such 'bm ; NATO perspective, the best that
) push thl be hoped for is that Greece does not
forms iz Fi^ve evNn further from the Alliance. The
t is elE cte, mori Turkish-Greek military planning
nost pr`T^ bE+en terminated, the new NADGE
ittle <wahtronic detection system is no longer
e expecedjure but the United States Navy has
ution ci 1; been expelled from Greek ports and
an arez, Feece continues to participate in polit-
^ up the shl consultation with the members of
3 gene all.LTO.
turn to thi
e prese it ^uts in Turkey
ded and tlkce neither France nor Greece is likely
vever, irten enter the military alliance again,

country suat is the possibility that the. two
indeed. Thûnchest southern members of the mil-
ad as eatt^-y organization - Turkey and - Italy -

i Estia, pal find it acceptable to increase their
,ommur.,isthmitment? Recent events in Turkey

i during th!ve little hope that this will be possible.
the Soviet l parties in the present Government
torial irte^lition; - Justice, National Salvation,

tionalist and the Republican Reliance -
Karamanli7e positive orientations towards NATO.

reece shouliwevér, the Government's extremely

.ry arrai gen margin in the lower house means that
nilitary prfannot deviate very far from the line set
world EhoBülent Ecevit, leader of the Republican

3r. Atten npt>iple's party, toward the Cyprus ques-

horities ;o i• The position adopted by former

:)slavia ,nâme Minister Ecevit was simply that
y persor nel5rus was to remain independent from
)decaneso hece (i.e., no ENOSIS) and Turkey

he Turk:,. i•, no TAKSIM), but that there were

,stem is rabe two fairly independent administra-
but the cas linked in one extremely weak con-

il partieG to?ration. No foreign policy can be
rging. 7he^blishéd that will deviate very far from

, wants s xrer line. On the opposition side, the

a pro-Ea 3t! I ,ocratic Party remains positive about

list Mov,mfTO, but the Republican People's Party
d the Cc mr, considerably more neutralist attitudes

I like C reen those found in the Government coali-
e toward, pl. The fact that Prime Minister Demirel
it to act rLsa been able to create a certain loyalty
Pact anc h, possihly shown by the October 1975
, the Cen- re,,atorial elections) by his anti-Amer-
Mavros, vo>>i stand on the embargo of military-arms
evolutior. its has meant that Ecevit has continual-

s
NATO. VdoptE"I an even more progressive policy

must e,, 01vn he might have wished. In order to
again joir ty the left intact, Ecevit's strategy has

been to evolve a slightly more rigid posi-
tion with respect to Cyprus.

The fact that all parties favour the
present NATO policy is proof that Turkey
could theoretically be requested to accept
more responsibility for NATO activities
on the southern flank. However, as a
developing country, Turkey cannot devote
a greater portion of its resources to mili-
tary hardware or to troops for the Alliance.
It has already the largest land army in
NATO and contributes a large percentage
of its low gross national product to mil-
itary expenditures. One of its major con-
tributions is in providing geographical
space for intelligence reporting for Amer-
ican and NATO installations, and much
of this territory has been taken away from
the Americans because of the arms em-

bargo. At the time of writing, the U.S.
has lifted the embargo but no public
announcements have been made about
whether the Americans will be allowed to
resume their earlier defence preparations
in Turkey. One position is clear, however
- no political party can ask the Turkish
public to increase their commitment to
NATO. It appears fairly certain, therefore,
that a status quo policy towards NATO

will be continued.
The last country bordering on the

Mediterranean and participating in NATO

is Italy. The Italian Government wants
to maintain its strong NATO posture, but
internal difficulties could reverse this. The
Christian Democrats are facing major
domestic difficulties and cannot be ex-
pected to support publicly a greater role
in the Alliance.

The question of Italian involvement

in NATO is undebated and at present
undebatable. If the subject of NATO were
posed directly to the Italian electorate or
if this became a matter of concern within
the country (for example, if more NATO
soldierswere seen tliroughout the country),
the Government coalition could begin to
collapse. Neither Liberals nor Republicans
would encounter much difficulty entering
into a pro-NATO cabinet coalition, but
both the Socialists and Social Democrats
would quickly have internal dissension
over the prospect. Even the Christian
Democrats, with tWo leftist fractions that
want the Communist Party to be allowed
to enter the present coalition, would find
it extremely difficult to form an acceptable
policy on this question. Outside the Gov-
ernment, the Neo-Fascists do not give
much significance to questions about
NATO, and even the Communists do not
uphold a strictly anti-NATO position.
Signor Berlinguer, Secretary-General of
the PCI, maintains that there is no need

Territory
for intelligence
reporting
reduced

Dissension
would follow
pro-NATO
coalition



ern NATO members can be expect^^,
ask for more than simply "déten;e;
agement".
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Peacekeeping guidelines
the key to peacemaking
By William Heine

for Italy to consider this question. Like
the CDP; ' then, the Communist Party
believes that the NATO question is best
concealed from the public, especially while
the party is advocating "a historic com-
promise" between bourgeois and prolet-
arian parties. If the Communists should
announce that they were in favour of
pulling out of NATO, it would upset many
pro-European but leftist Italians. On the
other hand, if the CDP should opt for a
greater role in NATO, it would disturb
the left-wing faction of its own party,
alienate its coalition partner and possibly
cause it to run into difficulties with the
electorate. Municipal and departmental

elections during 1975 demonstrated a
swing of 7 per cent to the left, and this
has reinforced the difficulty for any Italian
Government of providing a stronger com-
mitment to NATO.

the party systems of these five ccur^ b
Not one political party is preparFt 1
advocate increasing military expendiirts
or closer adherence to NATO policy. ^ess
munist parties throughout the All ir
are either in favour of taking their pgs.
tries out of the pact or prefer to Avei
placing the item on the electoral aé1 h
Therefore, the formations that c311] C
expected to take a stand on this qù ?ild
are either on the right or compos,sw^
socialists or centrists. For reas )n m+
plained above, none of the consersol-cer

parties wishes to increase its c)ur'a'

role in NATO. In every centrist or sw'

party on the southern flank trJer

negative attitudes towards NATO, ^ér

least a commitment that NATO 11
change its orientation and structiire^a

If this assessment is correct, :?lA'thf

difFiculties in this part of the wcreldïte(
continue to increase, the U.S. wüiAi

forced to assert more power in the Is
terranean and, when the future o' 11art

is finally placed on the agenda fomti
cussion, this part of the Alliance wih. I

for an adjustment of views about de.çe

and co-operation in the West. Th-7,Q?

Status quo From the above calculations of Gov-
preferred ernment; policies, it can 'readily be ap-
on NATO'S preciated that all five nations on NATO's
southern flank southern flank are in favour of the status

quo. Governments, however, are often the
last institutions to reflect policy changes.
To understand the evolution of attitudes,
analysts " must examine domestic polit-
ical considerations, structures and future
changes in cabinet coalitions.

There are interesting patterns within

Of armies and politics

A nation of 24 million in a land so vast
that it is difficult to comprehend, Cana-
dians are a singularly fortunate people.
We owe it to others to offer more than aid
and trade to nations that need help.
Usually there is not much time when
trouble explodes on the international
scene. Canada should be working-now, and
working hard, to establish better guide-
lines for future United Nations operations
in an effort to edge such ventures from
peacekeeping to peacemaking.

If Canada is to carry out effectively,
Passive rote through the United Nations organization,
should be the peacekeeping tasks that Canadian
reconsidered policies, world expectations and experience
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have given us in the postwar year ér
present relatively passive role of C ar4i
forces on UN duty should be recor su

That is not to suggest that Car;
peacekeeping troops start knocl _irLr
gether the heads of combatants det ^rq
to kill each other. On the contrarri
restraint and coolness of Canadia,1 I?i
keeping troops under great provo(afi'l
almost legendary, and should rem V1
way. There is, nevertheless, necd
more positive and clearly-defined role[i
now exists.

A policeman's duties on the s 'vrE'',
Canadian cities provide an analo.,y
not enough for him to be prepared r



five cour body between combatants and trust

s prepar^t his1 physical presence will deter their
y expen6rt^, to kill each other. He is -expected if

0 policy, c:-^sary to disarm dangerous people who

the Al irn^tional from emotion, alcohol or
.ng their,^s. If he does not, he is likely to be hurt
irefer to 1v(,I> >Killed. Worse = as a passive police-
^ctoral ag? he, will be relatively ineffective.
that c 3ul Canadian contingents on UN duty

n this <iùruld shift from peacekeeping, which is a

r compos,GivE' approach to the UN's responsibility

,r reas3nymaintaining an acceptable peace, to

ie conserfem3king, which is arbitrarily defined

its c-)ur considerably more active, aggres-

trist or ,oi' approach. Unfortunately, in the

ank tl- ev3ern ;. world as in Christ's time, peace-

NATO
'erslare not blessed. Indeed, they are

'NATO s ,Pd roundly in many tongues.

structurza Strip
orrect, ?11' .the isaza Strip, Canadian and other
the wc rlû-ted Nations troops were tolerated by

U. S. wii Arabs. They were actively disliked by
er in the' , Isrâelis; who are usually antagonistic
uture o' Aards: the United Nations despite their
genda fontry,s having been created by a UN

,lliance wji^. For several years, UN forces kept the

s about d.çe bétween Egypt and Israel. Wheri the

est. Th-^ Q7 wâr was imminent, UN forces in the

be expect?a Strip were not given an opportunity

"déten;e ^°^'" ' from peacekeeping to peace- ^
g. The Secretary-General, U Thant,

ptéd Egypt's demands and ordered
forces out of the area. Legally, he was
rely correct; in abdicating whatever
!al fi ,r.ce the UN exercised, however, he
inco'rrect. Troops on the scene claimed
he `,`chickened out". His decision left

udde'n vacuum between Egypt and
cl. Before the Egyptians could charge
oss the empty space towards their en-

(assuming they intended to do so,
ch I', believe, though some Canadian
omats doubted it then and doubt it
), the Israelis took the initiative, first
i a devastating air attack, then with
ïs, and finally with infantry and occu-
on forces. That war ended with the
an Heights, the west bank of the Jordan

,twar yEal`erJerusalem the Gaza Strip and the
role of Car ^i Peninsula in Israeli hands.
be recors^^ The history of the Middle East in the
;t that Can, decade is one of Arab efforts to regain
rt knoclLrol ^f the Sinai, the Golan Heights,
tants det TP, wcst bank of the Jordan, and Jeru-
ze contrar`2n. 1,t is worth while speculating what
Canadia,l P'ld hâve happened in 1967, and in sub-
it provo(afilent years, if UN forces had stayed and
uld rem ^'1 told to shoot back if either side tried

less, need '!dvance. Obviously a few hundred UN
defined rolt liers with rifles, machine-guns, jeeps

armoured cars could not stop the
on the s ^rc,séd weight of either Egyptian or Israeli

an analo.;y.'es determined to go through. Yet, if

UN forces had stayed, it is at least pos-
sible that neither Egypt nor Israel would
have ignored world opinion and the risk
of stronger forces being brought in to hold
back the threatened war.

Theoretically, if the 1967 war had not
taken place, it would not have been neces-
sary for the Suez Canal to be cleared after
eight years of disuse, for Saudi Arabia to
devote so much effort to restoring Jeru-
salem to the Arab fold, for Egypt and
Syria to fight the 1973 war, for Syria to
be preparing to fight another war as soon
as the time is right, or for the United
States to be spending billions to persuade
Israel to move a few miles back from the
Suez Canal.

Positive in Cyprus
If the UN role in the Gaza Strip was too
passive in 1967, it changed for the better
in Cyprus in 1974. It was not much com-
mented on at the time, but the UN reac-
tion was much more positive. UN forces
stayed on the island. Canadian troops not
only remained, they held their lines in
Nicosia and to a significant degree influ-
enced the outcome of the Turkish invasion
of Cyprus. Canadian UN forces refused to
be intimidated either by Turkish Army
invaders or by Turkish or Greek Cypriots,
which is more than can be said for UN
contingents from several other countries in
Cyprus. The Canadians rolled up to the
Ledra Palace Hotel in jeeps and ensured
the safety of several hundred civilians.
They braved considerable fire and took
several casualties to make sure the Green
Line held in Nicosia streets.

In a precedent-setting day of personal
effort, involving determination and great
personal bravery, Colonel Clayton Beattie
(now Brigadier-General) almost single-
handedly kept the Nicosia airport out of
Turkish hands. Greek Cypriots claim that
it was a heroic defence by their troops,
which is nonsense. They were pushed out
of Kyrenia, Famagusta and scores of
villages and would have been pushed out
of the airport, and for that matter out of
Nicosia itself, if the UN (read Canadian)
forces had not stood firm. A measure of the
situation round the airport during the war
is the report I had from reliable sources,

Mr. Heine is Editor of The London Free
Press. A veteran journalist, he also teaches
journalism at the University of Western
Ontario. Last year he published a novel
entitled The Last Canadian. Mr. Heine
has travelled widely in many parts of the
world, and has visited the Middle East on
numerous occasions. The views expressed
in this article are those of the author.
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During the 1974 hostilities on Cyprus, Canadian peacekeeping forces prevented tbu
international airport at Nicosia f rom falling into the hands of either Greek or T ir'r"
Cypriots. After faghting ended and the island settled into an uneasy truce, a UT 1 0 1

observation-post manned by members of the Canadian contingent was set up o I. i1

of the terminal building. Members of the contingent are shown here reinforcing `htn

observation-force position with sandbags.

during an October 1974 visit to the
Turkish side in Cyprus, that a Turkish
battalion commander was replaced for
having allowed a Canadian colonel to talk
him out of capturing the airport. Several
diplomats accredited to the Cypriot Gov-
ernment told me bluntly and spontaneously
(and, of course, off the record) that "the
Canadians saved Nicosia".

I do not know, and I have not been
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able to find anyone who will W"
whether the posture of the CanacW,

^in Cyprus in the summer of i74 '

deliberate policy change at the L.^ 1\`',; ^

the-spot decision by the Unitecl r'
commander, General Prem Ch.0^

spur-of-the-moment decision by a
than colonel who was merely tr!
prevent Turkish forces from ene
and by their fire thereby m-,.kl,



Fak,lc;; the UN headquarters on the island

hich] is between Nicosia and the

port). Whatever their authority, the
nadiâns established a precedent in

ïned!

r casualties reflects their professional

npetence.
Peacemaking. worked in Cyprus. It

ïwbrk elsewhere- if its terms are

eral7ways and moved from peacekeeping
peacemaking. That they did so with

,sson of Vietnam
é(%).nadian experience in South Viet-
i is an example of what happens when
torins are inadequately defined. It also

str.ttes why Canada should develop
^ policies for any future United Nations

turc,. The South Vietnam role was not
ér.l? - N auspices, which was one of many

s`xvrong with it, but the lessons learnt

thr precedents set are valid in future
ac.tivities. It may be that such policies

elieen, or are being, developed in

a(ial by External Affairs, National De-

v and other responsible departments.

;o, they have kept it to themselves,

}ch is a pity because there is no reason
(^. iiadian taxpayer should not also

4,- in advance what plans his Govern-
2t has to spend his money.

Thé pressure on Canada from the
ited ^States and from world opinion to

'^A o Vïetnam was great. If there was to be

ce in Vietnam, someone was needed
retâ help maintain it. In the event, few
,anaâa's conditions were met. However,
then Secretary of State for External

ürs, Mitchell Sharp, had virtually no
rna [ive but to send a Canadian force.
uctantly, but aware of the hazards of
ising, Canada wisely stipulated that, if
rewâs not a meaningful task for Cana-
ns there, its forces would be withdrawn.
Vietnam they were able to do little

Work Ve than sit in a committee room and

revented th+ue
with Communist nations assigned to

udo-peacekeeping. Canada took up its
•eek or T Lrrion and pulled out - a good precedent.
^ce, a UT ` ObÉdously, in the present state of in-
set up oi tlational tensions, the United Nations

nf orcing `htnot be expected to set up an interna-
ial police force with sufficient tanks,
raft;' ships, guns and troops to enforce

who will we dûring even a relatively minor war.
he Canaciar`h some 80 of the UN's 141 nations
ner of 1°791ng in an Asian-African-Communist

^ at the L X>; the assignments given such a force

ie Unitecl ^ht create ( despite the Security Council

'rem Ch.0, ) more problems than they solved.
cision by a It is reasonable, however, for Canada

merely tr!nsist! that, in future peacekeeping ven-
s from en( 's, UN forces should be authorized to

ereby mr1,1moré' than merely stand passively be-

tween the combatants, hoping no one will

shoot. They should, for example, be
authorized to occupy, as a precaution or in
an emergency, such strategic objectives as
major airports, radio and television sta-

tions, vital roads and railways, and to
attempt actively to disengage the forward
elements of both combatants.

In Cyprus, UN forces should have
been able to encircle Famagusta as the
Greeks moved out and before the Turks
moved in, maintaining and operating that
strategic port. It would have taken several
divisions to have prevented the initial
Turkish landings at Kyrenia, which would
have been impractical, but UN troops that
were there should have stayed in position,
protecting the Greek Cypriot population
from invading Turkish forces. During the
1974 visit, Turkish Cypriots told me that,

if Canadians had made up the UN force in
Kyrenia and along the coast, the Turkish
breakout that captured 40 per cent of
the island would have been considerably

less successful. Of course, there is no
way to prove it now, nor ever will be,
but the thought, from Turkish sources,

is interesting.
Obtaining approval for a larger, more

effective and more-precisely defined man-
date under existing conditions of economic,
military and political confrontation pre-
sents great difficulties. Yet efforts should
be made to reinforce such precedents as
holding the Nicosia airport in UN hands, to
insist on leaving if insufficient authority is
given to do the job properly and, in general,
to expand the powers of peacekeeping
forces. For example, it is not at all impos-
sible, in view of the fighting in Lebanon at
the time this article was written, that Syria
might invade Lebanon in an effort to divert
the attention of its people from its inability
to fight Israel without the opening of a
second front by Egypt. That would in-
evitably precipitate a fast move north by
Israeli forces, to take Mount Hermon and
to clear "Fatahland" of Palestinians, while
attempting to establish a defence line
along the southern bank of the Litani
River.

Foreseeing such a possibility, Canada
should be considering now what would be
its response to a request for troops to
separate Syrian and Israeli forces. Canada
should also be considering whether there
are economic or political pressures the
Canadian Government could bring to bear
on both Syria and Israel in order to obtain
the most effective conditions for Canadian
forces committed to a United Nations force
- and, indeed, for the entire UN force.
Canada has an embassy in Israel, and
another in Lebanon, but none in Syria.

Approval
of new mandate
could prove
difficult
to achieve

Now is the time
to consider
future responses



The strategic importance of Syria as a
potential for war in the Middle East
means that Canada should have diplo-
matic representation there (the Canadian
Ambassador to Lebanon is also accredited

to Damascus, but his visits there are

necessarily brief).
Unfortunately, there are few other

obvious economic or diplomatic weapons
available to Canada for use in trying to get
UN policies changed. It would be possible
to withhold food shipments to the United
Nations relief organization, but that would
have absolutely no effect on Israel (in fact,

it would even be to its liking) and little
effect on Syria, which, for the most part,
cares for the Palestinian refugees only be-
cause they are a useful tool in the basic

conflict between the Arab world and

Israel. Trade between Canada and any
countries to which United Nations forces
might be sent is likely to be relatively

small. Most such countries 'could obtain
their essential requirements elsewhere or

do without.
About the , only effective weapons

Canadian diplomats have in seeking an
enlarged UN policy on peacekeeping are

Possibility the relatively high regard Canada enjoys
of meaningful in. the United Nations and its demon-
contribution strated willingness to respond to United
should be criterion Nations needs. There Canadian efforts
for participation should be concentrated, with great deter-

mination not to go anywhere unless a
meaningful contribution can be made.

Of armies and politics

Given adequate guidelines on ho,ei,
job is to be done, there should V^)üt
question about Canada's continuinEircll

accept peacekeeping-peacemaking ^whit

tions. Canadian forces are uniquely ^17o,i
ified to be the backbone of any U'I

Nations force put in the field. er ti
There are also indirect benefii s fit,

derived from these activities. (n' the l
absence of war, which is the ultuinl fo
training for soldiers, there is no bbrac4
way to develop competence among`pf,i
officers and men than to havE ûes i,
serving in dangerous situations tit^lt^

field conditions. tors,
No martyrs were created by ',ri l̂ally

happy troops during the FLQ crisiarse;
spite the fact that hundreds of ;6mat
were on duty under desperately f'hori

circumstances in Montreal and Otttain:
Canada did not have the equivafer'y an
the shooting at Kent State Un vrpetir
because the troops on duty herelpx
learnt the hard way, along the f'f

Line in Cyprus and in the Gaza Sti7kry ^
control emotional people. Canadian fk PÈ
were, and are, professionals, to 1> y ai

obscenities, a shower of rocks, ar.d ut

bullets, were to be endured. Only nts
they began to suffer serious cawuie^
would such troops respond, and thenO, of
with carefully-measured force. In t:ieV^I1i:
crisis alone, the cost of Canada's conyed-
ment to the United Nations was r[ie ai
several times over. tom]
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M 'iht regimes face blerniT.^ary g pro rdr,
ite^

e h
of political participation ver.

By Alexander Craig

The topic of political participation under
military regimes is one of increasing im-

portance. Approximately one-half of the

Third World states either have military
governments or polities in which the armed
forces exercise very strong influence. Can
military governments hand over power to
civilians? Will they? Or will the armed
forces attempt to institutionalize them-
selves as regula'rized, recognized partici-
pants in the political process, in this way
seeking to spare both their institutions and
their countries the ravages of repeated

intervention?
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This article will consider zni'',; N
governments in Latin America and s y e
ern Europe in terms of their differir g s^he
on participation in the political ,^roI ' air (
Some students of military regint ^^^
Africa and Asia claim to see trends i o^1
gradual military withdrawal from )01p e'
Not everyone sees it this way and, f^h t
American experience has anything i o n^
us, it is to warn us against such optin^
Indeed, what is happening in Latir. A? c
ica and Southern Europe, in countr t
Iberian and Mediterranean cultuie,; r
help give some indication of trends (y



^s on hot,eTE,. We are, after all, talking not only
iould b^ut he most advanced coua of the
:)ntinuinürd N'Vor1d, but also about the systems

be Un .venetii^es virulently, to traditional politics

aking f^wh; t h military intervention in politics
iiquely (17ost: historically rooted.
any t'I "Military -regime" is here taken to

^ er i o a government either of direct
)enefii s üt „v rule or one that has been installed
;ies. (n the I armed forces and depends upon
the ulti,m for its continued existence. The term
is no hrracés a multitude of singularities.

amo ng'i,e1 i mes the military rule directly, some-
havE ûes indirectly: at times with extensive

itions ticipation but from restricted social

tors;1, at times otherwise. Civilians

.d by ',ri,<ally assist in these governments, of
,Q crisiairse; but the point is that they are

Is of .;oldnlatély subordinate to the military

erately t,horities. Military governments share
and Otitain: common characteristics, however:
equivaler'y are authoritarian; they are opposed -

ty herelI^-ifties; they are inherently unstable.

g the 6I
xaza Sti71r;%- of politics
nadian fbs i!f'.rhaps not sufficiently realized how

ls, to 5' ;ird unwilling military men often,are

:ks, ar.d ui interfering in politics - current

1. Only siï i s in, say, Lebanon, and the long

ous camr;uic'^r,ence in Salazar's Portugal are only

and then), ot many illustrations of the military's
e. In tae'Jillingness to become too deeply in-
ada's comved::This is not because the military

is was r^e any doubts about their centrality. In
±ombia in 1888, a decree defined sub-
sion ',as any attack on "the Catholic
gion;; the Army, private property, and

légâl monetary currency". In Latin
ïericâ as elsewhere, the armed forces
1 regârd themselves in this way, as one

terathe few basic pillars of society.
Tlie armed forces see themselves as

irdians of the nation, not servants of
itevér government may be briefly in
ver. But they also know from experi-
;e how divisive military activity in poli-

can be. When they feel themselves
iged to intervene, they therefore want
make it count. They go in to set up a
nd!state that can impose order.

sider zni'I; Military regimes want, understand-
ica and S,5' enôugh, to justify their existence -
differir g^he péople they rule, to foreign interests

litical irroI I
abôve all, to themselves. Whatever

ir other objectives may be, they seek
-y

regi.nthort; from the people or otherwise, to
trends f o"p establish their claim to decide what is
I from ;?o^hé e.'ountry's best interests. They can
Ly and, f,

L to i le itimize their
ything i o i g presence in dif-
such optin'nt ways - by amending the constitu-
in Latir A7 °r; by introducing schemes for new
in countrims of participation. Effective govern-

ni requires some idea of what the ordi-
i

cultui e, ;, çitizen thinks and feels; andnf tranrl8 iy ^ and, particu-

larly in an unstable society, governments
that want to retain power need constantly
to undercut potential support for opposi-

tion forces.

Three attitudes
Three basic sets of attitudes to the ques-
tion of political participation will be out-
lined, and then the reasons for the varying
"mix" in particular regimes will be analysed
in terms of factors both internal and ex-
ternal to the institution of the armed

forces. The first response to the problem
of participation will be called "restorative".
Other terms that might fit include "nor-
malizing", "democratic", and "moderat-
ing", although all these terms beg huge
questions about what exactly is to be re-
stored, normalized or moderated, and how.

Nonetheless, the military themselves
sometimes have clear ideas of what they
wish restored. This has not been so in
Portugal, Greece, Brazil for much of the
time since 1964, or in Argentina after 1966,
but it clearly was so in the various military
overthrows of personalist, populist dicta-
tors in Colombia, Venezuela and Argen-
tina in the 1950s and, in a different way,
in the infrequent but decisive political
moves of the Chilean armed forces.

The second approach we shall call
"personalist" or -"opportunist". This type
is beginning to disappear in Latin America,
in part because the military institution,
particularly as it becomes better trained
and more professional, can itself be bitter-
ly anti-personalist; in Argentina, for ex-
ample, there is determination not to repeat
the experience of Peron. It tends to occur
in less-developed countries with low levels
of socio-economic development, especially
in such areas as literacy and urbanization;
Duvalier and Amin might be cases in point,
and Stroessner definitely is. The approach
to political participation here tends to be
anti-institutional and populist - not al-
ways, however, because a personalist dic-
tator such as Stroessner has nothing of the
Bonapartist or demagogue in him but much
of the paternalist.

The third attitude to political parti-
cipation, the revolutionary, tends to be

Dr. Craig is Associate Professor of Political
Science at the University of Western
Ontario. His areas of academic specializa-
tion are Latin America and military
regimes. A former consultant for the
International Institute of Strategic
Studies, he also worked in Buenos Aires
as a correspondent with The Guardian of
Manchester and other British papers. The
views expressed in this article are those,
of Dr. Craig.
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basically one, of exclusion, but with a
greater or lesser degree of co-optation. This
approach can be divided into right and
left, with thé great majority of military
governmerits falling into the former cate-
gory, of course, but with some significant
cases in the latter category - in Peru and
Portugal, obviously, but also at times in
other countries. Torres' Bolivia, clearly,
but Torrijos in Panama fits in part here,
in part in Type Two (although the term
`left", irridescent with ambiguity as it is,
to adapt Tawney's phrase concerning so-
cialism, is peculiarly tricky when it is ap-
plied to military governments, which find
it difficult, if not impossible, to abandon
authoritarian attitudes).

What distinguishes this approach from
the two previous ones is that it wants to
change the system, rather than restore it,
and along ideological lines. This type of
military government, therefore, rejects the
personalist or opportunist way. It is rela-
tively new. Before the military takeover in
Brazil in 1964, military regimes had made
no attempt to stay in power indefinitely.
The outcome - or, indeed, goal - of the
Peruvian experiment is not yet clear but,
apart from the fact that a very inadequate
form of democracy existed there, the most
fitting label for it so far, in many respects,
has been "corporatist".

Chilean
Government
example
of ruthless
exclusion

Brazilian partnership
Brazil has attempted, without much suc-
cess, to preserve a democratic facade, but
the Government clearly intends to make
the armed forces a basic and regular part-
ner in the political system. In a speech at
the end of 1974, President Geisel claimed
that Brazil was headed toward a"genuine-
Iy democratic framework". But, as if to
demonstrate his own lack of democratic
conviction, he went on to promise that he
"would use authoritative measures against
anti-democratic tactics, with the view that

the military would determine what is `un-

democratic' ". In this system, he said,
"there is no place, nor should there be,

for irresponsible attitudes of pure chal-
lenge to the very rules of the democratic

game".
The term "fascist" has been grossly

abused for many years, but the nature and

strength of what many Chileans call the

"Gestapo" secret police in that country at

present is only one of the pieces of evidence

that indicate that a large part of the do-

minant elements in the Chilean military
want to impose a fascist state. The present

Government of Chile is an extreme example

of a military regime that sets out ruthless-
ly to exclude not only labour, student and

other organizations but traditioiiaith
also. m

Right-wing revolutionary gove^b
rely on coercion, but also seek to^ tr
to - "new élites", ascendant m=di1t
sectors who welcome unresenecier
type of government's single-mi_ldito
centration on economic growth ai^ins
alliance with the dominant economiré;
in the region. (The Brazilian so2i4gn
tist Helio Jaguaribe has written on' c
best critiques of what in Brazil is Le
"the Canadian model".) Politi s tl
postponed, social peace can be er
while a system of more equita l(^ i
bution is left to look after itself, byi2-
ling down". Before March 1964, it,:,
ed that social mobilization (or "6 ^
nism", as many of the military ar;:)h
supporters preferred to call it) ;va; I
accelerated by President Goular ; -is
armed forces stepped in to rE v;'_
process. They point to the ` lee -
Western development": "When t:ieq i
sufficient accumulated capital, tl^i^
provoke-a gradual rise in living -.on 1
by the `filtration' effect". b]

The restorative approach is hacc
evidence at present in Latin A.n&
is categorized by a willingness ton.
political parties (with the possi )lrai
tion of the incumbent party at tze^n
military intervention) and electiow;
constituent assembly or legisla ivér
The second approach, the perscna}t?<
tempts either to create a mass p-y
subordinate parties to an unimpc rtri
in the state. The "revolutionary" ao`
bans all parties or attempts to mEd
own version of political parties.

These models are, of course, I
tical. Many military governmen.0
a varying "mix" of all of them, )ut?
all such regimes can be classifiec aq
other of the basic types. When hPt
forces are unable to decide am rn^;
selves what they want, they gez en' s
to institutionalize themselves. Ar€e
in the post-1955 period is a7er?
illustration of this, leading as it dlir
unprecedented invitation in 19 72 r
deposed dictator to return.

We shall now investigate s(-m
reasons for these differing a_ )p f
These reasons will be divided ir to1!
external and internal to the mili car^'
tution. External factors can be
into two basic types: (1) foreign,`,.
country's situation in internatio ial,.,
and (2) the nature of the country;;
political system. 1

Foreign factors are more c e^,
nificant in most other areas of thF
than in Latin America - which is^
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;raditionalttleyI are by any means unimportant.
military governments in Africa, Asia

nary govetlt,h, Middle East, apart from the fact

;o seek tal iüariy such nations are of relatively
lant m-dii1tbirth, often exist in regions of much
znresen eccer international tension. (This applies
ngle-mi, idÉto Southern Europe. The international
growth ai^nsion in what is going on in Portugal
it economiresent is of primary importance, and
:ilian so2iàgn fâctors, particularly the Cold War,
written on' contributed greatly to the mainte-
Brazil is k^e of,, the regimes in Spain, and, until

Politi,;s itly;lGreece.)
can be et
equita )le^ influence

tr itself, byiin Latin America, U.S. influence is not
;h 1964, it,, as ibasic, as absolutely unchallenge-
ion (or "(x in`-^ South America as it is in the
cnilitary an^beân and Central America (especially
call it) ;va; Castro took power). There, in the
, Goular; !s of 'a U.S. Senate report of December
in to rEve:_
o the ` le:ë TJriited States got into the bear trap
"When t:ieq intérvening to frustrate a process of
capital, tli;ial change (indirectly in Guatemala
ri living -.on 19.i-1, openly in the Dominican Re-
'. Iblic,iin 1965), and the trap has been
)roach is heçoming more painful ever since....
Latin A neEve'r since the respective interven-
Ilingness tâns; the United States has felt con-
.he possi')le!ainéd to support whatever govern-
arty at t ze I nt has been in power in either coun-
ind electiow; these governments have generally

r legisla ivtén conservative, they have done

he persona'^thing to bring about social change in

>. a mass p-3' fundamental sense, they have ter-
n unimpc rtrizéd the opposition, they have there-
itionary' a^' acqiuired a bad image both at home
rnpts to : m^d abroad, and this image has rubbed

parties. . on the U.S....
of course, In the meantime, the fundamental

vernmen^s oblems of each country have become
>f them, )ut?re difficult to deal with.
classifiec aspresént military government of Peru

3. When hPthe first presidency of Peron (1946-
^cide am )nrainéd considerable support from their
they gel erisition to and by the U.S. (compare

:nselves. AT^er restoring national self-respect in
)d is a7er?t after the British humiliation of
ling as it diénk) • I The Brazilian military, on the
on in 19 72 r band, were influenced not just by

irn. il's long friendship with the U.S. and
stigate sc:mPOrmèr's desire to emulate the latter's
Iering a- ^prilfest destiny" of last century but also
Iivided ir tolose links through training and joint
) the milicarmt with the U.S. in Italy in the
rs can te nd Vyorld War.
(1) foreign, Foreign factors, while they help to
nternatio idnt for the existence of military
the countrÿnes; only go so far in shaping their

re. What is of primary importance in

°e
more c ieaf eSpd ' ct is the country's socio-economic

^mand in particular the form of gov-

i - which
of

hich th
is`ient and state prior to the takeover by

the military. This is basic, and can on no
account be underestimated. It was well put

by Maurice Duverger in Le Monde in

September 1975:
Portugal has the Third World charac-

teristics of economic under-develop-

ment: a predominantly agricultural

economy, a weak implantation of liberal
ideas, the stranglehold of an archaic
religious establishment, and a lack of
modern political underpinnings. Within

such a context, a pluralistic democracy
could work only in a restricted and
formal way, as in India and Ceylon, be-
fore those countries foundered into dic-

tatorship....
Recent history is of particular signifi-

cance; to some extent, people only get the
amount of participation they seek. The
Greek military government's strength was

summed up by Le Monde in November

1971 thus: "The biggest factor working for
the regime is the apathy of a population
exhausted by a foreign war and a horrible
civil uprising. Like the Spanish, the Greeks
would rather put up with a dictatorship
than with new ordeals." In Greece, as in
Spain, internal and foreign factors com-
bined to ensure that each of these regimes
was basically one of the revolutionary right
(with elements of populism in the former
and personalism in the latter.)

Argentine experience
It is of some significance that of all the
countries here considered none is as de-
veloped as Argentina, in terms of per

capita income, levels of urbanization and
literacy, and in somewhat less quantifiable
terms such as degree of secularity and
strength of unions and other intermediate
groups. And it is this country that has
found the problem of political participation
under military governments most severe.
At times the armed forces have wanted to
leave politics and, rather more frequently,
other sectors have also desired their final

exit. The Argentine dilemma has been one
in which the Argentine army has never
really been controlled by the civilian power
and yet in which the level of political and
social development has been too high for,
say, the form of demilitarization success-
fully pursued by 'Kemal Ataturk when
Turkey's peasantry and urban working
class were not yet politically active.

Factors internal to the military insti- Combination

tution are numerous. Principally, they of internal

have to do with the institution's self- and external

perception, its traditions and recent his- factors

tory, and the training, socialization and
social background of the officer class.
These various elements combine with ex-
ternal factors to help form the mental



outlook, the world-view, of the officers
rise to a "new professionalism" iii ti

that makes them decide to favour one way
security is seen to equal developrner

ierïll
How the latter is to be brought^d F

of political participation over another.
Some of these factors, such as the

and in particular what role the pc,p^

institution's self-perception (e.g. its levels
to play, can depend to quite an -sxt^é^

of identity, cohesion and organization,
the nature of training. The Perut7iatndit

which tend to be greater than those of any
tro de Altos Estudios Militares (C

co'
other sector in society), bear rather more

was itself strongly influenced b5 pi

on why the military take over than how
sive civilian Latin American iniell^ila

theygovern. Not completely, however, and
at the UN Economic Commission fo,,

this can best be seen by considering the
America in Santiago de Chile. `TJif^n

way the recent history of the military in
kind of background, CAEM, in aJorb^

Peru and Portugal changed their self-
published five years before the 96siatE

perception.
tary takeover, declared:

The first foreign minister of Peru's
So long as Peru does not have pr( d

1968 military government, General Mer-
matic and well-organized politicpol

cado Jarrin, declared that he was turned
ties, the country will continue 199

into a radical by his tour of duty among
ungovernable.... The sad and de

the impoverished peasants of the altiplano. truth is that, in Peru, the real fn 1

Many of his colleagues seemed to have
are not the Executive, the L gic r

been similarly affected. Like their counter-
the Judiciary or the electorat ^, li=

parts in Peru, the Portuguese military
latifundists, the exporters, the b^iwG

fought guerillas, and they too were ulti-
and the American (U.S.) investoive

mately so influenced by their adversaries'
The Brazilian military training esijue

uopinions that they decided their country
ments, on the other hand, were niu6

required drastic change, but not in an old-
influenced by U.S. advisers and r

fashioned dictatorial manner. To many and the strength of the Chicego;u

officers; this reaction seems to have been of economists in present-day Cl,,w:

in order to pre-empt, or at least forestall, notorious. ce

sweeping social revolution from below, but
A final internal factor migütÿes

to be the institution's menta? ^b^
many leading elements, especially in Por-

eciall that that has to -o
tugal at present, have enthusiastically esp Y part ng

adopted Mozambique President Samora
its peculiar hierarchical nature mdEhf

Machel's maxim: "A soldier without*pol-
lation from pluralist, heterogeneoat

ciet Military governments, anch
itics is an assassin". y

' 'lian allies are frequently c-Mut

Training
an important

influence

more radical; Argentina in 1 a levels of development mean mil: tari
more recently Portugal (and perhaps

' V. t) are that are better trained and m :W!

former can hold on to powe ,
943 nd passed through the first two sta;e^;

r tends to e

portant. Intervention by co one s

captains, rather than generals, if the of development is also very iml

b Most of the countries considere^zh^,

The generational backgroun o° extent this de ends on a countr_'sG
cers might, in some cases, be equally im- p

1 1 and history and situation, of course,

and establish a reg me ori
aiding the poorer classes.

to produce regimes that are rtoc
A f ffi personalist or revolutionary? '1o

be more prepared to conironu the o igar y
ented towards How do these various factors 1't1'

officers of modest, rural background might
l' ch Fitting together

some sort of support for the argument that

o 1less, the Peruvian case seems to indicate h
iChurchill had been brought up E s a

study of the military, it is almos
sible to gather sufficient data. Neverthe- •tics better than Churchill cidq,

political attitudes. As in other areas
trolled. Winston Churchill 014-t impos
George that Lloyd George in4h

of apo ic , ^

ated by the study of mihtary ofTicers k to install is a state that is ^ieaô
social origins and how these affect their seek

1it• al") orderly and above a')\,

More heat than light has been gener- ânl meaningful participation; wh=ar

Libya, Ethiopia and Nasser s gYp
sional, more politically aware an',

examples.
One of the most important influences tially more eager to seize pov, e1';

is, undoubtedly, training. War, Bouthoul tempt to bring about quick and,,,

« eed to work change.

way, but the changing role of the mihtary, grap

in Latin America in particular, has given
factors are basic, but some sha red

to show they have been rai ne
hical position and other P

t d in t at nc ,
vergent interests". Many officers still act tend CO e rev ;

h O e more a country's histo:y, t

has said, dispenses with the n What makes a military ;io1'c^
out laborious compromises, to balance di- th olutionary rig.lt f
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lism" in r'stl`'`^ emerge. It would appear, for
veloprne'i`'ilc `', that armed forces that fight rural
broughV^erillas, as has been the case with Peru

the p()pu 'd Portugal, are more likely to be im-

llc d owards change by the abject
te an -3xt

verty and apparent hopelessness of rural
Perutriat

itares (
Cnmtions than military institutions large-

ced b3 p1 It COnfronting urban guerillas, such as
an intelhose in Uruguay and Brazil. Another

nilarihv perhaps hardly requires men-
aission fo,
,hile. "T^i^ng:

military governments that in-
vene to forestall or thwart popular

li, ma `dor^ )bilization, as in Brazil, Chile, Greece,
e the ; 9tratemala and elsewhere, are right-wing

ot
have prd repressive, whereas those that inter-

^e in strongly conservative states, such
ed politicPortu,gal, Peru, Ethiopia, and Argentina
contin Lie Î943, ^,learly tend to the left.

ad and de:, One fundamental view is held in com-
the real f,nby military regimes of the revolution-
the Logr•^ ^g}i.t and left. In response to the

ectorat ^, l,mrria of the vicious circle of with-
;ers, the b iwal and intervention, they intend to
3.) investo^e out a permanent political role. Con-
raining esl uentlÿ they seek to institutionalize, or

were niucularize, military participation in poli

Thisand r, This is what is going on in Brazil and
e Chic'go:u anel is being attempted, sporadically,
nt-day G1?wh{-re. It will be a long and uncertain

cess. Among those who observed its
tor migüt ÿesis was an experienced former U.S.
menta okajs.;dor to Chile. In 1969, Ralph
has to so ^gan summarized it thus in a statement

nature mdthé U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign
heterogeneoations:
cnents, an^hé Latin American military man of the
zently cpp11ture; at least in the more mature and
pation; wh:^rger countries, in my opinion, is likely
that is Iieao be less concerned about support and

nd, above 6ÿalty to any particular class of society.
rchill Oldfe is also less likely to be attached to
xeorge lin^he preservation of any pre-existing so-
urchill cidiaI or;.political system and more likely
ight up es a!

factors f t 1i
at are r tod,
.onary? '-•,o'
a countr_^'sG
of course, b

so very in!I
onsidered h^1
t two sta ;e`;
cnean mil: tai
sd and m :)re!,
y aware
seize pov e1^,
quick and

military f;o`';
onary rig.lt i

-y's histo:y, ;
nd other P`
some shareu

to adapt to popular and even national

ideologies, partly because he more
readily identifies with them and partly
in order to preserve a position for him-
self and his service or social group in the
emerging power structure.

There is nothing to indicate the mili-
tary is either going to stop intervening in
politics, or return to once more playing a
merely "restorative" role. The era of per-
sonalist rule in. Latin America, and in
Southern Europe too, possibly, seems to be

drawing to a close.
How should other countries respond

to this? The role of the diplomat is circum-
scribed, especially in today's "global vil-
lage" of increased telecommunications and
thus centralization of major decision-

making. The demands, both domestic and

foreign, on Canadian Governments are
nothing like as intense or extensive as they
are on, say, U.S. Governments, and thus a
more . consistent and rational policy of
diplomatic recognition is more easily fol- Considerations

lowed. In other words, regimes are recog- of morality

nized simply as an acceptance that they not releaant

now effectively govern the country; thus, to recognition

to the diplomat, moral considerations are
not relevant.

This is not to say that all military
regimes are alike. People concerned with
foreign policy should be aware of what the
various segments of their domestic com-
munity feel. As far as certain military
regimes are concerned, this was succinctly
put in an editorial in Canada's main busi-
ness weekly, the Financial Post, in October

1975: ". .. Brazil is Canada's seventh-
largest export market. Canada has a stake
in Brazil's economic well-being. But, until
Brazil moderates its political stance, full
support for that country's struggle must
be withheld."



lij;

Sir,
Giva n

I have read with great interest the article entitled "Venezuela and the Creation of OR^het t^
by Mr. Hudon that appeared in the May/June 1975 issue of your publication. The rrlt I{:
purpose of this letter is to comment upon the use of the word "engineered" in the follois he1F

ing phrase- of that article: "It is fair to say that the 1948 coup was engineered by the s indë

large oil companies in connivance with the Venezuelan establishment...". It appe<irssgaget^vhiiÉ
Page 39 of your publication. frica

The phrase in question has the strength and quality of an affirmation of incon ^roié pos
vertible fact that, I have reason to believe (based on the testimony of persons directh,ry ,ix
involved at the time), is simply not supported by any reasonable historical evidencs. ipp($r'

During iny conversation this morning with the author of the article, he was ur ablils =',,

to oûer meany satisfactory evidence whatsoever. Rather was I able to conclude legit;g?'éga
imately from our conversation that he was reporting upon speculative comments (jvhi!untr^
might, not unfairly, be considered as gossip) that he had acquired casually and wit_zchode^
verification in the course of his contacts since hearrived in Venezuela some 13 yeaYs a1cial s
This scarcely constitutes what one normally expects from the writer of an apparen 1y'-ncheno

serious study. miIai

There is no denying that such comments/gossip may have been (and could st llhese ii
current with regard to the events of 1948. Nevertheless it may be of interest to yoLrsEfect, -

to know that the successful civilian-military uprising in 1945 (of which mention is^
T^

earlier in the same column of Mr. Hudon's article) represented an initially military frica
movement with which the A.D. Party civilians associated themselves only at a ver^, 1, o^

stage in its preparation. The leaders of the wholly military coup of 1948 were es 3e ^ns.

the same persons who "engineered" the 1945 movement. The only difference was taa^rnsëg
1948 they discarded all civilian partners until their self-imposed task was successfuiestü

completed; inter alia, their aim Was to eliminate from Government their erstwhilE ^^)n is,

associates, namely the A.D. Party. 4o11s1

I was not myself living in Venezuela at the time, but what I have heard (and.Vlr;ilan
wHudon himself has heard no more, I suppose) leads me to believe that hatrec sel;^ )?and

engineered (and I am. not sure just what that particular term may signify p
a wholly military operation. Conversations I have had with persons active in the p)litleré
affairs of that time, including one undertaken yesterday in order to verify my und, r^e ai

me no grounds to suppose that the operation vaitén
standing of those events, have given

d raed/financed/encompassed by any other than the mili: ar,1lii
proposed/planne/encoug

Nor has Mr. Hudon brought forward any evidence to contradict that ; up'Pos
themselves.
position. His statement, therefore, must be regarded as journalistic, interpretativE und
comment based upon what may be regarded as the "political folklore" of the time. gll

Charitably, one could say that he has used very loose wording in sett;ng A. k f rP pgs
thoughts upon this matter, our in 5u uuilag Lit; l-

another element to the so-called "black legend" with which the petrol^ur?dsibility, yet
companies are unfortunately burdened. The companies tend not to defend themsE IvePPo
and may not always have been so free from blame as to be able to do so in all case, : béir (
in this case there seems to be no. evidence to support Mr. Hudon's ill-worded specillai,eca
as constituting any real and solid charge against the oil companies. th

In order that you may be aware of the background to my interest in this matter:;uc
addition to maintaining a healthy curiosity in the affairs of Venezuela, a country n po
which I was born and reside, I am a director of an oil company - Compania Shell de

Venezuela N.V. ric

I quite understand that your publication does not support all the opinions e: _p) fit
by your contributors. However, it does occur to me that the Department of Exter:lal7fi,

a-i, a;ecominaiiflll of obiective fa(, n
Affairs may possipiy nave a^^ ^^^ut-L-
which it may be presumed, in some measure at least, to be able to evaluate, and I"jc
therefore, express my surprise at what seems a deplorably low standard. P

R. A. Irvirg ncI
Caracas, Ven`
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so a o South African Prime Minister John Vorster said to the world:A^year or g ,

Give me six months to initiate reforms." This political statement was aimed at creating
1 of OPihettc:r image of the Republic of South Africa abroad. Since the time of Vorster's state-
The ient: t,here have indeed been many changes, most of which, however, came about without
;he follois hélp. 1Vlozambique, which forms part of southern Africa's protective front, has gained
by tY^.e 's inrlependence, while Angola, which is in the same strategic position and is at present
^ppe<irs^ba€;E'd in civil war, is soon to achieve the same status. With the fall of these two bastions

i wliii e colonialism, which had constituted a strong protective wall, Rhodesia and South
frica now find themselves completely exposed and vulnerable. Over the past few months

ncon,ra ^^ie position of these two racist regimes, which had previously been so secure, has ecome
directl^;rÿ nnstable - not to say precarious -, with the result that they suddenly need outside
.denc^. ^pport and an atmosphere of conciliation and détente with their African neighbours.

as ur abhis; geopolitical about-face led to a situation in which Vorster, the head of a state where
ie légit-^gTegâtion is a national institution, could stand beside Kaunda, head of an African
nts (wh!untr^ that serves as a refuge for guerillas and liberation movements, to put pressure on
d wit;za:hodesia's Ian Smith to make certain compromises with respect to his country's internal

; yeaY s s^cial situation. In South Africa itself, the Bantu are now permitted the use of public
^aren ^ly.'-nches hitherto exclusively reserved for whites, which will merely mean that the latter

^ll no longer use them if there are any Bantu sitting on them. A few concert-halls and
^nilar;places are now open to the Bantu in some large cities, such as Capetown. Despite

ild st:^llltese internal changes recommended by the Prime Minister and more or less put into
;o yoLrwfect. the South African problem remains intact.
ition is ^ :
ilitarl^

q`be champions of this basic policy; which is called "separate development" by South
a ver^ ] frica ând which is established in the laws, structures and ideology of the state, are still
ere esse,! p°" Pr in the republic. For these individuals, who are so unshakeable in their convic-
was t_^a^^^' ``ny kind of liberalization of racial policy, however minor, would have incalculable
uccessfa'ns^c^üences for the security and even the survival of the state. There was, therefore, no

iestion of making compromises or of yielding even a fraction of an inch on the segrega-
twhilE^ ci, ,^missi.ie by recognizing the Bantu s political rights, favouring their development, or

^olishing the many racial laws that are enforced by a specially-trained and constantly
(and .Vlr,^ilant police force. It is obviously impossible for any state systematically to prevent all

:ver w<is anifestations of opposition. The few persons who dare speak out openly against the very
^ecisel;^) ündaiions - social injustice and repression - of the racist state (apartheid) are con-
i the p^1ü^^erèd^anarchists and enemies of the state. We learn of their situation in part through
.y undt^r-,e annual report of Amnesty International, which publishes the names and conditions of
ration avaitention of some of those fortunate enough to be among the better-known cases. A more

ie mili: ar,1^iliar and tolerated form of opposition in South Africa is what we might call "token"
t that ;^up,posit.ion; without opposing the basic principles of racial segregation forming the

etativE ^ndation of the regime, this form of opposition halfheartedly and with no sense of

e time. gençÿ advocates minor changes with little more than symbolic signifiçance, such as
wn his rinb the Bantu the right to use the elevators reserved for whites in.government build-
;k of re ^p^^s. To date, therefore, it has not been possible to make any real headway or achieve any
petrol_^wr?d of inomentum in even minor reforms. To advance the just cause of the Bantu more
themsE Ive^poT^ is needed from those blacks and whites who have the courage to stand behind
.11 case. : réir convictions and their desire for an equal society and to fight from both inside and
^d specilatecaûsé of repression) outside the established structures. This category of citizens would

ve thé support not only of the large majority of the population of South Africa but also
thé rèst of the world as well. They would, however, have to confront the repressive

nis mat,er; uctui^es of the state, structures that are firmly entrenched ând -- what is more
^untry n portant - are backed by the full weight of thelaw.
a Shell de

Although the white man is in the minority in this vast and wealthy country, it is the
rican;peoples who are treated as strangers in their own land. The sad, contemporary

nions e:_pTtlitj of the "Bantustans", "parks" or "reserves", in which the Bantu are literally
^f Exter:lalafined in order to facilitate their control and avoid any threat to the established regime,
^jective fa^^ Machiavellian and inhuman application of the principle of "divide and rule". These
ate, and I'.^alled "sovereign and independent states" located on small sections of territory, among

^ poorest in that rich country, are scattered throughout the land to prevent any
ndin^ together and are completely dependent upon the Republic of South Africa. The

A' I^^g ïntti to whom - in order to meet the needs of the white minority - access is granted to
iracas ^ enf t



the large cities, are required to obtain and carry a special pass in white districts at alli:pa:
times in order to identify themselves and justify their presence among the white minonad
Deprived of the most elementary rights, these human beings are kept in a state of arr
development so that they will not become a threat to the establishment, and to pr{w ^
them from becoming aware of their numerical strength, or of the legitimacy of the .r a hicl
for emancipation from the bondage forced upon them by the minority.

^
iritû

What is Canada's attitude towards the Republic of South Africa, a country bu-ltc?'ln'
system of institutionalized racism? A great ambiguity bordering on toleration, an atti'rea'
that, above all, enables the Canadian Government to maintain a broad range of reiatl1 bE
of benefit to Canadian industries as well as to the Government itself. In fact, by main' B;
taining this ambiguity, all the parties concerned are able to ignore the basic principlo A-
social justice and easily ward off any accusations. id

Verbally, as always, Canada is very prominent in this connection. At the Unitedi°pE
Nations, as well as before the various inte.^national committees and commissions, Car.^:rea,
hastens to show its indignation that such a situation should exist and should be tole; ^me
Officially, the Canadian Government condemns South Africa's apartheid policies. Ournaii
representative, A. W. Sullivan, stated before the Social Committee of the Economic E' 131
Social Council of the United Nations that Canada had always been opposed to racial 'lori-
discrimination in all its manifestations and condemned in particular the institutional^tec
and odious form of discrimination known as apartheid (New York, April 17, 1975). Iras i-
official Government publications such as the brochures entitled Foreign Policy for "aïreP
dians, the position is the same - unequivocal condemnation of the racist regime. )art

ilarf
In practice, however, what is Canada doing? Again, a great deal, but this time - .̂on

the name of pragmatism - with the effect of supporting the regime it so roundly c(+n•;;err
demns. Although our country continues at the international level to proclaim its irdi^`
tion at the situation prevailing in South Africa to anyone who cares to listen, it no-: c A`•
maintains-an embassy in the capital cities - the seat of government rotates between
Victoria and Pretoria every six months and the Canadian Embassy therefore moves It
between two offices in these cities - but has a consulate in Johannesburg as well. 111,ppr
over, the Minister of Industry, Trade and Commerce has two trade missions, one in ^rilli
Capetown and the other in Johannesburg. At the political and diplomatic level, there, sni
thus both de facto and de jure recognition. From the economic standpoint, our, countiF)ler
goes even further. Canadian Government trade with the regime is close to $125 mi'lio^onc

Irinvolved in other commercial exchanges In spite of the fact that this agreement was
signed in the Thirties and that South Africa has since withdrawn from the Common• tio
wealth, it still remains an effective instrument of multilateral trade, which Canada u,
to full advantage. A number of Government agencies, Crown Corporations and other=,
have various economic relations with this country that maintains a system of racial
segregation. Air Canada is one of these. It is quite possible that Canada has helpec, o:

ornow helping, the Republic of South Africa through national agencies such as . 0 !
Uranium Canada Limited. Although the Federal Republic of Germany, like Cana(la.^ )er
condemns the apartheid regime, it works in close co-operation with South Africa ir: fl
nuclear field. In the private sector, the Canadian Government has adopted a polic3 o?
non-interference with regard to the various economic links between Canadian corn DOT
and South Africa for several reasons - to avoid antagonizing the companies, to av)idl
depriving the Government itself of a source of revenue, and to avoid displeasing th ^ ,Q,;
African Government authorities. Thus, openly but discretely, many respectable C anS .
companies such as Toronto-based Bata, not only invest - with Federal Governme, tt 1
approval - considerable sums of money in that country, thereby supporting the ulrjUe
social regime economically, but also adopt the segregation measures of the country ar; Ju
apply them in their own establishments in South Africa. As far as the private inter aa- I
tional sector is concerned, large multinational firms with branches in Canada, or C rntic
companies directed by foreign interests - Alcaiz, Consolidated Bathurst, Falconbr:d$^ to
Nickel, Ford Motor Company of Canada, International Nickel Company of Canada, icl
Massey Fergusson, Sun Life of Canada and others - invest and economically supporipla
the regime of the Republic of South Africa. It goes without saying that these compani
too, have hastened to embrace the racial policies of this country in order to take fu 11 ort
advantage of the cheap labour. And while this flagrant social injustice is being perhet'he
by those identified with Canada, the Canadian Government tenaciously sticks to r s
policy of non-interference in the commercial affairs of the companies in order to avoidsé
antagonizing them. However, with respect to this sacrosanct policy of not interferi.ig

internationally, through the Commonwealth Preferential Trade Agreement, Canadal
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icts at a6p^3ny affairs, it might be interesting to know to what extent funds are granted by the
hite minuna(?i<n Government for the purpose of exporting our products to South Africa.
ate of an , ro ^ ive up to the image it tries to project in its verbal protestations, Canada often
1 to pr{

vtsnts humanitarian aid to the disadvantaged segments of the South African population
of the.rc.hichmeans practicall y the whole population). These funds are graciously sent through

iritatile organizations after being partially whittled away to defray Government
.try bu-It^mnistrative expenses. In this way, Canada can shout to the world that it practises what
>n, an atti'reac^es and is fighting to attain the objectives of its foreign policy: social justice and

e of reiatill lw,ng for all the peoples of the world.

;, by main Bu t if our Government were really striving to reach these objectives, what could it
principle A gI eat deal. Instead of complacently accepting the existence of injustice, Canada

fld adopt an attitude more in line with its verbal exhibitionism. Many types of action
ie Unitedi°pPn to the Government - from a minor gesture, such as closing down the consulate

r^^.^^ôns of economy in these inflationary times, to the practical condemnation of the
aions, Can^ H e i^self by severing economic and political ties and by continuing and increasing

nd be tole 1nitarian aid.
licies. 0w;
conomic â Between these two extreme positions, but without going against its precious policy
i to racialion-interference in the affairs of national or multinational companies, a policy aimed at
titutional}tecting its sources of revenue, the Canadian Government could take action in the

, 1975). Iras uAder its direct control, namely the Government departments and agencies. It is

icy for "aiir el y within the powers of Cabinet and Parliament to ensure that all Government

gime. >ariments and agencies cease their relations with South Africa. They could even
)lare the Commonwealth Preferential Trade Agreement inapplicable, for the simple

s time on that the Commonwealth condemns the current regime. These steps are within the
ndly cc+n-;;ernment's power and could be taken without harming private interests.
m its ir.di`
, it no ; or' \^ i or the policy of non-interference, it should be remembered that any policy,

between Alt^ ^-c,r it is, can be changed.

-e moves Itas certainly time that we re-examined the principles behind our policy of indirectly
, well. 1&'ort.ing the apartheid regime; we shall discover that it is, in fact, our apathy and
s, one in villingness to act that supports, maintains and even encourages institutionalized
vel, thereisni: By not taking positive action to put an end to this situation that it labels as
)ur countr^lerable in its all-too-many verbal condemnations, Canada is just as guilty and worthy
125 mi'lic^ondémnation for its complicity as is South Africa itself.
., Canada In the past as in the present, an evaluation of the diverse aspects of the Canadian
ient was tion"sheds an unpleasant light on Canada's conduct and convictions.

ommo n-
^anada u Marc Parent
rnd other; Quebec
A racial
helpec, o:

.s CIDJ.ai)ei2 letter to the ministerCanacla,
tldrica in

a polic3 0 Balthazar attacked...
an com?a;
s, to av^41
.sing th

We,are writing in reference to the article by Mr: Louis Balthazar entitled "Canadiantable C an. .
ernme, it ^I^policy and the Quebec intellectual", which appeared in the July-August 1975
g the uné of the review International Perspectives published by your department, and which
,ountry ar^ jusi come to our attention.

te interaa Inview of the standing enjoyed by this publication and its wide readership in diplo-
la, or Cinic and academic circles, and also in view of the author's status as co-editor, we should
alconbr:d^- to draw your attention to the serious anomalies and contradictions we found in the
E Canada, icle; as well as to the poor understanding of foreign policy and international relations
ly supporiplayc(l by Mr. Balthazar, and the biased and opportunistic nature of his interpretations.

se compant Th^ ideas put forward at the information session held last March 13 and 14 as
take fu 11 orted by Mr. Balthazar could not, as is falsely claimed by the author, be representative
ing perl ei^1e ^éwpoint of Quebec intellectuals; on the contrary, such views would do them great
cks to ils
er to av oid rQdif This small group can in no way claim to speak for a majority that was not

sent at the session. Moreover, if the account of the meeting is accurate, the opinions
nterfenig



:----__-

expressed are, we believe, totallylacking in the scientific basis essential to an analy
foreign policy. Rather, these opinions borrow their frame of reference from ideok3^l ^
emotionalism, popular morality and, in particular, common sense. Forsaking the eif
and intellectual rigour expected of a co-editor, Mr. Balthazar goes further, attempt 5tI€
endow these opinions with a meaning and a sociological value they do not possesa. n^ w'

élitist pretensions are disturbing in their naivété. i T

For over five years we have been engaged in the study of political science, p<_rtiûer
international relations, using a scientific approach. The background so acquired qU;;us
us to denounce as fallacious the comments of which Mr. Balthazar has chosen to m, ^
himself the vehicle. What observer familiar with the dynamics of the political pi oc.
could speak of a "Quebec" view of the international system? Different ways of v^.ew,
certainly possible and do exist; they do not, however, arise from social or cultun 1 âi,
ences but rather from the degree of intellectual training. A national opinion sur,, ey^
Canada might show differences in attitudes between Quebec and the rest of the .oû
with regard, for example, to the order of priorities and the direction to be given t o o^
foreign policy. In political matters, the attitudes of Canadians are always strontlyf
alized. On the level of systematic thought, however, such distinctions do not obE y t
rules. On the contrary, we think that many intellectuals, both from Quebec an(! fr^'^t
English-speaking Canada, share the same way of viewing the international systc m,
defend-the opposite view as Mr. Balthazar has done is a theoretical absurdity ar_dç R
a failure to make distinctions between one level of analytical thought and another, iS

The comments on possible new directions for Canada's foreign policy are a;ooin
illustration of the emotional and ideological bases of the viewpoints prevailing a^ tüs
information session. It is disconcerting at the very least to read that persons calin;h
selves intellectuals want to slant Canada's policyon the Middle East in a certain üo
direction, with, as sole justification, the sympathy felt by certain groups in Quebec!
Arab countries. No one with the slightest glimmer of understanding can blame Car^
aligning itself with the capitalist countries; its political, social and economic str? ic ^h^°
require that it do so. They must be truly unthinking who would ask Canada to suj;V C
the demands of Third World states to the detriment of the industrialized natior s, r, t
first making a serious analysis of both the national and international implications G
a move. In consequence, we do not wish to be associated with the ill-considered idc^ (
erroneously attributed by Mr. Balthazar to the intellectuals of Quebec.

The analysis of foreign policy in Canada that the author undertakes in the laséi^
Iof his article clearly shows a weakness of theory and a shameless lack of realism n^

addition to using a number of terms improperly and committing gross semantic en
Mr. Balthazard -livers an interpretation of bilingualism and biculturalism that it
exhibits an alarming degree of conceptual confusion. Canada, like any other col!nt;:ll
conducts its foreign policy on the basis of its national interests, whether they bi coté6

with trade, politics or strategic matters, and it does so in terms of various specific s, .o
tions. The attention accorded the French-speaking world and bilingualism can "
purposes of administration, the recruitment of diplomats and public servants, a nda
gration, always with a practical view to the better realization of basic objectivas- -

satisfying francophone public opinion. The same rationale applies to the maint ni
a balance between French-speaking and English-speaking countries with regarc tch
distribution of foreign aid. But to make bilingualism a pivotal factor and refer t ,' ,
tural" foreign policy as Mr. Balthazar has done is- to forget these basic distinctions'
leave oneself open to the charge of being totally misinformed.

The`areas of incompatibility that he finds between theory and practice are fa?
indicative of an obscurantist attitude than of any well-thought-out principles. ''h^l
of absurdity is reached when he declares that the "sentiments" of the Quebec iicte',
"may be impossible to put into practice", while at the same time he would like ,o
taken into consideration by the authorities. Such flights of illogiç not only do r arr
reputation of Quebec intellectuals but impede the dialogue necessary between M'
and theoreticians of foreign policy. In such a context, your speech, in its referez :ce'
constraints that affect foreign policy and the necessity of making provisions ac.or',.

could not have been more relevant.

All these considerations, brief as they are, show that the author is not cap; cb1F
on Canada's foreign policy , that he has revealed a vast ignorance of th( sl,

wrg
and that his interpretations are false. We are, therefore, requesting that Louis 3a!

be relieved of his position as co-editor of International Perspectives so that the^

and good reputation of that publication can survive intact.
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an ana13 +k -+ ou lace considerable importance on a strong and valuable contribu-
aideok^gy

hn`)wmg y p
ing the ettl i 1"IT. Quebecers in the making of Canada's foreign policy and that protecting the

atten.p{Stlbe of your Department is a matter of continuing interest to you, we are hopeful that

ll accede to our request.
posses^. h

wi

Th . broad distribution of International Perspectives in Canada and abroad and its

,
p<_rti ûencç on public opinion, particularly in diplomatic, academic and political circles, has

ence
uired U

' us nu choice but to send a copy of this letter to the leading newspapers, in hopes that
iserioüs harm done by Mr. Balthazar to the reputation of Quebec intellectuals may be

osen to m
itical p ocE

'ified

Lys of v-ew,
Denys Laliberté

culturE 1 d
Michel Pratt
Candide Charest-Wallot

ion surs ey'^
of the ^oû

Claude Baillargeon

given t o a
s strontlyf,

-not obEy ^;
bec and

frilthCZzCLI" replies. . .
ial systcm.^

d anothRather than play Don Quixote by throwing themselves into thunderous denuncia-irdity ar_?r,ds i
is, the authors of this letter could have taken time to read my article more carefully.

y are a;ouin if the article was entitled "Canadian foreign policy and the Quebec intellectual",

railing a ^ tbis cleâr enough in emphasizing that the persons who attended the information session

sons caliqrhich^ I was referring were some academics and some journalists who were expressing

a certain iioris'commonly found in their respective milieux.

in Quehed My young detractors would also have gained by taking into account this basic
blame t%a^position: opinions are, most of the time, "totally lacking" in a "scientific basis" and

omic str id -iada to EuFç often rest upon `ideology, emotionalism, popular morality and, in particu lar,

znon 3ense". In fact, in the case of popular morality and common sense, I fail to see
d natior s, 7;t is ^vrong with that - even for intellectuals. God knows intellectuals often voice
Lplicatio;is(',üons inspired by emotion and passions. The above letter is a good example.
isidered idE;

Of course opinions can be scientifically analysed but, when expressed, they cannot
es in the IaScientific. The persons who attended last year's meeting did not claim, as they were
f realism b diinK ^ that they were putting forward scientific conclusions.

emantic en One;last point. These "Brave New World" students do not believe that cultural

ism that ititÿ may be a source of a specific view of the world. For them, it is the "degree of
other col!ntfllectûal training" that determines a particular perception of the international

!r they be cofem. ) would suggest that they compare the francophone press from Quebec to the

>us speciïïcs?ophdne Canadian press at large. They could also compare conferences on interna-
[ism can onlsal relations held in Quebec in the French language to those held in English elsewhere

rvants, a ndànadà. They will not need a strong conceptual framework to perceive the differences.

objectiv's (̂ It; may be timely to recall that International Perspectives is a journal of opinion.
he maint,!n<< editqrs, in contributing articles, are not stating an editorial policy for the magazine.
[th regarc t(her; they are expressing their own views, and surely they must be as free to do so as
nd refer t) ', contributor ( including the authors whose opinions are contained in the above
distinctic m ;r )

^^ere the Secretary of State for External Affairs to follow their advice and dismiss
actice are fa aitorfor expressing an opinion with which some disagree ( or, carried a step further,
inciples. Lfiowipg such opinions to be expressed), this magazine could not exist.
Quebec iiite^^
ould like o L.B.

only do 1 av
between )r^'
its referez:ce^
visions ac.o1

[s not cap; St'
nce of the st^
iat Louis 321,
so that the'



Canadian Foreign Relations

I. Recent Books

Canada and Latin America: partners in develop-

ment_ (Toronto) : Canadian Association for
Latin America, (1974?).
17 pp., in. varions. pagings.

Granatstein, J. L.
Canada's war; the politics of the Mackenzie
King government, 1939-1945. Toronto: Ox-

ford University Press, 1975.
436 pp.

History and myth: Arthur Lower and the making

of Canadian nationalism. Selected essays by

Arthur Lower, edited by Well H. Heick.

(No place), University of British Columbia

Press, 1975.

339 pp.

Pearson, Lester B.

The memoirs of the Right Honourable Lester

B. Pearson. Edited by John A. Munro and
Alex Inglis. Volume 3, 1957-1968. Toronto
and Buffalo: University of Toronto Press,

1975.
338 pp.

II. Recent Articles

Brecher, Irving
"The continuing challenge of international
development: a Canadian perspective."

In Queen's Quarterly 82:323-343 Auturnn

1975.

"Canada: the potash industry braces for a take-

over."

In Business Week 2411:37-38 December 15,

1975.

Godfrey, John
"The fault, dear Brutus, is not in the Stars
and Stripes - -
In Canadian Forum 55:18-20 November

1975.

Mixon, Paul
"Canadian banks adjust to growing Euro-
currency market."
In Canadian Business 48:56-58 November

1975.

Neumann, Klaus E.
"The great pipeline debate."

In Canadian Business 48:42-44 November

1975.

Pratt, Larry
"The politics of Syncrude: selling out."
In Canadian Forum 55:4-17 November 1975.

Smith, David E.
"Provincial representation abroad: the office
of agent general in London."
In Dalhousie Review 55:315-327 Summer

1975.
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Stewart, Walter D.
"The thirty-year flop: the United t: i

has failed because so-called `good gu;}
Canada have denied it money, ner[)-
most of all, commitment."
In Maclean's 88:38-42 October 20, l9ï l

Publications of the Departmez it :,
of External Affairs

Under this heading will be founc 1 a?

the most recent documents publishE d.
Department-of External Affairs on interm> ♦
affairs and Canadian foreign policy.

Press Releases, published by the Pres ^ 0'1,
the Department of External Affai^ s, (r:

No. 105 (November 4, 1975) Canada Cofll,
wealth Caribbean consultat ion,^

vember 12-13, 1975.

No. 106 (November 3, 1975) Canadi<m d!
tion to the fourth general cor fere`

I

the Agency for Cultural and Te(
Co-operation, Port Louis, VIail; c 7

November 12-15, 1975.

No. 107 (November 6, 1975) Co-operatis`
tween Canada and the Eurol earité
munity in the realm of the en ira- t

I
No. 108 (November 7, 1975) Canadi:.n

tion to the eighteenth sessi m

conference of the UN Food anll{
culture Organization, Rome, Nkl^

8-27, 1975.

No. 109 (November 13, 1975) Angola.

No. 110 (November 20, 1975) Statemmtii
spokesman for the Canadia i
ment at the hearings of he

national joint Commissior

Garrison Diversion Unit, Wil
November 20, 1975.

No. 111 (November 20, 1975) Cana&:
meeting on economic co opI

Tokyo, November 25-28.

No. 112 (November 24, 1975) Canaca'sf
sentation at the ceremonies celr',
the accession of the King of Sp1

No. 113 (November 27, 1975) Indep-mL,
Surinam, November 25, 1975

No. 114 (November 28, 1975) Joint ccmn
on Canada-Poland discussio> s '
eries matters of mutual conc, rn

No. 115 (December 1, 1975) Canad<<-G'

scientific, consultations, Ot av

vember 26-28.



(December 2, 1975) Canada-Norway
agreement on mutual fisheries relations.

(December 5, 1975) Canada-U_S.S.R.
Mixed Commission on General Ex-
changes - 1976-77 program.

118 December 5. 1975) Visit of the Sec-

retary of State for External Affairs to

i;he Middle East.

119 December 8, 1975) Organization for

D. 120
United t:

I `good gu:!
aoney, neio

)ber 20, 197"

irtmei it

be foun(1 a?
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rs on intcrn^

)olicy.

the Pres ^ C

.al Af'faii s, 0,

Canada Cü
,onsultat ior

f
Canadi< d

neral cor ferq I

Economic Co-operation and Develop-

rnent - review of education policies in

(7anada.

(December 8, 1975) Canada-Belgium
Cultural Agreement Mixed Commission.

Prague Quadrennial, in theatre design

1 December 9, 1975) Diplomatic appoint-
i nents - Malone, Ambassador to Fin-
land; Godsell, High Commissioner to

13angladesh.

December 8, 1975) Canada exhibits at

,:ompetition.

123 (December 9, 1975) Conference on In-
i.ernational Economic Co-operation.

!i^l (December 10, 1975) Cultural agree-
?nent between Canada and Belgium.

I (December 12, 1975) Canadian partici-

pation in United Nations peacekeeping

activities in the Middle East_

1^26 (December 22, 1975) Convention be-
Iween Canada and Morocco for avoid-
^ j.nce of double taxation and prevention
i if fiscal evasion with respect to income
^rnd capital taxes.

ural and Ted

(December 22, 1975) Canada-U.S.S.R.
agreement on fisheries matters. "

Louis, Vlaü'- 12ti ( December 30, 1975) Canadian repre-

5 .
sentative to the UN Economic and

1 Social Council - G. F. Bruce.
Co-ope ratü

he Eurol eanitemen"ts and Speeches, a series published by
of the en ira the Information Division, Department of

Canadi:.n if External Affairs, Ottawa.

nth sessi ^n 75/31 Canada's Studies Program Abroad. A
IN Food anâ', ;peech by the Secretary of State for

, Rome, No', External Affairs, the Honourable

1 Angola.

) Statem3nt
Canadia i

ings of he 75/32

mumissior
i Unit, W' -

Allan J. MacEachen, at the inaugura-

tion of the Chair and Centre of

Canadian Studies, Edinburgh Univer-

,3ity, October 21, 1975.

Lord Tweedsmuir and the. Canadian

Mosaic. A statement by the Honour-

able Allan J. MacEachen, Secretary

,if State for External Affairs, at a

commemorative dinner for Lord

)75) Cana&^ Cweedsmuir, Governor General of

.omic co op^ Canada from 1935 to 1940, Edinburgh,

?5-28. October 22, 1975.

^5) Canaca's 75/33'Mr. MacEachen in Edinburgh -

remonies celf' Some Thoughts on Canada, Britain

King of 8p1 and the World. The texts of three

'5) Indep,Sd'j
r 25, 1975

i) Joint cc"mn

discussio>is 75
itual conc,rn,'r

5) Canad<<-G,
tions, Ot" awa

brief statements by the Secretary of

State for External Affairs, the Hon-

ourable Allan J. MacEachen, in

Edinburgh on October 21, 1975.

Nuclear Control - or Nuclear Disas-

1 er. A statement in the First Com-

i nittee of the thirtieth session of the

United Nations General Assembly by

Mr. W. H. Barton, Ambassador and
Permanent Representative of Canada
to the Office of the United Nations
at Geneva and to the Conference of
the Committee on Disarmament, New
York, November 4, 1975.

No. 75/35 Canada Adopts a New Development-
Assistance Strategy_ A statement by

the Secretary of State for External

Affairs, the Honourable - Allan J.

MacEachen, to the House of Com-

mons Standing Committee on Exter-

nal Affairs and National Defence,

Ottawa, November 6, 1975.

No. 75/36 The International Atomic Energy
Agency. A statement in the plenary

meeting of the thirtieth session of the

United Nations General Assembly by

Mr. W. H. Barton, Ambassador and
Permanent Representative of Canada
to the Office of the United Nations
at Geneva and to the Conferenceof
the Committee on Disarmament, New
York, November 12, 1975.

No. 75/37 The Question of Cyprus. A statement
in the plenary meeting of the thirtieth
session of the United Nations General
Assembly by Dr. Saul F. Rae, Ambas-
sador and Permanent Representative
of Canada to the United Nations,
New York, November 13, 1975.

No. 75/38 Co-operation Within the French-
Speaking Community. A speech by

the Honourable Jean Marchand, Min-

ister of State, to the fourth general

conference of the Agency for Cultural

and Technical Co-operation, Port

Louis, Mauritius, November 15, 1975.

No. 75/39 Decolonization. A statement in the

plenary meeting of the thirtieth

session of the United Nations General

Assembly, New York, by Mr. Marc

Baudouin, Ambassador and Represen-

tative of Canada, November 26, 1975.

No. 75/40 Canada's Defence Priorities. A state-
ment in the House of Commons,
Ottawa, on November 27, 1975, by the
Honourable James Richardson, Min-
ister of National Defence.

No. 75/41 Security and Co-operation in a Div-

idéd Europe. A statement by the

Secretary of State for External Af-

fairs, the Honourable Allan J. Mac-

Eachen, in the House of Commons,

Ottawa, on December 2, 1975.

No_ .75/42 Highlights of Canada's Development

Co-operation Strategy. A statement

by the Secretary of State for External

Affairs, the Honourable Allan J.

MacEachen, to the Parliamentary

Subcommittee on International Devel-

opment, Ottawa, November 6, 1975.

No. 75/43 Canada Adopts a Multidimensional

Approach to International Develop-

ment. A statement to the Parliamen-

tary Subcommittee on International

Development, Ottawa, November 25,

1975, by the Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs, Mr. H. B.

Robinson.

No. 75/44 More Canadian Money for UN De-

velopment Program. A statement by



Miss Monique Bégin, Parliamentary
Secretary to the Secretary of State

for External Affairs, representing

Canada at the pledging conference of
the United Nations Development Pro-
gram, New York, November 5, 1975.

No. 75/45 More Canadian Cash for UNICEF.
A statement by Miss Monique Bégin,
Parliamentary Secretary to the Sec-
retary of State for External Affairs,
at the pledging conference of the UN
Children's Emergency Fund, New

York, November 6, 1975.

Treaty Information

Bilateral

Barbados
Exchange of Notes between the Government
of Canada and the Government of Barbados

constituting an Interim Air Transport

Agreement
Bridgetown, November 20, 1974
In force November 20, 1974
Extended by an Exchange of Notes signed

at Bridgetown, December 8, 1975

Colombia
Exchange of Notes between the Government

of Canada and the Government of Colombia

constituting a Reciprocal Amateur Radio

Operating Agreement

Bogota, November 5 and December 2,

1975
In force December 17, 1975

:1lorocco
Convention between the Government of

Canada and the Government of Morocco for

the avoidance of Double Taxation and the

prevention of Fiscal Evasion with respect to

Taxes on Income and on Capital

Ottawa, December 22, 1975

Norway
Agreement between the Government of

Canada and the Government of Norway on

their Mutual Fishing Relations

Ottawa, December 2, 1975
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Exchange of Notes between the Gove
of Canada and the Government -if jr)
amending the Agreement of Jul;-' li
on Sealing and the Conservatic n

. Stocks in the Northwest Atlantic
Ottawa, December 8 and 12,1975
In force December 12, 1975

U.S.S.R.
Exchange of Notes between the C ove^
of Canada and the Government of thet

of Soviet Socialist Republics cm
fisheries matters of mutual concer n

Ottawa, December 22, 1975
In force December 22, 1975

United Nations
Agreement between the Gove •
Canada and the United Nations re:
the Arrangements for Habitat Unit
tions Conference on Human Set le

1976
New York, December 23, 1975
In force December 23, 1975

Multilateral

Amendment of the Annex to the a
on Facilitation of Internationa it
Traffic respecting a Recommend ^d
for the development of standard zed
signs for use at Marine Ter. oû

aboard passenger vessels
Done at London, May 20, 1975
Notification of Canada's Acci Pt

posited December 9, 1975

Customs Convention on Containe s
Done at Geneva, December 2, 97i
Signed by Canada December 5 19
Canada's Instrument of Rati ïca

posited December 10, 1975
Date of entry into force for C ma

10, 1976

Agreement on an Internatioi al

Program
Done at Paris, November 18, 1374
Signed by Canada November '8,1
Instrument certifying Canada a cc

be bound deposited Decemb ^r
(Canada signed and certified its

to be bound "to the extent i ot
tible with its Constitutional sy
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4ange in Asia as eras end
fers hope through realism

wa.
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the cpntury.
and ossibly for years beyond the turn of

The ear 1975 saw the abrupt culmination
of th E! troubled postwar period, and so be-
cam a springboard for the next generation

bee drawn by some unseen Oriental hand.
har y have emerged more quickly if it had

avid Van Praagh -

w realism has settled on Asia with the
during 1975, in extraordinary rapid
^ssion, of four eras.
The war in Vietnam ended in April
the Communist capture of Saigon.

ocracy in India ended in June with
a Gandhi's proclamation of emer-
, rule. The process of growing up
ended in Japan in October with

eror Hirohito's expression of regret at
ite House about the Second World

Ideology ended in China during the
year of the third quarter of the cen-
with old revolutionary leaders begin-
to give way to new nationalist leaders.

ven if these eras are partly mythical
. troops in I Corps, for example,

more real than some aspects of Indian
dem cracy - , a new Asian pattern could

he new pattern is not necessarily a

4et us consider the directions of

large developing nations of Asia -, in

neatione. It is by no means certain that
the x^ext 25 years or so in Asia will be less
trou led and dangerous than the past 25
or 3 years. But it is easier now to see
men nd nations, events and trends, in an
eno ous continent containing, now as in

xe a elco^ the 3 ar 2,000, between 50 and 60 per cent
of th world's population. Change is taking

faster, and is based on the growing
ition that political stability can be
d only by fair distribution of econo-

mic enefits throughout the cities and,
even ore important, the countrysides, of
the ian nations.

chan e in India and China - the two

uniq
nerab
whe
whe
conflii

ly-developed Japan and in the vul-
e region of Southeast Asia, to see
they may point the same way and
they may lead down different or

ting roads.

In India, it is now clear that political
democracy could not work without com-
mensurate spread of the fruits of economic
progress to ordinary, poor Indians. Dem-
ocratic institutions are not to blame, as is
often believed by persons in the West
whose own political self-hate stems largely
from events in Asia and who wrongly
assume that people cannot think because
they cannot read and do not have enough
to eat. On the contrary, a magnificent
political system envied by other Asians
and designed to provide widespread bene-
fits was demolished by a leadership that
had done little to meet the demands of
the Indian masses for a decent life.

The system, and the popular will on
which it rested, would ultimately have
caught up with Mrs. Gandhi and her
Congress party. They almost did so as
early as the general elections of 1967,
when there was a significant protest vote
against Congress politics of caste and class
exploitation. They may well have done so Springboard
in free elections that had been scheduled for the next
for early 1976. In substituting the ma- generation
chine-gun for the ballot-box eight months and century
earlier, Mrs. Gandhi, like dictators else-
where, claimed she had acted to save the

David Van Praagh is a journalist special-
izing in Asian affairs and international
development issues. Since 1972, he has
been Associate Professor in the School of
Journalism, Carleton University, Ottawa.
From 1965 to 1972, Mr. Van Praagh was
correspondent in South and Southeast
Asia for The Globe and Mail of Toronto.
He has also contributed to The Washington
Post, the Toronto Daily Star, other Cana-

dian and U.S. newspapers, The Nation and
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.
He is at present completing a book on
South and Southeast Asia. He has served
as a special editor on the staff of the

International Development Research
Centre in Ottawa. This article is based
partly on a trip to Asia by Mr. Van Praagh
during 1975. The views expressed are

his own.
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Mrs. Gandhi
has gone back
on father's
promises

iion
Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi has been at the centre of controversy dr;rir

c•(1

past year. Convicted bef ore the courts for using corrupt practices to win her Pari sar rth

seat, Mrs. Gandhi refused to resign and instead made ex post facto changes in thE.^,

and tightened her own control on the Government. She is shown here shortly xft,
conviction surrounded by Members of Parliament who had come to her reside zce [t t]

New Delhi to show their support.

system. There is poetic injustice in her

jailing men and women who inherited a
non-violent tradition of civil disobedience
from Mohandas K. Gandhi as a means of
fighting selfishness and corruption in high
places.

The ruling Indian National Congress
not only broke India's tryst with democ-
racy, to paraphrase Jawaharlal Nehru's
speech on the eve of Indian independence
in 1947 about keeping a "tryst with
destiny". As Prime Minister, Mrs. Gandhi
has also gone back on another promise
by her father in that stirring address

delivered moments before midnight

brought freedom from foreign rule. "The
service of India means the service of the

millions who suffer," said Nehru. "It
means the ending of poverty and ignorance
and disease and inequality of opportunity.
The ambition of the greatest man of our
generation has been to wipe every tear

from every eye."

dr
cor

building an equitable society from c)n
lage up has not been achieved. :^sfa^ t

democratic experiment has failedJ(Ii^

hardly be resurrected by phon a el ta
or by superficial economic im )roL'
resulting from a good monso(n ^d.
petty fears of petty bureaucrat '). ^

If peaceful consensus has iot^ct
in India, what will work? ^h

Mrs. Gandhi has shown hc.rselthE
enough to manipulate her pol:ce,pr
ship and political apparatus tE Tee

power for an indefinite period. id
imagine that this will last, as pol^?
sentment and anger tick ever ~noi^
away on India's alarm-clock, is as 4a
tic as to believe that Indians c anD!a
more than enough food for the nsE
der enlightened leadership. I isu
the masses that, as the Marx st 6?
nist leader Jyoti Basu once toh?1
Calcutta, "We don't have tbea
Conditions for a revolution on rhe

model will not necessarily corae ff

Unfulfilled
That ambition of a greater Gandhi has not
been fulfilled. Poverty and the other symp-
toms of an unreformed society have not
been abolished. The Gandhian ideal of

4 International Perspectives March/April 1976

India. The Indian Army doc°s ft

gins however; it has no lov ' fU,,
Mrs. Gandhi or the Indian policE%
may be the only all-India al-O',
chaos at the first, or second N.d r,-



Evén if the Army intervenes, the u1ti-

at is now South India), would have the

é,oll.ition and perhaps the best hope

c.::s.^̂ bcontinent may be that smaller

pms<'will emerge as Indian nationalism
lL,..h.- ,At least some of them, such as

ab (as a Sikh republic), Maha-

fitrâ; hujarat and Tamil Nadu (or pos-
_y âfederation of Dravidian states in

enV_^f.h and willingness to help their own
ôpie that would be needed for survival.

krtit.ionéd twice in one generation. One

ùlt; Pakistan - even less reformed than

ëiiënclent India though enjoying a

t;htly higher economic level - might also
^ivë further upheaval by keeping Sind
^-: the Moslem share of the Punjab to-
her; The other result of partition,
hglâdésh, has sunk deeper and deeper
^ economic and political catastrophe
ce ils creation in 1971; as regressive as
:najr sound, the only hope of Bengali
{slems may be that wealthier Islamic

}1 the -princely states has already been
,ë lind, mass encompassing British India
ice partitioned

ersy dr;rir!ions
will bail them out against a resur-

er Pari;arrce of desperate Hindu nationalism in
rth an cl East India.

tges in th('
^,ian { Westeners, and many other

hortly xf t:pn^,
ccmfort themselves with the belief

reside Zcet
f the ^ffects of the irrational ethnocen-
drives governing conduct in the Indian

^continent can be confined to that
ciety fromion. Recent history does not altogether

ieved. Asiur t1,Pm out, and the possibility cannot

any does r of the world not to look on the sub-

has failedjdiscnunted of planned or unplanned
y phon a elktar4r conflict in the subcontinent reach-
rnic im )ror furtlier - perhaps much further -
monsoc n 1d.
eaucrat 3. While no outside power has been

us has aot^ctly involved in the series of wars
? ,ht by New Delhi - except for China,
iown hc.rseJEhe: brief Himalayan war of 1962 -

her pol:ce,, ^r powers, including the United States,
ratus to re,e come close to being drawn in. Mrs.

be period. ^^^s G :rovernment has a security pact
ast, as pop? the 'Soviet Union, and increasingly

k ever ^ nor^ Iran as a rival for regional dominance.
;lock, is as ^,as a nuclear bomb - acquired through
idians c anD!adian technology provided for peaceful
for the nse^oses - and is building not only

-ship. 11 is; an 1-range missiles but intercontinen-

e Marx stOaUstic missiles as a sign of its bid for
a once tolr^ing less than global superpower status.

have the^ard-looking Indians find justification
tion on rhJheir international actions in their own
rrily co, ie ffd; and this is reason enough for the

no lov fe^^^n t as an entirely isolated part of

adian policrr
[ndia aLerc, , The end of ideology in China cannot
econd b,-dr.!ssigneil to a specific day or month, or

event. Indeed, Westerners- may have only
imagined ideology as the predominant
element in revolutionary China during the
past quarter-century, or may have been
led to believe in it by master Communist

propagandists. Maoist precepts certainly
have been used to cover up the mistakes Mistakes

made in rebuilding an old, impoverished hidden

society from the village up. Beliefs attri- by precepts

buted to a legendary Mao Tse-tung, or to
some new super-charismatic figure, may be
similarly propagated to hide new mistakes
or new dislocations in Chinese society.

But Red China's zigzaz road of ad-
vances and setbacks appears to be giving
way to a rational, comprehensive plan for
rapid economic development during the
next quarter-century. The fading-away of
Mao and Chou En-lai throughout 1975
signals an increasingly open realism. The
key facts are that a new set of Chinese
leaders is in the process of replacing Mao
and Chou, and that both old and new
leaders clearly want to avoid a violent
power struggle and to launch agricultural
modernization safely.

Despite the slow but deliberate emer-
gence of the past flve years, we still know
little about the People's Republic. A ten-
dency in the West to glorify happenings in
China, going back to Edgar Snow's inter-
views with Mao and his account of the
Long March in the 1930s, has never been
abandoned. Unlike Mahatma Gandhi's

India, which did not have a revolution,
Mao's China had a long one against en-
trenched privilege represented by the Kuo-
mintang and foreign influences. The revo-
lution succeeded in bringing about drastic
changes in traditional Chinese society and
culture. It was violent, and it inevitably
brought an authoritarian system of gov-
ernment into being. But today China, like
other low-income nations, needs time and
peace to develop economically and con-
solidate politically. It may be just as in-
evitable that, to succeed, the new strategy
must increasingly entail popular sharing
in decision-making and the benefits of
progress.

Clear-links
Although there is much that is not known
about China, the links between agriculture,
internal politics and foreign policy could
hardly seem clearer. The late Chou En-lai
forged these links before his illness put
him out of action, and Deputy Prime
Minister Teng Hsiao-ping - a living sym-
bol of the new Chinese pragmatism - was
entrusted with making sure they did not
break.

Slogans still play a role. At the Na-
tional People's Congress in January 1975,

Time and peace
required
for China's
economic
development



- Ideological
diatribes
now reflect
down-to-earth
qualities

Mao uttered the bywords um y
.

t'al onU S. naval and air power to bhcl;tpn
« t" and fore the Chinese are unabashecly

"stability". Supporting the tlurd essen
of "production", Chou announced a new

encirclement. Moreover, they are am: bcl

five-year economic plan calling for "an
to buy modern Western militr ^,, rtly

independent and relatively comprehensive
ment and technology to update th,^ld

industrial and economic system" by 1980, armed forces against any Soviet tt a^-

on the way to the attainment by China of
With the apparent end of -, peâtio

its goal of becoming "a powerful modern
internal economic uncertainly, °au WF

socialist country by the end _ of the
least in part, by ideological si rar'. N1
Chinese leaders are going into d^btierii

century»_
But actions speak louder than words

whole factories from Japan . Ti

in the new new China. The gathering of
acquiring American technology io,tigr

party delegates from all over the country
development of major on-shor(: arsia1

in October at the model Tachai Commune
shore oil resources, with the l.ug^fi'

in Shansi Province, three months before
door Japanese market in ir ind!l,r

Chou's death, indicated that agricultural
they are clearly following the Ja

modernization would be the key to indus- economic model in planning to ii

trializatiôn and that the main objective
trialize with savings from surplis i^ 1(

by 1980 would be mechanization of an
tural production. ial

ancient but increasingly productive agri-
A successful bid for power l',

lo es such as Wang Hung-wen andw
culture. Simply because agricultural out- ^ ic p
put is the centre-piece of the new Chinese

Ching could u
p

set
olitical
econom s .ruv

strategy - and the Russians are doing so
again, cause a long p

poorly in this vital field - even Peking's
volving the People's Liberation Arr^°'

continuing ideological diatribes against
even bring about warmer rela tio^ J

n^
Moscow have a practical, down-to-earth

Moscow at the expense of careîull;

quality. As Teng, before he was exiled by
vated tieswith the capitalist worldÎw`

the Cultural Revolution, explained the
is not immune to the deep prob'emr

16necessity of growing more grain by any
ting any developing country (1 t

means, including material incentives for
thing, population growth does iot ,

individual farmers: "It doesn't matter
to have been brought under cor.trc u

whether a cat is black or white so long as
the risks in the transfer of pov

it catches mice."
hover above any totalitarian gswE

The fact of Teng's taking command
But agricultural growth is impr ^ss:of

with Mao's obvious blessing when Presi-
is successful, it can hardly help but

dent Ford went to Peking last December
economic. diversification and O^; t^

demonstrates how this pragmatic streak eralization. These trends in Cl , t 1

extends to Chinese foreign policy. The
unexpected but tremendously gi I R

Chairman and the Deputy Prime Minister
boosts to prospects for peace a^id,

not only lectured Ford and Secretary of
in non-Communist Asia.

State Kissinger about the dangers of Japanese re-emergence
détente with the Soviet Union - Chinese Japan would have come of age i ga'h,

t rests "converge" in Kissin- 1nist Asian p ov`?

tries about their relationship with Japan . doorstep more than from any o het,^

and U. . ln e ' No. 1 non- ommu
ger's hardly-noticed account of the talks out China's needing trade and tec^?
in Peking, "in the perception of both coun- ^tfrom the major industrial na lionril

economic greatness by the twenty-first c.pnt economic performance, d d n
nese leadership's ambitious plan to attain J nese regard as the antitl es1;a

o u o y . ^
economic, and are a keystone of the Chi- clear capability by the Indian: , Q ç
K rea China's relations wrth Japan are b t k o Morever demonstr rtic
pact and the U.S. military presence in

ton hardly had anywhere else t) g^,'
dorsement of the U.S.-Japanese security Vietnam war to understand th,.t
This amounted to more than Cninese en- Nor did the Japanese need th( en

century.

Three-way relation
It is not too much to say, in short, that a
subtle but powerful three-sided relation,
based on convergent interests, is quickly
growing up between China, Japan and the
United States.

The end of the Vietnam war having
placed Peking and Moscow in more of an
adversary relation in Asia than ever be-
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the Government of Prime Mir.lstE'
PMiki to lose its newly-attaiM

confident stance.
But these developments 1-30

pan's hard-won position 30 ye^rrsG)^,

Second World War as a full a1^
partner of the United States '.n ^j
the Pacific. This status does noti
the usual military strength, no ° is
to. That may be why few w^



ashe(,;l;, med to recognize Miki's visitto Wash-

c to b1-3^ ^'ton iii mid-1975, or even Hirohito's

ey are ai ilbolic^ attendance at the White House

milit,- r••,rtlv thereafter, as heralding the end of

pdate th6'61d eia and the beginning of a new one
Soviet tl a n^^ion that had oscillated between
A of -, pek^tionjand expansion, between Asia and

einly, 3au We.4• between tradition andmodern-

ical si rail. N'ia ny Japanese are themselves still

into d ^btjeriain and confused.
rpan. -D' Noi?É'-theless, Japan has become what'

nology 2V4inister Kiichi • Miyazawa calls
a-shor; arsiahilizing force indispensable to the
the 1ugVt(,ndnce of international co-opera-

in nin^, . Tl,iis claim does not envisage the
ig the Jaaembie island nation's becoming a
nning to ^i rnilitary power again - or a nuclear

i surpl-isz''r 4 any rank. More important in
an-se: thinking is the attainment of a

r power bFi l pOsition vis à vis both the United

g-wen:aidv£'` and China, and towards Southeast

)nomic P,i iou.

tical s-.ru;
ration sons learnt
er rela tio, 'J ``^1'anese have learnt many lessons

L. t6ll not ratify the nuclear non-

stand th, t ^The Japanese believe their economy

of careM^, fhé past three or four decades, and

;alist wc rld -> > placed to teach others in the
p probe "g years some of what they have

ountr (}'t. They industrialized for the Second
y d ^i ar on savings from high-yielding

h does lot"ultur,e. They conquered almost all
ider cor trot Asià, only to experience nuclear
fer of I9Wlati^
arian gswe

n, military defeat and foreign
,
cpati(on. Having thrown the white man

is impr ^ssiof Aia, they accepted and adapted to
llyhelp sul,wt)ite man's democracy. After the
i and p)lit, th(,N- resumed breathtaking economic
ads in Chfth })^^ reindustrializing, introducing
ndously Z; 4i^rism" and entering world mar-
peace a ,id," all an an agricultural base. While

ice
^eratiôn treaty in the foreseeable fu-

^ of age r ga, and probably will soon accede to U.S.
Asian f oW?ure for extending its naval arm as far

ade and teo as its present oil lifeline through the

trial na iot^
it ofiVIalacca, it lays legitimate claim

,m any o herinagreat power today on the basis
need th( eme €,conomic miracle it has performed.

3re else 0 gill vulinerable to Arab oil. But the oil
lemonstratio^rg" and sharply-higher oil prices fol-

3 Indian:, R t^Qo for theyJapanese they awould
ne antitl esi; had l trouble doing for themselves.
nance, d d oil crisis took the heat out of an
rime Mir-isté^my that by some projections would
[y-attain -d `i been using most of the world's re-

tes by;itself by the end of the century.
pments r^Thé rnsulting inflation was bad, but
on 30 ye«rs^)eE,n hrought under control and con-
as a full 81ir çleiuand is being restimulated.
J States coming out of the world-wide
tus does nof^irif the mid-1970s expecting an-
ength, no 'w^gr(,ti;,t h-rates in gross national product

of 4 to 7 per cent; it will not go back, if it
can help it, to the days of 10 or 12 or even
15 percent growth-rates. And the time may
not be far off when China instead of the
Arabs will be Japan's main oil-supplier.

Japan's potential in helping "main-
tain international co-operation" is reduced
by characteristic nervousness about losing
what has been gained, or even what might
be gained. The "Ugly Japanese" image,
like the "Ugly American" image in Asia,

is not altogether fictional. While Miki's

tough-talking predecessor, Kakuei Tanaka,
began to increase and liberalize Japanese
aid to developing Asian countries, the re-
cession resulted in sharp curtailment; aid
officials admitted in mid-1975 that initia-
tives in this field were out of the question.
The Japanese are back to business as
usual in foreign markets, even if they are
not liked by many Southeast Asians.

But the possibilities for regional
economic ties and development, with
Japanese investment and manufactured
products playing a central role in a series
of interlocking relations, are almost end-
less. The neighbouring Japanese and
Chinese economies are finally, in fact as
well as in theory, complementing each
other. While a concrete plan has yet to
take shape, Japan looks from the heights
of a huge volume of trade with the United
States, Canada and Australia towards a
profitable association of "Pacific rim" na-
tions. Japanese capital has immeasurably
strengthened nearby South Korea and
Taiwan.

Southeast Asia
The impact of Japanese values on the
Southeast Asian "life-styles", actual and
hoped-for, has been greater than the im-
pact of anything the Chinese or Americans
or Russians have been able to export. Even
with Indochina fallen under the domina-
tion of the Spartan North Vietnamese, this
capitalist influence can be expected to in-
crease rather than diminish - as long as
the unacknowledged but potent three-
sided relation of China, Japan and the
United States continues to grow and to
expand to countries touched by the
spheres of all three powers.

It is foolish to underestimate the
damage to Western prestige caused by the
military victories of native Communist-led
forces backed by Hanoi in South Vietnam,
Cambodia and Laos. At the same time,
little purpose is served by going over the
mistakes made by the United States in
committing as much as it did to the de-
fence of governments in these countries
against the last anti-colonial movement
in Asia.

Japanese
and Chinese
economies
complementary

?vhy few



China seeks
to restrain
expansionism
by Hanoi

r
n, t

The author of the accompanying article, David van Praagh, carried his came, a d;}7,
'ra recent visit to Asia. The above photographs illustrate his theme of the char gii^,

of Asia. On the le f t is a scene f rom the morning market-place in Vientiane unt^ler le;

Communist rule, while on the right is the famous Bullet Train in Tokyo.

The fact that events in Asia are no
longer strained through the prism of mas-
sive U.S. involvement in a small part of
the continent permits Asians as well as
Americans to see more clearly. The double
shock of the collapse in Indochina and the
dwindling of the U.S. presence in Asia was
salutary in a sense. Part of the new Asian
realism is recognition of North Vietnamese
expansionism. The changing Chinese
leadership is keenly aware of it and is
moving to restrain Hanoi in Laos, Cam-
bodia and Thailand.

Three parts
Southeast Asia is divided now into three

parts: Communist-led authoritarian gov-
ernments in Vietnam (which will be
formally reunified on or soon after the first
anniversary of Saigon's fall on April 30,
1975), Cambodia and Laos; military-led
or -supported authoritarian governments
in Indonesia, the Philippines and Burma;
and governments making their own way
towards economic and political reforms in
Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore.

This does not present an encouraging
picture. But trends in the non-Communist
country on the "front line" in Southeast
Asia, Thailand, are positive, if still uncer-
tain. If the Thais succeed in making con-
stitutional demôcracy and rural develop-
ment work in the next few years, a turn-
around in the region could come about,
depending on constructive economic co-
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operation in Asia by China, Jakl`
Western nations. '

The story may be apoc, yp ^f]
Chairman Mao is said to have ta'd
Prime Minister Kukrit Pramo.; in^`"
in June 1975: "Don't shoot yo ir l'1r`
nist insurgents, ; they'll becorr eir}i
don't use propaganda against tJ em
better at it; don't fight them, :.*e d
back." His implied message was "ai
only effective counter-insurge 1cy c
distribution of wealth to peasaats,

In the view of some, the ^ I In
pulling the wool over the e3 es `
Communist Asians like Kukrit ar` ^
come to terms with Peking af ;er
of the war in Indochina. But I) T
own period of transition sta,lds n
from further war or from depre, t
stead of developing Asian mark °t^.J
a shrewd journalist, and Singarorer
Minister Lee Kuan Yew, a l aTcc
Chinese noted for putting th 3 r'E
broad perspective, have both ad(,,
articles of faith the importanc( ofj`
sharing of economic benefits ar d!i^ A
that China will extend "famili al"I
to countries where such sharir g
interests. If the Association o: ûh
Asian Nations becomes an ec)n('i
political force, it will not be th,'oU
tralization" or adding Comm agr
bers, as Malaysia advocates, bul,,
veloping a free-trade zone, ta ^;,`
account of Thailand's exposed ;



estahlishing full relations with China

to

The i;rouble with even cautiously opti-
tgroul?.

zc foi!•ecasts is that so much can still
vrcing4in Southeast Asia.
Cambodia.and Laos are in danger of

The danger in Indonesia, the Philip-

ing - tn exist as nation states. The al-

^t t1È: tiperate overtures of the Khmer
^ge.;aëaders to Peking and Bangkok

^cste r'ealization of how vulnerable they
`';`made their country to North Vietnam

Aisinantling its infrastructure and de-
,;^liïing its people. The non-violence of

omrïïunist takeover of Laos has taken
d place to the haste of the Pathet

leaders to overcome the special char-
stic^ that saved the Lao people from
ptiç^rn in the past. When Hanoi is
g}ï'forcing North and South Vietnam

thËr; ' its "revolutionary" cadres can
enfr^te on supporting Thai guerrillas

ss thc Laotian panhandle.

^ and Burma is that the purblindness
ss camera d,hcir leaders in equating their own
he char gin^r N^ i th the welfare of their peoples
sane untier lead to fresh civil war and possibly
yo• ^r conflict. Students are daring to chal-

thc irmy officers under Ne Win who
ruChina, Jak

' n e,d Burma's economy. As in India,
= is lil;tle evidence in the Philippines

e a oc, thc new society" arbitrarily estab-
p ^^i^l by Ferdinand and Imelda Marcost^to have

R ôrth the destruction of a democratic
Pram°.' >n!ni that could have been used to re-

hoot yolr
e,conomic inequities. In Indonesia,

1 becorre rli^closure of the mismanagement of
gainst t1.en , j^rir^a

the state oil monopoly, has
them, hE d to doubts that foreign investment

ssage w^s "aid are benefiting anyone but repress-
-insurge 1

c^ corrûpt military officers; the problem
o peasaats.impoûnded by the fact that political
ne, the ^b!natives to the Suharto regime have
- the e3 es abolished.

Kukrit an^^, Mâlaysia, the Malay leaders know
eking af ;er, ; \^>

h-^^^ '-i o be done to "restructure" a
ia. But ^;lv a`
;ion stands' mOltiracial society fairly but they

notd^ne it. Even in the more adaptive
from depres"y of ^,ingapore, the People's Action
[an mark °t^,^ 1-i^^rler Lee persists in believing that
.d Singator ^ all tlie tinswers for economic growth
rew, a Y ar°boliticâl accountability.
itting th^ ^arly in 19.74 Seni Pramoj, Thailand's
ve both ad(?Aûal opposition leader and Kukrit's
iportanc( ufjbTotlier laughed off questions about
,nefits ar dl m idevelopment by saying that all
d"famili al IPeasants had enough to eat. In mid-
ch sharir g c; a f'ew months after he had served,
ciation o= She second time.in Thailand's history,
es an ec)n(':,interim Prime Minister, Seni engaged
ot be th 'ou long i nonologue about the need for

g Comm 0`reté e(:onomic development measures,
vocates, bu^vial1v to help landless -peasants who
zone, ta jr;;'^n^^reasing in number in the central

l's expos°d'^

rice-growing plains. The contrast says

something about what is happening in
Thailand.

Following the student overthrow of
backward military rulers in October 1973,
constitutional democratic government has
been relaunched. But the Thais quickly Thailand

realized that it would succeed only if rapid seeks to bring

development of the countryside brought rural areas

the rural population into the country's into mainstream

mainstream. Kukrit's civilian coalition
government is trying to bypass and deflate
Bangkok's economicballoon and build the
first defence of the nation and the rest of
non-Communist Southeast Asia among the
surplus rice-producing peasantry. There

are risks involved, as the fascist-like goons
paid by reactionary police officers to riot
against change have demonstrated. But
Kukrit has not panicked; most Thais are
offended by unnecessary violence, and the
risks of not changing to suit Thailand's
real nature are greater. The Thais, the
only Southeast Asian people not to be
colonized, are in a race whose outcome will
influence their destiny and that of other
Asians. -

Economic and social justice
The scenario for Asia in the next 25 years
will be determined largely, as it was in the
past 25 years, by how governments and
peoples react to the proposition that poli-
tical stability and liberty can grow only
out of economic and social justice. The
difference with the past, the new Asian
realism, lies in the recent dramatic evi-
dence of what happens when this principle
is rejected or ignored.

It is too late to prevent widespread
suffering, repression and probably chaos
in India and the subcontinent because this
simple notion was never taken seriously
there. With luck, what may be prevented
as the peoples of the subcontinent grope
toward new national identities is the
spread of conflict to other parts of Asia
and the world. If we are unlucky, the op-
portunities of others for peace and pro-
gress will be sapped by mass agony spilling
out of India.

The Chinese people are beneficiaries
of the 'apparent acceptance of the crucial
lesson for developing Asian countries. If
the lesson is rejected because only Chou
En-lai among the Communist leaders
learnt it well or because a violent struggle
for political power takes precedence, then
not only China but other Asian nations
will lose, and the Soviet Union will gain.

Japan is the progenitor in Asia of the
link between economic and political vital-
ity. Japan as model and partner for China
and Southeast Asia will help spread peace,

India's agony
could destroy
world's peace



prosperity and possibly democracy. Japan
simply as profiteer or partner, mainly, in
racial chauvinism, with China could help

bring about another world war.
Southeast Asian nations, released from

the Vietnam war, will sink into new quag-
mires if Communist partisans advance from
Hanoi and champions of right-wing "dis-
cipline" prevail in Djakarta, Manila and
even Bangkok. But Thailand is taking an

enlightened approach to populta'T D.
and the potential for co-opeiati,;itioi;
constructive endeavour by, Chi oa, ^d
and the United States in econom&>ntrE
tical and military fields is high. issio

The positive elements lis^.ed as I
while they have not yet taken stm+tain
offer the distinct possibility of-aiese

realistic, more hopeful era for ^,,sia}den

years ahead. m- ist

Ocean of opportunity?

The. - Pacific concept
40
in foreign policy
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By H. Edward English

During the past eight years, the high
policy of the United States in the Western
Pacific, for the most part supported by the
other industrially-developed countries of
the area, has collapsed in the shambles of
Vietnam. Efforts at new initiatives in the
area have focused on China, and may be
said to have ended the unrealistic poliçies
of the past, if not to have established any

clearly constructive trends. Meanwhile,

both the Chinese and other more global
U.S. initiatives have neglected and even
offended America's most important Pacific
ally, Japan. No one supposes that a warm
welcome for Hirohito is an adequate

compensation.
In Washington and elsewhere, one

thing is now widely accepted - that in the
Pacific, whatever the objectives, the most
important arenas of policy-making are
economic in nature. Japan and Southeast

Dr. English is Director of the Centre of
Canadian Studies at the School of Ad-
vanced International Studies, Johns
Hopkins University. Before assuming that
position, he was Director of the School of
International Affairs at Carleton Univer-
sity. Pro fessor English has written widely

on economic policy and foreign a ffairs. His

recent books include Telecommunications

for Canada and Canada and the Wider
Economic Community. He has also con-
tributed to forthcoming works on Canada-
U.S. relations. The views expressed in this
article are those of the author.
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^st+
éfi

Asia are still among the mot Ofi^
forces in world trade. Collecti^ ely'
gion undoubtedly possesses the g"°
unrealized potential for the n=:xt t1P

tion of trading opportunitiF s.
sphere of international private and^^('}
(aid) investment, the regiox al r
several unique features - parti cul nl 1̂
size of opportunities, relative '-o t'
most other developing countrios, 4 "

receptivity and pragmatism of .he i
of most of the countries of th

bai

two important questions ren airr,
can be done better to identif Mi^ t
advantage of these opportunit es?,

;'°what extent is it necessary or lesi`
think or operate in Pacific regïoit^
rather than through the maze ofllai3
relations that is the inevitable

To deal with these ques'üotF,,r

instructive to recount the story of i +^
group, mainly of academic anra o^rio

economists, who have me^ eVe rr

during the past eight year, -,rat
Tokyo (1968, 1973), once each üis

lulu (1969), Sydney (197(On

(1971), Mexico City ( 1974), O l t

land (1975). The group, cal:edi111
cific Trade and Development CO;n
(PTDC), has attempted to : deti'"

p ^r

nature of Pacific area econom.c >, ~
and the opportunities for me in^',

operation.
The origin of the confere lce ,

itself of interest. A major role V4



opulFa Dr. -Sâburo Okita, Japan's most inter-

-opera l, tiorA^-prominent economist, formerly

communiques reveal an array of policy

7 China, ,`ad of ' the Japan Economic Research
econEnnir>ntre; and member of the Pearson Com-

high. ission, now President of Japan's Over-

,s lis e ; as Economic Co-operation Fund. He

;aken suntainea financial support from the Jap-

lity of-aiese Foreign Ministry, then under the

L for ii, ,iidérship of Takeo Miki. Now Prime

inister, Mr. Miki has frequently indi-
ted hi^ interest in specific policy initiat=
s for co-operation among nations that

rder or occupy the Pacific basin. Both

^ita and Miki have apparently looked

the Pacific Trade and Development
nferences for practicable proposals

,, these lines. The conferences, beingn,
lepen(lent and managed largely by
Oevlic:s, have not sought a firm con-
isus on'policy issues; but their programs

icerns whose order of emergence from
successive conferences itself has con-

erabIe significance.

.st conference
é first conference, in Tokyo, attended
y by representatives of the five

ie mot ot industrially-advanced nations of the

)llectiN ely'^fic ba^in, focused on new institutional
sses the pgemr•nts and, in particular, the feasi-

the n=:xt t.` of a Pacific free-trade area (PAFTA).

tunitiF s. 71e i Ii ej economic implications of such a

)rivate an^cT)iic^n were considered favourable, it

regiox al' rejec(;ed as politically impractical,
- particul"n" on account of the commitments to
lative °o !tilaieralism, especially of the United

tc^ and Canadian Governments, andountrios,
ism of .he concerns of North American (and

of th , anf'ahly also Australian) business and
Sur about the competitive strength ofns rerr aint
hnese industry and about the extentidentif

^%,hirh trade liberalization could beortunit esc,` ecI by
removal of formal barriers, inary or les ;

, of the perceived effects of close linksific reg ïonk c,en n
e maze of

government and industry in
an.

vitable " 1'& The ,nain innovation of the second
se quesüofrence,1 in Honolulu, was the participa-
le story of 0: of representatives from some of the
^c and ov5loping countries of the Pacific area,

me^ ; eVe1 reco:;nition of the importance of co-
b year: -f^at.ion in support of development pro-
=e eac h ihis. The third conference, in Sydney,

(197( ), lralia. t,urned to foreign direct invest-
(1974), anat as a factor in Pacific area relations,

up, cal : ed ^iderahl'e emphasis being placed on
opment CO?ns from Canadian and Australian

ted to : der'r'ence.. One of the main themes that
^red was the importance of co-opera-econom,c I, ^mcng the

developing countries of
for me tni ,

and Southeast Asia in harmonizing
inducements offered to prospective

confere lce seas investors.
jor rolE V,

The fourth conference, in Ottawa
(October 1971), focused on obstacles to
Pacific trade, with particular reference to
non-tariff barriers such as national agri-
cultural policies (especially in Japan and
the United States), tariff escalation affec-
ting LDC processing industries, and such
non-tariff barriers affecting trade in manu-
factures as government purchasing policies
in the United States and administrative
controls in Japan. The search for policy
solutions was overshadowed by a debate
about the short- and long-term implica-
tions of the famous Nixon measures of
August 15, 1971.

The fifth meeting, in Tokyo, reviewed
structural adjustment policies, calling
attention to their importance in alleviating
the transitional costs of those sectors most
affected by the impact of trade liberaliza-
tion. The very existence of such policies
was seen as vital to the prospect of
achieving substantial liberalization of
trade, especially if such liberalization was
to serve the interests of the labour-inten-
sive manufacturing industries so vital to
the development expectations of develop-
ing Asian countries.

Growing involvement
The sixth meeting, in Mexico City, dra-
matically reflected the growing involve-
ment of Latin America in Pacific affairs,
with Mexico and the Andean group being
particularly well represented. The theme,
transfer of technology, brought foreign
direct investment back into centre stage.
The conference focused on the alternative
means of transferring and adapting tech-
nology, including the importance of trade
and aid policies. The value of codes of
conduct and national or regional policies
designed to increase the social benefits to
host countries was reviewed, with some
emphasis on the pioneering experience of
the Andean group. Another notable feature
of this meeting was the first involvement
of Soviet economists, demonstrating their
country's search for a role in Pacific
economic relations.

The most recent conference, in Auck-
land, New Zealand, dealt with the impli-
cations of disparities, not primarily those
between the U.S. and Canada, which pre-
occupy many Canadians, or between
Japan and Australia, but those between
Australia and New Zealand and the tiny
island states of the South Pacific whose
populations have depended on them for
employment opportunities as well as capi-
tal and markets.

As the PTDC moves towards planned
meetings on Pacifie trade and employment,
in Thailand (July 1976), and an orderdly

Liberalization
of trade
requires
policies to ease
transition



exploitation and exchange of the natural new directions, or at least by new

h 'on in the United The answer may be North-South re

Co-operation
between U.S.
and Japan
not su f ficient
for development
or security

f au o exis ,
h •biTties that do arise." especially the Philippines, Malaysia Ih d i t and to lose no opportumty of its re a io

o t e na ions
and strengthen the stabilizing influences the world is much affected by =he on

1 t ns -Ath South,ast -'

f h t of the Pacific is to identify meetings. e ievmg I

resources of t e regi , -
States (1977) , it is clear that interest in There is an interesting parallel'l^t 11

discussion of the area has not waned. It is Japanese relations with Southeas;r,,;

clear also that stocktaking is in order. and U.S. relations with Latin Ame4, })

What practical significance have these both cases there are substantial tra^li

Pacific perspectives for the governments investment commitments. In aotj,l

and people of the region? Is there not such there is also concern on the rart tr, ü

a hopeless diversity in the region that developing countries about the ex; ,

nothing of practical significance can come the influence of the regional ec^ i tj

from Pacific co-operation? great power, and there is an intel C(

The Pacific pamphlet in the Foreign wider involvement. This nee3 ,iFlu,l

Policy for Canadians set answers this clearly perceived by Japanese

question as follows: "The underlying need who have expressed their view: at^ttc
B l' +1,.+ its it <flu li [

to develop ot er possi i
The first requirement in giving sub- land and Indonesia, Japan is n wercy

stance to Pacific co-operation is to define convinced that it can be more 1e:ïhi

the arena in a way that incorporates all that area (i.e. can offer more eiecl F:

the significant actors and assigns plausible vestment and aid, and fuller acceshai

constructive roles to them. The Pacific markets for the produce of the re <11

area actors may usefully be grouped as other developed countries, inc iud,

follows:
U.S. and Canada, co-operate in 3ul=M-

The leads - Japan and the United in parallel ways the economic d(vel,ea

States;
of the region. Japanese officials iavP^Ht

the major supporting roles - East and similar Canadian commitmen,s J)(

Southeast area and Pacific island de- same area, and Australia is a Ire or

veloping countries; volved. There can be little doul Dt tFni

the secondary roles - Pacific-oriented region is so large, and the ff,^,s

Latin American countries, especially the potential so realizable, that tn de ^e^

Andean group and Mexico; vestment policies can play awb^'g'

the catalytic roles - Canada, Australia role in promoting sound econoinic ie

and New Zealand; and in making whatever c+)ntr#

the roles that have not been written - economic policies can make to t e ptr

the U.S.S.R. and China. stability of the region. Thus N ihat'i

While the most vital relation in the visaged is some form of joint p rog'

Pacific region is that between the United volving Japan, the United Stat, s, f^l

States and Japan, its dynamics necessarily Australia and New Zealand in trot'

involve the other major actors. This is be- cessions, and capital mobilizati )n ^

cause the two countries acting alone do not private investment, official aid, etr

and cannot play a dominant role either in {é,
preserving the peace and security of the

Japanese investment

region or in promoting economic develop-
Increased investment activity by?'

T t A erca o ens un an^
ment. Japan's direct role in security mat-
ters is circumscribed, and there are as
many good reasons for leaving it circum-
scribed as for making what might be a
highly-disruptive change in that role, not
the least of which are domestic political
reasons in Japan. The closer linking of
American and Japanese economies through

liberalization of trade and investment

barriers that still exist on both sides is
unlikely to occur except in the context of
broader arrangements, if not at the GATT
and OECD at least in ways that would be
open to other willing partners in the de-

veloped world - namely, Canada, Aus-

tralia and New Zealand.
The question then becomes what mo-

tivation would bring the United States and
Japan into active economic co-operation in

m am m i p
tunity for diluting U.S. "don inai??
the region by parallel collec iveh
involving Japan and other I ad

I

countries. Whether efforts sho ild
arily encompass the whole I acif^
in large development schemes i, a
requiring much further exami ati^
the promising lines would be sAi^
Japanese and Canadian enga ge
institutions or programs direct ed tiz
assisting individual Latin Ame icri,
tries or groups - e.g. the And( an fr^

For Canada, Australia anr! NF^
land, there are similar advantat;es,
of apolitical nature, in being PA
arrangement including both Japan
United States rather than o ilY
them.
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tbyrFem -,

atm n 1? me^, bE clarified in the Pacific if arrange-

tin Ame iale suppliers, flexible price guaran-

-Soutli rF Thé role of the Soviet Union, of China
parallel'l[l l,E,i-haps also of other neighbouring

Southeas;D()n11c powers ( e.g: Brazil, India) might

tantial tra.ü,is c()uld be devised to cover important
In aotl;^E areas. The participation of such

the r art fri iri es, either as full members or obser-
,ut the e%,< cou.ld be encouraged to the extent
gionat ^crlt,the' v found it possible to accept terms
is an intel ccin(litions that satisfied the group as
is nee3 J,hnlu.
apanese
r view: at) tters^of substance
t its ir,fluH tm;itters of substance should these
ed by =he^onal arrangements attempt to encom-

South ,asf;? The first seven meetings of the

s, MalaysialC)(; séries indicate a number of specific
an is nwe^- atieas as being among the most
more 1q hv <if. attention:

more eJect Firsl,. parallel trade concessions should
aller acceswv^lc by the five developed countries to
of the reg developing countries of the Pacific

ies, inciudi. 4thèr to the entire group or to sub-
:rate in 3upj ^nal .;roups such as the ASEAN and

iomic d(veli,ean countries. This could be encom-
)fficials iav^el i in a kind of "Yaoundé Convention"

mitmen ,s the T'acific. The concessions might take

dia is ^ lrc,rm oI acceptable preferential margins
tle doulDttnilaEcral free access for those cate-
nd the ec's ol {;oods that are agreed to be of
that tra de `1's[ iinportance to the development

play a subV' '' eif the group. It is entirely appro-

i econos nic ië h - , provide special encouragement
ever c+)nt4he regional groups of developing
.ake to tie1tric,^, since it is widely agreed that

Thus N ihai^ ggr4 ^tlps are more likely to develop a
f joint f rogFrn of !Production that reflects demand
;ed Stat, s, ^,upplv conditions in the developing
dand in tratri.cs themselves, while similar conces-
obilizati )n : t' individual developing countries
icial aid, etc' end to bias their production patterns

rds consumption patterns in de-
ied coûntries.

activity bp?econdly, the Pacific countries might
ens up an I?ment with new forms of commodity
S. "don inament ` covering agricultural products

1 collec iveher raw materials. Since the Pacific
other I acit^es two large net importers, three

,orts sho zld ^r developed countries that are net
whole I acifters of several commodities but im-
chemes is a q^s of others and numerous small- and
^r exami iat"'-siz:ed countries that are dependent
iould be s^onë or two raw-material exports, the

.i.an enga geRC area might be well suited to the
ns direct d'7ement of long-term contracts with

the And( an ind buffer stocks. Even where coun-
tralia and P^ "l'kirle the Pacific region would
advantaj;es,^o be included in order to ensure the

in being pa^venes,^; of price-stabilization pro-

;
both Jal^an'> the Pacific group could serve as

re rn;lnageable designer of model
r than o'Iy111ent,.

hould multilateral schemes not be

practicable, bilateral arrangements cover-
ing long-term supply contracts might be
negotiated through a Pacific authority
covering situations where very small (is-
land) countries could advantageously co-
operate in meeting the requirements of the
larger buying states of the area.

Thirdly, Pacific countries might try to
work out a code of conduct governing
private direct-investment transfer of tech-
nology and related public policies of host
countries. Such a code should cover con-
ditions under which investments occur,
the practices of foreign-owned enterprises
that limit competition in the host coun-
tries, and the policies of host countries
that are likely to discriminate undesirably
among investors, resulting in excessively
generous or harsh terms governing invest-
ment or the subsequent operation of mul-
tinational enterprises. One cannot be too
sanguine about the practical value of
such codes, but they are likely to be
taken more seriously if both host country
and country of investment origin are
represented.

Ocean exploration
Fourthly, Pacific countries might devise
a general framework for ocean-resource
exploration, and foster negotiation of
contracts among countries that can sup-
ply technology and capital in exchange
for some rights to sharing the product of
successful projects. The general framework
could be an authority that engages in de- Authority
veloping guidelines or agreements leading to develop
to sustained-yield practices in fishing and guidelines
whaling. The authority could also advise required
on.the terms of contracts for exploitation
of the mineral resources of the oceans be-
tween private or government enterprises
from capital- or technology-exporting
countries and the small developing coun-
tries off whose shores the resources are
located. Where resources are outside terri-
torial waters, authorities might be prepared
to arrange consortia to avoid, or at least
to help negotiate, acceptable guidelines for
the settlement of disputes.

These particular issue areas are in-
tended primarily to illustrate what is likely
to be important to Tacific area developed
and developing countries in the years im-
mediately ahead. The main reasons for
claiming that there is a strong basis for
co-operation among some or all of the
countries of the area can be listed quite
simply:

(1) The opportunities of trade in both
raw materials and manufactures, invest-
ment, and ocean-resource development are
all so substantial in the area that there
would seem to be a larger return from



h most body with the breadth of the (lEi

Pragmatic
approach between
developed and
developing
countries in
Southeast Asia

directly serves some of these purposes, u
ur of re arin some of tl.e ail

only those appropriate to a regional bank. p pose p pg

(3) The Pacific area includes all the
ments suggested earlier, the oi ganF'

major non-European economic powers.
might permit division into devolop`

Since most of the world's other regional
developing sub-groups and va3ioL

arrangements are numerically dominated
tional groups (relevant to particuh^

th modity problems, etc.). Most, if no

operation than in any other part o t
world. Only the Asian Development Bank

Economic Order", in which 3ev'
b t countries take an equal part -1 hou;'

for reconciling interests and fostering co- o
f th reflects the spirit of the so-ca^ledl

realizing these opportunities. its(2) There is at present less machinery
general councils and a greate^ e
trade arrangements. The first

measures . that would ensure e perhaps two additional charac ^^ 1
favourable and equitable conditions for embérship of developing counj ;

Institutional framework
All the foregoing has pointed to particular

issue areas in which Pacific-based initia-
tives would have some rationale. No gen-
eral institutional framework has been
suggested. This does not mean that some
such framework might not be worth con-
templating. Both Japanese and Australian
participants in PTDC meetings have sug-
gested that an "Organization for Pacific
Trade and Development" be considered, a

by the European countries, and smce ese

countries now devote very limited attén
the trading arrangements

tion to Pacific ( including Latin American) these pages are compatible wihÎin,3

concerns, Pacific area institutional ar- as modified by the now-accepte:,,rkcL

rangements could help to redress the im-
ciple underlying the generalizec; sy;li`j`

balancé in North-South relations, while in preferences.

undermining the contribution
One might go still further arvicl;

no way
made by initiatives originating in such

template a free-trade association ôuld

organizations as the EEC, GATT and the
the developed countries of the ai, t i

OECD,
with unilateral free access at the^5n1

(4) The developing countries of
the transition period for all prodturr

Southeast Asia have demonstrated a par- the
This^ deaostiIl sufferslfromf tf eer^ t3]

ticularly pragmatic approach to relations
with developed countries and fewer ideolo-

disabilities listed earlier, largE;ly W^

gical "hang-ups" than many other develop-
origin, but it could yet receive rmi 1111'

ing countries. Whatever the reason, they attention
would invite

b
y final acoi?+?1

are undoubtedly able and willing to and Japan
Euro ean Economic Co.nn A

evaluate trade investment and other ar- by the p }

rangements on their merits and may by
the millennium of free trade, at

their example make the institutions of
industrial products, frequentl y p, i.h

North-South and regional co-operation for the last decades
the P,-ris,^

elsewhere work more effectively, if they recently by J.apan at t

are offered the opportunity and appro-
conference of November 1975.

priate incentives by the developed coun-
Canadian role

tr

tries bordering the Pacific.
(5) The Pacific basin has within it

In recent years Canada has beenau;

two of the newest regional groups of de-
both East and West for mearing^,nt
with European and Asian eco zonlec

veloping countries - the Andean group
and the ASEAN group. These have an ners. One may have reservadora

opportunity to learn from the shortcom-
how substantial are the results of i'Pp

ings of previous efforts at regional inte- to date, though
Ehahave me^o

gration. For the most part they want, and
Canada s leadership

ctur'a;
may be expected, to work out their own

realized the rhetorical oppo `

destinies, but there can be little harm and that direction.
f and ePekir.: g, ^

much potential gain if the developed coun- efforts in Tokyo a

tries of this region indicate a collective larged communication links a:id'TIC

willingness to do what they can to increase diplomatic representation ^^ipi;

the prospects of success of such regional
What remains is the need for i fl't•'

organizations.
for involvement in the Pacif c a^^
will enable Canada, among tl.e a^ s
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share in the very real oppo tur^^

expanded trade and investme nt,'o

dynamic developing countrie a`Ia

the economic super-powers o t1^d

It is significant that the Pacü c !jt

where Canada is not the c nWh
seeking counterweights to tra lit,,
tions and where the set of co ln^^
may open doors to new regio 1al

regional links and an expan 1eca
"catalytic" actors such as Car ad



the 0E(
zaracte.

:
ina's neighbours must choose

r ate" e1^ e-^
hefi ween Peking and Moscow

st^
so-ca llea
iich 3er'
rt -1 hou'
of tle ail

,he orga^
G ^^rard Hervouet

) dev ;lop

.d va3 ioL
parti cul

:ost, if no;
ts su^;gec coltâ pse of Cambodia and then South

)le with ^`^inani in the_ spring of 1975 caused a
v-accepteïirkc.cl shift in the balance that had pre-
ralizer_ spusIy éxisted in the region. While the

influence of the United States, the
further arviel; Cnion and Japan in this sub-system
,sociat ion uld not be underestimated, it is impor-

of t 4e ri; t o r<,cognize the growing role of China
ss at theSoui4east Asia. The events that have

r all lreodturredjin this region during the last few

s of >,he pah s'and the new attitude towards
rom the râna assumed by the countries most

, largE;ly Fel%' involved seem to have made the

ceive r. iore'1in ',; Ç'sovernment the kingpin round
oy whi,h tit'h cac,h nation now hastens to readjust
a final aci+pcliciès.
nic Co:nm^ AL,,<Aways when one comments, how-
trade, at1r 11ricily, on China's foreign policy in

quentlV Asia, one is tempted to evaluate
,is couiYtrp? yE • or adaptation to new conditions,
the Pris o all by placing it in a broader

1975. 1o ricalicontegt.

itre of attraction

has beenlIl'se of its geographical proximity

)r
mearingÛnd obvious cultural affinities with its

i(d aip neighbours, China has alwaysjan eco 1W
^,entre of attraction for these

reserva iot,ns. The way in which, for more thanresults of t
^,uropea n 1^0 y^ears, China saw itself as the only

have
mo^t empire on earth, as the only civiliza-

have
the only culture, has been thor-

d oppactucliscussed many times. The Em-
he Pacif c, r' the; Son of Hea en represented all
i Pekir..; t

nd.^e was the link between heaven,
links a: ad ^

ace came his mandate to rule over
ation ^^1^' and earth. The ties between China
eed for f^.^ `1zthern neighbours were codified
ie Pacif c 4^itte4l înto what was called the "tribu-
mong tl.e e"^^yic

This system, which institu-
al oppa'tu % lizt,(i as it were, the Confucian con-
nvestment, î0Ii of a world in which every nation
countrie e ^ a^ti e.l.l-defined place and role, was
owers o 6a on an arrangement whereby each
the Pacii c ^'itarv state had to send representatives
)t the cnlyhiini i)eriodically to renew its oath of
ts to tra lrt:iance and bear its tribute.
set of co lntFor tlie casual observer with a knowl-
.ew regio 1aljof Chinese imperial history, it is only
in expan io Ill step to conclude that a new tribu-
:h as Car ad

tary system is taking shape in this region.
The great Sinologist C. P. Fitzgerald
wrote several years ago that China's whole
Asian policy was aimed at re-establishing
in a contemporary form the old system of
tributary relations that reigned for many
centuries, and that, in the eyes of the
Chinese, this was the only desirable
"natural" way of maintaining ties between
the major power and the minor nations.

However reluctant we may be to sup-
port this theory of historical continuity in
China's foreign policy, it is easy to find a
number of present-day examples to prove
that the imperial tradition is still alive.

Frequent visits
We cannot help being struck by the
present frequency of trips to China by
delegatioris from Southeast Asian nations.
The victories in Cambodia and South
Vietnam seem to have evoked a "tributary
reflex" since the end of April 1975 among
the great majority of states in the region.
Indeed, if we consider the period from
April 17, 1975 (fall of Phnom Penh), to
September 30 of the same year, we note
that no fewer than 20 delegations from
Southeast Asia visited China. In the space
of five and a half months, therefore, the
Chinese capital received almost as many
delegations as it had received during the
24 months preceding April 17 (22). During
the same period, the Philippines and Thai-
land both granted China diplomatic recog-
nition, following the example given some
time before by Malaysia.

Dr. Hervouet is Assistant Professor in the
Department of Political Science at Laval
University. He wrote his doctoral thesis
on the foreign policy of China. He is a
regular contributor to Études interna-
tionales, published by the Quebec Centre
for International Relations. In this article,
Pro f essor Hervouet is developing ideas
that appeared recently in an article in
Études internationales. The views ex-
pressed in this article are those of the
author.
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Visitors
to Peking
emphasize
symbolic side

of relations

such symbolic be-
directed against the Soviet Unio1

Besides analysing suc to show that United States are the main comxon,Lret'J
haviour, it would be easy `gi n.

reference is often made to tra this may see nditioé ed by
this tribute. In view of the benef

withwith China in the speeches dehv
our price

pected to frompay. China,

gat io
guests of Peking. However, confining o i the
demonstration to nothing more than the Points of concern ^J«,
age-old reflexes of a collective subconscious In fact, : on the two points thrt intE
still existing in China and among its former most concern to nations in the r(r
vassals could only distort the examination the danger of subversion and ti;é'n^IEr
of modern-day relations in this region. In of the Chinese population in eaca a

t^^this case, there are realistic attitudes be countries -, China has giver. i.,
hind these symbolic aspects. China's state- assurances. These states are wel: aslc^ tI
ments, like those of its neighbours, reveal course, that, for obvious ideutnIE,,

a clear determination to answer the need reasons, the Peking Governmen' ^`riod
for change and to adapt new conditions in tinue to support the various lib^ IT
the Southeast Asian sub system to each movements of Marxist-Leninist i'
country's own national interests. tion. However, they can still us(

From the content of addresses deliv formal guarantees to counterect ^pLl,
ered on the occasion of official visits to by liberation movements
Peking by Asian heads of state, we are ghei

andra
own borders. In addition, thE^^l

surprised to find that, paradoxically, it is tries belonging to ASEAN (the Ass(
the guests of the Chinese Government who of Southeast Asian Nations) c<<nn"'st

seem to put more emphasis on the sym- but be pleased with the sup;rori
bolic side of their relations with China. their association by Peking and ^si(
However, contrary to what one might unsparing encouragement with resb k
think at first, the leaders of the countries the 1971 Kuala Lumpur dechrat<t
involved have every interest in seeing the

re-establishment - on a new foundation,
cording to which Southeast Asi<. ^asid
a eaceful, free, neutral zone. `p^

of course - of a system like that which p From the economic point c f vi, tr,

enabled the Pax Sinica to reign throughout expected benefits should be mo_ e t rl
East Asia in the past. Although China still does no', h-,ta

means to compete with the Jap n^lv

Not exploitative mercial presence in this region, itL
We do know that the tributary system recognized that, by 1988, C^^n
was not exploitative in nature. It was de- roduction will be equal to presenre;
fensive recognizing the principle of non-

P
in Saudi Arabia. Today we kn(w^o:

moral superio y

tion. This helps us understand better the
words of President Marcos of the Philip-
pines in Peking: "I think that China,
which, morally speaking, has shown a deep
hatred for past and present iniquities, is
the natural leader of the Third World."
This recognition of Chinese leadership by
a head of state known for his anti-Com-

com-munist opinions aroused a flurry of had
ment at the time; with a flourish, he
voiced a feeling shared by all the states of
the region, though some of them might
have expressed it less directly.

-
In a situation where Amerreliabl

guar-

anteesantees of protection are no longer
in an era in which each of the governments

involved is much concerned about the

stability of its regime, and at a moment
when China is assuring all its Asian neigh-

inten-
bours that it has on^here i sastempt tion
tions towards them,
to pay symbolic tribute to Peking once

again.
Recognition of China's leadership

and acceptance of an anti-hegemony clause

rit of the Chines

countries and requiring nothmg MO ^ the Po Hai) and the continental s heln
interference in the internal affairs of

fr m reserves found in the Gulf of C^a

the feudal princes than homage ^,1,7 Yellow Sea are even larger th^^^.n;s
the Arabian Yenmsuia. -n-- ^'
tions in the region - except, I or

ment, Indonesia - could remail
in the face of this wealth of "ne`p
China is beginning to expor t tl
Asian countries, subject to its o^ND

objectives.

China's interests
While the national interests of
Eastern countries seem, in th;irt'

with China, to be veiled in subt te ^i
it is quite different with the 1at^
terests of the Chinese Govern: ner,
are expressed more bluntly in

terms. The decline in thc
presence, the bitter rivalry wit 1
Union and the internal need to
smooth political succession are s'
factors that will undoubtedly p1
Chinese Government to begin iID'
to lay the groundwork for th = b
power it hopes to see achieve l

East.
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Umo-aai ,a
comx 01^1

C'hiina no longer seems to make any

e bene6t`''ret
f its views on the future of the

y see ^n a^^10n' its encouragement of the ASEAN
runtries, its desire to establish bilateral

ilat ions with each of them on the basis
the live principles of peaceful co-exis-

ts th:rt k'c` ('one of which is non-interference
internal affairs), its acceptance - will-

n the rE or not - of the leanings towards inde-

^nd the ^ndencle and neutrality that can be
n eaca o^,ectérl once more in North Vietnam and
giver. ü^ll»(lia, are a few of the factors that

e wel: as'cl u^1'to believe that the Chinese Gov-
)us ideuinjE,nf' would not be averse to an initial
nmem v .^^xi of sincere non-alignment in Asia.
rious lib^ In tact, a form of behaviour modelled
,eninist fl ,^Ljadopted for quite some time by

still usi peral, Ne Win's Burma might satisfy
unterG.ct . >ln^i s l)asic expectations. The priority it
wemeras _̂s to constant improvement in relations
dition, thiltl ('hina, its pursuit of low-key, if not

(the ^ss^^wtit non-existent, relations with the

)ns) c"11-et powers and its opposition to Soviet
Le support;m5 ar'e the bases of Burmese neutrality.
ing and ^i,-^ idered in this form, neutrality.cannot
t with res, lrut: appeal to the Chinese Govern-
r declarat^t. 'Plze very warm welcome extended to
ist Asi<.,w'',sident Ne Win during his official visit
zone. hEdin- in November 1975 is a good
point cf ^.tratié+n of that fact.
be mo_ e= rl'hisj change, which China can hope to
oes noi h-tal^e shape only on a long-term basis,
the Japine,lves at present sustained vigilance
a region, it, respect to the designs of the Soviet
.988, Ctn()n anll the United States throughout
Li to preserregiori. This is what Vice-Premier Teng
, we kn(w I 'o-ping meant when he declared:

Gulf of C61at coills for special vigilance is that,
nental ,he n one super-power has suffered set-
irger th^.n,,s and must retreat, the other super-

L. None of ^r, burning with ambition, seeks to
xcept, 1o1 ; advàntage of the situation to carry

.d remair. fn`^^)a i,sion through a struggle made up
alth of ffielpen or hidden conflict.... The Asian

to expor t tiles, who have learned much from their
t to its oWDiriencés in the anti-imperialist struggle,

surelÿ know how to uncover super-
manoeuvring and intrigues, to avoid

ng the tiger in through the back door
nterests of driving away the wolf from the front'
m, in th ;ir to pût a check on the super-power
3d in subt te ,,y ofaggression and expansion."

with the 1at'
e Govern: ne,,ian menace
bluntly in e short run, then, the Soviet Union is

, in the hnlÿ-the main concern. In the Peking
ivalry wit I tFt as well as at the United Nations,
nal need torse leaders do not conceal their con-
;ession are s6,oVr<T the Russian menace in the Far

doubtedly p1'
t to begin ta
ork for th =
ee achieve I i

East. The campaign denouncing the

"Asian collective - security system" pro-
posed by the Soviet Government has been
stepped up in a spectacular way since the
Helsinki agreements. In the view of the
Chinese Government, the Soviet Union

hopes merely to fill the gap left by a
"super-power driven out of Indochina",
and the collective-security system is "only
a pretext for carrying out a policy of
aggression and expansion, setting their
hegemony against that of the United
States, dividing the Asian countries and
drawing the small and medium-sized coun-
tries into their sphere of influence".

The idea, among others, that the col-

lective-security system might one day

sanction the principle of the inviolability
of the present borders in Asia, as was the
case with European borders, is altogether
intolerable for the Chinese Government.
As Chiao Kuan-hua so bluntly emphasized
in New York: "China's attitude towards
the fallacious Asian collective-security sys-
tem is quite simple: first, fight it; second,

despise it".

U.S. presence acceptable
We take that to mean that Chinese
leaders are not at present opposed to a
continued American presence in the Far
East. Once again, it is a case of ensuring
China's security. While it is imperative for
the Chinese Communist Party to mobilize
the masses against the Soviet Union, iden-
tified from now on as the main enemy, it is
just as necessary for the leaders not to lay
themselves open to charges of collusion
with the United States. The periodic
cooling of relations between Peking and
Washington can be partly explained in this
way. It is also important for the Chinese

Government to get its socialist neighbours

to admit that the present compromises

between ideologies and national interests

are only temporary. But it is also impor-
tant to make these same neighbours see

that the particular national interests of

each. nation should give way to the inter-

ests of the region as a whole. It could be
supposed, as a result, that the new-found

moderation of North Korean President

Kim Il Sung testified to the effectiveness

of Chinese persuasion. In this shrewd
game that China is playing, the basic aim

is certainly to force the nations in the
region to make a choice between Peking

and Moscow.



State-provincial
relations
in need of
serious study

'G1V0

The range of direct relations ^n)m
• I uf

between states and provinces la%^^

By Roger F. Swanson

The U.S. State Department recently issued
a research contract for a project to compile
and analyse a list of the relations between

the Canadian. provinces and the U.S.

states. The proposal originated in the

State Department's Office of Canadian
Affairs, where there existed a general im-
pression of the number and variety of
arrangements between U. S. states and
Canadian provinces in such areas as motor-

vehicle registration and environmental

matters but little knowledge of the nature
and extent of such arrangements. Thus,
while it conceded the value of direct state/
provincial relations within the broader
context of Canada-U.S. relations, the Of-
fice of Canadian Affairs felt that more
detailed information was necessary in
order to deal with questions of procedures

and guidelines.
The findings of the study were note-

worthy, if not surprising, on several counts.
Indeed, the number, nature, type and
distribution of the dealings between U.S.
states and Canadian provinces suggest
that this activity is worthy of serious
attention. First, there was a greater num-
ber of state/provincial arrangements than
had been realized - a total of 766. Second-
ly, the arrangements were more compre-
hensive, and covered a greater range of
activities, than had been expected. They
were found to cover, literally, the full
scope of governmental activity, including

agriculture, energy, military and civil de-
fence, and transportation. Thirdly, the

. . . . . . ^nl^l

J(arrangements turned out to be o1a
formal nature than had been su;,,llj ;

'orm^c;aThough a majority involved in

cedures, 30 per cent were foxmal6ll ;

ments or semi-formal undErst;,,nts
Finally, and perhaps most surprisinE ta

rrangements were not confined#^ p
border states. On the contrary , evj i^,

of the 50 states was found to ha,? (l ,

form of dealings with the Can, .diak,it-1

inces; and these accounted for . fullAi^

cent of all state/provincial arra ige+n^
(I

Types of activity kiIl

The- arrangements between st iteso I
U.S.A. and Canadian province^ apipr
be primarily grounded in fua .ctio^ns

"nuts-and-bolts", considerati )ns.c i a

simply, in order for a state o-ficiap
something in line with his ofii ;ia1 ^
sibilities, he considers it neces ;ary'
with his Canadian provincial cour^rr
in an attempt to establish sorre mue
useful arrangement. The most actTl
is transportation, accounting for*(
cent of the arrangements, follcwen ► h

tural resources with 20 per cen ;, cavll
and industry with 10 per cent, andbu
services with 10 per cent. The ot1='i^-
of activity are environmenta pl^(-''
with 9 per cent, educational nd 5^?
affairs with 6 per cent, energ3 wifnc
cent, public safety with 5 per c enta
ture with 4 per cent, milita; y a^^
defence with 2 per cent, and 3?el O
classified. Significantly, the b )rdeic
account for over half the ac ivi^e?
these areas except two. Maint is

Dr. Swanson is Associate Professor, Center
of Canadian Studies, The Johns Hopkins

University School of Advanced Interna-
tional Studies. He is the author of State/

Provincial Interaction: A Study of Rela-
tions Between U.S. States and Canadian
Provinces Prepared for the U.S. Depart-
ment of State, upon which this article is
based. The views expressed are those of
Dr. Swanson and not those of either the
U.S. Government or the Canadian
Government.
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active state in six of the area:,
leads in two, and Michigan an i Al ,
lead in one each. Generally, th "'a"
states have arrangements in c n1Y ^
the functional areas, but are m0
than the border states in tle
human services and transport^-tior

What types of state/plov^`,

rangement have been includec ? ^^

important question, because t 1e
formality of these arrangeme Lts
stitutional implications for the U



,st err. - In a general sense, a state/provin-
!al arrangement refers to those currently-

been sIL'nularizéd procedures for state and pro-

1S twc processes in which there is direct
0mmunication between state and provin-
^I ofiic.ials on a continuing basis. (State/

p ^ ovinc iâl "contacts" - i.e. single ex-

^J an:;es^in which no regularized procedures
e (lefined or any continuing reciprocal
;c-cedural obligations incurred - are ex-
ûded. ) The arrangements to be examined

i;1n three forms: agreements, ûnder-

Qrzdin.,s and informal- procedures. The

rst c:ommon, but constitutionally most
ni f icarit, form is the agreement, which

to be of .p jointly-signed document setting forth

7ed in'or4-e1al officials. Accounting for 6 per cent
re foxmal611si.ate/provincial arrangements, agree-
undErsLnts o,^nstitute the most formal type,

b surprisinjl can be concluded either by governors
confin-ed ,a prerniers or lower-level state and pro-
ntrary, ev4, ial officials. An example of the former
md to ha,ld of agreement is the December 1973
e Can, .diati,int Agreement" between the Governor

d for, fuâAias^achusetts and the Premier of New
al arra igeriinaw iof.c, designed to maintain and foster

^e co-operation in relevant areas of
i mon c;oncern. An agreement concluded

een stitesa Iower official level is the March 1973
ovincec aP4iprocal arrangement concerning the
in fui .cti^nsing : of insurance agents signed by

iderati )ns.•ials of Oklahoma's Insurance Commis-
;tate o'Iiciuh and Ontario's Ministry of Consumer
his offi;ial4 Corporate Affairs.

neces ;ary# An ûnderstanding - the second form
iincial ccoud^arran6ement can take - refers to cor-
.sh some mponclence, resolutions, communiques

.e most actil znenioranda that are not jointly

unting forj,url but that nonetheless set forth
ts, follcwed^flarized procedures between state and
per cen ;, eo`1'in(ial^ officials. These understandings
ar cent, andl>unt: fôr 24 per cent of all state/pro-

nt. The otr='ial arrangements. An example of an
amenta prl+-,rstanding-by-correspondence is the
.tional ^ nd',Tust,/December 1966 exchange of corre-

energ3 witnde73cc' between officials of Louisiana's
c 5 per c mt;mrin,ent of Public Safety and Ontario's

milita; y a^.)artrnon.t of Transport concerning recip-
and 3?err?1 eaemption from registration of motor

r, the b)r0,cles and trailers. An example of an
the ac ^ivifSèrst,itiding-by-resolution is the August
Maint is t^ resolution of the New England gov-

he area. , NVs and Eastern Canadian premiers for
iigan an N -`IC°eropment of joint energy policies"
rally, th no^1} `h the New England/Eastern Cana-

^nts in c nly Ln'rgy Advisory Committee. An
but are mo^^Ie of. an understanding-by-commu-
tes in tle ae is the May 1972 "Joint Communi-

-ansport-tiol of Mame's Governor and Quebec's

state/plow" r ri11e Minister, setting forth the

includec ? Tnt °1 Maine-Quebec co-operation in
rlcastir^g and other areas. Finally, an

ecause t 1e ;;1P1c, of an understanding-by-memo-
rangeme Lts^^um is the January 1974 Illinois

"Administrative Order" promulgating an
understanding between the Illinois De-
partment of Conservation and the Prov-
ince of. Ontario for co-operative fishery

management.
An informal procedure - the third

form of arrangement between state and
provincial officials - refers to any other
written or verbal statement of regularized
procedures not covered by the previous
two categories. These informal procedures
are by far the most common type of state/
provincial arrangement, and account for
70 per cent of the total. An example is the
holding of "periodic, informal meetings"
between New York's Department of En-
vironmental Conservation and Ontario's
Ministry of the Environment "to discuss
mutual air pollution problems": A second
example is the holding of periodic co-ordi-
nating meetings in a "manner of mutual
interest without anything in writing" as
defined by North Dakota's Disaster Emer-
gency Services and by the Provinces of
Saskatchewan and Manitoba in matters
concerning "disaster emergency prepared-
ness, response and recovery activities".

Most active states
What states are most active in concluding
state/provincial arrangements? Regional-
ly, the most active area is the North-

east, with 36 per cent of the arrange-
ments, followed by the Midwest, with 31
per cent. The least active region is the
Southwest, with 4 per cent. The North-
eastern states average 31 interactions
apiece, and those of the Midwest 20 apiece.
Four border states account for over one-
third of the state/provincial arrangements.
Maine leads with 14 per cent of the total
arrangements, followed by Michigan with
7 per cent, and New York and Minnesota
with 6 per cent apiece. From the Canadian
standpoint, the three most populous prov-
inces are involved in 61 per cent of the
bilateral state/provincial arrangements,
Ontario accounting for 29 per cent, Quebec
for 19-per cent and British Columbia for
13 per cent. The most active state/provin-
cial pairs are those adjacent to one an-
.other. Maine and New Brunswick are the
most active pair, followed by Michigan/
Ontario and Washington/British Colum-
bia. The most active non-border pairs are
Illinois/Ontario and Louisiana/Quebec.
The fact that the border states account
for so much of state/provincial activity
suggests that geographical contiguity is an
important factor in generating it. Other
factors that appear to be relevant include
the economic and population bases of the
states, the cultural distribution of the
population (especially the francophone

Greatest activity
between adjacent
provinces
and states

is for 4-1- U..



Innovative
arrangement
of new offices
responsible for
Canadian
relations

element), and the bureaucratic size -of
state governments and their organiza-
tional capacity to deal with these relations.

Organization and techniques
Aside from the state/provincial arrange-
ments that have been concluded, there are
two interesting questions regarding general
state/provincial relations: How are state
bureaucracies organized to deal with the
provinces and how do state and provincial
officials actually interact? The most com-
mon method of state organization in hand-
ling Canadian matters is the pragmatic
approach. In a general sense, there appears
to be no special concern on the part of the
U.S. governors to encourage, discourage or
centrally co-ordinate relations with the
Canadian provinces. Those state officials
who become involved are not specifically
assigned the responsibility for dealing with
Canadian matters or for liaison with Cana-
dian provincial officials. Nonetheless, they
feel it necessary to deal with the provinces
in their everyday work and do so, often
without the knowledge of the governor or
the state commissioners.

For some states, however, this
pragmatic organizational arrangement is
insufficient. They therefore assign to in-
dividuals or organizational units in the
state bureaucracies the specific responsi-
bility for handling aspects of provincial
relations such as conservation, economic
and cultural matters. For example, Ver-
mont's Agency of Development and Com-
munity Affairs has an International Indus-
trial Development Representative who is
the Agency's "liaison" with Quebec on
economic matters. Another technique is
the highly-innovative organizational ar-
rangement whereby the state establishes
an office within its bureaucracy that is re-
sponsible for Canadian "relations" in
general, with a monitoring function similar
to that of the U.S. State Department's
Office of Canadian Affairs. The State of
Maine has pioneered this new type of
organizational arrangement, with the Gov-
ernor establishing an Office of Canadian
Relations and appointing a full-time Spe-
cial Assistant for Canadian Relations as a
part of his executive office. Finally, there
is the technique of creating state-affiliated
organizations, also employed by Maine, to
develop and strengthen relations with the
Canadian provinces. For example, a
Quebec/Maritime Advisory Commission
exists consisting of 12 leading Maine cit-
izens outside the state government.

It might be useful at this point to
explore the manner in which state officials
actually deal with their Canadian counter-
parts. In addition to the use of correspon-
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dence and telephone, eight tr -111,
techniques are used. First, and "I f6
mon, are bureaucratic ad hoc M^011
These consist of any number of staUla
provincial officials at all levels, an^, SOTv
several purposes: the exchange, or^ A,,
mation, the discussion of commo. i p^j?cl
and the development of joint pro'jec^`'f
programs. The second trans-bo_^dei^'lna`f
nique used by states is that of di reclRterti

sentation in the Canadian provi.ncesJ^"tO
occurs either through the establ.ahmft`i V
a "state office" in the province or kotal é
appointment of Canadian publi ; Tel^ Pri
firms to serve as the state reprEsenG°;^^n'^'
in the provinces. At least eight s tatc' roféc
employed this technique. Tl ese r^`°
offices - which are most oftcn ^ro°
in Montreal, followed by Toro:rto ^^l
primarily designed to prom^ ^te i.
and tourism and to encourage ecruon l
development. pT°vi n`'

`nïérn;

"Summit diplomacy"
qon ai

The third technique used by stal^-ynvcr
dealing with the provinces is esp^iatinni
interesting; it involves the use o: afc^'o ethf
"summit diplomacy" by state govw{}cst;
and provincial premiers. Withir. th^ollu^lo
three years, about a dozen gove^nont-orna
been involved in summit exchaag611,c
their provincial counterparts a 1011ë i;,;^
times. Examples of such meetin =s E^ ,ir, .:.
the governors and premiers of 'Was't,
and British Columbia, Louisiana echnii,
Quebec, Michigan and Ontario, :Vew
and Ontario, Massachusetts and
Brunswick, and Maine and Qi:eb
the Atlantic Provinces. An interl

o-opcr

Iiif ion
né^.
11ma L

variant of this state/provincial "E amvere rÉ
is the multilateral and institutionwincial
it seems to be taking. For exaOeportq,
six-member New England Governm3c^y„ci
ference held a historic meeting wiri,lieri
five Eastern Canadian pre.nierrtaic/F'
Brudenell, Prince Edward I 3lai;uh;eFnE
August 1973. This was followed by
meeting in Vermont, and a 197.55 mfede.râ
in New Brunswick. hh^ ^

The fourth trans-border tecb^y 5ja^t
used by state officials involves legisft,dora1
exchanges whereby state and pro%,^fh tlo
legislators meet for purposes of f: ami '
tion and the exchange of inforrr

ati(0Ii`i p, .

unlike the federal-level U.S. CatiJ,'.ln
Interparliamentary Group mee :ing ^^sh^' ^E
example, both Maine and VG aslv
States have used this technique with^^r` n^'e
respective provincial counterp:irt
fifth technique is the establi.hm, ('Ont(_ t
state/provincial joint organizati0 ^ E'dec

ally in the form of joint committ.es, ft'(lf'r'il
attempt to deal with specific :unc"nt
areas. Two examples are the New Eng " P



it tr rn
and ,^oM a5feri?^ Canadian Provinces Transporta-

hoc r^an A^l.visory Committee and the New

er of sta '̂:̀nUl^in(i/Eastern Provinces Energy Ad-
vels, an^7sory' C'ommittee, which were established
iange, of^ ^ugL15t 1973 by the respective governors
nmo.l prnd preiniers. The sixth technique used by
it projerPfes in dealing with provinces involves
is-bo_^de,^anadi^in provincial participation in U.S.

of direc,,Rtcrstate compacts. For example, the

)rov;nCeqJniforiri Vehicle Registration Prorationii,
tabl:shr^n`i F`'é^iprocity Interstate Compact has.a
ince or ^'tal of-19 states as members, in addition
ubli ; Te!^ Pritish Columbia and Alberta. Another
eprESen ^`^mple is the 1949 Interstate Forest Fire
;ht state$roféct{on Compact, which includes the six

Tl ese ,O^° E ingland states, New York and the

oftcn I ,ro°'nces of Quebec and New Brunswick.
The seventh technique used by state

'oro: rto
nd provincial officials involves profes-

rom,^te ^on.l ^issociations in which both state and
°age ecaOrni=incial officials are members (e.g. the

ntern#ional Association of Law Enforce-
iient (̂ fficers and the American Associa-

,,,,ion of} Motor Vehicle Administrators).
by sta Jonven,tions and meetings of such asso-
is espl:tions serve as channels for getting

;e o: a flobether, enabling state/provincial ofrcials
ate govv
thir. th

o esta^lish personal contacts, to discuss
onnrnon problems and to exchange in-

oveinonJpTnlm[zon and resolve issues. In addition,
:cha;igA ie-ay^;ociations themselves can serve as
s a; le^^ Jiasis for, or indeed obviate the need
etins ^rr parate state/provincial activity
f VGas4t,f;u^^^ such associational activities as
ruisiaiiLsechni^ 'a1 discussions, the sponsorship of
io, Venro_operative projects, the passing of res-
;s indÏÜf ion's, and the establishment of guide-

Qi.eb 'ne.';. Jome U.S. states have reported as
i iaerp1antr a s two dozen associations they felt
1"E umA -ere relevant in their dealings with pro-
:ution,%"vinciHljofficials. Indeed, a total of 40 states
exa mpl'mepori^ state/provincial activity involving
vernorLi.^y,,,;;ations, and it can be roughly esti-
ing ^Mmate(i that 21 per cent of the total
ore.nie:rtaie,,'jirovincial activity includes the in-

I 3-Ia olvernènt of associations.
ed by

.975 m'Federal channels

Phe final trans-border technique used
:r techV

5i^,e and provincial officials involves
3s legi ft,^l^r i1 governmental channels. This refers
d pro^^)ofh do the

direct membership of statesffcimilR1l i
t)i,o^nces in federal Canadian-U.S.rrratioi. :

Jr31nr (rganizations (e.g. the Great Lakes
S' c^,ishe.r^es Commission and the Interna-
ee :ing,itonaf Joint Commission's numerous re-VG ashi
le witbW-er<'nrP groups), and to state/provincial

dealing with each other in the
Ii" li, ^'^^ntt^, t of meetings with U.S.-Canadian^^,;

authoritiesatons^ (e.g. the network of
U.S.-Canadian civil defence agree-

; unc"entsj. It can be roughly estimated that
;wEn''1^ Â^0 cent of the total state/provincial

activity includes the involvement of the
federal government.

State/provincial relations undeniably
have policy implications for the U.S: Fed-
eral Government. First, and most obvious,
is the constitutional implication of this
state/provincial activity in the context of
the U.S. federal system. There is, in a
general sense, no doubt in the U.S.
Constitution as to where the treaty-making
power lies. Article II Section 2 states: "He
(the President) shall have power, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate,
to make treaties, provided two-thirds of
the Senators present concur...". More-
over, states are expressly forbidden in the
Constitution to conduct "foreign" relations
without the consent of Congress ;according
to Article I Section 10: "No state shall
enter into any treaty, alliance or con-
federation .... No state shall without the
consent of Congress . . . enter into any
agreement or compact with another state
or with a foreign power ...." However,
states do participate in forms of external
relations, with varying degrees of legal
formality, and Congress has deemed that
not all these relations require Congres-
sional consent. The Congress is willing to
absorb the functional needs of states in
these external relations, but is concerned
with the "political" power of states and
the extent to which this power might erode
the centrality of the U.S. Federal Govern-
ment. For example, in a statement on the
Constitution prepared for Congress in its
seventy-fourth session and repeated for its
eighty-eighth session, it is stated: "The
terms `compact' and `agreement' . . do
not apply to every compact or agreement
... but the prohibition is directed to the
formation of any combination tending to
the increase of political power in the States
which may encroach upon or interfere with
the just supremacy of the United States."
Nor is there any uncertainty as to the
nature of this prohibition: "The terms
cover all stipulations affecting the conduct
or claims of the states, whether verbal or
written, formal or informal, positive or
implied with each other or with foreign
powers."

No constitutional issue
Significantly, there were no major cases
uncovered in the research for the State
Department sponsored study that would
raise fundamental constitutional questions
about the U.S. federal system and the
role of the states in external affairs.
This is probably attributable to the
fact that state/provincial activity is pri-
marily concerned with functional neces-
sities. However, it should be noted that

Varying
degrees
of legal
formality
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Sensitivity
and flexibility
essential

the expeditious handling of a provincial
issue by a state, and the incremental legal
precedents that can be created by this
activity. In addition, state/provincial re-
lations could raise legal questions in those
isolated cases where a state might go
beyond its functional needs in an attempt
to acquire an "international" status by
dealing with the provinces. Nonetheless,
consideration of these potential constitu-
tional questions should not distort the
fundamental fact that the vast majority of
state officials desire to fulfill their state
needs in the most expeditious manner
while fully and categorically meeting U.S.
constitutional requirements. This was a
recurrent theme expressed by state officials
at all levels during the research for the
State Department sponsored study. In-
deed, this raises the second general policy
implication of state/provincial activity.

necessities, coupled with the sheer volume

of state/provincial activity, could generate

constitutional questions in two areas.

There is of course, a very fine line between

the compelling nature of these functional

Service role
State/provincial relations warrant the at-
tention of the U.S. State Department as
much in a servicing role, whereby the
legitimate "foreign" needs of the states
are met by federal authorities, as it does
in a monitoring role whereby the State
Department "diplomatically" oversees the
"foreign" activities of the states. In fact;
neglect of the former will exacerbate the

latter. This servicing role suggests that
the State Department, and other parts of
the Federal Government, must respond to
and facilitate the constitutionally-legiti-
mate and functionally-necessary provincial
interactions of the states. State officials
are basically interested in procedural sim-
plification in dealing with the "feds". A
sense of frustration was expressed by state
officials concerning their inability to ob-
tain easily from the most appropriate
federal agency definitive information that
would enable the states to satisfy federal
requirements. Sensitivity on the part of
the Federal Government to the provin-
cially-related problems of the states, and
flexible responsiveness in assisting them
in these problems, are therefore essential
ingredients in any discussion of state/
provincial relations.

The third policy implication of this

state/provincial activity is bilateral in
nature, involving the U.S. and Canadian
Federal Governments. That is, state/pro-
vincial activity can create issues that not
only require the attention and participa-
tion of the two governments but that can
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also become an abrasive bilateral
Here it should be noted that, i i^. lht
majority of cases, federal participatior

ëner

taken the simple form of an infc rmak?elaïi
or advisory role, generally to th satlŸiétlü
tion of all parties concerned. Nc nethtner;d5
however responsive the Federal Go,,ùsefü
ments have been, or may seek so b^^
issue may be less amenable to 3asr'
tion because their involvement occ J^(ItZ.

mariner consistent with those iefi^
o min

later stages. For example, in t, ie fi
transportation one non-border s tatE
that, unless some agreement wi :h
ince was forthcoming in the very
future, the state would have no :.Itet
to closing its borders to vehicle s froi
province that maintained non -reci
licensing provisions. It can ba: as
that the U.S: and Canadia^ i
Governments would have to k ecohI,
tively involved, since such a n:ove [t.'
be very detrimental to the Carthat

trucking industry.
Fpd

In conclusion, it might be e nph^r"m
that, because state/provincial reli°t al
involve fundamental U.S. and Car^'^s^
constitutional definitions about the^T,nt
states and provinces in "foreign" a.):(-'st

àll^ne
every precaution should be tak ^n b Vér ^
and Canadian officials to op( rate ,v e

fie
is as important for the t^-io 1,

f̂i {)s.
Governments as it is for the ^tatrp^(] t^
provinces. For example, any ^ ttem# an
the part of the U. S. Governmeni to ^^ fer
outside mutually-acceptable c laru hë in
dealing directly with the provhtces;Ce,
the Canadian Federal Governm-,ntf^f.

1E
directly with the U.S. states, s bohM
desirable and ultimately coun :er-l iturE

tive. In the pursuit of their fuT^ reate^
needs, state and provincial of icial.^ o f
their own obligations, and sho^ lt
cautious not to complicate e; ,ch
constitutional frameworks. A ay
about the respective role of statA;^e1,

provinces in "foreign" affairs honlo(, tl

national rather than a bilatE ral
and state/provincial relations shot;;ns_

bebe, a tool whereby states, o3 pra^der,

score debating points against t heü, an_A

governments. This call for aciherci,l

constitutional requirements is not .rhaj^
gest an undue formality or ri; ;i&stinca

era of such increasingly corr plexirviw

provincial problems as envirownen`^{"'in+

ters. However, unless U.S. an iCf i, r h `'

federal and state/provincial 4^ffic^^^'
attention to the constitutior ,al ^urr4
tions of their activities while E teali':,G5 w
these problems, a seriously 40.f,]
period of bilateral relations caale^^ao

A final observation is in 00



lateral r â^t;hat state/provincial relations can

t, ir ^. th( Wge,^ic,r^ ^te conflict should not obscure the

ticipatia^fact that, in the proper context, these
infcrmaTeJati6ns can be a mutually-productive

th ^ sahlŸlethrid of meeting state and provincial
NcnéthPnce(ls;and, as such, can constitute a most

Ieral Goruseful^ aspect of the total Canadian-U.S.
ek o b"^
to 3ast ,

.ent oce Nn.cda and the United States
n t:iefii
er s -,ate
b wi':h a
he er3 ?
no lien

iicle s frc,,,-
non rec,^ ;.

relation. Because state/provincial relations
are likely to increase rather than decrease
in the future, it is as important to the
states and provinces as it is to Washington
and Ottawa that a balanced perspective be
maintained in conducting and assessing
these relations.

deral-provincial dimensions
; state-provincial relations

i ba: as^ÿ Th, ^mas Levy and Don Munton
idia^ i K
to l econ
a

,

(t i si.irely one of the ironies of politics
the Car^hat "oectacular but short-lived situations

end tb obscure more significant, long-
be e nph Ferm ttévelopments. Examples bearing this

Zcial relluf, ah(?und in the histories of most coun-
and Carr1eS, alnd are certainly not lacking in re-

;ent Cânadian external relations. Perhaps)out the ,, -1
oreig n" (;c'st n.o tably one might recall the Quebec

halleiYge and the constitutional debatetak ^n u, , .
ver provincial treaty-making powers thatop( rate[
^inâ'red the headlines and preoccupiedose iefiu^^

]icy community during the mid-ie t^ io F ^.
the tate^0s 'knd yet, while both the challenge
ny a tt&nd thci debate have receded as the result
meni too# an iinplicit political consensus concern-

0g federal-provincial "do's" and "don'ts",
le c lannc, inv"(^lvement of virtually all ten prov-rovi" tces,,

1re., ini international af£airs has steadily,
rnm -nt l^f less spectacularly, increased. Thattes, 113

bo1mscnstrs may or may not unravel at some
2oun .er-1 iture j) oint, but the underlying trend of
;heir f^reater a provincial involvement shows no
al of icial^ ^ f-

bating or reversing.
md shcJ If has become a simple fact that therete e; ,ch

re few aspects of Canadian external rela-
Aay ions 11) 4ay that do not touch on provincial

of stake1. , t5 or manifest provincial activities,
rirs hm (I thi^ is particularly the case in Can-
)ilatE ral di^>> 111;)st important international rela-
ions sho^';,ns hose with the United States.
s, oi pD?déral-`provincial dimensions of Cana-
nst t hei%^n-Anierican relations are becoming more
:)r ac^her^^acial ri.ot only to the continuance (or
ts is not{krhaps^the emergence) of Canada as a
or ri;;idit}stinct international actor but also to the
corrplexfrvival _9f Canada as a federal state. The

dron'nen^";''n`°es have not always been so active,
an i c°i'` have, their interests always been so

Hal 4^ffic^^a Why, then, have these changes

;utior,al urr^d? In this brief article, we shall

hile Eteall'^`A"pt - 1'o survey some of the major fac-
«'e i.hink account for these changes

sly 1e5^ ^ ir, discuss some key aspects of the
:)ns couldvaod ed involvement of the provinces.
is in ord

The various factors that underlie the
greater degree of provincial activity in
external relations can, for the sake of
simplicity, be divided into two groups. At
the more basic level, there are what might
be called the "background" factors. These
include the greater prominence of econo-
mic and social issues on the national and
international agenda, the increasing pros-
perity and complexity of Canadian society
- brought about in large part by technolo-
gical change, persisting regional social and
economic differences, and increasing dis-
parities in economic growth. These back-
ground factors can in part be linked to a
number of intermediary or "political"
factors. Included here would be the greater
number and complexity of problems facing
provincial governments, the expansion of
provincial responsibilities and spending
power, the growth in provincial bureau-
cracies and the 'relatively weakened posi-
tion of successive minority Federal Gov-

The late Dr. Levy was Assistant Professor
in the Department of Political Science at
the University of New Brunswick. Shortly
a f tér this article was written, he was killed
in an automobile accident. Professor Levy
had written extensively on the subject of
Canadian federalism and foreign affairs.
Dr. Munton is an Assistant Prof essor of
Political Science and' a member of the
Centre for Foreign Policy Studies, Dal-
housie University. His research interests
include contemporary Canadian foreign
policy, social science research methods,
and approaches to forecasting in inter-
national politics. Pro fessor Munton has
written a number of articles discussing
and applying quantitative analysis in the
study of foreign policy behaviour.
The views expressed in this article are
those of the authors.



dramatically. This demand enh;

Provincial
responsibility
for economic
and social
policy

lations - the phenomenon Donald Smi ey urchaser of Cane dia rs

now well-recognized shift in the imbalance resour
henomenal economic rerr

of power in domestic federal-provincial re- ilarly, the p ûncr
1 of Japan prompted that count ,y tt t

of the provinces in external relations. which are, o couse, 11,,asi

rt m;While some of these factors are part of the sponsible for
ithin heir^boundarres

f constitutional

interaction of these two sets of factors
provincial econo

or -m
has in turn led to a greater involvement

a reassessmen by prov rjb cial govt^rn1
ernments during the mid-1960s. The 'mix grew

mies and contribut Wv^

has called "the attenuation of federal
come a major p 1ti C0

ule
dominance" - , some are also peculiar to

and lumber products to fuel its ba :,

the question of external activities.
industries. This development hac a}Ytari+i
ular impact on the resource a ld 1

New priorities
portation sectors of British Columb

During the . 1960s, with the expectations Alberta.

fostered by détente, the increasing in-
Throughout the postwar pe lod,`, ,;I

^ lltif:rJ
dustrialization of the developed world ada, like other Western nation, h-

and the emergence of new Third World an industrially and technolog call^^t

countries, traditional military-security vanced society. Canadians, on the ll++t,+

problems began to give way to economic
became wealthier and better edr+;Lt;,,

and social concerns. These changing Canadian society became highly tlle;

aÏun
foreign policy priorities thus touched ized, better serviced and more n ter^t

increasingly upon important and highly dent. The Canadian labour for' h,aion

visible domestic interests. And, in view of
more diversified and specialized. Ca^t,1_

Canada's regional differences, the changes
industry expanded and generally kep -na

in priorities encouraged, if not demanded,
with technological innovations. Itsr]

the articulation of correspondingly diverse
ucts became more sophisticated anc,ted:

interests. Since the Canadian constitution
expensive, its pollutants more ext, nll

gave provincial governments substantial and more dangerous. All thesen^r,

responsibility for economic and social
changes had a readily apparent wh,

policy, and since provincial politicians saw
each played a part in increasû^„i t;

their own interests as requiring provincial demands on, and ultimately t'^, ^

activity, the effect on them of the new sponsibilities assumed by, prov nci^r^

rofound Their erments. i ie <<

and to deal directly and freely wi la- » f th Atlantic Pri vin^l^'th F ce ana a, ^

foreign policy issues. In a recent paper,
one former senior Ontario official noted

were becoming more complex il:, an+extt

that such issues as commercial policy,
ute sense, regional social and ecu^a2r^

energy, agriculture, industrial develop- disparities were persisting. Ir 1` T1

ment, immigration and the like were "[all]
in 1951, in the provinces witl thvrl:;

matters of provincial concern". "It is not
educated populations, 20 to '-'.5 I^ n>

very difficult," he argued, "to see why the
more citizens had secondary cc purc

provinces have more than a yearning, in-
ondary education than in th( pr^inc

deed a responsibility, to make an effective
with the most-poorly . éducatk d ^ 1?e

contribution."
tions. In the 1960s, as in the 19^;;TIi

Other international factors also played per capita income of the Ath ntir( et:

a role. The French Government openly
inces was about 30 percent bel w:^m^

and consistently supported and encour-
nadian average, while that for (antatio^

aged the desire of the Lesage and Johnson
B.C. was about 15-20 percent ab^.^di,

regimes, and especially that of nationalist
average. In the 1950s, Oni ario..Fi
accounted for approximately 5C per^iei

elements within the Quebec bureaucracy,
the total value added by manu acbifli'

to seek greater autonomy within Canada C d. New Brunswick the " no,, ^!^

might be called the domes iciza io - the national society ant1 eU^+,nlvu
4 ' t' t n" of Persisten p

foreign policy agenda was p

^

a^,

natural response contributed to what t dis arities

in all areas of provincial jurisdiction. In triahzed o e
I,

the light of the Quebec experience, other
counted for a mere 2 per cet t.

provinces, particularly Ontario, began to
Ontario's share was 53 per cen'pf

reconsider their own constitutional and
Brunswick's was 1.4 per cent. `

Not all disparities were ; nev^n
political powers in external relations.

Growing American affluence, and es-
sisting - some were significan^ly''^'

pecially the prosecution of the Vietnam ing. For example, the gap b't^^''f

war, generated a considerably increased value added per capita by manu f' 1

demand for strategic raw materials from
in Ontario ($877) and in Nev Bl:^}

10Canada. During the T9a Oa otherrmetals all 19708)a marked9 increase iin 0"I
ore, aluminum, opp
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rnd enh
mtrihnt,r
govt:rnn^ 1

is against a moderate increase in
,7nswick (to ..^^432 ) had widened

to $962 per capita.
Canadian economy is integrated

tutranall - I, ^^ -";^est lines only to a limited degree.
11

nt c f n,1en :is, to a large extent, a collection
ndaries. rc^iq ral economies, some of which are
omic re^ruIld^ ^, closer links to a southern metro-
runt^y t^y t,an to other parts of the country.
Danadiaifl ^^,Aidition is easily demonstrated by

its:1 it. baul,t _ tlon the major provincial exports.
t ha( a pli^ri±' dominates in Canadian manu-
ce a ld g and for example, exports ap-
Colr mb"Xjiri ltely half the motor vehicles and

:irt, produced in that province. Quebec,
r pe iod,'-, ^;I-^d Ontario, dominate in the forest
rtion;, b^^ t,rres; about nine-tenths of all news-
rolog call, ,t tjvo-thirds of all softwood lumber,
on the ^;p^third,of all wood pulp produced is

tter edraie.e.d. Quebec and B.C. also dominate
highly rthé rinineral sector; about four-fifths of

ore ir;ter^altli,iinum produced and an equal pro-
r for, e bition of all iron ore extracted are ex-
lized. CaiaF;c1. ^The Prairie Provinces naturally
erally ketr,inat'e in agriculture; about three-fifths
Jons. Its+^., l (''anadian wheat is currently ex-
cated anditE,(3. One final example - Alberta and,
more ex,« m61 lesser extent, Saskatchewan of
ese is tert^rqe (^ominate the crude petroleum sec-
pparent r Tvhere, at least during the late 1960s,
increas4t two-fifths of current production was

zately tt^,,; Fk_ported. Hence, provincial govern-
prov nciï;,r,; have an enormous stake in

tada'S export trade generally and in
la^Li I -American economic relations in
^icu[a^r. This regionally-differentiated

Ly ant1 einnlic structure with regionally-spec-
plex ir^ an;ester'nal links is a fundamental cause
il and eaati t-r^ federal-provincial disputes in Can-
ng. Ir 15^, Tiié recent battle over oil and gas

s witl tbq16; is but one example. Moreover, as
D to '.1.5 r^in 'ü^1 governments increasingly see
iary cc purc eexports as a primary basis for
in thE prt,incial development, the stakes can
ducatkd -; hec^irne greater.
in the 19Tho, natural preference for export
e Ath ntick o t^ i? i the United States is reinforced
mt bel )w`4n,c,-ican-controIled multinational cor-
3t for (antz4 i4)n:;; which account for over half of
)ercent ab iwd ian exports and offer "assured"
;, Oni ario^: Fi ^ rugether with the capital "input".
.tely 5C pet id, , nioreover, has the fastest-growing
manu act+LLr mrce among major industrial coun-

;; the " nos.: a n d`i here are wide regional variations

tic Pri vinLJ1(' incidence of employment. These
)er cent. 1s• 1^),^-ther with the obvious economic
3 per ceniPolitiçal benefits of newly-established

^ifactûring facilities, have encouragedcent. rx
were nev,nçial! governments to step up their
nifican Jy :'F'i i i cin against each other for such
gap b^t^r tr^t ; which means prospecting for
by maauf^' 1"rE'i^n, especially U.S., capital.

in New BrT1 1f `'f langing issue agenda of Canadian

capita n fr' ^ cr"upled with an increasing social

complexity and increasing public demands,
had led not only to a greater number of
policy problems being presented to gov-
ernments but also to problems that are
increasingly complex. As a result, pro-
vincial responsibilities have expanded and
provincial bureaucracies have followed

suit. The decrease in defence expenditures
from 30 per cent of the federal budget in
the late 1950s to less than 20 per cent in
the late 1960s signified the decline of
national security as a priority "collective
good". Over roughly the same period, pro-
vincial tax levies increased many-fold, and
the relative size of federal and provincial-
municipal spending shifted dramatically.
Federal expenditures represented 15.6 per
cent of the gross national product in 1947
and 16.6 per cent in 1966 - a relative in-
crease of only 6 per cent during the period.
Provincial-municipal expenditures, on the
other hand, rose from 10.3 per cent in
1947 to 21.3 per cent in 1966 -a stag-
gering relative increase of 107 per cent
over the period. This trend, moreover,
shows every sign of continuing.

During the early 1970s, provincial
total gross general expenditures alone, for
the first time in Canadian history, caught
up to and exceeded total federal expen-
ditures. There has been a corresponding
shift in the relative magnitude of federal
and provincial employment. While the
totals were 187,000 and 155,000 respec-
tively in 1960, they had become 259,000
and 379,000 by 1970. These shifts repre-
sent an increase of 38.5 per cent in federal
employment over, the ten-year period, but
an increase of 144.5 per cent in provincial

employment.

Growing disagreement
One serious consequence of greater pro-
vincial affluence and increasing provincial
diversity has been growing disagreement
on national objectives and policies. This
disagreement, coupled with the weakness
of minority Federal Governments during
the 1960s, has, according to some observ-
ers, led to an actual decline in the effec-
tiveness of the federal role. In turn, this
decline in federal effectiveness, or at least
the perception by the provinces of such a
decline, coupled with the increasing num-
ber of policy problems involving provincial
jurisdiction, the willingness to expand
provincial responsibility for these prob-
lems, and the enlarged provincial bureau-
cracies, has thus led to a greater degree of
provincial involvement, not only in domes-
tic but also in so-called "foreign policy"
issues.

This increased provincial activity
has, in addition, led to efforts to co-

Provincial
expenditures
surpass federal

for first time

ise in 011t



Federal-provincial

discussions
have increased

since 1950

ordinate and centralize provincial decision-
making. Evidence of such a trend can be
seen in the appearance of departments of

intergovernmental affairs - in Quebec

(1967), Ontario (April 1972) and Alberta
(June 1972). Smaller intergovernmental-
aff airs units now exist in all the other
provinces. Regardless of size, these agen-
cies are all closely related to the premiers'
offices by virtueof either origins or present
status, and they all perform a common
function - the monitoring and co-ordina-
tion of their respective governments' inter-
actions with other governments in North
America - and overseas. They have also
tended to have at least one common effect
- to augment further the extent of pro-

vincial activity.
Many observers have noted the sub-

stantial increase in federal-provincial dis-
cussions, meetings and debates during the
1950s and 1960s. Although data are not
yet readily available on meetings exclu-
sively or largely concerned with "foreign"
policy or with Canadian-American issues,
it isreasonable to assume that the pattern
here has been a similar one. However, data
are becoming available that clearly show

increasing activity by the provinces vis-

à-vis the American states. An early study by

Leach, Walker and Levy showed that, of
47 provincial "contacts" that could be
pinpointed by date, no fewer than 29, or
62 per cent, were products of the 1960-71
period. Our analysis of data collected in a
more recent study by Roger Swanson,
sponsored by the U.S. State Department,
which focused in a similar way on the 50
states, confirms the earlier finding. While
contacts by states with provinces increased
little, if at all, between 1920 and 1945,
they have increased dramatically over the
period of the late 1950s and the 1960s.

continent made no attempt to ha
their highway and motor-tran spo

there would be serious impedirn
interstate, interprovincial and cro0i'li

commerce. ^j'
At the same time, of co;irsrttti

actions that have the effect of r^
such impediments can, in cumula ^,•
pact, be of major consequence. W11^
vast majority of province-state inte Fr

$"I"are informal, our analysis of the
data indicates that there has lbeer`l Y
siderable increase during 1970--4'111_

rovince-state agreements in cc^F'
Iand industry, energy, environlner

tection, transportation and genen"

tions. Semi-formal relations ha,', Iii
increased in commerce and incu%,,
cation and culture, energy, au
vices, natural resources and transp
It can be argued that such inte
contact, even without formal :. nstir`
may well facilitate the integr<itioti'i`'
tional policies, even if such a re^"^
not consciously pursued. There
oft-claiined tendency for inforr_ia1L
to lead, under certain condit:onr,
creation of more formal channels,

Another aspect of provin ;ial ï"

is the recent participation of head
vincial and state government;
elected officials in province-sta te r;
In August 1973, the premiere ar
nors of the five Eastern provii ce;

six New England states met to^
Brudenell, Prince Edward Islanc'

Lower-level impulse
State and provincial governments clearly
see an increasing need to interact and co-
operate with each other. Generally, the
impulse to collaboration has come from
the lower levels of provincial and state
bureaucracies. The individuals involved on
both sides have been disinclined to view
their interactions as "foreign relations"
and have seldom undertaken their mutual
activities with a view to scoring constitu-
tional points - as distinct from political
points - within their respective federal
systems. In short, province-state inter-
actions have traditionally been carried on
in a business-like, friendly and informal
manner, and stem in good measure from
what is perceived to be administrative
necessity. For example, if the 60 sub-na-
tional jurisdictions in the North American
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first time to discuss closer ene
transportation co-operation at th^i
cross-border commerce. The` mNi
for follow-up talks in Warre 1, fi
in June 1974 and held a thirc Jo i,
ing in St. Andrews, New B°un,
June 1975. Concurrent with t ze
governors meetings, elected m( MI

11 legislative assemblies mF ^
Maine, in August 1974 to di DIS
topics. In September 1974, Fren!,

Barrett of B. C. and Governo ' D

of Washington presided over 1]o
ing of their respective le ;isl;
Bellingham, Washington. Moi eoV ,
the contacts are merely prov: nce,
early 1974, the State Depart me^s
officials from the ten premier , -q

conference in Washington. Deis
tawa's nrotest through dipl; -mak
nels, the State Department 3uG-
sponsored a second such mee,inLt

Politicization is presen ln'
form as well - that of pern an
sentation and political visiti; ig-
number of provincial offices abr
countries increased from si:; 1n1
31 in 1970, and reached a 1 ea}!



ipt to hawg;^,^,
r-tram^po 3^?=tario and Quebec, in particular,
impeduu` I«lintain a substantial permanent

and ceoss^311 1?,'esence in the United States. Be-
r the ten provincial govern-

of co;irsl tti
Ffect of 0l

counted during the early 1970s
de and investment offices in New

oston, Atlanta, Chicago, Cleve-
n cumulai1 1-1
^uence. 'Wl,

Minneapolis-St. Paul, Los Angeles,

-state int ^ l'''' a'ncisco,
Dallas and New Orleans.

]s of the Pa"r'
two provincial offices have re-

e has lreei`JY1i`'en closed, there does not seem to
1970-''4 i" t r ounting trend towards restriction.

its
11;ve also been threats by Ontario

nviromner.. 111' Ë rta, following the U.S. economic
and gener" "f August 1971, to establish their
ations ha r" +embassies in Washington, D. C.

rnd inc:us'
er ^iu, N^fâur days

gy' ^^' 2 provincial cabinet ministers were
md transpi
such inter'^'^

on official visits abroad at an

ormal :
nstiIrate of almost one visit every four

integr<itio°'lar.days.
Moreover, the frequency of

such a re^"
itors of ministerial rank to
provinces also increased; in

There isi

premier;' O-iid ,,urvive without a widely-shared

r inforr_ia1c1-'1>'3tnese were occurrmg at une aver-
e ; one a week. While not alI of these

condit on^ .
chann^s

{'lved the U.S , a good number did.
provin ialithe political visiting has not

ion of head ',"tricted to mere routine matters.
ast i^hree premiers have also journey-

rnment ,a' %tr.ashington to lobby directly for key
ince-sta te n

nciA interests: Ross Thatcher (Sas-
iremiere an ,` 11) in 1969 to

. fight tariffs on
n provü ces;l •

t; erald Regan (Nova Scotia) in
es met to€' ir; 'orotest countervailing duties on
7ard Island' clin p.tires, and Dave Barrett ( British
closer en ^ i!) in 1973 to promote a railway

ation a: tlin5porting Arctic gas to U.S. markets.
e. The^ n.jThile these types of provincial activity

Warre 1, ' fi 1 i;'emselves necessarily represent a
[ a thirc ici

diallenge, their political implica-
New B °w , art, quite clear. In short, the prov-
.t with t ze ç'^
ected m(mb:^
)lies me (), ir two societies are among the
74 to di , cu

^r,ccessful the world has known.
1974, Fren^

1i; ve roduced not onl
overno ' D `^ p y prosperity

(? personal liberty and a possibility
ed over 1 Y ",cial change that is unmatched
aive le ;is1^wf ,, e.

In different ways each is
ton.

Moi eo1'ie^j on the diffusion or even an oppo-
ly prov: nce,^n of powers, and the organized
Depart merJsl, r1 rmong them. But neither country

^ington. De^
se 41 the common good,

igh dipl-mr^ j,hë only thing that could really
irtment süleat^ri our future would be the loss
uch meeinathrit sense of the common good, so

presen r ,,,rr domestic politics would be
of pern an , rl;, ud into a purely adversary pro-

ml visiti; ig- 'l'}!jat is why we fear sustained
.1 offices ah ` . , ,^ i, ,,l ' so much, for prolonged price-
from si., ri-,^,s make it every man for him-

.ched a 1 eal'_ _ _ _

inces will almost certainly continue to
demand an increasingly greater role in
national policy-making vis-â-vis the United
States. Most, if not all, provincial officials
would agree with the former Ontario offi-
cial, quoted earlier, who also argued: "If
a federation such as Canada's is to have
national policies, they must be developed
by means of a federal-provincial partner-
ship. To an increasing extent, I believe this
same partnership should apply in the for-
mation of critical international policies
that will affect all levels of government
across the country." "Nowhere," he added,
"is the importance of the federal-provincial
consultative process in the development of
foreign policy more clearly illustrated than
in our relations with the United States."

If this federal-provincial "corisulta-
tion" should work to the satisfaction of all
concerned, then potentially-serious conse-
quences are not inevitable. The likelihood
of such an easy solution, however, is, in

our judgment, extremely small. The forces

that have given rise to greater provincial

activity, and certainly those we have dis-

cussed here, are not short-term ones. Nor

are the divergent interests they have in

part reinforced and in part created likely

to be managed by mere consultation. To

the extent that these forces prevail, there-

fore, we do not think it an exaggeration

to say that they point to fundamental

challenges to the present patterns of Can-

ada's federal system and of the country's

most important international relationship.

That these evolving challenges have been

so little appreciated, not only by federal

but also by provincial officials, makes a

successful adaptation to the new condi-

tions even less certain.

self. That is why we have been so
shaken by the energy crisis, for it
brought out the instinct of hoarding
in us. That is why sustained unemploy-
ment can be so dangerous, for it sets
the working against the jobless. _

The same reflections apply to the
way in which Canada and the United
States relate to each other. It is necess-
ary and right that there should always
be a careful calculus of interest and
constant bargaining between us, but
there must also be a sense of the com-
mon good, of what advantages us both,
of what will make us both grow.

U.S. Ambassador Thomas Enders
addressing the Men's Canadian Club
of Ottawa, March 23, 1976

Fundamental
challenges
to patterns
of Canadian
federal system
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European Community continu
its momentum towards union

lVinston Churchill
suggested
a United States
of Europe

By James Langley

Mr. Langley is Canadian Ambassador to
Mexico. Immediately before assuming his
present position he was Head of the
Mission of Canada to the European Com-
munities. He has also served as Ambas-
sador to Belgium and Luxembourg and as
Assistant Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs. The views expressed in
this article are those of Mr. Langley.

European union has been a persistent
theme of European history for more than
1,000 years and has, more or less imper-
fectly, been achieved from time to time
under the aegis of a dominant personality

or military power. This conception of
union by domination was quite recently
current, as evidenced by the_ mementoes
of the Third Reich, and it is, indeed, only
since the end of the Second World War
that an alternative conception, a Euro-
pean union based on consent, has become
a practical reality. Both the occasion and
reasons for this dramatic and historic
change are readily identifiable. The course
that the movement towards European
union has followed since then is more
tortuous, and the task of forecasting the
future is still more perilous.

It was in September 1946, a little over

a year after the end of the Second World
War, that Winston Churchill, speaking in

Zurich, suggested the creation of a United

States of Europe. The idea, coming in the
aftermath of the greatest holocaust of all

time, appeared visionary and impractical,

if not actually distasteful to many of those
who had been caught up, for the third

time in less than a century, in fratricidal

conflict. Yet Churchill's credentials were

impressive, for he alone had carried the

burden of the war in Europe's "darkest
hour" and he had been a principal archi-

tect of the final victory. He was, moreover,

an acknowledged humanist, a man of
vision, a student of history, who lived by

the maxim that those who do not learn

from history are condemned to repeat it.
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His proposal commanded respE ct ill
immediate assent.

The lessons of European hi: tQ
clear enough. This centre of civilizatii'
technical innovation and econo mic `
ress had,- in less than a century be='
scene of the three greatest con 3ict,!
man had known. The results ha(' be
precedented slaughter, the ovE rthi ^
social order and empire, and th(: pr
extinction of a unique culture. Ti ze a
with Greece in the centuries pre;edi
era was undeniable: would t ie

.states of Europe, like the Greek (ity,
destroy themselves by interneci ie fi
and fall prey to powers acc ,ami
beyond their borders, or wouk thi
use Toynbee's terminology) respond
challenge by new forms of po . itia {
economic organization? In Ei ropr^
rancours of the past were exacE rbal `
the economic devastation caus,.d I
war, and the challenge to which Cht`
characteristically but astonisr ingl
sponded was nothing less than the `
material and spiritual survival.

European resilience
Fortunately, Europe was res lien
the world environment favourec the
of imagination and self-help for
Churchill called. Its civilizatior iml'
basic unity of interest, achiev !meri
philosophy that asserted itself i a re
to his wording of the challenge. Ban,
weakened and politically mena ced
sponded, through its political,: eadf ,
taking the first steps towards t:ie c,
of a new political and economic ord';
would remove the danger of a re pet, ,
the previous conflicts and wo ild ,
Europe to play a role commen: urat'
its past in the world economy and,
rearrangement of internationa' rP^^,
that was inevitable after the we r.

The latter years of the wa - he
extraordinarily fertile in ideas fo. • th,
ization of the postwar world. rIt'he'
Nations and the multilateral iilst"4
that were to shape the financia ï an(^

it^cü

of ^t

frec
fisc^^
final

m u.^

, ré;^



c.,- ^ conduct of the world community
,nceived at that time. No less imag-

was°;. displayed regionally in Europe

tlié izncil of Europelwere all created. As

tjü;E: lassed, however,' it seemed that a

(IV; _ 'sc ingredient was missing from these

t `ions: they were too restricted either

ërï ahicaIly or in their power to respond

adec- tely to the needs perceived by

jV,rl in Churchill. Astrong current of

püi opinion developed in favour of more

far! : r ching solutions, based on the irre-

;p the following, years, Benelux, the
WP :r n European Union, the OEEC and

pE ct il; cession of national sovereign

aut
ii: tolt
i1 izaG'
io mic
y beu
n 3icLi
ac'. be'
7E rtbr
hc: pr f
I.'1 ze 9

ity to a body representing Europe

-,-hole and encompassing the tradi-
continental foes. Thus the founda-

tir'd as laid for what has since become

tlï eat experiment in European con-

:3t origins
-,rigins of this experiment were

rnrt , but the philosophy that inspired
-e;edi i
tie
r ity .

,r ingl^'

^s - novel and comprehensive. Its orig-

-i - le
;--'

c ami
lc th¢ r

o iticu;
^i ropé
cE rbafi` teril this meant that Europe must pro-
rs(.d b`
h Chr`

naf := the theorist and practician Jean
1\1cïi and statesmen such as Robert
ci an, Paul Henri Spaak and Conrad

Ade auer, shared a common goal and the
tc,ni .^tion of a method to achieve it. In
]95i Schuman had said that Europe
^•^^û] not be created instantaneously but
mu Ï be built laboriously. In practical

V ^ men', fi»?; tep, some form of political union,

cëé^: from small successes of economic
c rh ;ation to larger achievements. If,
it m reasoned, Europe's basic industries

n the wer Integrated, forces would be set in
MW ^ that would lead irrevocably to-
V, ar a common market. In time, equally
ir cu ')1y, this would entail the creation

?s lient of 3conomic and monetary union - for
c the; ^0h( uld conceive of complete European

, for free _ ade without a common currency and
)n imp fisC policy? Ultimately, the logic of the

;a re, mll> .trevail and Europe would have been
Ban , re61 d,

IF ced, -,rue to this notion, the Schuman
,: eadE P1dâor the European Coal and Steel

tae cr C o1i :unity was adopted by the six found-
rc ordN lr r

znbers of the new Europe (France,
rE petaii Cori '^ny, Italy and the Benelux countries)
o ild ;n . With equal fidelity, this first step
a: ural'

_,Bowed, after an abortive detour
^ rnd, i 3 s a European Defence Community,TPl

! . tf treaties signed in Rome on March
57, establishing a European Atomic

Community and a European Eco-
Community. Together with the Coal
teel Community,. these institutions
-he cornerstones of the endeavour,

which is continuing today, to create a
political union in Europe.

Of necessity, the Rome treaties are
remarkable for the precision and detail
with which the obligations and time-table
for the creation of a European Common
Market are set forth. This was a necessary
precaution, since economic integration on
the scale contemplated must hurt many
vested interests, and it was important to
spell out the balance of benefits and obli-
gations among the six member countries
as they moved to implement the treaties.
The result was that the process of imple-
mentation advanced relatively smoothly
(the time-table was, indeed, accelerated
on several occasions) and the European
Customs Union was fully established by
July 1, 1968, 18 months ahead of sched-
ule. The method had, however, certain
disadvantages; the treaties were fairly nar-
rowly limited to the commercial objectives
it was their ostensible purpose to promote
and the further stages in the broad his-
torical process of creating a European
union were left undefined for future deci-
sion. This was not solely a matter of poli-
tical caution and the notorious distaste of
some European leaders for further excur-
sions into supra-nationality. The unpredict-
ability of history imposed an open-ended
solution on the architects of the European
structure - who were, in any case, con-
fident that the momentum achieved as
Europeans learned to work together would
almost automatically be translated into
further progress. The inner drama of the
Community during the past few years has
revolved round the question whether the
method would produce the desired results
or not.

Test of will.
A test of political will in the member
countries was not long delayed once the
major goals of the Common Market had
been achieved, and the results appeared
wholly auspicious at the time. In December
1969; the heads of the six governments
met at The Hague to take stock of their
situation and to relaunch the negotiations
for British accession to the Common
Market, Britain having opted out of the
first phase of the construction of Europe.
This "summit" meeting, as it was called,
took a decision that was intended as the
key to the further development of the
European Community. It called for the
establishment of a plan for the achieve-
ment of an Economic and Monetary
Union (EMU), expressly envisaged as an
essential step on the road to a "United
Europe", which was, by inference, en-
dorsed as the ultimate objective.

Unpredictability
of history
imposed
open-endedness
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Three years later, in October 1972,
the six heads of government met again,
this time in Paris and with their three

Good intentions

overtaken
by changes in
economic weather

colleagues from the acceding countries
(Britain, Ireland and Denmark), the en-
largement negotiations having succeeded
in the interim. This "summit", which ap-
pears in retrospect to represent the high-
water mark of faith in an almost automatic
process of European construction, reiter-

ated the Community's determination

"irreversibly" to achieve an economic and
monetary union and affirmed the intention
of the nine governments "to transform
before the end of the present decade the
whole complex of their relations into a
European union". EMU had thus become
the touchstone of progress in the con-

struction of Europe.
The basis for the Economic and

Monetary Union was laid in two Com-
munity decisions taken earlyin 1971 and
a year later. The main symbol of Euro-
pean unity was to be the progressive
narrowing of the margins within which the
currencies of the member countries might
fluctuate against each other (with a view
to the eventual creation of a European
currency), and this was strengthened by
an elaborate action program designed to
ensure gradual integration of monetary
and conjunctive policy. Measures relating

to fiscal policy and capital movements
were proposed, and institutional innova-

tions were envisaged.

world. By then it was evident that
comprehensive program for European,'
struction adopted at the Paris ":,u
was unrealistic, and that even the into
goals could not be achieved on schedi
While the next "summit", held ir: Cop:
hagen in December 1973, reasse rted

need for rapid progress towards E:vIL;

called for an acceleration of work tor^'
European union, there seemed to -)e sa-

thing pro forma about the declars tion

most attention was focused on the u^
and divisive problem of assuring ..tdeql
energy supplies for Europe. A3erie
setbacks followed during the next moi
dramatized by France's withdra-val l

the EMU currency arrangeme its

Italian balance-of-payment res^ricf nific<
which were widely regarded as coitra , ^ust
the obligations of the Rome treat y. T mE^nt
developments "put paid", for the time' suffi
ing, to the scheme for EMU and gave Brit.
to serious fears for the integrit ; O'!: tic^n
Common Market.

We now know that the EEC survi ^resE
these threats to its existence . .nd , sent,
European union ( though it has n,=ver' icl
very clearly defined) remains the accr '
goal of Europeans. What has chai ^ '`,orL

under the impact of economic diffic•, "

and of political developments `_at , the }

revealed the vulnerability of the CO( the
nity to world trends over which it has``,,y uP
influence, has been the tacit acce,)tai^ïn^ol
the scheme for Europe established
than a decade and a half ago. 7 her,,5ttc
also been a fortuitous change o: pla:wltqin;:
with the disappearance from the poll rnem

scene of President Pompidou and hi.l

Brandt, accompanied by a realignmeprocF

forces within the Community bT^,of pc

about by enlargement. ahl^
cu1t,"

Debate renewed
` dirccBoth the ends and means of 311

construction have been the s:ibjeu;},

sharp debate throughout the P^:ar;^ue

period and it is, perhaps, a he,lthy;ef1-r,1

that this was actively renewed oice pro,,

clear that the Common Mark at Fcentr

survive the difficulties of 197` -7 ^%vhicl

debate about ends centred on th( oldvrnrn

ment concerning supra-nationa' i ty,Y_u rri

that about means took place be :wee;
traditionalists, the advocates of ecathr,

gradualism, and those who thc aghlbi;ni

events had discredited this app'oacits e

advocated a "leap in the dark" - a dt'ise

tic exercise of political will to E stabby t

European political entity, the Ptcorn

details of which could be worized _*Iusi

leisure. If the governments of ThE^aen

were listening, they did not a11ow fnter

bate to influence their conduct undl!

Economic downturn
Unfortunately, these good intentions were
overtaken by a dramatic change in the
world's economic weather, the first intima-
tions of which occurred within months of
the first Community decision. In May

1971, the Deutschmark, rising through the

permissible margin of fluctuation, was
allowed to float by the German Govern-
ment. This setback was followed a few
months later by the United States balance-
of-payments restrictions of August 15,
which heralded a new era of difficulty and
instability in the world economy. This
change was an unforeseen and ironic cala-
mity at a time when the easier stages of
European integration had been completed
and the adventure into the unknown was
about to begin. It was to test not only the
vaunted "irreversibility" of the Customs
Union but the validity of faith in a politi-

cal destiny for Europe.
Throughout 1973, the indices of eco-

nomic activity and of inflation deteriorated
together, and towards the end of the year
the energy crisis, precipitated by the price
and production policies of the OPEC

countries, shook an already harassed
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s one can judge while so close to the

t, dialectic is not currently influential;

coure they are charting is an interesting
as rit of pragmatism prevails, and the

rrüxa ,re of expedients and longer-range

ind -ations.
n the first place, a new institution

has )een added to the Community in the

forn^ of the European Council (the ad hoc

"su imit" institutionalized, with regular
meetings two or three times a year). What
tfiis d change portends is uncertain, but it
; ill?^, it least bring the highest authorities
withjn national governments into more
coniinuous and responsible contact with
the roblems of the Community, and may

iml, ve its painfully laborious decision-
mak^ ng process. Of more fundamental sig-
nific-nce possibly was the decision made

caitrar
j ust â year ago that the European Parlia-

reat Y. T ment should be elected by direct universal
the time' suffrage, perhaps as early as 1978 ( though
md gave Brit^in and Denmark have their hesita-
grit of tion^i. This reform has been advocated on

m an grounds, but its main interest in the
EC sur^ I prese^t context is that a directly repre-
ce .nd , sent3tive Parliament is likely to become
is ne=ver qtiic^ly a focus for European sentiment
the accE and a', centre of power supporting the forces
ias chai ^`,or^i11g for European union.
ic Cifficû This would be important because of
ts t iat'! the h^culiar institutional arrangements of
the Cou^fhe t^ommunit Paradoxically, the basic
:h it has'^,ué. of European union, which inevitably
acce,)tantïnv(jI^ce expanding the competence of the
blislied :cmi;Aunity at the expense of its member
;o. T'her,5tatë^; are now decided by the Council of
;e o: pla=,%qinis}ers, which directly represents the

the po1; mPmlu,r governments. The slow pace at
)u ad „h i^^h'. the construction of Europe has been
ealignmE'prowe I Iding may reflect a wise appreciation
nity bTRC,f political realities, but it is more prob-

4a}^1^- ^1i consequence of the Council's difl'i-
cultv in moving beyond the status quo. It
^is in this context that the proposal for the

of 6'urc;diréct ^lection of the European Parliament
ie s:ibjeq}la 5Éen welcomed; it has been widely

the P1 ,ar-ued that such a Parliament would more
he^.lthy;e^Ecti^,eIy weight the decision-making

ed oace pro(.Hss in favour of the Commission - the
Vlark at 'centraj executive of the Community,
19T-74,.Avhich is independent of the member gov-

n th( oldfrnrnents and thus the repository of the
iona'.ity,fEurop^,an will and conscience.
.e be:wel, Ore other development, this time on
es of eccahr, iniernational scene, appears equally

the aghtsi; nificïant for the European cause. Since
app'oaclits earliest days, the Community has exer-

rk" - a^,t'ised tfi.e exclusive powers conferred on it
i to E stalb^;^ the Rome treaties for the conduct of a
, the prc(irnm^>n commercial policy and the con-
worked i^Iu;ionéof international commercial agree-

;s of The^lents; ;multilateral and bilateral, and its
)t alk;w t^nternational presence has often seemed
iuct undv^

the most real and tangible of its achieve-
ments. This presence has been much rein-
forced since enlargement by the skilful ex-
ploitation of the external commercial
power and by its subtle extension. With
the somewhat grudging agreement of the
member countries, economic co-operation
is coming to be accepted among the sub-
jects that may properly be included in
international agreements concluded by the
Community. This expansion of the inter-
national personality of the Community is
a convincing demonstration of the logic of
the case for European union. The same is
true for a related activity, political con-
sultation among the foreign ministers of
The Nine, which has developed from
modest beginnings in 1970. Though not
envisaged in the Rome treaties, the prac-
tice of political consultation arose spon-
taneously in recognition of the small in-
fluence any one European country could
exercise in the face of great international
events. In the last four years, this consul-
tation has become a well-established and
frequent practice. Although such consul-
tation remains outside the formal institu-
tions of the Community, this distinction
has grown tenuous with time and, as the
process proves its value by giving the
Community a weightier voice in inter-
national debate, another significant el-
ement of success is added in the balance
for Europe.

Political
consultation
developed
spontaneously

Future difficulties
If 1974 demonstrated the resilience of the
Community in the face of economic crisis
and imposed a degree of flexibility on the
"scenario" for its further development,
contemporary events show up starkly
many of the difficulties to be overcome if
further progress is to be made. The new
spirit of pragmatism is no doubt healthy
in itself, but voices are already heard
questioning whether this is by itself
enough. Can the dynamic for change on Requirement
the scale required - involving institutions, of idealism
historical loyalties, ingrained attitudes to achieve
and the traditional perception of interests change
- be created without the idealism that
inspired the earlier generation of states-
men? Worse, there has seemed in some
quarters to be a weariness, a reluctance to
pay the costs of further European progress.
It had become painfully clear during the
debate on EMU and the Regional Devel-
opment Fund that massive transfers of
resources between regions were a sine qua
non of any move towards a genuinely inte-
grated Europe. Yet there have been many
complaints in the more prosperous regions
about the existing level of costs within
the Community and no enthusiasm for
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shouldering new burdens for the welfare
is the mould set firmly in favou^• o;

f red particular solution. However,. the
and development of the less- avou

lt' 1 challenges of the postwa r er,V` i^^PO i ica fe^
regions. -4- ective

many of the objectives it has set itself. Communi y p
, _. +^„+ .^ ;t ,7,av seem in detail, 'las

Moreover, in the sho perp ^
the Community has fallen far short of

dition beyond the current flux, andrl
't res onse imperfect r nd ^

ria
general admission, stalled; i nus

policy has been much discussed, but
lenges. It is, indeed, ironic that his f"t_

positive action is elusive; energy policy
cess, by disarming the threats thai brultta^^

seems easier to define and implement at a
the, Community into existence, haQhnsr

Pan
broader international level than within the

moved. some of the sense of pur )oseL

Community; and regional policy, while
urgency upon which progress toN^

some progress has been achieved with the
European union depends. Anc. y ani^

creation of the development fund, remains
measure of optimism is justified -- th^tFr^i

a modest endeavour. All in all, the balance-
some truth in the conviction of the fol an ,

sheet of achievement beyond the Customs
ing fathers that European in ^egrÇt'^, ]

Union is short and neither the latter nor
would generate a momentum of its^al ^^

the Common Agricultural Policy is func-
and that success would, in the la t nëc 1ü

be impossible to deny.
tioning quite as well as intended.

The brief history of the European
There is, of course, much mog^{lld^

Community has been marked by recurrent stake than simply the success or faila ^[1(.I

crises that have seemed to call in question a Western European institution J ea^^s ^I

the viability of the institution and the ment. Postwar decolonization an 1 thf'^
e

pact of modern technology have iver :tnhvalidity of the idea of European unity.
5 r

Time and again, however, experience has all:over the world to new forms o po6^n5
refuted pessimism. Although the processes and economic organization, wh ch $'

of the Community are tortuous and towards solutions to the proble ns
lengthy, and such progress as it achieves by new "ethnic" consciousnesses ne ari
is at the cost of enormous effort and ex tional aspirations, new econom ic
penditure of midnight oil, yet there have None of these experiments is as 'ar niria c
been steady advances and the disappoint ing or as all-embracing as that uT on ^+ir,
ments tend to reflect failures of a grasp the nine states of Western Eu^ ope ^ hi
that is exceeded by the reach of European been engaged for nearly two dec-rdes^er^

It
ambition.

would be a rash prophet who dared
it is not fanciful to say that the .r si on?

forecast whether the European experimerit
or failure will condition and sot a Z

ith
will succeed. It is clear that the die is not

upon what may reasonably be ttee

irreversibly cast forsuccess or failure. Nor
elsewhere for many decades to ome n( `i

€dir

The Economic ana ivioneudiy u11^^^^
d t 1 remarkable success contained th,)se r its

Canada's link with Europe
still not widely understood

By David Humphreys

Negotiations have finally begun with the
goal of establishing a"Contractual Link"
between Canada and the European Com-

munity. Although nearly five years of
background work lie behind this foreign-
policy initiative, it is neither widely under-
stood nor widely appreciated by even
reasonably well-informed Canadians.

At best, the initiative now moving
into the hard home-stretch of bargaining
could result in a most significant activation
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main as basic facts of the Europ-^an !^r:^Is

11,
^ec

an`

osti

^r.

nrs^

E)

-th
of the Third Option. That is, we 4

^dseveral years hence, find ours; ive
greatly-strengthened economic an^!r
ical relations with Europe, but v- ith' ,

va`rless dependence on our most
foreign ally and customer, t] e
States. At worst, our relations oulkf'
tinue much as they have been, eXO'.`

regular institutionalized con ;ult

Happily, the worst is unlikely everz'E

this uncertain vantage-ground.
1,^



avou-i• of
r, the
stwa er^LJn

eady we know that the European

,lity is prepared to establish a pre-

ri its own external relations in so

urop-?an^r has no agreement, or Contractual

lux, andrtr,}, -; t.h any other industrianzeca coun-

'ect r nd i`
ail, ':.ias

m without the ' signing of any

ré n^ nt, but unquestionably a product

d th,)se tj it^ )Iomatic background, the Commu-

that his ^t lü, opened a diplomatic mission in

s thai broûtfa^v , its third foreign mission after

ence, haswnsr, é-tablished in the United States and

pur)ost1174-r
;ress tov;. the Community, Sir Christopher

An(' y ame> of Britain, the commissioner for
fied - th^tErii; I relations, described the exercise,

^ of the foi an nterview last spring, as pioneering.

n in tegt h6aking new ground - this is what
im of itsiaLes iit all so fascinating," he declared.
^he la it R-ecau^e it would constitute a precedent,

^E (loinmunity would move with all delib-

nuch mo
ss or faila
ution 1

t c caution. For Canada, Prime Minister

on an I tlre^"'

u said Europe was "une bonne
une grande chance, une chance
ortante". He used those words in

^'ort to the House of Commons onhave ;;ives rè T I
rms o poli,tc']ier 28, 1974, on the first of his two

;n s is, Community capitals.
i, wh' ch o!.
)roble ns ick or¢ coverage
zesses ne` arl`,. both sides consider the Link of
onornic "hie, importance. And clearly it is a major
is as 'ar n^^^ 3 ili^n initiative. Yet one will search in
hat uT onlfi, outside specialized publications such
n Eui ope i his 6ne for any consistent or thorough
vo dec rdewéra;;g of the Link and what it is all
at the s sLnut.
ind s( t a T1?^^ reasons are not difficult to find.
y be ^ ttep ithf-r the Government nor the Opposi-
^s to c,,me.h in '; Canada appears to rate foreign

!icv }iigh on its scale of priority. Our
ding politicians make few speeches with

intention of enlisting public support
foréign-policy initiatives. There has
io he a full-dress debate in the Com-

ins c;ü the Contractual Link, and rarely
frecén- years has there been discussion
i
any', her aspect of foreign policy.

Thr- detail of the Link has changed
âsf iiiiially since External Affairs Min-
'r Allan MacEachen last addressed the

Commons Standing Committee
L',ct{,rnal Affairs and National Defence

the subject on October 22, 1974. The
iat is, we fl^,hnitive word was delivered in
3 ours; lves1 jl , by prime Minister Trudeau on

nomic andr h 13 of last year. More about that
,
but vith { r_}^^it the speech was one of the Prime

r most va>
ner, t] e 10 '' omnibus sermons about the
ations ^0111i f' d the universe, and the newspapers

been, excE c"" `rtLted on his "impassioned call for
,nlta"n t'? redress the balance of wealthd con,

nlikely ever^'E E n t developing and industrial na-

°ound.' ° The press has reported progress to

date poorly, but the Government has given
it little encouragement to do better.

One of the first things the Govern-
ment wanted the Europeans to do was to
distinguish clearly between Canadian and
American interests. Anyone following
Canadian and American policies with re-
gard to Europe itself will have noticed a
distinct difference in style. Our diplomats
were working quietly away on a new policy
for Europe when the Nixon Administration
announced, with suitable fanfare, the ill-
fated "Year of Europe". Perhaps the fact
that it did fizzle speaks well for the quiet
Canadian style. Yet the lack of any public
identity for the Canadian initiative, then
in a very early stage, caused us to soft-
pedal and delay our own progress.

The fact is that we were not sure
where we were going. Canadian policy
swung round slowly, from one of question-
ing relations with Europe and a reduction
in military support for NATO in the late
Sixties to an unequivocal embrace by the
end of 1975.

The sign at the end of the long road
back can be taken as the announcement,
at the end of November 1975, to bolster
the commitment to NATO. Prime Minister
Trudeau said in a speech in Calgary in
April 1969 that, in the order of defence
priorities, the protection of Canadian sover-
eignty was in a separate category, with
precedence over support for NATO. Yet,
when Mr. James Richardson, the Minister
of National Defence, was asked about the
first priority at the end of 1975, he said
that the main threat to Canadian sover-
eignty would come in Europe. Canada
could adhere to the first priority by
strengthening its defence support in
Europe. What a timely and convenient
rationalization to make when Canada and
the European Commissions were trying
to clear away the last European (Danish)
reservations to allow negotiations on the
Link to begin!

The Europeans have not formally
linked the Link to the question of Canada's
future support for NATO. Several Euro-
pean leaders did have some pointed

Mr. Humphreys is Managing Editor of
The Ottawa Journal. A graduate in polit-
ical science f rom the University of Mani-
toba, he was the European correspondent
based in London for the FP Publications
newspapers from 1969 until 1973. He
reported on the success f ul British applica-
tion to join the European Community,
Canadian relations with Europe and most
NATO ministerial meetings of the period.
The views expressed in this article are
those of Mr. Humphreys.

Announcement
of decision to
bolster NATO
commitment
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comments for the Prime Minister on the

Questioning
of Canadian
interest
in Europe

have been cooler. It is inconceivable that
the impact of one on the other was not
considered at the highest political levels.

tude going into the negotiations might
favourable to NATO, the European atti-

subject. One Ottawa diplomat suggested
that, if the defence review had not been

Policy evolved
Officially, there has been no change in
Canadian policy but rather a gradual,
unheralded evolution. This the Europeans
should understand because the Community
advances similarly. The Community and
its policies of 1969 were vastly different
from those in 1975. At biennial intervals,
Community; political leaders met to pro-
claim unattainable objectives. The reality
has been more painful, more pedestrian.

To understand the Canadian motive,
one must go back five years -to the preva-
lent fear of protectionism in Europe and
the United States, when British member-
ship in the Community appeared probable.
Former External Affairs Minister Mitchell

Sharp said, at the NATO meeting of
December -1970: "We could be left the
choice of moving totally into the embrace
of the U.S. or out in the cold." Canada
stood to lose more than any other country
in a protectionist battle.

Mr. Sharp's choice of the NATO
forum to make his point was not without

irony. The six members of the Commu-
nity at the time were also members of
NATO. The Canadian reduction of its
forces in Europe by half had forced The
Six to attempt to close the gap. All that

really matters here is that the Europeans
began to question not only our intentions
as an ally but the depth of our interest

in Europe.
During the summer of 1970, Robert

Stanfield, the leader of the Opposition,
toured four of the six member countries.
Afterwards, he said he found an impression
abroad that Canada was losing interest in
Europe. It was absurd that we should
allow this impression, he said. The foreign

policy White Paper had given some Euro-
peans the impression that we were be-
coming inward-looking. He was concerned
about the way the world would look to
Canada after Britain joined the Commu-

nity. We should have to look at the options
available, including some form of relation
with the Community.

Mr. Stanfield deserves more credit
than he has received for his perception.

This was before Mr. Sharp's Brussels
warning about protectionism, and well be-
fore either he or the Prime Minister began
any public discussion of a special relation.
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It was more than two years befcre
Minister Trudeau set foot in Eu rope
Britain - and four years before h, rea
Brussels.

At that time it was not c)nsi;-
remarkable to leave Brussels w: tho
ambassador - who was doubling as
sentative to both the Community
Belgium - for several months. I sep
mission to the Community, h^ad

J. G. Langley, was established a t th
of 1972.

At the commercial level, Ca
exporters were (and still are, accor

trade officials) missing opportuniti^
expand markets in the Commu nity,
statistics show a steady increase i n eg
but the expansion has been cor.cen
in the area of primary products. The
pean growth area, however, ha, b
secondary manufactured produc s.

Appropriately, the first step in 0

to prepare for the inevitable expe nso r^il.^l

a study group set up in 1971 b; th9czd J

partment of _ Industry, Trade . end iej^ ^
merce. The results showed t hat ly" 1
million in exports to Britain a` l r!
would face some form of barrier 10,(1 Ï,

Michel Dupuy, the Assistant Ur der^
tary of State for External Aff^ irs t;
delegation to Brussels in Jun 19

e:

consider the prospects for a sp ecia[ 11?^
tion. The Commission was not k^+en Ioturipo
precedent-setting bilateral arnngeni1e en
A Canadian proposal at the fi me ^Vj

joint ministerial-level commis: ion ^érç d,
impossible problems for the C oma'ieferc

because it had no authority tc nos^"^'1fl
one minister to speak on behalf )f aV

Yet, even then, a spokesman f{^ever
iitfed

Commission claimed "great :eco,tt
here for Canada's problem and r de- `
help as much as possible". It es abli^r"v's

itrW Il
separate Canadian section in i s el l '

nlrelations division. Under the i ^r^É't.5 te
will be enlarged and will at feas'''
Canada what one diplomat a11e^^ Ti
assured point of contact" in th : G;1,. i,I
sion. In November 1972, top )&^bj^ C1

both sides met in the first of the, on

annual meetings that contin ze

present and will probably be ^uPl'
by whatever form of consultati )n ism
tiated in the current round.

Parallel to the Dupuy n issia^at i,,
Senate Standing Committee )n 1: ^r
Affairs undertook its own stu, 1y. ^;€n
cluded, in a report dated July 19` ` at t,
there was "a serious informatior gaP^E,n
the Community in Canada". It iurr^Ii
mended that Ottawa press h<<rd #er,t
information office in Canada. 'I hérf `



efcre
Eu ropE
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h^ad
datth
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lue s.

accor

ortumiti
mu nitÿ;
seeg
cor.cen
ts. '1e
haî b

tep in 0
xpC nsio^ raia'^r :-Xavier Ortoli, President of the Commission of the European Communities,
1 b ' tlaz^ ,sit to Canada earlier this year during which he formally opened the office of the
le .tnd !lE lc ^ on f rom the Commission. While in Ottawa, Mr. Ortoli met with the Prime
I that ^,lilzjs r and attended a round-table discussion chaired by Secretary of State for
;ain am tF r,^ cl Affairs Allan J. MacEachen and attended by the Minister of Energy, Mines
rier ^ 1, 71f I d t Trade and Commerce and the Minister of

Ur der;

l r,ources, t e anaster of n us ry, ,nu Iti
,gricû iure. He is shown here at the press conference held at the end of his visit.

I

Affr:irs, Feced"nt for that in the large Community
lun 19i ce'; n Washington. With subsequent

k specia[-P^^og-1 e, the mission has become fully
)t k^+ena lplon5atic and, in fact, opened towards

arrs nger''e en ',' of 1975.

ie t ime ti^ithout fanfare, various proposals

nis: ion Lére (lbated after the Dupuy mission. A
e C omn;lefer°ntial trade agreement, one that
V tc nor^"t1Id discriminate against the United
ialf A aljtatc-s',and other trading partners, was
:esman f'.ever considered. Canada actually sub-

R^itfed1a draft of a bland agreement thatit ecog
ind i t't ^ the most-favoured-nation (MFN)de^'
t es, abL^P0V1:`'1°ns both Canada and The Nine

^if:ally subscribed to under the Generalin i s ex ' reE
Went on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).;he ^

u^^ would become meaningful only ifat Ieastbe
( - " A}l,T crumbled.

at alle This is the agreement described byn th : 1`;
acEachen in his last report on the

tQp )ffi"
t of ^.bjeci^on October 22, 1974, to the Com-

thezf5
tanding Committee on Externalntin ze l and National Defence. However,

be ^uPl^at ;nstrument became passé when Prime
Itati ^n is ér Trudeau went to Brussels soon
• f terwaï^ds and agreed with the Europeans
y IT issin©3t i t,

hid not accomplish much.
tee )n `

Th^e winter of 1974 became the gesta-
stu, ly ;n period for the new, improved model

July 19' at th^ Prime Minister was able to define
atior gaP 1en he completed his second visit to
da". It urrTéJ in March 1975. No general agree-
ss h<<rd ent wds possible, he told a London au-
ia. 'I hérf !

dience, owing to the uncertainty of the
pace of European integration: "What can
be done is to create a mechanism that will
provide the means (i.e. the `Link') and the
obligation (i.e. `Contractual') to consult
and confer, and to do so with materials
sufficiently pliable and elastic to permit
the mechanism to adapt in future years to
accommodate whatever jurisdiction the
European Community from time to time
assumes."

The parties have since agreed to dress
up an agreement providing .for economic
and commercial co-operation in the broad
sense of sketching objectives and inten-
tions rather than making any immediate
undertakings. Thus, one of the articles
under. considerâtion would provide the
framework for joint co-operation in dis-
covery, extraction, processing and market-
ing of energy and other raw materials and
resources. That provision alone could
mean much or little, depending on a whole
range of factors.

Some form of restatement of MFN
principles from the GATT is taken for
granted. Also probable are provisions for
information and technology exchanges,
joint industrial ventures, and trade and
information missions.

The negotiators are also working on
the actual machinery of consultation. The
final document will probably contain an

Statement
of objectives
and intentions
rather than
undertakings
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Bilateral
agreements
will continue
as before

article in which the parties undertake to
give sympathetic consideration to any
representation the other party may make
concerning any aspect of their relations.
An initial five-year term has been sug-
gested, and diplomats on both sides agree
that it will take. as long to measure the

value of the agreement.

Cynicism easy
What does it all really mean? At this early
stage, it is easy to be cynical, but also
superficial and premature. For instance,
the parties have consulted at a high level
t year for four years Consultations

conservation-conscious. It is more

ested in identifying markets to hel;, '

small- and medium-sized manufa-'tuY
finished goods win a larger stake ir !
world's biggest market. Howevei, thf
terests could be complementary it egl,
of consumergoods could be macle tt'
pand at a substantially faster rate
those for raw materials.

The European interest i: rn^
economic, the Canadian mainly polif
Canada will be left with its engag eme^
the Community at an early st^: ge ofi,
development, which the U.S. does notl

wzce a
and, perhaps, because of its sl<eer

will now become obligatory. Europe has does not need. The Link is thus me^,

long been a prime trade target, and mis- beginning.

sions, fairs and promotions have been
It is for Canada the most stbsta

b f the Link existed three exercise of the Third Option. It i

Ever

_11- 1.
the

had visited ana ia - -• RLS}l
f based trade staff are option that is based on Europea i in,

regular. Even- e ore ^
Community information-seeking missions exercise in separate identity, a vay 1

C d' n industries Twenty North American integration. [t is

per cent of the oreign- -
already situated in the CommunityNow tion. Prime Minister Trudeau and mor

;}ülù^
those activities will be backed by a piece MacEachen have both praised t: ie idtne,^c,

of paper. The British and French have European unity. ^con
seen to it that existing and new bilateral Much more, the Link wi,1 n^tlé

agreements will continue as before. The Canada in that unity, or lack of un^i the

Link will not supersede them.
the extent that it allows the Cc=mn C{ u^

One can visualize circumstances in to extend the level of its area if (^, uarfi

which an obligation to consult on economic
tence. This has been taken int ) a:^?i/

C 'on in its suppc rt i, F- t

S ore o r
are attractive and the Link may eventually year - there will be some fanfr.re>^lev

lead to better access to them. At present, ada intended to,convey the im aolty^, (,r

t f aw materials Canada's resources tions are completed - proba . ^r .l
Europe is a continent without a vast consciousness. Perhaps. when t le rth

bl, - lati^

Canadian, with its several jurisdictions of adventure for Canada in i. ^ro;;r

and one central bureaucracy. totally failed so far to reach the ^ ti^,v
n^

European, is not unhke Europe to e is a cer g •t E ut tl: y

U.S. has 80 per cent). Canada, to the version of relations may e we ar,s

th tain si nificance and the Po^eli.

discretion. (T e y p
per cent of foreign direct investment. The militarily and economically, an I sOgiû

b lc ^me

beheved to operate with wi e po

h 't re resents 15 They too are highly dependent )n t^rétit^
d -.1-C o attrac ions m a re mc:nt

ar y mv
un àu.tipiReview Agency is of concern because it is Yet many in the Coin]

f t' lation wit l

1 1 est--nt The Foreign Investment seekrng to embark on an a u I,el^i

the web of regu a ions g
erning commercial activity, and particu- hardly a good omen for a thi •d

A er ture

1 t and le islation gov- to have lost its air of a ven u.. 3 94e
looking to Canada for more clarification of Leo Tindemans reporte Et

d t r°"7`

Tangible examples of activities are has lost its vrsion. Ad NV

readily forthcoming. The Europeans are prospects recently, Belgian Prin e ^l,^trozi
d. «Eu.ope

many, who came to t awa r }^ rs

mission in Washington. begin. According to most repor s, rhe 1
Looking ah ad R`' °

mission is Curt Hei enrerc
0 t f om the cise in foreign relations that i:, abL.,^

will be handling inf^rmation. The head of pace of further integration. o ^tU I^l
h of West Ger- tions could extend to the pione ^rinn^

ties. Four members of the total staff of 14 among its mem er coun r
Th

5rou t
e re

is being placed on its information activi- united and that grave reserva i< 0,(- j,
b t ies Am

doubt that the permanent mission of the en us as

Community in Ottawa is the fruit of the sisting as it does of committed Euro; ^uro^

Link diplomacy, even if it is not part of integrationistsand idealists. to Re'

the agreement.
Part of its role will be to facilitate Reservations remain

activities under the agreement. Emphasis Canada must realize that Euripe,
t

lt f
ns n

or a misunderstanding. And there is no the appom e a ^e
th tic arm of the Commi: nity,,

matters affecting each other mrght well by the ommissi bods^'
prevent a serious deterioration in relations opening of negotiations. In M RY m^in^

t d Commission is the

it should be noted that Ottawa is very the new conception. ,
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nada's developing relations
th the Europe of "Eighteen"

â' n-Yves Grenon

-,,da, a largely European country"-
Count Sforzo G. Sforza, Assistant Secretary-
General of the Council of Europe

since our country began to make a

and has a wider sphere of activity than

r< al ^"tiort to diversify its contacts within
tlie amework of the "Thi.rd Ôption",

Caiiè üans, particularly those in the busi-
nc.5s; j,orld, have been learning more and

ru and mor' about the European "Nine", with

l t: ie idr' ^üll: Ottawa has, in fact, undertaken to
nego', .ate a general agreement .of major

wi1kïï ^éon4-mic importance. However, we know
of ulp'.^ttlejor nothing about the "other" Europe,
C" the- l 8 democratic states making up the

.a )f a E,Ct'urici1 of Europe, which has its head-
int ) a° .;quarters in Strasbourg, despite the fact
?pc rt frF th3f iit is the oldest postwar European
m^.ny r' bods^3 and organizes joint programs in

is thf. man^ fields - excluding defence - that

mi nitÿ,afie` man and his environment. With its
ed Eu 18 , r4ember countries, the Council of

Ëurcipe covers a larger area - from Ankara
to Re!ykjavik, with 320 million inhabitants

am ^i,her European political organization.
ur pe ^`lt fo^k Canada a long time to recognizeatic ns g ^ t}1e

valuees ibou lue of seeking ties with this large

Pho ;e re^ ,̂rou^of countries, but we now seem ready
oIto Inuve quickly.

one ^rina

it i:. a6*`irstorganization
por ts,

K P17e C`ouncil of Europe was born in 1949
ah ad ^ol Nr^^ stern Euro e'sp general desire for

?rin e hl ^truzig^r ties, and even for a United States
`Eu: We r,f Éu)o e which was called for as early as
ztui e. 7;1 946 }^ÿ Winston Churchill in his Zurich
thi 'd 6^^^,i^. The historic Congress of Europe,.due tute^ej^t

# The Hague in 1948 under the
omi Cil !

au,^p,ces of the so-called "federalist" move-
wit lUhic-nts

tt
J expressed similar sentiments. In

ent >nresponre to a proposal by France and Bel-
an s°' iûm, a ten-nation study committee met in

welc 3ma^ans, jate in 1948. The French and the
1 the po43el;ians advocated a formula based on
it. put tb,^rt)

sreysive integration and a deliberative
ach the' ^5ev1llly, while the British would go no
en tle n^rtherlthan to suggest some kind of more
babl laf-^r l{;^; continuing diplomatic conference.
fanfr.re,qj(;y epentually arrived at a compromise

.e im )Olt-av cr^^ting a European organization that

was called not the European Union but the
Council of Europe, and was based on a
consultative assembly and a ministerial
committee. Symbolically, Strasbourg, at
the very heart of war-ravaged Europe, was
chosen as the headquarters. The constitu-
tive Statute, negotiated in the form of a
treaty, was signed in London on May 5,
1949, by representatives- of the ten found-
ing members - France, Britain, Belgium,
the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Italy, Ire-
land, Denmark, Norway and Sweden -,
which were followed by Greece, Turkey,
Iceland, the Federal Republic of Germany,
Austria, Cyprus, Switzerland and Malta.
The Statute aims at closer union in order
to safeguard those ideals and principles
that are the heritage of all Europeans. The
first European organization had been
born, and the European flame burned
brighter than ever. That first assembly
was later to inspire the creation of other
parliamentary assemblies, such as those of
the European Coal and Steel Community
(ECSC), the European Economic Com-
munity (EEC) and the Western European
Union (WEU). Internal developments in
Spain and Portugal suggest that both
countries will soon meet the requirements
for membership of the Council.

As Counsellor at the embassies of Canada
in Belgium and Luxembourg since 1972,
Jean-Yves Grenon has o f ten represented
Canada at the Council of Europe in Stras-
bourg. He joined the Department of
External Affairs in 1953, and has served in
Italy, Chile, Venezuela and Senegal. In
Ottawa, he was Chief of the Treaty Section
and Director of the Division of African
Affairs (francophone and Maghreb). Dur-
ing the academic year 1971-72, he was
seconded to the University of Montreal
as a Foreign Service Visitor. The views
expressed in this article are those of
Mr. Grenon.
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European
thought and action
promulgated
at Assembly

Council different from the ot er
t th t the Assembly's commissions to disc,! is

The Council of Europe is composed of
up by committees of experts crom

two main bodies: a Parliamentary Assem-
various countries. It adopts con:mon

t rs assisted icies and sends resolutions to tte va^

by a ec
h ter- together the mirusters and the hearretariat at rea y

bly and a Committy of Mims
`]Vh 11 makes the governments. An annual conferer :ce f,;

work program and the conventions drawn law. Thé originality of the E Ys ,

governmental organizations is the fac a

the Assembly is composed not of govern-
question of major importance. I, mu, gQver

ment representatives but of parliamenta-
admitted that the Assembly : omef l indâ

rians from each country. The Assembly is
clashes with the Committee of Vhnr

the first European parliament, and perhaps
criticizing them for failing to go is fa cil

international arliament; it brings as fast as it wishes on intergov-^rmE nght^
the first mt p n
together 147 parliamentarians and sym- questions. The conception of y ohtic

bolizes a new approach, the representation
the art of the possible has a cL=ar a Ir

of peoples, not governments. Even though cation here. with

it has no legislative power, it promotes
The Secretariat is small - Iiare15 of't

European ideals by adopting resolutions
officers, compared to 7,000 in the IF road

and by presenting the Committee of
mission for the European Comr zumt ` V;^^

Ministers with recommendations that, but does work of a high standarc: . Its1 the {
idejc;

because of the high priority given to im-
task, that of serving the Assemb y an

proving the "quality of life", are often
Committee of Ministers, is a dE hcate^,,,trea#

fir;t
surprisingly bold and original. Even though

thankless one. With perseveran(e, it

it is only a consultative body, the Assem-
ages to run the Council's gener< I prr , süïce

bly acts, nevertheless, as an initiator,
efficiently, but the initiatives it taWso aci

communicating to others its enthusiasm
sometimes considered too idealis ic a W1 t11

for European unity. It is, in fact, a "lab-
not accepted immediately. Tt e G1em.

oratory" for new ideas. It meets three
also has offices in Paris and Bru.sels , f;S

±times a year and once with the European
éd. 11

Parliament. Its 13 special commissions sit
Work of the Council of Euro;.)e pnhlic

more often. The Assembly deals, among While most international or^ a64^r6vé

other things, with all major international have a more-or-less-clearly defi red sr,c^6'iznt

problems of the day, thus making Stras-
of activity assigned to them, tlte m6?'dirï<

bourg a useful listening-post. It is no
states of the Council agreed to set u^ti'cr

surprise that many statesmen - Churchill, organization that could concern itseOiawi

Robert Schuman, Spaak, Senghor, Ade- virtually all areas of humai . acm tt?t

nauer, De Gasperi and U Thant, to men- Essentially, the Council's aim is t^,onsc . 1

tion only a few - have addressed the prove the quality of life and ,o dO^I( p^t

Assembly because it is an excellent plat- human values in Europe. The task^thér

form for the promulgation of European major one and will take a lo,lg ^rÉ 1^E

thought and action. The current Secretary- carry out, because of the marked diffe^ F

General of the United Nations, Kurt among the 18 states involved. _ lard..' (jt,gÎ

Waldheim, is to speak at the next session the Council been founded tha 1, in
ç^nvé

of the Assembly, in May. wishing to deal with the mo t Pr',.., '

It is the function of the Committee of postwar problems, it adopted , Ean?een

Ministers to follow up the Assembly's Convention on Human Right s. FaI3t`cl

recommendations at the government level. first time, such an instrument kirovid^^'}1h^çei
The Committee, a diplomatic body in the effective guarantee of basic lik erti^ducs

traditional mould, is composed of the one has served ever since as an egaa^^^

ministers of foreign affairs from all 18 other areas of the world. All me nber^e^l^

member states. Each minister appoints a of the Council are bound by t le G^tion

delegate, usually of ambassadorial rank, tion, which has succeeded in t ansfa

who also acts as permanent representative the general principles of th( U?^e r"

in Strasbourg. The ministers meet twice a Declaration of Human Rights 194 ^1e

year; the delegates, for roughly one week genuine legal obligations enfi•rcedI"n-

every month. Furthermore, the Committee Commission and a Court; bot a of "un
^ent

has, over the last few years, promoted the are independent bodies, and b? thc` ir i

organization of ministerial conferences in mittee of Ministers. It shoul t bE ncÉ

fields such as education, the environment, that, in most of the member co mti^-4n }

justice, culture, land use, family life and person alleging that a contra cti],4 e` tti

labour. As a general rule, the Committee has violated the Convention in sŸ

has the decision-making powers required proceedings before the Comm ;C^oa ^«h

to resolve all questions involving the At the time, the "direct imp ^tter
Council. The scope of its political activity Convention represented a mos ç""ârtl

is extensive. In particular, it approves the development in the field of irtt!téP of
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s trom

on:mon
tI e va

rer :ce l; "
lie heai r
to disc,' is
.I,mU

seen in the fact thattwo bodies are
,ared to make rulings: the Commit-
-Jinisters, which is political, and the
which is judicial. The flexibility of
mula has proved most effective, as
:n by the great number of inter-
nental and individual matters of all

i: omer l,lndi brought before the Commission.

)f ^41n' ,<<Ir',r er, of all the activities of the Coun-
;o as fa-' cil o^ Europe, the protection of human
ov^rm^; is probably the one with which the
f 1'oliti, man i the street is most familiar.

clear o` j,-eryone has noticed the blue signs
`he circle of gold stars, emblematic

- I harely of thÉ Council of Europe, on the approach
in the (? road',,-o thousands of European towns and
mn zunh Alwy, that have been "twinned" under
arc. Itsr the ouncil's aegis. This is tangible ev-
mb'-y ai jdenc of the desire of the "Eighteen" to

dE licate:strën;â then European consciousness by
-an(e, it fir-t ?developing human contacts. Ever
ier< I pro^^ce, r t was founded, the Council has been
s it takFso acive that, at one time, it was dealing
alis,ic at with <.lmost every major European prob-
Tre Ci^lem. Thus it was in Strasbourg that the

3ru.sels, ^(;5and the EEC projects were launch-
Ed. l t reover, with the help of the Council,

rro;:)e ^uljlihealth standards have been im-
or^ anizhprove _, social law in the various European^,_:

iefi;red s^^rzn`Gies is moving towards greater co-
i, tite m4din<ïtion ( even unification), and an edu-
I to set ^ati'çnàl and cultural policy is on the
ern itsell!lïâwing-board, while efforts are continuing
mar a^n thi^ areas of the environment, nature
aim is t`onservation, the preservation of Europe's
nd :,o d^rchitéctural heritage, crime prevention,
The tastïciéncë policy, development aid and many

i lo.: ig t,#ther5 ,^ and appropriate recommendations

,ked differ?rÉ be?ng made to governments.

ad. -, lard' i Am even clearer demonstration of the
tha i, inpo^nc^l.s work may be found in the 84
mo ,t prF°nven)aons and agreements that have
ed r Eu^jePn rirawn up ( others are being nego-

ight Fri3fe(}) covering a wide range of subjects,
snt k^rovii?^}1 ,Ds adoption, social security, phar-
c lik ertie ^ac^u^ cal products, cultural affairs,
s an eganVducation, freedom of movement, commu-

1 me nberk'catiols, arbitration in the private sector,

by t ie C het?ea ceful settlement of differences, extra-

in t ansf lit ion, the transportation of livestock and

th( Urs e eOmmon passport for young people.

-hts 1948.. e`'jèial Charter deserves special men-

enfi rcedf"n- U should also be noted that the
bof a of^"uncil; is working towards the establish-

nd b?t0llent.. (1f a highly-developed European
hoult beV dlc'`}I' community, which, in many in-
er co mtri^aIIces„ goes beyond the mere harmoniza-

c^n of Idws. In short, it is the search for aontr^ c^^^e^
térn morality and a hi her

m 'Y'
g quality of

feon
reflected in this very impressive:)mm_. ssio,

,, Vtw0rM, of European conventions. The
'Mp;c`. Ytterare distinguished by the high stan-mos ` â

rel of the many expert committees, made
of ir tt!' p of répresentatives from all 18 countriesthe E ystE ;

who come to Strasbourg on a regular basis
in order to work together. The Council
invites persons who are authorities in
particular fields to sit on these committees.

In addition, the Council organizes
conferences and seminars that are often
multidisciplinary in format and thus bring
together personalities from Europe and
elsewhere who are in the forefront of
modern developments and modern ideas.
The Council lends its support to the
European Science Foundation, set up
recently in Strasbourg. It should be added
that the review Ici l'Europe, its supple-
ments and the Council's other specialist
publications are of considerable interest.

At the crossroads
With the birth of the Common Market
and the emergence of a new order of
relations among The Nine, who make up
half the Council - not to mention the
financial, administrative, judicial and
other means at the Communitÿ's disposal
-, the Council was bound to take stock of
the situation and reflect upon its own role.
It should, indeed, be noted that the
dynamics of European integration -
excluding defence questions - are today
generated by two main sources: Brussels,
for general economic and other related
problems, and Strasbourg, for basic human
rights, the quality of life and a greater
measure of social justice. It is perhaps an
overgeneralization to speak of a Europe
with two centres, for intergovernmental
relations are, in reality, more subtle and
more complex. It would also be an over-
simplification to see Strasbourg as no
match for the giant in Brussels.

Nevertheless, it seems clear that the
Council's role as a unifying force has, to a
large extent, been assumed - for half its
members, The Nine - by the vast appara-
tus that the European Economic Commu-
nity has become. After the EEC was en-
larged, the Council of Europe found itself
at the crossroads, as it were, and it has
since been trying to adapt to new realities.
The Council had the good sense to keep
as its main activities those it could per-
form. more effectively than any other
European organization, thereby avoiding
any unnecessary duplication or dissipation
of effort. Accordingly, on January 24, 1974,
the Committee of Ministers resolved that
the Council should concentrate its efforts in
a certain number of areas such as the pro-
motion of human rights, social problems
such as that of migrant workers, educa-
tional and cultural co-operation, questions
relating to youth, public health, nature
conservation, the human environment,
land use, regional and municipal co-

Two main sources
for generation
of European
integration



operation, the harmonization of laws in
intergovernmental organizations,

particular sections and crime prevention. the General Agreement on TErü

f the solution while it is Trade, the International Bank foi
The text o

h ld nevertheless be read construction and Development N.!.,

out what the role of the Council of Europe a vanou , 1

is going to be.
the OECD, the EEC, the EFTA thtfen .

UNESCO submit activity } epol

rather long, ou
attentively by those who want to find

the WEU and the ICEM, are re3resi.r

t meetings while othera Si'.

office in Brussels to provide liaison with the Assembly.

to speak. Many non-governmental and other ministers, the Leader o
Cultural Co-operation and have the right Secretary of State for Extern

f'tho^'n

diplomatic representatives from various
nate
ident y. of

ma
thea

,
Parliamentary As, e6,

countries attend sessions of the Assembly, »i
officially welcomed to Ottawa : n F

while experts from certain countries take
Gpart regularly in the work of specialist 1975. He had talks with th, lt t

committees such as the Committee on
General, the acting Prime NiAsl

globe to speak before the a., iamen y years, in Ottawa and Stras" our
Assembly. Parliamentary delegations and 1 S +- G Vedovato the^`N

}

p h^,1
Romania, Yugoslavia and Finland, which 1971. It was this meeting. thai led'
are not members, and with non-European current arrangements whereby dele
countries, especially Canada, the United

<<ü
from the Parliamentary Asser lbly

States, Japan, Australia, New Zealand and Council of Europe and from the
Israel. People come from all parts of the ment of Canada exchange visit 3 eN'

P l tar •^1^e

institutions in the various European com-
munities and make it easier to co-ordinate
the work being done in the two "European
capitals". In short, the Council has shown
vitality and flexibility in the way it has
adapted to a different context from that of

the Fifties and Sixties. Moreover, the

Council's. work program, significantly en-

titled L'Homme et le milieu européen, is

an extremely interesting document, re-
flecting the new policy' trends that were
anxiously awaited in Strasbourg.

Besides making some indispensable

changes .of a functional nature, the Coun-

cil, spurred on by its new Secretary-

General, Georg Kahn-Ackermann, and

many parliamentarians, is endeavouring to
increase its influence in the area of foreign
policy. It is not without a certain envy
that the Council's other members watch
The Nine consult one another regularly
and even work together on the major
international questions, and this is why
the idea has been proposed of systematic

consultation among The Eighteen at the
level of the Committee of Ministers. In
the lobbies, there has even been talk of
setting up, amongst The Eighteen, an
equivalent of the "Davignon procedure".
The idea has by no means been fully
elaborated, and not all The Nine seem to
be enthusiastic, but it could gain more
support, if one is to judge, for example,
by the concrete steps taken at the CSCE
and the fact that the Council would like
to participate in future developments.

While the Council of Europe is not a

bloc and has never been inward-looking,
over the last four or five years it has been
visibly increasing its contacts with Euro-
ean countries such as Spain, Portugal,
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More recently, the Council set up an and ^nns

gi qr;
"Largely European" . cEnï^
According to Count S. G. Si orz jcii,,11

Assistant Secretary-General, sahot ,j ,;,
quoted at the outset, Strasbou: g r^^rks

Canada as "a largely-European cowÿlti(,ï
The fact remains that it has ake^'},,ll,
countrysome time to become intere i;till
the activities of the Council cf E
but it seems probably that, mdE1^ }}i;

,3Geimpetus of its new Europe, -n
Ottawa will try to make up for Iosf
The Consulate General recent.y o,; 5
in Strasbourg should make quit e a, r,t i
icant contribution, especially a; th )b d(
in charge, Ambassador Michel 'xa ^ur^^
a very experienced diplomat. Bi -.:1'::
1965 and 1973, the Canadian dele saia
to the OECD established certar.i cooio(li(
mainly at the time that Org-rni+nt
annual report was being submit ted ^Fm
Council of Europe, but such cor tact^_^rc,
very superficial. As from. Jam ary din
following an exchange of diplon atic^ivH.
it became the responsibility of tr e Erl;{3

in Brussels to maintain liaisol:
Council. Ambassador Jules Lét er
successor, Lucien Lamoureux, w)rke^li
to improve relations with Strasl our't f^

While these contacts were '^,)ein^^utie
at the Government level, Canac ian ,M7
mentarians were taking the ini tiat:P
establishing lasting ties with he ; rlia
mentary Assembly. In 1969, a largl '1'

gation of Members of Parli;.merr ^')Ij

Senators, under the joint chair nanitül

the Honourable Paul Marti? i an n a

Honourable Donald Macdonal( i, m^"

initial visit to Strasbourg; p irlVa''I

rians of the Council of Europ :, f(
^J t

part, made an official visit to an,



tions, s,;U2,
ri Tarif$io_
Bank foi 1,
ment 1

r^ o

Leader of the New Democratic
,I other figures.
tor Vedovato also met the Speak-
th Houses of Parliaxnerit, and as

Xe reoxei r ^ï _,f these meetings it was agreed
zerrs, su{xaf., adian Parliamentarians should

FTA,
vity } ep^nG

hrri^^

, (1ti
eeen t;

s. Siorz^cri,i{^
al, saho^
.sbou:. g 4arks^
pean couIIatru,
has akE1, }, ir',

ne int.ere;i
icil cf
iat, )-ind ^̂i^
ropern V,;,ïsë^

r be invited to all plenary ses-
the Assembly,' and should have
to speak and submit memoranda

'dons of common interest. This
announced agreement on the par-
i of Canadian Parliamentarians in
of the Parliamentary Assembly

u extremely important stage in
between Canada and the Council

3e. It provides for observer status

it name, because, in its present

^ Council Statute does not permit

g more. The Speakers of both
confirmed the agreement by send-

p for Iosj^j;i d'. 'agation of Parliamentarians to the
ecent.y oiI7 5 11.II session, which was devoted in

quit e 44 the OECD report of its activities.
illy a; thEj,c, rffi -^gation was led by Senator Maurice
ichel Cami^urt^"é ,, and included G. W. Baldwin,
omat. B P. ,I ^ f d M. Prud'homme, M.P. It should
than dele s^^i{^ hat Mr. Baldwin was involved in
:ertai:i coL,iihcic exchanges prior to the establish-
. Org-rni+ni 6' .:ormal arrangements, having been
ubmit ted^aemlr,er of the 1969 and 1971 delegations.
h cor tacr ri,cently, other Parliamentarians, in-
Jam iary, chng^`. Senator Lamontagne, played an

liplon aticrtivé i art in the Council's parliamentary
7 of th e Enjt] wi ntific conference, held in Florence
liaisol: Ri C N(vember. The theme of the confer-
^s Léter wie -- `Science and the Future of Euro-
mx, w)rkeI li 11 n" - is the kind of topic that could
Strasl ourg`l fa to interest Canada. Plans for
were '^,,eini?utici parliamentarians to visit Canada
Cana( ian ^1 ^ 7 6 are being studied.
he ini viatit IV}ile relations between Canadian
with he ?li?»?'ntarians and their counterparts in
169, a Ia*c' Ei,4hteen are now well-established and

Parli;.mer'. illë extent institutionalized, contacts
chair na0 i i»:j to the Council's intergovern-

VIarti? all i) Iactivities are more recent and less

donal(l, m^'^"c'°d• It is interesting to note, in this

.rg; p irlial,a''cl,'-hat, during the October 1975 ses-

Europ , fa77 •^ I'p Assembly adopted a recommen-
sit to CanO'!t' directed to the Committee of
g, thal, led'T17'1 c'I's - inviting Canada to become
ereby deldrf' ciosely involved in those Council
Asser iblyk"`li' ^5 that were of mutual interest.
from the ''1' 1"' ht almost say, indeed, that Europe
e visits ev"^' ^W111g"offered to us on a plate! Thus,

Strasl our"^'^ ^S'ars to come, Canada will presum-
ovato, the'. }?nvited to sit as an observer on a
ry As, em "}k'r 4 1 expert committees and take part
;tawa n Ff-'nF'2 :ences and other activities of com-
ith th e Gf^` "'terest. Moreover, if one reads the
me N inisf^ri I work program for the 'next few

cternaï AtIr" ')ie realizes that such areas are not

der of the ^'n;T. Ilast October, in fact, the Secreta-i

riat drew up an interesting provisional Est
of them for Canadian Parliamentarians.

A senior official at the Secretariat
thought that Canada should be invited to
Strasbourg whenever it felt that European
experience in a particular area was likely
to concern it directly and whenever Cana-
dian experience in a given sector would be
of help to the Europeans of the Council of
Europe in their work. This is a relatively
simple and flexible principle, upon which
Canada and the Council could base future
intergovernmental relations in a syste-
matic way, each side in turn using it to
considerable advantage - provided, of
course, that we could be as good as our
word, and were prepared to respond to
invitations. There is, therefore, an increas-
ing need for a full inventory of iCouncil
activities in order to identify the ones that
are likely to be of interest to the federal
and provincial governments. It should be
noted that a number of Council activities
touch on areas coming under provincial
jurisdiction in Canada. The possibility
therefore exists of a measure of valu-
able federal-provincial co-operation, about
which we could be thinking in concrete
terms.

In the last few years, Canada has
been represented on several expert
committees concerned with such legal
problems as treaty law, the fight against
terrorism, the responsibility of producers,
relations between states and international
organizations, and economic obstacles pre-
venting access to civil justice. We have
also shown interest in the work The
Eighteen have been doing in such areas as
legal information, penal justice, science
policy and the environment. The Environ-
mental Impact Assessment Centre of the
Department of the Environment is also
interested in the work being done in
Strasbourg. Canada was a close observer
at the recent multi-disciplinary round-
table conference on twentieth-century
prospects and long-term European per-
spectives. For the first time, our country
has been invited to the conference of
(European) ministers of the environment,
to be held in Brussels in March 1976 under
the auspices of the Council of Europe -
a very important development. The con-
ference of planning ministers that is to
take place in Rome during the fall of
1976 may also be useful; the conference
on the evolution of democratic institutions,
set for the spring of 1976, should be of the
utmost interest to us; and the Amsterdam
conference on the preservation of architec-
tural heritages has also caught the atten-
tion of Canadian specialists. The Council
of Europe, for its part, will take part in

Canadian
interest
in work
of Eighteen
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Habitat 76 in Vancouver. It should also
be noted that, over the last few years, the
directors of all the divisions of the Depart-
ment of External Affairs concerned with
European matters have made fact-finding
visits to Strasbourg. In short, the idea of
closer co-operation at the intergovern-
mental level is also gaining ground.

Closer relations
The preceding remarks are merely an in-
troduction, and the following ideas are
intended to form a basis for consideration
of the future development of our relations
with Strasbourg.

As we have seen, the conventions and
agreements .signed under the aegis of the
Council of Europe involve a variety of
subjects, largely relating to the protection
of human rights and the improvement of
the quality of life. They may be signed by
non-member countries and, _ as has been
pointed out many times, Canada should
give serious thought to the possibility of
adhering to some of these accords - for
example, those relating to patents, tele-
vision, adoption and mutual assistance in

penal matters.
The Council's European Youth Cen-

tre in Strasbourg is ideally equipped for
meetings and conferences and has a fine
library, to which Canada has already given
a few basic works. In the future, contacts
could be established between the Centre
and Canadian youth organizations wishing
to share their experiences with the young
people of Europe. The Canada Council and
other foundations could perhaps encour-
age Canadian researchers to go to Stras-
bourg to study the information material
to be found there; they would certainly be
well received, and would enjoy a most
rewarding experience. The possibility of
arranging educational visits for young
graduates, as the Commission of the Euro-

pean Communities does in Bruss4ls,
also be considered. In the samc co,
centres for European stûdies iil Ca thi4
would benefit by acquiring more ce;f slaÏ^

h

C
documentation on The Eighteen, It R"n tFi^
also be desirable for our Europaan 1
correspondents to take more ititere, Aust^i
the Council's activities, which tlteyc dônfJ1 ^
certainly find to be a mine of in_ orma parïn ?
information. terLn^

Prhthe Council of Euoeaps pe,intü l,
that it is "open to the world", wid oneĵ  a^il
grant certain "largely European"
such as Canada the status of "xlerma;2r:,,

observer", similar to the status the 0^heÎdÉ

ization of American States ias tIt
conferring since 1971 on certain cow^^^,]
with a keen interest in its actist,,1r;,,

Canada, Belgium, the Federal R epub^t
Germany, France, Guyana, Israel,
Japan, Portugal, Spain and th e NE cvéra4,
lands. With the future in mind ther a,s ii
example merits serious considE ratmi&,, rJ
the Council of -Europe, even t ioug .
formula would necessitate an a nench^vorl,-i
to the 1949 Statute. There are rr rny it `is

dians - Parliamentarians in particr'i,hat
:aüv¢Fn<i(léwho would welcome such an init

In short, there can be no coubt^l^^f

if Canada wishes to increase it 3 cor^^^r

with Western Europe, it has eve ^y infflf tei•a

in following the work of the E;ounr
Europe more closely. Moreovei , th `°ci

in my view, no greater or more rei ,'̂
re,t^i

tative political forum in Weste °n E, ^ht

for putting forward the Canadii n p,'( É,]

view at the Parliamentary leve'
is surely approaching when he 1^,e

Minister of Canada or the S E cret^hot,

State for External Affairs wil mko1Îa1>^

official visit to Strasbourg to p reser)oIitic

general lines of our foreign po3icy F;)n rua
stress the increasing importance it',

on the new forward-surging E irop^^^
cld tc

`tVe^t
't^iIleri

Social partnership protects
Austria from economic woé,
By W. L. Luetkens

The only true economic miracle occurred
in Austria - after all, the Germans had to
work for theirs. Thus runs a piece of self-
irony and self-knowledge much appre-
ciated by Austrians. The facts behind the
little joke are impressive.
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.-the English-speaking world as
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nomic performance since the war,
dly surprising that the notion of

-trtnership, which has been de-
furthest in Austria, should have

I Repub^t,-6râ(' considerable international atten-
Israel, e Organization for Economic Co-
the Ne;operaj. ;r and Development ( OECD) itself

ind. thef^S ;; -_ igued, and sponsored a study of
sidE ratioi6E. rian approach.
1 taouglt " ` we looking more closely at the

criai progress.

a a-nen^,varhi ; of social partnership in Austria,
e rrany^t I â:v- ell to look at some other factors

pa rticu' hat 1- ked in the country's favour. The
init ative^n ic^E^^ -.ate level of industrialization in

io è oubt^r̂ rt as left of Austria after the First
e it 3 cor^°Trd `War was to a great extent corrected

eve^yin'^fter+ 38, when Austria was annexed by

ie ( ,oun)^èrrni ;y. Heavy industry was established,

rvei thius `°e as a chemical industry.
e independence of the country was

iorc rep
e , st A `1 in 1945, but some of the factors

este cn E^h,rt )--ïeased industrial energies in West
adii n p('( E,rij1j ^

y were operative in Austria as
eve, , Tb^cll:,,^ und infrastructure and administra-
;n he 1G e I1,,actice, the existence of a skilled

SE gretla};n q^ force, and a tendency, after the
wil ma;Follai)i.,^ of the Third Reich, to eschew
to ) reseubpi^liticJ I distractions and to concentrate
po3 cy ^^n Î^iR

,ance it'
g E iropÇerin zny's neighbour

.^ ►.,

%cld te that the geographical proximity of
%VEst C=ermany, whose economic prosperity
-Piliod1 across the border into Austria.
ermü r tourists by the million brought

;none^into the country, and, since Austria
'ad at thriving network of small enter-
?r^ es in the tourist sector, in handicrafts
an(l 1i4zt industry, tourist spending had a
flore lâsting pump-priming effect than in
11ore p)^rimitive economies, such as those of
^Ome of the Caribbean islands.
` Tlâe German link was of help also to
V`anuF^icturing industry. To a large extent,

[Y
^ck5irLi sells German-style technology; its

rs, oo r.. . .
AW!}r-térs come into their own when theve,
përnajs are booming. Sometimes they are

ized nati;T(,lerred also for political reasons, espe-
a^ e^iall^ l} y

lev^ Is ' ^Y buers in Eastern Europe or the

Middle East - or, at any rate, Austrians
like to think so.

The Austrian situation has thus,
certain intriguing similarities to that of
Canada - West Germany is the elephant
with which Austria has to share a bed.
The situation can be uncomfortable, but is
indispensable to the economic success both
of Canada and of Austria. In the one case,
22 million people share the "life-style" of
210 million; in the other, 7.5 million people
share the "life-style" of 62 million. In both
cases, the cyclical and long-term economic
patterns of the smaller neighbour are in-
evitably heavily influenced by what hap-
pens to the larger. And, in both cases, the
industries of the two neighbouring states
are closely intertwined.

However, in the case of Austria, that
does not extend to the actual ownership of Thirty per cent
industry. Largely as a result of historical of Austrians
accident, about 30 per cent of all Austrians employed
in dependent employment work in the in public sector
publicly-owned sector, and 20 per cent of
the GNP is contributed by this sector.
Utilities, most primary industry including
steel, and also much of the engineering
industry, are owned either directly by the
state or indirectly through the state-owned
banks.

With some important exceptions
(principally the deficit-ridden railways),
these state-controlled businesses are ex-
pected, by and large, to comport them-
selves like privately-owned ones. In the
early years after the war, it was different:
a dual-pricing policy was pursued in order
to keep down the domestic price level; but,
as export markets became more difficult,
that idea had to be abandoned. Nonethe-
less, it can be argued that the publicly-
owned sector has contributed to the con-
sensus in the management of the Austrian
economy; the big battalions march under
one command, and, as will be explained,
the same is true of the trade union
movement.

Though the attempt to run the econo-
my on the basis of consent has a long his-
tory in Austria, it is by no means true that
it has always been so. Social conflict was
fierce indeed in the 1920s and 1930s, ac-

Mr. Luetkens is a member of the foreign
editorial staff of the Financial Times of
London. He has o f ten been intrigued by
certain similarities between the positions
of Canada and Austria. In this article,
expressing his own views, he explains how
Vienna has tackled inflation in a manner
very di f f erent f rom that of Ottawa. Mr.
Luetkens also contributed an article to the
July/August 1975 issue of International
Perspectives.
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Experience
of occupation
forged unity

tually leading to civil war in February
1934, when the Right, drawing its strength
largely from the agricultural community
and the petite bourgeoisie, crushed the

strong Socialist movement based upon

Vienna.
What followed were the semi-fascist

regimes of Engelbert Dollfuss and Kurt
Schuschnigg, which, in their unprepossess-
ing way, sought to overcome class conflict
by adapting to their needs Catholic social
thinking dating back to the second half of
the nineteenth century. Stripped of the
authoritarian elements attached to it by

"Austrofascism", Christian Social (not

Socialist!) thought has become a crucial
element in Austrian practice. But two new
elements have been added: a willingness
to compromise with the Socialists, who are
secular rather than anti-clerical and who,
in their turn, have largely abandoned their

doctrinal dedication to Marxism; and a

readiness to accept economic liberalism,
albeit in a modified form.

Reconciliation
The reconciliation between parties that
had been at each other's throats in the
1920s and 1930s found its most visible ex-
pression in the formation of a coalition
government, the so-called Grand Coalition,
which ruled Austria from the restoration
of independence in 1945 unti11966. Though
others also took part during the early
years, the main pillars of this "black-and-
red" coalition were the People's Party

(Oesterreichische Volkspartei or OeVP) -

successors to the Christian Social Party

- and the Socialists.
It was a unity forged by the experi-

ence of German occupation and the real-
ization that Austria, if it was to remain
independent, could not afford to fall back
into the conflicts of the interwar years.
During the period of the Grand Coalition,
the institutions of social partnership were

perfected. When the Grand Coalition
broke up, giving way to cabinets first of
the OeVP and then of the Socialists (with
the temporary adhesion of the smaller
bourgeois Freedom Party), these institu-
tions were not abandoned; on the contrary,
their importance may have grown, since
there was a strong feeling that national
unity must survive the end of coalition
government.

The origin of those institutions goes
back to the third quarter of the nineteenth

century, when the Austrian network of
chambers of industry and commerce were

set up. Unlike other countries, Austria
made membership in these chambers com-
pulsory upon industry and tradesmen.
Their function was to be a certain,self-
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regulation of business, and to prc:vide}1
ness with a means to make its v)ice t
by government. The chambers also
gated representatives to supervis-ory

of institutions such as the st ate•aN  concâ

railways.
In the 1920s, similar represen

bodies were set up for the farmErs an^Qf O
labour. The latter, the Arbeite -kamxf,^n;
(chambers of labour) were not c n alfy{rlvén^
tive to the trade unions; to th:s da^^^'^,A
trade unions negotiate wages w1thi-^jtQf^
employers who, for that purpo: e, ai a ér'rË^
ganized into a Federation of ;.ndmg,^,r^
Like the chambers of comrrerce bf:inrli
chambers of labour and the cbambfE
agriculture were intended to re1 resenWas

b ^
pl

interests of their mem ers a, a gas ,;
within the state; they providel, inga;Ïe 1 r11
the skeleton of a corporate sta e b,^^ràae
long as the trade unions were ir eglsillakin^
- that is, up to the present, . xceiri+l";hiï
the period from 1934 until 19z,) rrshl3
countervailing power prevented thatit pre^
eton from turning into the rea ityrl th

corporate state. ^
rcE'

Worker participation
A second institutional elemen; of
partnership is provided by worl ers' o legj
cipation, which dates back to th( esta^hé

ment of a Betriebsrat, or wor:.s ccüssic^i3{

for all but the smallest indus t ial ^et'^nt

prises. The councils are electt .d b f^ses.

white- and blue-collar employee. , anlsGCs
a right to consultation on a.l n^; a fil
affecting the labour force. Th s i0^gaü1
the right of veto over mass disn

o

"in i^

though that is rendered largely inno^ans i
by being subject to outside art itra6^1111ti

The precise influence of a^}'t
council is very much a matter of pJ,°ncf'
alities, but it has been said that. wbet^?] lier"
council is determined, it is alrr ost ^f t or

sible to run an enterprise r gainn
lcct

wishDuring the current decade, ;he"P' f`"'

tionalization of workers' partic: pati^°u?' t?
been completed by providing t iat, 'n Î}lË
larger businesses, one-third of the
visory board are representative: of1^^^5 ai
They are, therefore, in a 1:2 m no^^i^be
à-vis the shareholders' represe;ltati
a body that lays down long-t ^rrr iÎ r^ f
and appoints an executive bo rd

1171;'
the business. Unlike the Ger nan cther
unions, those in Austria hav( PIi ; No
not to go for parity and for a : 01, )J (;ct'
executive board, arguing that si ch^^truj,
ture would inevitably lead to '011f'onf Oi1P^s
interest. i+t illt,

Yet, given the wide sprec:d
ownership in industry, the Sot ia1'•
in practice, deeply involved in i ts t
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st ate•i `conce:

ave their representatives in the
rient of these industries, and like-
trade unions are involved on the
-aeurial side through their owner-
bank and a number of industrial

I
q je union organization in Austria

sent^js ^;;,3 centralized: the prewar structure
nErs ani,Qf rf;r, Aing labour organizations of dif-
:te -kam,'{er,p^ eological and party loyalties has
t^naliryen., ,.y to one Austrian Trade Union
th s daieder; on, the OesterreichischerGewerk-
es witû1^^tQ
3o: e, at.are° rë,

.,_end or OeGB. Its member unions

%r little more than branches of the
f;nd%qgë&r on, one for each industry or group
nn ere bf lnri }ries. Power resides at the centre.
cr ambf E se are the structures.upon which
reI resenWap]s .:ed in 1957, as the coping-stone,
a: a lt '1 re, of social partnership, the so-

de l, in Cailerlj `oint Commission on Prices and
sta ;e. h4Vsgfti; Its job is to contain inflation by

ir egisf^âküi^ labour justify its wage demands
t, ,%cejnn(I h[ï iness its price increases. The mem-
19z5 - rersh^t? includes the head of government,
;ed that t pr^^ nt Dr. Bruno Kreisky, a Socialist,
rea ity çl i Y presidents of the OeGB and of

ien: of i,,'

,orks of chambers of labour, com-
ercÉ,'^;nd agriculture. Meetings are held
Citlfill^d. -

rorl ers'^^ leg^,l powers
th( estarhe ('FUcial point about the Joint Com-
vor:.s c6issiaiij is that it has no legal powers to
lust ial ecevnntg either wage increases or price in-
ectt:d Its subcommission on wages dis-
yee , ani S--s ;vage claims as they arise. There

m, a firm understanding that collective
Th s inc^r,^,l111ing will not begin before the Joint
ss dismoi^1^11^a5ion has approved; in practice that
;ely innQ^anS i^at the frequency with which wage
arlitraWil^S ;iLre made is less than it otherwise

of a^,O't Iie. The Commission has no in-
:ter of p^0n, ±^ver bargains struck at plant level
hat. wbElrllien^e over the phenomenon of wage
alrrost' ,ft or effective wages rising more quickly

;e r gain.^? f}3é minimum rates negotiated by
l^^ctivt, bargaining. That was an impor-

ede, heiPi fa^i^r in a rapid rise of Austrian unit
rtic: patiP0llr "sts in the final phases of the last
zg t lat,'^'m

of the 1^1P-i powers of the subcommission on
tive: ofl îcP" are equally slender, except that the
2 m nori'^r"l^er of Business, the head of the
reseltaVa''fcI'` of commerce organization, has

±en an undertaking that its members
ng-t ^rmji refr intended price increases to the

German^"'i^` on and abide by its view as to
rf ctlicr 'bey are justified by costs.hav(püNot eve

r a r3' commodity or service is
at sichf,J`'ct to this very loose form of price,
to trol, or rather price restraint. Clearly,.

onf rl0Ps Jiot apply to goods subject to
ic ultural marketing orders or thosespre,d e1^s

„^cialIIy-manipulated prices. ButSo^iah^^
Iin itsT-

new products are also exempted, as are
those subject to the vagaries of fashion.
Fewer than half the prices charged by the
retail trade come under the Commission's
purview, though the proportion is much
higher in the field of capital goods.

It has been argued that the entire
approach is less able to deal with "demand
pull" than with "cost push", since on the
incomes side it is applied only to wages
and salaries, and even in their case ex-
cludes plant contracts.

What really emerges is that partner-
ship has worked because the "partners"
want it to. Mr. Derek Robinson, in the
OECD study, says it has been suggested
that the success of this sort of policy de-
pends upon whether people believe in it.
In Austria they seem to believe in it, and
it has, therefore, prevented inflationary
expectations from getting out of hand and
in their turn aggravating the problem. To
what extent faith healing is involved may
be deduced from the extremely flimsy
nature of the sanctions provided.

If a firm decides to break ranks and
puts up a price against the judgment of
the Joint Commission the sanction pro-
vided is very nearly ineffectual: should the
Commission unanimously ask for it, the
Ministry of the Interior has powers to
freeze that particular price for a maximum
of six months. In practice it has never
happened.

What this really means is that social
partnership works as long as the partners
wish it to. The fundamentally informal
nature of the entire elaborate structure is
further emphasized by the fact that, as
often as not, the tenor of what happens in
the Joint Commission is settled in restric-
ted meetings between the top men of the
organizations involved, and in particular
between Dr. Rudolf Sallinger, a small
industrialist who is President of the
Chamber of Business, and Herr Anton
Benya, President of the OeGB. It is no
mere accident that both are of a petit
bourgeois background (the Austrian work-
ing classes having long acquired petit
bourgeois colouring). That fact symbolizes
the end, at least for the time being, of
class conflict in Austria.

Challenge to state
Critics of the whole system (if something
so pragmatic may be dignified with the
name of system) argue that it has created
a de facto authority challenging the
authority of the state. There is some truth
in that; as long as Herr Benya and Herr
Sallinger agree, there are few men in Aus-
tria who wield greater power. But the
critics overlook the fact that, in a relatively

Slender powers
of en f orcement
never used
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considerations
keep down
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small and compact country like Austria,
where everybody knows everybody else
and where a genuine community of in-
terests has arisen in order to preserve na-
tional identity and affluence, one must
expect an overlapping of functions and

personalities. The fact that Herr Benya

is Speaker of the Parliament makes the

point.
A second line of attack against the

practice of partnership in Austria consists
of arguing that it has not really done what
was expected of it. It is, indeed, true that
the consumer price index has been rising
by between 4 per cent and 10 per cent an-
nually during this decade, and that unit
labour costs recently have risen by some
10 per cent. Given imports of Sch. 102 bn
in a GNP of Sch. 546 bn (both figures
1973), the rising prices need surprise no-
body in an inflationary world.

But the fact that the inflation rate
bids fair to fall back to about 7 per cent
this year and that the unemployment rate
is no more than about 3 per cent does put
Austria among the best performers, at
least so far, in the OECD. It is true that
social rather-than economic considerations
have kept down unemployment: but the
relatively low inflation rate would tend to
prove that employers have not carried to
extremes their reluctance to fire men.

The conclusion, therefore, is justified
that good management has played a major
role in the economic success of the Aus-
trians, in addition to good luck. One ele-

ment of the good fortune has beert %
ditional cyclical pattern by wliich

Austrian economy follows the GF rmaj C1'
and down, with a delay of s( me
months. It is, therefore, quite pos:,ible
1976 will be a year of problems. Lut,:^' `;,e
Germans really come out of reressiu
1976, Austrians should be reason bly
that the problems will remain -e1af tliat^ c
mild. forW

In that"case, one should also be' Toda,
to assume that social partnership will, ces
vive in a world with an altered econ' t{
climate. Quite plainly, that is the ws
the majority of Austrians; in th ele.;
campaign that resulted in the retzrnd
Kreisky Government on Octobar 5pro'p1
with its absolute majority int tct, Canij(
leading parties subscribed to th =. cor ct3rr
tion of partnership. of+i,

The electorate is likely to cc ntmi oui; ^

insist upon their so doing, evEn th jobs^
some employers believe that th, paJ req^
ship has become lopsided. They ,rgu4 remël
the Socialist Government has l' een ^ of, rn
tling away their influence by ref )rms4rot
as the introduction of workers' repi,,s:40
tatives on the supervisory boare s of Stàf(
ness corporations. There may be 'and
truth in that but, to anyone accu Am; con
the confrontation tactics of la' )our'i?nërA
agement relations in so muc 1 a^ tQricé
English-speaking world, the ex ;ensi'cbnt
workers' participation might sec m tu reaéti
confirmation of partnership, n,,t an by at'..

pairment of it. ÇIbA
towan
tions
Of ouil,

Econ

a common market with the ^^;J.^n ^5^

Towards a new foreign policy
merci^

Strategy for interdependenc e. do p^t

By André Dirlik and Tom Sawyer

resot^r',

sect
rnare

at the opening of the session of the United stated then was that our foreign'^ _

k t
the e^

From the viewpoint of our external rela- Nations General Assembly in llept?:!are
tions, the year 1975 was marked by a to directing more aid to the develc,- prqnentl'r
renewal of contacts with the European of underprivileged countries ( 0 7 pe'
Community. Our contribution to NATO of our gross national product). 1.`inaD^^â^ aF
in the meantime has been such as to cause NORAD treaty linking us with 1e Well. T
the Europeans, as well as the Americans, States in the defence of Nort l^^^t n1i
to point out that our participation could has been renewed for a five-y ar k^$,ét
be increased. As for the Third World, we Canada's external relations, in : hoTf' nvnri
have committed ourselves, both at the continued in the direction propf sedihéreb^
International Monetary Fund meeting and 1967 White Paper. One of the p11Qpm^rA
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-' of ou Î

,r is owned by Americans. Most of
.w materials are converted into
products outside Canada. More
per cent of our secondary sector

;n-owned, with 87 per cent of this
on owned by American interests.
s economic and social malaise is
ÿ expressed in a chronic balance-
1:ents deficit and in the inability of
;^rnments to create the 350,000 new
A the growth of our labour force
each year. We have attempted to
these problems by gaining control
own economy. In 1971, American
_onism resulted in the imposition of
^ercent surtax on all the United
trading partners, including Canada,
encouraged us to strive for greater
of our own economy. In 1973 the
crisis imposed on Canada a new
on of North American resource

titalism. Once again, the Canadian
i was to seek domestic sovereignty
-ns of agreements within NATO,
and NORAD. This tendency
diversification in external rela-

a clear expression of the intentions
-aders.

Ecornj ric structure
, HowP^ <', the diversification of our com-
;merc'r^ and financial markets does nothing
to all iate Canada's real problems. These

C^^ do nc, ;rise from the foreign ownership of
our n: ans of production but from the

t^^fructi e of our economy. The majority off
m'e5tj ants in Canada are directed to the

more r' -,npower, is the least developed in
he c"q =t2:v. The main reason for this is

)r t 1A51,et^m4 l
g chronic and must be constantly

tsc}u ' -sector, which is capital-intensive.
other hand, the manufacturing

sec;tor-, which requires the use of much

that a^ •eat many of our natural resources1 ; iepta~ire pr
develo,; , l -essed outside Canada, and conse-

s^quentl;
we are forced to import the manu-(07P6

'_ goods we need. Out balance of
paYru«

h hel
ts illustrates this situation very

well `^.
;e deficit in the current account is

y` ar 1 P$set
n ` h0^

J ? °,- an inflow of foreign capital, which
vari^^0l

^f^sedereb1 y goes to the, resource sector,
he p. Q perpetuating the imhealthy devel-

orE ig pme^ of our economy.n

Our foreign policy, far from having
come to grips with these problems, is still
trying to solve them by multiplying our
contacts outside North America. With
respect to Europe, our membership in
NATO is concerned not so much with con-
tributing to the defence of the free world
as with seeking European markets and
capital in order to diminish our reliance on
the United States. The economic "spin-
off" effects that Canada may derive from
membership in NATO are, for all practical
purpose, non-existent. Europe trades with
Canada because it is to Europe's advan-
tage to do so. The members of the Warsaw
Pact also trade with Canada for the same
reason.

Another way of attempting to lessen
our dependence on the United States has
been to multiply our relations with non-
Western countries, and CIDA is the in-
strument of this policy. The Agency does
not, in fact, give much assistance to the
countries of the Third World, since it
offers them a development model that does
not take account sufficiently of their eco-
nomic conditions. As far as we are con-
cerned, CIDA is continuing to devote a
great deal of money to undertakings that
have outlived their effectiveness. This is
not to say that Canada should stop giving
aid to the Third World; however, we
should first concentrate on our own dom-
estic development and then, through the
medium of the international organizations,
help to reduce the gap that now exists be-
tween the rich and the developing nations.

Neither NATO nor CIDA is bringing
about changes in our economic structure.
Nor does the ienewal of the NORAD
treaty help to resolve our structural prob-
lems. We are satisfied to have Canada pay
only one-tenth of the total costs of the air
defence of North America. These costs do
not always take into account the economic
"spin-off" efiects, which are manifest in
the United States but not in Canada. The
Canadian negotiators agreed to renew this
treaty primarily in order to avoid alien-

Dr. Dirlik is Professor of History and
International Relations at the Collège
militaire royal de Saint-Jean. He is also
Director of the Department of Human
Sciences at the Collège. Professor Sawyer
also teaches at the Collège militaire royal
de Saint-Jean. They are working together
on a number of aspects of Canadian-
American interdependence. Their articles
have appeared in Le Devoir, The Gazette
and La Revue Canadienne de Défense.
The views expressed in this article are
those of the autFiors.

Domestic
development
should have
precedence
over foreign aid
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Auto Pact
emerged f rom
interdependence
experiment

ating the United States and secondly
because they thought it involved very little

of economic andpolitical interest.

lnterdependence
Interdependence implies that the United
States needs Canada as much as Canada
needs the U.S. This notion is the opposite

of the continentalism advocated by the
Americans, in that it does not imply a
pooling of resources. Continentalism does
nothing to help change the structure of
our economy; instead, it guarantees the
growth of the United States. Interdepen-
dence implies a search for a common
marketwith our natural partner. In order
to achieve this, we must renegotiate our
trade agreements with the United States

from a position of strength.
In 1965, when the Auto Pact was

negotiated, Canada and the United States
were experimenting with interdependence
in one sector.- At the time, we had con-
sidered the possibility'of nationalizing the
auto industry in order to put an end to
the trade deficit and to ensure the devel-
opment of this industry in our country.
On their side,_the Americans were pursuing
the goal of rationalizing the production
and distribution of automobiles in North
America in order to resist foreign com-

petition more successfully. The most

original element of the Auto Pact was the

Canadians had an opportunity to r,,
tiate their trade agreements with

United States. This opportuniy

missed because our government lea'
industrial leaders and academics were

alert to international circurristal

Today, we are satisfied that the 1'101
treaty has been renegotiated on t:^e
terms as in the past. We cont inr
strive for independence from the III,
States by limiting our other relatians•
the United States to a strict minir num ^^`rt

What Canada needs to do no w i,
consider its external relations in ^en ""J(

N"
its internal problems. These are cc ncer t^Il
with changing the structure of fie
omy and taking up the slack in t1. e lat

III
force, as well as reducing regicnal Pn

parities : that result from the fact tha
! Lori

central part of the country mor:opol,^
1 d 1 ment to the dett imer "P^^

m
Tl
s
n
di
s.
ti^
ca
o
I

mdustna eve op_ ,ngfon
the provinces on either side. Th - fu ."4

rat^s
of the country will probably deper. d oat
ss of our governments in for cmg tlltI lh£

United States (which buys 65 pe' cen'tlié l.e
our exports and provides us with he,
tal and technology we need) to assi
the development of new industria : ce',

around our natural resources.

Different goals aiu^
In order to achieve interdepende Zce ^tanc',
the United States, Canada must le ià
know its partner. It is clear that helen f^ Aprinciple of a minimum level of Canadian

content in each car sold in Canada. The
results of this new form of a;;reement were
increased production and employment in
the country's automobile sector and, in
addition, the transformatic,n of the trade
deficit -into a $197-million surplus.

In its present form, NORAD does not
constitute an egercise in iinterdependence,
even though it concerns the mutual de-
fence of the two nations. ', NORAD could
have adopted the principle of minimurn
Canadian content not only in the equip=
ment used in Canada and the United
States for the defence oiF the northern
hemisphere but also in alil technological
research and development, related to de-
fence. In addition, CanadzL's contribution
to the defence of North America should
have been valued at more than 50 per cent,
taking its,strategic position with regard to
the Soviet Union into account. The prin-
ciple of minimum Canadiarï content would
thus have been measured r:iot in terms of
spending or population buit in terms of

true value.
In 1971, the benefits of the Auto Pact

were cancelled by unilateral American pro-
tectionism. Canada had littlte or no means
of countering the ill effects ! of this action.
In 1973, during the Arab oil embargo,
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of the two nations are different. 111orec^ J(I) 1,

it is in the best interests of the U S. toSf,F;^
us realize our goals, since a x ohY

stable and economically strong Can,
ensures advantages for the UnitE d S(
in its international negotiations. E.ny c
mon market is only as strong as ts s<.P'001

est member. The new role of our c_ip1o1^
in the United States will therefç re b;
egplain this point of view to tl e A;

icans. So far, they have been int ;rpn,:

the egisting strategy, which tries to -

us away from continentalism by p rom;

either independence or diversifica- ioaf
strategy involves diversifying fina acia'a;
commercial markets and screeni).tg ^?' Ju^
ican investments in order to re iuce;
dependency on the United Stâte ;. lt;
not take the emergence of coo`,'
markets in the world into accri^âr.t. IlL.

Another strategy advç,cates tottk"1i7"A

pendence and envisages ,,+i,h_e poo
,ca. Su. h a^ l iresources in North Arraér;

tegy is not in the 'pes^c interee ts o^r11'c
maj ority of Cana^xiana;, althougJ so^J1°'"
us seem to feel {çhat c,ur debt to Aogl i 3`
United States gûara':ntees our st jnda^"lr `''
living and that our reserves of r atmR, `r^ t^"
sources will permili us to carry sl ^ch a t 1pa1
for a long time. ^ I'he alternative to ^
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Witt
i^her`o'nce or dependenceis more real-

t it can promote our nationali^y ^^ s3

t lead ^ctrvr's a
nd yet be inthe best interests

America as a whole. The current
^retp ç1 ^±ll tic ot an egam le of an inter-

rrstat
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Pcp^ nd)t relation. It could, however, be-!.101 (i "A

tâe d
Canada learns to play with

n+in» ?hE 1 Ur sed States, against the United'
ze L st`V;s `d without the United States, de-,

tians )'EI'^<<n^
on national and international'

^nua^^ ci rc^,m.nces.

nc w i
TrI^ ?`e are people in the United States

^ st- port our objectives of preserving%v ii(n,ern,
cc ncer T

h ÿ'r-: =onrnent and also of shifting the

t4 o t4na`d'"n industrialcentre from the Great

t1 e lai
j]`L s^on towards the West. The anti-

L`
nGn^ p,lluti groups, for example, or the eco-

ct thaf ""n^icG `.r-Iess-favoured states could be-

^um^+ o.: ^° allies within the United States in

ior'ope oplfiisï any policy emanating from Wash-
etrimeü n^fin -,,.qat is designed to preserve the

rb -1 fi' j,r^it^s zo. The role of our missions in the
)er.doa Ù
forcnit

gc-^tates should, therefore, be to seek
out tih= e allies, not only in New York and

pe cd theAe t of the American financial world
;h he i . t .

ui .I among senators, businessmen,
to assi .Indu^ alists and academics in states such
;ria: ce,as {)^e, n, for example.

f' r wealth consists in the quality,

tn ^iu^ - resources. International circum-
ide ace t2nc^ suggest that these resources will
st leaQh^ i^i^ =asingly coveted by the industrial

at ,heaJ,^ ofof the world. If we want to be
- 111or4^J p . d for any eventuality, we mustUS.W;; ssc^lc ^ rations in which,we can renegotiate
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our relations with the United States,
starting from a position of strength within
a North American alliance.

Ownership of natural resources is a
provincial matter in Canada. When they
are being developed industrially, therefore,
this historic and constitutional constraint
must be taken into account. Our national
goals cannot be achieved unless Ottawa
allows the provinces to exercise their rights
to participate in the development of the
economy. This participation will come
about through the industrial development
of new centres located closer to the re-
sources. In the process, the economic re-
percussions of any new development will
also benefit some of the less-developed
regions of the United States. The ` East-
West relation in Canada will necessarily
become tied to a North-South relation.

At the moment, Canadian nationalism
is a strategic element in our relations with
the United States. Interdependence will
oblige us to adopt a more tactical form of
nationalism. If Canadians are to operate

effectively, the mentality of our intellec-
tual, industrial and bureaucratic elites
must change fundamentally. The attention
we give to the United States must also be
increased, with a common market in mind.
In terms of our interprovincial relations as
well, our view of strictly regional interests
must give way to a cartelization of our
natural resources in order to make our
negotiating position stronger than ever

before.

^ râ of predestination pervades
cussion of League's failure
Englishni) tg Af^Jc,i

re iuee

ae ;. ,1 - 1i
of coa;

^j`ar.t, tory of the League of Nations is a
tes tot^'3i??.^^ 5aacted on the world's stage whose
00 inB ` author, the United States, re-
Su h act, whose most energetic player,
:rects u r`'r'ce least understood its aims, and
ugl so^}'^^" :-cors closed before the end of the

to varal1lt 3ol For Canadians, the League never-

0
st dh1IQ-' ^_,vokes strong memories because it

f r atu^^ `' tl" ' institution that gave Canada its

5
sj,.chat^t°1^. ortunity to act upon the interna-

ive to {'0l T^-tage• Unfortunately, the quality of

that first performance was inferior, for the
diplomatic ingénue, at various times, for-
got her lines, embarrassed her fellow play-
ers, and acted as if she wished she had
never been called to the stage at all.

In this new study of Canada and the
League of Nations, Richard Veatch, a

Professor John English is a member of the
History Department at the University of
Waterloo.

Nationalism
a strategic
element
in relations
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Standard
legitimate
if logic
accepted

political scientist at the University of
Winnipeg, agrees with many earlier writers
on the subject that Canadian foreign
policy in its relation to the League of
Nations was a failure; but he goes further.
It was a failure, Professor Veatch main-
tains, because Canadian policy was "pri-
marily either neutral or harmful in its
effects on the League's development and
exercise of a capacity to prevent wars".. In
other words, Canada's policy was a success
to the extent that it enabled the League to
fulfil its policy goals, not to the extent that
it enabled Canada to fulfil its own specific
goals at the League and elsewhere, in the
1920s and 1930s. Applying this standard,
Veatch argues that "even if Canada's
policy goals had been successfully achieved,
the resulting situation [war in 19391 was
thoroughly unsatisfying" - hence his harsh
judgment. Veatch's standard is unusual,
particularly, I should think, to modern
policymakers, but nonetheless legitimate
if one accepts the logic of and the argu-
ments for collective security. Professor
Veatch obviously does; the problem is that
few Canadians did. Veatch mentions this;
Mackenzie King had to live with it.

Like so many studies of the inter-war
years, Canada and the League of Nations
possesses a certain aura of predestination,
a sense that Hitler and Mussolini were in-
evitable. Thus, Canada's rather successful
campaign to dismantle Article 10, the
article of the Covenant that provided for a
universal guarantee against aggression, is
measured against the circumstances of the
1930s and not against those of the imme-
diate postwar years, when the representa-
tives of the Borden, Meighen and King
Governments made their arguments. Let
us consider those circumstances. Canada,
at Britain's behest, had been recently in-
volved in a foolish and futile intervention
in Russia. The revolutionary spirit had
flared up elsewhere, creating, in the
Princeton historian Arno Mayer's judg-
ment, a "new diplomacy", reactionary in
ideology and interventionist in character.
The former enemy, Germany, devasted by
plundering, presented no threat. The for-
mer ally, France, lusting for spoils and
revenge, did. It is in this context, a context
Professor Veatch does not give, that
Canada's early opposition to Article 10
becomes explicable and, some would say,
justifiable.

Analysis weakened
This same absence of context considerably
weakens Veatch's analysis of Mackenzie
King's attitude towards the League in par-
ticular and foreign affairs in general. We
are told that "King's attitude toward the
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League of Nations was, to say f he I
equivocal". As evidence, Veatch ,on
a 1919 King statement that he wis w
and soul" for the League with h is ^
different" attitude in practice. B zt F,
really so different? The League had
major intentions. First, it was to ,L(^3g
forum that, in Wilson's word s,
"keep this world fit to live in [by] e%p th0s^
in public every crooked thing tha ^ is L
on". The last war had been accid^:nta;
that had occurred, Sir Edward G -ey^ "'an' ü

Wh"in 1919, "largely by default, be a>> ad^ 1forces of negotiation and peacef u1 sej
ment collapsed". The League woi 1d n

th^ ;<<that there would be no similar c)Ilap diar^.
these forces in the future. Secon-lly,
talk failed, the League would use coer

11üf:^
economic or military, to compel the age
sor state to desist. The first inter] Ion h cf^t
accepted "heart and soul"; the : ecm papérs
adamantly rejected. He did so n)t m^ ror M
because he feared involvement i; a'^d '^R
war but also because the Unit-A

Tliéie
refused to join the League, givi zg rli' th64g
profound fears that the Americr as na,^:,p;
frustrate, and even oppose, the per hâvi
of sanctions. Imagine a situati )n
Canada supported economic or mili
sanctions that the Americans f°zndaIl
tally opposed. Mackenzie King c ould ^
neither could most Canadians at he f

Even Lester Pearson, whosE inst
led so naturally towards support for
League, abandoned collective security
the League after 1935 -first in favor
isolationism, later in support cf Br
initiatives and the general use o' nat
policy and diplomacy to prevens wari
those perilous times, collective seea
rather than guaranteeing peace, r;eemE
many a possible cause for genera' war.'
is it correct to claim, as Veatch c oes, t
after 1935, "King had simply op ;ed ol
any attempt to avert war, or to influ
the course of international ever ts".1
recent work, Corelli Barnett h; .s arg
that King's influence on British I.olicp r
decisive, albeit negative in resi:lt. If
over, Norman Hillmer, in his egczi
thesis onAnglo-Canadian relatic ns, ¶

ece

Di; kéy
Cam
nnte^
cil o
i^ew

02t

^"anc
i Jniv
1241

draws extensively on the King dig' 1I. Reo
source Veatch seems not to have :onsro
makes a strong case that King t°ied '
getically to influence internatior_al
to maintain peace. King may ha e e'
this influence badly and without
grace, but that is very differ ent 1
stating that he made no attempt it a'

This study, therefore, fall-- shot;
fulfilling the publisher's hope th rt it °'I
serve as the standard work on the,,
of Canada's first steps on the for:naln:
national stage". Canada and the LeaBU i
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srhaf i)pened in Canada, however, it
add^li' ^, and, in fact, is outdated as well
as. ^ co- Plete. I have mentioned already
fheiap;. cent failure to consult the King
djary. ',en more surprising perhaps is
thê Aie _ct of the Pearson papers and
Kib^ (r_ t cited in the bibliography). And

e, '?andurand's actions on the pro-
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no indication of interviewing,
gh iscussions with individuals such

artin or Hugh Keenleyside might
be_: z very helpful. A longer Est would

Kantian belief
Donald Page's important work on the
League and Canadian public opinion is
cited, yet Page's findings and insights do
not appear to inform Veatch's account,
which generally ignores domestic public
opinion. This is most unfortunate, because
the original conception of the League
rested principally upon a Kantian belief Wisdom
in the wisdom and morality of public and morality
opinion in democratic states. The League, of public opinion
its founders believed, would be "the con-
science of the world", a court of public
opinion. As Inis Claude has written:
"Wilson had fought his war to ma^ke the
world safe for democracy; he created the
League to make the world safe by democ-
racy." The vision was noble but unrealized,
for the League captured the imaginations
of a few but not the hearts of the many.
This was the ultimate failure of the League
and, alas, it was partly ours.

Veatch, Richard. Canada and the League
of Nations. Toronto, University of
Toronto Press, 1975.
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Publications of the Department
of External Affairs

Under this heading will be found alist of

the most recent documents published by the
Department of External Affairs on international
affairs and Canadian foreign policy.

Press Releases, published by the Press Office of
the Department of External Affairs, Ottawa.

No. 1`(January 7, 1976) New Ambassador to
Japan - Rankin.

No. 2 (January 8,1976) Canadian participation
in the United Nations Force in Cyprus.

No. 3 (January 8, 1976) Appointment of dep-
uty to co-chairman of the Conference on
International Economic Co-operation in
Paris.

No. 4 (January 13, 1976) Flood-control works
- Richelieu River.

No. 5 (January 14, 1976) Canada-U.S.A. talks
on commercial deletion policy, January
13, 1976 - joint communique.

No. 6 (January 20, 1976) Situation in Angola.

No. 7 (January 21, 1976) Joint communique on
Canada-Poland discussions of fisheries
matters of mutual concern.

No. 8 (January 26, 1976) Signature of a cul-
tural agreement between the Govern-
ments of Canada and Mexico.

No. 9 (January 28, 1976) Continued U.S. pres-
ence at Goose Bay.

No. 10 (January 29, 1976) Ad referendum pipe-

line agreement initialled.

No. 11 (February 10, 1976) New High Commis-
sioner to Malaysia - Dougan.

No. 12 (February 10, 1976) Canada-U.S.S.R.

discussions on fisheries, Ottawa, Feb-

ruary 5, 6 and 9, 1976 - joint com-

munique.

No. 13 (February 18, 1976) Canadian delegation
to the twenty-ninth session of the Con-
ference of Ministers of Education from
French-speaking States, N'Djamena
(Chad), February 23 to 27, 1976.

No. 14 (February 18, 1976) Recognition of
Angola.

No. 16 (February 24, 1976) Foreign Investment
Insurance Agreement between Canada
and Pakistan - exchange of notes.
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No. 17 (February 23, 1976) Canada-3p_
cussions on fisheries, Ottawa, Feb
19 and 20, 1976 -joint comm uriqi,

St¢tements and Speechés: a series pu:)lisha:f
the Information Division, Depa,-tme-
External Affairs, Ottawa.

No. 76/1 Canada and Egypt Streng üt„
Relations. A statement to the 'N0
in Cairo by the Secretary o' Stat'
External Affairs, the F one,
AllanJ. MacEachen, Ja: marp',
1976.

and Co-operation. Notes f( r re^
by the Prime Minister, he
Honourable Pierre Elliott Tv,
to the Canadian Club, Ottawa, ,
uary 19, 1976.

No. 76/3 A New Era" for Canade's A
Forces. An address by Gei.eral
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to the Conference of Defence
ciations, Ottawa, January 13, lg

No. 76/4 Canada and' the EEC -Fr
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of the Mission of Canaoa ti,
European Communities, t) W! k
nadian Pulp and Paper Associ
Montreal, January 27, 197,;.
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ation. A statement to tht: pres

taire from Saudi Arabia, J rnua,'

the Secretary of State fo- Ea
Affairs, the Honourable Alla
MacEachen, in Riyadh on his df

1976.

No. 76/6 Balance and Objectivity - -the
of Canada's Middle East Polie
toast by the Secretary o4 Stat'
External Affairs, the llonou,

Allan J. MacEachen, at a d^
given in his honour b7 Fr
Minister Yigal Allon of I

Jerusalem, January 19, 19'6.
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January 30, 1976, by the Sec'
of State for External 7 ffairs
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able Pierre Elliott Trudear , in^
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Pakistan

A Declaration of Intent between the Govern-
ment of Canada and the Government of the
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Exchange of Notes between the Government
of Canada and the Government of the
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Canada and the Government of the Islamic
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of Canada and the Government of Sweden

Stockholm, February 25, 1976

U.S.S.R.
Exchange of Notes between the Government
of Canada and the Government of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics Extending the
Agreement on Co-operation in Fisheries of
January 22, 1971, as Amended and Extended
and the Agreement on Provisional Rules of
Navigation and Fisheries Safety of January
22, 1971, as Extended

Ottawa, February 9, 1976
In force February 9, 1976

Multilateral

Agreement between the Government of Can-
ada and the Governments of Dahomey,
Mali, Niger, Senegal and Upper Volta Re-
lating to a Section of the Pan-African Tele-
communications Network

Done at Ottawa, May 14, 1975
In force January 1, 1976

Second Additional Protocol to the Consti-
tution of the Universal Postal Union

Done at Lausanne, July 5, 1974
Signed by Canada July 5, 1974
Canada's Instrument of Ratification De-

posited September 8, 1975
In force for Canada January 6, 1976

General Regulations of the Universal Postal
Union and Final Protocol: Annex Rules of
Procedure for Congresses

Done at Lausanne, July 5, 1974
Signed by Canada July 5, 1974
Canada's Instrument of Approval De-

posited September 8, 1975
In force for Canada January 6, 1976
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Universal Postal Convention with Final Pro-
tocol and Detailed Regulations

Done at Lausanne, July 5, 1974
Signed by Canada July 5, 1974
Canada's Instrument of Approval De-

posited September 8, 1975
In force for Canada January 6, 1974
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Agreement establishing a Financiat Sut^
Fund of the Organization for Ecoitomi
operation and Development

Done at Paris, April 9, 1975
Canada's Instrument of Accep'; ance

posited February 17, 1976
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icEachen finds his policy
Acceptablein Middle East

not of overriding importance in the con-
téxt of the general Middle East situation.
11 hard?y could be, coming as it did at a
time when Arab and Israeli thoughts were
t^rned in many directions - to war-torn

Eternal Affairs Minister Allan Mac-
Eachen's visit to the area in January was

a year, Lebanon, to the Security Council Middle
ries T,.pt debate, even to events in the Spanish

hara, The Minister took no brilliant

lorei,grn travels

ver ideas for peace in the Middle East with
to: him to Fgypt; Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Iraq
;reet, 1-15 Israel. He had no special messages from

t^nited States Secretary of State Henry
Mssingee for leaders in the area, and he
brought no messages away with him when
lie left after ten sometimes exhausting days.

Bu'; having said that, it must be ad-
Atted that the Minister's first trip to the
1gion silice assuming his portfolio in 1974

d, in a way, the first such tour by any
C;anadia__ external affairs minister, was
important both to Canada, and, if the re-
marks ot their leaders are any indication,
to the countries he visited. And, as all
c;ides a^^peared well-satisfied with the
t^Iks th.dt were held, the total visit must
1) considered a success.

i and Jarmez relations
it is Ple it _,s di$iicult to foresee the ramifica-

s of ^-hat Egyptian President Answar

come

dat c; '1ed a "new era" in Canadian-
^.;yptia, Ë - and, by extension, Canadian-

Aiab - a;3Iations, it is certain that those
rjlationF are warmer today as a result of

e Min;.,ter's tour than at any time in
cent y:-.ars. If there was any reGirinP nf

u lVr irG.n the controversy in Canada over

More important, probably, for Mr.

a I 188io3; of representatives of the Pales-
!ne Lib,r.ration Organization (PLO), it
as disp^tled. If nothing else, this warmer

r1lation ;an only be of advantage to Cana-
«an bus:nessmen who are willing to work
l^rd to ^ash in on the opportunities that
,^re evident not only in the oil-rich states

th: Poorer ones as well.

^IacEachen is the knowledge that he has
rhurned home knowing that he need not

^;^

make major changes in his Middle East
policies in order to pursue closer relations
with the Arabs. He need make no early
move to recognize the PLO, an action that
would have explosive consequences at
home, although the Arab League's Mah-
moud Riad said, in a retrospective look at
the tour, that such recognition was inevi-
table. Foreign Minister Yigal Allon's al-
most fulsome assurances of friendship
while the Minister was in Jerusalem
showed Mr. MacEachen that he need have
no fears, while he was wooing the Arabs,
for the traditionally-close relations with
Israel.

The fact that the visit has given the
most important Arabs in the Middle East
an understanding of his policies must be
comforting as Mr. MacEachen contem- Preparation
plates Canada taking its turn as a non- for Canada's
permanent Western member of the Secur- return to
ity Council. It has been almost ten years Security Council
since Canada's George Ignatieff sat in that
seat with some distinction, and Mr. Mac-
Eachen feels that it is time to accept the
responsibility again.

The Minister went to the Middle East
to learn if he could involve Canada in its
affairs and improve bilateral relations
without having to pay the price of major
policy changes. He also wanted to repair
any damage done by the PLO debates at
home. The trip was a natural progression
from the new, more even-handed, attitude
he has brought to the Department since
taking over from Mitchell Sharp. That
attitude has seen him in periodic discus-
sion of Middle East a'ffairs with a commit-
tee of Arab ambassadors, which resulted
in invitations to visit some of their coun-
tries. Syria, not represented, did not ex-
tend an invitation and was not visited.

Mr. Scott is a journalist with the Canadian
Press, based in Ottawa. He was part of the
press party that accompanied the Secre-
tary of State for External Affairs on his
January 1976 visit to five Middle Eastern
countries. The views expressed in this
article are those of Mr. Scott.
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Diversity
of opinions
on mid-East
problems

When Mr. MacEachen left Ottawa,
the word from the experts was that Canada
must move closer -to the PLO cause. The
Minister returned home somewhat sur-
prised that the domestic PLO controversy
and the resultant moving of the UN crime
conference from Toronto were not weighing
heavy on Arab minds and that there was
no real unanimity in the Arab world itself
about the PLO.

He went to Jerusalem prepared to
argue the benefits of Israeli attendance at
the United Nations conference on human
settlements, Habitat, in Vancouver in June
despite PLO attendance. But he was
caught by surprise when the Israelis said
they had already announced that they
would be attending.

He heard;a diversity of opinions about
the Palestinian question in general, about
Lebanon and possible Syrian influence
there, about disengagement and the pos-
sibility of maintaining it, and returned
home depressed concerning the prospects
of Middle East peace. Saudi Arabia and
Iraq expressed strong reservations, at
least, and some pessimism over disengage-
ment. They said there could be no peace
until the Palestinians had a home.

But, if it is possible to ignore that
gloomy outlook, the Minister left the re-
gion reasonably content. Both Israeli and
Arab saw use for a newly-invoked Cana-
dian role as a carrier and explainer of
policies. As Mr. Riad, Secretary-General
of the Arab League, said in a Cairo inter-
view, if Mr. MacEachen would accept
some Arab truths, he could seek to con-
vince others in the West. He noted that
Canada was not without influence, even in
Washington. Some Israeli foreign office
officials had the same idea when talking in
post-visit interviews. They saw Mr. Mac-
Eachen as a man who could quietly seek
to persuade African and Asian leaders at
least to moderate anti-Israeli stances.

Both Arab and Israeli - particularly
the former - saw the trip as important
because it gave them an opportunity to
put their points of view to a country that
had stood aloof from most Middle East
affairs for years, concentrating its efforts
on peace-keeping alone. "We do not seek
to make you pro-Arab," Mr. Riad said,
"only to make you understand our point of
view." And leaders went to great lengths
to explain that view to the Canadian
Minister, who glided into their busy and
sometimes lavish airports aboard a modest
little two-engine, propellor-driven Armed
Forces aircraft, complete with a small staff
and a handful of reporters.

Of course, he met all his opposite
numbers - Ismail Fahmy of Egypt, Prince
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Saud al Faisal of Saudi Arabia,
Sharee of Jordan, Sa'asoun Hair.n _„' ^
Iraq and Yigal Allon of Israel. But he
met the real powers of the Middle Ea,;
Egypt's Sadat, Saudi Arabia's
Prince Fahd ibn Abdul Aziz, Jordan's N
Hussein, Iraq's_ Vice-Chairman Husseh
Tikriti, as well as Israel's Prime Mh^,
Yitzhak Rabin. That his hosts atta^j
importance to Mr. MacEachen's visit
shown by the' fact that Sadat, Hus
Saud, Hammadi and Allon accepted
suggestion of Canadian officials that i
meet with reporters travelling with h^

Not set in stone
Mr. MacEachen started his trip on
theright note by telling Foreign MinL^
Fahmy at theCairo airport that Cana
Middle East policy was not set in stc^
and was susceptible of change. He
made a couple of token gestL.res,
nouncing a contribution of $1 million
an international Suez fund and saying
Egypt could beeligible for some Cam
aid if only it woulddecide what it we,
besides a CANDU reactor (which it ar
not have).

He was not pressed to recognizet
PLO as . the sole representative of
Palestinians - in fact, Mr. Fahmy made
point of not pushing recognition. j.aterl
Sadat told a news conference that Cam
would help the cause of peace if it
recognize the PLO, but certain oflïci'
pointed out that he could hardly say i
in response to a public question. 3,4r. S0-
also spoke enthusiastically of the new ,
in Canada-Egypt relations, and a couple,
weeks later a spokesman for his office s
the ice in relations between the t vo cor
tries had been broken by the visit.

Egypt, like all Arab countries, looke
with some envy at Canadian technoloo
and technologists. Throughout the tV
the point was sometimes quietly madd
reporters that the Arabs liked the ideal
being able to get American-orien ' A tacb
nology without necessarily bei.lg st?^
with American ideology. Egypt nt-:edeA
technology for the complete rebu:IdinglO
it had started and hoped to continue if 0
could be avoided. Saudi Arabit,, witb'
$145-billion, five-year, development P15
and Iraq with a $45-billion one, needo
many kinds of expert, especially thosel
communications, a Canadian ypecia(h'
Jordan, with a more modest plan, made?
request for Canadian expertise but 00
made it clear to reporters that such bo
could be used.

In Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, ';Ar. ^^
Eachen signed a memorandum of 69e
ment covering commercial co-eperatia
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Sf^reta;`,'
of State for External Affairs Allan MacEachen took time out during his

t"r of the Middle 'East to visit Egypts Pyramids and the Q; C'^rp X. aaro was^roprio7e setting the
g for his statement that Canadian policy on the Middle East was

c+t set in stone.

under w1hzch Canadian businessmen with
i4 desi; d expertise could benefit from
thë five-;.,;ar plan. Iraq said it was willing
Asign a similar document. The business

"ortunities that these agreements open
f`^ Aersis; Lnt and patiënt Canadians were
t irtling e,ren to the officials who described

^cm• But the Arabs made it clear that
t}1éy We=' Iookintthg to the long term andt}^t there

was no room for businessmen
}° war';^d to

out" "make a quick buck and

,}itz saud ^ officials put on an information
for

Uanadian officials and reporterstu^
make sure that all aspects of tl heiréve! oPment plan were known. There was1

only one condition - no supporter of
Zionism could do business in Saudi Arabia.
Canadian recognition of the PLO was not
a condition of doing business, though
Prince Saud was the only foreign minister
on the entire itinerary who asked Mr.
MacEachen to take that step. In a rare
meeting with reporters, he said that the
PLO was the choice of the Palestine
people, a view directly opposite to that of
Canada. He said that if Israel wanted
peace, it must recognize the Palestinians.

Two days later Mr. MacEachen was
hearing a different view from King Hus-
sein, who, when asked if Canada should
recognize the PLO, told reporters that it



Arab hard line
left MacEachen
spellbound

was none of his business whatCanada did.
It was _ apparent that the King still ac-
cepted with extreme reluctance the de-
cision of the Arab "summit" at Rabat to
name the PLO the sole representative of
the Arab people, and that he still had
hopes of controlling the West Bank most
of the Arab world had surrendered to the
PLO. King Hussein had great praise- for
Canadians as first among peacemakers,
who had made sacrifices for the cause of

to the Palestinian people to choose th
own representatives, he said. The intere
of the Palestinians must be_ recog-Med,
part of any peace settlement. Canada I_
a supporter of Kissinger's stepabyqf

peace policy, but there seemed to be,
alternative to going to Geneva for tai
Canada strongly disapproved of the Unj4

Nations General Assembly resolûti
equating Zionism with racism.

peace over the years in the Middle East. Occasionally outspoken
In Baghdad, the Canadian Minister He was at times outspoken, talking

listened in fascination while Mr. Hammadi protecting the interests - of Palestinia

said Israel was not ready for peace and while in Israel and criticizing the GenQ
wanted to be a nuclear-equipped super- Assembly resolution while in Jordan.

power: It was his first exposure to the Arab He created a stunned silence, follow,

hard line, and he was spellbound as Mr. by giggles, in Baghdad when he told lc^,

Hammadi talked of how Israel desired
dominance from the Nile to the Euphrates.

reporters. that his next stop was Jcrusaf_

"Why are you laùghing?" he ask^d. "Ii
Mr. MacEachen saw the fires of burn- not easy to fly to Israel from l: ere," i

ing Beirut as he flew a roundabout route to marked a reporter. "We'll fly s. zip

Israel, where Messrs Rabin and Allon : course," the minister replied. He did,
sought to learn if he had heard anything it took twice as long as it should have.

new in the Arab world. They also. sought Mr. MacEachen and his officials

to reply to what he had heard take some time to digest what they lep,

Mr. MacEachen heard strong praise on the trip. Riad, in his intervi w, iac^

from Foreign Minister Allon, and spoke cated that Arabs were prepared to 7

with some emotion about his visit to Israel, After years of ignoring the Palestii
where he had viewed the Golan Heights question, the West has started to .ecogi

that Israel seemed intent on keeping and it, he said. Canada, like the United Stat

made a private visit to the holy places. now talked of the"interests" of the P

Mr. MacEachen did more, of course, tine people. The tune would cc--ne wti

than listen during the ten days. He care- they talked of the "rights" of those pem

fully egplained the Canadian policy to to a homeland. The only question

those who did not know it. Canada could whether anew war would come beforeq

not recognize the PLO because it was up recognition.

Foreign travels

Trudeau in Latin America
set stage for closer relations

by George Radwanski

Any assessment of Prime Minister Tru-
deau's recent visit to Latin America must
be made with the peculiar nature of such
travels by heads of government in mind.
Superficially, they all tend to look the
same - the military bands at airports, the
effusive speeches at banquets, the long
hours of private talks that produce few

immediately palpable results. BTa ben
the surface there are profound differe1;
which can make one visit a failure
another a resounding success.

The difficulty is that the most'
portant benefits of such travels are i
gible, at least in the short term. Dr%
breakthroughs are seldom sought 01':
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i ned; even on those rare occasions - usu-
]v in,dolving the super-powers -when

^uniry-jitrÿ" appears to produce a concrete

cord, most of the real bargaining has
eady been completed at lower levels

ng before the leaders meet to consum-
ate the agreement. More often, the .trip
mear.t to open new channels of commu-

nication, add-an extra fillip to relations
hétween two countries and, it is hoped,
i7eate an impetus towards co-operation
that works down from the leaders to the
6^reaucrats.

his C:,:;an visit was a triumph, and his

Some of the most important benefits
of such tours are reaped long before the
^rime .C^/Iinister actually sets foot on for-
eIgn soil; the very fact that he is coming
#iges the leaders of the countries he
v;jsits to familiarize themselves with Can-
a aa:d to seek briefing on bilateral

âtter^. that would otherwise be unlikely
to reach their level. The actual visit con-
^ijnues this educational process, enabling
le,aders t o explore one another's views and

, make personal assessments of their
Junte.:aarts At the same time, the
Roader purpose of "showing the flag" is
a^o fulfilled; the publicity surrounding
t e visit gives the general public in the
Ast country a sort of "crash course" on

nada and its affairs.
A^ainst this background, the differ-

ces :.etween the success and failure of
qy parNicular visit are likely to be subtle.
Rey -.;rn on such factors as the personal
"`vibra^^ons" between the two leaders, the
oppor`u.,nity to state views persuasively
apd the degree of success in laying the
,roundwork for progress at lower levels.
Bv th(--,e standards, Mr. Trudeau's visit
tÿ Menco was at best a partial success;

visit te Venezuela comes somewhere in
h^tweF n - a visit too uncertain in charac-
ter to x.ermit any clear conclusions.

visit to those three countries -
thle fir :; major trip to Latin America by
a j Cari,;dian Prime Minister - was in-
tended to mark the end of a long history
°tP, inci=rtference during which Canada
traded syith Latin America but had few
other contacts with the region. Canada
(I^d no!, for instance, establish diplomatic
reiatic.=..,, with Venezuela until 1950, did
n t acq:ire permanent observer status in
tle 04.^'anization of American States until, 72, and did not become a full member

the ; =iter-American Development Bank
llritil tl:.^ same year.

' Canada's new-found interest in the
arba dates back to 1968, when the Federal
t^lvernraent launched a major review offoieign ;;olicy A succession of ministers
tAvelle^

to Latin America as part of the

review process, and the resulting policy
document concluded: "Closer relations
with Latin American countries on a basis
of mutual respect and reciprocal advan-
tage would enhance Canadian sovereignty
and independence. Greater exposure to
Latin American culture would enrich
Canadian life. Increased trade with Latin
American and judicious Canadian invest-
ment there would augment Canada's
capacity to `pay its way' in the world.
Similarly, a closer dialogue with some of
these countries about world problems
could enhance Canada's capacity to play
an independent role in international
affairs."

The timing of Mr. Trudgau's visit
coincided fortuitously with a new sense of
international importance among the devel-
oping Latin American countries and with
a feeling on their part that they were
being ignored or taken too much for
granted by the United States. The atten-
tion of another developed country like
Canada appeared so welcome that Mr.
Trudeau was paid the added tribute in
each country of being treated as a head of
state, rather than as a mere head of
government.

Half Canada's exports
In visiting Mexico, Cuba and Venezuela,
Mr. Trudeau chose three countries that
together purchased about half Canada's
$1.2-billion worth of exports to Latin
America in 1975 and supplied 80 per cent
of its $1.8 billion in imports from the area.
Each of the three, moreover, wields par-
ticular influence in Latin America and
among other developing countries.

Venezuela heads the economic list,
with imports from Canada last year of
$291 million and exports to Canada of
$1.1 billion (mostly in the form of oil).
Number Three among Canada's Latin

George Radwanski is Ottawa editor and
national affairs columnist of the Financial
Times of Canada. Mr. Radwanski, who
holds degrees in Id W' and political science
from McGill University, was previously
associate editor of The Gazette of
Montreal, writing first from Montreal and
later from Ottawa. He accompanied Prime
Minister Trudeau on his recent Latin
American tour; as well as on earlier visits
to Europe and Washington. He has also
written reports from the Soviet Union,
West Germany, Britain, Spain, France,,
Scandinavian and the United States. The
views expressed are those of
Mr. Radwanski.

Fortuitous
coincidence
in timing of
Trudeau visit
to Latin America



Stop in Mexico
least success f ul
of Trudeau visit

Prime Minister
pressed sale
of aircraft
and reactors

American trading partners is Mexico, with

imports of $218 million and exports of
$95.8 million. Cuba is fourth, with imports
of $217.9 million and exports of $85.5
million. The country left out of the tour
was second-place Brazil, with imports
from Canada last year of $192.5 million
and exports of $166 million.

Of the three stops on the Prime
Minister's tour, Mexico was the least
successful. Mr. Trudeau's presence ful-
filled the limited objective of showing the
flag, but the formal talks with President
Luis Echeverria left the Canadian delega-
tion irritated and frustrated. Mr. Eche-
verria seemed more interested in talking
than listening, and he and his officials took
up much of the limited discussion time
with long-winded lectures on Mexican
positions.

The formal talks occupied a total of
five hours spread over two sessions, and
Mr. Trudeau frequently had difficulty
getting a word in edgewise. The nuclear-
non-proliferation issue, for instance,
brought a 45-minute dissertation from the
Mexican Foreign Minister on his country's
views and leadership in this field. Similar-
ly, when Mr. Trudeau made the mistake
of asking how the Mexicans planned to
finance some of the projects they were
describing, the result was a 25-minute
speech by the Minister of Finance.

The Prime Minister did find the time
to put forward some of his own views, but
selling those views was another matter.
Canadian officials felt he had too little
opportunity to put his points across force-
fully or in sufficient detail. Beyond a
vague cultural-exchange pact, the talks
produced no clear agreement on either
trade matters or major multilateral issues.

In the area of trade, Mr. Trudeau
pressed Canada's interest in selling Mexico
Dash-7 aircraft, CANDU reactors, and
railway equipment, as well as expanding
trade in various other areas. The Mex-
icans were noncommittal, confining their
answers to saying that such matters were
under active consideration. In turn, they
put emphasis on the need to reduce the
trade deficit with Canada, their eagerness
to move away from the "triangular trade"
situation of having some 25 per cent of
their exports to Canada pass through
middlemen in the U.S., and their desire
to have their national airline get a larger
share of the passenger traffic it divided
with CP Air.

Multilateral relations
As far as multilateral matters like the new
world economic order, the law of the sea
and nuclear non-proliferation were con-
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cerned, the Prime Minister found that
Canada and Mexico shared broad objecf.
ives but differed substantially on f actic;,
President Echeverria is much more giver,
to dramatic gestures, and - Canadian o$,
cials were startled by the degree of v`ruleLi.

anti-Americanism that underlay MeB icai,
positions. "My God," saidone part^cipant
in the talks, "they're still harking ba&,a
the Alamo and Manifest Destiny."

In Mexico, as in the other two cuuj^.
tries visited, the talks on multilaterai
matters produced no new meeting
minds. But the exchanges were at Ir,ast,,
opportunity for. Mr. Trudeau to egpl*
some Canadian positions and to emphaizk
that Canada was pursuing foreign poli66
distinct from those of the U.S.

The effectiveness of the Mexic:an trip
was further reduced by the fact that the
Prime Minister was dealing with a"lamr
duck" President; Mr. Echeverria',.-, term
expires in December, and he cann^t suc•
ceed himself. Mr. Trudeau did rr.--et foi
some 50 minutes with the designated h6;
José Lopez Portillo, but that bfief en,
counter was at best just enough to set th(
stage for talks after the new Pi-esident
came to power.

Success and controversy
Of Mr. Trudeau's three stops, the visit to
Cuba was both the most successful and tlie
most controversial. The Prime Irlinistu
had two principal objectives. He wantd
to ensure that, if and when CubG's rela-
tions with the U. S. thawed, Canada wold
not lose the commercial advantages of
having "come in on the ground-floor
during the years when other cour tries iu
the Western Hemisphere were bo,: cotting
the island. And he wanted to cemd
further relations with the Castro regime,
both because of its leadership role amont
developing countries and because of th
desirability of keeping it from fall' 1g1'
pletely within the Soviet orbit.

Both those objectives were ap_jarenfliJ
achieved - in private, during mcre &
six hours of talks with the Cubar, lead6f
and in public, by virtue of the hero's mN
come Mr. Trudeau received fron,. stagé
managed crowds and Premier :Cjastro
words at a huge public rally in the ,.ort aa^
industrial centre of Cienfuegos.

During his 50-minute speech ".o a v&^J

crowd outside a sugar factory :-i Ci'

fuegos, the Cuban Premier recal; ed tl ^
Canada had been one of only two WestR.

Hemisphere countries (the other '^,
Mexico) to resist U.S. pressure to se^^
relations in 1959. He outlined how
Cuban economy had benefited from CO
than aid and trade since then, and pr^"

a
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UPI Photo

Ouban Prime Minister Fidel Castro's laughter reflects the warmth of the reception
g^ven to Prime Minister Trudeau during his January visit to Cuba. This photo was

ken during Mr. Trudeau's speech to the mass rally of 25,000 Cubans at Cienfuegos.
.At the conclusion of the speech, the Prime Minister shouted the customary "Vivas"

,

rit, Cuban rallies, thus touching of'f controversy at home in Canada.

^}anada's attitude as an example to other
huntries of good relations between devel-

o^ed and developing countries. "Today,"
nh said, "the difficult years are behind us,
i,,je are less and less isolated, but we shall
never forget those who behaved correctly
tra,wards us in those difficult years."

In private talks with Mr. Castro, the
Prime 1°flinister pressed for further egpan-
sibn of the trade that had seen Canada's
x.ports soar from $81.9 million in 1973 to

>117.9 million last year. He particularly
e^phasized Canadian interest in such pro-
]^cts as the reconstruction of Havana
13^arbour•, restoration or replacement of
C rba's r';ilapidated hotels, and provision of
r^ilway equipment. The Premier expressed
Articular interest in the possibility of
]oint-venture projects, particularly in the
nfkel-p,roduction field. But he also ex-
P rlPssed concern about the size of Cuba's
r^Lde deficit, and urged Canada to buy

... are sugar; he was told, in effect, that
Cana --I were already buying as much
'i5^ithey'<'eeded.

1-4ss forthcoming
:%^thoug^ international affairs occupied aIrir;ge part of the discussions between thetti;r leaders, Canadian officials were far
t'^s forthcoming on the substance of thosei<ilil^s.

If Mr. Trudeau's visit was bitterly
troversial, it was largely because it took

place in the shadow of the Angola war. It
was during the visit, in fact, that the
Cuban official newspaper carried the first
public admission that large numbers of
Cuban troops were fighting in Angola.

Mr. Trudeau did argue against the
Cuban intervention at some length during
his private talks, but neither the tone of
that discussion nor the vigour with which
he stated his objections is known; the
further the Prime Minister got from Cuba,
the more forceful he and his aides claimed
the presentation had been.

Some of the controversy resulting
from the visit was silly. Although Mr.
Trudeau's cries of "Viva" at the Cienfuegos
rally produced some outrage in Canada,
the closing phrases of his speech were sim-
ply a variation on the custom of toasting
the health of the host and his country
during a state visit; in Cuba, it just hap-
pens that the setting for speech-making is
a rally rather than a banquet, and the
accepted formula is a succession of "Vivas."

But another element of the contro-
versy - the argument over whether Mr.
Trudeau should have gone to Cuba at all
while its forces were in Angola, or whether
he should have publicly denounced the
intervention - is more serious. There is no
question that the Prime Minister's visit at
that time was a prestige triumph for
Mr. Castro.

Tone and vigour
of objections
unknown

A



- Treating nations
as outlaws
does not modify
behaviour

Saying less
would have been
wiser course

But the trip had been scheduled long
before the developments in Angola, and
cancellation or postponement would have
been a diplomatic slap in the face that
would have worsened Canadian-Cuban
relations for years to come. A public de-
nunciation by Mr. Trudeau in Cuba would
have made the rest of the visit worse than
useless. Either ._course might have been
morally satisfying, but would have accom-
plished little.

Past experience with countries Iike
Cuba, Communist China, South Africa and
Rhodesia has shown that treating nations
as international outlaws neither topples
their governments nor modifies their
behaviour. Mr. Trudeau's presence in Cuba
at least enabled him to state an opposing
point of view and 'to keep the, channels of
communication open for attempted per-
suasion on future issues. It would be naive
to expect too much from this, but, as one
senior Canadian official put it: "Let's face
it, most of the leaders who have been
willing to talk to Castro have been the
wild-eyed crazies, and that's bound to
affect one's perception."

Defensible visit
Although the visit is quite defensible, Mr.
Trudeau did bring unnecessary trouble on
himself by being unreservedly flattering in
his public assessment of the Cuban leader.
The two men appeared to find a remark-
able rapport, and the Prime Minister was
undoubtedly frank in telling reporters he
found Mr. Castro "a man of great integrity
... within his own ideological framework,
a man of world stature ... a man-with a
great deal of pride ...(who) has a great
feeling for international affairs, a man who
has assessed very well the qualities and
weaknesses of various leaders".

He would have been wiser to say less.
Such unqualified praise struck a sour note
not only with many Canadians but - more
important, in view of Mr. Trudeau's ob-
jectives - with Latin American govern-
ments, which remain deeply worried about
Mr. Castro's international activities and
ambitions.

In Venezuela, Mr. Trudeau's talks
with President Perez appeared promising
but inconclusive. President Perez pleased
the Canadians by agreeing readily - that
something must be done about Canada's
oil-induced deficit of nearly $1 billion a
year, the largest it has with any single
country. In reality, however, there is no
way Canada can even come close to
balancing a trade relation involving so
much oil. The closest Canada could come
would be to win the contract for Vene-
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zuela's railway construction, whi-;h
ultimatelÿ be worth $1 billion; the v^l
improved Canadian prospects, buA ; by a^
means guaranteed success.

Expand structure
The _; two leaders did- agree that it w$,
desirable to expand the ' structure ^
Canadian-Venezuelan trade relaticns:froQ,
a modus vivendi to the establ:.shmep+
of an economic commission at mi*aisté*
level that would explore new area; of co
operation in the industrial, commer.;ial am;
technoIogical` fields. The. joint coirnm^t
que, however, stopped short of confirmin!
that agreement; instead of a speci:îc joio;
commission, it mentioned only "eaz,
discussions towards the adoption of ao
agreement or agreements on economic co
operation".

Perhaps more important, I_oweve;
was the fact that the visit gained Canad,
a special sponsorship for deeper involve
ment in Latin American affairs. Presidel
Perez is eager for Canada to estabïish:coa
tact of some sort with the ne-^Tr Lath
American Economic System (SELA),
which is variously compared to thr= OECâ
and to a European Economic Cor.ununiq
without the objective of political inte
gration. The organization's present struc.
ture would not permit Canada to join, m
even to establish a "contractual li;ik".K
Perez may be thinking, however, either oi
observer status for Canada or of havia;
Venezuela temporarily act as ^,anada',
eyes and ears in SELA.

A brief visit to three countries wl
not by itself create what Mr. l'rudeau
calls "the Latin American con-nection"
But, if the Government is serio_as abW
launching an era of closer relations, the
leadership-level meetings were a goodpla¢f
to start. Below that level, many cf thetop;
Latin American technocrats - tl-:e peoplr
who decide in practice what trL:de deaY
to favour and which country's technolog
to pursue - did their advanced st;udiesID
the U.S., Britain, France and V`est GO
many; they neither know nor c are muc1
about Canada. If more attentior is to ^
paid to Canada's concerns and prop089'
consequently, the word will have to R
down from the top.

What Mr. Trudeau acco:°lpli
however, can only set the stage or ciw
relations in the future. A governmeD
leader's visit is a dramatic way of signb
ling interest, but the goodwill it creates
quite ephemeral. Everything now depeac
on the follow-up, the degree of dilige'
and vigour with which bilateral relat
are pursued at lower levels.
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Opportunity answers the door
WAen trade mission knocks
amiesonin Southeast Asia

An excited aide rushed the good news into

out - had been made, just off one of the
Philippine Islands by a drilling consortium

e office of President Ferdinand Marcos
6f the Philippines halfway through the
meeting between Marcos and Donald
Jamieson, Canada's Minister of Industry,
Trade and Commerce. A promising oil-
sftike - not commercial, as it later turned

that included aCanadian firm. Later in
the morning, an elated Marcos spoke to
the entire Canadian trade mission Mr.
Tamieson had led to Southeast Asia, andI
#ped that Canada was bringing good
ck to the Philippines.

A reputation as a bringer of good luck
niay be a new role for Canada in Southeast
isia, but certainly Canada is regarded
enignly and favourably in the region, ay

cônclusion that can be drawn readily
f^om th- red-carpet treatment given the
amieson. mission when it "blitzed" the

membee- countries of the Association of
^outheast Asian Nations (ASEAN) during
irmg the first two weeks of March.

wo objectives
I, was a. mission with both diplomatic and
cûmmer^^.ial objectives. Mr. Jamieson met
"'Aith 30 ministers and the government
t d4aders c?i Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philip-
Pmes, S;^gapore and Thailand. He signed
jveral txreaties eliminating double taxation

1?etween Canada and these nations. With
Ii!donesia, he concluded an agreement to
A{tend to that nation $200 million in soft
lia ans un -der the aegis of the Export Devel-
'4ment f;orporation. At the Asian Devel-
Ument Bank headquarters in Manila, he
`Inounced a major additional purchase of

ow depe -lOB shases and an additional contribution
of dilige' '
al relati

f!? the ADB's soft-loan fund, making
^^nada

the second-largest non-regional"
pporter of the Bank after Japan.

He raised specific questions during his
many ministerial meetings (for example,
to secure more operating room in local
financial affairs for Canadian banks). And
specific questions were raised by the host
nations, most frequently involving their
desire to have better access to the Cana-
dian market and, thus reduce the sharp
imbalance of trade in Canada's favour.
And, throughout the mission, Mr. Jamie-
son opened many doors for the 42 business-
men accompanying him. In their turn, they
uncovered a broad range of trade and in-
vestment opportunities for Canadians in
this populous (250 million) and resource-
rich region.

While some Canadian firms - no-
tably consulting firms and banks - have
done considerable business in Southeast Jamieson visit
Asia during the past two decades, the should raise
Canadian profile has, on the whole, been Canadian pro file
a low one. The intensive Jamieson mission, in Southeast Asia
which received considerable local media
attention, will help give Canada a more
substantial image in the region. As the
Canadian Ambassador in Indonesia, Peter
Johnston, put it: "The mission has created
a climate in which we can do business."

Mr. John Schreiner has been based in
Vancouver as Western Editor of the
Financial Post for the past three years and
has been on the staff of that paper for
15 years. He has had a long-standing
interest in international affairs, in partic-
ular in the "Asian Rim". He edited the
Financial Post supplement on Japan in
1970 and is dôing so again in 1976. He has
also edited the Financial Post reports on
Southeast Asia, Sweden, Germany and
Britain, and has visited Southeast Asia on
a number of occasions. The views
expressed in this article are those of
Mr. Schreiner.



Indeed, a good deal of business was
concluded during, the mission itself --
some of it the completion of lengthy
negotiations and some the happy result

of Canadian businessmen seizing unex-

pected opportunities.

Excellent timing
By good fortune, the Canadian mission was
excellently timed. The leaders of the five.
members of the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations had completed a crucial
"summit" meeting the week before in the
Indonesian resort of Bali. ASEAN is nine

years old, a very embryo common market,

and one that made virtually no progress
until this spring. The summit meeting,
however, led to the setting-up of an
ASEAN secretariat and also resulted in
some modestly concrete decisions a few
weeks later by economic ministers of the
Association on complementary industrial
development among the five.

ASEAN expands The sudden progress by ASEAN this

to fill vacuum spring was the result of the vacuum left in

after collapse Southeast Asia after the collapse of South

of South Vietnam Vietnam and the American withdrawal

from Indochina and Thailand. The

ASEAN nations, three of which could
have been called U.S. client states a year
ago, now seriously doubt that they would
get substantive U.S. help in resisting ex-
pansionist Communism in the region. The
Thais, who value an 800-year-old tradition
of independence, now find a militarily
tough North Vietnam just beyond their
borders giving verbal, and perhaps other,
support to insurgents within Thailand.
The Malaysians and the Filipinos have
their own insurgent hotbeds, both separ-

atist and pro-Communist. The fierce

Indonesian anti-Communism was. illus-
trated by that country's recent absorption
of the former Portuguese colony of Timor;
so-called volunteers from Indonesia moved
in to prevent the colony falling under the
control of a pro-Chinese faction and thus
becoming a possible source of left-wing
agitation on the Indonesian southern flank.

The North Vietnamese have angrily
denounced ASEAN as a new military bloc
in Southeast Asia. That is precisely what
it is not. It represents an effort by the five
nations to develop political stability - and
thus resist Communist absorption - by
economic progress.

There has also been a second, and
equally important, stimulus to the new
life for the ASEAN idea. The Middle East
oil boycott and the subsequent world re-
cession have shaken the economies of all
the ASEAN nations. Even oil-producing
Indonesia (a moderate member of OPEC)
found itself battered by plummeting com-
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modity prices, and international' irafiatia^

The experience has convinced the ASEAN
nations of the merit of helping one anothei
For example, a senior Filipino econoi^^
minister, Vicente Paterno, reports tba{
Indonesia has assured its ASEAN parte
of oil in the event of another boycott.

Sensitive to Japan
The American disengagement in Southeasi
Asià has given increased visibility to tj,
Japanese economic influence in the regioa
However, the ASEAN nations are at least
as sensitive ' to Japanese econoinic h^

gemony as Canadians are to Americu
economic influence at home. Consequentl^,
besides looking to each other, they as
seeking stronger `economic ties with ad
vanced nations that have neither colonial
nor big-power connotations in the. region
One of those nations, as the Jamiesas
mission soon learned, is Canada.

"We are seen as a people who don'I

have an age_to grind," Jamieson reported
'"We're really trusted." This climate

opinion should give Canadians a good rtti
at the trade and investment oppottunitio
in the region. Not that the business wffi,
handed to Canadians on a platter. "Wa'h
not the only ones who have discovert:
Southeast Asia," Jamieson adds.. "Wé
got to be a little sharper." It is a mai
worth going after, one with about 2k.
million people. Current per capita incom^

are low and limit the market's bu*
power, but the potential is considerable.

There is already a modest sbut sot
Canadian commercial presence in the n

gion. One leading edge is represc:nted k
the activities of the five large charteg

banks, which were represented on 6
trade mission by the Presiden:; of 6
Toronto-Dominion Bank, Richard The

son. The five are: Toronto-Domznion ^
the Bank of Montreal, with regional b0
quarters in Singapore; the Royal Bank

Canada and the Canadian Impe> ial B
of Commerce, with regional hearqug^

in Hong Kong; and the Bank of Y
Scotia, with regional headquarters

Manila.

Banks ezpand
The Canadian banks have expanded m
aggressively in the area during the Pres
decade. Their activities range al? the !
from wholesale banking to branch ban
from loans for Singapore shipyards to'
management of loan issues by the Ma
sian and Philippines Governments. B(
Royal and Nova Scotia own 3 %) PeTL'

interest in Filipino banks, and Toron
Dominion has 10 percent of a ma,
Malaysian bank. The banks also sen'e
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lit ahead of business," observes a Royal

^osits xrlto Canada. In the main, it has
1!ieen a profitable experience; one Canadian
i',anker estirnates that the five probably
enerate among them annual net profits on

.^,sian operations of about $10 million.
This whole region hashas, been a net con-

iributor to Canada," believes T. L.- Gibbs
U the Bank of Nova Scotia.
I More important, the banks are now
in a position, both with financial help
ünd commercial intelligence, to assist
ôther Canadian - business growth in the
ragion. "The banks here have come a

bank executive.
Cariadian consultants have established

J, significant and growing business in
tioutheast Asia. For example, two firms -
C^. D. 1-lowe Co. and Montreal Engineer-
i^g Co. - incorporated subsidiaries in

gapore five years ago. Vancouver's Nor-
r,',an Springate and Associates has a 49
p^rcent interest in a Malaysian engineering
cbnsultancy. This latter case illustrates

at was discovered by one trade mission
üiembe-r, Michael Gillham, president of the
_^SSociation of Consulting Engineers of
Ganada - throughout Asia, local auth-
0^ities strongly prefer foreign engineering
Onsult4nts to come in as joint-venture
^^^rtners, thus enabling a transfer of skills

local consultants. Montreal Engineering
s successful in its bid to design Singa-
re's major thermal-power project, in

+t because the design office was located
Singapore and not abroad.

The trade mission included several
nadian consulting firms with an estab-
hed ";;rack record" in Southeast Asia.
resta' International Ltd., an affiliate of
ncou;rer's Sandwell and Co., has done
iarietcr of forestry studies in Malaysia

d(iring the 1970s, including a study on the
thffitY of a pulp-and-paper complex. The

fi has also done, or is doing, various
f« estry Utudies in Thailand, the Philip-
Aes and Indonesia.

Sha Winigan Engineering Co., Mont-
is tee project engineer on one hydro-

tric c ievelopment in Malaysia and is
' irg -n two other hydro-related studies

il^ere, Inhe philippines, it is engaged with
a j J.S, f- -I and local firms on a study of
h1droelec {;nc and irrigation projects.

Can,xrdian Pacific Consulting Services
Lone :rrm of the transportation giant,
aï'ried o?rt

a technical-assistance program
''11972 f^>^

Malaysian State Railways, has
r^de a study of dieselization for Thai-
1^{d's rait system, and is currently just

^ng a two-year program of technical
stance, funded by the World Bank, to

^n onesia', state railways.

The majority of consulting contracts
have been financed either through aid pro-
grams or through the international banks,
notably the World Bank and the Asian
Development Bank. Shawinigan Engineer-
ing president Kenneth Gray, after an
intensive briefing at ADB headquarters in
Manila, described that bank as the "focal
point" of the region. ADB officials com-
plained that too few Canadian consulting
firms are now registered with the Bank to
receive tender calls. More serious, perhaps,
was the comment that not all the regis-
tered firms, when they are short-listed,
pursue possible contracts aggressively.
Also at the ADB briefing, ACEC president
Gillham - head of the Haliiax consultant
firm Whitman, Benn and Associates (1969)
Ltd. - found there was potential business
for Canadian firms with expertise in
fisheries.

There are a handful of significant
Canadian investments in resource-ex-
traction in Southeast Asia. By far the
largest is the $800-million nickel mine on
the Indonesian island of Sulawesi, which
International Nickel Co. of Canada will
bring into production later this year. In
the Philippines, Placer Development Ltd.
of Vancouver has 40 percent interest in the
country's major copper-mine. In Malaysia,
MacMillan Bloedel Ltd., Canada's leading
forest-products company, has a series of
investments in forestry, including a ply-
wood complex.

A few Canadian manufacturers also
have invested in Southeast Asia. An im-
portant recent example is EIectrohome
Ltd., the Kitchener electronics firm, whose
two-year-old plant in a suburb of Kuala
Lumpur produces circuit boards for Cana-
dian television sets.

A complete list of Canadian firms
with investments or contracts in the region
would be a good deal longer. On the other
hand, it would appear slight against the
much larger activities. by competitors from
the U.S., Europe and, above all, Japan.

Late-comers
Canadians are relative late-comers to the
region, both in the commercial and the
diplomatic spheres. The Canadian Em-
bassy in the Philippines, for example, is
less than five years old. The upgrading
of the previous consulate there may well

have been prompted by Filipino emigra-
tion to Canada. There are now an esti-
mated 80,000 Filipinos in Canada. There
were about 100 applicants queuing at the
Embassy in Manila on the day Mr.

Jamieson called there during the trade
mission.

Hand f ul
of significant
Canadian
investments



The success of many of the mission's

Business
in region
for aggressive

competitor

members in digging up business left no"
doubt about the potential in the region.
Consultant Edward Bennett of Ottawa's
Delcanda International Ltd. came away
short-listed to bid on two projects of
which he had not been aware before the

mission.
Manitoba hog-breeder Willis Langille,

general manager of Prairie Pride Enter-
prises Ltd. and already a successful ex-
porter to the Philippines, landed orders in
Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia. Fore-
most International Industries Ltd. presi-
dent John NodweIl, whose Calgary firm
sold more than 40 off-highway vehicles last
year to the Indonesian state oil company,
identified new prospects both in Indonesia
and in Thailand.Dr. R. E. Vuia, president

of Combustion Engineering-Superheater

Ltd., Montreal, was in Indonesia just in
time to get the specifications on a thermal-
power station. He will bid to supply the

equipment.
Mr. Jamieson, after the trade mis-

sion's final debriefing, concluded that there
was plenty of business in the region for the

aggressive competitor.
There are also risks and problems.

The Indonesians have a long list of re-
quirements but, struggling with a massive
international debt, are hard put to it to
pay for what they need. Accordingly, much
of the Canadian business being done there
depends on the aid dollars and the soft
credit available to Indonesia.

Foreign investment rules
Potential investors will find that all the
ASEAN nations have well-developed rules
on foreign investment. On the one hand,
the ground-rules usually include generous
tax and other incentives for priority indus-
tries. On the other hand, they often in-
clude restrictions a good deal stiffer than

Canada's Foreign Investment Review Act
The Indonesians, for example, will not

award aforest concession to a fo}°eigner,
The outside investor mustteam up wi}h
indigenous partners who have these cou.
cessions. The risks inherent in that at.
rangement have not appealed to Ca.nadiaD

forest-products firms.
There are various requirements fol

domestic participation in the enterprise
One of the conditions Electroho_ne at.
cepted in exchange for Malaysian incen.
tives was to sell 30 percent interest in its
plant to Malaysians next year. White these
ground-rules are understandable, it is nof
always easy to find local partne;,s with
capital to put into a venture.

Foreign investors must also as,;ess the
political risks in the ASEAN gro:_,p. The

Tovem•ultimate complexion of Thailand's :'
ment is far from clear. Malaysie^, whilé
stable on the surface, is still strugglin;
with racial tensions. Indonesia's economi
problems contain the seeds of possible
future instability. However, mar-;,ial In
has brought more stability to the Philip
pines than that nation has known for
decades. The long-term viability of Sing.
,pore, easily the most highly organ:'zed and
efficient location in Southeast Asia, bang
on, the stability of the region it se: ves.

The consensus among membe .•s of thr
Canadian trade mission suggested that the
region's potential for trade and husine
was immediate and worth taking :isks foi
Indeed, by taking a chance, Canad:an busi
ness will help the region toward; greafe
stability. The economic progress tl_at cod
be stimulated by trade and imvestment
could go a long way in removing sonie d
the causes of unrest and in: urgencry,
Malaysia's racial tensions, for -nstanoz;
can be kept under control as lor. g as tht
economic pie keeps getting bigg r for 01

ra ces.

Canadian exports to and imports from
Southeast Asian countries
(in millions of Canadian dollars)

1960 1970

Exports Imports Exports Imports

ASEAN
Indonesia 2.1 0.5 16.5

Malaysia 4.7 28.1 14.0

Philippines 14.8 2.0 30.2

Singapore n.a. n.a. 10.8

Thailand 2.7 0.8 8.0

Other Pacific
Hong Kong
Taiwan
Korea
China
Japan

countries
21.7 15.5 20.8
2.9 1.1 17.7

3.9 0.4 17.9

8.8 5.6 135.4

178.1 110.4 776.8

0.6 53.6 4.6 66.8
34.2 29.3 62.2 24.9

4.3 50.0 15.7 58.3
202 295 520 36.5

14.3
56.1
22.1
46,9

1.1 25.0 3.0 22.5 6.1

78.5 40.0 134.8 43.6
49.7 43.5 197.5 38.8
73.3 13.9 138.1 82.1

446.2 18.2 62.1 377.3
2194.5 556.5 1449.9 2119.8
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Undeed Nations

Recap of 30th General Assembly:
a demonstration of resilience

The vi=ork of the thirtieth session of the
United Nations General Assembly ended

on the minds of many as they stood in

hm December 17 with the traditional
ninut;,̂ of silence. Many delegates, eager
^hougli they were to file wrap-up reports
^d catch planes for distant capitals, may
nevert=xeless have welcomed, and certainly
inerite:I, that moment's respite after
having considered a record 126 agenda
items tat morethan 450 committee meet-
ings and 100 plenary sessions addressed in
11 laazguages) and adopted some 120
Fesofut3ons? The fact that the busy del-
éaates also, according to one estimate,
nanaEid to organize , over 1,100 social
vents during the consecutive seventh
pecial and regular thirtieth sessions and

still fo--and time to attend 5,200 hours of
meetings during 1975 might have been

refleçti:on,
J,` ;ures cannot tell the entire tale,

hut th,: thirtieth session was also attended
b,,. sor ; u 15 heads of state or government
nd 2^`;;3 ministers. The level of interest
but one indication of the importance

!tfach û to the UN by its members.
-^,i!le .. 'om the glitter, ceremony and sheer
numbe the substantive and frequently

Z
rre:.:ome debates continued to attract
wodd's attention and, perhaps more

All iyears past, drew reactions from
a>> 110t: of the globe.

^`' :h the admission of Mozambique,
q^i1?e %erde, Saô Tomé and Principe,
P,t-,ua New Guinea, Comoros and Siiri-
n^'jrn, ^_:iich brought its membership to

4, t1F_• world forum moved closer to its
ff^^ 01-i universality. As the process ofderolo; ration nears completion, such pe-
7^nnial -questions as the membership ofz, In

•• tx4111s twnicn the thirtieth session
Jturne:: to . the Security Council with a
comm=;ndation overwhelmingly in favour

adrri: sion}, and the Koreas (where
Pblitica' probiems persist) remain as the
n?alor 1A,-,rdles in the

organization's ap-
+ach to universal membership. The

trend towards universality; long supported
by Canada, is an achievement no other
international organization has matched.

Grounds for hope
The thirtieth session followed immediately
upon the seventh special session on inter-
national economic co-operation, the suc-
cess of which gave grounds for hope, but
no assurance, that the spirit of moderation
and conciliation would continue. From the
perspective of those who took issue with
the sometimes controversial rulings of his
predecessor at the twenty-ninth session,
the election of Prime Minister Thorn
of Luxembourg as Assembly President
seemed to augur well for the new session.
Indeed, it was quickly acknowledged by all
groups that his leadership, steeped in the
Parliamentary tradition, was thoroughly
capable, moderate and impartial. Despite
some areas in which progress or consensus
was impossible, the session showed mod-
erate progress on economic, political
(including decolonization), human rights,
financial and legal matters. Contrary to
the view of those who would deny the
organization's ability to produce results
in the midst of incessant power struggles,
many issues were dealt with by the Assem-
bly quickly and conscientiously.

Mr. Svoboda is Deputy Director of the
United Nations Political and Institutional
Affairs Division of the Department of
External Affairs. A graduate of the
Universities of Saskatchewan, Dalhousie
and Carleton, he entered the Department
in 1963 and has served abroad in Cuba
and New Zealand. He also served as
adviser on the Canadian delegation at
several sessions of the United Nations
General Assembly and the Preparatory
Committee of the UN Second Develop-
ment Decade. The views and conclusions
expressed in this article are those of
Mr. Svoboda.

Thorn's leadership
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Unprecedented
open hostility

in wake of
resolution
equating Zionism

with racism

Resolution
condemned
by Canadian
Parliament

In marked contrast to the quiet suc-
cesses of the session was the fateful and
provocative resolution equating Zionism
with racism. A short paragraph in Resolu-
tion 3379 amending an otherwise respect-

able and commendable text adopted

earlier by consensus in the Economic and
Social Council resulted in the Assembly's
accepting the view that "Zionism is a form

of racism and racial discrimination".

Resolution 3379 is unlikely to pass quickly
into obscurity. Indeed, the storm that
followed the introduction of this resolu-
tion left the _United Nations with an un-
precedented amount of open hostility.
Polls revealed that, in the United States

Within the limit.s of the, UN syster.a, th

practical impact of theZionism resolutio

may be diffused in the long run. Mot
unfortunate is the damage to the credi

bility of the generally positive thrust o

UN; activities in the broad area of huma

rights. Such activities as Internation

Women's Year and the forthcoming Con•
ference on the Elimination of Racial Dis.
crimination are immediately identifiable

victims.

Major item
One estimate has it that the thirtiet
session spent 30 per cent of its time o

thquestions about the Middle East. For
first time in three years, the Arab stat
began a general debate on the Middle Eas

situation. An attempt was made to cap

italize on the success achieved at tb
twenty-ninthsession, when the Palestine
Liberation Organization was recognized,
by seeking greater recognition of the rights
of Palestinians. Following the appearance
in the General Assembly of Presidenf
Sadat of Egypt and the Sinai disengage-
ment agreement, Resolution 3375 was
passed, calling for PLO participation in
all efforts to solve the Middle East ques.

tion. Though Canada agreed that the

Palestinians should be represented in
peace negotiations . affecting their owE
future, it abstained, indicating that the
resolution questioned by implication the

right of Israel to exist.
The debate in the Special l'olitid

Committee on the United Nations Reliel
and Works Agency for Palestine Refugg
and the presentation of the Report of t
Special. Committee to Investigate Israel
Practices Affecting the Human R:ghts ol
the Population of the Occupied Tesritorie
occasioned further exchanges on the pros
pects of reconciling Israeli and Paiestinial
interests (which remain as dim as ever)
Although the debate in this coznmi*
was moderate compared to past :essioa
the coincidence of raids on refugea cO
with the establishment of Israel: settlt
ments in lands occupied since 1.967 w

doubtedly made it increasingly difficd

for Israel's friends to support it activel
during these discussions.

The mandate of the United Natior
Emergency Force in the Middle East n
renewed by the Security Council for

at least, support for the UN had sunk
lower than ever before.

Within the Assembly, although a
victory of sorts was won by those antag-
onistic to Israel, a high price was paid in
terms of Third World solidarity. For the
voting on this resolution (72 for, 35
against, 32 abstaining and three absent)
on November 10 broke the usual unity
of the developing countries and revealed
a division in the ranks of the so-called
"new majority". Canada, with a number
of like-minded states, played an active
part in attempting (unsuccessfully) to
deter the resolution, not only because of
its inherent unsoundness but because of
obvious danger to the United Nations

itself.
A procedural move to defer the ques-

tion, incidentally, failed by only 12 votes
(55 for (Canada), 67 against, 15 absten-

tions), revealing that many members

would have preferred to avoid putting the
issue to the test. An analysis of the voting
indicates, in fact, that 17 African states
abstained or voted against the resolution.
Most of the 19 African states voting in

favour have substantial Moslem popu-

lations.
The reaction in Canada, Western

Europe, Scandinavia and certain Common-
wealth countries was swift and vigorous.
On November 12, the Canadian Parlia-
ment unanimously condemned the resolu-
tion on a motion of Mr. John Diefenbaker,

in the following terms:
"(it) ..As in the opinion of this House
unmerited, untrue and deserving of the
unqualified condemnation by this House
and by all peoples who believe in free-

d -111 peace.dom an wo
1 Zionism is that also approved an enlargement of tiWhile th e reso u ion on

generally seen as a success for the Arab force required to police the seco^xd SID

cause, it was somewhat weaker than the disengagement agreement. This was a

most extreme elements would like to have come development for UNEF, s ince d

seen. For the time being at least, Israel's previous renewals for six-month pOo,

membership in a forum where its vital had made long-term planning di&

interests are at stake has been preserved. Conversely, renewal by the CounCd of^
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12-month period in a restrained deba
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Bitter debate

the lack of progress in ending the eight-

land would depend on elaboration of an

the a?xnost traditional debate on the

t,)ok >>lace in a tense atmosphere in which
Syria extracted the concession that the
Security, . Council would hold a full-scale
debate on the Middle East situation and
a statement by the Council president that

the PLO would be invited to take part.
Israe' opposed this developmentïas intro-

! ducing extraneous "political" considera-
i tions during the Council's renewal of the
UNDOF mandate. Canada took a leading

!role in negotiation of the resolutions
!financ:ing UNEF/UNDOF until the end
!of its current mandate.

The peacekeeping effort in Cyprus was
âlso renewed, but only after bitter debate.
1any delegates expressed frustration at

^mont^; division of the island, and Turkey
#ound itself obliged to cast the only neg-
tive vote on the Cyprus resolution, thus

destroying the consensus of previous years.
Iurke^T was successful in extracting the
political "rider" that operations of the
vacer eeping forces in the north of the

{zgreen^ent with the Turkish Cypriots.
This year, the campaign surrounding

; Kore< :.` question" was particularly in-
tense both in New York and in capitals.
Supporters of the R.O.K. and the D.P.R.K.
II ,ositions both presented resolutions that
yronflic;ed in a number of essential ways,
^hougi^ at first glance they looked similar.
For e_,emple, both resolutions called for
the di.s:,olution of the UNC and with-
drawai of all troops under the UN flag
i"om .^.orea. The pro-R.O.K. resolution,
^ hich =^anada supported, maintained that
rlissolu,;ion should not occur without some
specifi.' provision being made to keep the
Korea^s Armistice Agreement ( 1953) in
j+lect -pending a wider settlement. The
°àuppor-'Lrs of the D.P.R.K., on the other
fxand, called for a peace agreement to
r^place the armistice, but made no provi-
sion fo, the maintenance of the armistice

til the "peace settlement" was achieved.
Jurthe,-_nore, it became clear that, in the
^`'^ew o: the D.P.R.K., any peace agree-
suent should be negotiated between North

orea ^Und the U.S. only. The supporters
' the s ÿ.O.K. maintained that the ques-tion

mui;t be resolved by the two Koreas
tliemse;r;-eS without undue outside involve-
^ent F, cause of these and other impor-
tânt ele:;-ients of disagreement, no con-
insus crauld be achieved and, for the first

time in the history of the UN General
Assemblv, , contradictory resolutions deal-

ing with- the same subject were passed,
the pro-R.O.K. resolution, with a vote of
59 (Canada) to 51, with 29 abstaining,
and the pro-D.P.R.K. resolution, with a
vote of 54 - 43 (Canada) - 42.

The debate on the former Spanish
Territory of the Sahara witnessed the
second pair of mutually-contradictory
resolutions. The first, though it main-
tained the approach taken by previous
resolutions calling for decolonization and
the right of Saharans to self-determination
under UN supervision, made no reference
to the recently-signed tripartite agreement
between Spain, Morocco and Mauritania.
This resolution, adopted with no opposi-
tion but with a large number of absten-
tions including Canada's, was preferred by
most African states and Algeria. Canada
also abstained on the second resolution,
which took note of the tripartite agree-
ment and requested that the interim ad-
ministration (excluding Algeria) ensure
all Saharans the exercise of self-deter-
mination with the assistance of a UN
representative. This resolution was prefer-
red by most Arab states and those sympa-
thetic to the territorial claims of Morocco
and Mauritania.

The status of the world's remaining
non-self-governing territories - now main-
ly small areas, except for Namibia and
Zimbabwe (Rhodesia), which are special
cases - merits Canadian attention in spite
of their relatively small size. Canada inter-
vened in the debate to note that self-deter- Canadian
mination did not necessarily always lead intervention
to immediate independence. While the in debate on
independence of certain remaining terri- self-determination
tories (e.g. Solomon Islands) is assured in
the near future, the eventual fate of others
(Belize, Afars and Issas) is uncertain be-
cause of historic problems or conflicting
claims among neighbouring states.

Portuguese Timor
The situation of Portuguese Timor has
been discussed in past years under the
heading of general decolonization, and
Canada has supported resolutions calling
for the orderly liberation of colonies. The
situation was different this year because of
fighting between rival parties in the terri-
tory and the inability of the administering
power to restore order. Indonesian inter-
vention in Timor took place during the
General Assembly session and prompted
resolutions in both the Assembly and
Security Council. Canada abstained on the
former, which "deplored" the Indonesian
action without fully taking into account
the circumstances that led up to inter-
vention. Canada agrees with the spirit
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Abortive
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initiative
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of the better-balanced Security Council
resolution.

- Progresswas made on the questions
of Rhodesia and Namibia, which were dis-
cussed for two months. A broad political
consensus was achieved on Rhodesia by
adoption of a resolution that no longer
called on Britain to bring about events it
had no power to effect, and a full -under-
standing emerged between the African
states and Britain regarding the wording
on majority rule. The resolution on sanc-
tions, supported by Canada, resulted in
the renewed abstentions of six countries.
The debate on Namibia drew increasing
criticism from those countries whose na-
tional commercial interests were develop-
ing Namibian resources under agreements
with South Africa. The Assembly was
forced to conclude that, in some, areas like
Namibia, Timor and the Sahara, it was
powerless to influence events, and a certain
amount of frustration was evinced in dis-
cussions. In general, however, the work of
the Fourth Committee was accomplished in
an atmosphere of conciliation resulting
from the ground-work laid by the work
over the "past year of the Committee of
Twenty-four.

Human rights
At the opposite end of the spectrum
were the discussions on issues of human
rights, in which open hostility in debate
was manifested to an unprecedented de-
gree. This animosity was clearest in the
Zionism discussion, but was also evident in
debates on Chile, torture, International
Women's Year and the well-intentioned
but abortive U.S. initiative regarding
amnesty for political prisoners.

On Chile, the past pattern of debate
was continued with discussion of the report
of the Ad Hoc Working Group on the
Situation of Human Rights in Chile, and
a resolution was adopted deploring the
Chilean Government's refusal to receive
the members of the group. Other declara-
tions aimed at protecting all persons from
torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrad-
ing punishments and affirming the rights
of the disabled, broke new ground for the
UN and were adopted unanimously, but
with little fanfare. Canada co-sponsored
these measures. The President of the As-
sembly considered that the declaration on
torture was one of the single most impor-
tant achievements of his term. It is possible
that it may lead to proposals for the draft-
ing of a full international convention.

The debate on apartheid was a well co-
ordinated condemnation of South African
policies in this area. The debate never-
theless revealed some divisions within
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African solidarity and resulted in etilba
rassment for the Eastern European t;rôUp
when the role of the Soviet Union an
Cuba in Angola was drawn to the Asse
bly's attention by some speakers. Cana
intervened with a major statement by l
Louis Duclos, M.P., in his capacitÿ
Canadian representative in the Speci
Political Committee. The official positio
on participation of Canadian gro^zps '
sporting competitions was clearly ontliné
Scepticism was voiced over the utility
simply removing some forms of "pet
apartheid" while the bulk of the offend^
legislationremained untouched, and a c
was sounded for the participation of
South Africans in the political syste°n. Th
Canadian statement represented the r
iteration of the firm public position t
had been taken in the past. A similar at
tude on the part of the United Stat
demonstrated the growing Westerr im
tience at the lack of change in Sout
Africa's racial policies. The final seve
resolutions- covered such aspects a3 am
sales, the Bantustans, apartheid in spôtt,
(co-sponsored by Canada), and the genera
situation in South Africa. Canada suppo^
ed all these resolutions except the last
which contained excessive terminology an(
advocated objectives and methods t`iat thi
Canadian Government opposed.

Deliberations in the First Committe
on arms-control and disarmamen qu
tions were lengthy and produced a recon
number of resolutions. The proliferatim
of resolutions, statements and e.-.plana
tions of vote reflected both the contplegit
of arms-control issues and the growiu
frustration of most non-nuclear- veapo
states at the lack of progress in rhe d
armament field in recent years.

Canada joined in an appeal to )?uclea
weapon states to end their nuclear testiu
and supported a resolution calling on tb
Conference of the Committee (n Di
armament (CCD) to give the highe
priority to the drawing-up of a cozn?rehet
sive test-ban agreement. The Sovie : Unio

tabled draft treaties on the comp ete an
general prohibition of nuclear-weap )n tesl
and on "the prohibition of the develol

ment and manufacture of new w&^porl^(
mass destruction and new systems of suc
weapons".

In a resolution co-sponsored by Se'
eral non-aligned countries, the Co-nmittE

regretted that the Strategic Arms Lil*A
tion Talks had not achieved po01
results, expressed concern about the of
jectives laid down for these talk. by tb

United States and the Soviet Un,on, ^

again urged the U.S. and the U.S.S•13•1
broaden the scope and accelerate ::he p5
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^,ï the talks. The resolution was opposed
U.S. and'the Soviet bloc on the

^utzd that it misrepresented the achieve-
,Ients of the November 1974 Vladivostok

Accords. Canada explained that it had
voted irifavoür of the resolution in order
to join with others in stressing the urgency

it attached to early agreement between

the U.S. and the U.S.S.R on further
qualitativeIimitations and substantial re-
ductions of their strategic nuclear-weapon

systems.

Peaceful nuclear explosions
or Canada, one of the most important

issues dealt with in the First Committee
was the application of nuclear explosions
^.or peaceful purposes. Canada^ was among
the co-sponsors of a resolution that, inter

ndia, stressed that it was not possible

to develop nuclear-explosive devices for
peaceful purposes without also acquiring
: nuclear=weapon capability. The resolu-
Jon, 3484A (XXX), was adopted in the
^kssem!oly with 97 members in favour, five
3Lgamst (Albania, Bhutan, China, India,
i4alavn) and 24 abstaining (including the
Soviet bloc, the U.S.A., Argentina, Brazil,
Prance and Spain). The U.S. and the
5oviet bloc made it clear, however, that
they agreeed with much of the main
'thrust" of the resolution.

The Fifth Committee undertook its
irsual share of resolutions on financial and
{dminifitrative matters, which ensure the
operations of the world-wide UN system.
:,̂s its :nain task, the Committee recom-
mendec; appropriations of $745, 813, 800
ïûr 1V6-77. Growth over the past year
tibas re-Arained, and enabled most major
contrib-utors such as Canada to support
the resolutions covering the budget. While
1,^evelot:ing countries were unhappy with

e sls:w growth in UN programs and
levelopment activities, they have, in
enera^; resisted pressure to apply their

^oting power to financial questions and
thereb;T run the risk of eroding the support
^ the r:;veloped states, which are assessed

fhe gres.ter part of the funds required by
the Un `_ted Natioris. There is a general
i!Ivaren<:ss of the precarious financial situa-
t^on of the organization and its dependence

the i.imelÿ payment of assessments by
malor contributors.

Canada took a leading part in the
tiativ.e of a broadly representative cross-

Arms Lillli^'
IAVP.^ Posm,

about the o^
e talk: by tf^
iet Un1 on, ^
he U.S.S.R•
lerate :he pae

iction of UN members to promote a more
"Sponsible approach to financing the or-

^^zati; rs. The UN Secretariat replied to
4^estions raised at the last session that
^arly revealed the serious problems of

ttle UN and the probable growth of its
l4ficit in the absence of remedial action.

As a result, a 54-member intersessional
committee has been created to recom-
mend measures for bringing about a com-
prehensive settlement of the UN's critical
financial situation.

The Sixth (Legal) Committee conti-
nued in a highly professional manner its
consideration of the codification and devel-
opment of international law. The General
Assembly has made notable contributions
to the development of treaties and guiding
principles on outer space law, thus keeping
pace with the rapid technological progress
and activities of member states. At the
thirtieth session, the items of major in-
terest were the drafting of principles to
govern direct television ^ broadcasting by
means of satellites and the consideration
of the legal implications of the "remote
sensing" of the earth from space. A third
priority item, a draft treaty relating to the
moon, was once again discussed, but little Little progress

progress was made owing to continuing on draft treaty

disagreement on the status of the moon's on moon resources

natural resources.
In discussing the question of direct-

broadcast satellites, delegates noted the
progress that had been made in the Outer
Space Committee and its Legal Subcom-
mittee during the previous year, but had,
nonetheless, to recognize that a reconcilia-
tion of opposing views was not yet possible
on the sovereignty of states and freedom
of information. Debate on the legal impli-
cations of remote sensing brought to light
a tendency to polarize positions; many
delegations called for an immediate draft
treaty on "consent to sense" and the re-

striction of data-dissemination, while

others demanded the "maximization" of
benefits from remote sensing rather than
the regulation of its use. A resolution on
this item was adopted by consensus in the
First Committee, inter alia directing the

Outer Space Committee to continue

through 1976 its efforts to find agreement
on a full set of principles to govern direct
television broadcasting and its study of
the international legal implications of

remote sensing.

Charter review
No other item before the Sixth Committee
elicited greater interest than the question
of the desirability of reviewing, if not re-
vising, the UN Charter. The views express-
ed varied from those of states that were
staunchly "anti-revisionist" to those of
states advocating immediate, wide-ranging
revision of the Charter. At the thirtieth
session, this item was debated in conjunc-
tion with the regular item concerning the
strengthening of the role of the United
Nations. Discussions of Charter review



Informal
consultations
on law of sea

thus tended to be very broad and some-
times diffuse, with a variety of proposals
advanced to make the UN system more
responsive and dynamic. Despite the con-
tinuing scepticism of many member states,
consensus was reached on a resolution that
reinstituted, as a permanent special body,
the Ad Hoc Committee on Charter Review
established at the twenty-ninth session. It
may be expected that a wide variety of
ideas for enhancing the functions of the
UN, including proposals for procedural
and structural changes not involving
amendments to the Charter, can be con-
sidered by this committee over the course
of a number of sessions.

Although there was no substantive
debate on law of the sea matters in the
General Assembly, many delegations took
advantage of the presence of their experts
in New York to hold informal consulta-
tions. By any standard - the numberof
states participating,the size of delegations,
the variety and importance of issues - the.
Law of the Sea Conference convened under
United Nations auspices was the most
significant international lawmaking effort
undertaken by the international commu-
nity in many years. The General Assembly
adopted Resolution 3483 (XXX), on
December 12, 1975, approving the conven-
ing of the next session of the Third Law
of the Sea Conference from March 15 to
May 7, 1976, in New York, and the con-
vening of a possible further session.

The Second (Economic) Committee
considered over 50 resolutions, from the
UN University to the UN Children's Fund,
but the main focus of the discussion was
the mid-term review and appraisal of the
International Development Strategy for
the Second UN Development Decade. The
need for continued forward movement on
a new international economic order, fol-
lowing from the seventh special session,
was a challenge Canada took seriously.
The result will be judged by history but,
in the view of many, there are grounds for
optimism on the progress so far made. In
general, the spirit of compromise mani-
fested at the seventh special session was
sustained. Though not all developing coun-
tries were satisfied with the outcome of
the special session, they appeared willing
to suspend final judgment until all the
results were in, and meanwhile to take
part in constructive dialogue. This is -a
reassuring sign for future talks within
the UN, the Conference on International
Economic Co-operation and other inter-
national economic groupings.

The 18-page Resolution 3517 provides
a general mid-term appraisal of the Second
Development Decade. It lays the blame
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squarely on the developed countri^s for
any failure to meet objectives, while thosr
targets that were met have been cndited
to the developing countries or external:
factors. Nevertheless, Canada voted ^
favour of the resolution in thebelief that
renewed efforts were needed if those goah
were to be attained during the rem:ainder
of the decade. It took exception, however;
to the call to facilitate the role of associa:
tions of producers without mention of con.
sumers' associations, and would have pre.
ferred a generally better-balanced reviéw
and appraisal in language more con,aistent
with the specific agreements and climata
of the seventh special session.

Habitat
The major Canadian initiative :n the
Second Committee related to the arrange.
ments for the Habitat Conference on
Human Settlements. After delicate nego•
tiations, Resolution 3438 was adop tled on
December 9 without a vote and the way
was paved for the signing of an agreement
between the United Nations and Canada
as host country. The unanimity achieved,
which was specially gratifying to Canada,
ensured that. subsequent preparations
would proceed in the proper atmf->sphece
for a conference of this kind. The agree,
ment itself, which was signed on December
23 by the Secretary-General of the United
Nations, Mr. Kurt Waldheim, ald the ly t;

Permanent Representative of Carada to J ',
the UN, covers such matters as conference
services, media facilities,, transportation
and financial arrangements.

The "monolithic" voting of th;^ Third
World, which drew much attentior at the
twenty-ninth session, had by the tairtieth
session begun to reveal internal pressura
Extreme and, to some, offensive resc.lutions
could still be adopted by the Gen,^ral As•i
sembly, but only with narrow mbjorities
that changed in composition.- Tais has
shattered any former belief tI at the
General Assembly was in some .vay 0
international legislative institutir n with
voting along "party lines". There -are also
indications that states are more prepared
to weigh the consequences of the;r vote
and to take their responsibilities' es mem•
bers more seriously. NevertheleEs, pa°'
tions on many questions remain ay divet'

gent as ever, and much remains to be donz
to strengthen the consensus apprcach Od
bring about a reconciliation of the neea
and views of the new majority wih the
of the old majority of founding r:,embeh
In spite of its best efforts to accor:,modat
their views, Canada will probably : ontinat
to find itself, on certain matters of 0?
ple and practice, in a minority poitionIIl
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many UN votes in the yearsto come:-The
f;anac'ian delegations to future sessions
ill have a prominent part to play in re-

formhng and strengthening the UN and the

his methods, however controversial, have

multilateral system.-in general as a major
and continuing m foreign-policy objective.
We wrist use the opportunity that presents
itself, since there is a real possibility that,

! wrth all the strains to which it has been
egposed, the UN system may now be at
the point where improvements can be
introduced.

NO review of the thirtieth session
would be complete without reference to the
role playedby U.S. Permanent Represen-
tative Daniel Patrick Moynihan. American
political caricaturists have portrayed Mr.
Moynihan in roles ranging from King Lear
and Savanarola to Wyatt Earp. The suc-
cess of Mr. Moynihan's tactics in the UN
forum maylong be questioned, but there is
no doubt of their approval by the American
!public. "Fan mail" to the U.S. Ambassador
reached 4,400 Ietters during one week of
the session, reportedly a record for holders
,of his position. These letters suggest that

sorg^e measure restored the American
public's confidence in the value of active

!U.S. participation in the UN. From this
]perspective at least, such a development
1-will be viewed as welcome.

For the United Nations, 1975 was fair-
^y typical of the 30 years of its existence as

Canv-dian aid policy

By Sheldon Gordon

For the, past 25 years, the Canadian busi-
ness corrununity invariably has asked that

And for the past 25 years it has generally
ctuestic11 of Ottawa's foreign-aid program.

been satisfied with the answer. Canadian
busm%;;

may not, however, be satisfied
; uch longer.

The Canadian International De 1
rnent

ve op-
Agency (CIDA) is juggling its

?ssistar,ce priorities for the next five years,
and the shift is likely to prove painful for

number of domestic suppliers and con-
Sultanty who have been traditional bene-
ficiaries, Moreover, CIDA will be an "in-
^ouse" proponent of Canadian Govern-
lent concessions to the Third World on aI

'ide range of trade, investment and mone-
^-y relations.

an organization - another kaleidoscope of
conflict and peacemaking, of advance and
setback, agreement and disagreement, of
serious concern with unresolved problems
and satisfaction with the solution of others.
Nevertheless, while the organization has
enjoyed better years, it has also suffered
far worse.

It is not expiring, and is, indeed, show-
ing a resiliency for which few have given
it credit. The signs of confrontation are
worrisome, but the mere fact that the
developing world is exercising its numerical
strength in various UN bodies is indi-
cative of a fundamental belief in the sys-
tem provided for resolving disputes. It also
suggests an implicit faith in its future.
There are grounds, therefore, for some
confidence that, with the experience of
recent history in mind, the United Nations
will again prove equal to present challen-
ges and once again demonstrate that it is
often most creative when it is in the most
serious trouble. We sometimes forget how
far the United Nations has already gone
towards giving substance to its Charter,
how it managed to survive the period of
the Cold War and decolonization, and how
it has succeeded, on the whole, in prevent-
ing the recurrence or spread of hostilities
in many parts of the world, though long-
term solutions for the underlying causes
of these disputes have eluded it.

The Canadian response to demands
for a "New International Economic Order"
may far surpass in value the traditional
forms of aid to developing countries. But
it will also exact a measure of sacrifice to
which both Canadian businesses and con-
sumers have been unaccustomed, and for
which they are a`s yet unprepared. Some
segments of Canadian business may be

Mr. Gordon is a member of the Ottawa
bureau of The Financial Post, and writes
frequently about Canadian development
assistance. He has an M.A. in international
affairs from Carleton University, and was
previously diplomatic correspondent in
Ottawa for The Toronto Star. The views
expressed are those of the author.

United Nations
most creative
in times
of trouble
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able to cash in on this new era of develop-
ment co-operation but, for many, "what's
in it for us" will not necessarily be a con-
tinuing bonanza.

Since CIDA was created in 1968 as
the proconsulate of Ottawa's groxiTing aid
empire, its staff has presided over the ex-
penditure of $4 billion, most of it in bila-
teral loans and grants. The agency has at
present 2,700 contracts with Canadian

firms to supply manufactured goods and
equipment, as well as 140 contracts with
suppliers of commodities ranging from
grain and newsprint to copper and asbes-
tos: It also has 135 contracts with con-
sulting firms. Of CIDA's $900 million in
estimated spending for the fiscal year
1975-76, $600 million is used by the
receiving nations to shop for goods and
services in,Canada. This "recycling" of
benefits to the Canadian economy results
from the "tying" of most CIDA aid dollars.

Strings attached
The original designers of Ottawa's foreign-
aid program believed such recycling was
nécessary to maintain public support for
their efforts. And they concluded that
strings had to be attached because high-
cost Canadian- manufacturing firms' were
as much as 15 percent less competitive
than their rivals in other developed coun-
tries. The "Buy Canadian" restriction was

also meant to assure Canadian exporters
a foothold in foreign markets they might
otherwise have been unable to penetrate
through purely commercial transactions.
The foreign-aid program has, in fact, been
Ottawa's costliest subsidy to Canadian
private enterprise. The rhetoric of CIDA
spokesmen, however, persists in repre-
senting hardheaded commercialism as
goodhearted altruism.

Until very recently, CIDA had con-
centrated on capital-intensive develop-
ment projects and surplus-food disposal.
Its chief domestic beneficiaries were com-

panies in the communications, transporta-
tion and energy sectors (such as Canada
Wire and Cable Ltd., MLW-Worthington
Ltd., and Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.)
and processors and producers of such farm
commodities as wheat, eggs, skim milk and

beef.
A tiny fraction of the CIDA budget

is devoted to incentives for Canadian
businesses to set up joint ventures in -de-
veloping countries. But most Canadian
investments in the Third World (e.g.
Alcan, Massey-Ferguson, Canadian char-
tered banks) have been outside this frame-
work. Nor have all CIDA-sponsored
investments flourished. The Malaysian
subsidiary of Microsystems International,

for example, collapsed a few years -Jefor
its Ottawa-based parent met a similai fat.,

During the past five years, l'arfia.
ment's allocations to CIDA have cl:mbe,
at an annual rate of 20 per cent. But thai.
spiral has now been checked by Govern.
ment austerity. This year's increase,
though lifting CIDA spending to the $1.
billion dollar plateau, was only suf€icient
to offset inflation. And the proportion o f
the gross national product devoted tA
foreign aid is actually falling - from 0.59
per cent in 1975-76 to 0.54 per cent i
1976-77. The Canadian business ccnunu.
nity, for all its diatribes against Oti,awa's
lavish spending habits, will miss the fillfp
that extra CIDA aid contracts would have
given to export business. Moreover, the
cozy CIDA-business relationship will he
strained by the agency's new"Strate.gy for
International Development Co-operation",

CIDA's strategy
This five=yearplan, published last Septem•
ber, charts the adjustments being forced
upon CIDA by a number of developments
outside Canada. The various pressu;^es are
of differing vintage, but they have
coalesced in the past year or two to force
an "agonizing reappraisal" by all Western
aid donors.

Almost from the moment that aid
began-flowing to them, the newly-indepen•
dent nations of Asia and Africa have been
looking the Western gift horse '-:n the,
mouth - and recoiling from its bad âreath,
Having severed their colonial bondis, the
poorer nations chafed at the attachnientof
political and economic strings by their
benefactors.

Their reaction, though not ungrateK
has included a persistent demand that the
number of aid strings be minimized -the
political ones through the channe^ing of
more Western assistance via multÈlateral

aid institutions and the economic ones
through the "untying" of whatever aid
flows continued on a bilateral basis.

The developing nations have acquired
two valuable allies in their crusade. The
first has been the growth of international[
organizations, both within and beyond the
United Nations orbit. They inclu:le thej
UNDP, the WHO, the FAO, the U''1RRA
the World Bank, and, nowin their forma'
tive stages, the International Agricultud
Development Fund and the Ccnnmon'
wealth Rural Development Fund.

The Third World's other si,rateg«
ally is intranational: the non-governmen^
organizations, such 'as Ogfam, Gatt- fly and

CUSO, which mobilize domestic publi'
opinion in favour of development assfsf
ance, translating generalized good

t:



^rs ûefor ,to potent political pressure on govern-
nilar fatt allents. In the past three years, these
, 13arlie forces have attached themselves to an

cl;mbed ° economic whirlwind. Poôr - grain harvests
But thaj, and depleted global reserves have raised

Govern. the spectre of mass _ starvation in South
increase, Asia and Sahelian Africa.

o the $1. The scalping of scarce oil resources by
suf€icient OPEC has created a:new 'level in the

rortion of world's economic pecking order - nou-
.votad ti veaux riches such as Mexico, Venezuela
fronz 0.57 and the Arab sheikdoms. These upheavals
r cent i^ have started "a whole new ballgame" in de-
s ccmmu. velopment assistance. It is now seen as
Ot,awa's urgent for poorer nations to harness their
the filli^ arable land and become self-sufficient in

ould have food-production.
over, the Aid donors, aware of this new impera-
p will be tive, righteously seek to deter the misuse
rategy for of scarce Third World capital in such
peration", I glamour projects as satellites and nuclear

devices. The givers also have awakened to
the need for more discrimination in choos-

t Septem• ing their beneficiaries.
ng forced T he upheavalhas produced leadership
elopment !for the Third World's bid to redress the
ssu, es an ? economicimbalance with the rich indus-
iey have

1 their
trial nations. The oil states, by flexing

o to force muscles, give the poorer nations a
1 Western chance to challenge the Western bully.
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Reslsonse
What is CIDA's response, and how will it

who have succeeded in graduating from
the r?'hird World slums. CIDA will aim

transmission equipment, Canada's foreign-

^affect the business community?
The agency will concentrate. most of

its attention on the 40 or so poorest na-
; tions, reducing its help to past recipients

;futur_ projects at agricultural production,
rural development, public health and
educ, ,ion in the developing countries.
[nduFtrial infrastructure projects will be
down.-raded. Instead of locomotives and

aid program will export more farm imple-
^ments, medical hardware and educational
matei: aIs.

Fewer engineers and more agrologists,
nutri<.3onists, teachers and doctors will
receive CIDA contracts to work abroad.
#Phe agency's search for exportable man-
i.1ower and technology will shift from busi-]
pess to public institutions. It will in-
éreasir:gly tap the resources of the federal
ând provincial governments, universities,
1108pita.ls, medical and agricultural research
tentre,,

NF<reover, this is not the only shift
That willl make it harder for business to
am an aid dollar. CIDA has irked the

t%anadian Export Association by deciding
10 untie more of its bilateral aid. Suppliers

developing countries - though not in

other developed countries - will be per-
mitted to tender for contracts on CIDA
bilateral loans. If the more advanced of
the developing nations - like Brazil, Mex-
ico, South Korea -are included on the
list of eligible bidders, Canadian suppliers
might lose as much as $200-million worth
of potential export orders over the next
five years.

The Department of Industry, Trade
and Commerce hopes such trade diversion
will be offset by more successful Canadian
tendering for contracts let by the World
Bank and regional development institu-
tions. In the past, Canadian suppliers have
been either unfamiliar with the available
opportunities or too inefficient to make a
competitive bid - or else the projects were
suited to consortium arrangements rather
than the "rugged individualism" of Cana-
dian businesses. Canadian suppliers, the
joke went, were only fit to be tied. But
they had better learn to compete aggres-
sively for contracts from multilateral
institutions.

Not only are Canada's bilateral con-
tracts being partially untied and increas-
ingly directed at the public sector, they
are being reduced as a proportion of the
CIDA budget. The share of CIDA assist-
ance channeled through multilateral ve-
hicles will rise from 24 per cent to 35 per
cent over the next five years (not counting
food donations).

Most of these changes in CIDA's
strategy amount to a sensible adaptation
to new and irresistible circumstances. A
number of the reforms, such as the further
multilateralization and untying of aid,
have been urged by academic experts for
years. Ironically, as CIDA finally bows to
the inevitable, it has the chutzpah to
trumpet these innovations as a "Great
Leap Forward" in international co-opera-
tion. External Affairs Minister Allan Mac-
Eachen was not a pioneer but a laggard
when he addressed the seventh special
session of the United Nations General
Assembly last September. The Minister
devoted only one page of his speech to
industrial co-operation, dwelling longer on
a recitation of Canada's new aid plan.

Beyond aid "
In contrast, the concerns of the developing
nations have moved beyond aid, focusing
now on a realignment of trade and invest-
ment dealings with the West. It is only fair
to add that CIDA has finally begun to act
on President Paul Gérin-Lajoie's five-year-
old commitment to tackle these so-called
"multidimensional" issues. That may prove
the most demanding adaptation of all for
the agency. It has been top-heavy with

Sensible
adaptation
to irresistible
circumstances



CIDA policies
may alienate
business interests

program administrators who knew how to
run projects but lacked expertise on mat-

ters such as tariff levels, commodity
stabilization agreements and currency

movements.
Officials from the Departments of

Finance, Agriculture, and Industry, Trade
and Commerce have dominated the inter-
nal government debates on what Canada's
negotiating positions should be in forums
such as the International Monetary Fund
and the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade. These officials have generally been
sympathetic to the interests of Canadian
producers.

CIDA is now brushing up on its
economics in order to wield more "clout"
on behalf of its own "constituency" - the
developing countries. The kinds of policy
the agency .urges at interdepartmental
meetings may alienate the business in-
terests with which it has been so chummy
for so long. Aid officials will not act as
uncritical transmission-belts for the de-
mands of the Group of 77. They will not,
of course, press for the adoption of policies
benefiting the Third World to Canada's
detriment. Nevertheless, CIDA is likely
to be more tolerant than its bureaucratic
betters of such Third World aims as:

commodity-supply agreements whose
prices would be indexed to inflation and
would make imported raw materials more
costly for Canadian processors (though
assuring their supply) ;

tariff cuts on tobacco and other tro-
pical farm products whose importation at
lower prices might jeopardize Canadian
output of similar commodities;

international codes to regulate the
conduct of multinational corporations and
to promote the transfer of industrial tech-
nology on terms more favourable to the
developing nations;

measures by the industrial nations to
discourage the development of synthetic
substitutes for primary products that are
crucial to the export earnings of the Third
World.

These and other objectives of the
developing nations are enough to cause
sleepless nights for Canadian tobacco-
growers, as well as textile and footwear
manufacturers, who probably view every
new shipment from Taiwan or the Philip-
pines as a threat to their economic survival.
They may be right. CIDA's imperative is

to demonstrate that hardship to some
sectors may be offset by the new oppor-
tunities awaiting others. Those opportu-
nities are subsumed under the rubric of
"industrial co-operation".

The Canadian and other Western gov-
ernments are exploring with the Third
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World a framework within which the trans.
fer of capital investment, know=how, riana,
gerial skills, and production tasks could b_
accomplished. As a 25-year target, the Üp?
has declared that 25 per cent of global
manufacturing capacity should be la -cated
within the developing countries, which
now have only 7 per cent. As CIDA Presi•
dent Gérin-Lajoie has said, such a massive
shift "will not be done by governments of
industrialized countries but by p°sivate
enterprise".

"Canada does not appear", he adds,
"to be in the forefront of industrialized
countries already participating in the eg•
pansion of the industrial base of 'rhird
World countries." As a country that has
itself wrestled with the foreign-ownership
dilemma and experiences other prc'oIems
common to developing economies, Canada
could be expected to show some sensi;ivity;

CIDA and the Department of â ndus-
try, Trade and Commerce favour more
"turnkey projects," in which Canadian
enterprise builds and equips a plant, trains
the staff, and then turns the project oves
to the developing country. Such ind-astrial
co-operation could be given parallel su^
port by both CIDA and the Export D^
velopment Corporation. The EDC makes
"hard", rather than "soft", loans to finance
Canadian exports. Even so, its borfoweis
are often developing countries. Th:^ fiv^
year aid plan notes: "CIDA and the EDC
have been able to co-ordinate their opera,
tions effectively . . . through such Jnstru•
ments as parallel lines of credit." This
combination seems to be particular:y well
suited to the needs of the more ad .=anced
Third World nations.

Consultation needed
The Canadian Government should f_:onsult
its business supporters more systemt=tically
on the new directions that develç-pment
co-operation is taking. It was all very well
for Mr. Gérin-Lajoie to "tip-off" the Cana•
dian Export Association about the rew aid
strategy shortly before its release, but such
gestures are inadequate (leaving aside the
question of their propriety). A mos
regularized, formal mechanism is r=', qutTed
for a proper exchange of views'; It should
involve not just the business sector bot
non-governmental organizations ( -NGOs)

as well.
The Canadian International Develop'

ment Board could serve as an appTopriaf¢
forum. As a clique of top-level i_Mreau•
crats drawn from several departments fo-
advise the Cabinet on broad deveIopme°f
policies, it has met infrequently. It is h?Sf I
time that a representative group of b^h
ness and NGO leaders invaded the W
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stitL,:ed as a kind of Advisory-Council on
Intemational Development. It should fo1-

; low the Dutch model and sit at regular
and fairly frequent intervals.

I,,IDA's-ties with the business commu-
nity _night also be smoother if Mr. Gérin-

l Lajoic stifled the impulse to use some of
his public speeches to' launch trial bal-
loons. Late last year, for example, he
j proposed to the Canada Grains Council
that çeveloping countries be given a "right
of first refusal'.' on -the purchase of Cana-
dian grain. Such a proposal, if ever imple-
mented, could badly disrupt the Canadian
Wheat Board's export business.

By Nicholas Vincent

tkn extraordinarily intense spotlight burns
ôn the last few months of 1956, on the his-
^orical currents surrounding the events of
he Suez invasion. From the vantage-
,,1rounc' of today, it can be seen that in
f:hose events were exposed several key indi-
éators of the future global balances of
Power.

Over the conflicts of that moment
rolled the disharmony amongst the Western
.+llies, the waning power of Britain and
France. Arab and evolving Third World
çonsciou.sness, the burgeoning prerogative
Power and foreign policy of the United
8tates and the tough assertiveness of the
,^oviet =^nion. The concentration of these
forces at Suez had the rippling effect of
u I atalysf;s to the future throughout the

dustria,Iized and Third World nations.
Ct-i;r the past 20 years this future has

üecome the past, and subsequent develop-
Inents ;;iaarer. These years have witnessed
t^e fina; decline in the global power of the
f uriner

s
imperial states, the continuing

Ffolutio^s of the European Economic Com-
munitY, the easing of the Cold War, the
^^lit bet>veQn the Soviet Union and China
1, d their respective increasing strengths,
he ^ting political texture of the United
Tations and its Third World membership,

External Affairs Minister MacEachen
let the air out of this balloon when he was
asked about it in Parliament. But, not-
withstanding the disclaimer, CIDA need-
lessly irritates the private sector when, in
an already chancy period, it floats rash, ill-
considered proposals. Canada's develop-
ment-assistance program has benefited Remarkable-
from a remarkable reservoir of public reservoir
support. That backing is much broader of public
than the public underpinning for the support
United States aid effort. Even as Canadian
taxpayers rebel against government spend-
ing, they exempt foreign aid from their
censure. But that reservoir is not bottom-
less, and CIDA ought not carelessly to
deplete it.

the effectiveness of terrorist movements,
and the sudden power of the Arab OPEC
states in a chronically-inflammable Middle
East.

These developments have embraced
the growth of the decolonized Third World,
both as an evocative conception and as a
disjointed grouping of relatively weak na-
tions finding strength through occasional
unity and through links with industrialized
or wealthier powers. For the United States,
these and other changes have combined
with the results of the Vietnam war to
produce an uncertainty of approach to
global affairs.

Nicholas Vincent is a freelance writer who
worked for international miriing com-
panies in Canada and abroad and then for
the Federal Gdvernment in 1970. From
1970 to 1974, he worked for the Depart-
ment of Energy, Mines and Resources,
with a tour of duty in External Affairs,
where he dealt with energy questions.
During the later stages of the Vietnam
war, he was broadcasting from Saigon. He
returned. to Canada in mid-1975, and has
since been writing on national and inter-
national affairs. The views expressed in
this article are those of Mr. Vincent.



Inability

to create

ideological
alternative

The global effectiveness of the Soviet
Union and, in more particularized circum-
stances, of China, has been demonstrated
by recent events in Southeast Asia, Africa
and the Middle East. In contrast to this,
the former "Western allies" of 20 years
ago, despite the evolution of the EEC and
the specific rebuildings of West Germany
and Japan, and the attempts at indepen-
dent power by France, are, in a time of
economic and strategic uncertainty, most
clearly reflected in the eroded self-confi-
dence of the United States. There has been
a great leap between the basic assurance
in its democratic "mission" of the mid-
1950s and the hesitating stance of today.

One of the clearest themes emerging
from this time of retrospection and of
questioning the United States role in the
global balances of power is that, in the final
years of the decline of the former iniperial
powers, the United States has been unable
to create a sustained ideological alterna-
tive to Marxism amongst the impoverished
and the idealistic of the emerging states.

This is not necessarily a moral failure;
idealism has been a component of the
various forms of aid and volunteer assis-
tance programs, although the ultimate

premise was pragmatic - to better the
image of the United States amongst the
recipient peoples. In addition, a genuine
detestation of Communism and a spoken
belief in the basically undefinable term
"freedom" underlay the more idealistic
parts of the foreign policies of the Eisen-
hower and Kennedy administrations. In-
deed, the mixture of opportunism and
idealism resulted in the often contrarily-
juxtaposed anti-colonialist and anti-Com-
munist policies that made United States
policy so difficult for its principle allies
through Suez and the whole John Foster

Dulles era.

Growth of cynicism
In recent years, the United States has
been regarded by many with an increasing
cynicism as a result of the Watergate
scandal, the support of dubious regimes,
the international activities of the CIA, and
the mishandling of the Indochina conflict.
While these and other factors could be
cited for the decline in the international
stature of the United States, one of the
major underlying reasons for the contrac-
tion of its influence has been the lack of
an "American" libertarian ideology em-
pathetic to the conditions and aspirations
of many Third World peoples.

The alienation resulting from lack of
such empathy has increasingly been re-
flected in the United Nations Assembly
and Security Council, where resolutions

and motions specifically against the policy

interests of the United States have re-
ceived heavy support from Third World or
"non-aligned" nations, as well as the major
Communist powers. With this shift, the
traditional non-Communist powers have
found themselves forced into the veto
stance that had once been the preserve of
the Soviet Union.

While the military and ecor.omic
power of the United States remains for-
midable, the problem of gaining an irleolo-
gical empathy with a vast part oi. the
world's populations is critical if it is to
aid the formulation of regimes that have
wide local support, integrity of adi -.linis-
tration, and a will to longevity in the face

of Marxist or Communist expans=onist

pressures. For the Third World, co-ntem-
porary reality is the spread of powe~, un.
der Marxist ideologies, in Southeast Asia,
mid- and southern Africa, and in certain

specific areas of the Arab Middle East,
North Africa, and some Indian states.

While in Europe - Marxist ideals have
held strong appeal for the urban prole-
tariat and sections of the artistic-intellec-
tual community, their appeal in the Third
World extends to the- intellectual-ic?ealist
and the peasant. There is, in Ywargist
theory, a clear justification and prescrip-
tion for social change that has a ready
appeal in corrupted or maladministered
developing states. Whether such ideology
has been the precursor of social-revo:.ution-
ary change, or the credo of a revolutEonary
movement, or the dogma enforced b;^ revo-
lutionary cadres, it has often beer more
comprehensible and indigenously att.active
than the semblances of "Americani rm".

The attraction of Marxism live,, in the
cloak of strength and integrity it wraps
around revolutionary movements. 1-L, gives
a history of concrete examples of former
revolutionary movements that succeeded
from impoverished beginnings ::zgainst

nearly insurmountable odds. Inch.,.ded ia

this folklore are Mao's Long Mar::h and

the first struggles of the Vietminh .gainst

the French reoccupation of Indochina

after the Second World War.
Marxist revolutionary ideology gives

a credo of faith that sustains its followers
through adversity. Hardships of revolu•

tionary struggle are accepted as ^- neces-
sary part of the quality of the ent:eavour,
an approach with many parallels ::o early
Spartan Puritanism. The idealisti_: image
of a near-ascetic character of con.6^uct for
the cadres, even if unachieved or ..arsh ID
practice, has a ready attraction fc•r ideal-
ists trapped in corrupt regimes.

For the peasant, the stre=? gth °f
Marxist ideology lies in its identification
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vv,itzn his level of existence. This is es-
pecially true in those regions where the
traditional administrations have been
disturbed orcorrupted. In such situations,
the idealism of the United States usually
gains only intermittent contact. Infusions
of American technology and economic aid,
where : they have not been bled off to
corrupt officials and, _inefficiency; may
materially benefit the peasant, but they
will still have failed to give the recipient
an awareness of his own innate integrity
in the-scheme ;of things; instead, the com-
plexityor alienness of such infusions may
serve to put him into a position of depen-
dence on or inferiority to the alien donors.

amp;

The strategy and tactics of Marxist-

Mutual empathy
Between the Marxist ideal and the poor
and the oppressed there exists a mutual
empathy. The impoverished situation is
explained not as one of failure but rather
as one derived from a history of exploi-
tation and oppression under colonial and
capitalist regimes. Their own national
governments are identified and discredited
through their links. with such powers. They
become targets.

The theory gives the oppressed a
place of integrity in the Marxist dialectic,
a prescribed status in the class struggle,
and a comprehensible motivation and aim

+ to improve their material position. The
means are active revolution. The theoreti-
cal reward is atwofold objective of equality
of power and security of existence. Whether

Î or not the methods are harsh or the ends
occasionally , abused, the ideology gives
meaning, justification and integrity to
those who accept it.

Where the existing regime is corrupt
or weak, its excesses play into the hands
of the revolutionaries, who become attrac-
tive by their relative asceticism and con-
stancy of purpose. Equally, often as the
result of the decolonization process, where
centralized control is fragmented as in
Angola, a hard-core movement with specific
aims can rapidly gain power.

The clearly-specified aims and the
enshrinement of revolutionary ideals pro-
vide a:ight in adversity that may serve in
the end to attract the uncommitted. Thus,
as in South Vietnam, where politicians,
!spiritual leaders and intellectuals at-
;'tempte<d to establish a "third force" as an
,alternative to the corruption of the existing
Thieu regime and the rigidity of revolu-
lWonary Marxism, they found the vagueness

If their aims insufficient. Adversity and
ppression either left them impotent, or

i
+lrove

them to the revolutionary PRG

ideology movements have had much to do
with the discrediting of the United States
in military and moral terms. In both the
industrialized and developing world, these
revolutionary forces have sought -to exter-
minate and replace existing non-socialist
administrations. In the Third World, the
insurrectionist forces have gained control

through appeals to popular grievances,
and by discrediting, eliminating and re-
placing local and regional appurtenances
of the existing regime. The methods in-

volve the murder or coercion of civilian
targets such as educators, tax-collectors,
and administrators. These are carried out
as a prelude to, or as part of, a guerilla war.

The response of the target regimes
has been critical. As the 'yvithdrawaI of
British and French power continued, a
number of governments under internal
pressure turned increasingly to the United
States for aid. Often these regimes have
not had a basis of wide popular support, or
have seen such a basis eroded through the
tactics of the revolutionaries. Where such
regimes have been blatantly corrupted, the
infusions of United States aid and military
responses have achieved a dubious integ-
rity in international terms.

United States military agencies have Assistance
steadily assisted the existing authorities, as, to existing
for instance, by the Special Forces training authorities
given to the Bolivian security forces that
eventually shot Che Guevara; however, the
inability to respond appropriately can lead
to the high-technology blunderbuss ap-
proach, as exemplified in Indochina. There,
the casual overkill of air-power, artillery
and armour did much to alienate rural
populations that had not previously been
converted by the coercion or attractiveness
of revolutionary forces.

Repulsive elements
In addition, intelligence operations such
as the "Phoenix" program, which tried to
counter the insurgent forces by using simi-
lar murder and coercion tactics, ended up
as brutally repulsive elements supporting
increasingly corrupted attenuations of the
existing regime. Increasingly the character
of the repression was seen as indiscrimi-
nately directed' against the inhabitants in
rural areas, a war of high-technology town
against low-technology country. Only by
a massive expenditure of human life and
funds could semblances of control be
exerted by the central regime.

The desire to gain an illusion of suc-
cess for a high-technology but undiscrimi-
nating military machine has led to the
frighteningly profligate use of "kill-ratio"
or "conversion-ratio" statistics, which often
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have had little relation to relative strengths
of different ideologies throughout the
affected population. The inability to
measure the effect and power of ideology
itself has not been resolved in terms of
Urdted States global power; the failure of
propaganda ^ and psychological warfare
methods to create a. sustained pro-Ameri-
canempathy, may, in reality, be the failure
of the "American" ideology to be accept-
able amongst much of the population of
the earth.

A consistent ideology, perceptive tac-
tics and persistence can, in the long run,
go far to negate the initially shocking
effects of high-technology military hard-
ware or blanket infusions of economic aid.
In measuring United States power and
potential in the Third World, the longevity
of regimes it supports will depend ulti-
mately as much upon their resistance to
tactics and ideology as upon their economic
and military strength.

The Sino-Soviet split over ideological
and national` interests has permitted the
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United States to gain some beneficial
results by exploiting, cautiously, some of
their differences for its own strat::gic
benefit. However, in their pursuit of global
objectives; both the Marxist powers have
achieved measurable results in the Yiird
World. In this perspective, it is true vhat
Chile, Indonesia and Egypt may be "Iast"
for the time being but, on balance, the
banners of Communist or radical socialist
regimes have multiplied- during the last
two decades.

The clear victory of revolutio:oary
forces throughout the Indochina th(;atre
can give no solace to the uneasy regim^3s of
Thailand, Burma, Bangladesh, India, <<zhile
Westward, through such ventures as the
Tanzam Railway and the Angolan can.
paign, the competing Sino-Soviet po;icies
are beginning to bear fruit after suTring
many of the same problems ericoun::ered
by the United States aid and advisory
programs.

The tension surrounding the cu s-rent
African incursions finds a counterpart 41-a the
Middle East. Here is a clash of force^- and
ideologies older and more complex thr ough
the conflicting interests and allianc^s of
the great powers. The wealth and power of
the OPEC oil states has brought new
meaning to the turbulences of Arab•
Islamic consciousness, Marxism, extremist
nationalism, monarchist systems and the
politics of terror. Perhaps it is the latter
that strikes the saddest note of the cur•
rent age.

The generalized effects of m-vxder,
kidnapping, highjacking and othe:,° ex-
pressions of terrorist tactics have beE:a felt
throughout all levels of the sou ietie.s
affected: In addition, whether linkeC with
deeply-felt grievances, as with the PI.=0, or
with a savage inflexibility, as with the IRA,
the reverberations of such acts have
reached the susceptible and brough l, neff
tensions to social structures everyvv aere.

The tensions of the two decade: have
not ceased. Against this backgror.: nd of
global uncertainties, the Soviet .Jnion,
China and the United States still jostle
each other in pursuit of their interests.
They, and the other industrialized :;roup•
ings and now OPEC, extend the rit'aals of
alliances and power through each. other
and the developing world.

For the United States, the que4 tien is
one of resilience. At a time when the sense
of its "mission" has been broug'nt int0
doubt, especially as a result of the Viet•
nana war, do disillusionment and retrac•
tion take its place, or are the tr4 dtions
strong enough to create a social re:!^,ilience
and cohesiveness, and a keener view of
power in the global sphere?
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a: Tin American Economic System

SELA does little to further
Latin American integration

Latin America is a heterogeneous collec-
tion of states that are quite happy to be
states = coercive, amoral geopolitical en-
tities, not subject to the hasty value
judgments of a Western intelligentsia sat-
isfied with a two-pronged description of
an underdeveloped David confronting the
military-industrial Goliath personified by
the United States. The signing in Panama
on October 18, 1975, of the constitutive
instrument of the Latin American Econ-

; omic System (SELA) aroused general
enthusiasm among journalists and sym-

i pathetic observers, who once again trotted
out the usual clichés about Latin American
unity, saying that the southern countries
- proletarian nations - were actively dis-
playing their solidarity in working towards
economic integration and opposing the
industrialized nations whose selfishness
was symbolized by American imperialism.

Numerous articles have been written
in praise of the positive contribution of
SEL A to economic development in the area
and highlighting the role of the techno-
cratic élites and the new political forces
that, since the creation of the United Na-
tion,; Economic Commission for Latin
America (ECLA) in 1947, have stepped up
thei.r efforts towards continental integra-
tion. We should like to counter this opti-
misti.L, even sentimental, view with a more
reali tic hypothesis on inter-American
relations. SELA is perhaps, ideally and in
the rninds of the technocratic élites, a
basis for consolidating regional integration
and 4;.eveloping continental integration. In
fact, however, it is - and will be - first
and xoremost a system providing additional
roorr for manoeuvre to the major local
powe's- Brazil, Argentina and Mexico -
in their attempt to reorganize inter-Ameri-
can relations under their trusteeship by
takin;; advantage of the discomfiture of
the United States Gulliver, pegged to the
ground by its cultural malaise and the
contradictions of its economic environ-
ment. The growing inconsistency of the
State .Department's Latin American policy
"rider Mr. Kissinger's diplomatic reign has

enabled the major local powers gradually
to take the place of the United States as
centres of control and domination over the Flowering
smaller states. This flowering of sub- of sub-empires
empires on the continent does not imply - does not imply
far from it - a redefinition of their national redefinition
interests, which have always driven them of interests
- sometimes to fight, often to sabotage,
and always to boycott any real efforts to-
ward integration, despite their rhetorical
statements to the contrary.

Concessions to rhetoric
The constitutive instrument of this new
geographic entity did, however, make cer-
tain concessions to the rhetoric of regional
integration and preferential treatment for
relatively less-developed countries, as indi-
cated by the five objects of the agreement:

(1) To promote regional co-operation
for the purpose of complete, self-sufficient
and independent development.

(2) To support the integration process
in the region and to encourage co-ordina-
tion of activity and co-operation among
SELA member states, particularly of any
activity tending to ensure the harmoniza-
tion and convergence of these processes in
observance of the commitments under-
taken.

(3) To promote the development and
implementation of economic and social
programs and projects of common interest
to member states.

Dr. Zylberberg is a professor in the poli-
tical science department at Laval Univer-
sity. He is in charge of Latin American
reports for the magazine Civilisations, and
is a member of the scientific body of the
Institut belge de science politique. From
1962 to 1973, he did field research in
Latin America and the Caribbean, and he
has written numerous monographs and
published articles in Spanish, French and
English. The views expressed in this
article are those of the author and of his
research colleagues, Messrs Monterrichar
and Armijo, graduate students at Laval
University.



Declaration
of principles
crowned efforts
of smaller states

(4) To serve as a consulting and co-
ordinating body for Latin American coun-
tries to enable them to adopt common
positions and strategies towards other
countries or groups of countries, as well as
in international organizations, or, as the
occasion arises, in the discussion of econ-
omic and social issues at international
gatherings.

(5) In the context of the objects of
intraregional co-operation within SELA,
to provide suitable means of ensuring that
relatively less-developed countries receive
preferential treatment, and to enact special
measures in favour of limited-market coun-
tries and those' whose situation on the
continent influences their degree of de-
velopment, taking into account the econ-
omic conditions of each of the member
states.

This ringing declaration of principles
seemed to crown the efforts of the small-
and medium-sized states, which for about.
ten years had been firmly committed to
the path of regional integration and were
attempting to obtain a continental political
ratification for their efforts at industrial-
ization. The trend is exemplified in the
efforts of the-Chancellor of the Frei Gov-
ernment in Chile, Gabriel Valdes, to gain
support for the May 1969 declaration
called the "Vina del Mar Latin American
Consensus". The declaration looked to-
wards increased compatibility between the
political and military agreements of the
inter-American system and the reform
options of the new local political forces
and the industrial voluntarism of regional
pacts. Three of these pacts reflect the be-
ginnings of a common market:

The Andean Pact, uniting Chile, Peru,
Ecuador, Colombia and Venezuela, is
certainly a model of industrial integration
for the continent.

The Central American Common Mar-
ket, made up of Guatemala, San Salvador,
Nicaragua, Honduras and Costa Rica, has
engendered an interesting expansion of
regional trade based on light manufactur-
ing industries.

The Caribbean Community attempts
to maintain close relations between the
former British colonies in the West Indies.

Time of crisis
Mexico, supported by Venezuela, launched
the SELA operation at a time when the
first two regional groups were in crisis. It

was good politics to offer the participants
in the regional pacts symbolic consolation,
without giving them a real opportunity to

resolve among themselves the inevitable
difficulties of integration policies.
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The protection granted to local agree-
ments was rendered void by the institu-
tional provisions, which created a few
loose, scattered co-ordinating bodies, mak-
ing the new organization more like the
Council of Europe or the Organizatio'l for
African Unity than an embryonic Con-imon
Market. A "mini-secretariat" located in
Caracas, a 'Latin American ministerial
council and "action committees" whose
responsibilities remain vaguely definéd
scarcely represent the legal authority, the
technocratic competence and the irnstitu-
tional means required to achieve the con.
creté objects of integration; rather, they
provide a convenient forum for agreement
or disagreement over influence by the
major powers, without compelling them to
exercise any effective solidarity. Latin
American unity was buried before it ever
saw the light of day under the weight of
an America of nation states - some of
which, of course, were "more equal than
others".

; Four states are at present attempting
to take advantage of the temporary decline
of American influence to consolidate rapid-
ly their own influence in the inter-Amer-
ican system and to fight the sort of
balanced and egalitarian development
policies for the continent as a whole that
would call their existence as nation states
into question and do away with their
present comparative advantages. Three
of these states certainly constitute em-
bryonic imperial powers with respect to
-their neighbours, which ' are more or less
deprived in terms of population or indus-
trial capacity.

Mexican success
Mexico, with a population of over i0 mil
lion, has succeeded, by means of an
authoritarian and "corporatist" i,olitical
system, in bringing about seçtoria' devel-
opment in industry, mining and ',-3urism
This development is limited by th-; social
inequalities that curb the self-financing
capacity of the domestic market. Mexico
is at the present time probably the only
SELA country that is able, from a logical
point of view, to carry out suécessfully a
generalized industrialization poli --y, so-
cialist or capitalist. Such a polic^° would,
however, endanger the present =.^olitical
equilibrium, which rests on a system ol"
organized clienteles that are certainlY
not ready to sacrifice themselvIes for a
structural revolution, whether dor.estic or
continental.

Failing to resolve its problems bY?n'`
ternal means, Mexico has to stren_,gtheni'
real but contradictory expansion throuq'
an external offensive at three levells, meeir
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ing the simultaneous desires for national,
*tical and economic expansion. First,poI

the Mexican republicis trying to obtain an
increase in those of its financial resources
that come from Western countries, by in-
creasing prices of raw materials and foreign
credits; such apolicy presupposes inten-
sive support from other Latin American
countries, and even from the Third World,
for the continuous and complex bargaining
that has set the country against its
"Yankee" neighbour since the time of the
Cardenas Government. Then, until local
industrialization is able to flood the conti-
nent with its products, Mexico has to curb
the opportunities for development and
regional integration, which multiply poten-
tial competitors. Thus Mexico actively
supports a policy of Latin American free
trade, to the detriment of regional indus-
trial agreements, which are based on
increased protectionism.

Finally, the managerial élites have to
prevent the emergence of an independent
bloc on Mexico's doorstep. The Central
American Common Market must be broken
down into satellites in order to diminish
the influence of the United States in this
part of the world, which must become a
safe buffer-zone between Mexico and the
rest of the hemisphere. In short, Central
America will become an economic satellite,
entitled to strengthen its own light indus-;
try but supplying Mexico on a preferential
basis. It should thus come as no surprise
to find that President Echeverria was a
pioneer of SELA, who skilfully uses "third
world" (tercermundista) rhetoric to maxi-
mize his assets in the race for industrial-
ization, independence and national expan-
sion, and to dilute concrete regional
solidarities in a highly-uncertain continen-
tal soli;.^arity.

Lack e, enthusiasm
The second of these powers, Brazil, which
has ce< itainly not been an enthusiastic
sponsor of SELA, could not leave Mexico
to take sole advantage of a priviliged dia-
logue I.-ith the rest of Latin America. As
Mexico`.-3 main long-term rival, Brazil finds

! itself faced with a problem similar to
Megico=:^

but on a different scale. The
Braziliaii giant, with 100 million people,
has also succeeded in achieving what might
,euphem,sticaIIy be called political control
of its Population and in launching a drastic
,industrialization plan, which is in constant
confiict =°rith the narrowness of a national
market =ti^nished by the socio-economic
°gclûsio.'!

6f vast segments of the pôpula-tion.
The Brazilian élites, who deliberatelyrenouncr

national social and economic
^ntegrati i,n

and rely largely on foreign

capital, certainly do not wish to encourage
balanced development on the continent.

Like Mexico, Brazil has particularly
favoured the Latin American Free Trade
Association and has tolerated consolida-
tion of the Andean Pact, but only to the
extent that the Governments of Chile and
Bolivia took the precaution of making
numerous diplomatic gestures of goodwill
towards Brasilia. Without wishing to draw
hasty conclusions, we may note that
Brazil's Chilean ally is at present en-
dangering the Andean Pact. Like Mexico
with respect to its own immediate neigh-
bours, Brazil could not tolerate the Andean
Pact countries' forming a powerful inde-
pendent group.

At the geopolitical level, Brazil will
continue to compete with Argentina in the
establishment of a protectorate over Para-
guay, Uruguay, Bolivia and Chile. While
strengthening its policy of regional he-
gemony, Brazil will, on the other hand,
give up its ambitions to: be a continental
policeman, which in 19651ed it to go along
with the United States on its absurd
Dominican venture. On the other hand,
Brazil will play a more active diplomatic
role on the continent; the generals in
Brasilia will use the official solidarity of
the SELA countries to obtain better trade
conditions from their Western partners
and Japan, to strengthen Latin American
free trade, and to prevent the other major
powers from capturing the market in the
smaller states.

Third power
Argentina, which has neither the popula-
tion resources nor the political "stability"
of its rivals, Mexico and Brazil, is never-
theless, in view of the extent of its early
industrialization, one of the major powers
on the continent. Economically, it is the
one that profits most directly from the
reduced growth of its Andean Pact neigh-
bours, among which Chile (Argentina's
largest neighbour) has been its traditional
military and diplomatic rival. Argentina's
continuing social and political crisis, how-
ever, limits its influence abroad but forces
it to support Mexico's efforts in a loose
free-trade groap, in which Argentina will
be the first to benefit.

While not a true power, Venezuela,
because of its geography and economic
situation, is temporarily the fourth of the
"big" countries. For geopolitical reasons,
it is led to seek direct control over the
bordering area of Guyana and indirect
control over the neighbouring West Indian
islands of Curaçao, Aruba, and Trinidad
and Tobago. Economically, the oil situa-
tion places Venezuela in the temporary

Competition
will continue
between Brazil
and Argentina
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position of arbitrator with` respect to its chological than political) in oppositio

Governments
concerned
with maintaining
their power

within SELA.

the Andean Pact, against the wishes of its
business élites, and lacking any real indus-
trial capacity, Venezuela finds itself in a
weak competitive position and wishes to
delay the speedup of Andean integration
until such time as its "petrodollars" en-
able it to acquire basic industries worthy
of the name. Meanwhile, the "third world"
policy followed by Mexico is quite suitable
to a country whose prime concern is the
sale of its petroleum products. In con-
fronting the Western countries, minor
victims of theoil-price.increase, Venezuela
finds it useful to count on the solidarity
of the non-oil-producing Latin American
countries,. which are major victims of price
inflation.

The new méchanism for continental
co-operation instituted in October 1975
will not be able to prevent the consolida-
tion of these four major Latin American
powers - to the detriment of underdevel-
oped countries or those whose development
is only average - and the accentuatiôn of
multipolarity in the Latin American sys-
tem. These tendencies will probably find
expression in three latent factors that will
be developed through political interaction

ican neighbours. A grudging member of rare active forms of this ambiguous sol?

Andean, West Indian and Central Amer- the Western industrialized nations

Decline of ideology
The brutal elimination of the constitu-
tional Government of Chile in September
1973 coincided with the decline of ideo-
logical populism in both domestic and eg-
ternal policies. In a period of endemic
"stagflation", governments were primarily
concerned with maintaining and consol-
idating their power = and expanding it if
possible. Symbolic messages about "Chris-
tian order" or "socialist revolution" were
relegated to the background. This ideo-
logical truce facilitated the peaceful co-
existence of such hostile regimes as those
of Cuba and Brazil; like the OAS, SELA
does not apply criteria of legitimacy to its
members, other than their existence as
states. This truce, accompanied by a freeze
on various conflicts that can be explained
as much by the relative extent to which
the different armies are underequipped as
by the compulsory balance resulting from
mûltipolarity, will, however, encourage the
effects of diplomatic and economic dom-
ination. Creation of economic satellites,
diplomatic neutralization and indirect in-
tervention will precede military alliance
and subordination.

Tercermundismo: this neologism
serves to describe a common expression of
passive solidarity (one that is more psy-

ity involve the maintenance or increas
present inequalities between nations.
increase;in credits to the Third World
in the case of Latin America, favour th
countries already having a sizeable ir;d
trial base, while the other countries
have to be satisfied with the sort
aid piously described as "humanitaria
Tercermundismo will have the effect
allowing the advantaged countries or
continent to practise a populist manio
tion of their proletarian customer states
their attempts to exert pressure on t
Western industrial countries to rede
the conditions of local industrializatio
especially the lowering of tariff barriers
favour of manufactured goods from t
Third World, an action that would o
favour the medium- and large-scale p
ducers - Mexico, Argentina and Rra
Thanks to the broadening of humanü:ari
aid and the relative stabilization of ra
material prices, proletarian states will o
tain sufficient resources to ensure xnaiu

tenance of their societies and theh p
carious internal balance in the absence
structural development.

Free trade
The third factor is the revival cf
Latin American Free Trade Associatiol
(LAFTA). In the name of contient
solidarity, Mexican, Brazilian and firgeI
tinian manufacturers will ask fo-7 fre
trade and unrestricted circulation of cap
ital and goods. A whole series of proble
related to LAFTA was again taken up m
the discussions and statements made
the time SELA was established: lo-veri4
of tariffs and common customs policia
integrated enterprises; and transpo=tatiol
policy, among others. Everything hap

pened as though Mexico had seen in SELI
an excellent opportunity to rehal:.ilitste
LAFTA, which was making much s1owE
progress than were the regional bloc s. Th
latter, in order to develop, had to go i
alone in protecting their local mai ket. A
too-liberal economic policy would pose a
slightly greater threat to the r4ional
agreements, which are at preserzt, in 8
state of political crisis. On the othe_ hand,
nationalist and local tendencies, which 0
more or less contained in regional grouP
in which technocratic officials ;.aclineâ
towards integration play a balanci:lg role;
will flourish within the loose inst;tutioO
of SELA, where the different secto=°ia1 and
thematic discussions will save the vanon`
ministerial delegations from undue 0
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We are going to study more deeply
the role that Canada can play in rela-
tion to SELA, and President Perez was
suggestive of some kind of relationship
with that organization, and we are very
ann ious to follow that up, and already
our officials are working on the explor-
atiori of that suggestion. That is as re-
gar zs the general economic institutions.
I would say that, as regards the politi-
cal relationships, well, I think that we
have, in effect, established a bridge be-
tween our traditional relations with the
Con-monwealth countries of the Carib-
bear} and the Latin American ones. This
is new for us - in a sense it may even be
new for the countries that we have

i:d. They are apparently working
towtirds, struggling towards, some kind
of _ea onalism in the Caribbean and
then the larger regionalism with Latin
America. By their exchanges with me it
was <luite evident that they are anxious
to (r wouldn't say use us as a bridge
but}

use our knowledge of the other

c) planned division of industrial labour.
Inequalities in development are cer-

tainly not lacking in regional common
markets, but none of them includes eco-
nomic giants such as Brazil, Argentina or
Mexico. The "little" countries in regional
agreements have benefited from a division Integration
of industrial labour that opens up new has opened up
possibilities to them that would have been a division
unthinkable before the integrationist pol- of labour
icies. The limited, but real, successes of
heavy industry in the Andean Pact, and
of light industry in the Central American
Common Market, were achieved in opposi-
tion to the normative principles and the
practical consequences of a liberal free-
trade policy. UnfortunateIy, the embryonic
common markets are still too fragile; if
they are not threatened by actual break-
up, stagnation and even the regression of
the common policies are a constant danger
to them, and only through rapid consolida-
tion can discrepancies in development be
reduced and a continental "dialogue"
facilitated that is less unbalanced by the
emergence of local sub-imperialist powers,
eager contenders for the mantle of the
United States. True, one may hope that
the new dominant countries will neutralize
each other, but this is not enough to make
SELA an effective organization.

side and our desire and ability to have
relations with the other side and with
the Latin American side as a "natural".
Every leader that I talked to seems

anxious to draw Canada into this re-
gionalism, either as part of it or as

having relations with it. Part of that

may be due also to their desire, which
is very analogous to ours, to create
counterweights to the very strong

presence of the United States, and they

see Canada as a country which has very
good relations with the United States
and a country which, notwithstanding,

wants to maintain its independence

from the United States. And this to
them fortifies ,the kind of dialogue that

the area wants to have with us and with
the United States.

Extract from a statement by Prime
Minister Trudeau at a press con-
ferençe in Caracas, Venezuela, on
February 2, 1976.
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Twelve months after Helsinki
a debate rages over détente

Contradictory
statements

about détente

By Stanislav J. Kirschbaum

In his opening address to the twenty-fifth
Congress of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union on February 24, 1976, Gen-
eral Secretary Leonid Brezhnev expressed
his satisfaction with the success of Soviet
foreign policy, the key word of which had
been détente. A few days later, on March

1, the writer Alexander Solzhenitsyn
stated in front of British Broadcasting
Corporation cameras that, while the
strengthening of détente meant _ a warmer
political climate for the West, for the
Soviet people it indicated a tightening of
totalitarianism. He went on to say that he
feared the West was on the verge of col-
lapse. President Ford, in a campaign
speech the same day, announced that the
word détente was no longer part of the
vocabulary of American foreign policy.

Thus, in the space of a week, the
world heard contradictory statements
about the use, the meaning and the conse-
quences of the policy of détente. There was
no noticeable deterioration in the interna-
tional atmosphere as a result, nor did rela-
tions between the two super-powers take
any 'new turn. Nonetheless, the situation
demonstrates the existence of a dilemma
concerning the meaning of détente, es-
pecially in the West, where for years a
debate has been raging that could influence
the future direction of international rela-
tions. At the heart of the debate is the very
definition of the notion of détente.

Soviet definition
Curious as it may seem, the Soviets have
not changed their definition of détente
since this conception replaced that of the
Cold War. Their version first began to

Stanislav J. Kirschbaum is an associate
pro f essor in the Department of Political
Science, Glendon College, York University.
A specialist in international relations, he
has written many articles on Eastern
Europe and has contributed previously to
International Perspectives. The views
expressed are those of the author.

emerge at the twentieth Congress of i
Communist Party of the Soviet Un:on
1956, when Nikita Khrushchov intro°lui
the policy of "peaceful coegistence", w
the principal goal of,at least minimizŸng
not avoiding, actions on either side t]
might provoke an armed conflict betwE
the two super-powers. In addition, wi
he believed firmly in the inevitable vict(
of socialism, Khrushchov recognized I
utility of contacts with the West, esp^:,.cia
cultural and economic ones. The Ccmn
nist world could only benefit, since lsisti
must follow its inevitable course, I
Cuban crisis of 1962 not only conzrn
the validity of this policy but made
unavoidable; in signing the Final 1.ct
sulting from the Helsinki confere_1ce
1973-75, Khrushchov's successors n.adE
official.

Brezhnev and Kosygin added a f
nuances to the peaceful-coexistence poli
however, and for this reason chan„,ed
name to détente. Like their predE cess
they accepted the necessity of a^^oid
any direct confrontation, and tl°: 3refi
emphasized the need for settling al: diff
ences or conflicts by peaceful n ean:
except that, whereas Khrushchov Zad
sisted on a climate of competition l;etwf
the two systems, especially in ec9nor
matters, with victory by the Commun
world inevitable, Brezhnev and ',,As
leagues preached the continuati.n
even the intensification of the trug
between the two systems by all me
short of war. Thus Brezhnev could decl
at the twenty-fifth Congress that 1éte
"in no way eliminated and co; Idd
abolish or change the rules of clEss w
fare". In fact, the era of détente shô

"create increasingly favourable CO iditi
for. peaceful socialist and Cor.imu

construction".
It is this conception of déte.-4e tr

has dominated Communist writing 0
the publication in 1967 of the re ^
edition of V. I. Lenin on Peace f ui Coe

tence. In contrast to the 1963 e0

published under Khrushchov, w 'iich
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,Ibu,.ed competition, between the two sys-
11 ms, the 1967 edition defines peaceful
ë'oe-.istence as a specific form of class war-
f1re. Since then, all Communist writing,

ether Soviet or East European, has

cinphasized two basic points. First, détente
I:mited to relations between states.

ti;ecnnd, it has nothing to do with ideology;
on the contrary, détente signifies the in-

mification of the ideological struggle.
This need to insist on the ideological

struggle arises from the Soviet assessment

,;1 the international situation during the

;'' st decade. As A. Sovietov wrote in the

S^vïs:t journal International Affairs (Sep-

tember 1972): "The change in the balance
üi ."rength between the two systems is
Mcisive. It includes a general strengthen-

ing of the international positions of the
s9cia<ist countries . ..". One year later,

.A. Arbatov, director of the Institute_ of
e United States of America, Soviet Aca-

^^emy of Sciences, wrote in Kommunist
(+Number 3, 1973) that a shift in the bal-
,-^kce of power towards imperialism would
1^ring not relaxation but rather an increase
ir;i te W sion. The ideological struggle thus
cons':itutes an assurance that' détente will
He maintained and, more important, will
Içad 4o the triumph of socialism.

Clearly, this is a limiting definition of
tente. Moreover, while offering very little

ib the West, it allows the U.S.S.R. and
{#thef socialist coùntries to use any means

ort of war. In the final analysis détente,
1 r the Communists, is the maintenance

contacts and links with the West only
o fa-.,' as there is no interference by the
est in the internal affairs of socialist

ipunt;-_ies. However the Helsinki Final Act,
,igneci by the. U.S.S.R. stipulates the free
emha-ge of ideas. It is the Soviet refusal
io au:ept this condition of détente that
as f;rovoked a large section of public

()-pinicn in the West to question the val-
iility of the present policy of détente.

l6evizable and necessary
In thc; West as in the Communist world,
üle p<..^sage from Cold War to détente has
l^rgel , been seen as inevitable and neces-

iy The Helsinki Conference and the
lgnin;r of the Final Act confirmed the
réject: _.n of nuclear warfare, as well as the
^dven of new East-West relations. As
51uon =:`, it was clear, however, that the

oviet^^ had their own conception and in-
t;erpreiation of détente, a debate began in
^f1e West, not only over the definition of
the werd but also on the value of East-
^'Vest r^lations.

T^°=^ factors are basic to this debate.
jhe fi^'st is the West's distrust of the
1^ S S•E. since the Second World War -

deepened during the Fifties and Sixties by
several events in Eastern Europe that
involved Soviet intervention in the internal
affairs of a socialist state. The second is
the promise of the Helsinki Conference for
the future of East-West relations.

The confusion felt by many Western
observers comes from the fact that the
Helsinki Conference did not appear to be
endorsing this new policy but rather
marking its end. In an article in Etudes
Internationales (Nos 3 and 4, 1974),
Daniel Colard stated that détente had
passed through two stages: "In the first
stage [1963-1968], détente was an element
of security; it was identified with active
peaceful coexistence between the two
super-powers, which sanctioned nuclear
bipolarity, forbade proliferation and closed
the nuclear club .... In its second stage
I1968-1973], détente spread, but took on
a number of different forms. In spreading,
it diversified and touched every area:
strategy, economics, technology, politics,
culture, human rights." Since Helsinki,
however, the Soviets, instead of broaden-
ing these areas, 'have narrowed them and
by their actions have again brought into
question what appeared to be a movement
towards greater international stabilitv.

In the West, therefore, the debate Debate hinges
hinges on the question of whether the on question
policy of détente is not benefiting the of who benefats
Communist countries at the expense of the
West. Do not the relations and the trade
growing out of détente further a system
that devotes its existence to the downfall
of the Western democratic states?

Transformation seen
Samuel Pisar represents those who think
that détente will not lead to the destruc-
tion of the West but will, on the contrary,
through its economic and commercial side
effects, bring about the transformation of
the Soviet system. In his two books, Les
Armes de la paix: L'ouverture économique
vers l'Est (1970) and Coexistence and
Commerce (1972), he calls for the creation
of a code governing East-West transac-
tions, so that economic relations may
realize their full potential for the future.
He adds: "When trade between East and
West has spread to these sensitive areas
[of science and technology], it will not be
able to help exercising a liberating influ-
ence on the Communist societies and their
institutions ..., for no lasting economic
progress is possible while minds are not
free."

Pisar's theory of the inevitable liber-
alization of Communist regimes through
East-West relations was the subject of a
round-table discussion in the journal
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Esprit (No 429) in 1973. Only Hélène
Carrère d'Encausse dared to suggest that,
even if at first they brought about a
tightening of control in the U.S.S.R., ex-
changes between East and West would
eventually have to give impetus to liber-
alization between the governing and the
governed, and to economic rationalization
as well. The other participants were not
greatly disposed to accept this hypothesis
and one of them, Hélène Zamoyska,
pointed- out that it was "dangerous to
mistake one's own desires for reality".

Détente seen
by Soviets
as a change
in methods

Grave doubts
It must be said, however, that a large
number of Western observers have ex-
pressed grave doubts concerning the pos-
sibility of a transformation in the Com-
munist societies. In the policy of détente
they discern not the conditions for in-
ternational stability but serious danger to
Western society. According to Robert
Conquest and the other authors of an
article on détente in Survey (No 2/3,
1974), the Soviets consider the détente
policy as a change in methods that should
lead to a shift in the- world balance of
power in favour of the Soviet Union and
the socialist countries. They add that "this
shift ... will permit the Soviet Union to
achieve further expansion without recourse
to general war, largely by the use of
methods of internal subversion and exter-
nal intimidation". Nor do they see why
Soviet trade policy should be incompatible
with internal conservatism: "Indeed, this
double-pronged economic strategy is an
alternative to domestic economic reform,
which the Soviet leaders feared might
jeopardize the stability of. existing Soviet
institutions and generate political strife."
Thus they agree that it is in discussing
trade agreements between East and West
that the Western arguments most lacking
in critical discernment make their appear-
ance. What makes the Soviet attempts at
the cultural exploitation of détente pos-
sible, they emphasize, is the lack of politi-
cal understanding of the phenomenon in
the West. For this reason, their conclusion
is clear and distinct: "Détente cannot be
based on illusions. It must be a two-way
street. The Soviet Union must contribute
to it by giving some indication that it
does not intend cynically to exploit it as
an opportunity to improve its ability to
subvert and destroy the West. Détente will
not be genuine as long as `peaceful coexis-
tence' is for the Soviet leaders only a
euphemism for a conflict by all means
short of war."

The lack of understanding of the true
meaning of détente on the part of the West

is also the theme of a collection of articJ,
prepared by Foy D. Kohler and his cui,
leagues at the Center for Advanced Inter.
national Studies at the University of
Miami, published in 1973, entitled Soviet
Strategy for the Seventies. This worff
presents more than 300 documents dealing
with the Soviet position in the politics of
détente. The analysis, which is one of the
most detailed on the conception and polir
of peaceful coexistence, shows to wha E
tent and in what fields the Soviet lea.dc_
ship believes that détente has provided i
with a limitless strategy for overcoming it,
mortal enemy the West. The current Soviet
definition of peaceful coexistence is, it
fact, a reworking of the old Westerr
definition of the Cold War. The Soviets
however, counter this argument by sirnplr'
using a double standard of evaluation.

Kohler and his colleagues recorniz ^rr,
the need for understanding between East {to
and West in order to avoid nuclear war or +Er
any conflict that could lead to it. Never. of
theless, they emphasize how necessary iti, fo
for the United States to adopt a rea,listic th;
policy that could eventually give détente ;rli;
some positive substance: "But, as the first üâ
step to this end, it would seem essentiaf m1
that we understand, and make it clea,- thaf h
we understand, the nature and implica• iel
tions of present Soviet interpretations." ^Iic

;h(
Appeal to realism É)ol
This appeal to political realism has also
appeared in the writings of Lev E. Do. Un
briansky of Georgetown University, Do. In
briansky, however, is more radical in his l err
analysis than his colleagues; he bcelieves Pol
that the Cold War is still going on ^ndhe r.o
suggests that the West could work out a uc
policy that would thwart Soviet taower,
In his book The Vulnerable Ruvsians,
published in 1967, Dobriansky examines
the sensitive areas in the Soviet pclitical
system and proposes ways for the ?inited
States to exploit them successfully to keep
the U.S.S.R. in check. In a second bool,
The U.S.A. and the Soviet Myth, pub•
lished in 1971, he reiterates the <,ppeg
The Soviet system is a system that holds
125 million non-Russians captivf_:; the
United States must not miss any appor'
tunity to obtain major concession- from
the Soviets towards these nations. lt is io
the field of trade that the author sees the
greatest possibility for achieving -uch a
goal; all trade agreements must be :.%ccom'
panied by a political concession frc>m 6s
Kremlin. According to Dobriansky, Wasb'j
ington, using this kind of policy, cotld 0
the Soviets in their own coinage. In coa^
trast to current American policy, this ne^
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I What emerges from this debate in the

yVest, which is being carried on as much in
the general press as-in specialized journals

tiud as Foreign Affairs, Orbis and Les
Tenaps Modernes, is the acceptance of the
necessity of avoiding war between the two
5upf:r-powers. The question is how to" go
^boLat it. Between the two extremes dis-
'cuss?d above, there are a number of obser-
versy like George Kennan, who accept the
^egistënce of areas of incompatibility be-

that not only fuel the debate but deter-

are irreconcilable, and must be exploited

and no compromises, even if favourable to

^ween the two systems but who also recog-
nrze certain areas of mutual interest of
,.vhich they feel advantage should be taken.
However, it is the areas of incompatibility

znine the policies of the two super-powers.
For the Soviet Union, the differences

io the advantage of the socialist camp.
iN'rona the Soviet viewpoint, the real object
of détente is to create a favourable climate
aor the growth of the socialist camp and
ihe decline of those Moscow calls imperi-
alists. Thus; any interference in the inter-
iial affairs of a socialist state is forbidden

theri-:selves, can be tolerated. Only in the
fields of trade and-the settlement of con-
hicts can the possibility of agreement with
the West be admitted. Such is the Soviet
policy of détente.

UnacLeptable definition
{n the West, on the other hand, the prob-
lem is not only to decide whether this
^olicy is acceptable but, more important,
to determine if détente can be defined in
such a way. A one-way definition like that
of the Soviet Union is hardly acceptable
Ito Western thinking. As Raymond Aron
pid in his book on American foreign
policY, The Imperial Republic ( 1973) :
j"The economic and political aspects of the
5eneral purpose of American diplomacy
âre ir.:c,eparable because this purpose is by
definition freedom of access, a notion which
encornroasses the exchange of ideas, in-
vestrrâunts and goods." Rather than aggra-
^ate existing differences, a policy of détente
must ensure a freedom of access. The
lmerican definition thus implies respect
tor the West on the part of the Commu-

nists:and, in the final analysis, a degree of
modification of Soviet policy - for the de-
bate in the West hinges not only on the
Soviet policy but also on the reasons for
the. Soviet refusal to accept the American
definition. What many Western observers
find is that the Soviets wish to benefit from
exchanges of trade and technology only in
order to be able to strengthen the Commu-
nist world and, eventually, overthrow the
West. These observers are not convinced
that, as some would have it, the economic
and technological exchanges with the West
resulting from the Soviet policy of détente
are beneficial to the West or, in the long
run, justify acceptance of that policy.
They fear the advantages the Communist
societies could derive from the West and
the resultant consequences for the demo-
cratic system. Finally, they fear that this
might lead to the eventual worsening of
international relations.

There can be no doubt that neither
the Soviets nor the Americans want to re-
turn to the status quo that prevailed be-
fore détente. The need for relations be-
tween thé two sides is taken for granted.

That is the reason why the Soviets
have adopted a policy of détente and why
the Communist world is pursuing it deter-
minedly. It is not surprising, then, that
Brezhnev expressed his satisfaction with
Soviet foreign policy in this period of
détente, especially after the Communist
victories in Indochina and Angola. The
West, in contrast, is in the throes of a de-
bate over détente, and it is not surprising,
therefore, that President Ford has aban-
doned the word, even if only for campaign
purposes. This, however, does nothing to
settle the debate.

Notwithstanding the contradictory
opinions, the debate in the West is really
nothing but a reflex reaction to the con-
tinuing struggle between the two systems
and a manifestation of the West's desire
not to lose ground to the Communists. In
order to succeed, however, Western policy
must reflect the confidence the peoples of
the West have in their own system and its
ability not only to contain Soviet policy
but to overcome it. In the final analysis, is
that not what is at stake for the West in
détente? Is it note the meaning of Alexander
Solzhenitsyn's warning?

Neither Soviets
nor Americans
want return
to status quo



Public opinion
tends to follow
formulation
of foreign policy

foreign policy issues
Public attitudes towards

By Lawrence LeDuc and J.Aleg Murray

Since the publication in 1972 of Mitchell
Sharp's paper "Canada-U.S. Relations:
Options for the Future" as a special issue
of International Perspectives, there has
been considerable public and private dis-
cussion of the, long-term direction of
Canada's foreign policy, particularly with
regard to its relations with the United
States. Recent developments in Canada
regarding foreign-investment review proce-
dures of trade- and energy policy have
served to keep sensitive areas of Canada-
U:S. relations in more or less constant
public view. Since the "Third Option" in
Canadian foreign policy has been em-
braced as official Government policy, a
new era in Canada's -relations with the
United States appears to be slowly
emerging.

It is difficult to determine exactly
what role public opinion has played in
these developments. To be sure, public
opinion in the area of foreign affairs fre-
quently tends to follow rather than pre-
cede the formulation of policy. This cer-
tainly appears to have been the case with
regard to the development and discussion
of the Third Option strategy. On the other
hand, shifts in foreign policy, as in other
areas of public policy in a democratic
society, are frequently the product of more
subtle changes in public "moods" that may
develop over a period. Interestingly
enough, Mr. MacEachen referred quite
explicitly to the climate of public opinion
as part of the rationale for the Third
Option in his January 1975 speech in
Winnipeg, when he stated:

Lawrence LeDuc and J. Alex Murray are
respectively Associate Pro fessor of Political
Science and Pro f essor of Business Ad- -
ministration at the University of Windsor,
Ontario. The authors are indebted to
Prof essor Terence A. Keenleyside of the
University of Windsor for his helpful
comments on an earlier version of this
article. The views expressed are those of
the authors.

This new feeling of being Canadirn is
reflected sharply in the economic ield.
The issue is our economic independence,
I have already cited figures showinY, the
degree to which we are dependent on the
United States in trade and investment
A cross-section of various polls taken
in 1972 indicated that 88.5 per cent of
Canadians thought it important to have
more control over our economy and that
two out of every three Canadians con•
sidered the then level of American in.
vestment as too high.

Conscious of this generally-percüived
link between the climate of public opinion
on these issues and the development of
new directions in Canadian foreign p9licy
we have sought to measure recent t^end:
in public opinion with regard to ecoromi.
nationalism and some specific implication
of the conception of foreign }=olic}
"options" with the assistance of data fron
a series of annual public opinion surveys
based on national samples of 5,000 respon•
dents- (see box at end of article).

Climate ôf nationalism
Our surveys, with those of CIPO (Gsllup)
and other organizations, have unm*stak
ably documented the growing clim-ate a
nationalism in Canada in recent yeais
particularly with regard to economic mat
ters. For example, Gallup found th^a thE
percentage of Canadians who felt tha
there was "too much U.S. influence n fit
Canadian way of life" rose from 29 psi
cent in 1956 to 58 per cent in 1974. MoTF
specifically, in the area of economic 5.+olicy
our own surveys have found th^.t thf
proportion of the population that fe::t thal
U.S. investment in Canada was, in generi,
"a bad thing" increased from 36 per cel
in 1969 to a high of 55 per cent in 11v1'13•%
While this statistic levelled off slig4.tly
the most recent (1974-75) survey, it Te
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mained at a high level of 51 per cent of the
total population. ^yh,

In view of these fairly con:>istenl 1.9
findings, Mr. MacEachen's suggestion of ¢ por
link between the evolution of the Tlv^ fav
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ton policy and the growing climate of
f coromic nationalism is not surprising. We
,ihouId not expect, however, that the con-
ribution of public. opinion to the con-

^inuing debate régarding foreign-policy
)ptions would range much beyond this
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neneral sense of "climate" or "mood" until
such time as the shift in emphasis of
Caz^adian foreign policy- became ,:more
^,learly embedded in the public, conscious-
iiess. Nevertheless, it may be arguedthat,
in the past year or two, the broader public
attention accorded, foreign-policy issues
I has begun to have its effect in the develop-
ment of a more genuine body of opinion.

Accordingly, we attempted to measure
3for the first time public predispositions to-
,^ards the direction implied by each of the
'three foreign-policy options originally set
Iout by Mr. Sharp by including a question
on this subject in our 1973-74 national
tiurvey. The question was repeated in the
,1974-75 survey, with several more-specific
items in the area of foreign policy and a
sequence of questions we have used for
^,everaI years to test general public atti-
tudfis towards foreign investment. It was
3desiAable to measure as accurately as pos-
çible the direction of public attitudes to-
^vards key. elements of each of the three
forei,a,n-policy options as they were first
Proposed. We therefore employed a survey
question modelled on Mr. Sharp's sum-
inary of the options, but in a form that
attempted to present three equalIy-attrac-
i,ive alternatives. (Some critics of the
Sharp paper have argued that the options

Canada can seek a stronger relationship
With Europe and/or Asia. Which of the

The national cross-section sample to
boni this question was first put in the

vere a>resented in such a way as to pre-
_iudge the choice of Option Three). While
it is not always possible to achieve com-
plete neutrality in survey questions, care
raust be taken to present alternatives to
he *pspondent in as unbiased a way as

jlossi;rle. The form of the questions em-
Jiloyed in the 1973-74 and 1974-75 surveys
vas:

? It has been suggested that Canada has
three long-term options that should be
ser.ously considered as an industrial
strategy. First, Canada can seek to
maintain its present relationship with
the U.S. with no policy adjustments;
second, Canada can move toward closer
integration with the U.S.; or, third,

above three do you feel would be most
advantageous to Canada's long-term
well being?

on^>istenl
973-7 i survey revealed the largest pro-

sti^)n Of E p ortios^^ of the population (42 per cent)Tlv^;he avouÿ^-A g the first of these options, which,

for the sake of brevity, we refer to from
now on as the "stay-as-we-are" option. By
comparison, the Third Option was sup-
ported by only 30 per cent of the survey
respondents. Of those surveyed, 18 per cent
favoured the choice of moving Canada
closer to the United States, while the
balance of the respondents (10 per cent)
expressed no opinion. When a new survey
was conducted in the following year (1974-
75), a nearly-identical distribution of
opinion was obtained. As the Third Option
policy has moved more distinctly into the
public arena over the past year, public
opinion does not appear to have shifted
perceptibly in the direction of support for
the new posture in foreign policy.

"Stay as we are"
When the sample of the population sur-
veyed is broken down into its component
socio-economic sub-groups, support for a
shift in the direction of Canadian foreign
policy does not vary appreciably from the
levels cited for the population as a whole
within any particular group. The Third
Option does, however, tend to be slightly
more popular among men, persons under
30 and urban-dwellers than it is among the
opposite population sub-groups. It should
be emphasized, however, that in no group
does support for the Third Option exceed
that for the "first" ("stay as we are")
option.

Similarly, a breakdown of the data by Regional break-
region discloses only relatively modest down discloses
variations between sections of the country, only modest
although some significant shifts of opinion variations
between the 1973-74 and 1974-75 surveys
are found in two provinces - Quebec and
British Columbia. The pattern runs in
opposite directions in these two areas,
support for the Third Option having de-
clined in British Columbia at the same
time it has increased in Quebec. At the
time of the first survey, British Columbia
had been the only province in which the
Third Option was more popular than
either of the alternatives tested. But, in
the most recent survey, support for the
Third Option in that province declined to
34 per cent (from 41 per cent in the 1973-
74 survey), while support for the status
quo in foreign policy remained constant
(36 per cent). There is at present no prov-
ince in which the Third Option commands
more public support than alternative
policies.

To some extent, this finding seems to
be at odds with our findings regarding the
increasing climate of nationalism in Can-
ada over the past five years. Certainly,
diversification of trade and investment is
seen by many as one of several alternative
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means of countering some of the effects of
U.S. influence in Canada, and there is no
doubt that the public has in recent years'
evinced considerable concern over the
specific issue of U.S. investment. Our data
do indeed show some relation between atti-
tudes toward the foreign-investment issue
and support for the Third Option, but it
must be emphasized that expressed con-
cern over the level of foreign invest-
ment does not in itself seem to imply
support for more sweeping new directions
in foreign policy. Indeed, among the
respondents who express most concern
about U.S. 'investment in Canada, there is

Tendency a tendency to favour more. direct and
to favour narrowly-focused solutions, such as regu-
narrowly-focused lation of investment, review procedures,
solutions support for Canadian business, etc., rather

than larger-scale changes in foreign and
trade policy. While public support does
exist for new government initiatives in
some specific areas, the public mood with
regard to the broader issues of foreign
policy is more static and cautious.

Further evidence of this migéd' pat-
tern is seen in attitudes towards some
other distinct, but nevertheless related,
foreign-policy and foreign-trade issues -
trade pacts, for example, such as the Auto
Pact, or Canadian participation in the
United Nations peacekeeping operations.
In both these rather more specific in-
stances, public opinion displays a pattern
similar to that associated with the Third
Option, with the largest part of the na-
tional sample supporting the status quo,
and approximately a third of the respon-
dents indicating some willingness to move
in new and non-traditional directions.

Public support
In general, the surveys tend to show that
extensive public support for new directions
in Canadian foreign policy, including the
Third Option, has not yet developed and
that there appears to be no significant shift
away from traditional positions on a
number of foreign-policy and foreign-trade
issues. On the other hand, our data clearly
indicate that the generally more nationa-
listic mood of Canadians in recent years is
not a transient phenomenon. Over the past
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Data in this article were obtained from
a series of national public opinion sur.^
veys conducted annually by Ellioti^
Research Corporation in co-operawioni
with the International Business Studies^
Research Unit at the University _ ot
Windsor. Like all estimates based oni
sample surveys, figures cited here Qre^
subject to a degree of sampling e,ror,^
Small di f ferences between percentxga'
in, particular should be treated with^
caution. Further information regarding,
the surveys and copies of reports pro.,'
viding technical information and/or4
more detailed discussion of find.ings`
cited hére may be obtained from:

Dr. J. Alex Murray
International Business Studies

Research Unit
University of Windsor

Windsor, Ontario N9B 3P4

five years, the surveys have measured t},
evolution of support by a majority
Canadians for policies designed to assu
greater control of their own future, pa
ticularly in the sensitive areas of trade aL
investment. StilI, foreign trade and 'znves,
ment policies and other issues related
foreign policy do not rank high on a listi
problems facing the country today, at lei,
as viewed by the public at large.

For most Canadians, economic praf
lems remain the first order of business °
the public agenda. To date, the mar,
nationalistic public mood that has &
veloped has not been accompan:ed
widespread public demand for changes E
existing foreign and trade policies. Ces
tainly, Government commitment to tL
Third Option may eventually "lead" pubG.
opinion in new directions, but our evide
suggests that the present public r_:zood 1
this area has thus far been resis;ant i
such change. Even while the Third Ophs
has been adopted as Government polic(
ostensibly in response to a changing u
tional climate, much of the public appe^
as yet unconvinced that it represents tb
best of the original alternatives:

li
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( rtngos From the Far North by Jack
( els1by, professor of Latin American
Frlstory at the University of Western On-
t-,irio, is an engaging book, written in a
li^ely style, which sustains the reader's
a^tten:ion throughout. It is well-researched
and fi-111 of interesting and useful informa-
i61n about Canadian relations with Latin
A^merica. The insights it offers into Cana-
dian attitudes - all too frequently pa-
(ernalistic - ïowards Latin America are
pârticularly perceptive. In short, it is a
^ïiluahle book based on wide knowledge

i America and extensive travellingl Latn
ere.

It is not a full study of Canada's rela-
rps =,vith Latin America, nor does Dr.
Y;lesh,^ claim that it is. It does not, for
Astance, dealwith Canada's relations with
tlle OAS and the inter-American system as
such, though it does touch on them as
f,icets of Canadian/Latin American affairs

ther• contexts - e.g., as part of Canada's
Ilom:;tic representation in the Americas.
I? does not cover Canadian ties with all
II e republics south of the Rio Grande, or

anada'_; main activities throughout Latin
,erica during the 102-year period from

1866 to 1968. It does so in a series of 11
"'^says d.2aling with the most important
nd sust;Ained of Canada's ventures in that

u,ist and populous region.

The year 1866 was chosen as the start-
"'f-point. because it was in that year that
t^e filst large-scale trade and goodwill mis-
^ n frorn Canada visited Latin America - a

g m
C^r Nor^h provides a pretty full picture of

( 'ertain recent developments such as Can-
Aa's aA program. It is to be hoped that
l^j• Ogtesby will give us the benefit of his
hrowledge and his conclusions about these
and other aspects of Canada's relations
^^,zth Latin America soon. A deeper analysis
4 trading patterns, for instance, now
t'uche.= upon only briefly, as in the book's
(""nclu-:on, and of Canada's relations with
fl^e inter-American system, especially in
r^ent years; would be particularly
welcomc.

In gLneral however Grin os Fro the

recurring feature of Canada's approach to
that area. The year 1968 was chosen to
end the account partly because it was then
that the greatest of the Canadian Govern-
ment's missions to Latin America took
place and partly because it was a turning-
point in Canada's relations with Latin
America. The report made by the mission
and the impressions it gained during the
trip are reflected in Latin America, one of
the six booklets published in 1970 by the
Federal Government under the series title
Foreign Policy for Ccinadians.

Apart from one essay (Chapter 2),
aptly entitled "The Belle of the Ball", on
Canada's diplomatic relations with Latin
America from 1940 to 1946, when several
Latin American countries were seeking to
persuade Canada to establish diplomatic
relations with them and to join the Pan-
American Union (as the OAS was then
called), the bulk of the book deals with
Canada's business and missionary activities
in the area. This is not surprising - invest-
ments and missionary work were the main-
stay of Canada's relations with Latin
America during the last century.

Chapter 4, "Business, Banking and
Related Activities", the longest in the
book, provides - with Chapter 5, on Cana-
dian investments in Brazil, notably
Brazilian Traction (now Brascan) - com-
prehensive and detailed coverage of the
important investment side of Canada's
links with Latin America.

Religious missions
The last five chapters deal with various
Canadian religious ventures in Latin
America. Professor Ogelsby's analyses of
the problems to be faced there in this

Dr. Blanchette is Director of the Historical
Division of the Department of External
Affairs. He is also chairman of the Cana-
dian Section of the Pan-American Insti-
tute of Geography and History, a
specialized agency of the Organization of
American States. The opinions expressed
in this review are those of the author.

Missionary
activities
and business
predominate
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- context, the frame of mind required to
adapt to and to overcome them, display
remarkable insight and understanding.
Gringos From the Far North should be

required reading not only for all Canadian
missionaries (and businessmen also) going
to Latin America but for all foreign service
personnel, who in their own way should
be missionaries for Canada.

A well-structured appendix embody-
ing the text of a report entitled "The
Extent, Tocus, and Changes of Canadian
Public Interest in Latin America", which
Professor Ogelsby was commissioned to
undertake for the Department of External
Affairs in 1967, rounds out the book effect-
ively. It includes a useful comparative
study (Pages 328-331) of French-speaking
and English-speaking Canadian attitudes

Letter to the Editor

towards Latin America. A discerning coi
parative study of the adaptability to Lat
America of French-speaking and Ergl^
speaking Canadian Catholic missiona,riés
also to be found in Chapter 8 (Pag
204-206).

If there is a general lesson to }
drawn from Dr. Ogelsby's book, it is th
Canada's most successful ventures in Lat
America, whether commercial, relig_,^us,r
other, have been conducted by men â[
women who made an effort to adapt
the local society, who learnt its laF. ^.gûliE
and had a genuine understand=ng i
and interest in its problems, needs an
aspirations. .

Ogelsby, J. C. M., Gringos From the Fc
North, Toronto, Macmillan, 1976.

India...
Sir,

Reference David Van Praagh's article "Change in Asia as eras end offers hope
through realism" in the March/Apri11976 number of International Perspectives.

The eminent Southeast Asian expert is accurate neither in his facts nor in his
prophecies. For example, he says: "Japan will not ratify the nuclear non-proliferat-on
treaty in the foreseeable future." Japan has, of course, ratified the treaty.

The Army in India has always remained aloof from politics. Nevertheless, as long
ago as 1967, in a number of despatches, Mr. Van Praagh predicted an Amy coup in
India and now suggests that a bad monsoon might bring this on. Indiahas had sucressisl^
droughts in 1965-66, 1966-67 and again in 1972-73 and 1973-74, but the predictions has
happily been belied. It is extraordinary, therefore, that not only are these prophec:es
repeated but the author suggests that Army intervention is one possible salvation ;_or
India; so much for his dedication to democracy. Then a fantastic panacea is advoc.>xted
by him: fragmentation of the country with various states becoming independent. This
shows not merely an utter disregard of Indian background and history but also a
deliberate ignoring of economic and geographical realities; it is like suggesting thct,
because there is a linguistic problem in Canada and differences between provinces and
the Federal Government on some issues, Canada should be carved up into a dozen,
separate states. Would either a congeries of independent states in India or Canad.a be
viable economically or strategically and, even less, serve the cause of peace?

No constitution is immutable, and experience showed that certain aspects of the
Indian Constitution needed amendments to bring about badly-needed and long-èelayed
changes. These do not constitute a destruction of democracy or the Constitution, which,
Prime Minister Gandhi has said is basically sound. There is no erosion of dembcr.^cY
in India, but merely an evolution that is universal and applicable even to develop=. d
côuntries with so-called ancient traditions of liberal democracy. Addressing the 74e14'

tary election, numbered 274 million). The people have voted for secularism even thoagb
value of the free vote and the maturity of our electorate (which, in the 1971 Parl'smen•
economic crisis and threat of secession. Our five general elections have demonstrsted the
Minister said: "In the last 25 years we have withstood more than one military ch,31100
first Commonwealth Parliamentary Conference in Delhi last October, the Prime
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was believed and propagated that Indian politics were dominated by religious factions
ând sentiments. They have rejected appeals of the extreme right and of the extreme left,
ôf reactionaries and of ultra-revolutionaries, and have supported the democratic middle
path to socialist development."

M3 he author comments: "In India it is now clear that political democracy could not
ork -,^rithout commensurate spread of the fruits of economic progress to ordinary, poor
dians"It is precisely because of this that, under the emergency, a variety of radical

nieasures have recently been undertaken by way of land reforms, distribution of land
^o the landless, the abolition of bonded labour and a comprehensive and radical popula-
#laon policy. Such measures had been planned before, but certain provisions within the
Lons:.itution and judicial processes were such that these measures could not be im-
lemented. Effective steps have now been taken to amend the Constitution by a
opularly-elected Pârliament. This does not mean the death of democracy in India since
oth the federal and most of the state parliaments are functioning. The Prime Minister

11 as repeatedly stated that the Indian Constitution is basically sound but democracy
is an evolutionary process and the Constitution must march in step.

'rom the Fc^ {yhile mentioning the setback to the Congress Party in the general elections of 1967,

an 1976. t the ardhor ignores the fact that Mrs. Gandhi adopted certain radical policies which^
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,
J India is one of the few countries in the world that have within two years brought

ave beenbrought out, and hundreds of Commonwealth parliamentarians who visited
India late last year are witness to the fact that there was no evidence of the Army in
the streets nor of any extraordinary police presence.

^mergLncy, and not even the unfriendliest foreign critic has suggested that machine-guns
J,s pro,.>ided for under the Constitution, in order to consolidate the gains under the

led to a split in the Congress Party and that she won the 1971 general elections by an
overw;_3elming majority both in the Federal Legislature (the Congress Party has a two-
thirde majority) and most of the Indian states. Elections in India have been postponed,

down ihiflation from 34 per cent to below zero, and it has been freely acknowledged that
Zirices xbave come down. A press release issued by the World Bank after the India Consor-
tium meeting in Paris last month stated: "The members of the Consortium commended
the Government of India for the measures taken to improve economic performance during
1975-7¢2, when agricultural production had reached record level, power shortages had
been Ie,Âgely overcome, export volume had increased by 8 per cent in an environment of
c,leclinir;g world trade, monetary stability had been maintained and the output of most
public-sector enterprises - particularly coal, steel, fertilizers - had improved signifi-
antly,"' Since the emergency, black-marketeers have been severely dealt with, as also
undreds of corrupt officials.

In India last year, politicians of varying hues openly expressed their intention to
âverthfow a popularly elected Government by force and called upon the armed forces and
other C:overnment bodies to disobey Government orders. Their arrest was, therefore,
inevitâ ;le, but many have since been released.

V-:n Praagh accuses India of wanting to become a super-global power; this apparently
is a sin "or an underdeveloped country but a virtue for those already developed into
super ^oowers". However, the Prime Minister of India has repeatedly stated that India

has no ,_Zesire to become a "power" or "super-power". India does not have a nuclear bomb,
liut it h_.as to take measures to maintain sufficient armed strength to protect its territorial
integrit:;, which the author would like to see destroyed.

T? author's perceptions of India's foreign policy are equally uninformed. India's
relatior,s with Iran are excellent and there is growing economic co-operation and colla-
}Ioratioa between the two countries. Relations between the two are marked not by rivalry
but a desire for mutual help and progress; the Shah of Iran and his Prime Minister
have te-;tified to this.

The author refers to a non-existent "desperate Hindu nationalism in North and East
India", which poses a threat to Bangladesh. India's record of help bears out its goodwill
toward^. this new country and India is more than willing to collaborate with Bangladesh
ând other neighbouring countries and solve mutual problems through bilateral
negotia`.ions.

The dangers to India, the subcontinent and Asia would, in Tact, arise if the prescrip-
tions subgested by the author were applied.

U. S. Bajpai
High Commissioner for India
Ottawa
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public of Guinea relating to Canadien
Investments in Guinea insure-': by dk
Government of Canada through its A0
the Export Development Corpora:on

Dakar and Conakry, March 29 and APd
1, 1976

In force April 1, 1976

Philippines

Convention between Canada and .he Ph>liP
pines for the Avoidance of Doub', TaxatUm
and the Prevention of Fiscal EF•asion 1"d
respect to Taxes on Income

Manila, March 11, 1976

Poland

Exchange of Notes between the Cjavemmat
of Canada and the Governmp::t of ty
People's Republic of Poland con3'itutm9
Interim Agreement on Fisheries !,latter'

Ottawa, March 24, 1976
In force March 24, 1976
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Singapore
Convention between the Government of
Canada and the Government of Singapore

for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and

the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with respect
to Taxes and Income

Singapore, March 6, 1976

SwitzerIand

Air Transport Agreement between the Gov-

ernment of Canada and the Government of
the Swiss Confederation .

Ottawa, February 20, 1975
In force provisionally February 20, 1975
In force definitively March 12, 1976

U.S.A.
Exchange of Notes between Canada and the
U.S.A. to provide for the Continued Oper-
ation and Maintenance of the Torpedo Test
Range in the Strait of Georgia induding the
installation and utilization of an advanced
underwater acoustic measurement system at
Jen>is Inlet

Ottawa, January 13 and April 14, 1976
In force April 14, 1976
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ton xadition between Canada and
the United States of America signed at
Washington December 3, 1971. Amended by
an Exchange of Notes signed at Washington
June 28 and July 9, 1976

Instruments of Ratification exchanged at
Ottawa March 22, 1976

In force March 22, 1976

Exchange of Notes between Canada and the
United States of America extending and
amending the Agreement concerning a Joint
Program in the Field of Experimental Re-
mote Sensing from Satellites and Aircraft
(ERTS) of May 14, 1971

Washington, March 19 and 22, 1976
In force March 22, 1976
Wits► effect from May 14, 1975

lultilatE=ral

Interrational Convention on the Simplifica-
tion and Harmonization of Customs pro-
cedures

Dor:c- at Kyoto, Japan, May 18, 1973
BY ^°tter to the Secretary General of the

C='C dated February 12. 1976
Can:eda accepted the Annex concerning

C'?stoms Transit, without reservation
alN3 the Annex concerning Clearance for
K-,-Me Use with reservations concerning
re'ommended practices 16, 20, 25 and
51-.

Addit:,:nal
Protocol No. 3 to amend the

Conv"'ion for the Unification of certain
Rules -elating to International Carriage by
Air si,-;led at

Warsaw October 12, 1929, asamenr`.< 1
by the Protocols done at The

Hague on September 28, 1955, and at
Guater;ala

City on March 8, 1971.
Do,' at Montreal, September 25, 1975
S'^ ^3 by Canada, December 31, 1975

MontrF - " Protocol No. 4 to amend the Con-
ventior, for the Unification of Certain Rules
relatin ; to International Carriage by Air
s'gned at Warsaw October 12, 1929, as
aznendcrl by the Protocol done at The Hague
on Sep?e,nber 28, 1955

Done at Montreal, September 25, 1975
Signed by Canada, December 30, 1975

Protocols for the Third Extension of the
International Wheat Trade and Food Aid
Conventions constituting the International
Wheat Agreement, 1971

Done at Washington, March 17, 1976
Signed by Canada, April 7, 1976

Publications of the Department
for External Affairs

Under this heading will be found a list of
the most recent documents published by the
Department of External Affairs on international
affairs and Canadian foreign policy.

Press Releases, issued by the Press Office of the
Department of External AffaiTs, Ottawa.

No. 15 (March 5, 1976) Canada and Finland
sign nuclear agreement.

No. 18 (March 9, 1976) Passport fee increase.

No. 19 (March 9, 1976) Canada-U.S. meeting on
Poplar River Project.

No. 20 (March 11, 1976) Canada-U.S. meeting
in Ottawa on proposed Cabin Creek
mining development.

No. 21 (March 12, 1976) Canadian delegation to
fourth session of Law of the Sea Con-
ference, New York.

No. 22 (March 12, 1976) Canada-Portugal fish-
eries agreement.

No. 23 (March 19, 1976) Visit of Dr. Manuel
Pérez-Guerrero.

No. 24 (March 22, 1976) Ratification of Canada/
United States extradition treaty.

No. 25 (March 25, 1976) Potash: text of Cana-
dian note to U.S. Embassy.

No. 26 (March 25, 1976) Canada-Poland agree-
ment on international fisheries arrange-
ments.

No. 27 (March 30, 1976) United States/Canada
co-operation in space applications.

No. 28 (March 30, 1976) Canadian Embassy,
Beirut, Lebanon.

No. 30 (April 21, 1976) Toronto Workshop tour
of Britain and the Netherlands.

No. 32 (April 22, 1976) Extension of Canada-
U.S. reciprocal fisheries agreement.

No. 33 (April 23, 1976) Visit of Minister
Foreign Affairs and Co-operation
People's Republic of Benin.

for
of

No. 34 (April 26, 1976) Fourth Student Com-
monwealth Conference.

No. 39 (April 28, 1976) Signing of terms of
reference of External Affairs Joint
Council.

No. 40 (April 28, 1976) Visit of Minister
Foreign Affairs and Co-operation
Benin - joint communiqué.

No. 42 (April 29, 1976) Canadian delegation
Habitat.
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Foreword

I

Canada's 1967 Centennial celebrations gave an important stimulus to
the forces of renewal in our country, and I am pleased to see that this
year's Bicentennial celebrations in the United States are generating a
similar spirit of rededication to the values that motivated its founding
fathers.

A unique combination of intellectual innovation, technical ingen-
uity_, economic dynamism and commitment to democracy has enabled
the United States to make an immense contribution to the development
of mankind during the past two centuries. I have no doubt that over
the coming years the United States will continue to play a positive and
dynamic role in international affairs and, more generally, in the progress
of civilization.

The close relationship that exists between our two countries
was not achieved easily or overnight. It is a product of the sustained
effort of reasonable men to seek acceptable solutions to what often
seemed initially to be intractable problems. Today we are able to pursue
our respective interests with the understanding that comes from years
of friendship and mutual accommodation.

This special issue of International Perspectives is but one element
of the tribute Canada is making to the United States for its Bicenten-
nial. It would have been insufficient to have produced a birthday card
offering only good wishes. Rather, and in keeping with the magazine's
policy of offering an opportunity for the presentation of varying views,
the editors have sought to bring together the commentaries of a number
of Canadians on the United States and the relationship between our
two countries.

The first group of articles deals with the question so often upper-
most in Canadian minds of how we can share a continent with our giant
neighbour. The second group explores some aspects of our common
heritage, and the third examines a few of the questions facing the
United States today. It is my pleasure to introduce them with this
foreword.

We in Canada welcome the opportunity to contribute to and share
in our neighbour's two-hundredth birthday as did the United States
in our Centennial nine years ago. It is my privilege to use this occasion
to extend sincere birthday greetings from the Government and the
people of Canada to the Government and the people of the United
States of America.

f̂ ,49,C- 1^.^
Secretary of State for External Affairs

3
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ng the continent

Liird Option can work well
c r both Canada and the U.S.
i ,,assador's viewpoint

The :.rticle on Canada-U.S. relations by
the t , :en Secretary of State for External
lffai Mitchell Sharp, published in this

J ourr I three-and-a-half years ago, was
the f st attempt in many years to artic-
ûlate in some detail official Canadian
pnliG; in our relations with the United
State In view of the pervasive importance
df t:h relationship in almost every part of
n;r r tional life, it is perhaps strange that

i5 tiould have been so. Some critics of
he (:overnment's 1970 review Foreign
olic^^ for Canadians certainly thought so;
ne 4 the most frequent criticisms was

that contained no analysis in depth of
^o cri cal an element in our foreign policy
as Cs ada-U.S. relations. Was it enough,
many ommentators asked, simply to ident-
i; y as m important national challenge the
Pro I" n of "living distinct from but in
harm+ iy with the world's most powerful
and c namic nation, the United States?"

e fact is that only rarely have
Cana ans thought seriously of having a
polic" relative to the United States. In the
eiarly ears of the new American Republic,
ôur n ations derived from the results of
the R volutionary War; our distinctness,
and e1 •n a certain degree of hostility, were
âlmos taken for granted. The War of 1812
now -, ems remote in our past and the
k'enia; raids and major border disputes as
the V st was opened have also tended
^o fat into history. For most of the
last 1: ) years the infrequently-examined
premi= underlying the way we thought
of ou: relations was that the natural
tender:-y of our two countries would be to
co-ope: zte, to settle problems individually
as the, arose, in a practical and business-
U'e w^ '%. As Mr. St. Laurent, then Sec-
r'tarY f State for External Affairs, put it

194'. "Like farmers whose lands have
a cor"', on concession line, we think of
'' seh s as settling, from day to day,

questions that arise between lus, without
dignifying the process by the word
`policy'."

Nous avons changé tout ça! - or have
we? After almost four years, it is perhaps
fair to take a look at some of the ways in
which our relationship with the United
States has or has not been changed by
the Government's adoption of the last of
the three options put forward in "Options
for the Future". Having examined the
case for the only two other options con-
sidered realistic - continuing as before or
actively seeking closer integration with
the United States -, Mr. Sharp's article
came down on the side of what has since
become known simply as the "Third
Option", which called for "a comprehensive
long-term strategy to develop and strength-
en the Canadian economy and other as-
pects of our national life and in the process
to reduce the present Canadian vulner-
ability".

Greater self-assertion
The choice of this option implied policies
of greater self-assertion by Canada in the
conduct of our foreign policy. It should
perhaps be remembered that the Amer-
ican view of our relationship was, in a
sense, developing along parallel lines at
the. same time. When President Nixon
went to Ottawa in 1972 and endorsed the
premise that mature partners must have
autonomous, independent policies, he was
not just recognizing Canada's obvious
right to independence; he was also pro-
claiming American independence from
special obligations towards Canada.

Mr. Warren is Canadian Ambassador to
the United States. A former Deputy
Minister of Industry, Trade and Com-
merce, he was High Commissioner to
Britain before assuming his present post.



Individual issues
now placed in
broader context

The Canadian Fmbassy in Washing-
ton is perhaps not the best place from
which to assess the degree to which the
Government has been consciously applying
the Third Option in individual policy
decisions and to what extent such deci-
sions have simply reflected the ordinary
play of;political and economic forces in our
changing and growing society. It seems
obvious, nonetheless, that a number of
decisions - to withdraw from the Canadian
editions of foreign-owned magazines (e.g.
Time) tax status originally intended to
support only genuinely Canadian publica-
tions, to require screening of takeovers
and certain other categories of foreign
investment-in Canada and to seek to devel-
op a "contractual link" with the European
community, for instance - do reflect the
same thinking that led the Government
to conclude, on a more philosophical plane,
that the Third Option was the correct
one.

Focal point
It is surely also true that this - state-
ment of objectives in our relations with
the United States, once formulated and
accepted, has provided a focal point to

which a great number of individual issues
can be and have been related. It has be-
come customary to ask ourselves not only
whether a proposed course of action is
sensible or desirable when considered in
isolation but also how it fits with the
broader and longer-range objectives for
Canada formulated by the Government.
This does not mean that such consider-
ations never before entered into policy-
making, but the fact that we have in some
detail defined where we want to go in our
relations with the Unitéd States obviously
makes it easier to think about our approach
to individual issues in a broader context.

The Third Optionis not, of course, nor
was it intended to be, a detailed prescrip-
tion for every element in Canada-U.S.
relations. The Canadian Embassy in
Washington is particularly conscious of
the fact that, whatever conceptual frame-
work may be chosen, our relations do
involve a multitude of practical, day-to-
day encounters, most of which go smoothly
and take place in the private sector and
never hit the headlines. With such a variety
and multiplicity of moving parts in our
relationship and with two separate national
jurisdictions providing the backdrop, it is
not surprising that there should be
occasional points of friction - even a
burnt-out bearing now and then. On this
level - and it is the level at which the
majority of Canadians become aware of
Canada-U.S. relations - our policy, wheth-

er or not the Third Option, can on..y '
a framework or way of approaching
relationship, not a fully-developed bl
print.

While any Canadian Governmenl
power over, recent years would have b
expected to act, and no doubt would h,

acted, to protect Canadian energ_,
sources (where the essence of our pa;
in fact, goes back to the beginning o' ti
century), the Third Option does prbvi
a guideline against which such dec.si
are now considered. Any Canadian (;^
ernment might well have decided th^
because of our own needs, it had bc con:^
necessary to phase-down oil exports i o t
United States and that it was esseni ial i
defend the Canadian interest, in part.c :
cross-border environmental issues. Accep^
ance of the Third Option, hoi Tev
provided a general rationale for so doi
and made it less respectable to argue 1
continental solutionsto problems invulv.-'
both countries. The Third Option 3ee
to have given expression to the aspir.Lti(,
of Canadians for a greater sense of id;^nti'
vis-à-vis the United States and ma, r,s
have proved self-fulfilling in encou: agi
them to achieve it.

What the Canadian Embas: y
Washington is well placed to help use
is whether or not our choice of the Th'v
Option and the policies deriving fi om
have caused a reaction in the t,nite
States or a change in the America:- i pei
ception of Canada that has created )r e.
create a deterioration in our relation ;. T
short answer is that our choice has n )t 1(
and need not lead, to any deteriorai ion
the intergovernmental relationship - s lof
as Canada is not perceived, as Sec ceta
Kissinger put it in Ottawa, as d+finb
itself in opposition to the United ^'itatE

Nationalist dilemma
This touches, of course, on one )f tl
fundamental dilemmas and rec uri7q
temptations that face spokesmc 1 fh^
Canadian nationalism. The dilerr ma
that of identifying, emphasizing aid e
couraging Canada's positive disth cta
from our neighbour, ally and frien( witt
out being or becoming anti-A'me3 ican
which, in my view, the vast majo ity
Canadians are not. The temptatiu i is
seek support for nationalist position., or
urge the adoption of policies not : or It
often valid Canadian reasons that lie bQ
hind them but because of their su )posa
anti-American appeal. If spokesrr en f
Canadian nationalism attribute anb
American motives to Canadian pollcies P
home, then they will be seen that way i
the U.S.A.'
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l'.S. a;ecretary of State Henry Kissinger made a two-day official visit to Ottawa last
Octo-.er. He is shown here with Secretary of State for External Affairs Allan J.
.l^acl.,achen. During the course of the visit both men acknowledged that, while the era
nj sp nal relations between the two countries might have ended, the relation was
rkne,^-?ieless "unique".

r'hére is, of course, the danger than
n ac umulation of Canadian policy deci-

,inns ' aving an adverse effect upon private
oi• pu lic American interests would be seen
A; an i-American even if not intended to
lè so )r presented as such. There is prob-
^I ^ly a absolute protection against this
Lngi Canada is bound to find it neces-
sary om time to time to take actions in
^efen e of Canadian interests that do not
pleast the United States, and there can
bé no :,uarantees that these will always be
venl, spaced at relatively painless inter-
Ils. Vhat we can do to mitigate this

dânge. is to ensure, so far as possible, that
we ha p an effective early warning system
t^rou; 1 which we can identify stormy seas
tfat r ry lie ahead along our chosen course
and b^' ng into play the process of timely
inforn :tion, consultation and negotiation.
T^s I ay not resolve all problems - there
"'ii>> b" some in which the interests of the
t'O c' .rntries are simply incompatible -
}'ilt it ^hould make for comprehension, if
iut ur: Ierstanding, and place such issues

in
the proper perspective of the national
err ives that dictate them. For the

r'st, 1 see no reason why commonsense
I,,ractical solutions cannot continue to be

worked out for the myriad questions that
are the day-to-day fare of what is perhaps
the largest interaction between any two
countries in the world.

This prescription applies to both sides
of the relationship, of course, but it is Canadian policies
interesting to note that it is as likely, these cause problems
days, to be Canadian policies as American as o f ten as
that cause problems in our bilateral rela- American
tions - a change, certainly, from the pre-
vailing pattern of the 1950s and 1960s, or
even of four or five years ago. There are
obviously still many American actions that
have great (and not necessarily intended)
impact on Canada, but more of the issues
between us now have a "made-in-Canada"
label. In the energy field, for instance, the
problem is no longer that the United
States declines to increase its purchases
of Alberta oil! It is Canada that has found
it necessary first to raise its export price
for crude oil to keep pace with the sky-
rocketing international price it must pay
for imported oil, and then to begin phasing
out its exports to the United States al-
together. Neither move could be said to
have been popular in the United States,
and there are no doubt some Americans
even now with whom the incorrect image
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but different
conclusions
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in principle
on environment
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of Canadians as oil-rich robber barons-still
lingers.

It has required intensive and contin-
uing efforts to make Americans aware just
why it is that we have had to take these
steps. In so doing, one advantage that we
continue to have is that officials, editors
and Americans in general are usually will-
ing to listen to our point of view, and
sometimes even to be persuaded by it. As
a State Department official once put it,
Canadians and Americans approach prob-
lems in much the same way; we may reach
different conclusions, but the way in which
each of us has come to our conclusions is
usually understood by the other. It is this
sort of possibility of mutual comprehension
that may make lying in bed with an
elephant less hazardous than is generally
supposed.

General understanding
In our energy relations, then, there is now
at the official level pretty general under-
standing of Canada's position; the prin-
ciples that lie behind our oil-export tax
and the phasing-out of exports are not; in
dispute, even if there may still be some
argument on the details of implementation.
It is recognized that we can hardly be
expected to sell our oil at a lower price
than we pay for the increasing quantities
we must import; nor do Americans really
challenge the proposition that we can only
export the surplus that remains when our
own needs have been met. And more and
more of them now realize that Canada has
become a growing net importer of oil.

As far as bilateral issues relating to
the environment are concerned, there is
also no disagreeement in principle, al-
though the balance between environmental
constraints and other needs does not
always come out in the same place for
the two countries. Nor, for that matter,
do all Americans (or Canadians) agree on
what this balance should be. We are not
without allies on such issues as tanker-
routes along the West Coast or the
Garrison Diversion Project in North
Dakota. And those Americans concerned
about the possibility of coal-mining along
the Flathead River in southern British
Columbia because of the environmental
damage that might be done in Montana
certainly have supporters on the Canadian
side of the line.

Much more sensitive issues, by their
nature, and more likely to arouse concern
in the American business community and
among the public at large, are those that
they may see as having overtones of dis-
crimination, unfairness and governmerit
interference in areas most Americans are

accustomed to think of as the privafl
domain of "free enterprise". Here ag^
we can rely on a measure of willingr ess
listen to our point of view or (as wi ,h tk
Foreign Investment Review Act a id i}l
machinery) to suspend judgment untü
is clearer what Canada is actually dok

Misunderstanding
We cannot lose sight of the fac ; th
government regulations affecting tle w
foreign interests may do business fit Ca
ada can be a source of misundersts nditi
concern and even resentment on tl e pa
of the businessmen affected - esf eciai
if they interpret them as being d recte
against American enterprises in par: icula
This can hardly be a decisive consi&ratirr_
in determining Canadian policie 5 bu
given the importance of foreign :nve-
ment in Canada and our recogni ion o
the need for it, we must obviousl a k^
in mind that ground-rules for fore .gn h
vestment in Canada are most Iikel: to h
sympathetically received when th ey ah
clear and when the policies are prE sentc;
in ways that will not unnecessari.y gi^
rise to charges of unfairness and disc imin
tion. All this is part of the task of in, nagiu
our relations in a way that will sa egu
the interests we see as vital, alloN - us E,
grow in our own way and help to dc al wi
some of the inevitable points of r:al
ference. In our relations with the U.S,A
we seek not to magnify the usual run c!
bilateral issues into tests of natio ial nT
but rather to achieve practical an^ wori
manlike solutions, saving our most 'orce
presentations for the occasion, wh
fortissimo is called for in the orche tratio
of our point of view and when th : issue
are vital to the preservation or a Ivancé
ment of our national interest.

There will, of course, be o casioa
when the United States has felt ol ".iged f
act, domestically or internation aly, i
ways that run counter to our inter sts ao
thus generate resentment in Cana 1a. T^
should not be surprising; we canne e0
the Americans to accept the fact hat 05
decision-taking process will from timeit
time yield results unattractive - o thcff
without ourselves accepting ' th, . s^
phenomenon in reverse.

Formulated at a time when I cesidco
Nixon's economic measures of At Yust ^t
1971, were very much alive in o^.r nl
ories, the Third Option emphasi ed "t1"
present Canadian vulnerability". it is Y
soon to assess to what degree policI^
designed to lessen Canada's vulr rab^L
to external factors have achiev ^d t
objective. Certainly, the U.S. Gm ernmQD!
is now far more sensitive to our = oncern>

q'i

I("



the priva^ ^he tact, nonetheless, remains that our
Here ag^ 1',rosperity and defence remain intimately
rillingr ess l fnkec` with the prosperity and defence of
(as wi ,h tl le U^ited States; and this will continue
Act a d to) be ::he case.
Zent u ntü' ^ Jj< `ost of the world is affected by the
;ually doir Iiealtl of . the American economy; the

C'anacJan economy is intermeshed with it

in so nany important ways that we- are
.e fac th, a'i 1éct I most of all. Nor is it only economic
ing the wa
less ii Ci
dersta nditi;
on tl e par

t^ ^^nd^, that have their influence in Canada;

that d velopments in the United States in
o, [r s( ^ieties are so close in so many ways

almos any area are bound to have some
eftct n Canada - even if it is only that
w, m ^t to them. This is quite apart from

- esr ecialhl
ing d recth
n par: icula
onsi&ratirr Aate^, to influence us. Naturally there are
olicie 5 bu,. }^ch e: forts from time to time, just as we
eign :nve,^ ;lilrsel-as try, from time to time, to in-
cogni ion ihuenc= the United States. On neither side
dousl a ke^ hl,i, t' .s led to expectations of anything
c fore;.gn iD Ié<^ t' an the vigorous pursuit of our re-
Iikel: to ^utcti4, 3 national interests; neither of us
m they tbnfus.-s the other with Santa Claus.
ce prE sente Wiat there is on both sides, most of
^ssari y gi^ t}w tir a, however, is a general expectation
I disc :imina fhat, < z North Americans and allies, as
of m, nagin! eople )oth of whom have subdued a wild-
ill sa eguart e ness and as countries committed to a
alloN - us Aeral ?emocracy, we shall see things more
to dÉ al wi oi i.ess the same way, that we share most
of r:al 'oi i he tme basic values. This is not always
the U.S,A . bu it would surely be to Canada's
sual run e, clisadv< atage if negotiations on specific
atio ial nT »sues aarted from the premise that our

an^ •_ wori itio s were necessarily antagonistic.
ost 'orce Si: ilarly, it should not be forgotten
ion, wh ihat C:,^.nada's interests are often well
che trati^u ^rved ;.n a multilateral context by our

th : issus Jorkin<< in close co-operation with the
or a IvancE t nited States. This does not mean that

i^nsci .us efforts on the part of the United

ur poi .,ies are, or should always be, the
e o casioa 1._t they will often be similar, or at
t ol ".igedt 1F; <t c7;.aplementary, when our objectives
tion aly, a'fi ba cally the same. By working to-
ter :sts q.Llher . n the United Nations, and its

ana 1a. Tl^ ï encies, in the International Energy
nno : exp0 gency, and in world financial and econ-
ct hat o 11ic or ;anizations, we can help bring
om time f< ^nadi;;l goals we share with the United
e o thcff Itates ^`oser to achievement. And, on an
tr 90" increasi: range of issues, the U.S. wel-

n I ,esideol
AL° ;ust 1,^

o;,r me

asi ed 1
" rt is Y
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ulr ,rabihK
iev I t:
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`11Ies c_<r support in the furtherance of
those ol':;ectives on which we hold similar
`''ews• T>?is need not, and does not, mean
'at

we cannot take different positions
F1om thf .;e of the United States when our
l^ercepti.^;os

or our interests are different.
(!anadia..s are alert to the danger that we
"lay be s=;en by other countries as no more
,Iaan an appendage of the United States.
ut if C<.nadians think that such a posture

Cane la is an objective of the United

States, I think they are wrong. The U.S.
accepts that there are valid North Amer-
ican views other than its own. It welcomes
the Canadian voice in world councils both
when we agree and when, in the course
of seeking wise solutions to international
problems, we may from time to time dis-
agree. It should be a commonplace of
international affairs in this complex and
interdependent world that no one country
or group of countries has a monopoly of
the right answers. We need each other's
ideas more and more. This is true for
Canada as it is for the States.

Not very many of those Americans
who think about Canada these days are
"continentalists" in the earlier over-simpli-
fied sense, however much they may urge
greater co-operation or sharing of re-
sources in certain specific areas. There is
considerable understanding of our deter-
mination to preserve Canada's indepen-
dence and distinct national personality,
and growing recognition of the value to the
United States of our doing so. There is no
significant body of American opinion sug-
gesting the transformation of Canada into
a carbon copy of the United States.
America today is a society seeking to re-
discover the mainsprings of its heritage,
the original inspiration of its cherished
way of life. It seeks renewal within its own
borders and more pragmatic and.mutually
accommodating relations with other coun-
tries. In our determination to assert our
independence, therefore, we should not
forget that we may sometimes be pushing
against an open United States door, so
long as our conception of independence is
not founded on anti-Americanism for its
own sake.

No other choice
Looking back three and a half years to
the formulation of our Third Option, it
hardly seems reasonable that we could
have made any other choice. Far from
heralding a deterioration in Canada-U.S.
relations, it has been followed by a per-
ceptible and genuine improvement. We are
now working more on the basis of realities,
not illusions. There are still problems, of
course: There always will be in a relation-
ship as intimate and varied as that between
Canada and the United States. But they
are on the whole different from and less
abrasive than those that made up the list
in 1972, and none of them appears in-
capable of solution.

One of the fundamental challenges in
our relations is that we recognize, on both
sides, the inevitability of occasional con-
flicts in our national interests and policies.
A second is to manage our relations so that

A society
in search of
mainsprings
of its heritage
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unimportant issues arenot allowed to get
out of hand and our efforts are concen-
trated on resolution of the problems that
really matter, acknowledging them on
both sides for what they are, and avoiding
the temptation of reading into our dis-
agreements any wider hostility. If we can
do this, if we can conduct our relations in
a spirit of co-operation and work together
towards the many goals we share while
holding fast to what we see as our own

Canadian vital interests, there is no reason to fear
evolution that relations with the United States will
need not fear constrain the further evolution of Canada's
relations identity. But this, of course, presumes that
with United States the Canadian sense of identity continues

to allow for the fact of living together in
North America and reflects a reasonable
sensitivity. to the interests of our neigh-
bour to the south.

In thé field of foreign affairs it is to be
remembered that the diversification of
Canada's foreign relations as an element
in implementing the Third Option is

Sharing the continent

The sharing has been done:
now we need equitable dividing
A nationalist's formula

designed to supplement our rElat} I
with the > United States, not to st:ppi
them. This idea has been accep:,ed
the U.S. Administration as natu ral
a country of Canada's stature - alw,,
provided that the thrust of such dis''
sification is not anti-American or it:• at;^
cation discriminatory.

The relationship of Canada with li
United States is more important tc [
than that with any other country. If i
no longer "special", in the sense of qu L
automatic willingness to adjust policie {
take account of the other's intere, ts, i É s
certainly without equal elsewherc i1,
scope, depth, pervasiveness, cor,•,plea
and intimacy. The Third Option b
recognizes and responds to the uni quel
of this situation.

In today's world, I think that m
Americans would ask nothing bet' er tf
to live "distinct from but in harmor y jvil
their Canadian friends and would read
concede our right to do the same.

f(
t}

}n

By Mel Hurtig

There are three serious problems for the
future of Canadian-American relations:
not the takeover of Saskatchewan potash,
not the protracted demise of the Canadian
edition of Time, not the border television
dispute, not the Foreign Investment Re-
view Act, not the Auto Pact, not the pro-
jected Mackenzie Valley pipeline or
increasing Canadian natural-gas prices or
decreasing oil exports. All these are com-
paratively lesser problems, all are symp-
tomatic of the real difficulties. The basic
problems have been around for a very long
time, but, for a number of reasons, only
recently have they caused much friction

between the U.S. and Canada. T3 ings
likely to get worse before they gE ; betb
Unless there are some important chan,
they could get much worse.
Here are the three serious problen s:
(1) an unfortunate ignorance ab ^ut

ada on the part of U.S. p(litici
policy-makers, businessmen, md
population in general, largely )wing

er,

rr•

Mr. Hurtig is president of Hurtig Pub-
lishers and a former chairman of the
Committee for an Independent Canada.
The views expressed are those of the
author.

indifference, but also because o;
(2) the failure of the Canadian Gov

ment to understand, to resp, nd a
quately to and to interpret to a
Canadians the reasons for the than
mood in Canada, much of wh; :h s
from the dawning realization o

(3) the debilitating economic re iults, 1
Canada, of the kind of "c )ntin
sharing" we have engaged in fo, the
quarter of a century.
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our relata i.et me deal with the third item first.
A to st pp ^„ ,;lians simply cannot afford to continue

accep,ed t)^e sa:né type of economic relations with
is natueal U.`;. they have maintained during the
ature - ala, 1ï4ïst 2;; years. During this period we have
of such di, h4d a;:,hopping deficit of some $30 billion
rn or it:, ap,^ nJour balance of goods and services with

f the U . and a deficit of over $6 billion in
nada with ui merchandise trade. At the same time,
portant to U.S. oxnership and control of Canadian
)untry. If iJ niustr,a and natural resources has in-
,nse of qu;l cr.ased by tens of billions of dollarsFover
just pol icie ,ii i abive American investment in Canada,
ntere, ts, il +Yhile the cost to Canada in interest pay-

sewherc^ in rûnts, dividend payments and "service
s, cor,•,plea cl ârge-" has been more than double the
Option N filai of foreign capital entering the

he uni auep; co ntr :.

ink that in
:ig bett er tl^
iarmor y jvi[
would rea
ame.

From 1950 to 1974, the total long- and
,librt-t ,'= inflow into Canada, from all
cüûntri.:;s, was $20,341 million. During the
aine 2.5-year period, the cost of servicing

foreigr: investment in Canada - looked like
fliis:

n eres- payments $ 7,011,000,000
diidera payments 17,393,000,000
"servic,: charges" 16,489,000,000

$40,893,000,000
I In 1975 the outflow reached a record

,6^ bill:on, and 1976 will. be worse -a
minimc;:n average outflow of $18 million

I ^Yjgl,véry Gay of every week. The long-term
l. ject c r Canadian current accounts has

la. Tl ings i
.ey gE ; bett

rtant chaul

oblen s:
e ab -ut CÀ

than Gove

3. pcliticit

en, md

geIy ming

ise o;

resp, nd a
pret to DO
the .han
wh; :h s

on o
ic re iults, I

)ntin

n fo, the

een di^ astrous. Canada has had a current-
arcouni deficit for 22 of the last 25 years,
for a tt 'al of about $21.5 billion. By the
enil of 976, this figure will have grown to
rlleast. 525 billion, and probably more. (It
ntere ;ting to note here that some coun-

iriés, ir computing their current-account
rléricits. add in the retained earnings of
re;iden:: foreign corporations. Were Can-
a(i,a, as ^: should, to employ such a practice,
a>>1ore r! .curate measurement of the extent
!f', our :. ° .sastrous economic relations with
h^ U•S would be available.) While our
iotal ct: rent-account deficit for the past
^iuarter- entury has been $21.5 billion, our
11Éticit v,',th the U.S. alone has been $24.7
hillion. ; n other words, during the same

od t, ,e sum of our trade in goods and
`^vices ,ith the rest of the world has been
small s:rplus of just over $3 billion.

:^stron.: nicaI imports
F'{jr inos' of the last 25 years (1975 was a
r"'*r e` eption), Canada has had good
nIPrchan• ise trade surpluses, but all the
Ve oi-=' imports, overwhelmingly from

the U.S,
have been rising astronomically.

ln11975, our imports from the U.S. in-
lr^ased t, a record $23.5 billion. What is
"'re lmp<^)rtant is the nature and destina-

tion of both our imports and exports. It is
no secret that finished products have been
coming into Canada at record rates in
recent years. In 1970 our end-products
deficit was about $3 billion; last year it
was a staggering $11 billion. Most of this
deficit was with the U.S., and most of that
involved trade between parents and sub-
sidiaries, obviously at other than arm's
length. As our imports of manufactured
goods have accelerated, we have tried to
keep up by exporting. As it turns out,
many of our exports have been in the form
of badly-needed, non-renewable natural
resources, including large quantities of our
cheapest and most accessible oil and
natural gas. As almost everyone knows by
now, Canadian reserves of oil and gas are
not exactly what the foreign-controlled
petroleum industry told us théy were a few
years ago.

This year, and for many years into
the future, not only will Canadians have
billions of dollars to pay every year to
finance the burgeoning costs of foreign
direct investment (about 80 per cent
American), not only will Canadians have
to pay many billions of dollars every year
for our manufactured imports (about 85
per cent from the U.S. ), but we shall some-
how have to finance a$2-bilIion 1976 oil
deficit, and an increasing annual oil deficit
that will surely cost us $35 billion, at least,
during the next decade.

Cannot be done
There is one small problem. We simply
cannot manage it. We cannot bring these
enormous costs into balance no matter how
often we send Mr. Jamieson to Indonesia,
the Prime Minister to Europe and Latin
America, and Mr. Gillespie to Japan.
Canada is clearly faced with deficits that
could bankrupt the nation. Worse stilI, to
finance our present deficits, we are being
irresponsibly expedient by maintaining
excessively high interest-rates (instead of
limiting the supply of money otherwise) so
as to attract even more foreign capital and,
with it, more foreign control of the Cana-
dian economy. To finance our huge deficits,
principally caused by payments servicing
the unique-in-the-world foreign ownership
we already havé, we invite in even more
of the same.

Since the publication of the Gray Re-
port, foreign ownership has grown by the
greatest amount in any equivalent period
in Canadian history. So much for the
Foreign Investment Review Agency. De-
spite the quite silly comments about the
FIRA by former Ambassador William J.
Porter, The Wall Street Journal, and, more
recently, Richard Vine, U.S. Deputy As-

Canadians
must finance
burgeoning
oil-deficit
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Canadian
investment
in United States

sistant Secretary of State for European
Affairs (among others), U.S. ownership of
Canada has grown.by the greatest amount
ever since the Foreign Investment Review
Act was introduced in Parliament. In the
"silly comments" class, Porter joinedmany
prominent Canadians when he referred to
the supposedly heavy per capita Canadian
investment in the U.S. (see Page 34 of the
November-Deceinber issue of International
Perspectives). The Stanford Research In-
stitute, as part of their Long-Range Plan-
ning Service, last year produced a private
document entitled Foreign Direct Invest-
ment in the U.S. At the end of 1973 all
foreign direct investment in the U.S. to-
talled only $17,751 million, of which $4,003
million came from Canada. But only about
$2.6 billion of this was really Canadian in-
vestment, the balance being mostly Amer-
ican capital reinvested back into the U.S.
Based on either GNP or population, were
the U.S. to have as much foreign owner-
ship as Canada (over $70 billion book
value in 1975) foreign direct investment in
the U.S. would have to be about $700
billion to be equivalent. Instead, in 1975 it
was only about $20 billion, or less than 3
per cent of the equivalent amount! In turn
the Canadian share of the 3 per cent was
less than one-quarter. Porter and others
contribute nothing but obfuscation when
they make such foolish comparisons.
Barron's, the U.S. financial weekly, put it
rather nicely:

It is difficult to imagine a legitimate
business venture which would be im-
peded by the Foreign Investment Re-
view Act ... the only U.S. business
which wouldn't be cordially welcomed
to Canada is Murder Inc.

In 1974, Canada had an all-time
record current-account deficit of over $1.6
billion. In 1975, that record deficit in-
creased by some 320 per cent to $5.1 bil-
lion. The year 1976 will be almost as bad.
Conventional wisdom has it that we had
such a bad year because of the down-turn
in the world and U.S. economies. This is a
bit hard to explain though, when one con-
siders that the value of our exports
actually increased by 2 per cent. It is even
harder to explain when one considers that
in 1975, while Canada had its largest-ever
merchandise trade deficit, at the same time
the U.S. was enjoying its largest-ever trade
surplus, over $11 billion.

Canada simply must curtail imports
from the U.S., and curtail them sharply.
There is no alternative. However, there is
a bit of a problem. Over 60 per cent of the
"Canadian" manufacuring industry, which
would have to make up for at least some
of the decreased imports, is foreign owned

079
and controlled, mostly in the forrn
American branch plants, and most rcl
very heavily on parts and components thE
import from head office or their fo reiJ
affiliates. Is it any wonder then the t,,
American ownership of our manufact.iri
has grown, the "Canadian" manufact .rrW
industry has become less compet: tiv(
During the past ten years Canada's ego
deficit in manufactured goods ha 9 i
creased in every major category of finishe
products. For the decade of the SeventiE
our growth-rate of national produc dvif
will probably be lower than that o anj
other industrialized country in the i orl
Greece and Ireland apparently emp loy,
smaller percentage of their work fores Jl
manufacturing, but no other "We: teri
nation does.

Leading importer
Canadians are by far the world's lE adioi
importers of manufactured goods in
porting twice as much as the aven
European and four times as much s t
average American. Good old Canada
relying, as it does, so heavily on th: su
posedly indispensable imported f )rei
technology -is now last in the woi
among "developed" nations in it i u
trading deficits in such categories a.. ele
tronic components, machine tools
plastics. (Surely only in Canada co dl
such facts and the "Canadian" ma mfac
turing industry's 22-per-cent-behin 3-th
U.S. productivity lag be ignored by i gar
ernment-appointed organization su ch â
the Economic Council of Canada.)

So, there it is. We must curt, il
ports from the U.S., but it will b^ v
difficult. I am not suggesting higher ,aa
but rather measures to increase do.nes4
efficiency and to decrease artificial ndlo:
excessive dependency on imports. W. mu
cut back on future foreign direct nvesfi
ment, but instead we are doing pr ^cise
the opposite.

This brings me to the second bai:
problem. But first, let me sum t p t
economic results for 1975 for the cmit
that has more foreign ownership the i allo
Western Europe combined. In 1975 ( anad
had:

its highest annual average une nplot
ment since the Depression;
its largest-ever current account 1efi0
by far;
its record outflow of interest pa5 rne0
dividends and "service charges";
its largest-ever merchandise trade leficif
its largest-ever deficit in manuf, ctur^
goods;
its poorest GNP growth-perfo man
since 1954.
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The Canadian Government has not re-

that Americans, and others, are confused

ponded properly to the changing mood in
tanada. Instead it has adopted several
o-called "nationalistic" policies in such a
alf-hearted, reluctant and confusing man-
er that it is hardly any wonder Americans,

.and others, are uncertain about what they
may expect and what they may rely on.
Because of its own schizophrenia, Ottawa
'is hardly in a position to explain these
poliries adequately and is often not con-
vincsng when it becomes necessarÿ to de-
fenr=. them.

What, for example, could be more con-
^=usii=g and hypocritical than the Govern-
ment's treatment of Time while allowing
Reader's :Digest a continued and now
ûnicue tax exemption? Is it any wonder

âbout investing in Canada when the Gov-
-lernn;.ent sets up screening for some forms

rld's lE adie of foreign investment, and then its minis-
goods is ters traveI the world telling investors not

the as erag to worry about the FIRA while, at the same
much ,,s t rime, the Bank of Canada and Department
I Can ada of Finance set policies designed to attract
on thI su Tcord foreign capital inflows? And while

.ted f )rei ;he FIRA's Commissioner explains that
the wor the agency's real job is to facilitate foreign

in it 3 n nvE tment rather than to hinder it? What
)ries à. elu 1^ouI: f be more confusing than to have a

tools an ^)rov;ncial premier set out to nationalize
inada cov" he american-owned potash industry and
i" ma mfac hen travel to New York asking for the
-behin 3-th ^km; ican capital he needs for the takeover?
ed by a gar All the while, though, apparently out
on su ch a of si ht of most politicians and many civil
.da.) erv ;^ts, a major change has been taking

curt, il in plac(- in every region of Canada. Consis-
will b^ ver i.ent, r, increasingly, year after year since
igher ;arif !1.9641 poli after poll after poll, Canadians
ise do .nesfi ire ^--iaking it clear they think Canada
ficial ;ndl1 j Ire,, iy has too much foreign ownership,
ts. W: mW oes not need more foreign capital, and
irect :avest shou: d be more independent from the U.S.
ng pr ^cisel M t' e future. Asked last year if they

Thou: ht Canada could use more U.S.
econd bami: apü:x1,71 per cent of Canadians surveyed
um. I p et aid ;o; only 16 per cent said yes. Twice
the c)unt ; i}s rr y_ny Canadians think the U. S. and
p the i allc^ .,ana.. ia are moving further apart as think
_975 ( anad hey are drawing together. Only 41 per

cent ,f Canadians think U.S. money al-
j°ead^ in Canada has been a good thing;

P^ t` cent are against further foreign
)unt ieficül pwne ,hip.

t pa5 -,ne0
;es";
:rade Ieficif
anuf, ctur^

i- or years the so-called "nationalists"
have been telling Canadians that they

if Su 'Jey of Current Business, published

ave een financing the foreign takeover
,,If Can ada themselves. The July 1975 issue

y tr' -' U.S. Department of Commerce,
!-ontai. is some interesting statistics. From
t970 co 1973, American ownership in

Canada grew by about $8 billion. In 1970,
only 11 per cent of this growth was
financed by U.S. funds, in 1971 it was only
4 per cent, in 1972 only 6 per cent, in 1973
only 9 per cent. In other words, well over
90 per cent of the growth was financed
from either retained earnings or funds
raised in Canada. Obviously the polls indi-
cate that the "nationalist" message is
getting through.

So the mood in Canada has been and
is changing. There is no major anti-Amer-
icanism here. And what is happening would
hardly be thought of as nationalism in any
other country. It is certainly not aggres-
sive or chauvinistic or xenophobic or flag-
waving or breast-beating super-patriotism.
Rather it is a maturing confidence com-
bined with a realization that we have al-
ready sold off much more of our country
than we should have, or could really
afford to.

Eventually politicians in Canada will
have to respond to public opinion, and
even sooner to urgent economic pressures.
Americans would be wise to accept the
inevitability of this response and plan
for it now.

Ignorance of Canada
My point about American ignorance of

Canada might best be illustrated by Sena-
tor George McGovern's question to William
Porter when the Ambassador stopped off
in Washington on his way to his new post-
ing in Saudi Arabia. Why, the Senator
wanted to know, was Canada not being
criticized for phasing-out oil shipments to
the U.S. in the same way Saudi Arabia was
during the oil embargo two years pre-
viously? Why indeed! For any Canadian
this kind of question from a leading Amer-
ican political figure has to be utterly
dismaying. Except for one thing, it would
probably have been the subject of much
comment in Canada. It wasn't, of course,
because it was so very typical of just how
poorly informed U.S. politicians are when
it comes to their "great northern neighbor,
our friend and ally, our biggest trading
partner". Canadians are used to it. There
are so many similar and familiar examples
to make it hardly worth while listing
others. '

American indifference and Canadian
timidity must be held jointly responsible.
It is easy to explain, but the consequences
are most dangerous. Canada's failure to
articulate its policies properly can be
traced to a variety of causes, including
confusion in Ottawa about what it is
exactly that we are trying to do in our
bilateral relations and, many would add,
what we are trying to do domestically.

Politicians
will respond
to public opinion
and economic
pressures
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United States
one of most
nationalistic
and patriotic
of states

The greatest irony is that those
modest, hesitant moves Canada has re-
cently made towards protecting its own
national interest have been regarded by
many, on both sides of the border, as
"nationalistic". When one considers the
present-day results of the juxtaposition of
the world's greatest super-power with the
world's foremost branch-plant colony, cries
of "nationalism" from below the border
wouldsurely be some great joke, except
that many poorly-informed Americans and
Canadians realIybelieve it.

The United States is one of the most
nationalistic and patriotic states the
twentieth century has produced. It is
surely one of the most aggressive culture
and values-exporting societies the world

Sharing the continent,

40 "
and benevolent neighbour

has ever known. For Canada to mainr-a^
its independence, we shall have to do a,
much better job of protecting our intert%b
in the future. Americans may have goo^
reason to believe that there will be feR
major changes in the future. But they wl
be very much mistaken if they ignore thf
growing feeling in the Atlantic Provinces
in Quebec, in Ontario, on the Prairies, an^
in British Columbia - the feeling hot
enough is enough, the feeling that Ar1er,
icans must not believe they can continu
to buy up Canada.

Much has been written in the ;)asl,
about sharing the continent. Many C,na
dians now believe it is we who have l;eer
doing the sharing and that now is the i ir&I
for some clear-cut friendly dividing inst 3ad

The United States: good friend

A continentalist approach

By Peyton V. Lyon

These lines are being written during the
last lap of a three-month peregrination in
search of the Canadian image of the world
and the world's image of Canada. Inter-
views in 30 capitals (including more than
200 in Ottawa) have been conducted with
senior Canadian officials to discover how
they conceive of international politics and
Canada's participation in them. About
100 foreign politicians, officials, journalists
and academics have also been interrogated
in order to compare their images of Canada
with those held by the makers of Canadian
foreign policies. Although analysis of the
interviews is barely under way, a few pre-
liminary, personal impressions may be

Professor Lyon teaches political science in
Carleton University's School of Inter-
national Affairs. He is a former member
of the Department of External Affairsairs and
has also taught at the University-of
Western Ontario. The views expressed are
those of the author.

relevant in a discussion of Canada's ex peri
ence in sharing a continent with the wc rld'
most powerful nation.

Both Canadian and foreign obse ^ver
concur - that relations with the U.iitei
States constitute the Number One iss ie ll
Canada's external relations. Some o th,
foreigners deny that Canada has a"_4
problem, and almost all indicate wi lina t
ness to swap their problems for Cam da'
On the other hand, too many of th
foreign experts, especially in academic an
journalistic circles, exaggerate the d ;gr
to which Canada is constrained b 1 it
economic interdependence with the U iiV
States, the amount of anti-American feel
ing in Canada, and the novelty and ezten
of the Trudeau regime's efforts to ,
Canada's identity and independence. m,
too readily assume that Canada's reh tion
with its one neighbour must resf mbh
closely the relations within many othe
disparate dyads, such as Mexico an 101
United States, or Finland and the U.S SJ
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and that Canadians are engaged in a gal-
Îânt truggle to free themselves from bond-

an imperial bully.
Phe relationship, 'however, is per-
1 differently by a large majority of

° -anadians responsible for the conduct
external relations, and also by the

rei _,n experts who have either visited
anj--da or had extensive experience with

Jan< aians in such international forums as
t^e €: nited Nations, the Commonwealth or
lA'10. Canadian decision-makers' agree
over.,,helmingly that the United States is
`.`Iarada's best friend". They also agree
that Canadians gain through economic
Mter lependence with the United States;
that they:do surprisingly well in bilateral
négo: iations with Washington - certainly
bétts,,- than might be expected from the

penc nce in its external olicies M

s,
and hat Canada enjoys reasonable inde-
Inc :la better than it does other countrie •
tary ^ower; that the United States treats
.I ,sp^.:ity in population wealth and mili-

can _^ee no significant difference in the
inter sts of the two nations. All seem very
c^nfi ent that the United States would

n ; igt )our?
ut that, of course, is only half the

pi^ctu ti. Most Canadian decision-makers
not c ►ly cite relations with the United
State as Canada's most important exter-
nal n oblem but a th t h'

défe: 3 Canada against any potential ag-
giess )r, and almost as confident that it
wou1< never use its military might against
^ana lac Can there be another country,
one ; led to wonder, quite so fortunate
i^ it relations with a more powerful

gree a igh priority
sl^ou: ;- be given to measures to strengthen
Cana a's independence and cultural iden-
tity r s à vis the United States. They op-
Posese urther steps of an apparently inte-

ati; ^ character, such as Canada-United
Slate free trade, sectoral arrangements
hie t,a Auto Pact, or a continental energy
pack^ e. Most of them support .the "Third
Q^^tie "4 =, the Government's declared policy
o in nsifymg relations with other coun-
ries ;: order to diminish Canada's vulner-
^ilit- to changes in American society or
ner an policies.
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ooc^ reflected
w i, one to explain this apparent incon-

sls
,ten` v? In part the Ottawa establishment

111aY 1- reflecting less its own convictions
t^an i, reading, not necessarily accurate,
°f the ,),opular mood. The current rise in

nar' an nationalism is generally believed
1^i hai = been inspired by the high degree

eco -omic integration with the United
^t!ates

a phenomenon that "peaked" some
lars )ack. It appears to relate more

closely, however, to the decline in the per-
ceived Soviet threat to North America.
Even the few Canadians so old-fashioned
as still to be worried about the Cold War
and the arms race are likely to agree that
there is little possibility of Canada doing
much to reduce these threats. The global
military balance appears- too crude to be
significantly affected by Canadian action.

With the heavyweights engaged in
close dialogue, moreover, the risks ap-
pear slight of the world stumbling into
Armageddon. Dr. Kissinger, by pursuing
the détente policies advocated by Canada
for a couple of decades, has largely de-
prived Canada of its moderator role. This
is not to claim that he pursues those
policies because of Canada's advocacy.
Even if one sees scope for further improve-
ment in U.S. global policies, it is doubtful
that reasonably-behaved smaller powers
could obtain much of a hearing in contem-
porary Washington. Under such condi-
tions, it is not necessarily irresponsible or
illogical to give priority to less awesome
threats, such as peaceful absorption into
the Great Republic.

The Canadian decision-making élite
is clearly not motivated by dislike of
Americans or fear of overt American
imperialism. The contrary is closer to the
truth. Precisely because the United States,
as viewed from the North, has such a
benign image, many Canadians worry
about their long-term capacity to resist
the "continental pull". Canadians inter-
act easily with Americans and share most
of their values. Even at a time when the
"American Dream" is tarnished, and Amer-
icans are indulging in an orgy of self-
criticism, the fascination of the United
States is difficult to resist. The homogen-
ization of values is by no means confined
to North America, but it appears to be
accelerated by the extraordinarily high
volume of trans-border trade, travel and
communication. The most anti-American
Canadians are prone to be the most
absorbed in American events, and the most
active carriers of American values. Move-
ments in the United States critical of
American society or policy quickly inspire
echoes in Canada. Not without reason,
John Holme`s has spoken of the
"Americanization of Canadian anti-Amer-
icanism". If present trends are permitted
to continue, many fear, a subsequent
generation may well conclude that the
differences between the two nations no
longer warrant the expensive trappings of
Canadian sovereignty.

If the Americans had only been
rougher in their treatment of Canada, and
had created memories comparable to those

Decision-makers
not motivated
by fear of
American
imperialism
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American
investment
still sought
in many areas

nurtured by the Irish of British domina-
tion, Canadians would be less insecure
about their prospects for survival as an
independent, distinctive entity. The econ-
omic offensive of August 1971 was un-
characteristic of American behaviour
towards Canada in this century, and did
much to strengthen Canadian indepen-
dence. Perhaps the kindest thing the
Americans could do for Canada in their
Bicentennial year. would be to elect John
Connally as President!

Exploitation thesis
A small number of Canadian decision-
makers, and many more outside the estab-
lishment, do believe that the United States
has consistently exploited Canada, or at
least has inhibited the optimum develop-
ment of its economic potential. They
generally concede, however, that American
investment was - eagerly sought, and in
many areas still is. Right up to the energy
crisis, moreover, a strong Canadian com-
plaint was against Washington's refusal to
permit the greater sale in the United
States of Canadian oil. The exploitation
thesis becomes more difficult to sustain as
living standards in the two countries
become more comparable, and more Amer-
icans choose to move North of the border.
Furthermore, the remaining discrepancy
in personal incomes must be attributed in
a large part to the way Canadians have
strung themselves out in a narrow band
along the long border, and created a tariff
structure that guarantees inefficient, high-
cost manufacturing. With the benefit of
hindsight, it is easy to see how Canadian
resources might have been better hus-
banded, but Canadians would not have
attained their relatively comfortable mate-
rial standards without extensive collabora-
tion with Americans.

Nor does it necessarily follow that
Canadians would suffer if economic inter-
action across the border were to increase.
Without structural change, Canada faces
a bleak future as a manufacturing nation,
and the onus is on those who dislike the
Economic Council's free-trade proposals to
come up with a more palatable alternative.
It is a fallacy that Canada could not
enjoy the benefits of continental free trade
without, the loss of its political indepen-
dence. Indeed, by reducing Canada's
vulnerability to changes in U.S. tariffs and
quotas, a free-trade arrangement might
strengthen Canadian independence. We
are certainly entitled to examine critically
the nationalism expounded by inefficient
producers, including some publishers.

In foreign capitals, Canadian inde-
pendence is frequently thought to have

started with Trudeau, and he is erroneously
perceived to be anti-American. This vie
overlooks the fact that Ottawa defied
Washington more stubbornly, and reused
more anger, during the worst period cf the
Cold War than it has since. The Third
Option initiatives are at most mildly irri.
tating to the Americans, and Trudeai c has
always been unduly cautious in seeki ig to
influence American policies towards )ther
countries. By contrast, Canada's po; ition
on such issues as the expansion of U zi.ted
Nations membership, the Korean Wa ° and
nuclear testing were seen in Washir .gton
as threats to vital Western inte rests.
Canada's active diplomacy was s arely
played up in public, and it is diffics tlt to
prove that it had much impact on 1,mer.
ican policies, but this should not &tract
from the credit due Canada for inc 3pen•
dent judgment and bold, disinte. ested
diplomacy. It should also be acknowl :dged
that Washington abstained from •ough
tactics, such as economic retaliatio 1, in.
tended to force Canada into line.

Held its own . -
A significant minority of Canadian deci•
sion-makers, and even a few forei ;ners,
believe that Canada has in recent years
more than held its own in bil tteral
negotiations with the United States This
notion tends to be confirmed b. the
research of Professor Joseph Nye (`nter-
national Organization, Autumn 974),
whose findings have probably been noted
by American officials such as Amba sador
William Porter. Their reaction coul I cast
doubt on the proposition that it is in
Canada's interest to persuade An 3rican
decision-makers to pay closer atten= .on to
their relations with Canada. We may
decide, too late, that one of oui most
precious diplomatic assets had bef n the
"benign ignorance" of Canada the gen-
erally prevailed in Washington!

The Third Option is clearly th most
sensible way to tackle Canada's `^kme
ican Problem". Instead of playing pdis•
putes, or seeking to curtail the mu titude
of beneficial relations that transce .d the
border, Canadians should augmen their
involvement in the larger world. A irastic
shift in Canada's alignment is either
feasible nor desired, but even aiodest
increase in ties with nations outside North
America would counteract the debi tating
conviction in Canada that our ilmost
certain destiny is gradual absorpti n into
the United States.

The Third Option has the a& antage
of building on strength. One of C,.nada's
most distinctive characteristics, a ad the
finest, has been its internaticaalisr'•
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,radians serving abroad seem more con-

Wa° and Forn= and substance
shir gton The ,,'hird Option, however, is not with-
nterests, )ut iif&culty or danger. We can ex-
s r arely pect understanding for our "American
lics dt to '?rob: :m", but hardly sympathy. Canada's
n 1,mer- ener-31 position is already the object of

& tract vides Dread envy. The onus is on Cana-
inè 3pen• lians to demonstrate that increased
te., ested elati;?ns would be in the interest of the
wl :dged ther nations. That calls for initiative, in
a 'ough Dusinr,ss as well as governmental circles,
tio 1, in. and c^fficult choices. The principal

j id,nt of their identity than those who stay
at home, while foreigners who deal with
i',anarlians in international organizations,
br in conferences such as the one on Euro-
ean security and co-operation, rarely

irxpr(ss doubts about Canada's indepen-
dence. The country enjoys a good reputa-
tion, often better than it deserves, andfew
if any foreign governmerits have inhibitions
abou: increasing their relations with it:

I

native markets to the United States are
,n th: European Community and Japan,
Dut r::ither is interested in arrangements

an most the yc .^rs their diplomats had to bear the

an deci• '; hat would seriously complicate their
-ei ;ners, -elati:ns with the United States, and both
it years ;̀ire );ore single-minded than the United
)il tteral itatt_ in their interest in Canadian raw
es This mater als, as ;opposed to the manufactured
b. the !,oods that we prefer to export. Many
(`nter- Cana=..ian decision-makers say they favour

974), ;arefer-mtial trading arrangements with
n noted Euroy:.>,, but the enthusiasm tends to vary
ia sador nvers ;ly with the person's experience in
l i cast ^intern ^tional commerce.
t is in 'I le Third Option sometimes appears
rr 3rican o ha^ r more to do with form than sub-
i= on to {stanc( and Canada could easily become as
'e may borinf_ as the West Germans were during

ef n the ^cross t the Hallstein Doctrine. Canadians
a:; gen- ' used ? t be heeded in international forums

on thc assumption they were among the
I most I ïikeIie. t to produce ideas of general rel-

^rner- rvanc: Now one hears the occasional
.ompï int that an upraised Canadian

titude iand ; the signal to tune out, that the
,d the intervr- 7tion seems altogether too likely

i their o con ist of special pleading and to be
irastic concer ed more with the Canadian right
,either to be nvited, heard and mentioned in
lodest cornim 1iques than with the issues at stake
North as Per( ^ived by all the other participants.
,ta n9 T

3lmost
n into

he cc nplaint may not be warranted. It
certair, y is not true of Canada's contri-
bution n some current negotiations, such
as thos;: on the law of the sea. But the ri-1,

antage 1s undE riable and one, finds disconcerting
nada's nncerta:nty about Canada's intentions
îd the among )oth Canadian representatives and
"alism 1 foreign -)bservers.

Intensified relations with Third World
countries are appealing for reasons that
go well beyond the Third Option. Recent
statements by Prime Minister Trudeau
and .other ministers have been noted with
appreciation in the poorer countries, and
there is no reason to question our leaders'
good intentions: Doubts do exists, how-
ever, about the likelihood of Canada
measuring up to the expectations created
by Mr. Trudeau's rhetoric. Canada's per-
formance in the tariff negotiations in
Geneva, for example, or in the Conference
on the Law of the Sea, is better than that
of some other developed countries, but
falls far short of the response implied by
Canada's statements about the New Econ-
omic Order. Countries like the Netherlands
and Sweden are now seen as more sym-
pathetic than Canada to the aspirations
of the developing peoples.

It was suggested earlier that Canada's
interest would be ill-served by an inter-
pretation of the Third Option that ex-
cluded further co-operation with the
United States in such forms as free trade.
An additional danger is that it will be

interpreted as anti-American. Indeed, this
is already the case in some circles. My

primary worry is not the possibility of
American retaliation; even though I have
less confidence that the anti-American
Canadian nationalists in the inexhaust-

ibility of American goodwill towards Can-

ada, my main concern is about the further

harm that might be done to the global

image of the United States or the encour-
agement of isolationist tendencies within

that country. The United States, at least

in the eyes of the Canadians with the
greatest first-hand experience, has treated

Canada with respect and generosity. The
positive features of the relation far out-

weigh the negative. That has not been true

of American relations with all other coun-
tries, and the painful exposure of abuses

through the workings of the American

democratic process is producing salutary

change. The process will have gone too far,

however, if it causes Americans to lose all

confidence and self-respect, if they aban-

don the good things they have been doing
in the world along with the bad.

Canadians sharing a continent with a
benevolent giant are rightly concerned
about their identity and independence. It
is not in Canada's interest, however, to
have the relationship misconceived abroad.
The United States has been a good friend
to Canada. That is what most of us believe.
We should not encourage the world to
think otherwise.

Generosity
and respect
have marked
United States
treatment
of Canada



American
Revolution
was not
in the name
of ideology

Culture and history shape
approaches to foreign policy
Single source but differenterent channels

By Louis Balthazar

There are few examples in the world of
two countries as closely linked by histori-
cal experience, geography and culture as
the United States and Canada.

Of course, these two countries are
still quite separate. Relations between
them are often strained and their foreign
policies diverge in many respects. How-
ever, in comparison with the other mem-
bers of the international community, their
similarities are much more striking than
their differences. Two hundred years of
history since The American Revolution
have not dissolved the ties that formed
between those who set out from the British
Isles on a unique experiment in liberalism
in North America. The fact that most of
them chose to set up a new nation and to
break all ties with the Crown while others
preferred to remain loyal to Great Britain
has had no profound effect on the com-
munity of ideology that had developed
during the colonial period.

Actually, as few historians today
would dispute, the American Revolution
did not take place in the name of ideology.
Remaining loyal to the Empire and refus-
ing to take part in the republican adven-
ture in no way meant a repudiation of the
set of values that had guided the develop-
ment.of a new society in North America.

The British colonists and their descen-
dants had psychologically turned their
backs on Europe. Puritans or not, they
espoused religious values that they did not
think it possible to put into practice in the
Old World. They had chosen to experience
liberal, individualism to the full. They
believed in work, frugal living and the ad-

Pro f essor Balthazar is co-editor of Inter-
national Perspectives. The views expressed
in this article are purely his own, howeaer,
and are not intended to reflect the policy
of the Department or to state an editorial
position for this magazine.

vancement of economic enterprise, They
placed great value on their ind vidud
rights and felt that they were rea 1y foi
self-government. In short, they h td re.
jected European aristocratic valu(s and
set up a society where liberalism we ild hy
able to develop unfettered, in an rlmosf
pure state. The American Rev -lutiou
sought to set the seal on this new ^xpe-
ment once and for all by breaking t ie tis
with Europe and bringing the cdoniE
independence. Some colonists did n .,t con.
sider that necessary.

For these settlers, who wera late
calledLoyalists or Tories, it seeme, quit!
possible to continue the liberal expE °imenl
in the American way and yet emaia
within the British Empire. The were
not unduly fond of submission o the
Crown. However, for all sorts of p, actical
reasons - because they shared the inte
ests of the governors, because the 7 took
part in the administration or beca- se the
type of business in which they v^re in-
volved benefited from imperial po, cies
they were opposed to the revolu ionary
undertaking.

Exodus to the north
The success of the Revolution pu, them
in the wrong and, as happens af# r any
revolution, they were made to fe :1 that
they had been odious "collabc ators'
and that there was no place for tem in
the United States of America. Tr,ir de-
parture, and the break with this so, ety 01
which they had been a part, was est .cially
painful and inevitably aroused a;ertain
amount of hostility towards the ne v poli'
tical entity that was to develop rithonf
them.

Fortunately for these outcast ;, hoN'
ever, they were to be able to try th 4 luck
elsewhere in America, since Brit< in had
just conquered other territories - hose Of
the former French Empire.
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Paradoxically, the people among whom
American Loyalists were condemned to

l ive were much stranger to them from an
i'deolonical point of view than those they
had ^p=st left behind. But a stranglehold
(',n go-: ernment, the- opportunity they were

f o ho -,e to shape the economic develop-
nent of Canada almost single-handedly
( sincr the French Canadians had neither

r, Lic 3 for nor any interest in joining in
rhu li' eral undertaking) and, finally, immi-
ratica, slow at the outset but more pro-,

rouncsd towards the_ middle of the nine-

teent: century, were to enable the British

iIin Nc:.th America to establish gradually
fheir own type of liberal society, which
liffer=-d from- that of the United States

raain' in that it was smaller and slower
to de ^aop. It was to be a full century after
he e- .)dus of the Loyalists before the new

+,ount•y was created by an act of the
liritis < Parliament.

('ont° ^,nuity of spirit
immi ration and the historical experience
)f th( link with Britain were tonhave a
ignif :ant positive influence on the de-
elopr ent of this culture that sprang from
he I..lyalist spirit of the end of the

eightE nth century. But I believe that the
)ngm:,1 ethos, the liberal mentality, has
ilwayrrr guided Canada's development. In
Îpite f the fact that American develop-
ment has been unique, the cultural
comm nity between Canada and the
Unite; States is based in large part on
their ommon origins. Without a doubt,
geogn shy and the enormous power of the
neighl 3ur to the south serve to explain the
ultur, t osmosis between the two countries

pd C nadian vulnerability to the Amer-
ican e onomy and American values. But
;would here be this same vulnerability if a'
comm• :i American background had not
inade nglish-speaking Canadians cousins
1:o the ;mericans?

T ,e French Canadians do not share
ihese .,mmon origins. However, they also
iurnec^ ' their backs on Europe at one point;
iunder 'he French regime, they also ex-
Perien -d a sort of American adventure,
}vhich, though not liberal, gave them
i ertair; characteristics that were some-
what -nilar to those of the Americans.
Once c. it of their psychological isolation,
hey r^re also to be quite susceptible
altho;. ;h to a lesser degree among the
lite) t invasion by the American way of
ife.

TL ,s, . as, little by little, Canada
Jinally , ï'veloped its own foreign policy, it
"uite

naturally tended to rely on the
llnited `3tates. When Mackenzie King ex-
!ressed Canada's reluctance to follow

Britain along the tortuous paths of
European politics, it was an essentially
North American reaction, and the tempta-
tion was that of American isolationism.
In fact, even after it became more inde-
pendent, Canada was to align itself volun-
tarily with the United States and - during
the Cold War period, at least - share the
same major objectives.

I should even go so far as to say that
the primary characteristic of Canada's
foreign policy is that it is North American
and reflects a certain very American
idealism - a world vision from which the
traditional conception of European diplo-
macy, often based on Realpolitik, is notice-
ably absent.

There are, however, significant differ- Significant
ences between the Canadian and American differences
styles of diplomacy. A number of these in styles of
differences stem from the fact that the diplomacy
United States is a great power and Canada
is a middle power with no leadership
pretensions. Others are the result of the
two separate historical experiences since
the American Revolution. Let us now turn
to some of these divergent characteristics.

National pride
As an immediate consequence of the
American Declaration of Independence,
the United States experienced a great na-
tional pride. It was some time before the
13 newly-independent states truly united
to form one nation. But, even by 1776,
an original collective identity. _ bound
all Americans together. The wars against
England had given rise to an authentic
American patriotism that was to become
more and more pronounced throughout the
history of the United States. The Amer-
icans do not like to define themselves as
nationalists because this smacks of the
European nationalism they reject. Never-
theless all of the criteria for nationalism
are quite evident in the United States: the
pride of belonging, the emotion aroused by
national symbols, the feeling of experienc-
ing something unique in the world, the
desire to bring others under their flag, and
even a certain more or less conscious feeling
of superiority. Of course, the United States
has. not become involved in a racist type
of nationalism (with the exception - and
it is a notable one - of the difficulties in
granting equality to blacks). On the con-
trary, it has welcomed so many immi-
grants that it is now the most racially
heterogeneous nation in the world. But
we should note that the immigrants are the
ones who have quite naturally been assim-
ilated by the original ideology. In spite of
the contributions they have made to
American culture, it is the culture that



has assimilated them, rather than they
the culture.

This nationalism - of which Amer-
icans are not especially aware, since they
have not had to defend themselves against
others as in Europe - has often taken the
form of universalism, a certain feeling of
having brought together the best condi-
tions for human development, a certain
consciousness of purity that has mani-
fested itself in foreign policy either through
disdainful isolationism or through moral-
izing interventionism. When you are con-
scious of being pure, you become either a
monk or a missionary! This idealistic
candour has inevitably turned into a kind
of intolerance and, with the passage of
time, it has even become an "arrogance
of power".

Canadian nation
Canadians, on the contrary, faithful to
their anti-republican choice, long refused
to create a nation in the strict sense of

French Canadians' the term. The French Canadians are the
long tradition ones who have a long tradition of asserting
of asserting their own nationalism - and at times a
nationalism pan-Canadian nationalism. The Loyalists,

in contrast, refused to nationalize their
liberal ideology; they chose to practise
their liberalism within the Empire "on
which the sun never sets". When their
descendants created a country, it was to
be a confederation. Their constitution was
to be the British North America Act. It
may be in part to this lack of English-
Canadian nationalism that the French
Canadians owe their survival: they were
able to find a place among the wide variety
of peoples making up the British Empire.
Thus Canada was not to become a "melt-
ing-pot" but first a duality and then a
mosaic. The lack of a flag, of a national
anthem (until very recently) and, conse-
quently, of a truly Canadian national
mythology were to do little to rally the
provinces behind a central government
that nevertheless had considerable powers.
All of this was to be reflected in
foreign policy as what has already been
termed a "federalist style" or even a kind
of internationalism. Canadians have some-
times had a tendency to carry over into
international meetings their experience
frorri federal-provincial conferences. They
have been able to feel at ease in interna-
tional organizations and multilateral insti-
tutions. They have rarely practised the
egotistical diplomacy that nationalism
requires.

Canadians have discovered national-
ism only recently. While their internation-
alism and their spirit of tolerance have
occasionally enabled them to be of service

to their neighbours to the south, whose za
they have attempted to curb, it might 1
said in return that the Americans a.e$
ones who have forced Canadians to lefii
a certain kind of nationalism in the fice(
the constant . threat posed by the L nitE
States to the Canadian identity.

Another advantage of which 'Dan<
than diplomacy has had the benefit i^ th^
of having come into existence as p rrt
British diplomacy, so to speak. Tl is e.
perience has been difficult at times b,:ca
it has made the achievement of in d ^epe
dence in foreign policy a long proces 3. Bi
it enabled Canadians, sooner tha n tl
Americans, to acquire a sense of tht_: col
plexity of international relations
Canadian Department of External iffair:
was created at the turn of the centi iry,
a time when Canada's foreign poli c yva,
necessarily part of imperial polic a. 4
when Canadians entered the internt;tion€
arena, they took advantage of B. itain'
vast diplomatic experience and re 4ui^.
of their own diplomats the unive: sal
and good manners that had gain ^d t
British foreign service such high praiq

The Americans, on the other hand
have created their own type of dipl maci
reflecting both the candour and th ,^ arn
gance of their world view - to thc po
where the activist period followi: ig t
Second World War has been comp< red
the Creation.

Public service
One of the characteristics of Britisl dipl^
macy that distinguishes it from the so
times improvised style of Americar poliq
is what is called "careerism": t iat
Britain's foreign policy is in the hast
of civil servants for whom diplor :acy
a career while, in the United Stata
the important positions are ofte i b^
by people who have no experiE ace
diplomacy. Canadians have follov ed
British example. This tallies witi thi
historical experience; a large nur iber
the Loyalists who left the United Sta
following the Declaration of Indep(ndem
were civil servants, so that Canada gaiaE
a long tradition of public adminis ;ratio
The quality of Canada's public` se, vice
a whole has often been praise( . Tf
quality is not unrelated to the orig:nal^
flux of public servants from the A-,1eric
colonies and, of course, is also co: inecfF
with a form of society in which polihl
play a permanent supporting and stiOt
lating role with respect to in, tivid
enterprise.

The United States, on the c-)ntr
deprived from the outset of the al"i
trative class from the colonial period, b
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throu.ghout its history, given much less
inportance to the public service. While

they were respected in Canada, bureau-
^•rat:_. careers have often been downgraded

the United States. In order to avoid
vhaF was considered to be a dangerous
ror: inization" of the bureaucracy - far
rom the, virtues of private enterprise -
fresh recruits from othersectors of society
have constantly been called upon to

lm !ister the state. In other words,
11 ne can society has depreciated the per-
^nan^-nt public service, whereas the Cana-
dian experience has" been to grant great
rnore. authority to public servants.

:,inally, by once refusing to take part
,n th:^ revolutionary adventure, Canadians
seen< to have been immunized against any
{:«dcs r°n or flamboyant change. They have
n ilt a society that is just as democratic

as t^ ^ ^erican society, but democracy has
{c^ome slowly, without recourse to grand

rocl mations. Canadians rejected radical
ranç -'ormations at the time when Papi-

neau and Mackenzie were clamouring for
;±hem. But shortly afterwards they ob-

inE ' responsible government, followed
u iversal suffrage, and, quietly, democ-

e, y.;ained ground just as determinedly
in he United States.

'here was never a declaration of
in leF_ ndénce in Canada. The Canadian

ms! "ution is still under the jurisdiction
i tI- British Parliament. Nevertheless,

Canada is most certainly a sovereign
titate . at least, if its sovereignty is en-
{hngc -ed; the threat does not come from

Peiie ts moderation
'an foreign policy, which acquired

?uaep ndence little by little, clearly re-
#lects this moderation. American diplo-
inacy. in contrast, has often been marked
11Y th flamboyant style of its origins. The
^lir,ce ive Presidents of the United States

''e . _^lt the need to make Washington-
^tyle eclarations of principle or, following
'donr: e, to establish "doctrines". For their

part, Canadian leaders have sought to
champion conciliation, moderation and
patience. Even now that we are deliber-
ately trying to put into effect a policy of
independence (typically stated as an
"option" rather than a doctrine), we are
doing it slowly, gradually, taking great
care not to injure anyone in the process
and, at every gesture that tends to make
us more independent of the United States,
proclaiming our indestructible friendship
toward our American neighbours.

As a fifth characteristic of Canadian
foreign policy, we might make reference to
the fact that it reflects a cultural duality.
Although a number of French Canadians
have played an important role in Canadian
diplomacy, it is difficult to see how they
have contributed, as such, towards shaping
a Canadian style. It is quité clear that
modern-day Quebec has encouraged a
marked involvement of Canada's foreign
policy in matters relating to the French-
speaking world community. However, it
may be a few years before Quebec, as a
political entity, comes to have a significant
effect on Canadian diplomacy. In the
meantime, we can always point out that
Canada's foreign policy is expressed in two
languages, something that already distin-
guishes it from that of the United States.

None of these differences, which, in
the final analysis, may be more likely to
enrich relations between the United States
and Canada than to create conflict, can
cancel out the inescapable fact of the com-
mon destiny of these two North American
countries. None of the "Third Options"
or other products of Canadian nationalism,
as sound and successful as they may be
- or even the possible appearance of a new
actor in the form of a sovereign Quebec -,
will be able to alter significantly this fact
of life. Through their. historical experience,
their culture, their economy and their
drive, Canada and the United States will
always be, for better or for worse, closely
bound to each other.

Cultural duality
reflected
in Canadian
foreign policy

21
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Our common heritage

Great debt
to England
by both
Canada
and United States
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Differences in time explain
different constitutional forms
By W. R. Lederman

The United States celebrates this year
the two hundredth anniversary of the
Declaration of Independence; in 1967,
Canada celebrated the one hundredth
anniversary. of its federal union as a self-
governing country. But the constitutions
and legal systems * of the two neighbours
are much older than these events would
indicate, drawing most of their form and
substance by inheritance from some cen-
turies of English constitutional and legal
development. Accordingly, the first point
to emphasize in comparative comments
about these matters is that both Canada
and the United States owe a great debt to
England. There is much in this inheritance
that explains many common features of
government and law in the two North
American countries today, but, neverthe-
less, in one important respect there is a
critical difference, the explanation of which
is the theme of this short article.

In the United States, there is a firm
separation of powers in the Constitution
between the executive and the legislative
branches, the President and the Congress;
whereas in Canada, at the national level,
there is a union of the powers exercised by
the federal ministry and the House of Com-
mons under the constitutional principles
of the cabinet system. (The same govern-
mental contrast obtains between the
American states and the Canadian prov-
inces.) This critical difference gives rise to
the following question: if both Canada and
the United States inherited British public
law and governmental institutions (as
they did), why do we have this contrast?
The answer requires a careful look at

Pro f essor Lederman is a member of the
Faculty of Law at Queens University and
a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada.
He has written fuller accounts of the con-
stitutional development of Canada and
the United States in One Country or Two,
edited by R. M. Burns, and in the Amer-
ican Bar Association Journal, June 1975.
The views expressed in this article are
those of the author.

English and North American histc ry
the eighteenth and nineteenth centul, ies,

When considering independer ce
complete local self-government, both Am
icans and Canadians looked to the ex arnE
afforded by the British constitution as
functioned in Britain itself for the gme
ment of the home island by the c tir
who lived there. But they looked i o
example at different times. For the i Jnit
States, the critical period was the teca:
of the 1770s. For the British North Am
ican colonies remaining or establishe i ait:
the American Revolution, the 1 riti(
period was the decades of the 183 )s ar
1840s. Only about 70 years separ, te t`
two periods, but, in 1,000 years of Iingli
constitutional history, it is doubtfu: if ai
other 70-year period saw such im; orta
changes in Britain itself for the ;over
ment of the home island.

What were the main features of tt
British constitution at home in Loi don"
the late eighteenth century? ModE rn 6i
torical scholarship shows that, wt ile t`.
legislative supremacy of Parliame it hy
been established, nevertheless tl e re
operating executive head of the nat on w°
still the King himself - at this time Geor,'
III. In the main, he personally co=.troDE
colonial administration and policy, fore i,
relations and the armed forces. It v as V
that he had ministers he selected t( advi
him, including a Prime Minister. Colle;
tively they became known as the C binet

But this did not mean that the node
cabinet system had arrived. The agen
for each ministerial meeting was se by
King, who was free to accept o, r
ministerial advice when it reach d I^¢
Parliament did control the purs( -stricl
and could insist on the legislatior that
desired. The King, on the other hf^.id, b^
to bargain with Parliament, in p^. rticul.
with the House of Commons, and o m&
concessions to obtain the legislat.on
revenue he wanted from time to ti ne.
the House of Commons was far fror:i de"°
cratic, and many seats could be cc ntroU:
by the King or the ministers or othc r poRE^
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1 royal partisans. Thus, in 1776, Britain

atm •e and complex for detailed control

self had a balanced constitution with the
ec:utive power, largely personified in the
nr;, at arms length with the House of

orr,nons, the latter relying on its legisla-
ve and financial powers. This was indeed
se; %aration of the executive and legisla-
ve ?owers of the state for all purposes -
e)vernment of the home island and of
e : .lerseas territories.

So far as the home island was con-
rn-J, a large body of Englishmen had
e-ote and exerted a considerable in-

uer e on the House of Commons and the
in But the Englishmen in the American
loi :es did not fare so well. The citizens
tl1-,, Atlantic colonies wanted to control

eii own affairs through their own legis-
tui°s to the extent that Englishmen in
ngi .nd currently did so for home affairs
ro igh the British Parliament. The
ad, ,s of the Atlantic colonies were very
ell nformed on exactly how things were
onc in London. By the latter part of the
gh-. ,enth century, the British Atlantic
lar 'es had become communities too

t 10 ; distance from London.

etc power

et , ie old colonial system was predicated
n t: e supremacy overseas of the King,
e_'arliament and the courts of the
oth . r country. The King and his Privy
our il held veto power over the legisla-
on f the colonial assemblies and exer-
sed t freely, either directly or through
e olonial governors. The governors

ere -aught in the middle; they could
ot sk .-ve two masters - the King and the
rivy Council in London and also their
spe.':ive colonial legislatures. The veto
owe; of the King over legislation of the
ritis. Parliament was rapidly disappear-
g ir London, but not in the American

olonï ,. This was cited in the Declaration
f In -pendence as one of the principal
riews. ces of Englishmen in America. The
ritis could see no way to reconcile
he ; premacy of the King and the
ritis Parliament overseas with meaning-
1 at -.)nomy for colonial governors and
gisla ve assemblies. The Englishmen in
meri i would not accept this position -
at eiential parts of the British home

onsti -.tion were not for export. The
me6 :tn Revolutionary War was the re-

111t - ;nd separation from Britain.
H w was the new independence used?

onsic ^r certain central features of the
nited States Constitution of 1789 re-
ectir, the executive and the legislative

owers. We see that the President and the
ongre;s are set at arm's length, each with

autonomous powers. Except for the elec-
toral principle and the fixed term of the
President, the relation mirrors that which
currently obtained in London between
George III and the British Parliament.
The exception, of course, is of the highést
importance - the requirement that the
executive head of state should be elected
for a fixed term was a landmark in the his-
tory of the development of democratic
government. Nevertheless, the point re-
mains that, once the President is elected,
his relation to Congress is closely anal-
ogous to the separation of powers that
existed in the late eighteenth century
between King and Parliament in Britain
itself for purposes of self-government in
the home island.

Let us turn now to developmcnts after
the American Revolution, first in Britain
and then in the British North American
colonies. In Britain, the mod--rn cabinet
system did not develop fully until the time
of the Great Reform Act of 1832, which
extended widely the Parliamentary fran-
chise among the British people. After the
loss of the American colonies in 1783,
William Pitt and his successors as Prime
Minister gradually assumed control of the
selection of ministers and the cabinet
agenda. It became established that the
King was bound to take the advice of his
ministers and that they in their turn had Establishment
to agree on the advice they would give, of principle

Finally, in the decade beginning with of ma jority
1830, it became established that the Prime in House
Minister and his cabinet had to maintain
the confidence of a majority in the House
of Commons and to resign or call a new
Parliamentary election if they lost that
confidence. Very soon after 1832, the pre-
cedents for resignation or dissolution on
defeat in the House of Commons multi-
plied and the rule became firm. In contrast
to the state of affairs in the late eighteenth
century, effective co-ordination and har-
mony between the executive and legislative
powers in the state had been achieved on a
systematic basis that held the executive
accountable to the elected chamber of the
legislature. Thus, compared to the position
in 1776, real executive power in Britain
had been depersonalized. It was no longer
largely in the hands of the monarch
(now Queen Victoria). Rather, the Queen
was largely the nominal head of state,
bound to take the advice of responsible
ministers in the conduct of the govern-
ment of Britain and the overseas empire.
Something was now possible that had
not been possible in 1776 - the Queen
could be required to take advice from
different groups of ministers for different
territories and for different subjects.

25
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Let us now look at relevant develop-
ments in British North America after the
American Revolution. At first, Britain
continued to govern the remaining British
North American colonies along the old
lines, though there were some minor ad-
ministrative reforms. To make a long story
short, we find that the same constitutional
conflicts that had preceded the Revolution
in the American colonies surfaced again in
the British North American colonies dur-
ing the 1820s and 1830s. The governor,
appointed and instructed from London,
held the whole of the executive power in a
colony, along with his appointed executive
council. This oligarchy came into conflict
in the old way with the elected assembly
of the colony. As in 1776, the British
Government could see no way out of this
dilemma - the colonial governor still
could not serve two masters. The result
was rebellion in both Upper and Lower
Canada in 1837. It is noteworthy that the
rebel leaders, Mackenzie in Upper Canada
and Papineau in Lower Canada, both
advocated the American constitutional
system as the solution. The rebellions
quickly failed, but they did prompt the
British Government to send Lord Durham
to British North America as Governor
General, instructing him to report on the
situation and propose remedies.

Modern Cabinet
As explained earlier, this was the very
decade in which the final steps rounding
out the full modern cabinet system were
taken in British itself. Moreover, while
full collective cabinet responsibility thus
became established in practice, there was
little public explanation or articulation of
what had happened. Indeed, many in
Britain still considered cabinet account-
ability to the House of Commons to be
what it was in the time of Pitt or even the
earlier years of George III. But Lord
Durham, being a radical and a reformer in
British politics, was well aware of the new
position. Another person who knew of it
was Robert Baldwin, one of the leaders of
the "Reform" party in Upper Canada. His
reform group, which had wide support,
preferred the British to the American Con-
stitution and wished loyally to maintain
the British connection. Robert Baldwin
made representations to Durham, at the
latter's invitation, urging that the grant of
cabinet or responsible government to each
of the colonies for all purposes of internal
self-government was the great and neces-
sary measure to be taken. No doubt this
influenced Lord Durham greatly; in any
event, this was the principal recommenda-

tion of the Durham Report to the Br tish
Government in 1839.

Speaking of the nature of cabin(t or
responsible government in the Re, )ort,
Lord Durham said:

"In England, this principle has so long
been considered an indisputable and
essential part of our constitution, that
it has really hardly ever been flund
necessary to inquire into the mear s by
which its observance is enforced. ?'hen
a ministry ceases to command a ma, )rity
in Parliament on great questio: , of
policy, its doom is immediately st ded;
and it would appear to us as st ange
to attempt, for any time, to car y on
a government by means of mir sters
perpetually in a minority, as it • ould
be to pass laws with a majority of mtes
against them. The ancient constitu ional
remedies, by impeachment and a stop-
page of supplies, have never, sin 3 the
reign of William III, been brougl into
operation for the purpose of remc ing a
ministry. They have never been alled
for, because in fact, it has been th: habit
of ministers rather to anticipa ^ the
occurrence of an absolutely hosti: vote,
and to retire, when supported on. by a
bare and uncertain majority."

Professor A. H. Birch points out th.^ , even
for Britain itself, this is the first c thori-
tative statement in a great publik docu-
ment of the nature of the cc ective
responsibility of the Cabinet. Comr anting
on the passage just quoted from D^ ham's
Report, Professor Birch says:

"This statement is worth quotin in full
because it was the first clear a ertion
of what later became known as '.e con-
vention of collective responsib ty. In
giving the impression that thi was a
long-established principle of th( 3ritish
constitution, Durham (who wati . Radi-
cal) was rather misleading. Ir fact it
had been established only du ng the
previous three or four decac .s, and
securely and irrevocably es' blished
only since the Reform Act of 1 32."

So the Canadian reformers and )urham
himself were indeed very much u; to-date
respecting the state of the Brit 1 con,
stitution on its home ground. The iewne§
of this development at the time i BritaiD
explains some of the misunden andinb
of the period, in both Britain and ;ana^
about what "responsible governn nt" 6^
mean.

Finally, there was a vital refis menttr
Durham's proposal. In recommen ing t13^
the colonial governor should govc `n undE'
the advice of a cabinet depende-t on tb
elected assembly of his colony, DurV
reserved certain subjects, those or persist
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ing importance being foreign relations,
forei;n trade and the constitution of the
colo; ial system of government itself. On
thestmatters the governor would continue
to t, .e his instructions from London, but
on << -i other matters he would act under
the dvice of his colonial prime minister
and cabinet, according to the newly-
estal ished principles of cabinet govern-
mer+ This federal formula for executive
resp, isibility helped to solve the dilemma
of tr • first British Empire - that dilemma
bein; the old idea that a colonial governor
coulc not respond to two masters if there
was o be an Empire at all. He could
resp( id to two masters on different sub-
jects Thus Lord Durham pointed the way
to fr 1 colonial domestic self-government
coup' d with the maintenance of the
Briti.^ i connection. There was now no need

for a:^cond American revolution. It should
be n Fed that Lord Durham's constitu-
tiona solution was made possible largely
by th emergence in Britain, a very few
years )efore his mission to British North

Amer ^a, of the full-fledged cabinet system.
I ithin ten years, Durham's proposal

was i plemented by the simple device of
instru tions to the colonial governors by

Our = ommon heritage

the British Government to do as the
Durham Report recommended. This solu-
tion reconciled colonial self-government
with a real and continuing connection to
Britain as the mother country and ended
the threat of a second American revolu-
tion. Indeed, the Durham solution became Durham solution
the foundation of the modern British foundation
Commonwealth.

of modern
Finally, we should note that the de- Commonwealth

velopment of complete independence for
Canada as a full member of the community
of nations in the earlier years of the present
century came as the original Durham
reservations on the powers of the Canadian
ministers were eliminated one by one, by
peaceful evolutionary means. Now, initia-
tive and control concerning the fonduct of
foreign relations, foreign trade, and the
amendment of the Canadian constitution
rest with the Canadian ministers of the
Crown alone. The procedure to be followed
to amend the constitution of Canada still
has its uncertainties, but these will be
resolved as soon as Canadians can agree
among themselves on the matter. Mean-
whilq, it is at least clear that initiative and
power no longer rest in this respect with
the British Government or Parliament.

In -defending the continent
thore can be no "Third Option"
By Job Gellner

he stc a is told of an exasperated Lord
tchen r unable to contain himself any

onger ,
he listened to a discussion of

^ilitary nattera in a First World War
ritish abinet meeting. "Don't you re-lize, gc flemen" , he exclaimed, "that a
ar is w ;ed not as one wants but as one
ust." ^

bat the doughty Field Marshal
as tellir - his civilian colleagues was thatrt

slderG ly narrower tha th h'

n a eglc ptions are likely to be fewer and

^uall n e c oices
ment t( ^^ Y.^ailable to decision-makers in
ing tha; h
n undE^

, on tt
Durw

persL`f,

er fie? ; of public policy. This is so
ecause e the immutable determinants of
country : military posture, determinants
ten so ,)werful that they make all de-te abo1;

the basic direction of national

defence policy irrelevant. Of these, the
most important is usually geography.

It is in the case of Canada. We share
the North American continent with one
of the world's two super-powers. We have
no land frontier with any other sovereign
state. And, situated as we are between the
United States and its only major potential
adversary, we are the "ham in the sand-
wich". These are facts that cannot simply
be wished away. They result in Canada's
defence policy being, of necessity, strongly
influenced by U.S. security requirements.
As Robert Sutherland put it in a remark-
able article in the Summer 1962 issue of
International Journal: "In the final analy-
sis, a Great Power will take whatever
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action it finds necessary to the mainten-
ance of its security. It must do this or
cease to be a Great Powér, and the United
States is no exception." Canadians had
better realize this.

Our American neighbours certainly do
not see it any other way, although at the
official level they have been careful not to
give offence by saying so outright. In inter-
nal communications, however, they have
not minced words. For instance, there is
this passage in a February 1961 briefing
memorandum for President Kennedy by
the then Secretary of State Dean Rusk:
"A loss or diminution of U.S. use of Cana-
dian air space and real estate, and of the
contributions of the Canadian military,
particularly the Royal Canadian Air Force
and the Royal Canadian Navy, would be
intolerable in time of crisis".

The necessity for the closest co-
operation between the United States and
Canada in the security field can perhaps
best be explained by comparing the former
to the citadel and the latter to the glacis
of a classical seventeenth century fortress
built on the principles of the great Sebas-
tien de Vauban. The function of the glacis
was to force the attackers to expose them-
selves - to view and to fire - well before
they reached the defenders' main strong
points. The advance across the glacis was
hotly disputed, the object being to make
the assailants arrive beneath the walls of
the citadel exhausted and with their
weaponry depleted. The defending force,
or what was left of it, which had retreated
step by step fighting, had by then passed
through a quickly-opened gate into the
safety of the citadel. The combination
citadel/glacis also had a deterrent effect.
It deprived the would-be aggressor of the
advantage of surprise. And it introduced
doubt into his mind that he would be able
to reach the citadel in sufficient strength
to finish the job by storming it. Thus,
while a position on the glacis may not have
been comfortable, it need not have been a
dangerous one as long as the deterrent
worked.

In the case of North America, control
of the vast Arctic and sub-Arctic regions
of Canada - the air above them and the
waters surrounding them - is essential if
there is to be early warning of impending

Pro fessor Gellner teaches in the Political
Science Department of York University
and is a visiting professor at the Univer-
sity of Toronto. He is Editor of the
Canadian Defence Quarterly and has
written widely on defence questions. The
views expressed in this article are those
of Pro f essor Gellner.

attack, for the alerting of one's own de_
fensive and retaliatory forces, and for thE
deterring of the would-be aggressor b^
persuading him that he can not count on
mounting a surprise attack. Broadlr
speaking, everything north of the 6 Jth
Parallel is the strategic fore field, the ot;te^
glacis as it were. The sparsely-inhabiteè
land and the air-space immediately to th(
south form the inner glacis. The wall:; of
the citadel can be said to loom on eit het
side of the national boundaries. The wliolE
makes up "Fortress North America".

It might be argued that this kin, I e;
analogy is out of place in these day; o
intercontinental ballistic missiles and ;ur.
veillance satellites. It is not, though - no;
if one looks at the situation as one of dE ter.
ring, and not of waging, war. Close cor tro:
of the access routes, through which we:
element they may lead, is an indispens ib]E
component of deterrence, if for no o^he;
reason than that it eliminates the da igei
of surprise, which is the precondition of a
first strike - if that be at all thinkablE.

One area
That North America is a single areE fo:
purposes of defence was first realize i û oi
the late Thirties, when the initial da ige: ac
signs appeared on the horizon of pos ;iblE ro
transoceanic, intercontinental warfa: e rv
submarine and, farther in the future, a( rial y
Before that, there had been no need for ak
and no thought of, military co-operr.tior, d
between the United States and Car ada on,
The attitude was typical of the CanFdiar t n^
delegate to the League of Nations who tok a]
the Assembly in 1924 - rather tactlf ssl}^ ric]
considering the circumstances - that ' an. ak,
ada was in the enviable position of 1 einL an,
"a fire-proof house, far from inflamn ablt igh
materials". He could have said the area tic
about the rest of North America.

The novel needs arising from th( fac,
that the "inflammable materials" werr
being brought closer to the shores of r ort6
America - and perhaps soon would b^ ta
close for comfort - were first pointe( ou
by President Roosevelt in a speech
Chautauqua, New York, on Augus 14
1936. Two years later, there was a si ni6 ana
cant exchange between the leaders ( [ tbr t e
two nations. In a speech at Kingstor,, On rvi
tario, on August 18, 1938, President R)ose licl
velt assured his audience "that the t:oplr uni
of the United States will not stand ic y b'
if domination of Canadian soil is t1 reat
ened by any other empire". On Aigu`'
20, Prime Minister Mackenzie Kir.; M
sponded: "We, too, have our oblig^ tion^
as a good friendly neighbour, and (ne o
these is to see that, at our own ins ancE
our country is made as immune fron st'



own de. ck or possible invasion as we can reason-
d for thE bly be expected to make it, and that,
essor b^ iould the occasion ever arise, enemy
count oA rces should not be able to pursue their
Broadh ay either by land, sea or air, to the

the 60th ni!ed States across Canadian territory."
the ot;ter As can be seen, that statement of
nhabiteè rime Minister Mackenzie King already
ly to th( nhined the substance of future arrange-
wall:; of en =s for a joint defence of North America.

an eif hel he United States and Canada were thus
he wlio]E ell on the road that led, another two
ÿa". ear: later, to the Ogdensburg Agreement
s kin- l o Aagust 17, 1940, and the institutional-

day: c o! ing of U.S.-Canadian defence co-opera-
and ;u:. on by the creation of the Permanent
gh - no; 0. in, Board on Defence (PJBD). The
of dE ter. er nanent" in the name is important.
e cor tro: ut :n deliberately, as the relevant entry
rhichwe: tl:e Mackenzie King diaries shows, it
;pens obi rve d as affirmation that looking jointly
no o^he: after the security of North America was
e da ige en and would always remain, the only
tion of a oss:âle, because the only rational, course.
kablE.

he principle of joint defence was thus
rin-Aple established

areE fo: nnl r established 36 years ago. Naturally
alize I i ou ;h, the methods of translating it into
il da ige: act `ce have undergone some changes

pos;iblE rot ;h the years. No purpose would be
,arfa: e - rve 1 by describing them all, except to
re, wrial y hat they were generally aimed at

eed for 4aki ig the system work more efficiently
perr.tior, d oore economically under the condi-
Car ada ions >>f the time and, on the political plane,
anF diar t mi king it as palatable as possible to the

who tolè all r, and thus understandably more
ctlf ssly ricky, partner. Here, the problem was to
at ' an. i ake interdependence (which to many

of 1 einL ana ians looked like dependence on the
mn ablÉ igh ,, United States) compatible with

he ,amE tio: al sovereignty.
( anadian policy in this matter has

th( fan üeen airly consistent through the years.
s" wen ^rimt Minister Trudeau spelt it out
of r ort6 ain in his programmatic statement on
d b^ toa anat a's defence goals, of April 3, 1969:
te( oul ' ye ;^iall endeavour to have those activi-
eec in a' es v thin Canada which are essential to

gus : 14 orth American defence performed by
si ;ni6 ana( an forces." Nils Orvik, writing in

s c [ tht t e;,ptember/October 1973 issue of
ton, On rvic l, sees in this "do-it-yourself"
t P)ose licy the most effective means a small
e f;op1r 'untt ,, has of saving itself from being

ié ^y b' e1pE 1" by a powerful neighbour. What is
t1 real vo1v, J is to persuade the latter that
A rV' eryt. ing possible is being done to ensure
ir.; re S sec irity, and that he does not have to

lig: tion. )rce a.'ditional assistance upon a reluctant
(ne o eake; partner. Professor Orvik, a Nor-

ns ancf egian by birth, uses what happened to
n at ^s horaeland in 1940 as an example of

"defence against help" that was attempted
but failed. For Second World War Ger-
many, the safety of its northern flank in
general, and the free movement of Scan-
dinavian iron ore down the west coast of
Norway into German ports in particular,
were strategic essentials. Norway was doing
its best to satisfy German security require-
ments, but Berlin always had its doubts
about Norwegian capabilities, though per-
haps not about Norwegian good will. The
Altmark incident demonstrated the limi-
tations of these capabilities. On the night
of February 16-17, 1940, the German naval
auxiliary vessel Altmark was caught in
Jfising Fjord by a British destroyer, and
the 300 or so British seamen she was carry-
ing as prisoners were freed. Norway could
do no more than protest the alléged viola-
tion of its neutrality. So the Germans took
over the protection of the west coast route.
In passing, they also invaded and occupied
the whole of Norway.

The United States is not Nazi Ger-
many. No drastic action need be feared in
case Canada neglects to look after the
glacis of "Fortress North America", even
though Canadian capabilities also some-
times appear questionable. There are,
however, other means, gentler but also
effective, by which the United States could
press, and probably would press, upon
Canada its help in doing what it considered
vital to its security, and it would be this
help that would then affect Canadian
sovereignty.

Lucky coincidence
Fortunately, specific Canadian security
requirements largely coincide with wider
North American security concern. In
fact, the first two of the four defence
priorities listed in the 1971 White Paper
on defence overlap to a great extent. They
are, respectively, "the surveillance of our
own territory and coast lines, i.e. the pro-
tection of our sovereignty" and "the de-
fence of North America in conjunction
with U.S. forces". (The other two priorities
are "the fulfilment of such NATO commit-
ments as may be agreed upon" and "the
performance of such international peace-
keeping roles as we may from time to time
assume".) Now, a Canadian maritime air-
craft on off-shore patrol may search for
submarines, but will also routinely look
for vessels fishing in prohibited waters,
ships trailing oil-slicks, icebergs and what
not. In other words, the surveillance task,
which is the principal one in time of peace,
cannot be neatly packaged in one opera-
tion. It is difficult to see how Canadian
sovereignty could be affected by doing
so or, for that matter, by performing

Fortunate
coincidence
of security
requirements
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Same results
achieved
in Canada
by quiet means

the two tasks separately if this were more
convenient.

One sometimés hears the argument
that U.S.-Canadian defence co-operation
means in practice that the United States
calls the tune and Canada goes along.
This is said in particular of the only
wholly-integrated common organization,
the North American Air Defence Com-
mand (NORAD). What happened at the
peak of the Cuban missile crisis of 1962 is
invariably cited as an example of the dire
consequences that ensue from the integra-
tion of the forces of two partners so
unequal in strength. In fact, the raising on
October 22 of the state of readiness of the
NORAD forces to the third rung of the
five-rung ladder of alert conditions (Def-
con 3) was merely one of the moves in the
game - frightening at the time but fascin-
ating in retrospect - of pressures and
counter-pressures that was played during
the crisis. The Canadian Government ap-
proved of that move only two days later,
on October 24, when the purpose of it had
already been accomplished. In practice,
this delay was of no consequence. The
then Minister of National Defence, Doug-
las Harkness, has since made public the
whole story of what happened in those
critical days. With his consent, but without
an announcement, portions of the RCAF
and of the RCN (which was not then under
integrated command and thus not affected
by the NORAD decision) were put on an
alert state equivalent to that under Defcon
3. Thus, in terms of military preparedness,
the same result was achieved in Canada,
where, for political reasons, the matter was
handled quietly, as in the United States,
where, by design, to impress upon the ad-
versary that Washington meant business,
the NORAD alert was announced with a
flourish of trumpets. Far from proving that
U.S.-Canadian defence co-ordination had
failed in time of crisis, the incident showed
that it worked very well, and without in-
terfering with the political process.

It may be worth while mentioning that
the U.S. components of NORAD were put
on alert (with all other American forces)
for a somewhat similar purpose on October
25, 1973, in connection with events in the
Middle East. The Canadian component of
NORAD did not follow suit, nor did any-
body expect it to. Defence co-ordination
simply does not mean subordination.
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Pressures exist
This is not to say that pressures a-e
being brought to bear within the A
North American defence setup, : nd !
understandably - more often by th ^ p
side, but mainly over operational a id qI
ganizational matters. Canadian r ^spq
sibility for the security of the gla cis
"Fortress North America" demands a
tain level of activity and requires c ertw.f
kinds and quantities of military equit -m
As we noted earlier, much of that _-q4
ment is "double-tasked", but the ^e z
items the Canadian Forces would pr jbat
not need if their role on this continer t wE
a purely national one. There is thus ilwa
the question of how much must h: dc
for the common purpose, and with w:
In this respect, we are even now facf d'

G

N
a major problem. For good reasons, nait pe
connected with technological progi ess th
the other side and the need to sav - m n
power (always a scarce commodity in i
volunteer services) on ours, NOF AD
planning on supplementing, and p;rhai
later on, largely replacing, the rese
fixed, land-baséd NORAD early-v arné
and control system with a mobile, a rbor
one (AWACS). This calls for a lart e-s^
remodelling of the who:3 defence :^tup

ei

6
M

not least for the purchase of a gre it dE t
of new, expensive equipment. The Am U io:
icans seem inclined to adopt tl e n st on
system; prototype AWACS aircr ;ft a b el
already flying and, of the othe • cor co
ponents of the system, the two prir. cipal R ssi
the over-the-horizon back-scattei rad: G t
(OTH-B) and the improved inte.,wepta st,
fighter ( IMI) - are in the trial st, ge. R° Y
should do well to go along, but, vith s
huge an expenditure involved, is t is
sible in these times of financial aL steritr
And, if we do not go along, what v ill ha;
pen to NORAD as an effective ailita.
instrument, an important elemen; in tt
general deterrent system?

These are practical question, of tt
kind that arise in connection wi h joii
North American defence. Tha ther
should be co-ordinated action is not a
issue. The joint defence of North imenc^
has been a permanent feature ^ f U.S:
Canadian relations, solidly en: renche-'
because unavoidable and not pe 'mittit^
any "Third Option", for close to fo^
decades now.
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anadian appraisal
the state of the Union

av , problems need new solutions

N nE -ion affects so many others as
pe as . ely, in as many different ways, as
th Ur ited States - not even the other
an le a: super-power, although the force of
i idE logy, coupled with its military

turc The massive role of the Soviet

it ngl in some of these respects but

t o beir a free society, such movements

9at bir' onward. The freedom of Amer-

ht, makes it a close second. American
uen, e, direct and indirect, is exercised

ei er c^nsciously or unconsciously through
itar; power, economic dominance, poli-

ti , tl e force of the social trends and
in vem nts that begin in the United States

ir the broadest sense, the nation's

U ion -1 the world community is felt as

b ely all in others. Any other nation is
cons ious, and with as good reason, of

R ssrar: military might as of American.
C trat .> to popular mythology in the

st, t, e Soviet ideology does not spread
y th )ugh the ways of conspiracy and
itar^ intervention. Its force and vigour

a as )werful as the American philos-
0 Y. i st the Soviet Union offers no
c nter^ art to the influence of American
s i^ r.rvements because, the U.S.S.R.

d elop ess easily there and, if they ap-
p r coi rary to the interests and preju-
' es of the regime, they are harassed

i renia is one of the powerful influences
the orld 200 years after its first
ressif; ; in rebellion against an imperial
ent. or is there a Soviet counterpartt
the i:3uence of American culture in

el her its )est or its worst manifestations.
The political, social and economich%lt

oi America is of vital importance
ta+its frie

ds and allies, which include most
oJlVestes Europe, Canada and diminish-
^ areas of Asia. The word "America"
'tSelf hap been used historically both by

zens o, the United States and outsiders
encom ass not merely a geographical
a but also a set of ideas, ideals and

official in Ottawa was asked whether he

iB
e

P

Mr. Wilson is Ottawa Editor of the

social forces. Reliance upon America is
decreasing, but the same factors that are
of intense interest to its friends are mat-
ters for wary concern among the opponents
and enemies of the United States.

While President Nixon's fatal domes-
tic difficulties were well under way, the

most powerful man in . the Soviet Union,
Leonid Brezhnev, travelled to the United
States to confer with him. A Russian

thought the President's difficulties would
make it hard for him to negotiate or would
offer temporary advantage to an opponent.
He replied thoughtfully to this effect:

"I do not think our leaders are paying Brezhnev's
very much attention to Mr. Nixon's assessment
domestic difficulties. The thing that mat- of Watergate
ters for us is that the United States is a
very powerful country. That will go on."

That appraisal from an opponent was
probably one of the most realistic of the
foreign assessments of the effect of the
Watergate affair. Since America is a
colossus, the details of its national health
are likely always to be complex but unless
or until it finally begins to decay as Rome
did its underlying strength will remain
because it is based on economic and social
reality. Concern for the condition of
America will always fascinate a wide in-
ternational circle, from the most popular to
the most influential levels.

What follows is an attempt to piece
together a picture of the American con-
dition now from public sources of informa-
tion and conversations with a variety of
knowledgeable men and women. As it ap-

Montreal Star and contributes a regular
column on political affairs to that news-
paper. He joined the Star in 1956 and
was appointed its Bureau Chief in 1962.
The views expressed here are those of
the author.
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United States
needs time
to heal discords
of a decade

Succession
of bitter
controversies

pears from a friendly nearby capital, the
United States still shows the wounds of a
traumatic period but'has in some respects
recovered well from them. In others it
gives reason to question how long recovery
will take rather than whether it will occur.
No country, no matter how strong funda-
mentally, can undergo the discords that
wracked the United States for nearly a
decade without injuries that need time to
heal.

Still imperfectly knit
The Americans are a multi-group people
of widely differing racial, national and
religious backgrounds, still imperfectly
knit into a cohesive whole after 200 years.
The first President, George Washington,
knew how great the need for a unifying
process would be when, in his farewell
address, he carefully avoided referring to a
federal union and spoke instead of a
"national union". Many of the worst dis-
cords have stemmed from the great
variation in American origins and from
resistance to the unifying process: the
increasingly angry disputes that preceded
the Civil War; the war itself, fought so
tenaciously that history recognizes it as
the first of the total wars in a century torn
by them; the spread of the Ku Klux Klan
in the 1920s until its membership climbed
into the millions; the struggle of the 1960s
over civil rights. But simultaneously there
has existed the commitment to egalitar-
ianism that has distinguished the Amer-
ican experiment from its beginnings. There
has also been, and exists today despite the
decline in the strength of religion, the
powerful impact of Protestantism in its
most Puritan form - its influence to be
distinguished from the sects that were out-
growths of Catholicism rather than rebel-
lions against it.

Beginning with the civil rights move-
ment of the early 1960s and the closely-
related urban problems in the North, the
United States was subjected to a succes-
sion of bitter controversies for most of a
decade. The dispute over Vietnam divided
a nation where the riotous cry "Burn,
baby, burn!" was always shrill and intense.
Watergate did deep damage to confidence
in the political process but perhaps raised
faith in some members of the judiciary and
clearly brought "the media" new esteem.
Polls that a year or two ago showed Walter
Cronkite the most trusted figure in the
country still show that the news organiza-
tions are the only major institutions with
increased credibility. More or less simul-
taneously with the great controversies, the
"youth rebellion" created a "generation
gap" and brought often violent campus

unrest. The use and acceptability of :]rug
spread. New and easier attitudes to, vard^
sex became widespread. A vigorous cha1.
lenge towards authority developed a moN
intellectuals. The new respect the neg
media énjoyed was accompanied by their
own adoption of a more clear-cut o)pod.
tion role. For many, the women's nove.
ment was deeply disturbing, espc ciall}
after it became difficult to ridicule. `Con.
sumerism" developed powerful chal engu
to even the most firmly-entrenched :ndus.
tries. Lesser combinations of such c iscor•
dant forces would have strained the socia
fabric of any nation. The full force o; them
was a rigorous test of the strent th of
America, material and psychological.

Black-white relations
Somewhat surprisingly, there is ev.dena
suggesting that the most recent c?-.anges
may be healthiest in the area that in 7olved
the deepest passions a few years ego -
relations between blacks and whites. To an
outsider, as no doubt to many Ame :icans,
the progress is undeniable, thout h the
troubling question remains: . Whic i way
should the emphasis lie? On the hange
since the hot summers of mob vi lence,
when block after urban block was purnt,
many still not rebuilt? On the mat nitude
of the continuous problem? On the rise in
the tolerance level among educated soph-
isticated and prosperous groups ii both
races, in the hope that new attitu( ?s will
seep downwards? Or on the gre, c con.
tinuing problems of accommodation phys.
cal and psychological, at the levels where
economic uncertainty reinforces si ,picioa
and hostility? New opportunities go be-
yond "tokenism"; formidable prol zms of
education and training remain to )e met
before opportunities can be fully g 'asped
Meanwhile, among non-whites, un nploy'
ment last year ranged from 13 to 1.7 per
cent. Among whites, the incidence of job-
lessness was from 7.4 to 8.5 pt c cent
America, like Rome, was not built i a da}'
- not even in two centuries. Yet fe % would
deny that voting freedom, to ch :ose at
example from this year, will have hang^
so much in November as to be diff !rent ic
kind, not merely degree, from the 4ectiaz
that brought John Kennedy to po er.

The problems of the great A 1ericer
cities have been intensified by rac: d strifE
but it would be mistaken to attribi au o
their difficulties to that one cat :e. ThÉ
movement to suburbs, with d( idenini
effects on urban centres, occurs ii singlé
race communities as well: the pr.- sperou
flee the poor regardless of race wh n pr1}
erty values are threatened. The s( irch fo'
clearer air is triggered by polluti )n ko^l
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thousands - hundreds of thousands - of
exhaust-pipes; it remains a major factor
driv::ng people from the hearts of large
citie ;. New York's financial problems have
th& origins as much in political patterns
that arose during the period of mass
Eur£ pean immigration as from the newer
prof ems of impoverished Puerto Ricans
and )lacks seeking welfare benefits. `

kll these problems are intensified in
the, :ties where the riots of a few summers
ago )urnt out whole commercial districts.
But :o one fears a "hot summer" this year.

I he changes do go beyond the sym-
boli( level. The costly, Ford-inspired effort
to b ing life back to the heart of Detroit,
so-c,, lied "Murder City", may perhaps be
door ed by problems that resist material
solu; ons, but it is a brave attempt and
belo gs in the American tradition of
cons ious efforts to shape the future.

Con inuing concern
The are three particular areas, however,
wher _^ nations friendly to America have
cont ming cause for concern and from
whic:, equally, opponents may derive
satis iction. These lie in the military posi-
tion )f the United States and in some
aspects of the political and diplomatic
procc ses.

n a world where the predominant
nucle .er fact is the existence of vast "over-
kill" -apabilities, shifting national advan-
tages may be more theoretical than real.
The mly objective compatible with sur-
vival 3 protection of the nuclear stalemate.
It h^ ; been accepted that only three
futur courses remain feasible in the con-
duct f international rivalries: Cold War,
limit( I war or détente. Each of these
requi ?s effective levels of conventional
weap, 1s.

`'hen stated as a percentage of gross
natior al product, American military spend-
ing h, declined from 9 to 6. The draft has
been , nded and the size of the American
forces has declined by 600,000 from the
levels xisting before Vietnam. The Soviet
forces iave risen by just under 1.5 million
men ii the last 16 years and at 4.4 million
are tvi ce the size of American forces. If
the U; ted States is unwilling to increase
its mil tary spending, its allies are doubly
so• YE the military expenditure of the
Soviet Union continues to rise steadily,
provid 19 not only the necessary nuclear
COMM ent of defence but a very high level
of

on iuclear forces. A substantial por-
tion of this can be partly disregarded as
essenti; t to the Soviet Union's own sense
of secu. ty and hence essentially defensive.
A furtl ^r portion is directly attributable
to seve e tensions within the Communist

world, notably those with China. An im-
pressive marginal strength in all arms, but
particularly in the naval branch, remains.
It cannot be ascribed solely to defensive
objectives and is available to influence
events to other ends.

The history of the Soviet Union in-
cludes remarkably little military aggres-
sion by great-power standards, although
there has been a conspicuous reluctance to
withdraw the Red Army from any area
where it becomes established. The policies
of the U.S.S.R. have been steadfastly ex-
pansionist in other ways, however, and
official spokesmen of that country have not
pretended that the development of détente
deters this. Détente, which is simply a
means of managing and accommodating
tensions, is under attack in élection-year
America and the President has removed
the word from his vocabulary, though pre-
sumably retaining the policy. He has also
removed from his Cabinet the Secretary
who had the most hard-headed and realis-
tic approach to contemporary tensions,
James Schlesinger. .

Conventional forces
As Defence Secretary, Mr. Schlesinger
argued for a high level of conventional
forces - in part because he feared that
nuclear risks were increased without them,
in part because he believed in the possi-
bility that the Soviet Union would use its
marginal military strength at least to exert
pressure and secure influence, if not for
direct interventions. American military
strength has been used so freely in the last
quarter-century that this possibility ought
not to seem unreal, yet Mr. Schlesinger's
countrymen dismiss somewhat lightly such
appraisals as this:

"The decade ahead will be a testing
time for the Western democracies. The
outcome will critically depend on the role
the United States assumes, on its ability
to attain renewed consensus and common
purpose, and on its willingness to maintain
a sufficient margin of military power to
preserve a military balance in those sectors
of the Eastern Hemisphere vital to our
security .... The United States today still
represents the only potential counter-
weight to the military and political power
of the Soviet Union .... We may resent
that fate or accept it, but it remains the
fundamental reality of global politics."

In post-Vietnam America such a
rigorous view of responsibility is not yet
welcome. Simultaneously, there is evident
a Congressional distrust of the manage-
ment of American foreign policy. In part
this is a legacy of Watergate, in part an
outgrowth of Dr. Kissinger's carelessness

Hard-headed
and realistic
approach of
Schlesinger
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Dislike
of compromise
a burden
for the people

towards his Congressional relations, a
weakness he himself has acknowledged on
private occasions. Yet, more seriously, it
appears to represent a recoil from global
responsibilities because some previous in-
terventions have proven mistaken and

excessive.
There have been significant expansions

of the Communist world for which Amer-
ican policy failures have been in part re-
sponsible. It appears likely that there will
be more. Congressional obstructions of a
controversial Secretary of State are not an
adequate response to that problem. The
world has not yet entered on a utopian
era free from great conflicts of national
interest and major problems of security.
Part of the danger of a psychological
American withdrawal lies in the possibility
that, when public opinion is galvanized
again by some event, there may be an
excessive reaction.

Pendulum
In the United States the pendulum
swings hard, driven in part by the sense of
morality that underlies the "American
Idea." We see some of this in the force of
current attitudes towards Third World ex-
cesses. More than two decades were needed
for the same moral intensity to subside
sufficiently for President Nixon to reopen
contact with China. Dislike of compromise
is one of the burdens of a people who can
only exist as a nation through internal
compromise, in a world where external
compromise is necessary for survival.

The American political parties are
coalitions, existing through compromise
between often widely-differing factions.
This smooths out some American differ-
ences but, when people become polarized
politically and socially, compromise offends
and alienates them. Professor Samuel P.
Huntington of Harvard, one of the most
distinguished scholars studying the Ameri-
can condition, writes:

"The essence of the democratic surge
of the 1960s was a general challenge to
existing systems of authority, public and
private. In one form or another, this chal-
lenge manifested itself in the family, the
university, business, public and private
associations, politics, the governmental
bureaucracy and the military services....
The questioning of authority pervaded
society. In politics, it manifested itself in
a decline in public confidence and trust in
political leaders and institutions, a reduc-
tion in the effectiveness of political institu-
tions such as the political parties and the
Presidency, a new importance for adver-
sary media and critical intelligensia in
public affairs and a weakening of the

coherence, purpose and self-confidence of
political leadership."

Opinion surveys show clearly how
sharp a decline there has been in Ame: ican
confidence in political leaders and i Zsti-
tutions, and Professor Huntington p)ints
to one of the dilemmas this has prodi ced:
the role of government measured b% its
spending and its range of activities has
greatly increased during a period whc n its
authority has seriously declined. S nul.
taneously, the power of the Presidenc •• has
been weakened in the face of Congres; :onal
power, which is structurally incapal ie of
producing the leadership essential tc gov-
ernment. Great Presidents have a ;vays
been powerful Presidents.

Professor Huntington was the a ithor
of the American section in the Tril tera]
Commission's study of the governabi; ty of
democracies. His conclusion is tha the
upsurge of democracy in the 1960, pro-
duced true problems of governabilit and
that "democracy can very easily bec me a
threat to itself in the United States' ,

U.S. economy
If the condition of politics in the I nited
States is a matter for continuing co cern,
the condition of the American ecc aomy
has become much less so. Growth i: vari-
ously forecast as likely to be from .5 to
6.5 per cent this year, with the yhite
House using 6.2 per cent in its I udget
forecasts. The Commerce Depart ient's
most recent survey notes a sligh cut-
back in investment intentions but r cords
brisk consumer demand, with a mc terate
recovery in automobile sales. Ind strial
production his risen steadily sin( last
April, when it reached its low poir . The
momentum of recovery from a deep reces-
sion has been steady for several ronths.
Inventory liquidation appears to ha, .,,3 been
about completed, with some rebuil ing of
stocks beginning to take place. Un( aploy-
ment, still severe, is dropping.

These material changes are o great
importance to other nations. A grea manv
- and Canada far more than mo^ -,are
deeply affected by the state of th( Amer-
ican economy. Unemployment in ''anada
will not decline much until export, to the
United States improve substantial .. The
signs have become more encouragir ;.

What then, in its two-hundred '1 year,
is the true condition of America? _' That is
the situation left after the great demo-
cratic surge of the 1960s, the wr nching
controversies that accompanied , id fol-
lowed it, the inherent difficulties of this
period in history? The size an i com-
plex variety of America eliminate simple
conclusions.

By]
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progress evident in race relations and to
the gravity of the urban and financial
problams of New York. One represents
progress towards the historic American
ideal of egalitarianism; the other, the ex-
treme difficulty, not limited to America,
in co:jtending with the problems of urban-
ization on an unprecedented scale that'has
brour:ht all but a small minority from the
coun;:ryside to increasingly-congested ur-
ban clusters. Although the American pol-
itical process has not yet recovered fully
from ;:he strains of Watergate, the political
system itself proved strong and healthy
enou;;h to force from office a President who
had r rossly offended the standards of his
count rymen and to prosecute successfully
henci^men who had turned to illegalities in
his si<pport. Watergate and My Lai have
chara cteristics in common. Both were

gravely wrong. Yet America was unique in
its ability to expose and deal with a shock-
ing massacre in the midst of a war. For

many other countries the question posed

by Watergate has always been not "Could
it happen here?" but "Could we cope with
the exposure of it?"

At its two-hundredth anniversary,
America has been through one of the
deeply-troubled periods that at intervals
have marked its history. This one has
been far less violent than the terrible dis-
cords over slavery that culminated in the
Civil War. It has brought incomparably
less hardship than the Great Depression.
The problems, nonetheless, have been
grave and, as with those earlier periods,
the solutions will probably demand new
political coalitions and alignments that
have not yet been worked out.

Other countries
must ask if they
could have coped
with a Watergate

The complexities of electing
a -United States President

Canao:ans who, every four years or so,
find t iemselves feeling ever so slightly
guilty because they never quite under-
stand how Americans go about electing
their 'resident should forthwith uncon-
dition,ily pardon themselves. The fact is
that Atlericans don't understand it either.

C• rtainly, tucked away in political
science departments from Boston to
Berkle , from Washington State to Texas
A and M, there are professors who are,
should iomeone incautiously ask, capable
of sufl -cating the life out of any dinner
Party , ith a complete explanation. But
thousa; ds of intelligent, usually well-
inform( 1 Americans - to say nothing of
the gre, t unwashed and apathetic masses
- have )nly the vaguest notion. And even
the cot ltry's politicians, some of whom
becorne involved in the process, or would
lihe to, re normally far from expert.

Th reason is simply that the proce-
dure for electing a President of the United
States i

very complicated indeed. Com-
mitted t

paper with precision, an explana-tion of
ne process would, by comparison,

make the U.S. Constitution, the British
North America Act and the Treaty of
Versailles rolled into one seem as straight-
forward as a five-year-old's bedtime story.

To begin with, the American way of Long process
choosing a leader must be longer than that for selection
of any other country in the world. Most of a leader
casual observers of the process, if asked,
would tell you that it begins in the spring
of every election year (which is every leap
year) with the New Hampshire primary.
This is wrong - it begins much earlier.

President Ford, for example, an-
nounced that he would be a candidate in
1976 back in July 1975 - fully 16 months
before voting day (November 2). Ford's
challenger for the Republican nomination,
Ronald Reagan, the former Grade-B movie
star who became Governor of California,
announced that he was in the running in
November, and months before that a
committee had been formed on his behalf
to raise funds for his campaign, once it
was announced. Jimmy Carter, the former
Governor of Georgia who, as this is written,
is in the process of establishing himself as
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the leading contender for the Democratic
nomination, actually started his campaign
in 1974, relentlessly touring the country
after completing his term as Governor.

Even if one discounts early campaign-
ing and fund-raising as part of the true
electoral process, it cannot be said that
New Hampshire is the beginning. For long
before that the caucuses begin that lead
to the choice of party convention delegates
in non-primary states. This year, Iowa was
the first, on January 19 - more than a
month before the New Hampshire primary.

The caucuses are not easy to explain.
However, they are perhaps best described
as grass-roots_ "in-party" votes within
grass-roots "in-party" votes, which, over
periods of weeks or months, lead to the
selection of delegates to both the Republi-
can and Democratic national conventions.

Iowa example
For instance: Iowa held what are called
"precinct caucuses" on January 19, at
which registered voters within the state's
various precincts voted for delegates to
the state's county conventions, some of
the delegates having put their names for-
ward as being committed to a particular
Presidential "candidate and some having
put their names forward as uncommitted.
At the county conventions, the chosen
delegates then vote on who should be
delegates to the state convention. The
state delegates then decide which dele-
gates will go to the national convention.

To illustrate how long this procedure
can take we shall take a look at the Re-
publicans in Iowa. Their precinct caucuses,
as previously stated, were on January 19,
their county conventions on February 28,
and their state convention on June 18 and
19. But, while the caucus procedure might
strike one as odd and unnecessarily in-
volved and, while it is certainly given
much less attention as a rule than the
primary method of sorting out Presidential
nominees, its importance should not be

Ben Tierney was born in Ayr, Scotland,
and came to Canada in 1953. He studied
at the Ontario College of Art in Toronto
and, as a Southam Fellow in 1966-67,
spent a year in postgraduate study of
Canadian history and political science at
the University of Toronto. He began his
career in journalism with the Calgary

Herald in 1958. Joining Southam News
Services in 1959, he was appointed Ottawa
bureau chief in 1972 and European corre-
spondent based in Paris in 1973. Since
1975, Mr. Tierney has been Southam's

U.S. correspondent in Washington. The
views expressed are those of the author.

underestimated. It was his victory in t
January 19 Iowa Democratic pt;ec in
caucuses over better-known Demo(ra
such as Indiana Senator Bich Bayh an
Arizona Representative Morris Udall t^l
gave Jimmy Harris his early pus] i 1

prominence. And that prominence h

since been reinforced with other pre, in

caucus wins.
But the heart of the U.S. Preside iti

election process is the primaries. Exci tin
headline-making contests, they havo
ways held the power to make or break
candidate for the Presidency of the U;rite
States, and this year, with 29 of tl e
states, plus the District of Colui abi
choosing to go the primary route (co
pared to 23 in 1972 and 17 in 1968), th
are more important than ever. In 1,97
approximately 75 per cent of the dele a
who arrive at the national conventions
the Democrats will stage theirs in Ji ly
New York, the Republicans in K; i
City in August - will have been sel ct
as a result of primary votes.

Differences
Not all primaries are the same, hor ev
There are states that choose their d
egates on a winner-take-all basis. ' Ch
are states that use a proportional-) ep
sentation system to determine how n
delegates are allotted various candi lat
There are states that use a mixtl re
both, states that hold "loophole" prir iar.
(so-called because they get round na ;io
party rules and get away with doirg
and states that hold "beauty coi ite
primaries (so-called because, beyonc: p
chological impact, they do not mear v
much). And there are states that all
"cross-over" voting. The rules vary e
lessly, from state to state, from pa,ty

party.
To illustrate the differences, a n un

of state primaries are worth while e) a
ing. New Hampshire, customarily tr e
of the primaries, is divided, in the case
both the Republicans and the Dem, cri
into two ballots. The first of these is
Presidential preference vote, in whJch
gistered voters cast their ballot for
actual Presidential candidate - F )rd
Reagan, and Carter or Udall or Bay i, a
so on. The second ballot offers a ch )ice
delegates to the national conventioü, p
may run as "pledged to" or "favc uri

to" a particular candidate, or as "w id
nated" delegates.

The first ballot - the one in wh ch
voter chooses his Presidential car di
directly - is, technically speaking, in
ingless. It does not count in the allo
of delegates to the convention. I;s
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es, lent Gerald Ford of the United States has been on the campaign trail in recent
n< is seeking the Republican nomination for this year's Presidential election. He is

ou z here surrounded by supporters in Tampa, Florida, where he won the primary
er :is leading opponent, former California Governor Ronald Reagan.

rt is the psychological impact it may
ve on the voters outside the State of
w lampshire. The second ballot decides
id candidates get which delegates, and
s'^re number of votes the state will cast
tl ,m at the convention.

i this year's New Hampshire pri-
ry Gerald Ford narrowly defeated
na i Reagan, by 51 to 49 per cent, in

: 'epublican Presidential preference
e. 3ut, in the delegate-selection vote,
rd ,on 19 of the state's 21 Republican
ve tion delegates. On the Democratic
e, 'arter won with 30 per cent of the
e) Udall's 24 and Bayh's 16, while
er< trailed. But, when the 17 delegates
t P Democratic convention were
t 1, Carter had 13, Udall had four,
b yh and the others had none.

ss- chusetts
eA issachusetts primary, the second in

n tion in 1976, differs from New
mP; `rire in several respects. First, while
an( ^.date for Presidential nomination
Y c^cline to participate in the New

p. iire primary - as did former
bar a Governor George Wallace and
shii ,,ton Senator Henry ("Scoop")
kso i this year -, candidates have no
h c`:oice in Massachusetts. State law

requires the State Secretary to list all
"nationally-recognized" candidates for the
Presidency.

Secondly, Massachusetts has only one
ballot, the Democratic and Republican
delegates being elected on a proportional-
representation basis in accordance with the
number of votes they receive. But, in the
case of the Democrats, 78 of the state's
104 convention votes are allocated in pro-
portion to the votes within a specific Con-
gressional district (provided a candidate
has at least 15 per cent of the vote), while
the remaining 26 delegates are chosen,
again in proportion, on an "at-large"
basis. In the case of the Republicans, no
15 percent minimum is applied. Of their
43 delegates, 36 are chosen in proportion
to the primary vote at district caucuses,
while the remaining seven are chosen by a
state committee.

The main interest of the Illinois
primary, the first of the big mid-Western
primaries in 1976, is that individuals seek-
ing nomination as delegates (like New
Hampshire, Illinois has two ballots) do not
have to have the permission of the candi-
date they say they will support at the
convention in order to have their names
placed on the ballot. Thus such avowed
non-candidates for the Democratic nomi-
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Wisconsin
primary
a unique
beauty contest
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nation as Senators Edward Kennedy of
Massachusetts and Hubert Humphrey of
Minnesota find themselves in the running
whether they like it or not.

Furthermore, the Illinois primary is
not restricted to registered party mem-
bers, as in some states, or to registered
party members plus registered indepen-
dents, in others, but is open to any quali-
fied voter. A voter need only declare his
party preference, however recent, at the
polls, and vote on the appropriate side of
the ballot - Republican or Democrat.

Wisconsin, the state where the U.S.-
primary system began, is even more ac-
commodating. It is a "cross-over" state in
which a registe'red Republican, if he has a
mind to, can vote for the candidate he
least likes on the Democratic side, and
thus hope to aid his, Republican choice in
the actual Presidential election months
later, while a registered Democrat can do
precisely the same on the Republican side.

It should be noted, however, that this
practice has brought Wisconsin Democrats
into conflict with the national Democrats,
who, in an attempt to reform their primary
rules after the 1972 election, decided that
cross-over voting would no longer be per-
mitted. Thus, the Wisconsin Democratic
primary in 1976 has become a unique sort
of beauty contest, and no one seems quite
certain just how the state is finally going
to decide who it wants to represent it at
the national convention and how it wants
him to vote.

Other variations
There are other variations from state to
state that should be mentioned. In the
New York primary, there is only one ballot
but, unlike the Massachusetts ballot, that
one does not offer the names of the various
candidates for the Presidency. Instead it
offers the names of individuals who want
to be convention delegates, and it does so
without the slightest indication of which
candidate a would-be delegate will support
at the convention. Thus, if a voter in New
York wants to vote for Ronald Reagan or
Jimmy Carter, he must do personal re-
search before voting day. The piece of
paper in the voting booth will offer no help.

To be fair, the national Democratic
Party: rules require the state Democratic
committee to make public the inclination
of persons running for delegate, but the
practice of not listing delegate affiliation
on the ballot nevertheless tends, as with
the Republicans, to minimize the influence
of the individual voter and maximize the
influence of the state's political leadership
in determining the make-up of the dele-
gation to the convention. In the case of the

Democrats, it will almost certainly work
the advantage of New York Gove:iicf l
Hugh L. Carey, who is running as
"favourite-son" candidate in the state arl o
who wants to go to the convention wi-:h
substantial number of the state's 2,
Democratic delegates committed to hi n, I g

The degree of commitment requir^ o
of delegates to the national conventiorvi^
also varies widely from state to state. ^
New Hampshire, both parties require thI
a delegate chosen as committed to a pq!
ticular candidate stay with that candi lat
until he withdraws from the conver tioi
balloting. In Massachusetts, delegate: a,
required to stay with their candidate i m v
he releases them, which usually amo sn
to the same thing. But in other si at
delegates are only required to stay wi
their candidates through a specified r, t
ber of ballots. Texas, for example, req air t
adherence to the pledge of support thr )u c
three ballots unless the candidate rec ^ivE
less than 20 per cent of the total cor ve
tion vote on the second ballot. Florid a J e
quires adherence through two ballot: u_r
less the candidate receives less tha 1
per cent of the vote on the first b rll(
Indiana requires allegiance for just or
ballot, while other states, such as We
Virginia, have no state law or party ral
to bind the degelate to do anything )th
than precisely what he or she pleases fro:
the moment the convention begins.

Power varies
The power of individual states, of cc ura
varies enormously once they reach tr e n^
tional conventions. California has 6
largest "clout" at both the Demo,rat
and Republican conventions, with 281 an
167 delegates respectively. New Y(rk
second, with 274 and 154, while smat ter o
less-populous states, like Rhode ? slac
and South Dakota, have enough del, gatE
to be of influence only in the case )f r
extremely tight finish - 22 Democra? s aIl
19 Republicans in the case of Rho• 1e I^
land, 17 Democrats and 20 Republic :ns 4
the case of South Dakota.

Tightly-fought conventions hav ber
the exception rather than the rule in if
cent times. Not since 1952 has ther^ bef
a convention, either Republican or ')enlc
cratic, that lasted more than one )allo
But this year could see a return to o e ot.
days in the case of the Democrats, owin:
largely to the number of candidate, seeb
ing that party's nomination.

To obtain the nomination at t1 e coc'
vention a candidate must secure ai abs5o,
lute majority of the delegate votes. In tt
case of the Democrats, the total nur,berG-
delegate votes is 3,008 and the "OP'
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i)er" for nomination is 1,505. With the
ge number of Democrats seeking their
t^'s nomination (no fewer than 11 were
ciAly in the contest before the first
i.ct caucus vote- was cast), it is en-

ly possible that the convention dele-
es will be so broadly committed as to
er io single candidate a chance of quick
to:y.

t is then that the delegates who have
v id been chosen as uncommitted dele-

es - those under the control of men like
York Governor Carey and those from

that do not require adherence to a
d.late beyond the first ballot - become

mportant indeed. Then the process
t s known as "brokering" begins, the
n.-;ers of the various candidates with a
n, e "wheeling and dealing" in an effort
w i support to their side. It is then,

hat the possibility of a deadlocked
vE zrtion arises - a convention so rigidly
id d between two or more declared
d: lates that the delegates begin to look

ew iere for a compromise candidate who,
w, atever reasons, is sufficiently appeal-

r inoffensive, to all sides to bring
in together. Hubert Humphrey, the

rt3 s nominee in 1968, is counting on
I appening in 1976. While he has de-

nec to compete in any primaries (he
s t iey are debilitating), he has let it be
ow _ that he will be available for the
mir ation in case of a deadlock. George
cGc >>ern, the party's 1972 nominee, has
id r. uch the same.

(-rce the two party's have their
mir >es, and the Presidential nominees
ve hosen their Vice-Presidential run-
g-r ates, the procedure for selecting a

'resident becomes simpler. But it
y rt, even at this stage, be a straight-
aF I choice between two Presidential

d t%
al
ept

ndii
e P:
tain
titio
tes.

anw
atic
doj

al pc sibility that George Wallace. hav-
be n denied the nomination of the

an, v^ [I do what he has done once before
emoc atic nomination once again this

creat the American Party and run as its
eside itial nominee.

Bl -1 even if the 1976 Presidential
ectior, does boil down to a choice be-
veen Republican and Democratic candi-
tes, the American public will not quite

have a direct say in who will be the next
man to enter the White House. For, at this
point, that incredible apparatus known as
the electoral college comes into play.

Electoral college
On November 2 this year, when Americans
go to the polls, they will not, technically
speaking, be voting for a President or a
Vice-President but for a slate of Re-
publican or Democratic electors that is
numerically equal to their state's repre-
sentation in Congress. The chosen slates,
be they Republican or Democratic, are
then brought together to form the electoral
college. And, long after the average voter
has had his say (on the first Monday after
the second Wednesday in December of
each leap year, to be exact) these slates,
consisting of 538 individuals, decide who
the President and Vice-President will be.

In practice, of course, the choice of
the electoral college should match the
choice of the people on election day (pre-
cisely defined as the first Tuesday after
the first Monday in November of each
leap year). But it need not happen that
way. For, while the Democratic slates that
are chosen in their state invariably vote
for the Democratic Presidential nominees,
and the chosen Republican slates in-
variably vote for the Republican nominees,
they are not constitutionally bound to do
so. Also, the slates are chosen in each state
on a winner-take-all basis. Thus, by win-
ning by a narrow margin in very large
states while losing by wide margins in
smaller states, it is possible for a Presiden-
tial candidate to win the Presidency in the
electoral college vote while accumulating a
smaller percentage of the country's popu-
lar vote than his opponent.

This happened in 1824, when John
Quincy Adams won the Presidency. It
happened again in 1876, when Rutherford
B. Hayes was chosen, and in 1888, when
Benjamin Harrison was elected. And it
very nearly happened again, as recently as
1960, when John F. Kennedy beat Richard
Nixon.

Still, assuming all goes well, Amer-
icans should know on the evening of No-
vember 2, 1976, who their President and
Vice-President will be for the opening
years of their third century. Two months
later, it should be confirmed - in time for
the inaugural address and the attending
celebrations.

Then Americans need concern them-

selves only with what it all cost them. For,

under a new campaign-finance law passed

in 1974, in the wake of the Watergate

scandal, each candidate who is able to

Presidential
candidate
can be elected
with minority
of popular vote
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) Vice-Presidential candidates. U.S.
)ws individuals who wish to run as
ident candidates, or as third-party
ites, to have their names placed on
sidential ballot provided they can
a certain number of signatures on
-s of support in each of the 50
This year, Eugene McCarthy, the
o came close to winning the Demo-
omination in 1968, is determined
st that. And there remains the very



raise $20,000 in contributions of $250 or
less in each of the 50 states qualifies for
public contributions matching whatever
else he raises to finance his effort. Parts of
this law, in particular those parts that
placed limits on how much candidates
could spend, have since been struck down

Canada's neighbour

by the United States Supreme Cour,
leaving Americans in 1976 with a: et
rules governing election spending th<.t a
as difficult to understand as the el(ctic
procedure itself.

But that is another story - ar othE
very long, and very complicated, stor: r.

America after détente . . .
towards an Atlantic orthodoxi

Foreign policy
is part of
everyday li f e
in America

Bicentennial backtracking

By Georges Vigny

The United States of America, whose
collossal stature is not an accident of fate
- and even less of history - , is today a
demonstration, probably without equal in
the annals of the past, of democracy at two
levels - domestic policy and foreign policy.
These two levels have such a close causal
relation that it is practically impossible to
tell if one is the cause or the effect of the
other.

It has been said that America's foreign
policy is conditioned by the situation with-
in the country. This is no doubt true, as is
the opposite proposition: in this Bicenten-
nial year, which is also that of the Presi-
dential election, the campaign speeches of
all candidates in the race, Republican or
Democrat, provide ample proof that foreign
policy is part of everyday life in America.
It was not so long ago that a President of
the United States, enmeshed in an elec-
tion scandal partly of his own making, set
out on a quest for the Golden Fleece in the
Middle East.

Moreover, this involvement in the
world scene, associated with the giant
stature of a global power, means precisely
that half of humanity is affected by the
race to the White House. The "Middle
American" from the Midwest who goes to

Mr. Vigny is Associate Editor of Le Devoir
of Montreal, and has special responsibility
for international politics. The views ex-
pressed in this article are those of the
author.

cast his ballot is really doing son ethin:
far weightier, perhaps without fully realiï
ing the true significance of his act - hei
also electing a President, for a fo,.r-y
term, for over half the earth.

But besides this interpenetra ion c
the two levels of American democra !y, or
particular characteristic of what v v sh
call "American-style internatior alism
should be indicated: a divided 1 oliticà
conscience, which permits the den ocrati,
values so staunchly defended at 1i )me t
be ignored beyond the borders of tl e U.S.
either by direct military interver -;ion o:
by covert attempts to undermin othe'
regimes. If American leadershi, is ^
golden apple, this contradiction i; suret
the worm inside it.

To hold its own (and the la, ;er th-
scale, the greater the difficulty), such 4
power relies on a network of priviler A refa
tions, or a system of alliances, who: 3 maja
challenge is not to be content witl merel',
maintaining the status quo. "Lea, ership
necessarily implies "alienation". .yithoa
wishing to oversimplify (or ever carica
ture, as some might do), we can ay t1^^
postwar history is the history of tl 3 powc
drive of the United States as it ol1010^
first a strategy of "containment" , id the1
a policy of détente - both design d if a°'
to push back then at least to lim , SoSi"
expansion.

1^6Without adopting a Manicha an
of the world, we have to admit that, v
such distant theatres as Southe. A As"';
southern Africa, the Middle E?st "r
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Aurope, there is always the same rivalry
4tween what Peking calls the two "he-

monies". We could say, perhaps some-
at arbitrarily, that, given the inter-

a tivc nature of these various seats of
nfli= ^t, the balance of power sought today
bc . h Washington and Moscow suggests

gre t split from one corner of the earth
th' other -a wound that must -heal

ong the boundaries of the two blocs in

4i11 i 1 operation, while others, such as
4SEE N, have been crippled by the fall of

4d T e. Kissinger have admitted, the key-

uror,e.

r his means that the priority in the
mer'tian alliance system is given to the

^tlan ic Alliance (NATO); if yesterday
,the A nerican super-power was born at the
st c f the blood shed on the beaches of
onr ndy, the crux of the problem still

' s ir Europe. Of course, there are some
gior al alliance systems, like the Organi-
tior of American States (OAS), that are

ver: ments. But, as even President Ford

one >f United States foreign policy is the
tlan ic Alliance. Assuming that this is
ue, che obvious corollary is that the

' turc of NATO is also that of American
orld leadership. It is also a fact that all
e m jor problems of the day are related
ou; -,i this key alliance: the Conference
Se urity and Co-operation in Europe

SC:.), which came to such a dramatic
ose a Helsinki just a year ago; the
onfe, mce on the Mutual Reduction of
orce:

BFI
st it
onta

ch

Fopc

t r
easi

ord a
rer b,
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Jith w
easin !y explicit warnings to its Western
urope n allies that are tempted (or
reate ed) into a socialist alliance with

the Cor munists.

^^gui tic clarification
^he fir;, clarification to be made is of a
7gurst: nature, and as Europe becomes
creasi: 41y integrated this problem will

4S surne reat proportions. In seeking to
vitaliz the Atlantic Alliance, which
me Inc, abers (such as Canada), stressing

t e Perp tuation of democratic values, now
^e as sc nething more than a strictly mili-
$ry pac , the United States has created
frious t nsion within the European Econ-

Co ununity (EEC) : it is no secret

that the policy of De Gaulle's France was
to unite Europe against American power,
while the German partner has always
favoured the Atlantic connection over the
European one. It was inevitable that this
problem would be reflected in the choice of
words; what exactly is this "partnership"
proposed by Washington to its grown-up
European allies, which comes out in French
as "association"? The semantic dispute,
which reached a climax during the Year of
Europe and aroused the ire of the then
French Minister of Foreign Affairs, Michel
Jobert, against Henry Kissinger, touches
on the central issue of the debate: asso-
ciation with the United States means for
Europeans that this super-power, which
some of them are even now seeking to keep
in check, is party to the agréement and
that, as a result, Washington has a say in
Europe's progress towards a presumed
integration.

The paradox is that the United States,
in offering "partnership", and therefore a
more flexible and non-restrictive operating
framework, is basically seeking exactly
what some Europeans reproach it for in
the French term "association" - a right of
prior inspection that, from the strictly
European point of view, would be an
alienation of rights.

The United States can be criticized
for a power drive that is encouraged by
the passiveness of its allies, but it cannot
be accused of cheating about its intentions,
for, without making any value judgment,
can we deny the fact that these European
countries are also, first and foremost,
partners in the Atlantic Alliance? If any-
one is trying to be equivocal, it is certainly
not the Americans.

Defence in Europe
Accordingly, we have to acknowledge
that the American troops stationed in
Europe - and Dr. Kissinger finally ad-
mitted it publicly in March, in answer to
Senators Percy and Ribicoff - are there
first of all to defend American interests.
We shall not deal here with the strictly
military problem, either its bookkeeping
aspect or its concern with the inter-
changeability of ' armaments (that head-
ache of NATO commanders). Our purpose
is simply to show the other side of the coin
- by defending American interests in
Europe, the troops deployed against the
Warsaw Pact forces are at the same time
defending Europe. It is misleading, not to
say futile, to argue that, if there is a threat
in Europe, it is because the Americans are
there and that the Warsaw Pact forces
exist because the NATO forces exist. This

United States
cannot
be accused
of cheating
about intentions
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in Central Europe - the one-time
which, in losing its "B", has also
meaning; the very conceptions of
ament" yesterday, détente today,
take on their full meanings in
where NATO and the Warsaw

me face to face. In this context it
r to understand - now that the
tente itself (has this word, in fact,
m anything but a euphemism -
lare?) is being repudiated, together
at it conveys - Washington's in-



European
disa ff ection
uses détente
as an excuse

type of reasoning, as self-indulgent as it is
naïve, which attempts to prove the feasi-
bility of a unilateral reduction in American
forces, fails to take into account the vital
necessities of the Soviet Union's inherent
expansionism.

Is it possible today to defend Europe
almost in spite of itself? In other words, is
it possible to hold the European front lines
without the Europeans themselves sending
in reinforcements?

Although it might seem surprising, it
is quite clear that this apparent European
disaffection, backed by a nationalistic
spirit rarely denied in certain Western
European countries that accepted Amer-
ican leadership only as a postwar economic
necessity, is using détente as an excuse. In
the midst of a world-wide economic crisis,
in the midst of an energy crisis that has
shaken most of the European countries,
can we justify increased military spending
while, at the same time, pretending to
believe in détente and strategic-arms
limitation?

The orchestrator of American policy,
of whom it is said that he changes hats
depending on the role he has to play, has
thus been caught at his own game, which
consists mainly of creating illusions. How
can you be involved in painstaking nego-
tiations to limit - qualitatively or quan-
titatively - the forces of the two camps in
Europe and at the same time ask your
allies for greater military investment? How
can you talk simultaneously about the
reality of détente and the feasibility of
limited nuclear reprisals in the case of a
Warsaw Pact attack on NATO? How can
you claim that the CSCE is a historical
landmark in that it shows promise of co-
operation in a Europe without ideological
boundaries while at the same time there
are barriers going up behind which the
Soviet Union seeks to keep a free hand?
Finally, how can you claim that the Cold
War is a thing of the past and then call for
vigilance? Until recently, it was possible to
exercise leadership by alternating the car-
rot and the stick, but now it is extremely
difficult to distinguish the one from the
other.

Danger point
Without denying the requirements of
electioneering, which are just as valid in
North America as they are on the other
side of the Atlantic, we come to the con-
clusion that the danger-point has been
reached. Involved in an exhausting consti-
tutional debate with Congress - one more
illustration of the interpenetration of the
two levels of American policy - and, as a
result, unable to forestall or contain the

adversary's advances, the America i ad
ministration has adopted a policy o i2 put
ting its European allies on their guai I. jf
can see in this the beginnings of an A-lantù
orthodoxy. It is a fact that the con( mi 0ff
the United States at seeing countri• s IikE
Italy and France tempted by a pc pulx.
front socialist-Communist alliano ak
implies an acknowledgment of the 'ailuh
of Kissinger's illusion-mongering. Th,
American reaffirmation of the rejec ion o;
the popular fronts at this particukc timk
marks a shift that is all the more igni6.
cant in that it takes place durii g th^
Bicentennial year. We should n,te ic
passing that none of the candidates or thE
Presidency in November has had , gooi
word to say about détente - no eva
President Ford himself; on the co ►trarf,
almost all of them have attacked eithe
this policy, "which has done nothir more
than give Pepsi Cola a conces: on
Siberia", or the man whose nar .e wil:
forever be connected with this n yth o'
"containment" tailored to suit e( )nomi
complementarity.

But the tragedy is that the lli=
system - set up when the partnt rs and
allies, ruined by the war, had no ch, ice bu
to be yes-men to Washington -( epend
on the power of the United States in con
trast to the docility of the Wester Eura
pean countries. In spite of attei ipts ti
reinvigorate or revitalize NATO, it Cr
never be changed to such an extc it tha
the United States is no longer cle rly thr
leader; should that ever happen, i would
no longer be NATO. Without corn ientin;
on the content of either of them. we cz
say that this pact is like its Co: mun^
counterpart; is it possible to in igine a
collegial Warsaw Pact? Here is i ne casr
where a collegial structure is un( zestiM
ably the antithesis of efhcienc,. Coin
promises are possible between the :artner,
in NATO - as opposed to the NarsaR
Pact, in which there is one powei al statr
surrounded by satellites - but ahi :ys Ritt
the strict limitation imposed by he fac
that the red button is under the c ntrolo`.
the Americans alone.

Can Washington today still in pose it.
point of view on all its allies, most ,f whic

have reached, or think they have -eacV
the "age of reason"?

There is one fact that sh uld oc
be overlooked: in their resi >nse t
American diplomatic contacts wi h EO
pean politicians and to the vario4

official warnings, the Europeans have ^

belled primarily against the fort : of t^
interference in the internal ; fairs
France or Italy; others, and jus lY, ha`
contested the right of Gene2 J
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Supr°me Commander of the NATO forces,
the Americans, the European reply could

to i: terfere in the political life of the
come only after each of the countries

allie(l countries. The French Minister of
involved had thoroughly discussed, within

Fore: gm Affairs has stated that the French
its own borders, the validity of the Atlantic

have the right to choose their own leaders. connection. What is, in fact, happening?How ver, taking everything into account,
Refusing to comment on the content, the

the i arnings issued and steps taken by the
allies approached are answering with com-

Ame icans had both form - admittedly
ments on the form of the measure; they

rath : awkward - and content. In warning
avoid saying, for example, that NATO is

the ocialists in a country against an
an anachronism and that having American

allia; ce with the Communists, Washington
leadership is like dragging round a ball

is n^ ^ questioning whether this country
and chain. And if a European socialistwill ^!main within the Alliance in the case
avoids giving such an answer, it is becauseof a-. electoral victory; it says that this
he has no choice, for the time being, but

coun ry, co-governed by Communists, can-
to remain in the Alliance. Does this mean

not :^ e a sincere ally of NATO, first be-
that a Communist, then, could enter intocaus- its security priorities would not be
the Alliance? Probably not, because if, as

the ^ cme as those of its 14 partners and Dr. Kissinger has charged, this popularsecoa Ily because allowing Communists
front is merely a vote-catching manoeuvre,

rith i the fortifications built specifically
it is difficult to see how such a coalition ofas a defence against Soviet expansion
convenience between opposition partieswoul be the same as giving Moscow its
could survive the obligations and specific

own pecial spy in the Western camp.
commitments these parties would have to'"o reply by defending the right of
honour once in power. All the same, tothe I°ench or the Italians to choose their
become unduly concerned, as Washington iswn :^aders is to avoid answering the very
doing, is also to have a very low opinion of

ues: on on which both the future of
the other partners, which, in the specificme, can world leadership and the fate
case of Portugal, while refusing Spain'sf th, NATO allies depend. Canada's case
entry, have shown a pro-Atlantic spirits sp ial, since American leadership with
that should be reassuring.

espe t to its affairs is not provided
hrou h NATO; for this reason Canada's In conclusion, can we say that the

ver fication by way of the "Third American alliance system, founded on the
ptie " can operate on the bilateral negative approach of containing a Com-

evel vithout harming its Atlantic con- munist adversary, necessarily needs an
ectic !. However, this is not the same as unsettled world situation in order to sur-
he gE :eral relations of the Atlantic allies vive? To a certain extent, perhaps; but
with `'ashington, in which a loosening of the essential thing is the connection not
Atlan: c ties necessarily leads to a weak- so much between the allies and Washing-
^ng f American leadership. ton as among the allies themselves - in

F radoxically, in the refusal of the short, the feeling of belonging to a single
urop ins to answer Washington's real democratic system that favours individual
uesti, 1, there is a deeper, firmer com- liberty and the other common denomi-
'tme t than in all the vague statements nators of high-mindedness and vitality

f Prin iple intended to appease the United without which an alliance is nothing moretates. Because, in fact, in order to re- than an agglomeration of interests withoutpond uitably to the concern voiced by any real impact on the course of history.

I

European
socialists
have no choice
but to remain
in Alliance
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Key to photo review of Between Friends/Entre Amis (pages 22-23)

The Land
1. Near Haines Highway, British Columbia:

Paul von Baich -Mile 0 on the Haines
Highway is in Haines, Alaska.

2. Coast Mountains, Alaska/British Colum-
bia: Paul von Baich - Taken during a
flight from Whitehorse, Yukon, across the
border to Juneau, Alaska. Much of the
825-mile British Columbia/Alaska border
runs through the Coast Mountains.

3. Near Climax, Saskatchewan: John de
Visser - Wheat-field in the southwest
corner of Saskatchewan. Nearly three-
quarters of Canada's wheat is grown in
Saskatchewan.

The People
4. Norton, Vermont: Michel Campeau -

Lester R. Chase and his dog are residents
of Norton, population 207.

5. Sardis, British Columbia: Robert Minden
- Jill Townsend lives in Sardis, a small
town on the Trans-Canada Highway about
eight miles from the U.S.-Canada border.

6. Happy Camp, British Columbia: Paul von
Baich - Three generations camp near
the Chilkoot Pass in July.

7. Monadnock Mountain, Vermont: Michel
Campeau - Brian Strobel and Diana Dus-
tin at Monadnock Mountain, Vermont,
seven miles from the border.

8. Fôrt Erie, Ontario/Buffalo, New York:
Judith Eglington - Marie Czepyha is ice-
fishing on the Niagara River about two
feet from the U.S./Canada border.

The City

9. Buffalo, New York: Peter Christopher -
The Peace Bridge between Buffalo, New
York, and Fort Erie, Ontario, was built in
1927 to celebrate a century of peace
between Canada and the United States.

The bridge, which is probably the busic st
of all the Canada/United States borc ar
crossings, is administered jointly by t ie
Government of Canada and the State of
New York.

10. Toronto, Ontario: Peter Christopher -
The Toronto skyline is dominated by tie
1815.4-foot CN Tower, the tallest fr(e-
standing structure in the world. The Tov or
is 14.25 miles from the border, whi;h
runs through Lake Ontario.

The Border
11. Demarcation point, Alaska/Yukon: P uI

von Baich-The aluminum-bronze int^r-
national boundary-marker was placed )n
the shore of the Arctic Ocean in 1912.

12. Mile 1221, Alaska Highway: Paul % an
Baich - Peace marker at Mile 1221 v as
set up by the only Kiwanis district in
North America whose territory cros: es
the international border.

13. Estcourt, Quebec/Estcourt Station, Mai !e:
Randal Levenson - Georges and Cec ile
Béchard's house is built on the Queb( c/
Maine line where the U.S. post office z id
U.S. customs station, both built on he
Maine side of the line, have Quel ec
telephone numbers. The Béchards ire
citizens of the United States.

14. Trailcreek, Montana: John de Visse -
Trailcreek border-crossing road is u; ed
only during the summer, and then alrr )st
entirely by trucks bringing lumber into he
United States. There is no Canadian c as-
toms station at the frontier and custc cns
clearance is usually performed by he
nearest RCMP constable.

15. Fort Covington, New York/Dundee, CA-
bec: Michel Lambeth - The internatic ►al
pool-table is in the Dundee Line Hc.el.
The owner of the hotel pays busin Iss
taxes on the bar on the Quebec side ind
school taxes in both communities. "he
only products he sells in New York are
American cigarettes from a vend'ig•
machine.
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rica: time is running out

'and wisdom is in short supply
The former British colonies

! By Lord Home

Anyone who is invited to speak or write
Iabout "Africa" should resist the tempta-
tion, for any generalization about that
continent would be as wide of the mark

i as it would be if one were referring to
Europe.

The North, given a semblance of
coherence by the Moslem religion - the
West, which for centuries attracted the
traders of the Mediterranean and of Eu-
rope, far more advanced than the East -
the Centre, once colonized by Britain,
France and Europe, showing signs of rever-
sion to tribalism - the South, dominated
by South African policies, and the divisive
political issue of apartheid. There is only
one generalization that is valid, and that
was spoken by the late Chou En-lai, when,
on leaving the continent vt few years ago,
he said: "Africa is ripe for revolution".

There is, unhappily, one large power
that is ready to stir the pot of trouble.
The U.S.S.R. is arming Libya as a threat
to Egypt; it is also sending arms and
equipment into Algeria with a view to
making things hot for Morocco. There is
a Government in Nigeria that is infected
with Communism, and in command of a
well-trained army. The Soviet Union has
sed Cubans to take advantage of civil
trife in Angola, and is helping Mozam-
que to organize trouble for Rhodesia.

Little consolidation
J^^ew of. the countries in Africa that were
Mce under colonial rule have had time to
^onsoliGate law and order, and many of
hem have not had the competence to do
^- Two - Zaire and Zambia, which have

Lord Home of The Hirsel was Prime
Minister of Britain from October 1963 toOctobe; 1964

and then Leader of the
OAposiiion un fil J1uly 965. Hehas also
held the portfolios of foreign and eommon-
a'ealth affairs in different British Goaern-ments

and has thus had particular
responsibility for Africa and Rhodesia.

lord Home,

recently shown some signs of stability -

The
viezas expressed here are those of

now find Communist forces sitting across
their lines of communication. Kenya,
which has so far been a model fbr tolerance
between the races, and for law and order,
has largely relied upon the authority of
one man, whose tenure of the Presidency
must, in the nature of things, come to an
end before long.

Chou En-lai was, unhappily, right.
Africa is "ripe for revolution", and the
basically tribal organization of the central
belt bodes ill for the future. It may be
that the Organization of African Unity
will be able to preserve some shell of unity; Perhaps OAU
but one cannot avoid apprehension for the will be ablefuture. With the examples of Burundi and to preserve
Uganda, elementary savagery is in the air. shell of unity

Until the interference by the U.S.S.R.
in Angola and the expectation that the
Soviet leaders would try to mobilize Mo-
zambique for guerilla warfare against
Rhodesia, it was Southern Africa that
showed the most coherence. It is true that
law and order was dictated by white
minorities in South Africa and Rhodesia,
but economically the advance was im-
pressive and politically the minority was
not seriously challenged.

But even in these prospering coun-
tries the seeds of trouble have been present
for a long time. ;In Rhodesia the proportion
of Africans to Europeans is 14 to one. In
South Africa the proportion is three to
one, with the added complication of a
"coloured" section of the community. For
both countries - for Rhodesia urgently
and for South Africa less urgently - the
question was posed whether political power
was to be shared and, if so, in what time-
scale it should and could be done?

Colonial policy
It is necessary at this point to pause
and to recall the nature and purpose of
British colonial policy. From the start, the
native peoples were trained in the arts of
administration and government, so that
the ultimate solution of self-government
and independence was inevitable.

3



Peaceful
transition
f rom British
colonialism

In the end, because of two world wars,
and the fact that Communism allied itself
to "freedom", the change from direct rule
had to be made faster than one would have
wished.

Democracy is a complicated matter
of checks and balances, and of minority
rights, and the African countries in par-
ticular had not absorbed the tolerances
that are necessary to make the system
work at the time when the transfer of
power had to be made.

Agitation for independence had
created a situation in which the colonizing
powers had to choose between continuing
rule by force and the risk of giving home
rule that was premature. In the event, the
actual physical transition in the case of
Britain was peaceful. The Union Jack was
hauled down, and the national flags were
substituted with honour and with rejoicing.

There was one feature in the process
that was common to each individual trans-
fer of power. With only one exception, we
handed over our authority to governments
that were drawn from the majority of the
population. The single case to the contrary
was South Africa at an earlier date. It
was a natural thing to do at the time.
The white population, composed of people
of Dutch and British descent, had pi-
oneered the development of the country
and had made it rich and influential. They
had also, in a sense, won the right to self-
government and independence from the
British by their conduct of the Boer War.

It is true that the population, black
and white, had grown up side by side in
separate communities but, under a liberal-
minded man like General Smuts, the sys-
tem did not attract serious criticism, for
it was assumed that it would in time draw
Africans into business and into govern-
ment. A constitution was therefore drawn
up with all the necessary provisions for
human rights and the protection of minor-
ities which goes with democracy.

Apartheid
It was not until Dr. Malan and Dr. Ver-
woerd began to preach the positive virtues
of apartheid, and to thrust it down peo-
ple's throats so that none could ignore its
cruelties and injustice, that international
opinion was stirred to indignation and
Africans to boycott. It was on this issue
that South Africa had to leave the Com-
monwealth. On this issue the United Na-
tions has constantly passed resolutions
urging reform of the system; while it is
this issue upon which the U.S.S.R. con-
tinues to play in order to pose as the
champion of the oppressed Africans.

Africa, but no credit for it will be gh-en ^,;
long as the apartheid Iaws are a^; di!

There is much that is good in Souf
criminatory and offensive to the digniEY
of man as they are at present.

The early African settlers, aided ann
abetted by the Dutch Reformed Clzurch;
looked upon the African as "hewers o.
wood and drawers of water" for the mas:
ter race. Mr. Vorster, the present PrirnE
Minister, has made some progress tcwards
diluting the worst features of the creed,
and for this he is finding increasing sup.
port. But, until'measures of a much mare
far-reaching character are taken, Sout;,
Africa will not be a harmonious countq,
and will not be fully accepted by inter-
national opinion.

This has unhappy consequences in
other fields, for South Africa ought to be
one of the bastions of the security of the
free world. Capetown and Simonsto;vn are
ideally placed for joint naval policing of
the Indian Ocean and the South Atlantic,

Rhodesia is a very different case. Un•
like the settlement of South Afr-ica by
Europeans, who met the Zulus ir fierce
battle before they gained possesnon of
their land, the European penetration of
Rhodesia was a peaceful progress. The
country was sparsely populated, and 6
though the Mashonas and the MatabelEs
were recognized and cohesive tribes they
were wandering populations moving about
to hunt and to find their food.
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When Cecil Rhodes arrived, the land
lay open for development, and its fertility
for certain crops was proved - in par•
ticular, tobacco. The white pioneers used
the Africans as labourers to creat^ their
farms, and established a fixed agric-}iltural
tenure. They were paternal, and when
the Church came into the growing com•
munities, it was the Christian :'Ihurch
(predominantly the Church of Sce'tland),
which preached the equality of ma... in the
sight of God. In terms of race reations,
Rhodesia got off to a far better start than
its larger and richer southern neighbour•

Such confidence had Brit.;in In
Southern Rhodesia that, although it did
not qualify for Dominion status,li=-^e Aus-
tralia, New Zealand, Canada or South
Africa, it nevertheless had so in-ch at,
tonomy that from 1923 there was -,irtug'
ly no intervention in its internal affairs.
When Sir Godfrey Huggins (later Lord
Malvern) and Sir Roy Welensky were
Prime Ministers, they used to attend as a
courtesy the meetings of the Ccimmon•
wealth prime ministers.

The economy of Rhodesia, then,
essentially agricultural, and the African
was the farm labourer, though there were
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When he was appointed Prime Minister of
lritain in October 1963, Lord Home

sas only recently left the Commons to

enounced his titles and sat in the House of
Commons as Sir Alec Douglas-Home. He

^[eturn to the House of Lords.

arge African tribal areas reserved for

he best land and left them with the poor

that gave promise over the years of a truly

frican farming. There was a cloud "the
1ize of a man's hand" there, for the
ifrica:rs began to say with some truth
that the European settler had taken all

^oil. The whites retorted that, if only the
blacks would learn husbandry, they would
make a good living.

But , by and large, relations were
ood. In the early years, the Africans were
onfined to a voting roll of their own, but
Y 1961 a constitution had been drawn up

ultira.aial society.

Federayion
eanwâoile, for good economic reasons,
outhern Rhodesia was made the basis of
federation that included Northern Rho-
esia and Nyasaland. Had the association
een economic only, trouble woiiId prob-
bly have been avoided, but it was made
olitica^. Several features contributed to
iction, The proportion of Africans to
hites in Northern Rhodesia (now Zam-
a) and Nyasaland (now Malawi) was
uch greater than that in Southern Rho-
esia, ^t,,}llle the fact that Salisbury in

^oütherâ:_ Rhodesia was
the federation led oajealousy and

esentrn4nt.

But the mot powerful influence on
he A fdcans of the two northern territories
as the surge to complete independence
the other countries of Africa. Ghana,
Particular, was looked upon as a model
be eTrulated, for had not the extrovert

nd patrdot Dr. Nkrumah proved that

Africans could throw off the yoke and
rule themselves?

To cut a long story short, the agita-
tion became such that Britain could not
stay the compulsion towards independence
except by force. That was rejected. So,
for Zambia and Malawi, independence
constitutions were framed and granted to
both countries. Naturally they provided
for majority rule by Africans, because the
European populations were minute. If the
Africans in either country made a mess of
independence, it would be their own
funeral.

In Southern Rhodesia (thereafter to
be Rhodesia), the white population had
no intention of running the risk to the
wealth and political stability,of the coun-
try involved in majority rule by Africans
who were clearly not ready for the respon-
sibility.

There was a case - and the Rho-
desians made it - for Britain to give
independence to the powerful and sucess-
ful white minority.

But that had not been our colonial
and Commonwealth practice, and where
we had done so in the case of South Africa
the result had been very unhappy. So we Decision
decided to proceed by improving the con- to improve
ditions of the franchise so that Rhodesian conditions
Africans could gradually - by improving

of franchise
their situation in relation to income,
property and education - qualify for
economic and political partnership with
the Europeans on a common voters' roll.

Key moment
The 1961 constitution for Rhodesia was
a key moment in the country's history.
It was accepted by the white government.
It was accepted by Dr. Nkomo, who was
representing the Africans at the London
conference. All seemed to be set fair for
evolutionary African advance to majority
rule.

Then the tragedy happened. Dr.
Nkomo, when he returned to Salisbury,
went back on the document he had signed.
From that moment the Europeans became
more and more suspicious of the Africans'
intentions. They went slow on African
advancement and, as one independent
country after another in Africa tore up
the constitutions that Britain had given
them and substituted one-party rule, the
extreme whites were able to say "we told
you so".

From that moment things went from
bad to worse, until Mr. Smith made his
Declaration of Independence in 1969, and
passed a new constitution through the
Rhodesian Parliament. No one could deny
that it was an illegal act.
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Smith agreed
to parity
in Parliament
and a common
voting role

leaders ended in failure. They did, however, bring together for the first time President
Kaunda of Zambia and Prime Minister Vorster of South Africa. The two leaders are
shown during their meeting on the Victoria Falls railway bridge just before the talks.

Last year's talks between Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian Smith and black national ist

Mr. Wilson tried to rescue him from
it at two meetings, which nearly suc-
ceeded, but the solutions were turned
down by Mr. Smith and his Cabinet. I
tried again in 1971, and agreed on the
terms of a settlement with Mr. Smith, but
this time the Africans, on consultation,
came down against it.

The latter meeting is of interest
because Mr. Smith actually put his name
to significant change. He agreed to a com-
mission to recommend ways to end racial
discrimination. He agreed to alter the
income tag laws, which operated to dis-
franchise thousands of Africans, so as to
make them eligible for the vote. He agreed
to move to parity between blacks and
whites in the Parliament, and from there
to a common voting roll for blacks and
whites. He accepted the need for a bill of
human rights to be incorporated in the
constitution. In these measures lie the
secret of evolutionary change, and a future
of harmonious relations in the country.

But two things have changed for the
worse. Mr. Smith, when the Africans
turned down the proposals, felt himself ab-
solved from carrying through the reforms.
The Africans, unable to gain acceptance
of their own proposals, and following the
U.S.S.R.'s intervention in Angola, seem to
be concluding that their only hope is
guerilla warfare conducted from Mozam-
bique on a scale that will force the Eu-
ropeans to capitulate.

Britain has little ability to influence
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the situation, while the South A.frica^
Government, gravely embarrassed by t)^
apparent inevitability of con$ict, fnds it
impossible to apply pressure beyond stron;
advice. An economic squeeze would not In
supported by the South African electms

The second factor in the equation is i,
that, since 1971, the time-scale for evolu• ï1
tionary change has contracted fast. The Ji
British Government has put it at two
years, which I believe to be physically
impossible and a mistake; but majority
rule is now bound to come and reasonablp
soon.

There is perhaps one saving grace;
"Majority rule" need not be "one-man-
one-vote". A comparatively high qualifica• R
tion for the franchise would stil: brin; ;o
majority rule in the easily forFseeablz E
future. It could be responsible rule tao, y
Hope, however, is receding fast as bot6 t^
sides dig in.

The perspective, then, in A:€rica t
nowhere encouraging. There is danger cl
a return to tribalism. There are grO, ! d^
dangers from Communist intervention h^
unstable societies, and Southern Afrirà If
poses acutely the problem of race. Fes ' 1o

th^outsiders are going to risk getting
fingers burnt, so Africans and Eubop1111 Ira

on the continent will need to settle th^ ` 1 er,
problems themselves. M

We must hope for evolutionary change, j loi
but it will require much wisdom, and tbal ' 19
commodity, for the present, is conspiC ab
uously in short supply. inl
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African internal pressures
v^ill affect pace . of change

By Roy Lewis

in Southern Africa go wrong because they
are so often based on a selection of the
factors working against Rhodesia or South
Africa and ignore the pre§sures on the
surrounding black states, and on their
foreign backers. This article is an attempt
to bring all the factors into focus.

Balance-sheet
The basis of any assessment is that the
southern geopolitical zone of Africa -
roughly the area below 10 degrees South
Latitude - is still almost as interdepen-
dent as it was when Britain broke up the
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland in
1964. The main changes that have taken
place in those 12 years are as follows.
Zambia now has rail, road and oil-pipeline Both Zaire
access to the East Coast at Dar-es-Salaam. and Zambia
But both Zaire and Zambia have - at least have lost
temporarily - lost their more important rail link
access to the West coast by the Benguela to West Coastrailway. As a result, Zaire (above all
Katanga) is more landlocked than ever.
Zambia is considerably worse off, for the
Portuguese had increased the capacity of
the Benguela railway, nothwithstanding
its bitter opposition to United Nations
sanctions.

Rhodesia has lost its important
coastal outlets at Beira and Maputo
(Laurenço Marques) as a result of Pres-
ident Machel's full application of UN
sanctions, which involved the closing of
the border. But it has added the Beit
Bridge rail link to its main line of rail to
South Africa, which runs though Bots-
wana; the two are thought to be adequate.
Malawi, which ûsed to be at the mercy of

Ear^y in 1974, it became clear that Por-
tugal was- on the verge of a convulsion.
It carne on April 25, and General Spinola,
who had been demoted from his appoint-
nen t to the Chiefs of Staff after pub-

^iishinb a book warning that the wars in
Guinea, Mozambique and Angola could
not be won and that a "commonwealth"
approach must- be tried presided ov

previously, in Pretoria and Salisbury,

the demands of the United Nations over

;and even in Lusaka and Dar-es-SalaamJ
the view had prevailed that the "white
redoubt" would last another ten years.
I In city circles in London, it was supposed
,ithat, even if the Rhodesian and Portu-
guese position crumbled before that, South
Africa had up to 20 years to adjust to the
+march of _black nationalism and to absorb

South West Africa and (an internal mat-
ter under Clause 2) apartheid.

I In the summer of 1975, as the Vic-
1toria Falls conference was being planned
(and even after its failure ) it was

1 er whrch Africans would progressively
:ake over the government after elections
on a wider franchise. Rhodesia, it was

! deduced, would have a black government^4thin two years while South f d

Mr. Lewis is a consultant to The Times
of London on African and Commonwealth
affairs and was formerly that paper's
assistant foreign editor. Before joining
The Times, Mr. Lewis was assistant editor
and Washington correspondent of The
Economist. He is the author of a number
of books on British social structure and
on Africa. The views expressed in this
article are those of Mr. Lewis.

face the option of dismantling apatheid

Such egpectations have proved as
or facing racial war within a similar period.

mistaken as the time-scale that was gen-
''rallY accepted before the Portuguese
withdrawal from Africa. Smith's position
looks stronger-this summer than it did in
1975

The pressures brought against mm
abroad have failed, though theré is grow-
ing criticism at home. Forecasts of events
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Industrialization
has enabled
Rhodesia
to economize
on imports

White farmers
given priority
in Zambia

Portugal and South Africa for its com-
munications (a fact used by President
Banda to justify his tactical pro-white
alignment and the peculiarities of his
policy towards Rhodesia and the Organiza-
tion of African Unity), is now a prisoner
of the Marxist FRELIMO government of
Mozambique, and has become much more
vulnerable to attack by his opponents
based in Tanzania.

Changes in the economies of all the
contestants modify the effect of blockages
in the pattern of communication. Zambia
has developed its coal resources and hydro-
electric power, and has expanded (from a
low base) its , manufacturing capacity.
Rhodesia, however, has done far more;
its industrialization and import-replace-
ment prograrris have enabled it to econ-
omize on imports. Its losses in the tobacco
trade have been severe, though exports
continue, but they have been partly re-
placed by its booming beef exports to con-
tinental Europe and by an expansion in
its mineral production that has made it
the world's sixth gold-producer.

The African countries, moreover, have
not ended their dependence on the white
economies for food. In a bad year, all of
them except Malawi need to import food-
stuffs - particularly maize. President
Kaunda has now officially proclaimed that
Zambia must make agriculture its leading
industry. This is impossible, but at last
he has the opportunity to emphasize to
his indifferent fellow-countrymen the im-
portance of agriculture in the light of the
drop in copper prices, which squeezes them
all. In the 1960s the policy was to buy out
the white farmers in conformity with the
policy of "Africanization". Now the re-
maining white (or "commercial") farmers
are given priority - some 450 of them
produce 40 per cent of the nation's food.
Zambia's other attempts at agricultural
development since 1964 have been almost
uniformly unfortunate.

Mozambique dependence
Although Mozambique, too, is dependent
on Rhodesia and South Africa for maize,
which can hardly be replaced by seaborne
imports, the regime (to the amazement
of Salisbury) has closed the border, ruth-
lessly- imposing starvation on many of its
people. This action may be some measure
of its doctrinaire attitude. Many citizens
of Mozambique cross the border to buy
food - and sell information. Malawi's
position is eased, however, because it can
legitimately supply food to the Marxist
regime.

This year, in a war of attrition of
all against all, Zambia is coming out worst.

Like Zaire (less directlyinvolved with the
south), it suffers from its dependence on
copper. On top of the CIPECcut of 15
per cent'in production has come the ^,teep ?
fall in prices (which are hardly responding
yet to the heralded upturn in world trade)
and, on top of that, comes the difficulty
of delivery. At the same time, Za,nbia
suffers from rising import prices ( especial.
ly on oil), which are further increased by
delivery charges. The congestion at, the
ports is hardly improved by the interest
of Tanzania, as an even poorer country,
in siphoning off Zambia's export ear:zings
(for example, Tanzania long prevented the
road movement of copper to the far more
efficient port of Mombasa). Zambia's
social peace depends in part on avoiding
unemployment, which dictates an undue
maintaining of the work force on the cop-
per belt. Tanzania is therefore producing
well above cost. Zambia is able to raise
credits, but, in effect, its productive
resources are the collateral for such i.cans,
Ironically, President Kaunda has national-
ized the mines and restored them to the
people's ownership only to see them pro-
gressively mortgaged to foreign creditors.
The process cannot continue indefinitely
without trouble.

Others affected
All the other countries involved have
been affected. Rationing, de facto if not
by cards, is now severe in Rhodesia. South
Africa, with an enormous program of re-
armament and an equally enormous com-
mitment to developing the "Bantustans"
and to raising black living standards at this '
critical juncture, is suffering, quite unex-
pectedly, from the drop in the gold price
and from difficulties over many other
staple exports. The economic crisis affects
black and white states differentlv, but
both fear social discontent. For Rhodesia
and South Africa, the need is to maintain
a rapid growth in gross national product
- at least 5 per cent a year - to keep uP
with the growth in their black populations
(about 3.5 per cent annually). In 1976,
their GNPs will decline. It is no comfort
to them to see that their black neighbours
are worse off - for, as President Machel
has shown, a black regime, secure in the
righteousness of its pan-African cause,
does not hesitate to exact further sacrifices
from its poor.

South Africa's long-term policy has not
changed. It has been accelerated. :8efore
the Portuguese revolution, thinking Afriy-
aners realised that white supremacy '03
not a fact of nature. Policy for the future
has two components. The first is mefelY t°
gain time, in the belief that pressures
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disappear. Theywill disappear, Afrikaners
argue, when the African states collapse
from economic failure and maladministra-
tion ( a historicial necessity on Verkrampte
(°`hardliner") assumptions about inherent
Kaffir inferiority) . Alternatively, the in-
evitable war between Communism and the
West (which Afrikaners continue- to see
in the light of the 1940-1944 war at sea)
makes them a necessary ally of the West.
The second component is more construc-
tive - to demonstrate that the policy of

, separate development (the "Bantustans")
is a better answer to racial conflict than
one-man-one-vote once.

Mr. Vorster's policy of détente failed
to "normalize" relations with the black

i states or 'Split their united opposition to
I South Africa, though it did open the way
to cc-operation with Kaunda over Rho-
desia in 1975. It led back to the need to
reassure black opinion about apartheid.
In fact, all that has been done is to accel-
erate the "Bantustan" program and, in
a minor way, alleviate "petty apartheid";
the structure of social segregation remains,

i and home security has been tightened up.
The Group Areas Act is being imple-
mented as if there were no need to con-
ciliate either the Indian or the coloured
populations.

Immediate hopes
It looks, in fact, as if South Africa's
immediate hopes are concentrated on the
impact of granting independence to the
Transkei in October 1976, and on the
emergence of some agreement about South
West Africa (Namibia) from the Iong-
drawn-out constitutional conference in

'Windhoek. So far as the broad philosophy
of the Bantustans is concerned, this has

! now been repudiated by Chief Buthelezi,
who has virtuaIly adopted the program of
the banned African National Congress -

1direct African participation in Parliament
and the dismantling of discriminatory laws
and the rest of apartheid. The long dia-

, lo^e with the Bantustan leaders other than
Chief Matanzima has thus petered out.
But the Transkei will challenge all Africa's

;Opposition to the fragmentation of South
Aîrica. In any comparison with Lesothoor even Botswana Chief Matanzima bas a
Powerful case. If it can be demonstrated
^ October that his government, and not
Pretoria, rules in Umtata; if the Transkei
shows it has direct links by air and sea
With the outside world; if its nationality
code breaches that of South Africa, and
so on, the Transkei's hammering at the
doors of the United Nations will divert
attention

from South Africa's failures
elsewhere. At present, Transkei represen-

tatives are seeking friends, sponsors and
financiers in the West; after October, they
may also turn Eastward.

The outlook in Namibia is obscure.
Mr. Vorster has said South Africa wishes
to get out. The plan to turn it into eight
Bantustans and one rich and controlling
white state is crumbling. Opposition to the
participation of SWAPO (the South West
Africa People's Organization) has been
ended, but SWAPO guerrillas based in
Angola remain active and the Republic is
more tied down in border security.

Disengagement
It has been South Africa's hope to
disengage from Rhodesia. South Africa
urged Smith to accept the successive
British proposals. The ensuing quarrels
culminated in the withdrawal of the South
African police and the combined pressure
with Kaunda that led to the release of
Nkomo and Sithole, with other leaders, to
make possible a more realistic negotiation
of a settlement after the failure of the talks
with Bishop Muzorewa. The whole course
of events has confirmed that Smith's
policy resembles South Africa's in that
it is playing for time; but it is doing so
against South African pressure to bring
about a settlement in which a moderate
black government (tinged perhaps with
white) would take charge. Undoubtedly
Pretoria put its hopes in Nkomo. Smith,
in the ten weeks of talks up to March
1976, frustrated them. At the last moment
he offered the excuse that he had had the
assurance from Pretoria that any tran-
sition was to take not less than 15 years
- on which condition alone he had agreed
to talk. Since the minimum period that
Nkomo could then hope to sell to his own
supporters - themselves a minority of
perhaps 30-35 per cent of black Rhode-
sians - was two years, the talks collapsed.

And since President Kaunda had
persuaded Presidents Nyerere, Machel and
Seretse Khama to give negotiations one
more chance before resorting finally to
military means in accordance with the
Lusaka Manifesto, Smith's rejection was
the signal for intensification of the guer-
rilla struggle with official backing from the
black states. Smith subsequently brought
four government-paid chiefs and four
nominated Africans from Parliament into
his government. This is said to have been
well received in some tribal areas, but it
convinces no one else.

The all-out official backing of the black
governments has added a new twist to the
war of attrition that has been going on
since Harold Wilson said that sanctions
would destroy the Smith regime in "weeks

South A f rica
pinned hope
on Nkomo



rather than months". It must be asked
why it should be more effective or hasten
events more than the ineffective terrorist
attacks that preceded it.

Rhodesia has a much longer periphery
to guard, now that both Mozambique and
Zambia allow guerrillas to cross at any,
point. It has lost the South African para-
military police, but has replaced them with
a third black battalion, longer call-ups and
some recruitment of mercenaries into its
regulars. It has better arms (especially
helicopters), better training, and a fund
of ariti-guerrilIa. experience. The question
is whether the attacks can be so effective
and so dispersed' that this force will have
to be increased to the point. where there
are too few whites to carry on production
and other essential work. At that stage,
the economy' would run down and the
guerrilla's first aim would be achieved.

Rhodesian security Their second aim is to demonstrate to the
and intelligence mass of Rhodesian Africans that the
have held down whites cannot win, and so start an
disobedience upsurge of disobedience and sabotage,
and sabotage which has not yet eventuated because

Rhodesian security and intelligence are so
effective.

In assessing the guerrillas, it should
be emphasized that these are their objec-
tives; an all-out, set victory is not neces-
sary. Kaunda, in fact, hopes that, when the
Rhodesians are convinced that they cannot
themselves win, even if they can indefi-
nitely repulse guerrilla incursions, Smith
will be repudiated. Then negotiations
under some other leader and party can be
resumed, leading to a majority government
with white participation and not too much
bitterness - above all, without the de-
struction of Rhodesia's -economy, or the
development of a completely Marxist guer-
rilla movement.

Guerrilla weakness
On their side, the guerrillas are weak and,
indeed, divided. They are receiving modern
weapons and Chinese and Cuban instruc-
tors (who often help them technically but
discreetly in operations). Their camps,
however, are in countries with weak econ-
omies and infrastructures - particularly
Mozambique. More important are their
political divisions. Muzorewa's African
National Council was a stop-gap organ-
ization created for the Pearce Commission;
it was the umbrella under which the rival
ZAPU and ZANU parties were to present
the Smith Government with a united front
after the release of their respective leaders,
Nkomo and Sithole. The ANC never did
so, though the name lingers. Muzorewa,
after being drawn to the militant wing
(mainly ZANU), has gone into despairing
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exile. Smith helped to split the ANC front
by refusing to allow the ZAPU leaders
accused of terrorist crimes back into
Rhodesia. The militant wing, opposed to
both Nkomo and to Kaunda's pôlicies, and
claiming tolead all the freedom fighters
in operation, continued to demandall-out
war and immediate black rule for "Zim.
babwe".

But the murder of Mr. Herbe4
Chitepo, ZANU's leader in Zambia
showed that the militant wing was split,
and the revelations that have followed
Zambian police investigations indicate that
tribal and personal animosities, self.
seeking and corruption, produced an in
ternal feud costing hundreds of lives. No
leadership of "Zimbabwe" survives, only
a clamour of discordant voices. To Kaunda,
the danger from this is the repetition of
an Angolan situation in Rhodesia. To the
Marxists, the "correct" answer is their
own predominance. Both expect that,
during the exile of political leadership ?ike
Mondlane's, military leadership will arise
in the field. There are many difficulties in
this proposition. The "cadres" are uup•
posedly led by mixed teams of ZANU
and ZAPU officers, who often qua-Irel.
These divisions prevent unified guerrilla
leadership or tactical planning; they Te
main capable only of raiding, intimidation
and sporadic atrocities. Their best efforts
to date have been the brief interruption
of Rhodesia's two vital railways. Until
they do consistently better, there wil?. be
no internal rising in Rhodesia, and no
response in South Africa's fever-ridden
shanty-towns.

The pace of the struggle would be
galvanized, of course, by a new inter-
vention. Fidel Castro has disclaimed any
such crusading intention and agreec: to
withdraw his troops from Angola. But the
withdrawal (presumably at the behest of
Russia, worried about the attacks on
détente during the American Presiderrtial
election) is gradual, and already there are
up to 1,000 Cuban technicians in Mozam-
bique replacing the evicted Portuguese,
Intervention cannot yet be ruled oui,
despite Dr. Kissinger's strong words in
Lusaka. The Zimbabwe leaders - and the
SWAPO command in Angola - certüinlY
consider that they should be able to call
on "brotherly aid" from fellow revol•
utionaries in certain circumstances -- by
which they actually mean the unfair
ability of the Rhodesians to hold out
Rhodesian indulgence in hot pursuit ot
retaliation against Zambia or Mozambique
would also be invoked as a reason fo
calling in Cuban troops, whose efficacy in
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;^nbola young Africans consider simply as
new sort of "tool" to use against whiteII
(itary superiority. Kaunda and other

wderate African leaders, such as Keny-
,3 ii a, Oppose. any such intervention, as
t ,,posinb a new colonialism on Africa.

restriction of the war against
1 h to Zimbabwean liberators (i.e.

Jucling African volunteers or troops),
^u2 expression of this fear. But the

^i;trxists have other ideas, and changing
h, regimes in Zambia and Malawi is

-certainly one of their aims - perhaps a
more immediate aim than making the
Zimbabwe guerrillas more effective.

The policy, pursued in different ways,
and often in disharmony, by Salisbury and Playing for time
Pretoria, of simply playing for time has, I is a policythink, more mileage than those who see with respectable
the black-white confrontation in simple antecedents
terms ever allow for. Postponing the in-
evitable, dodging the issue and confusing
the scent are policies with respectable
antecedents for men and states.

The impossible dialogue
with `white' southern Africà
1'rancophone approaches

y Bernard Charles

DIoody outbreaks of violence have just
o;,curred in Soweto, the black belt of
Johannesburg, and in various South Afri-

as âlready accounted for over 100 deaths.
^n towns. Police repression in these areas

Following upon similar police action in
harpeville in 1960, this wave of repres-
on illustrates the continuity of the re-

lintless policy of apartheid. One mont],
+ arlier, on May 28, a contract had been
igned for the sale of a French nuclear-

1)ewer^ plant to South Africa. A few days
1^fore, President Houphouët Boigny of
l^ory Coast, the leading advocate of dia-
gue with southern Africa, had made an

official visit to France during which. he
'Ad that he had had very close contacts

th white South Africans and thaï; pa-
ience was required to allow an assessment
s' attitudes. In the days that followed his
sit, a conference of the heads of state

1 French-speaking Africa was held in
I_^ance.

In the author's view, these occurrences
^rovide an indication of the ambiguities,
epntradictions and obstacles encountered
b? the new policy of "dialogue" some of
t^e francophone states of Africa have been
^ûrsuing for several years. Indeed, the
^lllicy of 'opposition and the use of force
+üvocated by other states has long ap-
°oared powerless to alter a situation that

Africans in Angola and Mozambique,
din Rhodesia, Namibia and South
frica, see as unacceptable. It certainly

seems that, with the disintegration of the
Portuguese colonial empire, 1974 and 1975
marked an irreversible turning-point in the
history of the African continent. For the
second time the "winds of change", to use
an expression coined by former Prime Min-
ister Macmillan of Britain, are blowing
over Africa. Indications are that these
winds will be of hurricane force. In par-
ticular, the consolidation of Angolan in-
dependence under President Aghostino
Neto and the MPLA is bringing about a Advocates
realignment of Zambia and Mozambique of dialogue
to create a position of strength with out of steprespect to Africa's two remaining white with partners
powers. From now on, the advocates of
"dialogue" with southern Africa will be in
danger of finding themselves seriously out
of step with their partners.

Divergences
The term "francophone Africa" is a con-
venient one, but it can be misleading.
Although the French-speaking countries of

Professor Charles is a member of the
Department of Political Science at the
University of Montreal, where he teaches
on the Third World. He is a former
director of the Programme des Études
africaines at the University of Montreal
and has broadcast frequently on television
and radio on African affairs. The views
expressed in this article are those of the
author.
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Africa are characterized by a common moderating influence on the other stat^
I 1

OCAMlIf unable
to achieve
any political
pre-eminence

ore pronounced
No African government, whether it be

The disagreements are, naturally, much classed as revolutionary, progressive, r&more r d

unions, economic communities and so on. refers to as the pressing and urgent nesi
The

nc o e ntente, customs state recognized what the OAU charta

p y unc on is economic, such OAU was formed in 1963. The heads das the Cou" il f th E

l
create one, but only regional organizations nialism was solemnly proclaimed when tk
whose rimar f ti

, m spi e o several attempts to the goal of eliminating all forms o oa

es a renc -speaking varied. On behalf of the whole of Afri^;Africa it f

un nes. ere is no real organization mental objectives are clear and have nevei
grouping the countri f F h

provo e serious conflicts between member complexities of foreign policy. The f:unda•
co t Th

rgani iza on for African Unity) or political Manichaeism that disregards the
k

t

g m erests either paralyse inter- respect to southern Africa in order tu
rgamza rons rke the OAU avoid oversimplhfication or the type of(O

national t' l'

u, too .often, divergent and even con- level of the discrepancies of attitude with
flictm'

for example) - certainly no mean feat! It is important, however, to define tb^
B t

iza on o pohcies (in the United Nations, Africa.

egree s permits a certain harmon- Africa to those of francophone E0
ti f

s rue that there is agreement on a would become evident if we were to tur
number of essential problems, and to some our attention from the states of %1
d thi

at a time when no alliance of countries in maintained - a rule made by the OAÎ
the world is capable of doing so. Other, and equally significant, divergence

It i

major po ca problems that former colonial boundaries are t

a s s ates should be expected to act regard of the previously unbroken rui
in unison to solve liit 1

p or.mu a mg and implementing a do not choose your allies") against Aige^
common foreign policy. Nor does it mean and they are sharing this territory in!
th t r't t

g neous m erna ona sub-system ca- the words of President Ould Daddah, `°yU
able f f 1 t'

mean that francophone Africa forms a tania has aligned itself with Morocco
homo e t ti

eve ope , epen ent status, this does not of the former Spanish Sahara and IaI

a oug t ey all have the same under- group, do not see eye to eye on the ;utnr,
d 1 d d d

cases wit the former colonial power, and what is known as the African revolutionz
lth h h

co on a pas, an-identical official language, with_ respect to southern Africa. 1^Ia^
and the same type of relations in most tania and Guinea, long-time partners

h

se orgamzations have had - their ups to co-ordinate and intensify the efforts ^.
and downs. The scars borne by the its members to expedite the unconditioni
OCAMM (African, Malagasy and Mauri- achievement of national independence fni
tian Co mon Organization), which was all territories still under foreign domina•
losin its b

orm an instrument for economic, cultural discrimination.
and social co-operation".

p e m e ope that it could policy", and of all other policies o; racif «

emmence, bear wrtness to this; in August equally categorical in their conderr_natioi
1974, this organization had to agree to be of apartheid, denouncing it as a"cximina
"de oliticiz d" ' th h

g mem ers one y one and was tion. They also pledged to help c=^lonii
unable to achieve any political pre- peoples achieve independence. They was

Unquestioned
M

p onounce over specifically African formist or moderate, has ever questioned
problems (such as the question of the

these common goals. Ivory Coast is no lesIiberation of southe Af '

suc as t ose concernin 1rt l e ra :

rn nca) conflicts firm than Guinea or Mali and Niger übetween states (such as those arising
this respect: "No human being wo^^thy 01over boundaries) or conflicts within states
the name could approve of th c=al lai r,h h g po ica entities
governing the relationships between tb^resulting from colonialism) and questions

of implementing development policies. On various communities in South Africa"

all these problems, national attitudes often These words, spoken by the Ivor^° C0,04
touch or overlap, but no consensus seems Minister of Information on his return Iras

to emerge. It is often difficult to explain an official mission to South Afsica 9
the stance taken by an African state in October 1975, could, with others like them,
terms of its position within the existing form a veritable anthology on the topic:

na ons. Ivory Coast and Senegal had a
4 percent white minority in that country.
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w ch ranks among the progressive African perpetuate the total dominance of 6eti

gnrze ara, followmg Tanzania, pendence for Rhodesia and his desire toh'

ve-mem er Council of the Entente Smith's unilateral proclamation of iDdeto reco $i f

ments. Ivory Coast was the only country ments stigmatizing Prime Minisrer 10
of the fi b

ideological, political and economic align- The same is true of the numerous st0
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The first series of dissensions among goals further divided the states of French-lie French-speaking African states sur- speaking Africa. The few that favoured theaced over the question of priorities for
f use of violence were outnumbered by those1hese objectives. Those who saw themselves

that agreed to condemn armed force in

he Congo (after the fall of Fulbert
to supporting national liberation move-

he end of all racial discrimination in
or other Western nations has paralysed

as the more revolutionary states - Algeria,
favour of negotiation. All were committed

^''oulou), Guinea and Mali - believed that
ments against colonialist governments, butfhere was no room for compromise in the different views were held on how thisursuit of such objectives. They accorded
should be done. The French-speaking^hem a priority that was indissociable from
states agreed to work through diplomatic,nternaI policy priorities. They not onIy
channels with the United Nations or theAampioned the cause of anticolonialism
world powers, but most were sceptical6t declared themselves ready to take the
about the benefits to be derived frominost radical measures to achieve their
breaking off diplomatic and consular rela-^oals. In the OAU, they ranged themselves tions with Portugal and South Africa,LIdividually with other countries in advo-
boycotting trade and imposing economicéating the use of force. In 1965-66, they
sanctions against them and Rhodesia ornrged Britain to send troops to bring Ian
expelling the former two from internationalÿmith's regime back into line. Dissatisfied
organizations. Over the yeârs, these deci-v'iith the response, they broke off diplo-
sions either fell into abeyance or weren7atic relations with Britain. The countries
avoided, as was the case with the boy-iear the war zones, such as Guinea and
cott of Portugal - despite the solid andSenegal., which border on Guinea-Bissau,
unanimous backing it had received in 1963.^r the Congo and Zaire, adjacent to
The states involved felt they had no realngola, were more interested in support- means ofo exerting pressure on the worldg the nationalists fighting in the Portu-
powers, except by, diplomatic notes and_^ese colonies by providing them with a
public declarations of very limited effec-relatively large amount of logistic support tiveness. Except in a few cases (Guinea,nr the equivalent, in the form of "sanc- Mauritania, Mali), this conviction led to^uaries" in which to recoup their strength,
the belief that it would be of no use toAlthough they did not egplicitly say implement the OAU's decisions to breako, as Ivory Coast had done at one time,
off dipIomatic relations with Britain be-fhe actual policies of the other French-
cause of Rhodesia. The complex networkpeaking African states indicated that the
of relations that exists between theseliberation of the Portuguese colonies and
countries and the former colonial powers

outhern Africa were for them long-term
the former. As much from self-interest as, bjectives, to be tackled on a continent-
from a natural affinity for France, Ivoryvide basis rather than by such tiny coun-
Coast, Senegal and others have little incli-i ries as themselves. They felt they should
nation to chastize the French for theiri',7ork towards their objectives through policy

olidarity rather than through direct or Africa towards the Republic of South

immediate involvement. Common sense
nd realism told them that they should

put the construction and consolidation of
'reir own countries first, and they cited

treir lack ofo resources ( small armies with
utdated equipment, precarious financial
onditions and insufficient manpower -
m ce each had a population of fewer than

'Ix million) as their reasons for doing so.
1ey exercised caution, dismissing rash
Policies that could have unpredictable or
Lven disastrous consequences - like Zam-
ï)ia,

Which would have been in the front
lines if a conflict had broken out and was
telucta nt to stand alone against the for-
Îpidable manpower advantage of the Rho-
esian =^rmy (not to mention the support
f Rho esia's South African ally).

, ^ays and means
second series of disagreements concern-

°g way's and. means of achieving their

Varied support
Support for national liberation movements
in the form of financial contributions
and technical and humanitarian assist-
ance has also varied considerably. Promises
are rarely kept. Up to 1970, the finan-
cial contributions received by the OAU
Liberation Committee amounted to about
$1 million out of a total of over $6 million
that was supposed to be contributed
for the 1963-1970 period. It is not known
whether the French-speaking states were
more negligent that the others. Neverthe-
less they are very uncommunicative about
the nature or the extent of their support.
This does not apply to states such as
Algeria, the Congo, Guinea, Senegal and
Zaire, whose support was acknowledged as
being considerable even by some rival
nationalist movements. For the most "part,
financial and other internal constraints



won out over the allocation of resources
for a continent-wide struggle.

There was also the very real quandary
presented by the various ideological or
personal choices among the different
nationalist movements. At best, this led
to dispersion of resources, and sometimes
to heightened antagonisms and deplorable
"one-upmanship". The most striking illus-
tration of this was provided by Angola. In
the years since 1964, two camps had grown
up, which had become enemies after the
Portuguese empire crumbled in 1974. Ivory
Coast, Senegal, the Central African Re-
public and Gabon joined with Zaire in
rapidly declaring themselves supporters of
Holden Roberto's FLNA and Savimbi's
IINITA. Guinea, Algeria and Mali, on the
other hand, joined the Congo in vigorously
siding with Aghostino Neto's MPLA.
Madagascar and others chose the first two
and then. switched to the third after a
change in political regime.

Policy of dialogue
Finally, it may be said that between 1960
and 1970 the vast majority of French-
speaking states explicitly or otherwise
declared themselves in favour of nego-
tiations or, in other words, a policy of
dialogue with southern Africa, despite the

Portuguese
fact that any possible results of this could

stubbornness
only be expected in the very long term.

left no choice
The stubbornness of Portugal unfortun-

but to support
ately gave them no choice but to support

armed struggle
the armed struggle over the question of
the latter's colonies.

An excellent statement of this policy -
is contained in the Lusaka Manifesto,
which was signed in April 1969 by 13
French- and EngIish-speaking Central and
East African states and reads, in part, as
follows: "We have always preferred, and
will prefer, to achieve [the right to inde-
pendence] without physical violence. We
would prefer to negotiate rather then
destroy, to talk rather than kill. We do
not advocate violence; we advocate an end
to the violence against human dignity that
is now being perpetrated by the oppressors
of Africa. If peaceful progress to emanci-
pation were possible, or if changed cir-
cumstance were to make it possible in the
future, we should urge our brothers in the
resistance movements to use peaceful
methods of struggle even at the cost of
some compromise on the timing of change."

Unlike what happened in the former
colonies of France, Britain, Belgium and
Spain, where outbreaks of violence (all-
out war in Algeria, riots in Ghana and
Ivory Coast, revolt in Madagascar) alter-
nated with periods of negotiation (Nigeria
and "black French-speaking Africa"), it
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is now evident that the appeal for di
and negotiation was useless in the c
Portugal and its African colonies.
probably the case with Algeria, they
not be independent today if they ha
engaged in an armed struggle: Ca
exorbitant price paid in "blood, swea
tears" by these states be avoided i
two remaining white regimes of sou
Africa? One head of state, Pres
Houphouët Boigny of Ivory Coast, ha ,
the challenge before the other At
Ieaders.

Press conference
At a memorable press conference,
ident Houphouët - to the amazemen
almost everybody - proposed a polic
dialogue with South Africa for the pu.
of seeking a solution to apartheid.
stated that the boycott of South A£ri
goods was doing more harm to Afric
than to the South Africans and called
an OAU summit meeting. A livelv rearf;
ensued. Apart from South Africa, only
few exceptions were in (hesitant) ag
ment (Madagascar and Gabon); oth,
such as Cameroon and Senegal, fla,
refused to listen - and these were ama
the moderate countries. The Senega.
Minister of Culture said there would
no dialogue with a government t
espoused a doctrine of racism.

The next year, President Houpho
overstepped the bounds again, stating t
he was prepared to send a delegation
Pretoria and even go, there himself if f
results were satisfactory. He was liard
more successful with the other Afric
heads of state than on the previous o
casion. The participants at the seven
East and Central African summit me
ing in October 1971 adopted the Mot
discio Declaration, which rejected all foc
of dialogue with South Africa and stat,
that there was no longer any other :neai
of liberating southern Africa than
armed force. But even then some stat
were quietly renewing economic relatio
with South Africa. Madagascar did ^
of&cially, President Tsiranana stating th
he preferred unreserved mutual undér
standing to hatred.

The scene was now set for the «ctio
that followed, In September 1974, P
ident Houphouët and Senegal's Prr:sideP
Senghor met secretly in Ivory Coast wi
South African Prime Minister Vorster.
Ivory Coast minister then went"on
official mission to Pretoria and, in Mara
1976, a South African minister reciPj
cated. The same exchange of miseio
between the Republic of South Africa,
the one hand, and the Central Afri



ppeal for dial ' ,et ublic and Zaire, on the other, took
ess in the cas r"^lace in 1975. Nigeria's General Gowon
n Colonies . A titat,ed that he also was prepared to meet
Igeria, they wo r: ith Mr. Vorster if_ he "should decide to
y if they had ^;jome to Nigeria": A loan of 25 millionEruggIe. Can ^rench francs was made by South Africa
`blood, swea.t ,^ tV r'7 e Central African Republic. Accord-
e avoided in 1
imes of south

ins Lo a statèment by Prime Minister

state, Presid! 1
ry Coast, h^s 1; Ti cal assistance to Africa.
e other Afri^ 1 However, these "small steps", to use

1)r Kissinger's -expression, on the road
paved by Mr Houphouët Boigny are still
l,eing met with much hesitancy and very

onference, p.,^ iïrm opposition. The twenty-fourth session
e amazemenf ôf the Council of OAU Ministers in Addis
osed a policy
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baba in February 1975 upheld the con-
rfemnation of "dialogue" that it had
âlready expressed in June 1971, by
iejecting the idea of any dialogue with the

as is now the case with the Palestinians.

5outh African regime that did not have
its sole purpose to obtain recognition

for the legitimate, indefeasible rights of
f he oppressed and the elimination of
iapartheid. Mr Houphouët Boigny refused
,o accept a decision such as this, which
had been approved by only 28 out of 41
tates; and even denounced the OAU as

an organization that was in danger of
becoming "an organization of illusions".I

The question of what the dialogue en-
ails will become clearer if we examine the

Îvory Coast head of state's reasons for
ï spousing it. He in no way condones South
Vrica's racial policy. Furthermore, he
6fuses to visit South Africa until a "visible
[hange" becomes evident. Why dialogue?
^e believes that no efforts should be
spared in seeking to avoid in Africa the
{type of conflict that has occurred in the
VIidcfle East. If war broke out, South
9frica would invade certain neighbouring
ountries. Interviewed by a South African

newspaper in October 1975, Boigny in-
;dicated that this would then enable South
Africa to negotiate for the evacuation of
;he occupied territories, and that apartheid
would become a secondary consideration,

,

nanswered question

national liberation movements, the white

When Dr Kissinger was in Dacca last

'The fundamental question, whether or not
aialo;ue- is really possible, remains un-

;answered. Senegal, which, with the Ivorÿ
?Coast, is taking a few steps towards dia-
1loguej is asking what some of the con-
ditions should be and has proposed that
the exchange should involve the govern-
"Ients of Rhodesia and South Africa, the

liberals and the nationalist movements.

iMaY, Senegal's Foreign Minister made

orster in March 11975, other loans would
e available to provide financial and tech-

specific reference to the content of this
dialogue, calling for the withdrawal of
South African troops from Namibia, renun-
ciation of the "Bantustan" poIicy and
concessions to nationalist movements. But
he seemed to harbour no illusions as to its
chances of success, observing that the
white liberals had been shown to lack
sufficiently strong support. He also saw the
heads of these countries as living in the
past, retreating into history, having lost
the contest through their "insane and
suicidal" policies.

Important aspects

A number of equally important aspects
warrant our attention here. To begin with,
the idea of "dialogue" as it is often ex-
pressed appears unequal and lacking in
reciprocity. Meetings between African
heads of state and the Rhodesian or South
African leaders cannot change the situ-
ation unless the former are in a position
to pressure the latter by offering them
something sufficiently attractive to obtain

- or squeeze - appreciable concessions
from them. Otherwise, however sincere the
conversations - they could not be called
negotiations - might be, the eventual or
hypothetical result would hinge entirely on
the good will and graciousness of the South
Africans or on their sudden awareness of
the relevance of arguments aimed at per-
suading them to give up policies that had
been followed for over ten years by
Rhodesia and for more than 30 years by
South Africa. Such an outcome is incon-
ceivable. Nor could offers of investment
and technical co-operation on the African
continent be regarded as an attractive
quid pro quo, as the political risks a change
in government or attitudes would involve
would make these investments too haz-
ardous. Israel's attempt to break out of
isolation by a policy of active involvement
in Africa, which lasted for about ten years,
is proof of this.

On the other hand, a dialogue con-
ducted by the United States and the
European powers with the South Africans
could be effective if the former were truly
determined to make the South Africans
listen to reason. Present indicatioiis do not
point strongly in this direction. Last Jan-
uary, President Senghor entreated the
international community to face up to its
responsibilities with respect to South
Africa, which was "contradicting the pur-
poses and principles of the UN every day".
We all know what France's answer to this
was. It continued to sell arms, as well as
nuclear-power plants - the non-military
use of which is impossible to guarantee.
The United States is in no hurry to inter-

Appreciable
concessions

will come only
from pressures



^

Communism in Africa. Denunciations of happening.

g aware of this, and the Western powers
in Angola - and by the political-ideo-
logical pretext of preventing the spread of would be wise to take a look at what is

for economic rea
1ar e South African and Western interests tion. A number of African states are now

The South African whites' desire to - aided by the socialist powers if necessary,
maintain their hegemony was poorly dis- will have more influence on the destiny
guised by the pretext that they were acting

sons - protecting the
of southern Africa than years of conversa-

in Angola in support of Savnmi s UNITA. teeth in it. The consolidation of this front,
United States, they decided to intervene

, Angola in drawing up a new policy with

weakened by the South African leaders of its dialogue with South Africa and
themselves when, in collusion with the joined with Tanzania, Mozambique and

finally stir the Western nations to action. bia, after bowing to the inevitable, drew
The credibility of the dialogue was the appropriate conclusions from the fiasco

of outside intervention from neighbouring U.S.S.R. or to arranging a situation bene-
states supported by socialist powers could ficial to their interests. In any case, Zam-

Cuban and Soviet intervention are carry-
ing less and less weight with a growing
number of moderate African states. To
place these interventions and those of
South Africa on the same footing is to fall
in with the ideological arguments of the
West, whose activity in the Third World

the spread of racial difficulties or the threat is geared only to competition with the

vene effectively; half of its African invest-
ments are in the Republic of South Africa,
and it continues to purchase 40 per cent
of Rhodesia's chromium in spite of the UN
boycott. It appears that only the fear of
an outbreak of violence triggered by
nationalist movements inside the country,

Portuguese Africa resounds
to MPLA victory in Angola

By René Pélissier

With the total victory of the MPLA in
Angola an accepted fact, which for the
present appears unchallenged by its neigh-
bours and by its adversaries in Angola or
in exile, the regime in power in Africa's
major Portuguese-speaking country has
joined its three former fighting companions
in an independence that was long in doubt.
Each of the five parts of what was former-
ly Portuguese Africa (Angola, Mozambi-
que, Guinea-Bissau, Cape Verde, and Sâo
Tomé and Principe) is now headed by a
regime connected with the nationalist
parties that fought against Lisbon for over
14 years - by force of arms in the three

René Pélissier, docteur ès lettres
(Sorbonne) and a specialist on contem-
porary problems in Portuguese and
Spanish A f rica, has published a three-
volume thesis entitled Résistance et
Révoltes en Angola (1945-1961) and a
large number of other works. The views
expressed here are those of Dr. Pélissier.

continental territories and with words in
the editorial rooms of the two archipeiagos.

Common points
Despite the obvious differences amor,g the
MPLA (Angola), FRELIMO (Mozambi-
que), the PAIGC (Guinea-Bissau and
Cape Verde) and the MLSTP (Sao Tomé
and Principe), the four victorious parties
had much in common, which is why the
latter three were relieved when the P'CPLA
overcame the difficulties facing it and
came to power in Luanda. A partial enu•
meration of these common points gjves a
clearer picture of the reasons for the satis•
faction felt in Maputo, Bissau, Praia and
Sâo Tomé. All these parties based them•
selves on Marxism, or at least on African
socialism, seeing it as the only possible
solution to the problem faced by their
countries. All of them proclaimed their
intention not only to topple the 0lonial
regime but also to forge a new societp
based on the elimination of the exploita'
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I of them were - in varying degrees -
,i „V.,lt;ported by the Eastérn-bloc countries,

by leftist, movements in some Western
countries and by many governments and
humanitarian organizations in Western
Europe.

Except for the MLSTP, all of them,
while claiming that their only quarrel was
with Portugal, had to fight against rival
nationalists who did not have the support
of : the U.S.S.R. Except for the MPLA,
they were all ablé to neutralize the mil-
itary capabilities of their local rivals well
before the April 25, 1974, coup in Lisbon.
And since, generally speaking, they were
all of the same cultural background - one
that isolated them somewhat in Africa -,
they felt united against a common enemy
they saw as the archetype of ultra-colo-
nialist fascism. This attitude enabled them
to ignore the fact that in Angola and
Mozambique the hated Portuguese regime
had appeared liberal in comparison with
the intransigence of certain colonials.

Misgivings

However, when the Alvor Agreement in
January 1975 established a quadripartite
transitional government in Angola formed
by Portugal, the MPLA, the FNLA and
UNITA, the common ground began to
weaken. It was learnt that the most im-
portant territory was to become indepen-
dent without the MPLA's being in sole
command. Worse yet, for FRELIMO and
PAIC C, the latter had no guarantee that
the party of Dr. Agostinho Neto would
win the elections that were to be held
before the date of independence - Novem-
ber 11, 1975. For these parties, which
consider political ecumenism to be heresy,
this was an insufferable setback. We need
only remind ourselves how the PAIGC
took power in Bissau in 1974 without the
slightest semblance of popular consulta-
tion in the zones in which the majority
of the population lived, which remained
under Portuguese control until Lisbon
Nithdrew. FRELIMO also dispensed with
this formality in Mozambique - which
Probably enabled it to avoid numerous
setbacks. It was only on the islands that
the PAIGC and the MLSTP took over
after calling for elections they were reason-
ably sure of winning.

The Angolan civil war (1975-1976)
Iiid the risk of seeing two parties hostile
to the U.S.S.R. (the FNLA and UNITA)
^apeout the MPLA appear to have been
sources of great concern to FRELIMO and
the PAIGC. Granted, this concern arose
for legitimate reasons of solidarity, but

in the back of their minds there was also
the fear of a backlash in Mozambique if
the white extremists fighting for the FNLA
and UNITA should emerge victorious. The
PAIGC, of course, had nothing to fear
from an invasion from Luanda, but it is
conceivable that the new regime in Ma-
puto might with good reason have felt
some apprehension at the possibility of
the thousands of former Portuguese col-
onists near its border taking heart if the
whites should win in Luanda.

Range of attitudes
A detachment of a few hundred men was
sent by Mozambique to fight beside the
MPLA - a large number for a regime that
was still uncertain of the strength of its
own position. The PAIGC, which occupied
a strategic position on Africa's Atlantic
coast, refrained from making a total com-
mitment. Guinea-Bissau did, in fact, send
a small detachment to Angola, but it
should be noted that the PAIGC was care-
ful to avoid leaving itself vulnerable to its
enemies inside and outside the country.
It would not allow - at least, not openly
- the Cape Verde ports and airfields to
be used for the landing of Soviet materials
and Cuban soldiers.

Bissau, on the other hand, was used
as a stopover-point for these supplies and
reinforcements. There appears to be a
gradation in attitude towards the MPLA
between the PAIGC on the islands and
the continental PAIGC, a trend that was
reinforced by the few thousand Cape
Verde refugees who were the first to flee
the disaster in Angola and who posed a
problem to the PAIGC as a whole. These
people were victims of hostility and even
hatred in Angola. They were accused by
the Angolans of being the forerunners of
the Portuguese and of exploiting them as
the Portuguese did. This is probably only
a minor factor in the PAIGC's attitude
towards Angola, but it is significant just
the same.

In mid-March of 1976, with the
MPLA victory assured, the Conakry meet-
ing of Luis Cabral (Guinea-Bissau), Sekou
Touré, Agostinho Neto (Angola) and
Fidel Castro gave the appearance of a
family gathering, and it seems plausible to
say that any rough edges were smoothed
off by proletarian internationalism. It
is, however, noteworthy that Aristides
Pereira, Secretary-General of the PAIGC
and President of the Republic of Cape
Verde, was not mentioned as being among
the participants in the meeting. Further-
more, the repatriated Angolan islanders
were allowed into drought-ridden . Cape
Verde but not into Guinea-Bissau, a land

Gradation
of attitude
between islands
and continent
toward MPLA



of plenty in whicli it would have been the almost complete nationalization of th
easier for them to start anew. One wonders rocas (plantations) and with the lack o
whether this measure was taken to main- technicians and a distaste for manua
tainsocio-political equilibrium in Guinea- labour ( which has long been associate(
Bissau or to avoid creatinganti-Angolan with slavery),'Sâo Tomé and Principe ari
sentiment on the mainland.

Whatever the case, one should not
attach too much significance to' this pos-
sible reserve on the part of Cape Verde,

Africa. For the moment, therefore, we may prosperous Gabon? Angola, which , ai

arc pe ago in his official visrt to West and Principe, must they now move on to

and Agostinho Neto, who at one timewas thousands of Sâo Tomése refugees frou
posted there by the Portuguese, included Angola. With nowhere to go in Sâo TomÉ
th hi 1

conclude that, whatever the feeling on the present must rebuild and stabilize itself
islands towards Angola may be as far as
the heads of the PAIGC are concerned,
Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde have every
reason to rejoice at the MPLA victory.

Mozambique
The same is true in Mozambique, where
President Samora Machel still claims to
be forming the first genuinely socialist
African state - a claim, incidentally, that
the half-dozen other aspirants to this title
must find somewhat displeasing. It is

Foreign policy conceivable that his activism in foreign
activism policy is a way of running away from
to escape domestic difficulties. It has, however, pro-
domestic cured him a supply of Soviet heavy arms
difficulties that, in the absence of enemies on the

Rhodesian border, may well satisfy the
professional aspirations of the Mozam-
bique army and check the opponents, now
no longer European but African, who find
his rule decidedly heavy-handed. Of the
four sister countries, Mozambique has so -
far gained the most from the MPLA vic-
tory; in addition to the reduction of the
latent threat on its western border, vic-
tory has consolidated Mozambique's in-
ternal strength, helped- it to recover from
the closing of the railway lines to Rhode-
sia, and provided it with a few arguments
to use in its negotiations with Pretoria.

The remaining country, the Dem-
ocratic Republic of Sâo Tomé and Prin-
cipe, cannot yet afford to have énemies in
Luanda. During the recent colonial period,
all air communications, and even supply
operations, were carried out via Luanda.
The MLSTP, headed by Pinto da Costa,
who is also the head of the state, is the
weakest of the four parties so far as mil-
itant traditions, leadership material and
organization are concerned. It is also a
movement that is only slightly tinged with
Marxism, as it seems about to enter the
orbit of Gabon, which at times has been
flirting with the idea of a flexible federa-
tion with the archipelago. Faced with a
drop in cacao and coffee production owing
to the departure of the planters and their
white and Cape Verdian employees, with

would have difficulty in protecting thesk
unfortunate islands, which are Iookinv
increasingly towards moderate Africa.

Consolidation
To summarize, one need not be an egperfl
to determine that, from a political view.

- point, the MPLA victory consolidated th
position of the other regimes that resulted
from the same struggle. It was inevitablE
that this should happen. Three of the
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clinging to survival after having avoide(
a leftist crisis in March 1975. Like Cap
Verde, this tiniest of the African micro,
republics has had to face an influx o

countries - Cape Verde, Guinea-Bissau
and Sâo Tomé and Principe - have de
rived no direct political benefit,.as no on
is seriously thinking of threatening then
at this time. The Eastern-bloc countrie
have extended their influence to variou
degrees, but not to such an extent that thq
are able to lay down the law. In reality
these three political entities, whose eca
nomic viability is questionable, are goinj
through an extremely unstable period. It
seeking to broaden the base of their sup
port from outside, they are trying to p1a1
their political and strategic cards in a wa)
that will give them more political elbow
room, as is indicated by their participatio
in the France-Africa meeting in Paris las
May. By aligning themselves with tbf
French-speaking African states, the^
three Portuguese-speaking countries,
whose combined population is scwcely
over one million, hope to find allies whi
will give them as much freedom as pos
sible, now that Portugal is no longe,
interested in its former colonies. The
small size and population have the ad,
vantage at least of not requiring .non
administrative personnel than could in the
long term be trained by the PAIGC and
the MLSTP.

The situation in Mozambique will re
quire of its leaders at least as much ski D
and strength of character as is expected ol
the MPLA in Angola. In Mozambique,
there is a potentially explosive combina•
tion of factors unparalleled in the throP
micro-states. Among them are the follon`•
ing: an increase in the personal power of
the President, failure of the party m



ization of thE ^stablish a strong presence outside ; the
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for man u:^iY^itisfaction among foreign, minorities (as
an associaLe, incticated by the steady decline in the
I Principe ar,' iicuiber of Europeans and Indians), a
vingavoide; #eakdown of the modern economy, up-
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i,-. ictions are unpredictable, and 'ossibly
n tital: Added to this are: (11 the con-

^ i r aints of an inhospitable geopolitical
O ucture that has made the country a

i,wre assemblage of ill-related segments,
jtnd (2) the shadow of South Africa
lengthening over a land the departure of

Portuguese personnel has left practically
without any administrative infrastructure.

Whatever the short- and medium-
term prospects may be, Portuguese Africa
cannot hope to carry much weight south of
the Sahara until Angola, which in two
years has lost the benefits of a remarkable
period of economic development, is able to
regain its former stability. It will probably
do so within a few years and, since it has
much more in the way of resources and
personnel than its four companion coun-
tries, Angola may be called upon to act
in some leading capacity among this group
ravaged by the process of decolonization,
which, all things considered, has been a
failure, with the poorest elements once
again becoming the victims.

A new kind of dialogue
between Canada and Cuba
a

3y Roger MégéIas

The friendship between the Canadian and
(;uban peoples did not begin with Prime
Jinister Trudeau's visit to Havana last
February. In fact, Canada is, apart from
Nlexico, the only state in the Western
liemisphere to have maintained diplomatic
relations with Cuba since 1959.

In his book Vers un accord américano-
ubaan, the late Léon Mayrand expressed

a wish to see Canada "act on merit alone,
vhether or not it displeases North
lmerica's major republic" Th f

Relations between Canada and Cuba
seem to be increasingly oriented towards
a new kind of dialogue, in which mutual
benefit is of primary importance.

Three hypotheses can be proposed to
explain Canada's behaviour towards the
largest island in the West Indies. The
first hypothesis, certainly, involves Can-
ada's desire to display more independence
from its huge 'neighbour immediately to
the south. Friendship with Cuba, in ad-
dition to aiding Canadian nationalism,
enables Canada to clarify its positions
on problems affecting relations with the
United States. This can create a difficult
situation that, in the midst of the Amer-
ican Presidential campaign, has not failed
to provoke severe criticism from Wash-
ington of Canada's foreign policy. In an
interview with the weekly U.S. News and
World Report, Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger declared that the United States

Mr. Mégélas is a doctoral student in the
Department of Political Science of the
University of British Columbia. In addition
to his work on Latin America, which is
reflected in this article, Mr.lVfégélas is
engaged in research on francophone Africa;
he is spending this summer in A f rica.
The views expressed in this article are
those of the author.

e ormer
''mbassador was referring to Canada's
participation in the Organization of Amer-
^'-an States, which he saw as a possible
(ataiyst for a Cuban-Americari thaw. The
rime Minister's visit to Cuba shows that

t,'anada is going even beyond the wish
E'gpressed by Mr. Mayrand. While Mr.
Trudeau made it known clearly that Can-
^?•da did not intend to play the role of
^;aediator between the United States and
(%nba, the fact remains that, in the long
I, erni, his visit could well lead to this ob-

Ë 1'ctive. In the short term, this theory is
°pt admissible especially when one con-
siders that the intervention of Cuban
'orces in Africa and the perspective of the
976 Presidential elections in the United

5tates make any rapprochement between
he two countries unlikely, to say the

rlearf

Recovery
of stability
in Angola
within few years



would not tolerate any further Cuban
intervention in Africa or elsewhere. Look-
ing at this statement, and the New York

Times editorial sharply criticizing those
of Mr. Trudeau, one is perhaps in a better
position to judge the prevailing mood in
the United States. In such circumstances,
an independent policy enables Ottawa to
indicate clearly that the interests of the
Canadian people are the primary consi-
deration in evaluating the importance of
our relations with other countries.

Territorial waters
extension
requires support
of Latin America

Canadian presence
The second hypothesis involves Canada's
presence in Latin America. On the strictly
economic level, there is no doubt that
Canadian aid and the Canadians living in
Latin America are very positive influences.
In Cuba, Canada's support for the Cuban
revolution was emphasized. If, even as a
long-term possibility, a thaw in U.S.-Cuba
relations is foreseen, it is extremely im-
portant for Canada to guarantee the
continuity of its presence through co-
operation with the Latin American coun-
tries. The major benefit from this presence
is the assured market for Canadian goods
in these southern nations. It is obvious
that, on the international scene, Canada
must enlarge its field of activity through
solid ties based on mutual advantage.
Thus Ottawa's request for an extension
of the limit of territorial waters from 12
to 200 miles requires the support of the
Latin American countries. In the event
that the debate on this question pits
Canada against the United States, the
importance of this support will be con-
firmed.

The third hypothesis involves the
creation of new markets for Canadian
products. Since 1975, two sectors of the
Canadian economy have been particularly
affected by trade with Cuba: the railway
industry and agriculture (wheat, flour,
wood, powdered skim milk and other
products). The value of Canadian prod-
ucts exported to Cuba rose from $81.9
million in 1973 to $144.7 million in 1974,
and was expected to reach $165 million in
1975. What gives a special quality to this
aid relation is the impressive growth of
Cuban exports to Canada. From $16.6
million in 1973 they rose to $76.3 million
in 1974, and a figure of $100 million is
expected for 1975. During this period, the
products Canada buys from Cuba have
remained the same - the most important
being sugar, tobacco, seafoods and rum.
Sugar is the product most responsible for
the increase in export values. Cuba sells
an increasing amount of it to Canada, and
in this way can earn foreign exchange

while retaining the benefits of aneconomic
structure that safeguards its sovereignty
andindependence. To emphasize the irn-
portance of the Cuban market for Canada,
we need only mention that Canada is
third among the island's suppliers, after
the Soviet Union and Japan. To overtake
Japan in the Cuban market would be seen
as an important victory by the Canadian
Government in seeking world markets for
Canada's products.

Only interests
In an excellent article in Le Devoir in
February 1976, Professor Jacques Gélinas,
after a detailed analysis of the economic
and political issues in Canada-Cuba rela-
tions, came to.the conclusion that "Canada,
despite appearances and in relation to its
attempt to carve out an independent for-
eign policy, `has no friends, only in;er-
ests"'. The word "interests" must not be
interpreted too narrowly. Canada certain-
Iy seeks to satisfy those interests that
can be of value to the nation and the
Canadian economy. In the case of Cuba,
however, Canada's presence exceeds these
limited bounds. In effect, Cuba is a Third
World country that has set itself, with no
small degree of success, squarely on the
road towards a healthy, development-
oriented economy. In contrast to the other
countries in this situation, Cuba seeks,
above all, to stabilize its economic auton-
omy. (This is also true of its relations
with the Soviet Union.) According to
Professor Gélinas, Cuba has gone oven
further, in having "accomplished a certain
internal accumulation of capital and a
steady growth in its productive capizbil-
ities". Having adopted a policy of inter-
national aid as the basis for most relations
with less-fortunate countries, Canada
seems to have found Cuba an interesting
example of development.

Prime Minister Trudeau's visit was
the crowning touch to a year of intellsive
discussion between representatives W ' the
two countries. It was in March 1975 that
Mr. Gillespie initiated closer Canada-
Cuba relations with the signing of a.:100-
million line of credit for Havana. S'ince
then, joint projects worth $500 million
have been announced. There is a great
variety of products involved, including
iron and steel, pulp and paper an(; rg
and maritime commodities, as well as the
output of animal husbandry and dairying
and of the hospital sector (notably phar-
maceuticals). To this impressive Est of
products can be added the techriical'
training programs organized by Canada
and the continuing growth of Canadiaa
tourism in Cuba (6,000 to 12,000 visitor
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during the 1974-75' season and nearly
30,000 during 1975-76).

The above list of projects and prod-
ucts shows that the agreements in all areas
clearly favour the long term. The sale of themselves.
20_ diesel locomotives by M.L.W. Worth-
ing-ton of Montreal, the 50 ore-cars from Several factors
Wajax International, the production of

According to Professor Jack Oglesb;,
cardboard cartons used for shipping eggs, ("Continuing U.S. influence on Canada-
the presence of sizeable herds of Cana- Cuba relations", International Perspec-dian livestock, and, of course, the medical tives, September/October 1975), Canada's
agreements already signed by Marc La-
loade providing for exchanges of medical
personnel - all these agreements require
either spare parts or technicians from
Canada. For Cuba, the sale of sugar, sea-
food ( especially lobsters), tobacco and
rum gives equal encouragement to long-
temtrade with Canada. If Cuba is able
to diversify its production further in such
a way as to enlarge its Canadian market
even more, we shall see perfect harmony,
at least in trade relations between the two
countries. Although it is extremely un-
likely that Cuba will abandon the path of
socialism to follow Canada (or vice versa),
it is still obvious that this . co-operation
brings out a special quality in the dialogue
between the two countries. If Mr. Tru-
deau's prediction is to be believed - that
more and more developing nations will be
choosing the Cuban model - , then this
dialogue between Canada and Cuba may
serve ; as a lesson to the members of the
international community that have begun
or will soon begin to develop.

If one assumes the desirability of
keeping one's distance from the United
States and agrees with Canada's inten-
tions regarding development in Latin
America in general and Cuba in particular,
what other Canadian interests can be
discerned in this friendship with the
sot,thern countries?

The Organization of American States,
in which Canada holds observer status,
seems to have become inoperative of
recent years. The other American coun-
tries regard it as functioning only in ac-
cordance with the interests of the United
States. Canada, in establishing closer re-
lations with Latin America, is moving
more and more towards the role of judge
or adviser in Latin America. In fact,
because of the aid policy instituted by
Canada, its image in Latin America tends
to be positive. Canada's role in the South
American continent appears more and
more as a trump card, enabling it, among
Other things, to come of age in interna-
tional politics, as Georges Vigny of Mon-
treal's Le Devoir has observed.

Before the Cuban revolution, the
Urtited States enjoyed 60 per cent of the

position on the Castro regime was con-
ditioned by several factors. In the first
place, the Canadian public had had to rely
in the main on information emanating
from the American media. In addition, the
Cuban links with the Soviet Union and the
Cuban Government's interest in exporting
revolution led both Mr. Pearson and Mr.
Diefenbaker to remain within the limits
of merely correct relations with Cuba.
Professor Oglesby also states that the
Cuban Government, for its part, perceived
Canada as a close ally of the United
States, which could not be treated with
the same enthusiasm and friendliness
shown towards fellow Soviet-bloc nations.
It was only after the Department of Ex-
ternal Affairs had revised its Latin Amer-
ican policy that the relation between the
two countries finally changed. If one looks
back at the economic balance between
them, it can be realized that, from 1969
to 1976, Canada has made up for lost
time.

Finally, there remains the question of
Canada's role in the continuing situation Canadian role
of conflict between the United States and in conflict
Cuba. Léon Mayrand thought that it was between Cuba
through a more active role within the and United States
OAS that Canada's contribution to the
settlement of the conflict could be made.
This Canadian intervention between Cuba
and the United States could not, however,
be made without preliminary discussions
between the United States and the Soviet
Union.

The special brand of détente that
exists among the Latin American coun-
tries, the United States and Cuba will
undoubtedly have an impact on détente
in its more usual sense (décrispation, as
Valéry Giscdrd d'Estaing calls it, or raz-
ryadka, as the Soviets call it).

In the meantime, although some ex-
pressed their shock when in February
they heard the now famous "Viva Cuba!
Viva el Primer ministro Commandante
Fidel Castro!", it cannot be denied that
the friendship that exists between the
Canadian and Cuban peoples may be a
new symbol of good relations between the
"haves" and the "have-nots" in the inter-
national system.
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Cuban market. It seems to have taken 14
years for Canada and Cuba to realize that
they could take advantage of the oppor-
tunity to establish solid links between
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Law of the Sea Conference:
report on New York

By Paul A. Lapointe

Those who are familiar with law-of-the-
sea issues will be aware that the Third
United Nations Conference on that topic,
formally convened 'in New York City in
December 1973, has now^ held three full
substantive sessions, in Caracas, in Geneva
and, more recently, in New York, but has
yet to produce the long-awaited and much-
needed new legal regime for the oceans it
was given the mandate to establish. The
reasons for what is to many a disappoint-
ing performance have been reviewed before
in this publication and need only be re-
called succinctly here: the extreme com-
plexity of the issues and the large number
of sovereign states. (149) called upon to
resolve them, as far as possible by con-
sensus. The reasons for what is to others
an encouraging process of negotiation, in
spite of its slow pace, have also been
examined in this publication (July/August
1975). Chief among these reasons were the
emergence and the growing international
acceptance of the radically new notions of
"the common heritage of mankind" and
"the exclusive economic zone". The pur-
pose of this article is to consider the
situation now confronting the conference
after its last session (March 15 - May 7,
1976), the further progress made, the dif-
ficulties ahead, and the prospects for an
early end to the negotiations, as well as
for the adoption of a universally-accep-
table convention on the law of the sea.

It will be recalled that at the end of the
1975 Geneva session, each of the chairmen
of the three main committees presented
to the conference an "informal single ne-

Mr. Lapointe, who is Counsellor at the
Canadian High Commission in New Delhi,
was a member of the Canadian delegation
to the third session of the Law of the Sea
Con f erence in New York. He joined the
Department of External A ff airs in 1960
and has since served in numerousposts at
home and abroad. He has been involved
in law-of-the-sea matters since 1965, and
has previously reported on sessions of the
conference for International Perspectives.
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gotiating text" covering the subjects en-
trusted to his committee. These texts
consisted of some 300 articles, as well as
annexes, which for the first time attempted
to provide formulations for the resolution
of complex and interrelated problems. Until
that time, participants had been required
to deal with thousands of proposals and
counter-proposals, often contradictory,
which, taken together, were incapable of
forming a comprehensive and intelligible
law-of-the-sea convention. While it was
made clear that the "informal single ue-
gotiating text" would only serve as a
procedural device and as a basis for ;^e-
gotiation, it nevertheless represented a
major step forward. From the point of
view of substance, the texts, in spite of
their informal status, also provided a clear
indication of the probable outlines of the
future regime of the seas by giving unam-
biguous expression, among other things,
to the new conceptions of "the common
heritage of mankind" and "the exclusive
economic zone".

Quick realization
Although the conference had before it
a more manageable negotiating text, it
was quickly realized at the beginning of
the New York session that the dec:sion
stage had not been reached. First, delega-
tions had not had a chance to comment
on the "informal single negotiating t-=xts"
as they had been presented on the lasi" day
of the previous session. Secondly, the .;nree
texts, plus an additional document en-
titled "Dispute Settlement Procede:.res",
prepared by the president of the con-
ference on his own initiative, were still far
from being generally acceptable to the
conference participants. Many of the most
important parts were highly contro` arsial
and incapable of producing a wide con-
sensus. It was, therefore, decided thai each
of the three main committees, and the
conference itself in plenary session, Would
adopt its own procedures for reviewing the
texts, negotiating the controversial issues
and eventually enabling each chairmt n(or
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negotiating textst it had been hoped that
these revised texts would be âvailable mid-
way through the session. This soon proved

to be too optimistic an estimate, and it
becarie clear: that a further session would
be required before the conference would
, ôe ready to move to the next stage of its
Nork.

It would be much beyond the scope
of this article to explain in detail why each
r,omrdttee saw fit to adopt a different
method of work or to-"describe the many
nforrnal negotiating groups that contri-
)uted to the achievement, or lack of
achievement, of this session. These factors
ire undoubtedly important to a better
understanding of the inherent difficulties
acing the conference, but the main pur-

ç iose of this article is to report on the
esults of the session and to look at the
uture. References to procedure will, there-
ore, be limited to those essential to under-
tanding the substantive conclusions of

st Committee
he revised text for the First Committee,
hich deals with the regime of exploration
nd exploitation of the ressources of the
International Seabed Area" beyond the

^mits of national jurisdiction, contains
he most substantial modifications com-
ared with the Geneva text. In general
erms, vhe new formulations would appear
o strike a more equitable balance between
e views of the technologically-advanced
ates and those of the developing coun-
'ies. Provision is made, for example, to
ow activities to be conducted in the

ihternational area by the International
Ruthori vy directly and exclusively, but

so by other entities (whether states
arties, state enterprises or other natural
Juridical persons) in association with,
under the control of, the Authority.
Further improvements are to be found

the more precise and more detailed
'visions pertaining to the rights and
ties of the Authority itself, the "Enter-
e" (i.e. the operating arm of the Au-

ority), and the other entities operating
the International Area. While dispute-
tletnent procedures and a precise statute
the Enterprise had been conspicuously

sent from the Geneva text, these ques-
ns have now been covered in a compre-
nsive and generally acceptable manner
two annexes to the revised text.

That is not to say, however, that
ese rnodifications, some of which are
n to be of a rather radical nature when
e old and the new texts are compared,

have found immediate acceptance among
all participants. Nor is the new text devoid
of formulations that are highly contro-
versial. It is well known, for example, that
the Group of 77 felt unhappy enough
with the new revised text of the First
Committee to lodge a written complaint
with the chairman, arguing that they had
not been sufficiently involved in the dis-
cussions that gave birth to the new text
and that they continued to consider the
former Geneva text as being relevant to
the future work of the committee.

Of more immediate concern to the
Canadian delegation was the late intro-
duction in the committee of an annex
related to the question of production
controls over the mineral resources that
will eventually be mined from I the poly-
metallic (manganese) nodules that lie at
the surface of the International Seabed
Area. Until that late'stage, there had been
every reason to believe that, if there were
to be production controls, particularly on
nickel - the key mineral component of
the nodules - , land-based production
would be adequately protected. However,
it had been assumed that a method could
be devised that would allow both land and
seabed sources (not just the latter) to grow
concurrently on the basis of percentages
reflecting actual annual fluctuations in
nickel demand. What happened, however,
was that a control formula (now in
Annex 1 of the revised text) appeared
out of the blue, based on an arbitrarily-
established 6 percent increase per annum
in nickel demand. According to this for-
mula, if the actual nickel demand turns
out to be.lower than the arbitrary 6 per-
cent minimum figure, or if demand actu-
ally decreases, the result could be a limi-
tation on land-based production, since the
International Area allotment will continue
at the 6 percent minimum. Since present
statistics and forecasts point to a figure
much lower than 6 per cent, the concern
of the Canadian delegation, as well as of
present or potential land-based producers,
is understandable. However, the chairman,
in his introductory note to the revised text,
indicated his awareness of the need for
more careful consideration of this matter,
adding that specific attention would have
to be directed to the projected rate of
increase for nickel demand.

Second Committee
The Second Committee deals with most of
the "traditional" law-of-the-sea questions
- the territorial sea, international straits,
fisheries, continental shelf, islands, high
seas etc. - and with the most important

Protection needed
for land-based
production
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"new" conception - the 200-mile "ex-
clusive economic zone". Nevertheless, the
137 articles on Second Committee matters'
contained in the Geneva text commanded
the widest support of the three parts of
the Geneva text. There still remained,
however, enormous difficulties to be sur-

Geneva text
withstood
onslaught
of amendments
at New York

mounted - particularly, as it turned out
during the New York session, concerning
whether special rights or privileges would
be granted to the group of land-locked
and "geographically-disadvantaged" states.
This group of states came to be known as
the LL-GDS.

Over 3,700 interventions were made
and over 1,000 amendments proposed
during the Second Committee's deliber-
ations. It is quite remarkable that the
Geneva text was- able, in most cases, to
withstand this onslaught, so that the New
York revised text is very close to its
Geneva predecessor.

A number of serious issues remain,
however, as the chairman has conceded in
his introductory note to the revised text.
To name but a few, one can Est: the prob-
lems raised by the LL-GDS, which took a
part of the committee's time but were left
unresolved; the problem of boundary
delineations between adjacent or opposite
states; a technical and precise definition
of the "outer edge of the margin" worked
out by continental Canada and a number
of other states, which was received sym-
pathically but was left over for further
study; and the question of the relation
between the "exclusive economic zone"
and the "high seas".

Despite these problems, however,
considerable progress occurred. In spite
of attacks made during the session on the
conception of the 200-mile "economic
zone", it emerged even more firmly
entrended in the revised text. Improve-
ments were made in the provisions con-
cerning fisheries, especially in the "anadro-
mous species" (salmon) article. However,
the revised text reaffirmed the coastal
state's sovereign rights over the resources
of its continental shelf, even where the
shelf expanded beyond 200 miles. The
revised text combines this with a system
whereby the coastal state would give to
the international community, for the ben-
efit of the developing countries, a portion
of the resources it derived from exploiting
the resources of its continental 'shelf
beyond 200 miles.

On balance, two major difficulties
remain in the Second Committee:

1) As referred to above, the LL-GDS
problem will have to be resolved. Although
the demands of some members of this
group have been extreme and their tactics
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at times disruptive,
found. }N

2) Many of the problems raisedby inl, t^
national navigation in the territorial
economic zone and straits used for inf` ,^
national navigation would appear tc'
casual observer to have been resolEed r^;
the revised text. But there may be trouÎ
just below the surface. A group of ab'
30 states, many of which border on .soi '
of the major international straits, have'
yet accepted the "impeded transit" i'.^
quirement, which would apply under
revised text to most international str,
Others.continue to have questions on
definition or characterization of "Ai
used for international navigation", ^{
others are concerned at the apparent f I;I
sion of the coastal state's powers in
own territorial sea.

Third Committee
The mandate of the Third Com;mit^
concerns the protection and reserv6 'J

râ1

no

P
of the marine environment, marine sc'
tific research. and the developmert rr
transfer of technology. Of these thrI^
questions, the first one is undoubtedly
one that could have the most importM
impact on the conference, as it invo
the respective rights and obligations
coastal, flag and port states over pollui^
by ships. It is essential, on the one hs
for coastal states to be assured that t:
marine environment will not be imperil
but also, on the other hand, to guarar
that international commerce and com
nications by sea are not unjustifia
impeded.

The revised text is a major irr..pra
ment over the Geneva text, particular15
that it provides much more adequately
the control and regulation of vessel-sou
pollution. For example, one article sp
fies that dumping within the_territoi.ial^
and the economic zone or on the contin
tal shelf shall not be carried out vithc
the express prior approval of the coas
state. Coastal states may now also enfo
in their economic zones laws and re
tions for the prevention of pollutien
vessels "conforming to and giving effecf
international rules and standards es
lished through the competent interr<atio
organization or general diplomatic
ference". Together with a new ar;;icle
"ice-covered areas" that gives interx.atio
sanction to Canada's 1970 Arctic Wal
Pollution Prevention Act, these provi^
represent progress. However, coastal-st
powers would appear to be still too
cumscribed, particularly within the
torial sea and with respect to enforcem
Through a number of cross-references

t^lE

s^r
'_i
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art Two of this Convention."
Unfortunately, this formulation leaves

i^ie door open to different interpretations
in such a- way that the coastal state's con-
ent requirement could become illusory.

ew Part IV

the text provides that, when ratifying the

he International Court of Justice; a new

fendant state. A certain amount of pro-

1h addition to the three parts produced
iû Geneva and revised in New York, there
t4 now before the conference Part IV,
ihich was circulated after the Geneva

^isssion by the president of the conference
and later revised in light of the debaté

at took place during the New York
ssion. Part IV is concerned with the

s^ttletnent of disputes, and is regarded by
?I^any countries, such as the U.S.A., as a
ne qua non of their acceptance of the

svhole new convention. As now drafted,

nve^^tion, states will be required to opt
}^r one or more of four basic procedures:

(a''mprehensive law-of-the-sea tribunal;
bitration; or "special procedures". In

he event of a dispute, the procedure used
i^+ould be the one previously chosen by the

éction of the coastal state's jurisdiction
â the economic zone is provided by the
^luirement that local remedies first be

the coastal states could be taken away
resort to the settlement-of-disputes

ocedures.
With respect to marine scientific

required before anyresearch activities

rated in the revised text goes some way
wards a workable compromise, by
aking -the consent of the coastal state
cessary but also specifying that this
nsent will -not be withheld unless the

austed; but this protection, unfortu-
n;ately, does not seem to extend to marine-
tpuution controls. As this relatively new

text has not been the subject of as exten-
sive debate as the other parts, it could
well give rise to controversy at the next
session.

While attempting to describe in the
preceding paragraphs a number of devel-
opments that justify a fairly optimistic
assessment of the future of the Third Law
of the Sea Conference, care has also been
taken to underline the very real diû'i-
culties that must be resolved before there
can be a successful conclusion. It is a
matter of concern that, in spite of positive
advances on many fronts, such as on the
innovative new conception of the "exclus-
ive economic zone", there is still a reluc- Reluctance
tance on the part of some groups to accept to accept
compromise formulations that would give compromise
them somewhat less than they had hoped formulations
for. A procedure must be found to isolate
the most difficult unresolved problems and
one more attempt made to negotiate solu-
tions to these as rapidly as possible, so
that the conference can move on to the
decision stage. Even this procedure will be
controversial, as it will appear to be
ignoring "minor" problems of crucial
importance to certain states. But the con-
ference cannot continue to reread the same
texts and remain deadlocked on a few
major outstanding issues.

At its last meeting, on May 7, 1976,
the conference considered the possibility
of moving rapidly to the decision stage.
At the next session, delegations could be
faced for the first time with votes on
matters of substance. If this should
happen, great care will have to be taken
to keep the voting procedure within
manageable limits. As there are built-in
delays in the conference rules of procedure
before voting can take place, and since
there are thousands of questions that
could theoretically require votes, the
whole process could become unmanageable
unless it is handled sensitively.

The next session, which will be held
in New York City from August 2 to Current session
September 17, will be crucial. Time is now in New York
of the essence. More and more states have will be
been compelled to adopt unilateral solu- crucial
tions to protect critical fisheries re-
sources; seabed technology is developing
faster than the' légal regime necessary to
control activities in the International
Seabed Area; and a majority of states is
becoming impatient in the face of a min-
ority that is either attached to rules
clearly belonging to the past or making
extravagant claims in order to compensate
for what it alleges to be a geographical
disadvantage.

The end may be near, if there, is a
political will to attain it.
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Sir Joseph Pope
feared women
would claim
the rights of men

Women: always diplomatic
and more recently diplomats

By Allison Taylor Hardy

Joseph Pope, Under-Secretary of State
and Deputy Registrar-General, appeared
in May 1907 before a royal commission on
the Civil Service. At that time, he had
been with the Canadian Government for
about 28 years, including seven as Assist-
ant Clerk of the Privy Council and, more
recently, 11 as Under-Secretary of State.
His examination by the commission chair-
man revealed that he had had a great deal
to do with "Ia haute diplomatie", as the
chairman called it.

A follow-up memorandum from Pope
to the commissioners expressed his views
on "the desirability of establishing a more
systematic mode of dealing with ... the
external affairs of the Dominion". The
Department of External Affairs was estab-
lished in 1909 and Mr. Pope, later Sir
Joseph, became Under-Secretary of the
fledgling department.

Pope had been asked by the royal
commissioners about women in the ser-
vice. It was difficult at that time, evidently,
to get qualified young men to enter the
Government. Pope felt that the number
of women coming into the service was
inordinate. Of their employment, he com-
mented: "Speaking generally, I do not
think it desirable, though I know of several
exceptions. But I am speaking of the
general principle, because I find that as a
rule women clerks claim the rights of men
and the privileges of their own sex as well."

The commissioners questioned several
other deputy ministers as well. The Deputy
Minister of Labour, W. L. Mackenzie King,
suggested that it was doubtful whether the
young ladies serving in his department as
temporary clerks were worth their $500
annual salary. The Deputy Minister of the
Interior, W. W. Cory, commented that

Miss Hardy recently retired from the
Department of External Affairs, which
she joined in 1945. During her years in
the Department, she served in Rio de
Janeiro, New York and Washington, as
well as in Ottawa. The views expressed
are those of the author.
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there were some very able women in th
service, but he felt that, in the performana
of the useful duties assigned to them, the
could not rise to a level worth more th^
an annual salary of $1,000.

The commissioners asked Mr. Coq
about the likelihood of political pressure'c
an exceptiônally gifted woman were to to
promoted. ". . . Once you promote a
woman," he replied, "if you raise her froc
one class to another, pressure, both froc
inside and outside the service, and nol
necessarily political, is brought to promoU,
other women from the subordinab
ranks . . .".

The Deputy Minister of Finance, T.
C. Boville, was asked if there was any ch
restriction on the age of female applicants cl
"There is no restriction in the case of rer
temporary clerks," he said. ". .. Most of .n
the women we employ are, I should say - 1P
one cannot be too curious - between 2 ho,
and 30 years of age .... Our aim is to get I.tt
good, intelligent women, of good charactér, to
and women whose health is sufficient to ;n
enable them to stand the stress of a good Î^u
deal of hard work." The commissione
interrogated Frank Pedley, Deputy ûuperf ;^u
intendent-General of Indian Affairs, on oi
how he planned to replace senior male i r
clerks when they retired. All members of in
the commission protested their lack of ig]
prejudice against women but, accrrding iis
to Mr. Pedley, their views "had been ia(
moulded so largely by experience" that {vh
they would think of filling suPeriot ,̂elE
positions with men only. "Of course," he ec
added, "the proper principle would be ilFtar
a woman is capable of filling a position she
should get it. I do not see why she :;hould ^;x1
be discriminated against because she is a Iryn^
woman."

Before the end of 1909, three yoûng
women were working for the DepartmenE

in]
Sec

of External Affairs: Emma Palmer, Gracelithe
Rankins and Agnes McCloskey. Mi,'^
Palmer had worked in the Secretary of
State Department for a number of yeO
and was on loan to the new department•
Miss Rankins and Miss McCloskey had

ear
gra
art;
and
Nor.
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in article about Miss McCloskey. "As

from the purchase of buildings to setting-

and German, she was typical of many

11assing entry examinations. The latter had
corne second in the Dominion in an egam-
ination held earlier, in the year for Third
y)ivision Clerkships`-

By1925, Agnes McCloskey was recog-
nized by the Chief Clerk as a "most
'apable, clever and energetic clerk . . .
,i$o "has four clerks assisting her in her
tivork". She subsequently rose to the
I)osition of Departmental Accountant and
Ÿas unofficially known as the "Lady
lr)eputy". When the. Canadian Consulate
6eneral was opened in New York during
the Second World War, she was appointed

Vice-Consul, the first Canadian woman
Jo serve abroad in that capacity with the
1)epartment of External Affairs. In her
time, she was one of the very few senior
romen in the Federal Government service.

A 1943 issue of Saturday Night carried

Accountant of the Departinent," wrote
f;orolyn Cox, "she arranged the financial
aatters covering each newly-opened office,

iip Of staff, furnishing of offices and resi-
Lences, regulation of expense accounts.
Still, everybody remained `family', and
1lgnes, guardian angel for them all,, sent
cheques to children left in Canadian
chools by parents on foreign service,

rented suddenly-abandoned apartments
ânywhere from Russia to New Zealand,
âlways had an amazing assortment of
]iouse-keys, private letters, powers of
attorney, and other personal oddments
,̂towed away in the drawers of her desk,
tinding time to execute bits of family
Îiusiness for our representatives in far-
j,.way places. She was, in a word, an insti-
ution in the East Block. She is also what

Vou call `a chip off the old block'. There is
right and a wrong way of doing things

and Agnes believes in things being done
,,ight. Many a youngster, newly expanding
is wings in Canada's foreign service, has

had them summarily clipped by the lady
1^ ho both sat on the Personnel Board that
selected him for the Department and
decided where he, should go, and then
handled his expense account."

Staff expansion in the Department of
External Affairs during the 1920s and 1930s
was relatively modest; but it did allow
for the entry of Lester Bowles Pearson
n 1923, the appointment of a new Under-

,Secretary, Dr. O. D. Skelton, in 1925 and
the arrival from Queen's University a year
earlier of Marjorie McKenzie as a Steno-
;rapher Grade 3. Holder of a bachelor of
arts degree and a master of arts in French

,Vomen who entered the Department at

the start of the Second World War, ac-
cepting appointments as clerks and steno-
graphers but, in fact, doing the work of
officers. They came from universities, from
other government departments and agen-
cies and from home. Restrictions on the
employment of married women were re-
laxed during the war.

As hostilities drew to a close, new
missions were opened and plans were Postwar
made to re-open some that had been expansion
closed because of the war. Recruiting from, led to increase
rather than for, the military was taking in recruiting
place in Canada and abroad, and new faces
were seen in the East Block corridors.
Many of the women who joined in the mid-
and late 1940s came from the Navy, the
Army and the Air Force, took a few weeks
or months of training in Ottawa and then
set off for other strange and little-known
capitals. Many of them had left good jobs
to join the military services, but they de-
layed returning to them until they had
tried External Affairs. Most of them en-
tered as clerks and stenographers, as had
their precursors - eager to serve their
country in peace as those in war. At the
same time, a few came into the Depart-
ment after service abroad with other allied
governments, especially the British. Re-
cruits were drawn from the private sector
as well - the war had shaken up their
world, too.

In 1947, women were allowed for the
first time to write the competitive Foreign
Service Officer examination. Qualifications
on the ground of sex were at last put aside.
In 1945, an issue of Saturday Night carried
another article by Mrs. Cox, this time on
Miss McKenzie: "Back in 1930, as a tour
de force, she wrote the departmental
examination for Third Secretary, just to
see what she could do, though knowing
no woman was eligible for appointment
and equally certain she herself could never
either manage or endure the social require-
ments. She wrote a brilliant paper." Miss
McKenzie "passed" officially in 1947.
Listed with her in the first edition of the
External Affairs biographical register in
1949 were nine other female officers, some
of whom had joined as clerks, wartime
assistants, etc. : Dorothy Burwash, Frances
Carlisle, Mary o Dench, Jean Horwood,
Agnes Ireland, Elizabeth MacCallum,
Katherine Macdonnell, Marion Macpher-
son and Margaret Meagher. The majority
had become Foreign Service Officers.

Diplomatic missions were opened in
Egypt, Israel and Lebanon in 1954 and, in
October of that year, Elizabeth MacCallum
became Counsellor and Chargé d'affaires
a.i. in Beirut. She was born in Turkey, and
her knowledge of Near Eastern affairs was
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reflected in more than 20 monographs
published by the Foreign Policy Associa-
tion of New York, where she hadworked
for six-yéars before joining the Department
in 1942. Soon she had become the drafting
officer for Middle Eastern affairs in the
Department and her desk could probably
have been termed the Middle Eastern
Division of the day. She served as an
adviser on a number of Canadian delega-
tions to United Nations conferences, in-
cluding the San Francisco Conference in
1945, several special sessions on Palestine
in 1947 and the General Assembly_ session
of the same year.

The etiquette of diplomacy may seem
old-fashioned to- those outside the foreign
service, but it has a place all its own. Its
rules and regulations are familiar to foreign
offices And the diplomatic community in
national capitals throughout the world.
One feature of- the etiquette is the prece-
dence to be accorded to diplomats; another
is how they should be addressed. There
was some difference of opinion in the
Department on how Miss MacCallum
should be addressed in Beirut, whether as
"Madame le Chargé d'affaires" or as
"Madame la Chargée d'affaires". The
majority seemed to believe "Madame la
Chargée" the more acceptable form. On
her arrival in Beirut, however, she was
told by the Papal Nuncio that the matter
had been discussed in the diplomatic corps
two weeks earlier and an almost unanimous
decision taken that the form "Madame le
Chargé" should be used. This was accepted
by the Department, though it led to some
confusion in the mind of at least one diplo-
mat, who, in writing to welcome Miss
MacCallum to Lebanon, began his letter
"Monsieur le Chargé et cher colleague".

The first female Canadian head of
post was Margaret Meagher, who was ap-
pointed Ambassador to Israel in October
1958. A year earlier she had come to Tel
Aviv as Counsellor and Chargé d'affaires
a.i. As Canada's diplomatic service ex-
panded, dual accreditation was adopted as
a means of extending diplomatic recogni-
tion to a second country where it was
not possible - usually for administrative
reasons - to establish a resident mission.
Essential business could thus be carried
on from another capital. In 1961, while
she was Ambassador to Israel, Miss
Meagher was appointed, concurrently,
Canadian High Commissioner to Cyprus.

Since the wearing of two bats caused
Miss Meagher no difficulty, during her
term as Ambassador to Austria (which
began in 1962) she also served as Governor
for Canada on the Board of Governors of
the International Atomic Energy Agency,
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which had its headquarters in Vienna. Jr
1964, Miss Meagher was appointed Chair
man of the Board. She wasHighCommisl
sioner to Kenya and Uganda concurrent
for over two years and took up resideni '
in Stockholm as Canadian Ambassador t
Sweden in 1969. While serving in Swedet
she headed the Canadian team that er,
tered into the negotiations with tr'
People's Republic of China that le;
eventually to mutual recognition and th `
establishment of diplomatic relation
When she finally returned to Canada, sh
moved to the city of her birth, Halifax, a
the Department's first female Foreigc
Service - Visitor at Dalhousie Universit5
for the academic year 1973-74.

Miss Meagher did not find speci
problems in being a woman in what wa
largely a man's world, though her firsj
posting, late in 1945, to Mexico as a Thir
Secretary '(local rank) was made belon
the Department had established any scat
of allowances for women officers. She sug•
gests that she may have been fortunate is
the choice of the countries to which she
was sent as head of mission, but she waE
never conscious of any difficulty becaus
of her sex. Not only the governments t
which she was accredited but the lod
diplomatic corps, representing a variety o
cultures and backgrounds, were willing tt
accept the judgment of her home govern.
ment in her selection. She was the iirsf
woman to be a head of post in Israel,
Austria and Kenya and the second female
Ambassador in Stockhôlm. Whether, at
the senior level abroad, it continues to be
a man's world may depend, she suggest^
on changes in society, so that a married
woman with a husband and children as
dependents can accept such an appoint•
ment without any problems.

Before her recent appointment as
Chairman of the Tariff Board in Ottawa,
Pamela McDougall had, since January
1974, been Director General of the Bureau
of Economic and Scientific Affairs. The
bureau level of management had been
created in the early Seventies to occupy
a position intermediate between the As.
sistant Under-Secretary level and the
divisional level. Miss McDougall joinec the
Department of External Affairs in 1949 as
a Clerk 3, and became an officer two years
later. She served in a variety of divisions
and at several posts before being appointed
Canadian Ambassador to Poland in 1968 -
the first woman to hold this post. On her
return to Ottawa three years later, she
was seconded to the Privy Council, first as
Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet fo
External Policy and Defence and then
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At the time of the 1970 foreign policy
^ iew, the need was recognized to develop

T personnel policies and modern man-
ment techniques. To enhance the pro-
ioual development of the career foreign

> rvice, personnel mobility programs are
^vorg progressively included in the rota-
^ i 1 , n.al structure, where movements of
ii,icers from External Affairs to other

federal or provincial departments on
,eco:ldment or temporary loan and to or
'Jrom international organizations, the aca-
(femic community and the business world
an be undertaken when the operational
equirements of the Department have been

,atisfied. Miss McDougall found that her
Privy Council job provided her with a
rasp of the international concerns of other
ederal departments, besides of!"ering her

unfamiliar perspective on foreign policy
ând the Department of External Affairs.
Like Margaret Meagher, she experienced
no difficulty in her role of Ambassador in
Warsaw. The quality of her work earned
'ler a doctrtf loae oaws from her alma
aater, Mount Allison University, which
he received in 1969.

Another officer, now on secondment
,:o the Department of Energy, Mines and
;lesotrrçes as Special Adviser, Energy

olicy; is Margaret Loggie, who has found
leraelf accepted on account of the quality
)f her work alone. Women officers were
no novelty when Miss Loggie was at
"he Canadian Embassy in Mexico City.

Or Is It?

Two of Canada's first female ambassadors inspect the guards of
honour that were turned out for the ceremonies surrounding the
presentation of their credentials: top - Margaret Meagher,
Jérusalem, October 1958; bottom - Pamela McDougall with her
all-male guard of honour in Warsaw.

There were four of them, out of a total of
11 officers including the Ambassador.
Trade, tourism, administration and general
relations were their responsibility.

Miss Loggie was Chargé d'affaires in
Beirut when heads of post were invited by
the Foreign Ministry to be received by the
Emir of Kuwait at his summer residence.



Three women
from External
have received
Order of Canada

One European ambassador who was asked<
his opinion about the attendance of a
woman Chargé advised strongly against
her going. The Protocol Officer,however,
said she should go - "perhaps I'll just tell
the Emir's secretary". The secretary re-
plied: "Of course, she should come. But
perhaps I'll mention it to the Emir." The
result was that, of all the heads of post
present, the Canadian Chargé was the one
the Emir could most easily identify and he
and Miss Loggie had a cordial conservation.

Marion Macpherson, the present
Canadian High Commissioner in Sri
Lanka, is another officer whose career has
followed a pattern typical of so many in
the Department: 'work in Ottawa in eight
or more divisions (one of which she
headed), three- postings abroad, and a
slight pause for the Career Assignment
Program - all before she reached Colombo.
Included in her experience, as in that of
Miss McDougall, was a posting to Viet-
nam, as an adviser to the International
Commission for Supervision and Control.

Dorothy Armstrong has been Director
of the Northwestern European Division
since 1974. Her experience has included
administering aid matters at the High
Commission in New Delhi and serving as
Permanent Delegate on the Development
Assistance Committee when she was with
the Canadian Mission to the Organization
for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment in Paris - all before joining the
Canadian Embassy in Bonn in 1968 as
Counsellor for economic and labour affairs.
On her return to Ottawa in 1973, Miss
Armstrong joined the Policy Analysis
Group as Deputy Head, where there was
an opportunity to study and put together
into a comprehensive pattern long-range
foreign-policy objectives for Canada.

Three women in the Department
have received the Order of Canada:
Elizabeth MacCallum, recipient of the
Medal of Service in the first group in
Centennial Year, who later became an
Officer, for her achievements in various
posts in the Canadian diplomatic service;
Margaret Meagher, appointed an Officer
in 1974 for her career in diplomacy and her
contribution to international affairs; and
Pauline Sabourin, who became a Member
in 1974 in recognition of her service as
private secretary to many Under-Secre-
taries of State for External Affairs. Miss
Sabourin entered the Department in 1949
as a Stenographer 2 and is now an Ad-
ministrative Services Officer. The Depart-
ment is attracting more young women
whose mother tongue is French and who

are able to continue working in French
with their bilingual colleagues at a number
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of posts, as well as in certain headquarters
sections in Ottawa.

The Canadian Medal of Bravery Was
awarded in, 1973 to two members of the
staff of the Canadian Embassy in Peking,
Margaret Cornish and Ann Dale-Harris, I
While skating near a group of children in
January of that year, the two young
women helped to rescue four-year-old We1
Min-Tung when the boy's toboggan broke
through a patch of thin ice. In a letter to
the two Canadians, his parents wrote:
"Your action demonstrates your friendly
feelings for the Chinese people and has
deepened the friendship between the r
peoples of our two countries." The head. I
line to the Chinese People's Daily story t
was "Canadian Aunts Save Me". i

The career pattern for the postwar
entrants who joined as clerks and sten. y
ographers has been varied. To some, the t
nomadic life has so much appeal that Ot• n
tawa catches only fleeting glimpses of them fi
between postings. One woman has just I
reached Singapore on her ninth posting, n
She enjoys working abroad, preferably at a
small posts where there is a little bit of y
everything to do. Now she knows that, ir
wherever she goes, she will find friends in c,
other capitals or will meet in Ottawa some. ti
one who has just arrived, introduced to her w
by a colleague at a Canadian post abroad fc
The network is world-wide. rc

According to a former Chargé d'af.
faires at the Canadian Embassy in Athens, w
the secretaries at any post - abroad are p,
its most important members. On the day h
of a coup d'état in 1967, he recalls, he of
woke up early to the sound of martial or
music and to smooth, reassuring voices ux
proclaiming that the situation was in ye
hand. When he tried to reach the Chancery C<
later in the morning, he was stopped at the st^
first road-block and was unable to proceed. j ne
Every male member of the staff had the rel

same experience; none got through.. But at

every secretary did. Each had talked her St

way through the tanks and the machine- in
guns and each was at her desk on ti°ne. C

In the mid-1950s, a number of the se
postwar recruits, who had served both in Se
Ottawa and abroad, were selected as Ex- 0
ternal Affairs Officers - a blanket title m
for the heterogeneous collection of duties
they were already performing. With the

Ed

beginning of collective bargaining in the U

Public Service and the need for a recog• he

nizable classification, they, as well as their va

male colleagues, became Administrative th

Service Officers. During the last few years, Co

those who were confirmed as rotatiod ne
were transferred, in a"one-time" oper st

ation, to the Foreign Service category, gal
Those who preferred to remair_ non•' W
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rotational havccontinued in thé personnel,
information, cultural and other specialist
Ïia?Cis.

Restrictions on the employment of
married women in the Public Service,
which had been reimposed. in 1947, were
revoked in 1955. Romances, naturally, had
frequently blossomed in the Department,
and a number of women had given up their
jobs for marriage. The role of wives is im-
portant, particularly in the Service abroad.
As one senior Canadian ambassador re-
cently stated: ",. Without wives the
Service could not be as effective and as
representative of our country as it is now."
He added: "They are the ones who ensure
the show remains on the road." Now that
it is no longer necessary to stop working in
the Department after marriage, more
young women are carrying on, even after
the birth of children. Postings to the same
mission have occasionally been arranged
for husbands and wives employed in the
Department, or in cases where one spouse
may be in another department that has its
own operations abroad. Recently, some
young women have accepted foreign post-
ings and taken their husbands, and oc-
casionally their children, with them. At
the moment, the whole question of spouses
who have their own careers outside the
foreign service is a matter of concern to
rotational families.

. While International Women's Year
was not a "watershed", itwas a time for
pause and reflection. A Women's Bureau
had been established in the Department
of Labour in 1954; the Royal Commission
on the Status of Women in Canada, set
up in 1967, brought in its report three
years later; a member of the federal
Cabinet is responsible for the legislative,
statutory and administrative changés
necessary to implement the commission's
recommendations, particularly those aimed
at the Public Service; a Co-ordinator,
Status of Women, has a supervisory role
in the Privy Council Office; an Advisory
Council on the Status of Women repre-
sents the private sector; and the Public
Service Commission has an Office of Equal
Opportunities for Women. The Depart-
ment of External Affairs has its own
EOW Committee.

- As a prelude to IWY (1975), a
United Nations interregional meeting was
held in Ottawa in September 1974 to study
various national mechanisms throughout
the world that might be adopted by other
countries _ where the status of women
needed improving. The Canadian case
stud3.- was well received. A Canadian dele-
gation took part in the UN International
Women's Year conference `in Mexico last

summer. Canada voted - in favour of the
Plan of Action, which provided for
measures at the national level during the
next ten years, proclaimed as the UN
Decade for Women and Development, with
a follow-up conference in 1980. One recom-
mendation in the Plan of Action was
carried out here this spring when the
Cabinet agreed that the Secretary of State
for External Affairs, in exercising his
authority to approve proposals for partici-
pation in international conferences, should
ensure equitable representation of both
sexes on all Canadian delegations.

The Federal Government, through the
Treasury Board, has recently enunciated
a policy of equal access to employment,
training and development, and career
opportunities for all employees. External
Affairs has reported, as requested, on its
plans for the current fiscal year, and will
report in March 1977 on plans for 1977 to
1982. The activities undertaken by the
Department are a response to the changing
social and economic needs of all its em-
ployees rather than to the special problem
of equal opportunities for women. These
include: the removal of the age-limit on the
entry level to the Foreign Service group
(which has meant employment for widows
now serving abroad); new categories of em-
ployment open to women, resulting in the
posting abroad in 1975 of the first female
security guard, the widow of a member of
the Department; the promulgation of a
policy on the employment of spouses and
dependents abroad, if this is acceptable to
the recipient country; issuing of diplo-
matic and special passports in the maiden
name of a female applicant if the host
country does not object; and arranging for
educational leave (occasionally on full pay,
when the studies are academic and re-
lated to the work of the Department) or
for technical studies that would be of help
in more advanced work.

Cabinet decision
on representation
of both sexes
on delegations

The foreign policy review also recog- Recognized need
nized the need for integration of the sup- for integration
port services of the Government's foreign of support services
operations, to create a more closely-knit
organization under each head of post
abroad. This has brought into the Depart-

ment a number. of qualified women from

other departments who, on their return to

Ottawa from abroad, occupied desks in the
Lester B. Pearson Building on Sussex
Drive.

"La haute diplomatie" now embraces
relations of many kinds between Canada
and other countries, particularly through
the Department of External Affairs, in
the political, economic, defence, scientific,
legal, consular and public affairs spheres.
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Associations
discuss

parliamentary
problems

The mainstay of the Department, the
desk officer, male or female, carries out a
variety of tasks that include the develop-
ment of policy for consideration by senior
officials and by the Minister. Shrewdly
selected for their work, the women desk
officers have shouldered their share of the
load and have been given, and performed,
work equal in value to that of their male
colleagues.

The present Under-Secretary, Mr. H.
B. Robinson, joined. the Department in
1945, so that he has had some oppor-
tunity to become familiar with the work

of the women in the Department. He 11a;1
paid tribute to their important contribu"
tion and their achievements: "While th(,
number of women who have gained prG.l
minence in our ranks may be small tha,'
far," he says, "it has included some qurtE
striking personalities as well as wonien
who have played a very substantial pa
in the development of foreign policy an
in the carrying-out of foreign operationE
on behalf of the Canadian Government'
"Those who join us in future," he adds
"will carry on and further enrich thÉ
tradition which this article describes."

Parliamentary associations
useful but little-known forums
By Gary Levy

Members of Parliament wishing to increase
their knowledge of international affairs
may sit on the Standing Committee on
External Affairs and National Defence,
but more and more legislators interested
in this subject are also participating in
meetings of international parliamentary
associations. Some parliamentary associa-
tions are affiliated with bodies established
by international agreement, as, for exam-
ple, the Consultative Assembly of the
Council of Europe, the Western European
Union or the European Parliament. Other
associations are unofficial and not based
on formal treaties. These are essentially
private organizations and parliamentarians
participate in them as individuals, not as
representatives of their parties or govern-
ments. Parliamentary associations discuss
parliamentary problems, and some of
them adopt resolutions, although they are
incapable of implementing any recom-
mendations since such power rests with
governments or intergovernmental insti-
tutions.

The origin of Canadian participation
goes back to 1900, when Prime Minister

Dr. Lévy, a graduate of Saskatchewan,
Carleton and Laval Universities, is em-
ployed by the Research Branch of the
Library of Parliament in Ottawa. He has
taught political science at the University

of Ottawa and published articles on Par-
liament and parliamentary associations.
The views expressed in this article are
those of the author.

Laurier sent Senator Raoul Dandurand to
Paris to represent Canada at the World
Exhibition of that year. Numerous inter•
national meetings were held that suxnmer
in the French capital, and in August Sen
ator Dandurand and a colleague, Senatoi;
William Hingston, happened to attend the
tenth conference of the Inter-ParIiarnen•
tary Union. There is no record of th6
participating in the formal proceedings
and they made no official report upon
their return to Canada. From this humble
beginning, however, Canadian involve-
ment in parliamentary associations bas
evolved to the point where, in 1975 al 'one,
more than 100 Senators and MembeIs 01
the House of Commons were delegates to
some 30 plenary conferences, regional
meetings, committee meetings, seminars
and visits in connection with four inter•
national parliamentary associations - the
Inter-Parliamentary Union, the Common-
wealth (formerly Empire) Parliamenta
Association, the North Atlantic Asse--nbly
(formerly NATO Parliamentarians' von•
ference), and the Association interratio-
nale des parlementaires de langue fran•
çaise - as well as two bilateral bodies, the
Canada-United States Interparliamentary
Group and the Canada-France inter-
Parliamentary Association. In 1964, the
Speaker of the House of Commons aP'
pointed Ian Imrie as Co-ordinating Sec'
retary for Parliamentary Associations;
under his direction, an Inter-Parliamen•
tary Relations Branch was developed 0s
a permanent staff unit of Parliament
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,4 the Library ofParliament and the Par-

C anada-United States Interparliamen-
tary Group, there is a dearth of infor-

i book by Matthew Abrams on the

t^amentary Centre for Foreign Affairs and
l'oreign Trade, also provide material and
tafi support for Canadian delegations.

€srowth in participation
1)espite the extent to which Canadian

rrücipation in these -bodies has devel-
i ped in the amount of time, energy and

oneÿ (some $700,000 in 1975) spent on
hem, they remain virtually unknown
,utside parliamentary circles. Aside from

rnation about all aspects of parliamentary
.ssociations. If they are mentioned briefly
in the memoirs of a particular politician
i,r in the press, one is often left with the
mpression that they are little more than
social clubs and that their meetings are
i•eally junkets that constitute a kind of
natronage available to -backbenchers who
aithfully, follow the party line. Such
!vinions are unwarranted, particularly in
i he absence of more systematic studies to
`ssess the value of such meetings on the
.ttitudes of parliamentarians. For anyone
ahô takes the time to look into these
ssociations there are good theoretical,

strategic and practical justifications for
,sheir existence.

Perhaps the chief theoretical justifica-
;r,ion for a parliamentary association is the
,)elief that most men have a strong desire
'i,o become better acquainted with their
ellows and to know the real motives for
heir thoughts and actions. Conferences
nring together parliamentarians from var-
ous countries and expose them to points
f view they may otherwise not have an
Wortûnity to hear. It may be agreed that
nore is required than a journey and a
^ew banquets to bring about an improve-
?nent in international understanding, but
n the present state of the world attempts
';o broaden the outlook of people in
positions of responsibility should be wel-
comed. The associations may also be jus-
tified on the grounds that parliamentarians
are in a unique position to influence gov-
ernments and mould public opinion in
their respective countries. The delegate
who is a backbencher today may become
a cabinet minister tomorrow. Years later
his opinions and actions may still be
influexiced by knowledge acquired during
these Parliamentary conferences.

The strategic justification for parlia-
mentary associations is the fact that these

bodies, despite their non-governmental
nature, often take on quasi-diplomatic
functions as various countries use them
as a platform to advance and defend par-
ticular policies or interests. On the great
international issues of the day it would be
naive to expect American or Soviet del-
egates to disagree publicly with their own
governments' policies. On the other hand,
parliamentary associations provide a forum
where delegates can and do lobby for the
policies of their own countries. In the case
of Canada, participation in the Inter-
Parliamentary Union was originally, in
part at least, a way of quietly working
towards gaining recognition from the rest
of the world as a Dominion with a separate
identity despite its membership in the
British Empire. Delegates sought and
attained independent status at these meet-
ings well before the colonial conferences
and agreements of the 1920s. More re-
cently, participation in parliamentary
associations has helped promote the Fed-
eral Government's purpose of having Can-
ada recognized internationally as a French-
speaking as well as an English-speaking
country.

There have been occasions when a
Canadian delegate has used the forum of Parliamentary
a parliamentary association to criticize associations
some aspect of government policy, but used as forum
such examples are rare, partly because the to criticize
topics discussed at these meetings are government policy
usually so general that representatives
from countries with extremely different
ideologies are able to find common ground.
Thus it is not surprising that Canadian
delegates, whatever their political affilia-
tion, usually agree on most matters. Even
in very informal associations such as the
Canada-United States Interparliamentary
Group, there is still a tendency for Cana-
dians to find themselves in substantial
agreement on a number of issues such as
China, NATO or Cuba, and in substantial
disagreement with certain American Con-
gressmen and Senators who take part. On
bilateral issues, Canadians, like citizens of
most other countries, see themselves as
having distinct interests and, if the Gov-
ernment of Canada has declared itself on
an issue, even the delegates from opposite
parties usually try to support it.

Unique profession
Parliamentary associations also provide
practical services to the legislator as a
member of a unique profession. Perhaps
the best example is the Commonwealth
Parliamentary Association's annual sem-
inar on parliamentary procedure at which
selected parliamentarians from various
Commonwealth countries come to London
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New group
advises Speakers
on activities

-to study and discuss the procedures and of the discussions and developments that

practices of Parliament. Anyone who has took place. For several years, reports were

tried to master the intricacies of procedure printed in the debates of both the Senate

will appreciate how useful this can be and the House of Commons, but `in 1966

for new members, though prospective
Speakers, Whips and House Leaders have

also attended. The seminars, given by

senior British parliamentarians and par-
liamentary officials, also serve as forums
for the discussion and comparison of pro-,
cedural innovations adopted in various
countries. In 1973, the Canadian Branch
of the Commonwealth Parliamentary As-
sociation organized a regional seminar on

parliamentary practice and procedure

bringing together delegates from both the
federal and provincial legislatures. Meet-

ings were organized on such items as the
general rules of debate, the broadcasting
of legislative proceedings, financial pro-
cedure, private members' business and the
facilities and services available to mem-

bers. A second such seminar was- held in
1974, and similar activities in the future
.should increase the professional capabil-
ities of legislators and indirectly add to the
prestige of the parliamentary system itself.

A new development took place in
1975, when the Speakers of the House of
Commons and the Senate brought together
a group of parliamentarians to advise
them on interparliamentary activities. This
group consists of the chairmen of the
various parliamentary associations and a
few other senior parliamentarians nomi-
nated by the Speakers. This Inter-
Parliamentary Council meets at the call of

the Speakers.

Lack of reporting
Although Canadian legislators have at-
tended meetings of parliamentary asso-
ciations since 1900, the Standing Orders
have never recognized the principle that
delegations have a duty to report back to
Parliament on their activities and delib-
erations. As early as 1927, Senator Napo-
léon Belcourt introduced a motion to call
the attention of the Senate to resolutions
adopted by the Inter-Parliamentary Union
at its conference in Washington and
Ottawa in 1925. But this was an isolated
example, never duplicated in either House
during,the years Canada sent represen-
tatives to the Inter-Parliamentary Union
from 1900 to 1939 or to the Empire Par-
liamentary Association from 1911 to 1947.
The situation began to change in the late
1950s, when Canadian and American
legislators created a Canada-United States
Interparliamentary Group. In forming this
association, Canadian delegates agreed to
report to Parliament and to keep the
Department of External Affairs informed

Speaker Lucien, Lamoureux decided that
these did not constitute proper appendices,
and the practice was discontinued in the
Lower House. The Upper Chamber con-
tinued to print these regular reports, as
well as those of three other parliamentary
associations. There are problems, however,
in leaving the matter of reporting entirely
in the hands of the Senate. For example,
to date Senators have not participated in

the Canada-France Inter-Parliamentary
Association. Furthermore, the Senate may
not always be represented on delegations
for other associations or there may be only
one Senator in attendance and, if he does
not feel like making a report or if he
becomes ill or preoccupied with other
matters, no report is made for an entire
year. The whole question of reporting is
left entirely to the initiative of individual
Senators_.and the selection procedure does
not always take into account the likelihood

of a Senator's making a report.
In 1969, the Executive Committee of

the Canadian Group of the Inter-Parlia-
mentary Union, while acknowledging the
usefulness of reports in the Senate, sought
to find some way to allocate time in the
House of Commons for debating matters
relating to parliamentary associations. The
matter was referred to the Standing Com-
mittee on Procedure and Organization,
which rejected any change or amendment
to the Standing Orders but agreed that
debates should take place on activities and
reports to allow Members to draw the
attention of the Government to the resolu-
tions, ideas and views put forward at such
meetings. The Committee recommended
that those Members who wished to dist:uss
such matters should place a motion on the
Order Paper under Private Members'

Notices of Motion, and that, in such cases,
the House Leaders should give priority to
establishing an early date for debate. This
procedure was first used in 1973, when a
Private Member's motion was introduced
to call the attention of Parliament to the
Inter-Parliamentary Conference on I,uro-
pean Co-operation and Security in Hel-
sinki. The matter was subsequently re-
ferred to the Standing Committee on
External Affairs and National Defence,
which held four meetings on the subject
and called witnesses from the Depart=nent
of External Affairs and universities in
Toronto and Ottawa. This did not becoine
a regular procedure, however, and some
Members of Parliament have continued to
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k that the Standing Orders make some
rovision for the work of these associations.

OnFebruary 13, 1975, the President
oi the Privy Council gave notice of a
^ motion that the Standing Committee on
^ Fxternal Affairs and National Defence be
', empowered to hear reports from delega-
tions attending interpar-liamentary meet-
ings. While there was general agreement
that reports ought to be received by the
Committee, there was some uncertainly

,,)uc how this would work in practice.
the Speaker therefore again asked the
Committee of Procedure and Organization
to review the question. The matter is
currently before the Committee, and the
problem is basically the same - how to
find a compromise that will satisfy both
those who believe parliamentary associa-
tions perform a useful and important
function and those who believe the House
is too busy to spend its time on matters
emanating from such informal bodies.

always be individuals interested only in
visiting exotic places, admiring magnificent
buildings, attending banquets and taking
carefully-planned tours. However, there
are many others who do take advantage of
the opportunitics offered by these associa-
tions both for personal development and
for occasional diplomatic manceuvering.
Moreover, in recent years changes in the
method of selecting Canadian delegates
have tended to favour serious candidates
over those mainly interested in a holiday.

Parliamentary associations have possi-
bilities and limitations peculiar to their
nature and must be judged by criteria
appropriate to their character. Parliamen-
tary associations are basically concerned
with intangibles such as the education of
legislators, the clarification of issues and
the improvement of communication, and
they have not been, and probably never
will be, subjects for quantitative analysis
by modern social scientists. However, these
associations are stilI part of the total poli-
tical process whereby governments and
individuals try to handle international
problems and they add one more element
to the total political equipment available
to nations for the conduct of international
affairs. Like that of other institutions,
their usefulness depends mainly on the
willingness and ability of participants to

Foreign affairs
In the past, parliamentarians have prob-
ably been less well-informed on - foreign

ere is normally little pressure from

affairs than on other matters of public
concern. To most legislators, the social and
economic problems affecting their constitu-
encies are far more real and immediate.

constituents urging Members to concen-
rate on international issues. Parliamen-
tary associations have gone a long way
towardsencouraging interest in this area.

o doubt conferences have sometimes
een treated as junkets, and there will

Book review

make them work. As far as Canada is
concerned, there is evidence that more

and more members are becoming increas-

ingly adept at making use of opportunities
offered by parliamentary associations.

laey called the man The Chief

found this a fascinating book. Some
viewers have been disappointed. I think
at is because they expected too much.
hese, after all, were not Mr. Diefenbaker's
ears of power, and it is unreasonable to
emand that he should reveal deep secrets
ç"'gh politics - the more so because he
as not retired but is still in the thick of
he fight, and seems to count that day lost

en he has not made a speech, long or
hort, in the House of Commons or to one
f the many audiences that constantly

him for wit and wisdom.

The earlier chapters seem to me a
valuable social document, painting a vivid
picture of an age that has vanished almost
as completely as the eighteenth century -
the age that came to an end when, as
Grey said, "the lights went out all over
Europe", in August 1914. It was an age
that knew not electronics, or the atom
bomb, or nuclear power, or the population
explosion; an age unconscious of pollution,
or the danger of world shortages of food,
raw materials and energy; an age when
the railway was king, not threatened even

Additional
element
of political
equipment
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by the motor-car or the truck, let alone
the aeroplane; an age when most decent
people in English-speaking Canada were
coming to look on alcohol as a danger
rather than a god; an age in which free-
dom, across the whole world, seemed to
be slowly broadening down from precedent
to precedent, and when the march of
"progress" and "civilization" seemed to be
irresistible and destined to go on forever.
This is the age Mr. Diefenbaker re-creates
for us in his first125 pages.

Lurid tale
of Saskatchewan

Liberal machine

Inimitable Diefenbaker
Even these pages are liberally (I hope Mr.
Diefenbaker will forgive the adverb!)
sprinkled with shrewd judgments of public
men of those and later years, and the
inimitable Diefenbaker jokes and the rich
store of Diefenbaker stories. Many of
these some readers will have heard before
but, for me at least, they never pall; and
to have them in print means not only that
later generations will be able to share in
the fun we have enjoyed but, what is-more
important, will have a better understand-
ing of Mr. Diefenbaker's political succes-
ses and his abiding popularity.

With Chapter 8, the pace quickens.
The tale of the Saskatchewan Liberal
machine is a lurid one. Of course Mr.
Diefenbaker is not an impartial witness,
but there is plenty of evidence from other
sources, including academic, to substan-
tiate most of what he says; and, judging
by what he has recounted to me in con-
versation, "the half hath not been told".
One story that does appear here - of the
planting of bootleg liquor in Mr. Diefen-
baker's car during the 1926 election -
comes in a very brief and expurgated
version. The version I have heard in con-
versation was enough to cause "each
particular hair to stand on end like quills
upon the fretful porpentine". Another yarn
of this period, less political, which I have
heard in great and lively detail, and whose
substance cannot be doubted, does not get
into the book at all.

Constitutional crisis
For me, perhaps I need hardly say, one
of the most interesting parts of this book

Senator Forsey is recognized as the
leading authority on the Canadian
Constitution. He is a specialist an labour
questions and has been a member of the
Senate of Canada since 1970. Senator
Forsey reviewed the third volume of the
Pearson Memoirs in the November/
December 1975 issue of International
Perspectives. The views expressed are
those of the author.
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is the account of the 1.926 constitutions
crisis. It is brief and devastating. But th,
statement that Mr. King, on his resignal
tion, "refused to debate the issue" of Loi
Byng's refusal of dissolution is rather to
summary. He certainly did notsay muc
about it in the House; what'he did sa
was, characteristically, not unambiguo
and perhaps hardly deserved to be catie
"debate". But he certainly said plenty o
the hustings, in speeches that Mr. Diefe
baker, sums up in terse, nervous English,

All Mr. Meighen's lieutenants, 11^
Diefenbaker says, were against his ta
office. Presumably he got this from th
men themselves, and I have no reason t
doubt its accuracy. He also says tha
Meighen took office on the advice of " É
Ottawa publicist, whose influence over h'
was greater than the combined experien
and knowledge of the Conservative front
benchers of the day". Who this may hav
been I do not know. I can'think of twc
possibilities. But,from what Meighen toi
me, the decisive factors were two: th
opinion of Sir Robert Borden, and his an
Borden's conviction that no other cours E
would be consistent with honour and duts^
Even the present Government, in 1969
explicitly said that the Governor GeneraPs
power to refuse a dissolution of Parliament
existed, and should continue to exis
Lord Byng had used that power, "rightlT
and properly", as Mr. Diefenbaker saysl
to protect the Constitution, as Lord Aber
deen had used another "reserve" power is
1896. Had Meighen refused to take oflice
the Governor's power to protect the right
of Parliament would have, been disas
trously, perhaps fatally, weakened. To re
fuse office would have been a derelictioà
of constitutional duty. In honour and
conscience, the risk of misunderstandini
and defeat had to be faced. "There must,'
as Meighen was to say later, "be some
thing better than an ambition to be re
elected, or democracy will fall, even ir. this
Dominion."

Besides, it is sometimes overlooked
that there was good reason to believe thaf
Meighen could secure the confidence 01
the House of Commons; he won four de
cisive votes there after he took office, and
was defeated only by a broken pair, on a
motion based on two propositions, mutu•
ally contradictory, and both demonstrably
false. Who in the world could have pre•
dicted such a concatenation of circum
stances?

Mr. Diefenbaker says that Meighen
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"treated King's synthetic arguments" (the or
central one he correctly calls a"trans• )e
parent falsehood") "with contempt, re' ni
fusing even to mention them". He &d
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at them with contempt, but he did not
rit-fuse to mention them. Under the law

lie hustings, one in Maclean's Magazine

it then stood, he had automatically lost
Ais seat in the House of Commons when
^,P accepted the Premiership; so he was
not in the House to answer Mr. King (if
ie had been, the result of the final division
r^-^aht have been very different). Outside
ihe House, he performed at least two
ÿilrgicaI dissections of King's case, one on

rwo weeks before the election.

l`ransparent case;
1'his was not enough. The falseness of
lCing's case was "transparent" to Mr.
1)iefenbaker; it is, and was, transparent
io me; it is precisely because it was so
r^,rar.sparent to Meighen that he could
1r,2icely believe that any grown-up person
i'.uuld swallow such nonsense. Elaborate
refutation seemed to him as superfluous
s if he had been dealing with a believer

i n a flat earth.
Mr. Diefenbaker pays eloquent trib-

nte to Meighen's character, intellect and
command of English. He calls the 1927
(, :efEnce of his Hamilton speech "the best
^,olitical speech that I have ever heard".
Curiously, he seems to have forgotten
rhat the Hamilton speech said. It did not
reopose "that never again should Cana-

'rian men be sent overseas except by the
r'leclaration of Parliament". What it did
4opose, and Meighen made this crystal
(k ,u, then and in 1927, was that never

,lin :should troops be sent overseas ex-
14 after a general election had endorsed

ie aending. ) Clearly, however, he feels
fliat Meighen lacked political sense, and,
tvorse, was out of tune with the times
this latter, I think, was true of his later

but not of his earlier).

Kickgng and screaming

chose him; he feared his "close identifi-

if Meighen moved right as he grew older,
]Z. B. Bennett moved left, and, in his
famous "New Deal" measures, started
,,he process of, as Mr. Deifenbaker says,
Fragging the national Conservative Party
`kicking and screaming into the Twentieth
^'entury", a process that Mr. Diefenbaker
ound thoroughly congenial, and that he
as to continue. Mr. Diefenbaker had not
upported Bennett at the convention that

ation with the established economic in-
erests". But "I had not reckoned with
^ither the independence of his character
r the strong influence of his Methodist
onscience". This last is a penetrating
omrnent. Bennett proposed his "New
eal" because he had undergone a social
nd political "conversion".

Mr. Diefenbaker pays a deserved
tribute to the social legislation Bennett
passed, and suggests that, had he gone to
the country on it immediately, he might
have won. I think he has forgotten Ben-
nett's serious illness while the bills were
actually before Parliament. But the chief
reason for the rout that actually took
place must, as Mr. Diefenbaker says, be
laid at the feet of Mr. H. H. Stevens, or
of Bennett's inability or unwillingness to
keep Stevens in the Cabinet. The two men
wanted the same things,• their parting was
a tragedy for both, and for the Conserva-
tive' Party, and for the country.

The genuineness of Bennett's "con-
version" has often been doubted. Mr.
Diefenbaker gives us striking evidence of
its depth and permanence. 1 When Mr.
Drew was being suggested for the Con-
servative leadership, he says, the Kingston
Conservative Association urged Bennett
to "get behind him: he is going places".
Bennett declined: "George Drew and Con-
servative Party not going same places".
This is one of the many instances in which
Mr. Diefenbaker shows his imperfect sym-
pathy with Drew, though he acknowledges
Drew's brilliance, parliamentary skill, wide
knowledge and distinguished war record.
He records that one reason Drew was
chosen leader in 1948 was that many Con-
servatives believed that under him the
Union Nationale would be "behind our
Party. They did not say how far behind
us". Nonetheless, once Drew became
leader, Diefenbaker had, he says, no
ground for complaining of any unfairness.

Pipeline omission

The brief account of the Pipeline Debate
lists five "valiant fighters" on the Op-
position side. The list does not include
Stanley Knowles - which is rather like
describing Hamlet without mentioning the
Prince of Denmark. There is also a curious
confusion of dates. The Speaker's decision
to accept Mr. Cameron's motion of privi-
lege came on Thursday, not Friday, and
his subsequent "proposition" that the
House should go back to where it had
been the night before came on Friday,
June 1, not Monday; indeed, to most of
us who were involved (a letter of mine to
the Ottawa Journal was part of the basis of
Mr. Cameron's motion), the day remains
etched on memory as "Black Friday".

Mr. Diefenbaker has, justly, much
to say of his defence of civil liberties,
both of the individual and of the per-
secuted minory. I wish, however, that he
had given more detail about his support
lor the Japanese Canadians. The course



the King Government took was, lie says,
"wrong. I said it over and over again".
Unfortunately, he does not say precisely
where or when. It must have been mainly
outside the House of Commons; or else the
Hansard index is shockingly deficient.

Mr. Diefenbaker's publishers should
be more careful about misprints when they
come to the second volume, and his aca-
demic assistants might do a little more
checking of certain details. "Chubby"
Power's friends (and Irishmen generally)
will be wounded to see his middle name
spelt "Gavin", and they will be astonished

The new story
is good reading
and informative

Macmillan of Canada, 1975.

for the political scientist and the studen
of our political and constitutional history

One Canada: Memoirs of the Righl
Honourable John G. Diefenbaker: .Th,
Crusading Years, 1895 to 1956. Torozitai

leaves. This is a. good and enthralIin
-book, and makes me eager for the ne$
volume, which should have infinitely mor,

through andthrough".
These, however, are crumpled ros

Susan Rockett was "a French Canadia
to hear that the son of William Power an

Book review

They called the man Intrepid
By G. P. de T. Glazebrook

to ingenious tricks by the author but
arises out of the events themselves. It is a
biography, but one mercifully free from
undue personal detail; rather, it is the
record of great accomplishments on the

to be essential in the Battle of Br`stain•
New types of fighter aircraft were evolved,
with the aid of models from Stephenson's

important progress was made by those
who cherished no such delusions. The
Royal Air Force constructed its under-
ground command stations, which pioved

world scene.

Two themes
Broadly speaking, there are two cver•
lapping themes. One is the developmenf
and exploitation of intelligence of all
kinds, and, related to that, unorthodoi
forms of warfare. The other is a descrip-
tion of the relations between the British
and those Americans who chose to tread
the tortuous paths leading to aid against
the dictators. The early phases of both
these stories belong to the years prior to
the outbreak of hostilities in 1939, when
a new urgency was added. In spite o1
widespread apathy in England before the
war and belief that a peaceful settlesnent
could be made with Hitler, quiet but

To many people the name Sir William
Stephenson may recall little more than the
head of a wartime organization in New
York with the innocuous name British
Security Co-ordination. Some flesh was
put on the bones in The Quiet Canadian,
written more than a dozen years ago by
H. Montgomery Hyde. That step, says C.
E. Ellis of BSC in a preliminary note, was
taken to offset the information Kim
Philby, who had recently defected, could
pass to the Russians, but the degree of
disclosure was adjusted to the incomplete
knowledge possessed by Philby. The pas-
sage of time and the general policy of
opening governmental files allowed the
writer of this second book to draw freely
on Stephenson's extensive records. This
rich source, his own connection with
Stephenson's work, and his experience as
a writer enabled William Stevenson (the
similarity of names is confusing) to tell
a story much of which will be new to all
but a handful of people and all of which
is good reading, as well as informative. If
parts of it are dramatic, that is not owing

in a war. Early interest in mathematirs

own factory.
He was one of those who were firm1Y

convinced that knowledge of enemy inten-
tions? strategic and tactical, would be a
major factor in deciding success or fa.iluie

Mr. Glazebrook taught history at the
University of Toronto from 1925 to 1941
and returned to that occupation in 1963:
In the intervening years, he was a member
of the Department of External Affairs.
During the war he was one of the officers
of the Department who was in frequent
touch with BSC. The views expressed here
are those of Mr. Glazebrook.
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nd science allowed his restless mind to
N-q)lore methods of electronic communica-
1 ion and, on the other side of the medal,
now to decypher messages. Once acquired,

knowledge :of enemy cyphers (and of
, ucuiy capacity _ to break British ones)
ti^,ould yield a further dividend in the
tran5mission of false messages. That, inci-
r]entally, was only one aspect of deception,
in art carried to a high degree by unknown
niën sitting in obscure offices. Because
üwas of special interest to Stephenson,
^he development -of cypher-breaking oc-
cupies a substantial part of this book. For
the most part it consisted of slow" and
patient work by men and women drawn
from a variety of backgrounds but having
in common a taste for solving puzzles. It
was, says Stevenson, a study of German
messages that made the escape from
Dunkirk possible. There were other dra-

! matic aspects, as in the attempts to secure
one of the German encyphering machines.

Intelligence, too, could be combined
with sabotage and the encouragement of
resistance movements. These were the
tasks of those who called themselves "The
Baker Street Irregulars", or - more of-

i ficially - Special Operations Executive.
I Under General C. M. Gubbins, guerrilla
warfare in all its forms was practised by
fearless men and women whose chances
oi survival were small. Dropped behind
the enemy lines, they were sometimes
equipped with wireless sets and sometimes
with bombs. A number of the men were
trained at a camp on Lake Ontario, east
of Toronto. Although it was known in
BSC as Camp X, to Ottawa officials it
was "the country house". The curiosity of
neighbours elicited various cover-stories

;- one, to explain explosions, being that
the job was to study bomb-disposal. By a
queer chance, that explanation backfired
when someone nearby actually discovered
a bomb and called for help. Embarrassed
and nervous officers picked it up without
blowing themselves up (it was a dud). Else-
where in the book are accounts of those
heroic men and women who, after elabor-
ate training, worked in occupied territory,
never for a moment safe and in too many
cases subjected to torture and death.

In all these, and related, activities,
whether in the planning or operational
stage, Stephenson was involved. As a
successful business man with interests in
many..countries his travels, observations
and conversations afforded his own private
source of intelligence.

With most of Europe occupied and to
some extent hostile, Britain, virtually bank-
ruÀt financially and close to that in fight-
ing power, looked to the United States for

aid. On both sides of the Atlantic the ob-
stacles were formidable. For purposes of
co-operation the American Ambassador,
Joseph Kennedy, was a liability, being
defeatist and isolationist. As one whose
political influence might well be thrown
against Roosevelt, he was on balance less
dangerous in London, even if an embar-
rassment. And the fate of the world hung Fate of world
in no small degree on the success of the hung on success
skilful manoeuvres of the President who, of President's
with Winston Churchill, was one of the manoeuvres
two great civilians of the war period.
Already enjoying the confidence of both
leaders, Stephenson was instructed by
Churchill to set up in New York a com-
prehensive intelligence agency to be known
as British Security Co-ordination and
given wide powers to conduct it in any
way that he saw fit. In addition, he was
to encourage whatever assistance could
be, under the difficult circumstances,
provided.

Every part of the work was delicate,
for one false step might at once reveal
BSC's secret moves and arouse the hos-
tility of those who protested against inter-
ference in American affairs or regarded
Stephenson as a menace to neutrality.
Worst of all would be to compromise
Roosevelt's delicate diplomacy. J. Edgar
Hoover, head of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, was on the whole unco-
operative or positively hostile except when
he could be assured of gaining personal
credit. With "Big Bill" Donovan, "Little
Bill" Stephenson's relations were always
close and mutually helpful; and it was
BSC that drew up a plan for what became
the Office of Strategic Services.

It would be impossible in a short
space to tell even the outline of the story
of BSC, an organization that, curiously
enough, is not described as to its structure
or personnel in this book. Suffice it to say
that it grew in size and in its varied accom-
plishments. Stephenson himself shuttled Stephenson was
between New York and London about a human link
once a month in the cold, stripped between President
bombers, forming a human link between and Prime Minister
the President and the Prime Minister. Of
another man, Harry Hopkins, who was
later an additional and valuable liaison
officer Stevenson makes bare mention.

Canadian connection
BCS expanded within the United States
and spread to Bermuda, which grew into
an important centre for intelligence gained
from intercepted letters and telegrams.
The fact that BSC had close co-operation
with Canada too is, however, hardly men-
tioned, except for the facts that Canadians
were employed in BSC and that secret

39



Close consultation
with Canadians

on intelligence

agents were trained at the "country house".
In fact it was at Stephenson's insistence,
and through a Canadian friend, that early
contact was made with the Canadian
authorities. The links. were close. The
Canadian forces (which do not seem to
exist in Stevenson's book) were consulted
in the intelligence field particularly. The
Department of External Affairs (whose
strange wartime history may perhaps some
day be written) was in daily touch on a
teletype line and officials, too, went back
and forth between Ottawa and New York.

Indeed, it was on one of Stephensorl';l
routine trips in the autumn of 1945 tha1
he encountered the first critical stage ir^
the Gouzenko spy case.

That is a curious omission; but nol
everything can be in one volume, and wha,
we have is one of the most absorbing an'
illuminating books on the war and t?i;
period. immediately preceding it.

A Man called Intrepid: the secret war,
William Stevenson. Toronto, Longman
Canada Limited. 1976. -
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Relating to Foreign Investment Insurance

Accra, April 2 and June 10, 1976
In force June 10, 1976*

Vor4vay

Agreement between the Government of
Canada and the Government of Norway on
their Mutual Fishing Relations

Ottawa, December 2, 1975
économique[ Instruments of Ratification Exchanged

Oslo May 11, 1976
076. 1 In force May 11, 1976

Poland

Exchange of Notes between the Government
of Canada and the Government of the
People's Republic of Poland Constituting an
Agreement on Interim Measures Concerning
Polish Fishing Activities off the Canadian
Pacific Coast

Ottawa, March 24, 1976
In force March 24, 1976

Air Transport Agreement between the Gov-
ernment of Canada and the Government of
the Polish People's Republic

Ottawa, May 14, 1976
In force provisionally May 14, 1976

Exchange of Notes between the Government
of Canada and the Government of the Polish
People's Republic Constituting an Agree-
Ment Relating to Articles IX, XI, XIII and

XV of the Air Transport Agreement of May
14, 1976

Ottawa, May 14, 1976
In force provisionally May 14, 1976

Agreement between the Government of
Canada and the Government of the Polish
People's Republic on Mutual Fisheries
Relations

Ottawa, May 14, 1976
In force May 14, 1976

Spain

Agreement between the Government of
Canada and the Government of Spain for
Co-operation in the Development and Appli-
cation of Atomic Energy for Peaceful
Purposes

Madrid, July 7, 1975
Instruments of Ratification exchanged

April 21, 1976
In force Apri121, 1976

Agreement between the Government of
Canada and the Government of Spain on
their Mutual Fisheries Relations

Madrid, June 10, 1976
In force June 10, 1976

Sweden

Extradition Treaty between the Goverrntient
of Canada and the Government of Sweden

Stockholm, February 25, 1976
Instruments of Ratification exchanged

June 25, 1976
In force June 25, 1976

U.S.A.

Exchange of Notes between Canada and the
United States of America Extending until
April 24, 1977, the Agreement on Reciprocal
Fishing Privileges in Certain Areas off their
Coasts Signed June 15, 1973, as Extended

Ottawa, April 14 and 22, 1976
In force April 22, 1976

Exchange of Notes between the Government
of Canada and the Government of the United
States of America Constituting an Agree-
ment Concerning the Development and Pro-
curement of a Space Shuttle Attached
Remote Manipulator System

Washington, June 23, 1976
In force June 23, 1976

Exchange of Notes between the Government
of Canada and the Government of the United
States of America to Extend the 1973 Agree-
ment Concerning the Use of Facilities at the
Goose Bay Airport by the United States of
America ,

Ottawa, June 28, 1976
In force July 1, 1976

U.S.S.R.

Agreement between the Government of
Canada and the Government of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics on their Mutual
Fisheries Relations

Moscow, May 19, 1976
In force May 19, 1976

*This Agreement supersedes that signed August
18, 1975.



Multilateral

1976 Protocol to Amend the Interim Conven-
tion on Conservation of North Pacific Fur
Seals

Done at Washington May 7, 1976
Signed by Canada May 7, 1976

International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights

Done at New York December 16, 1966
In force January 3, 1976
Canada's Instrument of Accession de-

posited May 19, 1976 .
In force for Canada August 19, 1976

International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights

Done at New York December 16, 1966
In force March 23, 1976
Canada's Instrument of Accéssion de-

posited May 19, 1976
In force for Canada August 19, 1976

Optional Protocol to the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

Done at New York December 19, 1966
In force March 23, 1976
Canada's Instrument of Accession de-

posited May 19, 1976
In force for Canada August 19, 1976

Protocols for the Third Extension of the
Wheat Trade Convention and the Food Aid
Convention; Constituting the International
Wheat Agreement, 1971

Done at Washington, March 17, 1976
Signed by Canada April 7, 1976
Canada's Instrument of Ratification de-

posited June 16, 1976

Fifth International Tin Agreement
Done at New York July 1, 1975
Signed by Canada April 29, 1976
Canada's Instrument of Ratification de-

posited June 30, 1976

Publications of the Department
of External Affairs

Under this heading will be found a list of
the most recent documents published by the
Department of External Affairs on international
affairs and Canadian foreign policy.

Press Releases, issued by the Press Office of the
Department of External Affairs, Ottawa:

No. 36 (April 30, 1976) Visits to the Federal
Republic of Germany and to Austria
by"the Secretary of State for External
Affairs.

No. 43 (April 29, 1976) Seventh Meeting of
Canada-Tunisia Joint Commission.

No. 44 (May 6, 1976) Visit to Canada of Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs of Polish People's
Republic.

No. 45 (May 7, 1976) Visit to Canada of Depu-
ty Premier of Hungary.

No. 46 (May 12, 1976) Ratification of Canada/
Norway agreement on mutual fisheries
relations.
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t7 (1VIay 13, 1976) Special contribution q
Canada to Italy.

No. 48 (May 14, 1976) Canada/Poland agree
ment on mutual fisheries relations.

No. 49 (May 14, 1976) Signature of air agree
ment between Canada and Polish People';
Republic.

No. 50 (May 19, 1976) Canadian accession to
international human rights covenants.

No. 51 (May 21, 1976) Appointment of two
honorary consuls.

No. 52 (May 25, 1976) Diplomatic appoint.
ments.

No. 53 (June 1, 1976) Signature of Canada
U.S.S.R. agreement on mutual fisheries
relations.

No. 54 (June 2, 1976) NEXUS percussion en•
semble to tour Japan.

No. 55 (June 2, 1976) Framework agreernenf
for commercial and•economic co-operation
between Canada and Commission of the
European Communities.

No. 56 (June 4, 1976) Visit to Canada of Carlo
Scarscia-Mugnozza, Vice-President of
Commission of the European Communi
ties.

No. 57 (June 10, 1976) Signature of Canada;
Spain fisheries agreement.

No. 58 (June 11, 1976) Canadian representa•
tion at Seychelles independence cel.
ebrations.

No. 59 (June 15, 1976) Travel grants to Cana•
dian professors teaching in foreign uni•
versities.

No. 60 (June 15, 1976) Travel grants to Cana-
dians taking part in overseas conferences

No. 61 (June 22, 1976) Visit to Canada of
ident of Republic of Senegal.

No. 62 (June 23, 1976) Canadian participation
in United Nations peacekeeping activities
in Middle East and Cyprus.

No. 63 (June 23, 1976) National Research Co-
cil of Canada joins National Aeronautics
and Space Administration in develoR
ment of space-shuttle system.

No. 64 (June 24, 1976) Donation to inter
national Committee on the Red Cross
(ICRC) for humanitarian reliuf in
Lebanon.

No. 65 (June 25, 1976) Diplomatic appoint-
ments.

No. 66 (June 25, 1976) Ratification of Cenada
Sweden extradition treaty.

No. 67 (June 25, 1976) Visit of Togo minv
terial delegation to Canada.

No. 68 (June 30, 1976) Signature of agreemenf
for economic and commercial ce-oper•
ation between Canada and EuropeaIl
Communities.
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No. 76/15 Progress Towards International
Agreement on Law of the Sea. From
a statement by the Secretary of State
for External Affairs, the Honourable
Allan J. MacEachen, to the House
of Commons Standing Committee on
External Affairs and National De-
fence, Ottawa, May 11, 1976.

No. 76/16 Nuclear Relations with India. A
statement by the Secretary of State
for External Affairs, the Honourable
Allan J. MacEachen, in the House of
Commons, May 18, 1976.
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a return of global perspective
Specific policies must reflect

By J. King Gordon

To spend time discussing Canada's re-
sponse to _ recent developments in the
United Nations is trivial compared to

pgarnining Canada's response to recent
developments in the world, in and through
the instrumentality of the United Nations.
'What concerns - or should concern -
Canada are world developments that are
naturally reflected in some measure in the
United Nations but possess reality and
significance extending far beyond.

I confess to being something of a
'traditionalist. Back in the mid-Forties, I
was a close observer of the UN, from the
days it opened its doors in Hunter College
land then moved into temporary quarters
in the old Sperry plant at Lake Success.
I was a correspondent for The Nation and
later for the Canadian Broadcasting Cor-
poration. In those informal days, you got
close to national delegations, and I was
particularly close to the Canadian one.
I had the impression, in that first decade
and beyond, that Canada's foreign policy
was firmly grounded on an appraisal of
the main features and main developments
in the total world situation. It is a simpli-
fication, of course, to say that Pearson's
goals for Canada's security and prosperity
were inexorably linked with the achieve-
ment and maintenance of international
peace and security. Nevertheless, that is
essentially true.

Let me give an example. The date is
1950 and the scene Korea. MacArthur had
capitalized on the brilliant military stroke
of the Inchon landings by driving north
and bombing near the Yalu despite the
warnings of Chou En-lai that the pursuit
of this policy would be regarded as a
threat of China. He persisted. The Chinesé
counterattacked and drove the forces of
the LIN Command south across the Thirty-
eight Parallel. Truman made some reckless
remat•ks about the possible use of atomic
ryeapons, which Pearson, then Secretary
of State for External Affairs, challenged
as dangerous and irresponsible. At the
UN General Assembly in New York,
Pearson was named to a three-man com-

mittee to attempt to bring about a cease-
fire and draft terms for an armistice. The
other two members were Nasrollah En-
tezam, President of the General Assembly,
and Sir Benegal Rau of India.

I saw quite a bit of Pearson at this
time. I saw quite a bit of Rau too. They
were working round the clock in consulta-
tion with other delegates, with General
Wu, a representative, from the Chinese
Government, and with Peking through
consultations between St. Laurent, Nehru
and the Indian Ambassador in Peking, in
an effort to get an agreement and head off
an American resolution to brand China
an aggressor. They almost succeeded, but
not quite. The Americans, after the first
rebuff to the committee from China,
insisted on driving through their resolu-
tion. As a member of NATO, Canada felt
obliged to support the resolution but
Pearson voted with an expression of re-
luctance, regret and downright disagree-
ment with a premature and unwise action
that was to determine the shape of Asian
international politics for years to come.

The statement of Canadian foreign
policy within a global frame of reference
was also demonstrated in Pearson's action
through the UN General Assembly in
introducing a resolution to establish a
peacekeeping force as a means of stopping
the Suez war in 1956. Here Pearson
showed characteristic realism, as well as
diplomatic skill, in linking Canada's secu-
rity as a middle power to the maintenance
of world peace and also to the re-establish-
ment of the Western alliance, which had
been shattered,by the British and French
adventure in Egypt.

Mr. Gordon is senior adviser for university
relations at the International Development
Research Centre. A noted journalist who
has written on the United Nations since
its founding, he is President of the
United Nations Association in Canada.
The views expressed are those of
Mr. Gordon.

Canada's vote
marked by
reluctance
and regret



Lord Caradon
on principles
of resolution

What is not sufficiently appreciated
today is that, following the outbreak of
the 1967 war,. Canada's representative on
the Security Council, George Ignatieff, was
active with Lord Caradon in the prepara-
tion and passage of Resolution 242, which
established the only workable frame of
reference for a just and durable peace in
the Middle East. The present cease-fire
under which the new UNEF operates is
linked to a demand by the Security Coun-
cil that the parties to the conflict im-
plement Resolution 242 in all its parts.

A short time ago, Lord Caradon wrote
about the essential principles of the res-
olution he had drafted in November 1967:

In Resolution 242 we did three things -
stated the overriding principle, called
for the action to give effect to it, and
pointed to the aim to be achieved.
The overriding principle was "the inad-
missibility of acquisition of territory by
war". The action called for was "with-
drawal from territories occupied in the
recent conflict". The aim to be achieved
was "secure and recognized boundaries".
We could (by calling for the withdrawal
from all territories occupied in 1967 or
by putting in the "the") have stipulated
that the 1967 frontiers should be re-
stored. Had we done so we would have
been wrong. The 1967 frontiers (which
were the cease-fire lines of 1947) were
bad, very bad, frontiers, leaving all kinds
of border injustices and anomalies. We
would have been equally wrong had we
in New York attempted to draw a map
of new frontiers. We had not the knowl-
edge to do so.
We stated the aim of "secure and
recognized" boundaries. We chose the
words carefully. The boundaries could
be secure only if they were recognized.
Security could come only from agree-
ment.

We contemplated a negotiation under
UN auspices (Gunnar Jarring being
appointed as the Secretary-General's
representative for the purpose) to rec-
tify and improve the 1967 line, always
in accordance with the stated overriding
principle of "inadmissibility of acquisi-
tion of territory by war".
I maintain we were right, and it is to be
deeply regretted that Gunnar Jarring's
endeavours were rejected, and that the
great powers did not insist that our
Resolution 242 must be carried out.

Dealing with the new and critical
issue in the contemporary situation, Lord
Caradon wrote:

Since 1967 there has been a remarkable
advance. When we drew up Resolution
242 we all assumed that occupied ter-

ritories would be restored to Jordan.
At that time no one suggested other-
wise. It is only in recent years that the
Palestinians have advanced and

pro.

moted their claim - much to their
credit. This is the most important new
development since 1967. It must be
recognized not by amending or aban-
doning the unanimously approved prin•
ciples of the 1967 resolution but by
adding to them - by adding the prin-
ciple that the Palestinians should be
given the freedom of self-determinaton
within their own homeland.

The important thing about Resalu-
tion 242 and the addendum Lord Caradon
proposes is that it is set within a frame of
reference of universal principal that is fully
consistent with the terms of the iJN
Charter and should therefore be acceptable
not only to the parties to the present
conflict but to all members of the inter-
national community. I shtiuld hope that
one of the first priorities of the Canadian
representative when he takes his place on
the Security Council in the autumn of this
year will be to make a determined effort,
in association with Iikeminded members,
to translate the words of Resolution 242
into the substance of peace negociations.

A new perspective
In contrast with the perspective of those
who wrote the UN Charter and carried the
organization through its first two decades
- a world to be reconstituted, rehabil-
itated, improved through international
co-operation, and collectively protected
against the threat of war -, we see today
a world in the process of rapid change,
physical, economic, social and political.
Our global problem today is the manage-
ment of change through international in-
stitutions and practice.

One could say, of course, inretrospect
that nothing that is happening today is
foreign to the provisions of the Cha_ter.
While the Charter is mainly concerned
with the preservation of the status quo
against disruptive threat from an aggretisor
or from exacerbated dispute, it also pro-
vides for the first time the international
protection and promotion of human rights,
for the peaceful liquidation of the colonial
system, and for an improved standard of
living for people in the non-industrialized
countries of Asia, Africa and Latin A1:ner-
ica. But the process of gradual change for
the better was conceived by men and
women who were satisfied that their value
system, embodied in an advanced industrial
society, was impregnable and, in fact, Pro-
vided the yardstick by which the advance
of other societies could be measured.

4 International Perspectives September/October 1976
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P.ions that gave wholehearted support to
i lie humanitarian work- of the UN and its
jgLncies, contributed increasingly gener-
)usly to the _program of international

lateral channels, supported the process of
decolonization, and went along with the
campaign against racial discrimination,
which became acuteas the leading edge of
incl,:pendence moved farther and' farther
south in Africa.

But in the last decade and a half,
and particularly in the last five years, it

Resclu- became evident that the complacent belief
Caradon in the gradual extension of the benefits
frame of of Western society to the less-developed

at is fully regions of the world had little to do with
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1964. Representatives of the rich coun-
tries, including Canada, were shocked and
affronted by the blatant ingratitude and
unrealistic demands for greater equality.

But this was only the beginning. By

Caine out of this meeting of the "Club of

', the end of the Sixties, economists and
policy-makers in both developed and de-

, veloping countries had reached the con-
clusion that basic changes in the inter-
national economic system were called for
to ensure a more just distribution of
income and greater stability. The United
Nations adopted an International Strategy
for the Second Development Decade. New
dimensions were added in the mounting
concern for environmental conservation
and protection against lethal pollution,
which found expression in the Stockholm
Conference in 1972. Major droughts in
Russia, the Sahel, India and Bangladesh
emphasized the critical state of the world's
food supply in the face of rising population
leves. The summer of 1974 saw an inter-
national food conference in Rome and a
population conference in Bucharest.

Meanwhile, similar warnings of disas-
ter came from another source. Aurelio
Peccei, an enlightened Italian industrialist,
assembled in Rome a group of scientists
and students of international affairs to
consider the state of the planet. What

Roirxe" was a computerized analysis and
projection that focused on the finite char-

acter of the planet and the rapid exhaus-
tion of the known reserves of energy and
critical minerals because of the exponen-
tial demands of an advancing industrial
society. At the same time, it took into
account the rapid growth of the world's
population - 4 billion now, 7 billion by the
end of the century - alongside the existing
world food supply and the possibilities of
adequate increase. It also took into ac-
count the threat to the environment
through extravagant exploitation and
pollution.

The Doomsday note of Limits to
Growth has been somewhat muted in the
later publications sponsored by the Club
of Rome. Not only has the model been
revised but greater consideration has been
given to social and political factors. Never-
theless, the basic message remains: If we
are to avoid massive famine and the exhaus-
tion of vital sources of energy and mate-
rials, and if we are to avoid the violent Necessity
conflicts that are certain to arise from of managing
these catastrophes, we have to learn to global change
manage the global change that is taking
place.

New element
In 1973 a new element was added to
the process of global change. The action
of the Organization of Petroleum Export-
ing.Countries in imposing an oil embargo,
quintupling the price of crude oil and
identifying themselves with the cause of
the Third World by demanding greater
justice in the distribution of the earth's
resources meant that now political will had
been added to the moral and scientific
imperatives to establish global manage-
ment. A special session of the UN General
Assembly, held in the spring of 1974,
called for the establishment of a new inter-
national economic order. The debate pro-
duced sharp polarization between the have
and have-not nations, and the United
States denounced the "tyranny of the
majority". But in the months that fol-
lowed a consensus began to develop around
the thesis that the destiny of people in the
developed as well as the developing world
depended on the discovery of a new pat-
tern of international co-operation. During
1975, studies, seminars and conferences
involving some of the world's best devel-
opmental economists, planners and policy-
makers formulated not only long-term
objectives but operational procedures for
the new international order.

From Canada's point of view, the most
important of these meetings was the Com-
monwealth heads of state conference held
in Kingston, Jamaica, in May 1975.
General issues concerning the proposal for



Special session
marked by spirit
of conciliation
and compromise

Just society
in Canada
requires
just society
in world

a new international economic order were
discussed in plenary sessions, after which
the conference named a broadly repre-
sentative expert group, chaired by Alister
McIntyre, Secretary-General of the Carib-
bean Community, to prepare a report that
would serve as a guide in the forthcoming
seventh special session of the UN General
Assembly. The terms of reference were
detailed and precise; the report, that
emerged, while embodying basic principles
of equity, was down to earth, specific in
recommendations and free from rhetoric.
While certain recommendations admit-
tedly raised difficulties for industrialized
Commonwealth members, Canada joined
in the consensus that had inspired the
report. The seventh special session was
marked by a-spirit of conciliation and com-
promise that, was in sharp contrast with
the mayhem that had marked the sixth.

There is, in fact, a growing consensus
on the nature of the change that is taking
place in the world and the beginning of a
consensus on what might collectively be
done ^ about it. Our responsibility is to
bring our foreign, as well as domestic,
policy into line with our appreciation of
world developments. It should not be too
difficult. -

As long ago as 1970, in Foreign Policy
for Canadians, in a statement that reads
like a modern version of Donne's "No man
is an Island, entire of itself", the Canadian
Government declared: "A society able to
ignore poverty abroad will find it easier to
ignore it at home: a society concerned with
poverty and development abroad will be
concerned with poverty and development
at home. We could not create a truly just
society within Canada if we were not pre-
pared to play our part in the creation of
a more just world society."

In his Mansion House speech just
before the Jamaica conference, Prime
Minister Trudeau said: "The human com-
munity is a complete organism, linked
again and again within itself as well as
with the biosphere upon which it is totally
dependent for life. This interdependency
demands of us two functions : first, the
maintenance of an equilibrium among all
our activities, whatever their nature;
second, an equitable distribution world-
wide-of resources and opportunities.

"The proper discharge of these func-
tions calls for more than tinkering with
the present system. The processes required
must be global in scope and universal in
application. In their imagination, if not in
their conception, they must be new. Of
their need no one can doubt."

At the declaratory, even analytical,
level, we have a frame of reference within

which specific policy objectives can
formulated. Unfortunately, a review
Canada's positions and actions at reLe. i
UN sessions and special conferences pr^
`duces an uneasy feeling that they f,
within the range of the Prime Ministes
criticism. They do not appear to be "glob
in scope and universal in application"
characteristics, as I suggested, of tl
Pearsonian tradition. Indeed, in many is
stances, they suggest "tinkering with tl
present system" and reflect strong doine;
tic political and economic pressures whig
ignore wider international implications.

It may be that the expression of
grand- design in specific policies just take
time. But until that design is translate
into policy directives we shall be the victiii
of tendentious pressures from at home all
abroad and our efforts to improve thos
international institutions necessary to
responsible global participation and :.nao
agement will be called into question a
the United Nations is made the scapegoa
for the sins of the world.

It should be obvious that what I havt
been discussing goes far beyond what ari,
commonly called the economic aspects o'
international relations. True, it focuses oa
what Pearson in his World Bank report de
scribe as a "central issue of our time ...
the widening gap between the deveioped
and the developing countries". But it goe;
much further in relating to the broad
issues that are at the very basis of the
physical, social and political life of nias
on this planet. In our interdependen
world no issue or set of issues can he
considered in isolation. The successf>I
management of global change is l:nked
with the negotiation of a comprehensiv
peace settlement in the Middle East, th
halting of the obscene traffic in arms, and
the bringing under international contml
of the vertical and horizontal prolifeïatioa
of nuclear weapons.

The election of Canada to the Secs
rity Council this year would carry with ita
new responsibility and a new opportanity.
It will not call for a new definition of
long-term goals in a global setting. That
has already been done. What is,needed i+
the expression of global policy in particular
actions that are relevant to the establish-
ment of international peace and seccun
and the promotion of justice. Arr.d, a
Philippe de Seynes said in last yeaT's
meeting of the Club of Rome in Mexico:
"At this stage when the management ^
interdependence is gradually being ao"
cepted as an imperative, the evolution 01
the only universal institution is rightl9
seen in the United Nations as one of the
keys to success."
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y George Ignatieff

A British journalist who wrote a history
+d the United Nations Security Council
ciuring the period when Canada last served
^n . it in the Sixties aptly entitled it
'af teen Men on a Powder Keg.

The dictionary, defining the world
`I'powder"„ gives us a choice between an
j`egplosive substance" and "perfumed
ust" used as a cosmetic. From my own

I ^gpe<•ience as Canadian Permanent Rep-
resentative in 1967-1968, I sometimes
ÿvondér whether the Council is not too
^osmetic in its approach, too concerned
^,rith outward appearances and playing to
the gallery rather than dealing with the
-,ubstance of the explosive international
jsues that are before it.

Whether the approach to its agenda
i,; cosmetic or substantive, the Council is

highly political institution. Whoever
)ccupies one of its 15 seats will find it hot.

In a constantly changing world, the
,ouncil reflects these changes in its com-
jrosi.tion and its role. Once its composition
^'^as 11. Now, in order to represent the
hanged power structure of the United
dations, it has 15 members.

Ideally, these members should be at
«ork full-time, strengthening the forces
onducive to peace in this troubled world.
ts members should regard this fundamen-
al interest as transcending all national and
deological frontiers. Not only should the
ouncil be able to put out the brush-fires

hat the satellites circling the globe
bserve smoking here and there all the
une, it should also be addressing itself to
rYing to find long-term solutions to the
na"Y political conflicts that endanger
vorld peace. The Council has to be the
vorld's peacemaker as well as peacekeeper.

Canada has been on the Council once
very decade since the Forties and is this
all about to return to the Council table
or another two-year term. I was an
dviser during, Canada's first term in 1948-

1949, T occupied the hot seat itself in the
igties. The main changes I have observed

a lon that has been going on globally.
ave resulted from the process of equal-
' t

The process itself has been the product
of political, economic and technological
factors.

Politically, the result has been the
breakdown of the traditionâl hierarchical
structure of states. The self-assertion of the
majority of peoples of the world has led
to their gaining independence and polit-
ical self-determination, as well as to the
growth of nationalism. In particular,
people who formerly lived under colonial
rule have rejected -the old hierarchy of
ethnic groups or states and are now claim-
ing economic equality as well..

Egalitarianism
The revolutionary sweep of egalitarianism
on a global- scale is still going on. It has
completely altered the composition and
the centre of gravity of political influence Centre of power
and power at the United Nations. It is at United Nations
true that the General Assembly enshrines completely altered
the triumph of the egalitarian ideal. But
the Security Council has felt the winds of
change as well. It must cope with the
irreconcilable claims to rights and territory
left by the global sweep of decolonization
and egalitarianism.

Technologically, the ready availabil-
ity of cheap automatic weapons is a great
leveler. It gives any group wishing to
challenge a colonial administration or a
weak government the means to do so. At
the moment, the guerilla and the terrorist
seem to be enjoying a marked advantage
in the absence of established international
law and authority.

Mr. Ignatieff is Provost of Trinity College,
University of Toronto. He served in the

Department of External Affairs from 1940
until his retirement in 1972. Amongst his
posts was Canadian Ambassador to the

United Nations f rom 1966 to 1968, during
which time he sat on the Security Council.
He was President of the Council in April
1967 and again in September 1968. The
views expressed in this article are those
of Mr. Ignatieff.



The paradox is that the submachine
gun has an advantage even over the ul-
timate weapons of the nuclear age. It is
obvious that nuclear weapons by them-
selves do not suffice to found and main-
tain the empires upon which the old
hierarchy of states was based. The guerilla
resists the strength of the advanced in-
dustrial states, thereby limiting the reign

Guerilla of superior science and technology. More
techniques precisely, the guerilla has invented a tech-
do not need nique that does not require the instru-
instruments ments forged by the technology of rich
of technology societies.

Thus, major powers confront an in-
ternational surge towards egalitarianism,
especially by the peoples of Africa and
Asia hitherto held in subjection to im-
perial.systerris. This surge is supported by
the submachine gun of the guerilla and
the terrorist, the elementary instrument of
violence in our machine age.

Where does Canada stand? For his-
torical reasons, we are not numbered
among "the imperialists", having worked
for the self-determination of peoples within
the Commonwealth. For economic reasons,
however - and sometimes for political as
well, because of our close association with
powers like Britain, France and the U.S.A.,
- we are considered as likely to side with
"the imperialists". There is a need to
clarify our priorities, particularly in our
relations with the native peoples of south-
ern Africa, if we are to maintain a credible
presence at the United Nations.

For example, we shall have to choose
between continuing to allow Canadian
multinational corporations to invest in
Namibia, formerly South West Africa,
under South African franchises, and sup-
porting United Nations policies directed
at establishing the independence of Nami-
bia from South Africa. After all, Canada
supported UN findings in the General As-
sembly that South Africa's rule over the
territory was iIlegal.

Afro-Asian Position of Israel
opposition Even more thorny problems arise over the
to Zionism position of Israel. The Afro-Asian majority

is aligned against Zionism on the ground
that the state of Israel was imposed by
the Europeans upon the Arab majority in
the -Middle East and is, therefore, an
"imperialist" state - even a "racist" one.
This issue will obviously put strain- on
those who try to arrive at a consensus at
home on how we are to vote at the United
Nations. The problem will be further ex-
acerbated when we are on the Security
Council.

Heat does not necessarily generate
light in Council debates. We have simul-
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taneously to offer the Council our fulï. sup
port and to be aware of its limitatiok^
The order of power and authority cf tk
Council is still anarchical and oligarchical
- anarchical because the Council does no}
hold a monopoly on the means of force ^
it was intended to do by its fouade^
oIigarchical because, in the absence ofsuch
a monopoly institutionally established and
accepted by the international community,
right still largely depends on might and
on the ability to exercise force and gEl
away with it.

The permanent members of the ^oun.
cil as well as the guerillas are respo.nsible
for this state of affairs. Each of the great
powers has tended to deal with its respec-
tive interests by diplomacy, and even by
force, outside the United Nations, rathei
than to set an example by acting through
the Council under Charter rules. Ea:^h has
had its "Suez", "Hungary" and "Viet.
nam", preferring to rely upon its own
military power rather than upon the col•
lective measures of the Security Cowicii.

Precarious position
Nor is there much comfort to be dratim
from the bipolar system of deterrents
created by the super-powers, bctweeo
which Canada has to live precarously.
The power of these oligarchs is 1,;mited
by the devastating consequences of the
weapons at their disposal, shoulc. they
ever use them. In practice, their power is
neither assured nor unlimited. Neiiher of
them can agree on much more than the
bare essentials of crisis-management in
order to reduce the threat of r:uclear
catastrophe in a condition of ruclear
stalemate.

In any case, there has been a swing
away from bipolarity. The nationalization
of the Marxist-Leninist party religions,
together with the rise of China as a sep-
arate centre of Communist powe.°, may I
have given more elbow-room for man- s
oeuvering to various Communist ;.arties, , t
However, it has hardly contributed to
lessening the state of anarchy a_iecting
the conduct of business in the Security
Council.

The current policy of détente has§ e;
reduced the coherence of blocs and there-
fore the predictability of votes in the

sv
ir

Council. Since it would be miracl-dous if cl
the five permanent members were to agree
on anything . among themselves un der the st
present circumstances, it is no use count- in
ing on leadership from that source. we ro
should not, though, overlook the f^;ct that ti,
nuclear powers have certain inte>•ests ID A:
common. Among the most important of
these is the prevention of nuclear proh

sa
Is
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feration. This goal, " assumes increasing
urgency with the possibility that guerillas
will find new and desperate uses for these
catastrophically-violent weapons. Miracles
,can happen, and it is in Canada's interest
that one should, in this instance.

The membership of the Council is
structured round four major regional or

iideological groupings - Western, Com-
munist, Afro-Asian and Latin American.
The latter two are classed as "non-aligned"
in the ideological divisions of the world.
Canada is definitely considered "aligned"
as a member of the Western alliance. In a

115-nation Council, every vote counts to
make up the necessary majority of nine.
Canada's role in the Council can be crucial.

With the Council divided into voting
groups, the problem of arriving at a con-

I sensus or a compromise that would add
up to _ the required majority of nine
becomes a matter of intense consultation

1 and lobbying behind the scenes. An ab-
stention can make or break a majority
and should not, therefore, be entered
lightly into the record of the Council.

Magic figure
How difficult it is to arrive at the magic
figure of nine'- and how conspicuous is its
absence! I discovered this when Canada
I and Denmark took the initiative in June
1967 to have the Council cope with the
threat of hostilities just before the out-
break of the Six-Day War, after UNEF
had been withdrawn. The chain of events
leading to this particular phase of the
seemingly perennial crisis in the Middle
East began with the build-up of tension
between Israel and Syria over Palestinian

' guerilla activities over the border. This
had led to reprisal action by Israel in the

1 form of an air attack on a Syrian village.
SYna at the time was united with Egypt
in a federation. Nasser, aspiring to Arab
leadership and encountering difficulties
with his unruly flock, fell for a rumour to
the effect that Israel was preparing to
mount a full-scale attack on Syria.

It was against this background that
Nasser ordered the removal of the United
Nations Emergency Force from territory
east of Suez, where it had been stationed
With Egyptian consent after the Suez war
in 1956. U Thant, feeling that he had no
choice but to comply with the Egyptian
decision to withdraw its consent to the
stationing of UN forces in its territory,
instructed UNEF to be withdrawn. The
rockslide of events leading to the resump-
tion of hostilities began. Nonetheless, the
Arabs, supported by the Soviet Union,
saw a chance of a bloodless victory over
Israel, by blockading its southern port of

Elath. They argued that the Canadian-
Danish initiative was "premature" and
"exaggerated" the danger, and were able
to stall action by the Council.

After fighting had actually broken out,
the required majority was immediately
forthcoming to condemn "Israeli aggres-
sion" and to demand the unconditional
withdrawal of Israeli forces to the demar-
cation-Iine of the preceding armistice.
When Israeli forces defeated each of the
opposing Arab armies, stormed the Golan
Heights and threatened to swoop down on
Damascus, the members of the Council
were roused from their sleep at 1:00 a.m.
A meeting of the Council, demanded by
Syria with Soviet support, was to take
place in two hours. The only way to save
Syria from occupation was to accept an

immediate and unconditional ceasefire. Unconditional
What the Western powers had been urging ceasefire
for six days was now promptly and unani- unanimously
mously accepted. accepted

Resolution 242
After the ceasefire, the Council had to
address itself to short-term problems of
maintaining the peace with the aid of
observers and to working out a long-term
settlement. The latter problem occupied
nearly six months of private negotiations
among the various groups in the Council.
The. Latin American group, which held
the balance in the Council because of its
ties with the other non-aligned, played a
decisive part. But it was Lord Caradon of
Britain who introduced the compromise
resolution in the Council, where it was
adopted unanimously on November 22,
1967 (United Nations Security Council
Resolution 242). The essential problem in
this package was how to reconcile the
demands of the Arab states and the Pales-
tinians that Israeli forces should withdraw
in accordance with the Charter principle
that emphasizes "the inadmissibility of
the acquisition of territory by war" with
the Israeli claim that withdrawal was
pointless unless Israel's Arab neighbours
accepted its right to national existence
with "secure and recognized boundaries".

To implement this resolution, there
had to be negotiations to determine what
these boundaries would be. Israel had to
trade newly-conquered territory for the
greater security it would get if its Arab
neighbours were willing to give it recogni-
tion within secure and defined boundaries.
The Arabs would gain the quid pro quo
of putting prescribed limits to Israeli ex-
pansion, obtaining a settlement of the
Palestinian refugee problem and nego-
tiating the withdrawal of Israeli forces
from their Arab conquests in the Six-day



War. Negotiations tiave stuck on the de-
finition of precisely what territory Israel
is willing to give up. At the same time,
some Arabs seem to be questioning the
very right of Israel to exist at all, appar-
ently envisaging some new Palestinian

state.
So long as the Middle East situation

remains unresolved, the world continues
to confront a powder keg with a fuse of
unknown length. As guerillas and terror-
ists periodically set a light to that fuse,
the dangers mount. Yet the major powers,
instead of concentrating on the peace-
keeping and peacemaking functions of the
Council, carry on.the unilatéral supply of
arms and diplomatic manoeuvering. Civil
war in Lebanon and the terrorist hijacking
leading to the Israeli raid on the Entebbe
airport emphasize the -continuing danger.
Even if there were no Israel, there would

Security Council be a struggle for territory, oil and power.
f ails to ful fal The law is taken into the hands of indi-
collective vidual states and the Council fails to fulfil
responsibilities its collective responsibilities.

Czechoslovakia
Two other occasions when I was required
to take some initiative in the Council
concerned the Czechoslovak crisis in 1968
and the seizure of the U.S. spy-ship
Pueblo. The Dubcek experiment of "so-
cialism with a human face" had led Mos-
cow to fear the possibility of its satellite
leaving the Soviet bloc. The application
of the "Brezhnev Doctrine", whereby the
Soviet Union sought to justify the uni-
lateral intervention in the affairs of its
socialist neighbours, posed problems for
Canada, located between the two super-
powers. The Western powers, realizing
that to challenge the Soviet Union on this
issue would be to risk nuclear confronta-
tion, were willing to settle for a cosmetic
face-saving approach, provided the facts
were brought out in the record.

I was asked to co-ordinate the con-
sultations on behalf of the Western bloc.
The tactic agreed upon was that, after the
condemnatory resolution had been vetoed
by the Soviet Union, I should introduce
a procedural motion for fact-finding to
establish for the record what had hap-
pened in Prague. In this way, the discus-
sion was prolonged just long enough to
permit the outgoing Czech Foreign Minis-
ter Hayek to come from Belgrade, where
he had gone when Dubcek was overthrown.
He was able to deny to the Council that
Soviet troops had entered Czechoslovakia
by "invitation" from Dubcek.

My taking such an initiative in the
Council, even co-ordinating consultation,
had to be cleared beforehand with the
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Government in Ottawa. It was just as
well, because the reaction of the Soviet
authorities in the Council and through
Pravda was petulant. I was called the
"marksman of the imperialist bloc". This
kind of publicity inevitably led to a ques-
tion in the House of Commons and to
comment in the press. Any initiative in
the Council involves the closest consulta-
tion with one's home government as well
as consultation with friendly delegations
in New York to ensure that the necessary
support is forthcoming in the Council in
order to obtain nine favourable votes.

The Pueblo case, in which I was mar-
ginally involved, was, in effect, "settled
out of court". The Americans brought the
question to the Council in order to open
the way to a negotiated release of the
ship, which had been captured off the
North Korean coast when conducting anti-
guerilla surveillance in support of South
Korean forces. I was asked to help estab-
lish the mode and place for these negotia-
tions, which I did through the Hungarians,
Because the release of the crew of the
Pueblo was delayed by these lengthy ne-
gotiations, the Americans seem to have
drawn the conclusion that unilateral
action was preferable in the somewhat
analogous and more recent case of the
1lfayaguez, intercepted off the Cambodian
coast.

The difficulties of the Council in
making decisions have not only weakened
the image of the Council but have pro-
duced an increased unwillingness on the
part of governments to take their business
there. The tendency is to deal with con-
flicts or disputes unilaterally or throt:.gh
regional organizations like the Organiza-
tion for African Unity or the Arab League,
What is the solution?

Political will
The Council does not lack good advice
from governments. Advice is given as if
the Council existed quite apart from the
governments that compose it. The Council
is no deus ex machina; it requires people
to animate it. To permit it to act collec-
tively, individual governments must give
it the necessary political will. In order to
extricate itself from its present dilernma
- having "too much on its plate" while
lacking the authority and power to act
effectively - the Council needs a comriit-
ment from the governments that compose
it to provide the political will it needs.

Canada can set a good example when it
takes its seat. The application of political
will to the work of the Council requires
first that each permanent representative
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should be "clued in to" the political de-
cision-making process of his government.
Various means have been tried to enable
IlI, Council to function more effectively
tha a it does now. Arthur Goldberg, Per-
manent Representative of the U.S. in my
time, had direct access to the President
and attended meetings of the Cabinet
when UN matters were discussed. Lord
Caradon, the British Permanent Repre-
sentative, carried the rank of Minister of
State and had access to the Cabinet in
London as well as to the Foreign Office.
The Soviet Union sent its senior Deputy

'Foreign Minister, Jacob Malik. I am not
suggesting, any inappropriate departure

from established lines of communication
and command, or that governments indi-
vidually can remedy the lack of political
will, unless they act collectively. But I did

! find it absolutely essential to have direct
acceas to the Secretary of State for Ex-
ternal Affairs when Canada had to cast
a vote that would be politically sensitive
at home. '

Canada at the United Nations

Now that we are returning for an-
other term, have I any suggestions to
make? The main requirement, in my
opinion, is that our Permanent Represen-
tative should have prompt and regular
access to the Secretary of State for Ex-
ternal Affairs, or some designated alter-
nate who can give political guidance for
which he would be answerable to the
Cabinet and the House of Commons.
Guidance through interdepartmental or
departmental committees of officials is no
substitute for the application of political
will to the tasks of the Council.

Ministers have to realize that, not-
withstanding the obvious limitations of
the Council (and they are many), its
proceedings are highly political and con-
ducted under the searching eye of the
television camera.

Doubts and hesitations or, still worse,
abstentions for lack of guidance, are quick-
ly detected at the Council table or at
press interviews afterwards. The peace of
the world, as well as the reputation of
Canada, are at stake.

Trade Unionism and a new
international economic order
By John Harker

Though the label is new, demands for a

the international demands been pressed

that it must not be designed to improve

different distribution of income and wealth,
internationally and nationally, have been
ieard for some time. Only recently have

stro.igly, and the resulting clamour has all
but drowned out the demands that have
been made for years at the national level.

These demands are important to the
Canadian trade union movement, the basic
1)remise of whose policy towards the "new
international economic order" (NIEO) is

the "life styles" of corporate or govern-
mental élites, in global corporations or
developing countries. Rather, it must bring
about full employment, the rise of real
living standards and a fair distribution of
incoine and wealth both within and be-
ween nations. If a brief statement of this
goal had to be offered, it would be "eco-
nomic security and social justice for all".

These words are taken from the first
manifesto of the International Confedera-
tion of Free Trade Unions, to which the
Canadian Labour Congress ( CLC ) and its
forerunners have been affiliated since the
founding of the ICFTU in 1949. Though
the aims of the ICFTU are international,
they clearly have their origins in the na-
tional experiences, the struggles for eco-
nomic security and social justice, of the
affiliated national trade union centres. The
nature of the commitment (for such it is)
of free trade unionism to the NIEO cannot

Mr. Harker is Director of the International
Affairs Department of the Canadian
Labour Congress. Before assuming that
position last year, he was executive
director of the Pro f essional Association
of Foreign Service Officers. The views
expressed are those of Mr. Harker.
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Few countries
have fair
distribution
of income
and wealth

be understood if this national dimension is
lost sight of.

What has fashioned this commitment?
Ignoring the temptation to quote from the
inaugural address by Karl Marx to the
International Working Men's Association
in 1864, I shall offer a more recent, and
more relevant, focus: the condition of the
world's poor following the end of the First
International Development Decade.

There are many indicators of depriva-
tion. UNESCO has estimated that the
number of illiterate adults in the world
rose from 700 million in 1960 to 760 million
in 1970. The Food and Agriculture Or-
ganization provided the World Food Con-
ference with estimates to the effect that
in 1969-71 over 450 million people, many
of them children, suffered from a severe
degree of protein-energy malnutrition (in
itself a very low- standard, with many more
suffering from hunger). In 1972, according
to the International Labour Organization,
some 1,200 million people in the develop-
ing market economies (67 per cent of the
population) were abysmally poor.

It is not known, nor is it claimed here,
that income distribution has worsened in
most developing countries since the be-
ginning of the 1960s. It is held, however,
that in few countries, especially in the
developing ones, do trade unionists have
reason to feel that income and wealth are
being distributed fairly. Furthermore, it is
difficult to avoid the conclusion that the
amount of wealth, and thus of income,
available for distribution within the devel-
oping countries is artificially and deliber-
ately limited by the operation of interna-
tional trade, investment and monetary
policies.

So trade unionists are pressing for a
new international economic order. The
demands they make are largely those for-
mulated in conjunction with their fellow
trade unionists in other countries. This is
certainly true of the CLC, which helped
produce ICFTU policies in this area and
now promotes them as its own.

These policies, together with our own
relating to our experience with adjustment
assistance, make up our series of demands
for an NIEO. They tell us something about
its nature, which is also revealed by the
forums to which these policies are directed.

Each policy, or group of policies, has
to be looked at in the light of how it is
being promoted and why in that particular
way; but, first of all, a general view of the
"package" of policies is required.

The new global distribution of wealth,
among and within nations, which is clearly
called for, will require many changes of
institutions and behaviour. There will have

to be reform of the world's " trade arrange-
ments, especially in commodities requir-
ing compensatory financing and assured j
supplies.

Multilateral trade negotiations should
bring an end to the progression of duties
by degree of processing, to encourage the
growth of manufacturing industry in the
Third World, which will, in turn, require
a fund to provide adjustment assistance
when participating countries make neces-
sary and liberating changes in their own
industrial structures. The General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade should oblige
governments to protect workers' interests
- in countries such as Canada by anticipa.
tory adjustments and in developing coun-
tries by the rigorous observance of fair
labour standards.

Link needed
Reforms of the international monetary
system should establish a link between
special drawing rights and development.
assistance, strictly manage capital flows
instituted by multinational corporations,
and effectively recycle "petro-dollars".
Real résources ' must be. transferred to
finance development, with the assistance
target of 0.7 per cent of gross national
product being surpassed by Canada. Debt-
rescheduling should not be unrelated to
the natures of political systems. Transfers
of technology, free from "packaging" and
as appropriate as possible, should be
facilitated. The aim of the importing of
technology being industrialization, this
should provide useful employment and not
simply increase urbanization. In other
words, it has to be made relevant to the
needs of the rural poor.

A code of conduct has to bind legally
the multinational corporations, for which
there are few alternatives as vehicles for
technology and resource transfer.

Development priorities have to be
oriented to the needs of people, with
respect both to material benefits and to
the application of labour standards; and
here guidelines should be sought from the
International Labour Organization.

Just as the ILO provides for trade
union representation, so should the United
Nations, where such representation IS
quite inadequate - all the more since the
support of trade unions is critical to the
implementation of any new international
economic order.

This policy package is not seen as the
basis for an international treaty to emerge

^from the United Nations 'after debate
not to mention confrontation - between
the Group of 77 and Group B countries.
Rather, it has to be a series of undertakings,
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A glance at the trade union policies
reveals that some- of them are shared by
the Group of 77 and could have been taken
from the Manila Declaration. The CLC
has, for example, gone on record as be-
lieving that proposals of the UN Confer-
ence on Trade and Development for deal-
ing with ten key commodities should be
applied as soon as possible.

However, rather than elaborate on all
these' policies, the rationale for which is
shared by many, I prefer to dwell on those
puIicies that could be said to constitute
the specific trade union dimension. That
is, they are not demands made by other
parties - especially not by the Group of

177 (perhaps, indeed, because they are
demands made of the Group of 77).

Aware that governments, whether of
the Group of 77, of Group B (the so-called
socialist countries) or whatever, could
argue that they shared our redistributive
demands, even in the absence of much
apparent distribution of income or wealth
in their countries, I shall deal. first with
demands of pressing concern to trade
unions and not yet taken up by many
governments.

Trade liberalization
The first concerns the GATT treaty. The
CLC has long been on record as favouring
trade liberalization, and is very much con-
cerned - now that such a large part of
international trade consists of intra-com-
pany transactions - that freer trade may
benefit chiefly the multinational corpora-
tions. Thus the CLC is promoting the
adoption of a code of conduct for MNCs,
which will be elaborated later; but, with
respect to GATT, it still wants free trade
and is proposing that a Social Clause be
added to the GATT treaty.

There are two aspects to this clause.
The first concerns the prevention of ex-
ploitation in the process of trade liberal-
ization and expansion. The clause would
have contracting parties recognize that
efforts for the promotion of world trade
must serve the purposes of full employ-
ment, social security, better levels of con-
sumption and the highest levels of accident
Prevention and health protection. It would
call for internationally-coordinated man-
power, regional, and industrial policies on
the part of the contracting parties, which
Would be required to maintain full income
and social benefits for displaced workers
and to observe fair labour standards in
Practice, in declarations, conventions and
agreements. The UN Declaration of

Human Rights and, in particular, the ILO
instruments - including, of course, recog-
nition of the freedom of association and
trade union rights - would provide yard-
sticks for fair labour standards.

The second aspect is inseparably as-
sociated with the first. It concerns adjust-
ments, particularly to the economies of the
industrialized countries. The nature of the
connection was clearly spelt out by CLC
President Joe Morris when he told the
Sub-Committee on International Develop-
ment of the Standing Committee on
External Affairs and National Defence that
"the CLC cannot envisage any sacrifice,
whatever the level of adjustment assis-
tance, merely to increase the well-being of
a trans-national corporation or an élitist
group in a developing country". "Any
development assistance or 'trade reform
which seeks to avoid the opposition of the
CLC has to be `people oriented'," Mr.
Morris added. "It has to increase the well-
being of the population as a whole, and
it has to protect newly-industrialized
workers, not exploit them."

On this understanding, the CLC is Preparations
convinced that preparations should now needed now
be made to facilitate a necessary adjust- to facilitate
ment of our economy. It proposed to the adjustment
sub-committee that a committee repre- of economy
senting the major government depart-
ments, industry and organized labour be
set up to consider domestic adjustments,
commissioning a program of studies of the
prior implementation of adjustment assis-
tance in Canada, especially the General
Adjustment Assistance Program, the main
General Incentive Programs and the Tex-
tile Policy.

The Sub-Committee on International
Development, in its first report, referred to
this proposal as logical and attractive, and
it is to be hoped that the Federal Govern-
ment comes to the same conclusion and
will also act on the CLC proposals con-
cerning the GATT Social Clause, which
urges the contracting parties to accept the
principle that, whenever a sectoral dis-
equilibrium can be foreseen, they should
apply anticipatory adjustment assistance
with income protection and employment
for the workers. It is also suggested that
the contracting parties co-operate fully on
industrial policies and compile trend
information.

This could be done in a number of
ways,, two of which specifically concern
GATT.

Under the terms of the Social Clause,
an international commission on trade and
employment, composed of representatives
of governments, trade union organizations
and employers' associations would be set



up. It would report annually on the effects
of trade and investment on world employ-
ment and on social problems, particularly
those caused by the invocation of Article
19, and would generally examine the ap-
plication of the Social Clause.

The other GATT mechanism would
be the establishment of an international
reconversion fund, which would be based
on the adoption of common principles to
guide the adjustment policies in industrial
countries and would call for the creation
of a fund to assist these countries in
financing their adjustment programs. Con-
tributions could take into account a coun-
try's gross income, its income per capita,
and the share of developing-country manu-
factured imports in the national market.
It could also cover a given proportion of
the adjustment costs. In this way, coun-
tries most reluctant to open their markets
would be financing the openness of other
countries.

ILO attention
being turned
to part played
by multinational
corporations

ILO standards
These two mechanisms are not exclusive,
nor are they exhaustive. Another way
in which the needs of co-operation and
supervision could be met is through the
International Labour Organization, the
standards of which are, of course, of para-
mount importance in the area of fair
labour practices. It is encouraging that
the ILO is now turning its expertise and
objectivity to the part played by multi-
national corporations in employment gen-
eration and maintenance, and income
distribution. This is being done through
research studies and meetings of experts,
both for the Governing Body and for the
World Employment Conference. The ILO
has already said, in its third World Em-
ployment Report, that good citizenship
is in the multinationals' own interests, as
is the creation of a climate of confidence
in which the rules are known in advance
and strictly observed.

The CLC has long advocated a code

of conduct for multinational corporations

and, in October 1975, at the World Con-

gress of the ICFTU, Joe Morris introduced
a charter of trade union demands for the

legislative control of multinational com-
panies. The reasons for having interna-
tional conventions and agreements on
co-operation between governments, he
stated, were clear enough in areas such as

taxation, capital movements, international

price fixing and social responsibility. He
pointed out that international action was

also important to support any control

measures that were to be applied by small
countries whose national budgets could be
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less than one-tenth of the annual turnovc,^
of a multinational corporation:

Proposals for a code of conduct, .,pe;
cific and legally binding, have been pUt
before the Organization for Econc?niit
Co-operation and Development and thEl
UN Commission on Transnationals. Thef
cover the need for full disclosure of infoim.
ation, job protection for workers, an end
to competition in incentives, a fund far
the development of host-country irifra•
structures, bans on price-fixing and delib•
erate under-production, and proratin; of
tax obligations. The proposals would also
see an end to the Paris Convention of
1883, which effectively limits transfers of
technology, and would aim at stopping
cash flows for manipulative or speculative
purposes. The multinational corporations
clearly dominate world trade, much of
which is now a transaction between two
parts of the same corporation. There can
be no - new international economic order
without effective international control,
This is clearly in the interests of develop.
ing countries (of their populations, any.
way), but their responses to the CUC
proposals have not yet been encouraging.
The strongest guarantee of UN action on
this issue is the effective participation o
trade unionism in the work of the UN
Commission. But the main oppositicn is
coming from the developing countries.

The lack of access by trade union
organizations to deliberations of the UN
or to new, and increasingly impor'ant,
exercises such as the "North-South
Dialogue", is another major reason why
the ILO is very important to the success.
ful achievement of the NIEO. The World
Employment Conference of the ILO held
in June of this year, and its results, are
vital to this goal. This is so not just be-
cause, owing to the representation affcrded
to trade unions and employers, theve is
often less conflict and acrimony in the
work of the ILO, but because the ILO
seems to be alone in concentrating very
clearly on the acute need for redistribu-
tion of income and wealth.

The emphasis on redistribution v ithin
the developing countries is the other area
where trade union goals might nct be
shared by the governmental spokeamen
for the NIEO. The Director-General of
the ILO has put forward a strategy for
the relief of poverty, focusing on basic
needs, as the hope for a better world This
he believes to be a much better approach
than increasing GNPs and waiting fo
some form of "trickle down". In support
of this approach, the ILO maintains that,
in the absence of major redistribution, it
will take sustained growth-rates of as high
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,ls 12 per cent a year to end absolute
poverty;in most developing countries by
the end of this century.

How many economists would now like
to suggest that such growth-rates are more
than marginalIÿ possible? On the other
;hand, the ILO feels that, in countries with
highlyegalitarian distribution, much lower
growth-rates would be necessary, and an

! emphasis on basic needs and proper redis-
tribution could achieve the century-end
goal with growth=rates as "low" as 6 per

,cent. These are much more realistic.
Obviously, much would depend on

how the redistribution is carried out, so
what is being sought is acceptance, par-
ticularly by the Group of 77, of the impor-

I tance of redistribution as an essential
element of the NIEO, and acceptance of
the importance of trade union participa-
tion in the development process.

Canada at the United Nations

To a very small extent, progress has
been made in the second of these. The
1975 International Labour Conference
adopted a resolution recognizing the need

to encourage the organization of the rural

poor. Of the world's unemployed and un-
deremployed, 80 per cent are to be found

in the rural and traditional sectors, and

trade union efforts to organize them have
often met with official resistance, taking
the form of violence and repression in
some instances.

For trade unionists to work towards
a new international economic order, which
is seen as vital for fellow workers, that new
order will have to benefit the workers and
not their exploiters. To adopt any other
attitude would be to shore up interna-
tionally an economic order much older
than trade unionism.

Relinquishing sovereignty
is the key to peacemaking
The lesson of peacekeeping

By L. G. Loomis

Peacekeeping forms an essential dimen-
sion of peacemaking, and both are an
extension of the fundamental responsibility
for maintaining domestic order and pro-
moting international stability. This article
suggests that Canada's approach to peace-
keeping has been different from its ap-
proach to peacemaking in one essential
respect. In peacekeeping we are prepared
to consider the United Nations as a supra-
national body able to exercise certain
executive powers over the military forces
we commit to it, while in peacemaking we
insist on maintaining that the United
Nations, composed of sovereign nation
state:, is essentially a forum for discussion.

The debate at the twenty-ninth
session of the General Assembly in con-
nection with the attempt to expel South

Africa from the United Nations illustrates
the basic dilemma that faces the United
Nations in every aspect of its peacemaking
activity. The essence of this dilemma sets

General Loomis has served in the Cana-
dian Armed Forces since 1945 and was
awarded the Military Cross. In 1970 he
commanded the Royal Canadian Regiment
in Cyprus and was appointed Nicosia
District Commander. A f ter a period in
Ottawa, during part of which he served
as Director of Sovereignty Planning, he
again went overseas, this time to Vietnam.
General Loomis is now Commander,
2 Combat Group, at Petawawa, Ontario.
The views expressed in this article are
those of the author.

Unionists demand
benefit to workers
f rom new order
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the thesis of the principle of universality
against the antithesis of the principle of
obligation. In the - debate over South
Africa, the defenders of the principle of
universality - in general, the Western and
Latin American countries - emphasized
that the United Nations was an organ-
ization of sovereign states, not an inter-
national legislature. At the same time, it
was insisted that the inescapable con-
comitant of the principle of universality
must be a genuine acceptance of the
obligations of membership and a full
measure of participation, even when de-
cisions turned out to be unfortunate or
disagreeable. In practice, a synthesis usu-
ally emerges, based on the objective
situation at hand, that enables action to
proceed.

The difference between the compar-
ative success of peacekeeping and the
failure of peacemaking lies in the quality
of action that flows from the synthesis.
The reasons for this are of vital concern
in a world where confrontation and con-
flict have been endemic since the Second
World War - between imperialism and
anti-colonialism, East and West, the free
world and the Communist, North and
South, the developing and industrialized
countries, the poor and rich.

International control and contain-
ment of conflict promise to be among the
more important issues facing Canadian
society for the remainder of this century.
Peacekeeping and peacemaking efforts can
be expected to be in even greater demand
if we are to contend successfully with
inevitable conflicts arising from such fac-
tors as the population explosion, current
and projected widespread shortages of
food, competition- among industrialized
states for scarce resources, potential mis-
use of nuclear capability, and technology,
which to some people appears to be racing
beyond control.

These factors heighten the potential
for conflict between societies. At the same
time, we appear to be beset by a moral
inability to see such problems on a global
scale and to be inhibited from acting by
the resistance of our institutions to change
(chief among the causes of this inertia is
the conception of the sovereign nation
state)^. Thus, we can hardly disagree with
the idea that the real problem facing the
United Nations today is to find integrative
policies and procedures capable of revers-
ing the dangerously sharpening confron-
tation between countries of the new and
old majorities and of preventing that con-
frontation from deteriorating into the col-
lapse of world political and socio-economic
order.
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The success of peacekeeping opera.
tions at the military level indicates t;iaf
such integrative policies and procedure
have béen founid and successfully applierl
in Cyprus, the Middle East and elsewhere,
Symbolically,.the process begins when we
replace our Canadian hats with the blue
berets of the United Nations and for
time become international soldiers from
Canada ready to act as members of
United Nations force. True, we ren-,ain
members of the Canadian Forces and this
establishes a duality between our supra.
national obligations and our sovereign
interests within which we must act. An
impossible situation? Yes, if we want to
make it impossible, but for over 25 years
we have met this challenge and in th,
process evolved a conceptual framework
for success.

We are forced to ask whether this
experience might be useful in contending
with the major problems faced by the UN
today - how to meet the demands of the
Third World, how to handle the changing
rules of the game within the United Na.
tions itself. But" as soon as we pose that
question we run into a major conceptual
problem. In its non-peacekeeping func•
tions, the United Nations is usually seen
as being an organization of sovereign
nation states. As such, the UN has to rely
on exhortation and persuasion to achieve
the aims and objectives of the Charter.

While the foregoing may be correct
in theory, in practice it is not true and
does not form the conceptual basis for
peacekeeping. Let us examine this allega-
tion further. First, we appear to face a
dilemma because measures involving ex-
hortation, persuasion, co-operation and
what-not inherently deny the absolute
sovereignty of any nation state and thus
sow the seeds of conflict in all its many
physiological and psychological forms.

ConBict defined
We must define conflict as it is viewed
by most military officers involved in peace•
keeping. Formally, conflict arises bet•<veen
individuals and between groups. It may
move from persuasion to bloodsheG'. ac•
cording to the amount of force employed.
Conflict involves a clash of wills, with the
object of securing the primacy of one over
the other. Although the destruction of
things and people is not an end in :tself,
it is, however, sometimes the undesirable
means to an end.

How is it possible for an individual
human being to impose his will upon
another? All human beings are reached
through their senses acting on their nerve•
brain system, which in turn controls re-
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It the opening session of the thirty-first General Assembly of the UN, Hamilton Shirley
! lmerasinghe of Sri Lanka was elected President. He is shown here receiving the gavel
from his predecessor, Gaston Thorn, Prime Minister and Foreign Minister of Luxem-
!boûrg, who was President of the thirtieth Assembly. UN Secretary Kurt Waldheim
looks on.

sponse. To achieve a positive change in
an individual's response - that is, to alter
his fiame of reference, self-image or in-
stinctive reaction -force may be necessary.
As the degree of force, in the sense of
Physiological or psychological distress,
^hanges from diplomacy to argument, from
Persuasion to threat to injury, from inter-
natio:.1al co-operation to economic depriva-
tion, and from intimidation to bloodshed,
we move up the scale of conflict. Force may
be applied by an individual or by groups
of inclividuals acting as members of reli-
6ous bodies, political parties, trade unions,
national liberation fronts, nations and
alliances, as well as a variety of other types
of organization. Group force is both more
Powerful and more difficult to control than
indivi,dual force; and it is group force that
18 the important factor in international

relations, which in turn influences what
nations euphemistically call defence policy
and the United Nations refers to as inter-
national security.

Thus, the force of exhortation, per-
suasion and related forms of psychological

distress cannot be arbitrarily separated
from physiological distress as a means of

applying force,and so imposing one's will

on others, either individually or in groups.

Thus, while it is true that the United

Nations does not have legislative or exec-
utive powers per se, it does have and,
when the situation permits, it does employ

measures that in practice limit the sover-
eignty of its members.

The acceptance of the proposition
that the United Nations is a supranational
organization, to which nation states have



given up some measure of their absolute
sovereignty, forms the conceptual basis for
the success of international peacekeeping
operations. Since the situation varies in
every peacekeeping operation, the syn-
thesis achieved in the field differs to the
extent that a different balance is obtained

Concessions made
in periods of
high anxiety

was achieved as to the establishment an^
agreed to. and, some measure of agreemei^
force. While the last five chapters :w4
facilities and service requirements. of th
financial, operating; procedures,'equipmen
and its establishment,,:as well as theleg
dealing with the authorization of the fort

many attempts have been made to estab- The Soviet point of view was that tn_

Every United Nations peacekeeping The essence of this controversy may
operation begins from scratch, even though summarized as follows: ,

as a supranational organization. authorization of UnitedNations operation,
and the antithesis of the United Nations agreement was reached on the subject q'
between the thesis of national sovereignty legal aspects of such forces, virtually r

on theoretical concerns of nation-state Council in all questions relating t
opera ions. ese questions, in turn, rest mittee to advise and assist the Securit^
of the control and authorization of UN which call for the Military Staff Con

t Th

sagreemen revo ves round questions and 47 of the United Nations Charter

lish a framework for mounting and exec- was a matter of "constitutional" intet
uting operations beforehand. The central pretation of such articles as Nos. 4^
di t 1

sovereignty, no portion of which will be United -Nations military forces
given up until some terrible crisis is forced The Western point of view was thd
upon the membership. Then, in a period questions affecting the control, managr,
of high anxiety and hurried decisions, the ment and objectives of peacekeepinE

nation, support and directing the day-tc
day operations.

composing the force, negotiating host
Nations in selecting the force commande!
General to act on behalf of the Unitel
agreed on has permitted the Secretar^
Council. In any event, the synthesis tacitl
of resolutions passed by the Securi

sembly's 1950 "Uniting for Peace" resclu
tion, most operations have been the resul

have been initiated under the General As11
In practice though some operation'military officers to work out the synthesis

between their sovereign interests and those
of the United Nations.

international force to deal with the situa- using the Secretary-General as the agen
tion. Once a force is fielded it is left to of execution should be continued.

necessary concessions are made on a case- and observer missions were essentialla
by-case basis to authorize and organize an political in nature and the practice al

taken in times of crisis, and questions o

making activities results from the fore
going. Peacekeeping operations are under

the success of peacekeeping and peace
The qualitative difference betwee

buting to the United Nations force.
military contingents from nations conta
nation authorities and the commanders oi
the field, to sort out with various host
resentatives and military commanders
Secretary-General, with his political rep
for the most part conveniently left to ttt

the problems of balancing national sover
eignty and United Nations control arr

been raised. As soon as the crisis abates
when the stark issue of war or peace la
have only been possible during grave crises
sovereignty by all concerned and herrc

precedent and tacit agreement, that per
mit the authorization and control o
United Nations peacekeeping forces. The
involve, however, concessions in absolut

Sovereignty concessions
Thus, procedures have evolved, based o

Search for framework
UN attempts at New York to establish
a framework for dealing with the ever-
increasing number of crises began in
the 1960s by addressing the peripheral
problem of command and control. These
efforts came to grief on the rocks of the
then-raging East-West confrontations. In
very simple terms, the Western point of
view was that the Secretary-General
should control operations, while the Soviet
point of view was that the Military Staff
Committee of the permanent members of
the Security Council should do so. The
matter came to a head over the conduct
and financing of the Congo operations,
1960-64, and led to paralysis of the nine-
teenth session of the General Assembly.
In part, the deadlock was overcome in
1965 by the establishment of the United
Nations Special Committee on Peacekeep-
ing Operations (Committee of 33). After
three years during which little progress
was, made, a Working Group of this
Committee was established, consisting of
eight members under the chairmanship of
Mexico.

The Working Group set to work to
provide guidance for United Nations ob-
server missions established by the Security
Council - or Model I, as it was called.
This guidance was to be in the form of
a document containing eight chapters
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that the United Nations is a supranational

he conception of operations, the use of

organization able to impose its will. The
Wancing of these two points of view
t^düectly affects such matters as the com-
mand and control of national contingents,

orce, the relative importance of peace-
eeping and peacemaking, the political

and military criteria for measuring the
éfFectiveness of operations, force structure,
he use of regular, as against reserve,

military personnel, and the tempo of
uperations - to cite but a few examples.

By way of illustrating the sort of
,^rgument presented by proponents, the
wo basic points of view on these matters

may be organized as a framework for dis-
cussing , and analyzing United Nations
,operations as follows:

irst point of view: Second point of view:

ommand and con-
ol are based on

co-ordinating a num-
er of separate na-

tional contingent
neadquarters.

qperations are an
extension of diplo-:e betweeu

and peace
:i the fore-
are under,

[uestions 0^1

matic activity in-
volving the media-
tion, reporting and
investigation of
cease-fire violations.

The UN is a supra-
national body.

Command and con-
trol are based on a
United Nations
headquarters with
very little if any
"input" from con-
tributing contingents
under operational
control.

Operations are an
extension of military
activity, with over-
tones of interna-
tional intervention.

The United Nations
force is prepared to
defend itself in ex-
treme situations.

Functions of peace-
making and peace-
keeping are separate.

First priority is for
political effective-
ness.

Structure is based
on a civil-military
balance.

Can use reserves ex-
tensively.

Tempo of operations
governed by re-
sources available,
with tasks geared to
resources levels.

The United Nations
force is prepared to
fight to accomplish
its tasks.

Functions of peace-
making and peace-
keeping are com-
bined.

First priority is for
military effective-
ness.

Structure is based
on a militarily
balanced force.

Mainly a regular
force task.

Tempo of operations
gover ^ied by tasks;
resources must be
made available to
accomplish the
mission.

It is not intended to analyze the
many United Nations operations in which
Canada has taken part, but it seems use-
ful to touch briefly on the issues of com-
mand and control, and of peacekeeping
and peacemaking at the field-operational
level, by way of showing how this frame-
work can be applied. Let us compare, for
instance, the command and control ar-
rangements for the Canadian contingent
in Cyprus with UNFICYP with those for
the contingent in the Middle East with
UNEF ( ME ). It is evident that operations
in Cyprus lie closer to the second point of
view (that the United Nations is a supra-
national body), while those in the Middle
East lie closer to the first point of view

(that the United Nations is a forum for
discussion among sovereign nation states).

Western composition
The force in Cyprus is composed entirely
of Western nations, most of which belong
to NATO and, consequently, are familiar
with established procedures for co-opera-
tion. Hence, the "headquarters" for look-
ing after Canadian "interests" consists of
only one major and a clerk. The force in
the Middle East has a more universal
composition, initially being made up of
contingents from Austria, Canada, Fin-
land, Ghana, Indonesia, Ireland, Nepal,
Panama, Peru, Poland, Senegal, Sweden
and Zaire. In contrast to Cyprus, the
purely "Canadian headquarters" is headed
by a brigadier-general, who has a staff of
several dozen officers and clerks to look
after Canada's "interests". Of course,
many other factors affect the situation,
such as the difference of the de facto

Application
of framework
of command
and control



Wide range
of military
activities
in Cyprus

states in Cyprus from the de jure nations
of the Middle East. However, the point
to be made is that, ' while the UN head-
quarters in Cyprus and' in the Middle
East may appear to be similar, the day-to-
day operations and procedures for getting
things done differ markedly. Nevertheless,
they both work, and work well, within the
objective conditions of their respective
situations.

As might be expected from the fore-
going, the peacemaking aspects of opera-
tions in Cyprus are further developed than
in the Middle East. In Cyprus, the United
Nations headquarters and each national
contingent have special military staff
devoted to humanitarian and economic
activities. They fulfil the UNFICYP
commitment to the humanitarian relief
program in conjunction with the other
international agencies, they co-ordinate
operational work in the economic field,
and they contribute to political reports
and assessments by providing -statistical
data and other information on * the relief
operations.

In connection with these responsibil-
ities, the military forces are involved in
such activities as information gathering
on refugee locations and situations, dis-
tribution of relief, humanitarian visits,
transporting of persons for transfer or
evacuation, distribution of welfare bene-
fits, medical aid, recovery of property and
searching for missing persons. At the staff
level, military officers also are responsible
for dealing with intercommunal problems
arising from the supply of water and elec-
tricity, postal services and telecommunica-
tions, as well as property and agricultural
disputes. These intercommunal negotia-
tions frequently have serious political
overtones for both sides. Even so, more
often than not an equitable solution is
found.

Separate activities
In the Middle East, the UN force is
little involved in matters of humanitarian
relief and economic reconstruction. In
short, in the Middle East peacekeeping and
peacemaking are quite separate activities
from an organizational point of view,
whereas in Cyprus they are more closely
related. A question worth some thought
emerges from this. Is it possible to expand
the peacemaking activities of the peace-
keeping forces? On the basis of our ex-
perience in Cyprus, we may answer yes.

In conclusion, the reality of peace-
keeping operations lies between two points
of view: the thesis that the United Na-
tions is a forum for discussion among
sovereign nation states and the antithesis
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that it is a supranational organization able
to impose its will. Every operation to date
has been different because the objective
situation of each has differed and hence
the synthesis. of these two points of view
has varied.

In practice we end upwith a peculiar
amalgam of actions stemming from both
points- of view. For instance, we may have
an approach to operations with definite
overtones of international intervention, in
which the force acts on the assumptio-a
that the United Nations is a supranational
body but, At the same time, command and
control of the force in the field will be
based on the co-ordination of a number of
separate national-contingent headquartets,
just as though the United Nations were
a forum for discussion. In fact, any num-
ber of combinations from any list of factors
can be suggested and, indeed, have been
tried in the past. The net result is that
it is almost impossible to pre-plan peace-
keeping and truce-supervision operations
at the international level. Consequently,
it has been our experience that each oper-
ation;'is â special"case mounted in response
to the specific situation that obtains at
the time it is launched.

As a result, operations have always
been launched with 'little prior co-ordim;
tion for such important activities as plar;-
ning at UN headquarters, introduction of
the force, terms of reference, organization,
language of work, staff system, security
and discipline among contributing contin-
gents, operational procedures for military,
humanitarian and economic activities, doc-
trine, information (including intelligence
and operational situation reports), coni-
munications, administrative and logist^^c
support, public relations and military
training - to cite but a few items.

The fact of the matter is that peac,:-
keeping has proved to be relatively mo-•e
successful than peacemaking. -There a-e
many reasons for the difference, but the
salient ones result from the fact that
peacekeeping operations are Iaunch(d
during intense international crises, whE!n
questions of national sovereignty are )f
less concern than the possibility of major
international or regional war. It is difficL It
to see how United Nations peacemaking
activities can meet with much success :-,o
long as the question of national sover-
eignty is addressed by the membership
in absolute terms, notwithstanding hig h-

minded sentiments respecting obligations,
responsibilities and so forth. Nevertheless,
the experience in Cyprus suggests that in
some cases it may be possible to make
further progress by consciously coupling
peacekeeping and peacemaking activities.
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Canada at the United Nations

anada's voting pattern
at 30th General Assembly
by Anne-Marie Jacomy-Millette

whatever its [the United Nations'] shortcomings over
the years, we must recognize the simple fact that, in our
quest for peace and security and our search for solutions
to the great economic and social issues of our time, this
universal forum is irreplaceable and essential to each of
the governments and peoples we represent.
Allan J. MacEachen at the thirtieth session of the General
Assembly of the United Nations, September 22, 1975.

Canada is a rich society but one which, in
terms of the exploration of immense nat-
uraI resources, is still under=developed. It
is a country which both produces and con-
sumes .

raw materials and whose economy
and véalth, whose standard of living in
fact; are. heavily dépendent on trade and
foreign (largeIÿ American) capital: It is a
community which occasionally still feels
u;rsure- about what really distinguishes it
as Çanadian. Canada seems today to be
eiperiençing difficulty in defining the gen-

i eral'Airections of its. foreign policy- as the
latter applies to its bilateral relations and
multilateral diplorhacy: This last problem
was particularly evident. during the discus-
sions'â.nd votes of the thirtieth - session of'
the United Nations General Assembly.

Searèh for new order
Tlzë problem fits. into the general context
of the search for -a new world ordér or
balance that is political, ec.onomic; cultural
and moral - assuming that a generally-
acceptable definition of the latter term can
be found, in view of the diversity of the
de finitions applied to it, . which vary in
particular according to the economic level
of the individual countries involved.
Evidence of this is seen in the complex
legal notion of jus cogens and in the con-
cept of international social justice..On the
one hand, the United Nations, which, as of
lata j;975, had become an almost universal.
organization with 144 members as com=
par.,ed to 51, at the time of its foundation,
syr=iiiolizes man's hope for a better life and .
for a closed relationship between the peo-.
Ales of the world. On the other, it is a
forizrn. for sometimes violent disputes which
threaten to tear the institution asunder.

One group, which includes many West-
ern countries, talks in terms of the tyranny
of the new majority. It questions the value
and purpose of active, or even passive,
participation in the organization and ex-
presses anxiety over the politicization by
the hundred or so new members of the
various problems brought before the
United Nations Assembly and its special-
ized institutions and technicaI committees.
The other countries, constituting the Third
World, oppose the system that prevailed in
the early years of the organization. In
those days, according to President Boumé-
rlienne, certain practices were introduced
depriving international bodies of the basis
of their authority and undermining their
rôle as iiniversal agents in favour of "clubs"
composed of a small number of privileged
states' possessing discretionary powers.
These countries demand a more active role
in order to carry out a redistribution of the
planet's wealth_as an indispensable condi-
tion of international peace and security.

The main themes of the early years
of the United Nations, the Cold War and
the anti-colonial struggle, were usually
expressed in explicit and unambiguous
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terms.`They have now been superseded by
concepts that are open to ahost of defini-
tions and meanings and by goals which are
difficult to reach and to translate into
action, particularly in the present climate
of confrontation between the Western
countries and a Third World, which is often
supported by the Communist countries.

Canada's policy
based on
discrimination
and prudence

Canada's role
The question arises as to whether Canada,
in such a climate of conflict, should give
priority to its role and interests as an
industrial nation, or should pursue the
goals of international social justice. These
goals would include the redistribution of
wealth - and power - through giving
assistance, in the broadest sense, to devel-
oping countries. If Canada opts for the
former, should it side with its traditional
allies, in particular the United States and
the Western countries, on every aspect of
foreign policy and join with them in devel-
oping a sort of group strategy at the UN,
even though they may be fighting against
the odds, or should she consider each ques-
tion in terms of her own interests and
make her own decisions in the light of
what is at stake? The position taken by
Canada at the United Nations in the
recent past seems to be based on a policy
of discrimination and prudence, caution
and hesitancy which reflects the ambiv-
alent nature of Canada's overall multi-
lateral diplomacy at the UN.

Canada's foreign policy is an exten-
sion of her national policy; this was stated
in 1970 and is true in a sense of all coun-
-tries. Foreign policy should therefore be
based on national priorities and imperatives
that are understood and accepted by the
citizens of the country concerned. Today,
however, these national goals are, at least
in the short term, liable to change, even if
the existence of a hierarchy of common
values and of a well-established and all-
encompassing concept of an ideal present
and future Canadian society is accepted.
In June 1970, the Government tabled be-
fore Parliament six pamphlets entitled
Foreign Policy for Canadians; they were a
summary of papers written by politicians
and public servants. This consideration of
trends in foreign policy was complemented
by subsequent statements and writings
such as Mitchell Sharp's article on the
Third Option in the Autumn 1972 issue of
International Perspectives and the Prime
Minister's Mansion House speech in
March 1975.

A foreign policy cannot be defined in
isolation. It is part of a world system - if
system it can be called - which is not
static, as can be seen by the transforma-
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tion, not to say revolution, which has taken
place in international relations since the
crystaIlization and explosive development
of Third World aspirations in: 1972-73,
Canada must: therefore take account of
these changes in itsmultilateral diplomacy,
The fact that the provinces of Canada,
under the pressure of such changes in the
global village, are turning toward the inter-
national community and are defining their
economic, commercial and,. in the case of
Quebec, cultural priorities, is yet . another
element which the Federal Government
must consider in terms of Canada's role
in the agencies and commissions of the
United Nations family.

UN resolutions
During the thirtieth session of the Gene-ral
Assembly, 179 resolutions of varying value
and significance were adopted. Canada's
position with respect to those resolutions
is consistent with the six general policy ob.
jectives introduced in 1970. The first of
these, "Sovereignty and Independence"
sheds light on the other five, which d2a1
with peace and security, economic growth
social justice, the qûality of life and the
question of a natural and balanced envi-
ronment. These six objectives are not, how-
ever, of equal value and importance, as an
examination of the conceptual and factual
framework of Canada's multilateral diplo.
macy shows. The Government establisÿes
an order of priorities for these objectives,
even though such an order may be re-
arranged from time totime according to
fluctuations in the international "system".

In the United Nations arena, further-
more, certain problems seem to predom-
inate. At the beginning of his address to
the General Assembly in September 1975,
Allan MacEachen laid stress on the results
of the seventh special session and raised
the key problem of the economic and social
disparities existing in the modern world
He said that Canada wished to help create
a new economic order. He also made refer
ence to other problems which, in 1975,
were priority areas for his Government: an
agreement on a viable and equitable law
of the sea, nuclear disarmament and non-
proliferation and a set of guarantees al:ow•
ing, the use of nuclear energy for peaceN
purposes, the restoration of peace in the
Middle East and the establishment if 8
clear distinction between the powers and
jurisdiction of the United Nations' polit-
ical organs and those of its technid
committees.

It therefore seems that in the autumn
of 1975 Canada still had confidence in the
United Nations but at the same tinle
recognized the organization's limitations-
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The front of the Assembly Hall at UN headquarters in New York is a constant reminder
to delegates that their country's voting record remains with them. Large blue boards

listing the member states flank the President's podium; on these each vote is recorded.

She supported many of the resolutions
adopted during the thirtieth session of the
General Assembly. On 179 . resolutions,
which were sometimes subdivided for
voting purposes, Canada's voting pattern
I was as follows: she voted affirmatively
with all the other members 106 times,
voted in favour 58 times, voted against 8
times, and registered 35 abstentions. It is
interesting to note that one of the negative
votes was on the Korean question, five
were on racial discrimination and two were
on the Middle East.

^iegative votes
On November 18, 1975, the General Assem-
Ibly adopted two resolutions, 3390 A and

3390 B, which presented contradictory ap-

oroaches to the Korean question. Canada
voted in favour of the first resolution
(59 in favour (Cda), 51 against, 29
abstaining), as did 58 other states, com-

Prising 19 Western countries and 18
countries from Latin America, nine from

Africa and 12 from Asia and the Middle
East. The resolution called on the parties

âirectly concerned, that is, in the view of

,those who tabled the resolution, North and
South Korea, to embark on talks so that
he United Nations Command might be
dissolved concurrently with - and this is
the key detail - arrangements for main-
taining the Armistice Agreement.

*The bracketed figures present the vote on

the resolution. The first figure is the aH'ir-
inative vote, the second is the negative, and

the third the abstentions. Canada's vote is

given in brackets in the appropriate group.

Canada voted against the second re-
solution (59:43 (Cda); 42)*, as did 42
other countries, for, while it too called for
the dissolution of the United Nations Com-
mand, it urged the replacement of the
Armistice Agreement by a peace treaty
between the real parties to the Agreement,
which, as far as the North Koreans were
concerned, were North Korea and the
United States.

Canada's position with regard to the
November 1975 resolutions advocating the
elimination of racial discrimination was a
consequence of the Assembly's condemna-
tion of Zionism. On October 1, 1975, Maria
Masson, Canada's delegate to the Third
Committee, pointed out that Canada had
always been opposed to racial discrimina-
tion. In 1970 Canada had ratified the

agreement on the elimination of all forms

of racial discrimination and had stated

that racism and racial discrimination were

diseases afflicting all mankind and should

be countered vigorously on all fronts and

at all levels. However, the General Assem-

bly's Resolution 3379 (XXX), calling for

the elimination of all forms of racial dis-

crimination, which was adopted on Novem-

ber 10, 1975, states that Zionism is a form

of racism and racial discrimination. Such a

resolution was unacceptable to the Cana-

dian delegation, which was supported by

Canadian public opinion and all the West-
ern countries, except Greece, which ab-

stained, and Spain, which did not vote, as

well as by ten Latin American countries,

most of which were from Central America,
five African states, Fiji and, of course,
Israel. In the overall voting the resolution

Opposition
to racial
discrimination.
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was supported by 72 countries, including
some of the Third World countries and the
Communist nations, except Romania,
which did not vote. Thirty-five countries
voted against it and 32 states, comprising
12 African, eight Asian and Middle East-
ern and 12 Latin American countries,
abstained. In Canada, the Hoûse of Com-
mons and the Legislative Assembly of
Ontario unanimously adopted resolutions
ratifying the Canadian vote.

In the samecontegt, Canada voted
against ( 116;8 ( Cda); 7) Resolution 3378
(XXX), which was adopted by the United
Nations General Assembly on the same
day and which contained a proposal for
Ghana to host a world conference to com-
bat racism and racial discrimination. The
resolution was also opposed by one African,
14 Western and two. Latin American coun-
tries and Israel. On December 15 Canada
voted against (90;21 (Cda); 22) Res-
olution 3519 (XXX), which called for
women's participation in the strengthen-
ing of international peace and security
and in the struggle àgainst colonialism,
racism, racial discrimination, foreign ag-
gression and all forms of foreign domina-
tion. Canada was joined by 20 other
countries, including 13 from the West,
three from Latin America, one from Africa,
Israel, Albania and China, which, as we
shall see, do not always vote with the
other Communist countries. Two other
resolutions, 3377 and 3411 G, on the
fight against racial discrimination, one
concerned with southern Africa in general
and the other with South Africa in par-
ticular, were opposed by Canada on
November 10 and 28, 1975. '

These resolutions can be seen as part
of the great movement towards decoloniza-
tion, which Canada fully supports; this
was pointed out on November 26, 1975, by
the Canadian delegate to the General As-
sembly, who said that Canada had always
defended the rights of people under colo-
nial domination to self-determination and
independence. Nonetheless, Canada con-
curred neither with the notion that Zionism
was equivalent to racism nor with the
adoption of extreme measures that pre-
cluded the possibility of dialogue and rela-
tions with governments practising racial
discrimination. The two resolutions on
Africa mentioned above reflected both of
these elements. The first resolution was
opposed by 15 Western, one African and
two Latin American states, and Israel,
indicating that Canada's position ran con-
trary to that of the majority. The second
résolution, which included a condemnation
of South Africa's principal trading part-
ners, namely the United Kingdom, the

United States, France, the Federal RPpul
lie of Germany, Japan and Italy, ^w
opposed by 13 Western countries, inclue
ing Canada (111;15 (Cda); 16), Jap
and Israel, but was supported by a larg
majority. Eight Western,- three Lati
American and three African countries,
addition to Iran, abstained.

Canada's other two negative vote
were registered on November 10 and De.
cember 5 on resolutions concerning th
extremely important Middle East qua
tion, which has engaged the attention (?
the United Nations for many :years. `r
first resolution, 3376 (XXX), affirmed th
"inalienable right" of the Palestinian pe
ple to return to the homes and prope
from which they had been displaced an
uprooted. The resolution, which wa
drafted bythe Palestine Liberation Organ
ization, contained a proposal for the foi
mation of a UN Committee on the Egercis
of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestini
People. Canada objected to the creation e
this new structure, which, it was felt, woul
only further complicate the Palestinia
problem. Canada also reserved its decisio
as to. whether the Palestine Liberati
Organization was, or could claim to be, th
sole spokesman for the Palestinianpeuple
and was of the opinion that Israel's rig
to exist should also be taken into account
Canada therefore voted against the resolu
tion (98;18 (Cda); 27), as did nine cthg
Western countries, namely BeIgium, Den.
mark, the Federal Republic of Germany
Iceland, Luxembourg, , the Netherl^nds
Norway, the United Kingdom and th
United States, ^ five Latin American- cou
tries, Fiji, Israel and Swaziland. Tl,
countries abstaining included eight West
em countries, Japan, and nine Latin
American and African countries.

The second resolution, entitled "ThE
Situation in the Middle East", was a con
sequence of the General Assembly's con
cern over the problem as a whole. Canad
voted against the resolution on the ground
that it did not reflect an objective anelysi
of the situation in the Middle 'Sast
Specifically, the resolution called on d
states to "desist from supplying Israel withl
any military or economic aid" as long a`
that country continued to "occupy Arah
territories and deny the inalienable na-
tional rights of the Palestinian people"^
Canada was joined by the nine Wester
countries mentioned above, five Lati
American states, Liberia and Israel, w1v1
eight Western, 11 Latin American and
African countries as well as Japar. an
Fiji abstained. It , is interesting to no
that 14 countries, including Alba^a
China, Iraq and Libya, did not vote.
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These eight negative votes reflect both

and Liberia against four, and Finland,

Alliances are not as clearly defined in the

United Kingdom, Canada, the Federal

and Portugal, abstained, as did Israel, the

he adoption of values that are considered
1i^ndanental and a political alliance with
certain countries, mainly those of the
estern bloc. Eight other Western coun-

^.ries, namely-" the United States, the
TJnitéd Kingdom, Belgium, Luxembourg,

Netherlands, the Federal Republic of
i3elmany, Denmark and Norway, as well
iv, ^.5rae1, also voted against all eight res-
i)lûtions. Iceland and Nicaragua, voted
^zga.inst seven of the eight resolutions, the
l3epublic of Ireland and Italy voted against

Australia and Haiti against five, France

7weden, Barbados, the Dominican Repub-
El Salvador, Honduras, the Central

.^frican Republic, Malawi and Swaziland
against three. Apart from China and Al-
;nania; none of the Communist countries
';on[, up a position similar to that of
Canada, nor did the great majority of
Third World countries.

The abstentions

case of the 35 abstentions registered by
Canada during the thirtieth session. Three
u.tances involving the previously men-

+duned problems of decolonization and
rdcial discrimination would seem to be of
particular,interest. The first is the vote of
December 11, 1975, on Resolution 3480
(XXX), concerning French Somaliland,
vhere, in the terms of the resolution, the
3ituation "could constitute a threat to
peaceand stability in the region". France
did not vote, and 109 countries voted in
favour of the resolution. Fourteen Western
cou_ntries, including the United States, the

aRepublic of Germany, Ireland, the Benelux
countries, Denmark, Italy, Greece, Spain

i Bahamas and, from Latin America, Brazil,
Chile, El Salvador and Guatemala. On this
occasion, Canada (109;0;20 (Cda))
Pointed to the statement by the adminis-
tering power, France, of its intention to
respond positively to aspirations for inde-
pendence if such were the will of the
people of the territory in question. The
African and Asian countries voted unan-
imously for the resolution.

With respect to Resolution 3458 A-B,
Pertaining to the Spanish Sahara question,
11 countries, including Albania and China,
voted against Sub-resolution A, while only
two Western countries (Spain and the
United States), 14 Latin American coun-
tries, ten African nations and eight Asian
and Middle Eastern countries joined
Canada (88;0;41 (Cda) ) in abstaining. On
Sub-resolution B, however, the number of

Western countries abstaining with Canada
(56;42;34 (Cda) ) rose to nine, and they
were joined by eight Latin American, eight
African and eight Asian and Middle East-
ern countries. The inconsistency and
hesitancy of countries and groups is
symptomatic of a situation described as
"delicate" by the Canadian delegate on
November 26, 1975, because it involved
both the principle of self-determination for
the people of the Spanish Sahara and a
dispute between African nations.

The third example selected for the
present discussion is the vote taken on
Resolution 3383 (XXX) on November 10,
1975, which stressed the "adverse conse-
quences for the enjoyment of human rights
of political, military, economic and other
forms of assistance given to colonial and
racist regimes in southern Africa" by coun-
tries described as "accomplices". Eighteen
countries did not vote: Romania, Burundi,
Gabon, Gambia, Guinea Bissau and Sierra
Leone, eight Latin American countries and
four Asian countries. Canada was joined in
abstaining by seven Western countries,
namely the United States, the United
Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Ger-
many, France, Belgium, Luxembourg and
Italy. Malawi was the only African and
Israel the only Middle Eastern country
to abstain.

The fluidity of alliances and conver-
gent views amongst Western countries does
not seem to be demonstrated in these three
instances. By the same token, most of the
Third World countries and the Communist
states took a stand in opposition to that
of the West, though some states did not
vote on some issues, a fact which under-
mines to a certain extent any conclusions
which may be drawn.

Disarmament and non-proliferation
With respect to disarmament and non-
proliferation, another area of particular
interest to the Canadian Government, we
find that voting alliances seem to be fluid.
In the address mentioned earlier, the per-
son in charge of Canadian diplomacy, Allan
J. MacEachen, explains the complexity of
this particular problem in these words:
"Few issues before this Assembly give rise
to aspirations ^ so great or frustrations so
deep as the question of disarmament. We
aspire to agreements that will check the use
of force, reduce tensions, and free resources
for productive social and economic pur-
poses. But our hopes are frustrated by the
relentless .drive towards new heights of
destructive power." The major decisions in
this regard are taken mainly by the super-
powers - the United States, the Soviet
Union and China - which form and break

Convergence
of Western views
not demonstrated
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of nuclear
testing

alliances as various problems are brought
before the General Assembly. This "selec-
tive" approach has also been adopted by
Canada.

In the case of Resolution 3463, for
example, which is entitled "Implementa-
tion of General Assembly Resolution 3254
(XXIX)", and which calls for the reduc-
tion of nations' military expenditures, nine
Communist countries, as well as the United
States, the United Kingdom, Canada
(108;2;21 (Cda)) and six other Western
countries, abstained, whereas most of the
Third World countries voted in favour of
the resolution and China and Albania
voted against. Canada also joined the Com-
munist countries and the United States in
abstaining ( 106;0;25 ( Cda) ) on Resolution
3468 (XXX) ; entitled "Implementation of
the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a
Zone of Peace". China and Albania voted
with the majority of the Third World
countries. in favour of the resolution. On
another occasion, the United States was
joined by the Communist countries and cer-
tain Western countries, including France,
the Federal Republic of Germany and the
United Kingdom, in abstaining on Resolu-
tion 3466 (XXX), which stressed the
urgent need, for cessation of nuclear and
thermonuclear tests and called for the con-
clusion of a treaty designed to achieve a
comprehensive test ban. Canada, on the
other hand, voted in favour of the resolu-
tion, as did Australia, New Zealand and
most of the Third World countries. China
and Albania opposed the resolution.

Abstention by both the United States
and the Communist countries was seen
again in the case of Resolution 3473
(XXX), on the ratification of the Treaty
of Tlatelolco, and of Resolution 3477, con-
cerning the establishment of a nuclear-
weapon-free zone in the South Pacific,
while Canada ( 113 (Cda); 0;16) and
(110 (Cda); 0;20) and most of the other
states voted in favour of both resolutions.
On,another nuclear arms question, Resolu-
tion 3472 B, defining nuclear-weapon-free
zones and the principal obligations of the
nuclear powers in respect of these zones,
Canada joined the Communist countries in
abstaining, while the United States and
certain Western countries opposed the res-
olution and the majority, including China,
supported it. The variations in voting pat-
terns are demonstrated by the vote on the
Soviet proposal for a treaty on the com-
plete and general prohibition of nuclear-
weapon tests: the resolution, 3478 (XXX),
was supported by 94 states from the Com-
munist and Third Worlds and opposed by
China and Albania, while Canada (94;2;34
(Cda)), the United States, certain other
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Western countries and some Third Worl

In principle, Canada is in favour o
allies abstained.

the creation of nuclear-weapon-free zones
However, as the statement by the Cana
than delegate on November 4, 1975, indi
cates, Canada reserves the right to studti
each individual case before coming to
decision, mainly in order to assess th
practical implications of resolutions table
before the Assembly and, in particular, th
positions taken by the principal militai}
powers of the area in question, the balane
of power and the provision of guarante2s

New economic order
On the question of the new economic orde
one of the session's hottest, issues, resolu
tions calling for the implementation of th
principles outlined during the seventh spe
cial session did not, except in the case o
those resolutions which entailed no imme
diate and specific-commitment on the par
of the industrialized countries, meet wit
the approval of all delegations. Most of th
42 resolutions proposed by the Econorni
and Financial Committee were adopte
without a vote being taken, but also with
out the enunciation of any specific obliga.
tions to apply to the parties concerned
Canada (112 (Cda); 1;14) joined 111 othe
countries in supporting a resolution on thel
objective of public development aid estab.
lished in the international developmen
strategy and it abstained with certain
other Western countries on six other res
olutions, which in some instances were op
posed by the United States. The opposi
tion between the Third World, support;ec
by the Communist countries, and the in
dustrialized countries on this issue wa^[
clear-cut.

In short, as the search for new political
and legal institutions to aid in establishing
a new world economic order progresses
problems have arisen as part of a forward.
looking trend that upsets many establislied
structures and interests. The general con
ceptual framework has only recently talw
shape. The goals, too, have been set fo:rt6
in a number of recent international under•
takings, but the concept of the worîd's
collective responsibility, in the various
political, legal, social and economic ser.se,
of the term, still lies in that ill-defined no
man's land of political debate which yield
few positive proposals that ever meet with
the unanimous approval of the United
Nations as a voting body. The position
taken by Canada is considerably influenced
by this state of affairs and consequently is
worked out carefully, as if it were a picturo
painted with delicate strokes on an ever•
moving background.
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When someone mentions the word `cul-

an make a useful contribution to the

^ure'," Hermann Goering is credited with
having said, "I loosen the safety-catch on
, y pistol." Many traditional diplomats
ould probably be delighted if they could

âfford to be so candid - especially when
lorneone suggests that cultural initiatives

onduct of foreign policy.
Artistic and academic relations be-

ween nations have rarely been appraised
6passionately. Either they have been
dismissed as "nice but inconsequential"
r, swinging occasionally to the other

6gtreme, have been unreasonably expected
o provide instant solutions to intractable
olitical problems. The critic of cultural
flairs uses a diabolical technique - he
rites off cultural relations as frivolous

üntil contrary evidence appears, and then
professes to expect so much of them that,
^'vhen they faiI, his criticism can be more
hiting than ever.

I Such is the price we pay for living in
a highly-charged political atmosphere, in
1-vhich the short-term political test too
often is substituted for longer-term, more
profound analyses. One cause is a tendency
to confuse efforts to bridge an immediate,
,hoTt-range informational gap with the
support of cultural activities as an en-
Îightened expression of national policy and
personality. Cold War manipulation by
several nations of both information and
cultural activities for political ends, for
ôthers to follow suit, creates temptations.
The result is that both activities are dras-
I tically discredited. There may be crises
when informational techniques may jus-
ifiably be pushed into play with a hasty
411d even a heavy hand, but to suggest that
cultural relations can be similarly exploited
S shortsighted and self-defeating.

Politics apart, the confusion of infor-
national and cultural techniques, and the
^esultant attempt to appraise cultural re-
iations with short-term criteria, is destruc-
^ ive in a further sense. It leads inevitably
to an inability to work in depth, to a
Psychology of year-by-year budgeting and

a failure "to see the forest for the trees".
It is true that cultural and educational
programs share with informational ini-
tiatives one clear objective: to influence
the behaviour of world governments. But
cultural programs are intended to in-
fluence not this year's governments or even
next year's, but the next decade's. This
long-range objective cannot be achieved if
cultural initiatives are burdened with the
task of promoting short-term policies and
political objectives.

In modern times the first nation to
realize the full potential of cultural rela-
tions was France. By the mid-nineteenth
century, an impressive program of educa-
tional and scholarly initiatives had been
orchestrated and launched in the Near
and Far East by the French Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. The rationale of this policy
was spelt out early; the best way to con-
quer the natives, declared the Grande
Encyclopédie in 1886, was not by over-
whelming them with arms but by teaching
them French. Innumerable French leaders
have since candidly acknowledged the con-
tribution of cultural programs to France's
foreign policy, the most recent instance
being the unqualified praise heaped upon
such programs by Charles de Gaulle in
his Memoirs. Indeed, changes in Gaullist
foreign-policy objectives, as recent rela-
tions between France and Canada make
clear, were often first signalled by new
initiatives in cultural affairs.

No other nation equals the effective-
ness with which the French support
elementary and secondary education as a
component of cultural relations. French
lycées and over 30,000 French teachers
throughout the world offer a centralized

Mr. Cowley is Deputy Director of the
Cultural Affairs Division of the Depart-
ment of External A ff airs. A former
free-lance journalist, he joined the
Department in 1958 and has served in
Tokyo, Havana, Washington and Cairo.
The views expressed in this article.are
those of Mr. Cowley.

French lead
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relations
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and universalized curriculum. Their suc-
cess in implanting a love of the French
language and culture in succeeding gen-
erations of foreign students cannot be -
overestimated. The -prestige and influence
France enjoys in, to take an obvious ex-
ample, the Middle East, compared to its
more free-spending English-speaking com-
petitors, is a direct result.

The Germans of the Nazi era looked
with envy on the French example, and
determined to go it one better. They saw
French cultural initiatives not as. benign
and mutually-beneficial relations with
other countries but as highly-effective
weapons of domination. Hermann Goering
apart, the Nazis embarked with enthu-
siasm on a vast and vigorous program of
cultural expansion, the political and propa-
gandist motives of which were given only
token disguise.

It was partly in reaction to the mas-
siveness of these German initiatives that
the British Council was created. From its
inception, the British determined that the
Council should present the greatest pos-,
sible contrast to the monolithic and gov-
ernment-puppet image of the German
experiment. The British Council was and
is an autonomous body. Though it enjoys
government counsel and financial support,
it is an organization not of civil servants
but of private citizens, artists and educa-
tors. The official purpose of the Council
remains "to make British life and thought
more widely known abroad, to encourage
the study of the English language and to
render available abroad current British
contributions to literature, science and the
fine arts".

The Council was barely in effective
operation when the 1939 conflict broke out.
By that year its budget was $400,000;
comparable French spending was $4 mil-
lion, and the Germans were spending $20
million.

The United States, traditionally
suspicious of government intervention in
cultural matters, entered into official com-
petition late and cautiously. In 1938, a
division of cultural relations was estab-
lished in the Department of State but was
forbidden to operate outside the Western
Hemisphere. Its ambit was widened in
1943; and generous funds were made avail-
able for scholarly exchange in 1946. Soviet
initiatives have inspired expanding Amer-
ican involvement in cultural relations
and, though the philosophies governing the
methods of the two countries differ radical-
ly, each watches the other with a keenly
competitive eye. President Kennedy in-
dicated the importance he attached to the
subject by appointing the first Assistant
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Secretary of State for Educational and
Cultural:A#fairs; aposition now held with
distinction by John Richardson, Jr.

The story of formal Canadian Govern.
ment involvement in international cultural
relations, which dates from 1963, is told
in ànother article in this issue of In-
ternational Perspectives. Canada's current
budget in the field is about $5 million
annually. Comparisons with other nations
are difficult to make, because each has a
different definition of what constitutes
"cultural" affairs. The U.S. State Depart-
ment's Bureau of Educational and Cul-
tural Affairs, employing similar criteria,
spends $16 million a year. The British
Council, whoseresponsibilities are wider,
has an annual budget of about $100 mil-
lion, and French spending, based on even
broader definitions, exceed $250 million a
year. Budgets for exchanges in the per.
forming and visual arts are easier to cal-
culate and compare: Britain $5 milli(:,n,
Canada $2.5 million and the U.S. a mode.sf.
$1 million. The budgets of most other ra-
tions for artistic présentation abroad fall
within a similar range. I

Justification
If we are seeking justification for expen-
ditures on cultural relations, we can
perhaps begin with the basic assumptim
that, at the present stage of human his-

no man or society can hope to be "an
Island, entire of itself ...". We are part of
an international community that, for the
sake of its own stability and welfare, relies `
heavily on its interrelations. This fact is
easier -to view in a political than in a cul-
tural perspective. Obviously, an interna-
tional agreement on the limitation of
nuclear testing is beneficial to all; iscla-
tionist groups in any country are exposed
not only as retrogressive but as unrealis,,ic.
A similar situation exists in cultural af-
fairs. International culture is simply f ree
trade in cultural "goods". In a rep,)rt
entitled Reconstituting the Human Com-
munity, the Hazen Foundation of N n,
Haven, Connecticut, states that cultLral
relations are "the chief means to shape ,be
future of men and nations, to change tr e'n•
directions through creative mutual borrow-
ing and to strengthen an awareness of
shared values". "Mankind," the report
goes on, "is faced with problems which, if
not dealt with, could, in a very few years,
develop into crises world-wide in sco?e"
[this was written before the oil embargo]:

"Interdependence is the reality,
world-wide problems the prospect; and
world-wide co-operation the only solutlon.
As a tool for sensitizing people to the
reality and the prospect, stimulating them
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to attempt the solution, . :. cultural rela-
tions are, and will increasingly become, a
decisive aspect of international affairs.

"If men want to move in new direc-
tions, they will have to broaden the range

ot their potentialities and capabilities.
17'•l tey have to be able to manipulate and
manage larger political, economic and busi-
ness units at the same time as they learn
to build and preserve smaller communities.
Against the depersonalized impact of the
laws of science, technology and the larger
bureaucracies, men must find and fathom
neu religious and spiritual depths. There

a need for a new humanism beyond the
superficial unity that is imposed upon men
by the global communications system. We
cannot be kept together to build a new
future unless we are linked to our fellow-
men by more than survival instincts. What
each of us needs is a new moral vision or
a new philosophy of history capable of
giving us at least some notion of where we
may be going and some sense of the value
of our place in the changing world in which
we live."

"We know today," President Lyndon
B. Johnson once observed, "that ideas, not
arinaments, will shape our lasting prospects
for peace, that the conduct of our foreign
policy will advance no faster than the
curriculum of our class-rooms, that the
knowledge of our citizens is one treasure
which grows only when it is shared."

A free exchange of cultural accom-
plishments and ideas presupposes a certain
independence from political objectives. Art
for propaganda's sake loses its right to be
calIed art and the right of its perpetrators
to credibility. Theatre, to take an obvious
example, can reflect society convincingly
if it does so honestly. The warts make all
the more believable the artist's faith in his
nation's basic beauty. Louis Riel and Rita
Joe are as essential as Anne of Green
Gables.

The patience needed to take the long-
term view is equally imperative. Many
governments of the world have become
obsessed with the apparent persuasive
power of instant electronic communication,
with booming radio broadcasts and tele-
gTaphic broadsides. They imagine that by
means of these tools they can speak over
the heads of other governments directly to
the people of other countries. Too often
they succumb to the temptation to seek
the short-term gain - a momentary pro-
paganda victory over minds, not hearts.
To be understood and interpreted cor-
rectly, governments must not only employ
the "fast" media but must seek through
the "slow" media to create a more funda-
mental and more lasting set of attitudes

and understandings. Schools, universities,
books, audiences for the arts, and the
minds of influential "opinion-makers" are
the channels for the creation of enduring
entente. Let it not be imagined that the
benefits are confined to matters "cultural".
We must "increase understanding of the
indivisibility of peace and the interdepen-
dence of each nation's security", according
to John Richardson. "Both knowledge and
understanding of these life-or-death mat-
ters can be increased through planned cul-
tural exchange. Indeed, it is arguable that,
without extensive, informal, and mostly
unofficial personal contacts among Soviet
and American scientists and strategists
over many years, there might have been
no test ban treaty, no SALT negotiations,
no détente."

The importance of reciprocity in cul-
tural exchange cannot be overemphasized.
All artistic accomplishment is a "treasure
which grows only when shared". Indeed,
without such sharing and comparing, cul-
tures become inbred and parochial. Ideas
and artistic expression gain validity only
when they are widely considered, con-
trasted, augmented, refined and polished.
No country is culturally self-sufficient; all
must import or perish; all can export and
profit.

As a.traditional cultural net importer,
Canada will wish to avoid the patronizing
manner that has hampered many devel-
oped countries in their cultural relations
with the Third World. "The future lies not
in remaking cultures in a single mold,"
argues the Hazen Report, "but in discover-
ing and reinforcing local strengths, new
cultures and new patterns." Each society
has its own inadequacies; each can learn
from another's solutions.

Such lofty abstractions create exag-
gerated expectations, however, and any
honest appraisal of the value of cultural
relations must be tempered with a descrip-
tion of their limitations.

Personal contact and communication
between persons does not automatically
guarantee good relations between nations.
Natives of many parts of the world that
are visited by large numbers of tourists
often tend to regard the foreigner as a
nuisance, if not actually a figure of con-
tempt - whereas, by curious contrast,
countries that receive relatively few foreign
visitors often welcome those who do come
with a warmth and interest that may be
quite at variance with their respective
governments' official attitudes.

"Goodwill" and "understanding" are
not the same thing, or even necessarily
related. "Understanding" may mean sym-
pathy, but it may simply mean a capacity

No country
culturally
sel f -su fficient
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to describe attitudes and behaviour accu-
rately. Greater understanding can, there-
fore, on occasion lead to a recognition that
another country's interests and ideals are
not only different from but incompatible
with one's own.

Close contact between _people of dif-
ferent nations (or even of different religious
persuasions) is not necessarily enough to
keep them at peace. Some common inter-
est and some degree of willingness to seek
further for such common ground are in-
dispensable prerequisites.

Cultural relations, however romantic
their subject matter, cannot be confined
completely to romantics. Hard-headed ap-
praisal is necessary before any program is
embarked on; the receptivity and sensi-
bilities.of the proposed audience are every
.bit as important as .the quality and com-
municability of the proposed cultural offer-
ing. If these factors have been coldly
weighed, the subsequent warmth of real
rapport and lasting friendship may rea-
sonably be assured; without this clinical
analysis, relations between nations can be
set back a century.

The obvious moral is that people in-
volved in the promotion of cultural ex-
change should be carefully selected and
prepared, and should be capable of the
most perceptive discernment of the myriad
elements at play.

The diversity of skills required by
cultural attachés should not be underrated.
They must be as persuasive as travelling
salesmen, more eclectic in their knowledge
than professors, as enterprising in arrang-
ing for exchanges and visits as travel agents
and tour leaders, as alive to local hopes
and sensitivities as social psychologists;
and they should have the diplomatic finesse
of the most seasoned foreign service of-
ficers. They must have a broader range of
contacts than most ambassadors, both in
their host country and in their homeland.

If he is successful in the use of these
skills, the rewards to the attaché will
transcend his own field of cultural affairs.
The student of a nation's history and pol-
itics in the abstract all too often delivers
his judgment from the isolation of an ivory
tower. Learning about a country is more
an art than a science, an intimate emotional
encounter rather than the memorizing of
statistics. The student who immerses him-
self in a nation's culture can come closer to
knowing the soul of a country, and can
more accurately estimate the course. its
people will take. He will have a greater
sensitivity to the irrational psychological
and emotional factors that largely deter-
mine popular reaction to new develop-
ments. The cultural attaché's potential

contribution in fields other than his oivn
should not, therefore, be overlooked. His
knowledge of his hosts' psyche, and, the
specialized contacts and techniques he has
at his disposal, can often make -him valu.
able in the pursuit of apparently unrelated
political or economic objectives.

The specialised requirements for work
in cultural affairs lead to one obvious con.
clusion previously often ignored but now
increasingly appreciated: the job is one
for a professional. Only the dedicated and
talented, whether from academic, artistic,
administrative, or foreign service ranks,
should be recruited; and they should be
offered career opportunities commensurate
with those reserved in time past for the
political and economic specialists in the
foreign service.

The private sector
Cultural-affairs specialists, as a defence
against attempts to use their programs for
short-term political or propaganda objec-
tives, will encourage maximum participa-
tion by the private sector. Indeed, a
desirable aim in a free society may be to
have almost all cultural relations entrusted
to the private sector, with the government
in the role of occasional catalyst. En route
to this goal, the government will be careful
to protect the independence of the private
sector by such techniques as having the
selection of performing arts groups and
visual art presentations, of scholarship
winners and professorial exchanges, made
by committees manned by members of the
artistic and academic communities them-
selves. The contrast is obvious with the
selection policies adopted by more author-
itarian governments, which subordinate
individual desires to political objectives.
However, to give primacy to individual
freedom over government ambition re-
quires much greater effort, patience and
flexibility. Authoritarian regimes have no
difficulty in reconciling the cultural tradi-
tions of their countries with their political
purposes, in the firm conviction that art,
science and scholarship owe their existence
only to their use as instruments of the
state. One unfortunate result is the
assumption by such regimes that foreign
scholars in their midst are essentially
bent on espionage - an assumption often
prompted by an almost neurotic fear of
ideological contamination. The choice of
scholars to be sent to such régimes
thus becomes a matter requiring expert
sensitivity.

An intellectual's renown in his home-
land is no guarantee of his accept-
ability abroad. Whether it is appropriate
to send him to certain countries at
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all will depend partly'on the philosophical
l)ias of the dominant intellectual circle
n;ceiving him, a. bias that varies widely
L{.nong nations. The educational forma-
tion and anâlytical approach of most
foreign intellectuals is essentially literary,
and their appraisal of social issues tends
to be in the context of abstract theories
and ideals. North American scholars,
particularly those in the social sciences,
tend to be more pragmatic, sceptical
of ideologies and value judgments. Intel-
lectuals abroad are often, as a result,
more leftist in their political sentiments
than their North American counterparts,
whom they view as too often mere apol-
ogists for the status quo. But, while
populist in their politics, they are often
élitist in their educational and cultural
ideals, highly disdainful of "mass culture".
Scholars, students, writers and artists
abroad often see themselves as a separate
social class with a unique and iconoclastic,
even revolutionary, mission; in extreme
cases, they view the North American's
traditional willingness to advise or (even
worse) take part in the governing estab-
lishment as renunciation of status and
defection from principle. A scholar sent
to countries where this intellectual envi-
ronment obtains, who is insensitive to the
difierences in basic assumptions involved,
may not only fail to reach any effective
meeting of minds with his counterparts;
he may, in fact, whatever his own intel-
lectuaI merits and goodwill, succeed simply
in diminishing what cultural communica-
tions previously existed.

Importance underscored
The risk of intellectual conflict, how-
ever, is certainly not a justification for
renouncing the advantages of sending one's
intellectuals abroad. The risk merely un-
derscores the importance of choosing the
right envoys. For all their élitism, it is the
intelligensia in most nations who are the
prime movers of public opinion. Creative
"dialogue" with these idea-makers and
opinion-formers is the heart, and raison
d'Ôtre, of effective cultural relations.

Yet, while this fact is acknowledged
in relations between developed nations, it
is all too often ignored in dealings by these
nations with the Third World. Justifiably
proud of the generous technical and eco-
nornic assistance they have given develop-
ing countries, many major aid donors have
badly underestimated the importance of
the intellectual component of development
Programs. Worse, administrators of such
Programs have all too often shown an
inadequate sensitivity to the cultural
environment of the developing country

concerned, and a failure to weigh the psy-
chological and social, not to say political,
consequences of their involvement. As a
result, many aid programs have had results
quite different from those that were
planned. Development planners stubbornly
persist in failing to recognize that simple
economic betterment alone never satisfied
the more profound aspirations of people in
developing nations. Much less does it lead
to the development of the climate of intel-
lectual openness necessary for democratic
institutions to evolve.

Technical assistance, in short, is likely
to be money wasted unless it is culturally Technical
penetrating. If it is to take hold and realize assistance
its goal, if it is to stimulate the "take-off" must be
it is intended to stimulate, people in many culturally
of the countries receiving such aid may penetrating
have to make fundamental changes in the
ways they think and act. They may, per-
haps for the first time, have to develop a
social conscience and an awareness of
national responsibility. They may have to
endorse sweeping and unprecedented
changes in the distribution of the national
product.

To take an elementary example, how
often have programs of technical aid foun-
dered because people in key positions in
host countries were more sensitive to their
perceived obligations to their immediate
facilities than to their unperceived duty to
share equitably the benefits of economic
advancement? The nepotistic local official
views his nepotism not as immoral behav-
iour but as moral responsibility; what is at
issue is not a choice between virtue and
corruption but a conflict between moral
systems. Technical assistance imposes its
own subconscious humiliation, and thus
inspires resistance that is not only emo-
tional but cultural, psychological and,
ultimately, political. Thus aid unsupported
by intelligent dialogue runs the risk not
only of being unproductive but of being
decisively counter-productive.

Atkinson Film-Arts



The intellectual content of aid may,
therefore, prove to be its most =enduring
component and, in meeting social aspira-
tions, the most valuable. The humanist,
the social scientist, the professors of ad-
ministration, of government, of social work,
of education, have as vital a role to play in
development assistance as the hydraulics
engineer and the nuclear physicist. A work-
able and effective aid program considers
the needs of the whole man.

Limits of cultural effectiveness
One caveat must be clearly recorded. A
nation's ability to suggest a more human-
istic philosophy or to demonstrate a greater
social conscience will be limited by the
extent of its own embodiment of the ideals
it professes: In the broader sense, the ef-
fectiveness of a country's foreign cultural
initiatives will be in direct ratio to the
character and quality, as well as the vital-

Cultural affairs

ity and richness, of its own national
ture. We cannot convey a higher stan(
of concern for the greater good if
neglect it within our own borders' - n-suc
less, if we allow our multinational corpor
tions to make a mockery of it abroa
Similarly, we cannot suggest that we are
culturally-advanced nation, a "creator o!
goods of quality", if we neglect the cultiva
tion of these goods at home. We cannoti
starve our authors and artists, our syni
phonies and theatres, while feasting ot
comic books and mindless pornograi)hy,
expecting by some magic that the image all
our country abroad can be made to Lool
different from the reality,.

The converted have a saying, over.
simplified but effective: "If you have onh'
two pennies left, spend one on bread and
the other on music. The one will give yu
the means to live, the other will give you
the reason."

The Canadian experience
in cultural relations

By Freeman M. Tovell

The Royal Commission on National Devel-
opment in the Arts, Letters and Sciences,
the Massey Commission, reported in 1951
that "our cultural relations are still in an
elementary and almost non-existent stage".
Beyond the efforts of a few voluntary
agencies and some departments of govern-
ment, very little was done, owing to lack
of funds, the scarcity of facilities for aiding
exchanges, and the absence of a single
agency responsible for policy co-ordination
and official aid. After noting that "cultural
matters are becoming more and more an
essential part of foreign policy", the report
stated: "The promotion of international

Mr. Tovell is Deputy Director General
of the Bureau of Public Affairs of the
Department of External Affairs and
chairman of the editorial board of
International Perspectives. He joined the
Department in 1945 and was Canadian
Ambassador to Peru and Bolivia. The
views expressed in this article are those
of Mr. Tovell.

exchanges in the arts, letters and sciences
would increase Canada's prestige in o^^her
countries. It would give the worker in the
creative arts a wider export market and in
return would enrich the cultural fare re-
ceived by Canadians from abroad."

The first positive step . to develop a
co-ordinated program was not taken u.ntil
1963. In that year, the Cabinet approved
a modest reciprocal program with Fra-ace,
Belgium and Switzerland. In 1965, the
Cabinet approved an extension of the oro-
gram to three European countries from
which come substantial groups of Canada's
population - Italy, Germany and the
Netherlands. In the same year, a division
responsible for cultural affairs was created
in the Department of External Affairs
Subsequently, in 1971, a first program was
developed with the U.S.S.R., and in -i972
with the People's Republic of China. Oc-
casional exchanges were arranged with the
United States and Britain to supplement
the fairly extensive activity already taninb
place under private auspices, but these
were relatively few in number.
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The experience gained in this period,
t,owever, drove home the need to develop

forward-looking policy, adequately fi-
ranced and geographically more broadly
hased. The tremendous explosion of cul-
i ural creativity and achievement at home
ia the 1950s and 1960s made it possible to
;-tan- with someassurance. In the perform-
1g. visual and what Northrop Frye has

ealled the communicating arts, Canada
now had much to offer and many of its
srtists and groups had reached an inter-
iiational level of excellence. Some, indeed,
] r.ad already become known, respected and
established abroad. The same was true in
the academic sphere. Canadian universi-
ties, in particular, became recognized
abroad for the high quality of their teach-
ing and research, and were attracting an
increasing number of foreign students.
Canadian professors were finding the
need for constantly-expanding enrichment.
Academic exchanges were not only merely
desirable but possible and could be mutu-
ally profitable.

Clear commitment
This, very briefly, is the background to the
announcement made by the Secretary of
State for External Affairs when he inaugu-
rated the Chair of Canadian Studies at
Edinburgh University last October (see
box). Canada is now clearly committed to
an active program of cultural relations
with other countries.

As these relations are now a recog-
nized and important part of international
diplomacy, the conduct of Canada's foreign
cultural relations rests with the Depart-
ment of External Affairs. The Massey
Commission noted that "encouragement of
the arts and letters in this country cannot
be disassociated from our cultural relation-
ships with countries abroad" and that
"cultural exchanges . . . are important in

promoting the normal development of

Canadian cultural life". At the federal
level, therefore, the program is imple-

rr,ented in close consultation with the De-
partment of the Secretary of State and the

agencies for which the Minister of that

Department is responsible, especially the

Canada Council and the National Mu-

seums of Canada. The role of the private

sector has continued to be significant, and

the provinces are becoming increasingly
activë. Although no formal machinery has

been erected to bring federal, provincial
and- private efforts into harmony, there is

a good deal of informal consultation and
co-operation.

The main objectives of the program
can be stated as follows:

(1) to support the achievement of Can-
ada's short- and long-term foreign
policy objectives;

(2) to reflect internationally the growing
creativity and scope of Canada's cul-
tural scene and thereby improve pro-
fessional opportunities for Canadian
artists, academics, writers and others,
and open new markets for Canadian
cultural exports;

(3) to provide continuing and new sources
of enrichment of the national life.

"Culture" is one of those words that
defy a universally-satisfactory definition.
If we accept Lord Keynes's conception of
culture as "the civilizing arts of life" or the
definition of the Shorter Oxford English
Dictionary ("the intellectual side of civili-
zation"), we are close, foricultural relations
embrace all areas of the performing arts
(music, dance, mime and theatre), the
visual arts (painting, sculpture, architec-
ture, etc.), the communicating arts (radio,
TV, film, tape, etc.) and the whole range
of academic and intellectual endeavour.
However, for most countries, including
Canada, they also take in the all-impor-
tant sector of "exchanges of persons",
cmbracing, for example, varied programs
of youth exchanges, lecture tours abroad
by prominent artists and composers,
scholarships for specialized training in
artistic disciplines, exchanges of literary
figures, and so forth.

Communication
But the essential objective of cultural
relations can be summed up in one phrase:
communication between people. More than
ever, there is a need to bring people closer
together, so that a greater knowledge of
the values and institutions of others can
be mutually gained. Cultural relations
must be developed pragmatically, bearing
in mind that what may be suitable for one
country will not necessarily be appropriate

Atkinson Film-Arts

The problem
of de faning
culture



for another, that the conditions and the
atmosphere in which they are conducted
may alter, that priorities can change. To
establish a detailed policy would be
hazardous and, in the end, probably unre-
warding. But it is necessary to have a clear
conception of what end is desired and of
the means available to achieve it. This in
turn means careful, long-range planning,
assured financing, .the participation of all
regions of Canada and the best'use of the
great variety of available program elements.

Canada now has a General Exchanges
Agreement with the U.S.S.R: and cultural
agreements with Belgium, Brazil, France,
Germany, Italy and Mexico, and will
shortly conclude one with Japan. It also
has active exchanges with a number of
other countries, not governed by any for-
mal instrument. As cultural exchanges,
whether based on strict reciprocity or not,
can in many cases be carried out without
an intergovernmental agreement, a deci-
sion to negotiate such a document becomes
a matter for careful consideration. In some
cases - for example, internal administra-
tion - a cultural agreement may be needed
to obtain necessary funds; in other cases,
it may be required to fulfil a particular
political need -, for example, further
evidence of one country's wish to indicate
in yet another area a desire to broaden
and deepen the relationship.

On the other hand, the absence of a
formal agreement with a cultural partner
in no way indicates any intention on the
part of either to depreciate such relations.
Rather, it can be a mutual recognition that,
because resources are never unlimited,
each must retain some flexibility and avoid
commitments that may later on no longer
reflect the same priorities. It can also mean
that the general state of relations is so
little hampered by any major political or
other difficulties that an agreement be-
comes superfluous. Some countries operate
on a project-to-project basis, and others
do not negotiate cultural agreements as a
matter of policy. Canada's approach has
been conservative, careful not to become
over-extended either in the cultural re-
sources needed to implement a program
or in the means to pay for them. This
cautious approach has made it possible to
have programs of varying degrees of va-
riety and intensity with a larger number of
countries than would otherwise be the case
and to seize unexpected opportunities.

As will be clear from the foregoing,
the determination of where cultural-ex-
change priorities lie will follow mainly but
not exclusively from foreign-policy objec-
tives. The principal "thrust" of activity at
the moment is the implementation of the
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"Third Option" policy,, which calls for
Canada to live "distinct- from but in har.
mony with the United States". In terms
of cultural policy this means a continued
emphasis on Western Europe, particularly
in support of the newly-signéd "contractual
link" with the European Community, pro•
grams with Eastern Europe in support of
the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference
on Co-operation and Security in Europe,
a broadening of Canada's cultural relations
with Japan and, with the United States,
the beginning of a highly-selective pro-
gram. Such concentration does not, of
course, _ exclude the developmènt of pro•
grams with other countries, such as Mexico
and the People's Republic of China and
members of the Commonwealth and La
Francophonie.

The emphasis in current programming
on Europe, with which Canada has 1?ad
long and significant ties and from which
came the ancestors of so many Canadians,
has a particular meaning for program
formulation and planning. Not only does
that part of the world constantly witness
new and vital cultural achievements but
the contribution its nationals make through
immigration has given the Canadian cul-
tural scene a diversity and strength it
would not have acquired over a long period.
This leavening influence has enriched in
turn what Canada can export, and every
effort is made to capitalize upon it.

Three headings
Traditionally, cultural programs fall under
three headings, and Canada's are no ex-
ception. These are artistic exchanges,
academic exchanges and exchanges of per-
sons. Under the first, grants are gh-en
either to carry out a project at the Depf:rt-
ment's invitation or as a consequence of
some other initiative, provided it meets
the program's objectives both substan-
tively and geographically. For example,
the Montreal Symphony has played in the
Soviet Union and the Toronto Symphony
in Germany and Austria, and the Van-
couver Symphony has toured Japan;
the Oxford String Quartet has played in
Eastern Europe, the Purcell Quartet of
Vancouver has played in Britain, and t̂he
Camerata group has played in Cuba and
Mexico.. The Royal Winnipeg Ballet has
performed in a number of countries, of
Latin America.

Special events are organized for par-
ticularly noteworthy occasions such as the
two-week "Festival of Canadian Perferm-
ing Arts" held at the John F. Kennedy
Center in Washington last October as part
of Canada's salute to the U.S. Bicenten-
nial. Assistance has been given a number
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The need for financial support for travelling cultural groups is demonstrated by the
amount of equipment that has to accompany orchestras and other groups. Shown
above are members of the Montreal Symphony unpacking their instruments backstage
at Carnegie Hall. The orchestra was in New York as part of its 1976 international tour.

of soloists to participate in important
festivals. Jazz and other forms of popular
music are now being included in pro-
gra.mming. Major exhibitions of Canadian
painting have been held in such far-distant
cities as Peking, Paris and Moscow. Cana-
dian sculpture has been seen in Antwerp
and Budapest, and the Department has
organized five self-contained travelling
exhibitions of graphics, each on a par-
ticular theme, for showing in art galleries
abroad. Eskimo prints and sculpture and
native Indian crafts, as well as regional
handicrafts, have not been neglected.

Theatre companies such as the
Théâtre du Nouveau Monde, Toronto
Workshop Productions and the Stratford
Festival have toured parts of francophone
Africa, England, the Netherlands, Poland
and the U.S.S.R. Books by Canadians and
about Canada are donated to over 50
national libraries and universities and a
significant book program has been devel-
oped for secondary schools in the United
States. Reciprocal exhibitions of books
have been organized by the National
Library in a number of countries. A literary

prize for writing in French is awarded
jointly with Belgium every year; a similar
prize for writing in English has been
developed with Australia. Festivals of
Canadian feature films have been organ-
ized in the United States, France and
Italy. Recordings and radio and television
programs are exchanged. The Canadian
Cultural Institute in Rome has become a

focal point of activity in Italy. The cul-

tural centres now operating in Brussels,

London and Paris have a growing volume

and variety of exhibitions, concerts, lec-
tures, seminars and so forth, which attract

an increasing number of visitors (last year,
over 70,000 : persons attended various
events at the Centre in Paris). It is de-

partmental policy whenever feasible to

include in newly-opened chanceries basic
cultural facilities, such as reference li-

braries open to the public, exhibition space

for small art shows and auditoriums for

films and lectures. From time to time,

Canadian embassies and high commissions

organize "Canada Weeks", poetry read-
ings, film showings and the like.

Increasing
number
of visitors



Assistance
to academics
going abroad

As noted above, the role of the prov-
inces, continues to increase in importance.
In some cases, the ministries responsible
for culture are able to organize and finance
projects by themselves; in other cases,
they s^are in the federal effort. This is _ to
be welcomed, both for the added variety it
brings to the program and because much
more can be done than if matters are left
to one level of government. Some projects
have been planned as co-operative efforts.
Two examples are. the exhibition of paint-
ings byJean-Pau1 Lemieux, organized in
association with the Quebec Ministry of
Cultural Affairs, which travelled to
Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union, and
the Group of Seven works from the
McMichael Canadian Collection now trav-
elling to England and Scotlandand even-
tually to the U.S.S.R., arranged with the
Ministry of Culture and Recreation of the
Province of Ontario. The British Columbia
government made available an exhibition
of paintings by Emily Carr that was shown
at the Cultural Centre in Paris. The
Alberta Art Foundation has organized an
exhibition of Alberta artists, which was
shown in Canadian cultural centres in
Europe.

The academic area is similarly varied.
Some 400 scholarships for postgraduate
study are now exchanged with over 50
countries, including those of the Common-
wealth. Of the various programs conducted
under this heading, mention should be
made of one whereby funds are provided to
assist Canadian academics invited to give
courses in universities or to participate in
important seminars abroad. Canadian uni-
versities receive funds to enable them to
invite foreign professors of particular re-
nown to give special courses or lectures.
The Canadian Studies Abroad Program, a
major program in itself, is the subject of a
separate article in this issue. There are
reciprocal programs with France, Germany
and Belgium to enable English-speaking
Canadians to travel to these countries to
teach English. In addition to the intellec-
tual stimulus received, participants in all
these programs return home with a height-
ened sense of understanding of each other's
institutions and ways of life. The links
forged are not quickly broken.

The, Egchange of Persons Program is
assuming a particular importance, stressed
as these exchanges have been by the
UNESCO conferences in Venice on cul-
tural policy ( 1970) and in Helsinki of the
European ministers of culture ( 1972). The
program is varied and capable of almost
unlimited expansion. From a long-term
point of view, it is probably the most
valuable - and certainly the least costly!
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It encompasses exchange programs su-l,
as that undertaken with Mexico whereb :
young specialists andtechnicians of each
country get practical experience in, the
other in their chosen fields, whether archae.
ology or plastic chemistry, or an exchange
of writers, such as the program with the
U.S.S.R., or a grant to the Banff School of ^
Fine Arts and to the Jeunesses Musicales
du Canada to bring to their summer camp
at Mount Orford well-known performers
to give master classes. It also enables the
Department to bring foreign writers for
meetings such as the International Poetry
Symposium held recently at Hart House, d
Toronto, or persons of the stature of
Yehudi Menuhin to attend the Interna- 1; t
tional Music Week held in Montreal,
Ottawa and Toronto last year and so conze
directly into contact with Canadian music. r

Many gaps
The foregoing, which gives some examples
of the kinds of activity generated, is not
intended to give the impression that the
program has reached its maximum expan-
sion - quite the contrary. There are many
gaps, . and many improvements can be
made. There is, for example, a need to de-
velop a workable policy to enable non-
professional organizations to participate -
especially those that represent something
uniquely Canadian or have some special
quality that can contribute to better
understanding. In the field of youth ex-
changes, more programs should be devel-
oped and made relevant. Some could, for
example, be developed round subjects of
concern such as community-development
issues. The use of communications for
social development in the Third World is
a subject to which Canada has much to
offer. Much more can also be done in the
area of exchange of visits of cultu)al
figures and critics.

Though officers of the Department .at
home and abroad are expected to be
knowledgeable about Canadian cultural
developments, they are not experts and 1o
not claim to be. The professional advi^.e
required to carry out the program is for-
malized in two advisory interdepartmemaI
committees, one for general cultural re'a-
tions and the other for academic exchang-s.
Bringing together as they do senior repre-
sentatives of other federal cultural agen-
cies; they produce a broad spectrum of
opinions and ideas. The Committee on
General Cultural Relations, which meets
monthly, advises on the development of
both long-range and short-term plans; it
provides a forum in which the federal cul-
tural agencies can pool their knowledge,
make known their own efforts and, when
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necessary, co-ordinate them to ensure the

bEst use of funds and energies. The com-
mittee establishes criteria by which to
judge requests for funds in the light of
standards that are expected to be reached.
Its recommendations on specific proposals
are seldom if ever ignored.

The areas of the performing and visual
arts, in particular, require very careful
consideration, not merely because of the
high costs involved but because of the
multiplicity of complex factors that, if
correctly assessed, can make the difference
between success and disaster. A multitude
of questions must be asked and answered
satisfactorily before a final decision can be
taken. The first, and always the most
important, is whether the group, or indi-
vidùal artist, or whatever, will meet inter-
national standards of excellence. Merely
to be "good" on a highly-competitive and
demanding international scene is not
enough; and merely to be "from Canada"
will not create any stampede to the box-

Five-year plan
...Cultural interest and activity in Can-
ada are enjoying a period of unprece-
dented vigour.... It was plain that this
growth and diversification should be
reflected in the foreign policy of our
Government, so as to project on the
international scene the breadth, depth
and creativity of Canadian cultural
activities. Accordingly, the Government
has approved in principle a five-year
plan for broader cultural relations with
other countries.

The objectives of Canada's foreign
cultural policy, subjected as we are to
the generally welcome but somewhat
too pervasive influences from the United
States, are to maintain and strengthen
our British and French connections, to
sustain our participation in the institu-
r,:ions of the Commonwealth and La
Francophonie, to diversify our cultural
exchanges towards selected countries in
Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin America.
For the selection of activities to be
undertaken or promoted, we have chosen
three criteria.

First, we plan to establish cul-
tural contacts with more countries and
to assist Canadian intellectuals and
artists in establishing and cultivating
stronger ties with their foreign counter-
parts.

Second, we are attempting to
supplement the conventional types of
^xchanges with programs in new areas,

office. Standards of criticism are high and
no favouritism can be expected.

Secondly, it must be determined
whether the proposal is suitable for a given
country and whether it will meet program
objectives. Next must be considered geo-
graphic priorities, by answering such ques-
tions as: Should the orchestra emphasize
"X" rather than "Y" country in its tour
plans and ignore "Z", which may have had

a major event from Canada last year?
Should the art exhibition go to "A" and
"B" and not "C" because its contents
might not be in accordance with the tastes,
official or otherwise, of that country?
These in turn lead to other questions,
such as: Will the theatre proposed be
adequate for the nature of the play? Is the
venue prestigious and is the audience we
wish to reach the kind that patronizes it?
Will the paintings receive adequate pro-
tection? Is humidity-control satisfactory?
Finally, the element of cost: Will the
subsidy required be reasonable in relation

where the number of requests for as-
sistance we receive bears testimony to
a growing need in Canada, such as
more exchanges of teachers in the
academic field and more youth ex-
changes at the cultural level.

Finally, we have borne in mind
the findings of important international
conferences on cultural exchanges, such
as the UNESCO conferences in Helsinki
and Venice, which have clearly empha-
sized the importance of exchanging peo-
ple, as opposed to simply trading cul-
tural goods....

You may well ask what the Cana-
dian Government hopes to achieve by
this wider projection of Canadian cul-
tural interests and activities on the
international scene. I suppose most of
all we see this as a new way of testing
the qualities of our own achievements
as a nation. We believe there are valu-
able mutual benefits to be gained when
countries share not only their separate
cultural experiences, at as many levels
of people-contact as possible, but also
their cultural judgments and critical
analyses, favourable or otherwise.

(Excerpts from an address by the Sec-
retary of State for External Affairs,
Allan J. MacEachen, at Edinburgh
University, October 21, 1975)



Exchange value
difficult
to measure

to the importance of the -project? Can
savings be made by alterations, in travel
arrangements? What. revenue may be
expected?

Other less obvious but nonetheless
important factors have also to be consid-
ered. For example, will any of the painters
represented in the exhibition attract the
attention of a commercial gallery? Will
there be opportunities for actors to have
useful personal and professional contacts
with theatre people in the host country?
Will the event add a cultural dimension to
a VIP visit? Will it provide extensive
publicity for Canada? What will the tour
do for the group's artistic development
and reputation? _

It is not easy to measure the value of
cultural exchange. In no other field of
human endeavour is program evaluation
more difficult. Nevertheless, it is clear that
they are worth . while and do produce
results. Certainly, Canada's position in the
world will be judged as much by its achiev-
ements in the arts, letters and sciences, and
in learning, as by its other endeavours.
While it is not easy to pinpoint, there is a
relation between the export of culture and
trade, something that goes beyond good
design, quality of engineering and work-
manship. There is also a relation between
culture and efforts to make Canada better
known abroad. It is perhaps no exaggera-

tion to say that, in the long run, it is
through the medium of _culture that we can
establish more clearly than in any other
way a feeling of respect, born of appre-
ciation - perhaps even admiration - of
what other people stand for and have
accomplished.

Opening doors
Finally, cultural exchanges, well planned
and executed, can open many doors and
keep those already open ajar. On one level,
major events attract large numbers of
people and provide Canada's diplomatic
and consular missions with special oppor-
tunities for publicity and contacts that
might not otherwise be available. On an-
other level, they improve knowledge of each
other's societies and other ways of think-
ing, and of people as individuals, of the
institutions that govern them and the
values that they cherish, and so contribute
to the solution of international problems.

These lofty yet unmeasurable conse-
quences establish an obvious need for
constant re-examination and re-evaluation
of programs to ensure that they are rel-
evant to rapidly-changing circumstances
and environments at home and abroad,
that all regions of Canada benefit from
them, that the best use is made of what we
have to offer, and that they meet the needs
of those they are meant to serve.

Cultural a ff airs

Recent growth of interest
in Canadian studies abroad

By John W. Graham

In the present international competition
for more satisfying relations, a mixture of
trade, technology, security and philanthro-
py is incomplete without some leavening of

Mr. Graham joined the Department of
External Affairs in 1957 and has served in
Santo Domingo, Havana and London. Now
on French-language training, he was until
recently Director of the Academic
Relations Division. The views expressed
in this article are those of Mr. Graham.

arts and scholarship. Domestic advantage
can, of course, be achieved without re-
course to cultural support. However, if
we are to secure the respect and corfi-
dence of those countries whose respect
and confidence we value, it will be by
projecting the image of a civilized country
with rich and varied human, as well as
material, resources.

Traditionally this is not a perspective
that has greatly shaped external priorities.
In consequence, transmitting the message
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of Canadian cultural vitality has not been
a strength of Canadian foreign policy.
In a leader entitled "Canadian Culture
in the Sixties" (August 28, 1969), the
Times Literary Supplement declared that
". Canada has done little, especially
externally, to eradicate its traditional
reputation for philistinism". Strong stuff,
but a similar and only slightly less vigorous
indictment is contained in the report of
the Commission on Canadian Studies as-
sembled by Professor T. H. B. Symons
and released in March of this year. The
following are a few of the observations and
conclusions of the chapter on Canadian
studies abroad:

. . . "it is-Iittle wonder. . . that our image
abroad is vague, when it is not a com-
plete distortion. Canada is still rarely
viewed abroad as a distinct country
where our society, whole history, pol-
itics and literature merit serious intel-
lectual examination. A few of the old
ice and snow myths linger on and the
epithet of `the unknown country' may
have acquired a new meaning.
"In large measure this lack of knowl-
edge about Canada results from our
own failure to make the country better
known and understood abroad.
"Canada's cultural relations abroad
have been severely neglected, in spite
of the fact that cultural links can
provide one of the most enduring and
influential forms of association between
nations."

General thrust
The general thrust of the Commission's
chapter on Canadian studies abroad is
welcome, not just as the first public
examination of this issue but because it
underlines the role of academic and
cultural relations in the achievement of
national and foreign policy objectives.
However, a good deal more has happened
since the TLS reproach of 1969 than is
suggested by the conclusions of the Sy-
mons report. These changes are increasing-
ly manifest abroad and it is appropriate
that they have been acknowledged by the
TLS, which devoted the main section of

antage its May 14 issue this year to Canadian
ut re- literature, history and politiçs. While the
ver, if gap has not been closed,. Canada's cultural

corfi- presence abroad is being expanded with
espect Government support. (Many of these
be by changes are chronicled elsewhere in this
untry issue by Messrs Cowley and Tovell.)
elI as The Canadian Studies program is the

most recent arm of Canadian cultural pro-
ective jection abroad - so recent that almost
rities, none of its activities are discussed in the

essage Symons report. As an established Gov-

ernment program with headquarters bud-
getary and personnel support, it dates
from April 1975. More recently, it has
been incorporated as a distinct but in-
tegral part of the Department's Five-Year
Cultural Plan. Within the Department's
Public Affairs Bureau, Canadian Studies
has become one of the major responsibil-
ities of the Academic Relations Division.
The target countries in the first year were
Britain, France, Japan and the United
States. This year, the program has been
extended to Belgium, the Federal Republic
of Germany and Italy. If the money can
be found, it is hoped eventually to en-
compass some 28 countries. A few ser-
vices of the program - the provision of
learned journals, bibliographic support,
and speakers - already apply to a number
of these countries.

Broadly, the purpose of the Canadian Developing
Studies program is to develop an informed an in f ormed
awareness and a more balanced under- awareness
standing of Canada. This elastic cliché, of Canada
which Canadian Studies shares with the
Cultural Affairs programs, tends to mud-
dle the scale and importance of the task.
Despite an increasingly energetic and
effective information program, the trans-
formation of communications and the
distribution of Canadian public servants
and private citizens round the globe, the
image of Canada is probably subject to
more distortion than that of any other
country of comparable political and eco-
nomic weight. Almost any curious Cana-
dian abroad will have his stock of bizarre
illustrations of this distortion. The ima-
ginary poster of Canadian polar bears
digesting foreign tourists is not far off
the mark.

The Canadian Studies program is not
designed specifically to meet this chal-
lenge. It has narrower and more élitist
objectives. It concerns itself primarily
with educators and the highly-educated,
and with bringing to the attention of
these groups the distinctiveness and qual-
ity of Canadian life and scholarship. To
be effective, it must facilitate the devel-
opment of more productive contacts and
cross-fertilization between Canadian and
foreign scholars.

For reasons that relate more to what
is practicable in terms of budget and per-
sonnel than to the scope of Canadian
scholarship, the definition of objectives
has been further narrowed. For the im-
mediate and still embryonic purposes of
the Department's programs, Canadian
Studies comprises those disciplines in the
social sciences and the humanities with
substantive and continuing Canadian
content. The traditional disciplines -
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in Canada

Canadian history, politics, literature,
sociology, economics - remain the pri-
mary focus. However, lest it risk self-
defeat, ismust also have some flexibility.
The definition includes subjects of interna-
tional interest with distinctive Canadian
characteristics such as minority education,
bilingualism and biculturalism, radio and
television communications, the study and
politics of the law of the sea, etc.

Identifying and defining the problem
is a relatively straightforward process.
Organizing, structuring and, targeting a
coherent remedial program within the con-
fines of a modest budget is not. How does
one set about informing a sceptical world
of letters about the creative explosion in
Canada of the past ten years? Unfortu-
nately, it is by no means always true that
superlative work will rise to its appropriate
level of critical acclaim by a natural process
of scholarship and commerce - and much
less likely that a discipline, or multidis-
ciplinary network, of Canadian subjects
will be accorded a respectable place in the
calendar of discriminating foreign uni-
versities by the same natural chemistry.
Happily, there are exceptions, and we have
found that a much greater potential in-
terest exists than we had expected. But,
by and large, universities abroad are not
clamouring to devote limited time, funds,
personnel and library resources to Cana-
dian Studies.

Japanese example
Take the case of Japan, our second-largest
trading partner. Several years ago, the
Japanese undertook a canvass of some
800 post-secondary academic institutions
to determine, inter alia, the area of con-
centration of each academic. The canvass
revealed one university teacher with a
major interest in Canada. It is hardly
surprising that the Japanese image of
Canada has tended to be characterized
by economic and commercial relations
linked to the supply of raw materials.
The scale of the task of altering these
perceptions is enormous; the balance of
myth against reality will obviously not be
redressed by itself.

A facilitative Government role is
therefore essential. The trick is to perform
the role without allowing it to become a
vehicle for selective Government messages,
propaganda or an expurgated image, thus
undermining the credibility of the pro-
gram. Once the facilitative role is effec-
tively being played, the academic product
must stand or fall on its own merits.

The form and combination of pro-
grams that constitute facilitative support
and encouragement will vary according
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to the needs and nature .of individual ur i
versities and educational systems. Usi; ^
the Japanese example again, language can
be a daunting barrier. If the disciplines
of Canadian Studies are to have any
impact and permanence in a Japanese
setting, they must be understood and
taught in Japanese. At the present time,
there is one Canadian book that is read
widely throughout Japan in Japanese -
Anne of Green Gables. For this reason,
one of the first steps taken in the devel•
opment of a Canadian Studies program in
Japan was the selection of three fairly
short introductory texts on Canadian
Government, economy and history, fo
translation and publication into Japanese.
The texts, chosen on academic advice, are:
How Are We Governed? by John Ricker
and John Saywell; The Pelican History
of Canada by Kenneth McNaught; and
The Canadian Economy by Ian Drum-
mond. The contracts were decided by
tender in Japan and publication is ex•
pected later ibis year.

If the study of Canada is to endure,
it is equally important that the disciplines
be taught in Country X by academics of
Country X. This involves: selection and
funding to bring to Canada for study
foreign scholars with real or potential
interest in a Canadian discipline; par-
ticipation in seminars and conferences;
exposure to library resources, researc-h
material and Canadian colleagues in the
same field. In most countries and in mest
cases, the process of developing cadres of
foreign professors with a sound groundiig
in their Canadian discipline is long. At
the outset, then, it is often essential to
have some pioneering work done by Car..a-
dian scholars assigned to the Canadian
Studies program for a term or a full aca-
demic year. As the cost of supporting a
Canadian professor and his or her family
abroad cuts deeply into the budget, this
arrangement applies at present only to
Britain, France (partial support), Japan
and the United States.

Edinburgh chair
The Chair of Canadian Studies at the
University of Edinburgh is an admirable
variant on this pattern. Initiated, quite
independently of Ottawa, by the joint
enterprise of officers of the Canadian H:gh
Commission and the Foundation for Cana-
dian Studies in the U.K. (led by the then
High Commissioner J. H. Warren and
Lord Amory), with the enthusiastic collab-
oration of the University of Edinburgh, an
endowment of 9180,000 was secured to
found the chair. One-third of this amount
was provided by the Department of Ex-
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was formally- inaugurated on October 21

t, quite = being -arranged again by Professor Preston

!-,een obtained from Canadian and British
arporaté sources in Britain. The chair

lasi year by the Secretary of State for
External Affairs in a trilingual address (in
^;ngIish, French and Gaelic). A speech
uas given on the same occasion by the
ürst incumbent, Professor Ian Drummond
A the University of Toronto.

Permanent endowments such as this
are welcome, but are increasingly beyond
^^each. For example, if the Canadian Gov-
ernment were to fund a chair in a leading
American university, it would cost about
$1 million. This would wipe out the rest
of the Canadian Studies program for three
years. As the program proves itself, private
funding may increasingly fill this gap - if
not ` necessarily in endowments, then in
^ump-sum support for particular programs
,;vpr a set period.

The periodic use of Canadian aca-
demics abroad on sabbatical or research
leave as guest lecturers or seminar discus-

z endure, sants provides an invaluable and poten-
isciplines tially broad base of support for Canadian
lemics of Studies. With the help of the Canada
tion and Council and by means. of a canvass of
)r study + Canadian universities, a roster of com-
potential petent Canadian scholars willing to lecture
ne; par- ;s being assembled. It is also expected that
ferences; asurvey, conducted by the Social Science
researp-h Research Council of Canada under con-

^s in the tract with External Affairs, will provide
in most a preliminary chart of the strengths,
adres of ,veaknesses and lacunae of Canada's aca-
oundi.ag demic links abroad - cross-referenced by
ong. At discipline and country.
ntial to The Canadian Embassy in Washing-
y Car...a- ton has designed and is now implementing
anadian a faculty-ënrichment program. - On a
full aca- competitive. basis, American scholars will
orting a receive some financial support to pursue
r famil}7 ieading and research in Canada. In most
et, this cases, this will be with a view to preparing
only to or expanding courses in Canadian disci-

Japan plines. A related program of intensive
group study was organized last summer
by Professor Richard Preston of Duke
T Tniversity at the Royal Military College,

at the . I;ingston, with financial assistance from
irable the Donner Foundation. This program is

e jo:nt for the summer of 1977 with financial help
an H:gh from External Affairs.
r Cana- A prerequisite of any academic pro-
he th.en gram is, of course, adequate library sup-
en and port. In many cases where a program is

collab- Leing. considered, the library support is
rgh, an inadequate even for introductory pro-
red to grams. The university library will have

amonnt some books on Canada in French and
of Fx- English, and may perhaps have benefite^

from the Canada Council book-presenta-
tion program or from the Cultural Affairs
Division's book-presentation programs.
However, more often than not, these col-
lections will not include suitable, up-to-
date texts upon which a specific course
or courses can be built. In those cases
where an enterprising academic has found
funding for Canadian book purchases, he.
or she will often run into a web of frus-
tration made up of import controls, un-
derstandings between publishers not to
trespass on certain - frontiers, and the
reluctance of many commercial book-
sellers to bother with small overseas or-
ders. Some routes through and round
this problem are being found. Never-
theless, and despite the rising cost of
books, it is often essential that the De-
partment of External Affairs contribute
to the establishment of a well-selected
library base. In the fiscal year 1975-76,
the Academic Relations Division spent
$40,000 on book purchases. The greater
part of these purchases were series that
can be obtained economically and span
most of the basic subjects of Canadian
Studies. Seven series were bought: the
Carleton Library Series, Canadian Cen-
tenary Series, New Canadian Library
Series, Laurentian Library Series, Cahiers
d'Histoire de l'Université Laval, Vie des
Lettres québécoises, and Histoire et So-
ciologie de la Culture. In addition, and
also on academic advice, larger quantities
of two or three introductory texts cover-
ing ten Canadian Studies subjects were
bought for selective distribution to insti-
tutions abroad.

A complementary program is the dis-
tribution of Canadian learned journals.
Fifteen periodicals - three English, three,
French and nine bilingual - have been
chosen with the assistance of the. Canada

Atkinson Film-Arts



Council. A selection from among these Review of Canadian Studies, and is :puu.
journals has been made by the appropriate. lished twice ayear. The British Associa-

Bibliographies
commissioned
to assist
development
of resources

missions abroad for distribution to 216 tion of Canadian Studies (BACS) was
institutions in 20 countries where an in- _ established at a meeting at Leeds Univer-
terest in Canadian _ Studies has been sity in September 1975. An_ editorial corn.
identified. mittee has been formed with a view to

The book-purchase program is essen- ' publishing a BACS newsletter. The found-
tially for "seeding" and stimulating. The ing meeting of L'Association des Etudes
Public Affairs Bureau has neither the in- canadiennes en France was held in Paris
tention nor the capacity to sustain the bulk in May. This meeting was preceded by
of book purchases on Canadian Studies. the first publication of Etudes canadien-
However, as a means of assisting the dev- nes/Canadian Studies in December 1975.
elopment of Canadian literary resources,
the Academic Relations Division commis-
sioned four bibliographies: an annotated
bibliography in English covering ten dis-
ciplines of Canadian Studies, supervised
by Dr. Davidson Dunton of the Institute
of Canadian Studies, Carleton University;
a similar annotated bibliography in French
supervised by Professor Pierre Savard of
le Centre de Recherche en Civilisation ca-
nadienne-française of the University of
Ottawa; a survey of microform resources
on Canadian Studies disciplines prepared
by Professor John Moldenhauer of Guelph
University; and a full list of series in the
Canadian Studies field prepared by Joseph
Jurkovic of the Academic Relations Di-
vision.

Different system
Quite a different system has been found
for institutions with well-developed Cana-
dian Studies programs. This is to invite
the institution to order the books it
requires up to a fixed amount. This pro-
cedure is followed for a number of
universities in the United States, and for
Edinburgh, London, Bordeaux and Paris.
Additional follow-up library support is
available through co-ordination with other
Government presentation programs, the
use of embassy libraries, and adoption of
selective depository status with Statistics
Canada, through which a wide variety
of Government documents, including
Hansard, is available.

For those countries where a devel-
oping network of Canadian Studies pro-
grams can be enriched and consolidated
through regular internal communications,
national associations and journals of Ca-
nadian Studies have been established.
The initiative for associations and jour-
nals must come from within the academic
community. However, once these bodies
have coalesced, some financial support is
provided by External Affairs. The Asso-
ciation for Canadian Studies in the United
States (ACSUS) was established in 1971,
and now has a membership of over 400.
The ACSUS newsletter has evolved into
a substantive learned journal, American

Rapid growth
With fairly modest facilitative support, a
potential interest in Canadian disciplines
has rapidly become a much more wide-
spread and dynamic movement than most
of us, either in Ottawa or in the field, had
imagined possible. However, in a number
of countries, including Britain, France,
Germany, Italy, Australia and New Zeal-
and, some of the disciplines of Canadian
Studies predate the existence of an
Ottawa-based support program. In the
United States, the roots of Canadian
Studies can be traced back to the Thirties,
but since the Sixties there has been con-
sistent growth, arising in large part from
the initiative of a relatively small number
of academics and Canadian officials in the
United States and from the shrewd and
benevolent interest of the Donner Founda-
tion. In Britain, while Canada has been
studied in comparative, Imperial and
Commonwealth contexts, credits courses
focusing largely on Canadian subjects
are, with few exceptions, very recent phe-
nomena. In France an informed interest
in Quebec was one of the objectives of the
France-Quebec accord of 1967. A multi-
disciplinary interest in Canada as a whole
was confined, until very recently, to the
Centre des Etudes canadiennes at Bor-
deaux, founded in 1970. The University
of Bordeaux and the Centre at Bordeaux
played a key role in drawing French aca-
demic attention to Canadian Studies. In
March of this year, a Canadian Studies
coIloquium at Bordeaux attracted repre-
sentatives of 21 French universities.

Generally, it is over the past two
years that unexpectedly rapid dévelop-
ment has taken place. Of the many inter-
secting reasons, two stand out. First, and
obviously, quality and substance enable
the product to be sold. Secondly, there is
now a self-confidence in Canadian creati-
vity and scholarship that has to a large
extent replaced the obsessive quest for
national identity. These have given the
program the timeliness and impetus with-
out which it would never have emerged
from the drawing-board.
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Iberia

Spain plus Portugal equals
a divided Iberian Peninsula

By Robert J. Jackson

Recently both Portugal and Spain have

been moving to liberalize and increase

public participation in their respective
regimes. In Portugal the heady period of
the flower revolution has given rise to a
practicable democratic process. The elec-
tion of General Antonio Ramalho Eanes
to the Presidency, by a vote of 62 per cent,
nd his nomination of Mario Soares as

Premier have reinforced the movement
towards a "steady-state" democracy.
However, although government institu-
tions have stabilized, enormous difl'icul-

ties remain involving the state of the
economy and the fate of the "retourna-
dos" (roughly half a million Portuguese
refugees from the African colonies). In
Spain the same basic changes have been
occurring but at a slower pace. The new
King, Juan Carlos I, and his new Premier,
Adolfo Suarez Gonzalez, have promised
freedom for political parties this summer,
a referendum on democracy during the fall
of 1976 and general elections in 1977.

As in Portugal, the changes in Spain
have been criticized as too slow by most
reformers in Madrid and too fast by most
conservatives, especially the reactionary
"Bunker" 'of the military establishment. In
an attempt to escape from this ideological
trap, foreign commentators have tried to
demonstrate or indicate implicitly the
political interconnections and relations be-
tween the two Iberian states. This attempt
to draw political parallels is fraught with
errors of commission and omission since
the two nations are not as similar as is often
suggested in journalistic analyses. Even
though the political organizations have
been similar in the two countries for a
-half-century, the economic, military and
foreign policies have not. And the sequence
of events in Lisbon has altered circum-
stances in Madrid. Contemporary par-
allels, therefore, should be set in a
historical setting and variables other than
Politics examined. Let us survey first the
historical evolution of Iberia and then the
current landscapes of the two states to
isolate the similarities and differences.

The relations between Portuguese and
Spanish politics have always been desul-
tory. Sometimes events in one state
have directly influenced the other, but on
other occasions there have been no inter-
connections. The peninsula of Iberia
derives its name from ancient inhabitants
whom the Greeks called Iberians, probably
after the Ebro (Iberus), the second-
largest river on this European promontory.
Spain and Portugal shared mutual his-
torical experiences ° under the Romans,
Visigoths and Moslems. While the Roman
name Hispania ("Spain") was applied to
the whole peninsula, it was not until the
twelfth century that Portugal emerged as
an independent monarchy under Alfonso
Henriques, who promised an annual trib-
ute to the church in return for the pro=
tection of the Holy See. The gradual
development of this state was a conse-
quence of Christian and Moslem warfare
in the peninsula and the reconquest of the
peninsula from Islam.

" Spain, on the other hand, did not
become a united country until at least the
time of the fall of Granada in 1492, by
which date the Christian kings had re-
conquered the territories that had been
captured by the Moors in the eighth
century. The two states of Portugal and
Spain, however, did not always remain
apart. In the sixteenth century (1581),
Portugal and Spain were united and
shared territories throughout the East
Indies, Europe, the Mediterranean, Cen-
tral and South America, Africa and South-

Dr. Jackson is Chairman of the Political
Science Department at Carleton
University. He is a specialist in com-
parative government and politics and has
published a number of books and articles.
He is also a frequent contributor of radio
and television commentaries on foreign
affairs and has visited the Iberian
Peninsula several times in the past two
years. The views expressed in this article
are those of Dr. Jackson.
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east Asia. The separation of the two states
occurred after the defeat of the Armada
in 1588, with the secession of Portugal
from Spain in 1640. Thus the seventeenth
century witnessed a division of the land-
mass of Iberia (about the size of France)
that has continued until today. This divi-
sion characterized not only the political
development of the predominantly rural
peninsula but also the domestic economies
and the external policies of the two states.

The separate developmental paths
have, nevertheless, seen similarities in the
evolution of governments in the twentieth
century - parallels that have misled some
commentators wishing to predict future
political arrangements in the two coun-
tries. It is incontestable that both coun-
tries were characterized by a period of
republican rule followed by a period of
authoritarian conservative government in
the past half-century. In Portugal, the
Estado Novo (New State) set up by
Antonio de Oliveira Salazar in 1928
endured through a short period under
Marcelo Caetano until the so-called rev-
olution of 1974. The regime was conser-
vative in that it based itself on the
glorification of Portuguese history, on
warm relations with the Roman Catholic
Church and on the maintenance of a
peasant society, and did not attempt to
industrialize and modernize the economy.
It was authoritarian because it prevented
the development of a real democratic
process; representation of the public in
policy decisions was systematically denied,
only one political party was legalized and
the National Assembly was prevented from
adopting â full role in lawmaking. It was
also authoritarian in that central coercive
forces were employed to prevent dissent.
The PIDE (para-military police forces)
was one of the most repressive organs of
any European state.

No drastic change
Whereas this authoritarian conservative
regime was upset by a relatively bloodless
coup, the Spanish regime has so far con-
tinued to endure and has not experienced
a drastic change because of the death of
General Franco. The beginnings of his
regime were not so peaceful. With the
military support of the Italians and
the Germans, General Francisco Franco,
known as. El Caudillo, won the Spanish
Civil War after 32 months of bitter and
murderous fighting. Britain and other
powers, which had until that date witheld
recognition, were finally forced to capit-
ulate and -accept the regime. By the
middle of 1939, Franco began to re-
construct war-torn Spain and to initiate

a political regime that was to exist for
half a century. Like Salazar, wh•, had
aided him during the war, Francc, also
organized a conservative authontarian
system. As in Portugal, the conse.vative
element was characterized by the .;lorifi.
cation of the past and by, the role t,layed
by the church and other conse-evative
forces in society. The authorita, ianism
was illustrated by the type of aut;scratic
government. The Cortes (Natior;al As-
sembly) was empty of authority, el^ctions
were shamelessly managed, and p slitical
parties were outlawed. The 14 Itional
Movement was the only legalized p^litical
organization and paralleled the Accao
Nacional Popular in the neighi_.>uring
state.

Personal rule
At the pinnacle of both these r-gimes,
personal rule, buttressed by a c;2voted
military, was supreme. In the case of
Portugal, Salazar administered th- state
much as a small businessman mi,,;ds his
store. He carefully scrutinized the i_ r.ireau-
cracy for adherence to his authori,y, and
when, after 40 years, the personal Salazar-
Caetano " rule ended, the country, was
paralyzed for months : by the "flower
revolution". In the case of Spain, F ^ anco's
absolute personal authority and c!sim to
be the only saviour of his people lasted
48 years. In both countries, the r-ilitary
were solidly behind the regime; =either
leader çould have survived- witkro:tt this
support, and hence many aut;:orities
believe, that both states coüld as validly
be called military autocracies as uthor-
itarian regimes.

• Because of the similarities of -,overn-
mental.organizations and personal _:uthor-
ity in Spain and Portugal, many ?^riters
have assumed that the Lisbon evcnts of
Apri1.25, 1974, and the democr,-::;:zation
process that followed in Portu,al are
bound to be repeated in Spain. I::.id this
reasoning faulty, at least as a s: -}rt-run
prognosis of the future . of the ':panish
regime. - Events in Lisbon are atched

closely and with emotion in Ma&^Id, but
they are unlikely to be closely r=-°,eated
The economic, military, colon^:z: and

foreign policies of the two countr;-.-; differ
greatly, and these had more to c'.o with
the abrupt change in Lisbon than novern-
mental style. . .

The two countries have held distinct
positions on foreign. policy sin: :., their
division in the seventeenth.centur. `. While
Spain was neutral in. both Wor^ -1 Wars,
Portugal was on the side of the allies in
the first and leaned towards the ^yest in
the second. Moreover, although ortugal
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has long been a staunch defender and
valued member of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, Spain has never been
acceptable as a partner, so that the in-
fluence of Western liberal democracies has
been quite different in the two countries.
The United States, of course, has main-
tained special arrangements with Spain.
Currently, a five-year Treaty of Friend-
ship and Co-operation allows the Amer-
icans to continue using naval bases at
Rota (from which it must withdraw its
ten Poseidon-class nuclear submarines by
July 1979), Torrejon, Saragossa and
lioran in return for $1.2 billion in loans
and credits. The relations between the
two countries are, therefore, quite close,
but the chances that Spain will join
NATO in the near future are, according
to Ambassador-at-large Robert McCloskey,
"quite limited".

These bilateral relations are not
enough to blunt the general thrust of the
argument that Portugal and Spain have
been influenced along different paths in
foreign policy behaviour. The essential
reason is that Spain did not hold signif-
icant overseas territories at the time of
Franco's death. One of Spain's major
difficulties in the period before the First
tiVorld lVar was continual military disaster
in rebe;Iious Spanish Morocco, and it may
have been just such a memory that
prompted Juan Carlos I and his Govern-
ment to get rid of the Spanish Sahara
before an outright war erupted with
hiorocco or Algeria. This lack of colonies

has had no major policy differences
with the Government comparable to that

was clearly a significant difference be-
tween the two countries. Although both
had armed forces that helped sustain the
regime, only the Portuguese army was
forced to fight a losing battle in overseas
territoràes. While General Antonio de
Spinola may have been less prepared to
release the colonies than were later mil-
itary leaders (as evidenced in his book
PortugG' and the Future), it is neverthe-
less tru? that the nation was completely
disillusi:Ined with the wars. The costs were
astrono?:aical. Portugal endured 60,000
casualties in 13 years of guerilla war in
Guinea, Angola and Mozambique, con-
sumed approximately 50 per cent of the
national budget in fighting these wars, and
was obl?ged to force every young man in
Portuga' to serve four years military
service in order to have enough troops.
The captains of the revolution knew they
had to destroy the authoritarian govern-
ment of Caetano in order to obtain free-
dom for the overseas colonies.

The' Sanih iit
^and, ha

psmary, on the other

experienced in Portugal. While there is a
democratic movement within the Spanish
armed forces (supporters say it numbers
between 600 and 1,500 sympathizers,
which would make it larger than the
200 members of the equivalent Armed
Forces Movement in Portugal, who made
the revolution), it is fairly small compared
to the army as a whole, which is approx-
imately a third of a million men strong
and has not shown any inclination to
overthrow the monarchy. Moreover, and
possibly more significant, the Spanish
military, unlike the Portuguese, has not
had any specifically military grievances.
Whereas the toil of war overseas dispir-
ited the Portuguese military, it was
Decree Law 353/73 of July 1973 that
threatened the prestige, salary and status
of the regular officers who acted as the
final trigger for the overthrow of the
regime. In Spain, no equivalent excuse
exists at present. As public servants say
quite openly to foreigners in Madrid,
"military officers here are outrageously
well-paid". And all studies of coups d'état
indicate that such internal military prob-
lems and grievances are a necessary con-
dition for success.

Differing economies
Even differences in military viewpoint
should be seen against the economic
differences in the two countries. The per
capita income in Spain is approximately
three times what it was in Portugal before
the coup took place. Spain simply has
never suffered the economic depression of
its neighbour. The economic crisis in
Portugal for the decade before the coup
had encouraged approximately one out of
every six Portuguese to emigrate. Since
the coup no Portuguese Government has
been able to decrease inflation, reduce the
20 percent unemployment rate, improve
the chaotic state of labour relations or
get industry and agriculture back into
reasonable production. Ideological differ-
ences are great in Spain, and the division
of society into right and left is basically
as it was during the Civil War: the Com-
munists, Socialists, Social Democrats and
left Christian Democratic groups against
the defenders of the status quo such as
the Falange, National Movement, Monar-
chists and Opus Dei. Moreover, the regional
hostility of the Basques and Catalonians
has widened the cleavages. But divi-
sion has not offset the widespread desire
for economic stability. The belief that the
society is basically "bourgeois" does
appear to be correct. As one conservative
senior public servant observed: "We are
the most capitalist country in the world".

Spanish military
have lacked
specific
grievances
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Meticulously
detailed
schedules

A senior foreign. ambassador in Madrid
confirmed that view like :this: "This coun-
try is on the road to success: the driver
has pulled away from the curbside and
is out on the road heading towards a
workable economic system in a changing
democracy."

Thus I should argue that, unless there
are surprising new developments, we could
predict that Spain would continue to
espouse evolution rather than revolution,
as occurred in Portugal. While political
violencehas been substantial (in fact, the
number of political deaths reported bythe
daily press in Spain has been greater there
since Franco's death than in so-called
revolutionary Portugal during the same
period), a major upheaval is unlikely at
the present time. The Portuguese revolu-
tion occurred first and, while the Portu-

Iberia

guese example has given , Spaniards ho
for a freer, more democratic, less repre^
sive form of society, the dissimilarities il
the way the Spanish view the role of tfH
military, and especially the economy, m}al
them extremely wary of following tk
Portuguese example. Spain may yet bif

the bullet of revolution but it probab,
will not do so until the economy has su
to such a low state that military prestig
salary and grievances reach cônditio
reasonably similar to those found
Portugal before the_ coup of April 197
At present most Spaniards view tl
Portuguese experience with mixed em
tion - appreciation of the change

democracy and horror at the state of tl
economy and the disintegration of soci;
institutions.

In post-Salazar Portugal
the people give the orders

By Gordon CulIingham

It had started at 25 minutes past midnight
on April 25, 1974. A Lisbon radio station
played a protest song, "The People Give
The Orders In The City". That had been
a signal, the signal that the overthrow of
the 48-year-old fascist government was
beginning. In a few hours it had been
almost over. On carefully-planned and
meticulously detailed schedules, officers
and troops had moved in on key positions
and simply seized control. Radio stations
had been a prime target, and the first com-
munique had been broadcast at 4:20 a.m.:
"The armed forces this morning set going
a series of operations intended to free the
country from the regime that has for so
long dominated it."

It had been almost too easy, as the
facade that was all that was left of a

Mr. Cullingham is Supervisor of Public
A ff airs Programs for the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation in Ottawa. He
has also served the CBC in Washington.
Earlier this year, he paid a visit to
Portugal. The views expressed in this
article are those of Mr. Cullingham.

regime and a system that had lost a1
popular support crumbled and collat)sei
in a fetid heap. By two in the afternoo^
Lisbon looked like a town on a festiv
holiday. People milled round, climbed on
and generally made useless, the tanks thai
were there to fire in the cause of thd
liberation - or of their suppression. Tb
little girl putting a- red carnation in th
muzzle of a rifle became the eloquenl
symbol of a new start for a denied and
disadvantaged people.

The Caetano regime surrendered latr
that afternoon. The secret police, becau5
they would be the first to feel the wratl
of a vengeful populace, were the last to
surrender, which they did only after ta.kin1l
several lives, the only ones lost in the
coup, as they fired at random into a crovvi
they feared.

Like all successful coups, it had been
a military one, organized and led by the
-MFA, the Armed Forces Movement. Al
1:30 on the following morning, April 26,
the MFA's Junta of National SalvatioP
appeared in person on the television evey
one was still watching to proclaim that thz
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armed forces had under-taken to carry out
a aoIicy that would "lead to a solution of
the serious national problems and to the
;haimony, progress and social justice in-
;dispensable to the cleansing of public life".

Longdeveiopment
Those "serious national problems" had
been developing for centuries. Portugal is

I a nation of over eight million people, about
the size of the Province of Ontario in

1population but one-twelfth its size in area.
It has only two cities of any consequence,

Jand the poorest and least-educated popu-
lation in West and Central Europe. The

,presence of a rich and educated élite failed
to conceal an illiteracy rate of one-in-three,
and agricultural productivity and tech-
niques at Third World levels. It was a
nation of high unemployment and dismal
wages, with a class structure that op-
pressed a people possessing few comforts
and little to hope for. In fact, all the Por-
i tuguese had really had for centuries was
pride - the pride that came from having
, discovered a world, the hubris that came
from having colonized much of it. Salazar
had developed that myth of empire into a
mystique of Portuguese specialness that
helped him to isolate and manipulate the
populace from his very first days in power
45 years ago.

Professor Oliveira Salazar had been
a conservative economist at the University
of Coimbra when the Portuguese President
General Carmona invited him in as Minis-
ter of Finance to save the collapsing
economy in 1928. Salazar had been in
effective charge from the start, but he did

I not claim the prime ministership until
four years later; and he never did bother
to become President. But his attitudes and
views dominated and moulded Portuguese
life for nearly 50 years. He launched the
idea of the "New State", based on the
middle class, and opposed to parties and
class struggle. He was inspired by what he
called "Portuguese Integralism" and by
Mussolini's Fascism. In the early Thirties,
Salazar began to introduce his "Corporate
State", which has remained a largely
rhetorical system for representing the in-
terests of, for example, all people engaged
in farming: It was real enough, though, to
Arohibit strikes and replace free trade
unions with government ones. Salazar
narned his movement "National Union",
and it was the only party allowed to exist.
By 1930, his Colonial Act had rejected
administrative decentralization in the
overseas possessions, and the expression
"Portuguese Colonial Empire" was intro-
duced. The role of the colonies as the
suppliers of cheap raw material, cheap

labour and a torrent of profits was now
uncomplicated by purposes inspired by
guilt and humanitarianism.

This Salazar formula of poverty-with-
repression created a population of unde-
manding, stalwart, phlegmatic, dour and
very proper citizens, without cynicism and
without humour. The national colour of
dress for both sexes was total black, and
the favourite music was a kind of personal
lament known as the fado. (One perspec-
tive, if ungenerous, English traveller in the
1930s recorded that: "The chief dissipa-
tion of the Lisbon male is the consumption,
in his favourite café, of a nice glass of
water while having his shoes shined.") It
is not the picture of an outgoing, dynamic
population determined to make their gov-
ernment keep up with a progressing world.

Changing world
That world outside Salazar's closed system
was changing, and the insulation could
not be perfect. Since Portugal was an im-
perial, trading nation, some Portuguese
did get about and see what was happening
outside. This led to sporadic demands for
political freedom and electoral alternatives,
changes in development and colonial
policy, and individual opportunity. But
Salazar would not yield, would not quit, Salazar
and would not die, so he was able to per- would not yield,
petuate his hollow shell-game until his would not quit,
stroke in 1968. He was carefully succeeded would not die
by Marcelo Caetano, a longtime associate,
then in university life. Caetano had some
liberal views and seemed to want to oper-
ate a more open Government. He called it,
not immodestly, "renovation in a context
of continuity".

But by then resistance to change had
become so ingrained and instinctive that it
had become a characteristic rather than an
objective. No skills existed to admit and
control change, even after its necessity
and inevitability had been accepted. These
figures, from the early 1970s, revealed that
necessity; in the previous decade the
population had decreased by 180,000. Two-
thirds of those who left the farm, thus
reducing the rural population percentage
from 40 to 29, did not go to the cities -
they left Portugal. One million Portuguese
went to France, 300,000 came to Canada.
Their remittances equalled two-thirds of
Portugal's import receipts, or one-tenth of
total incomes.

This pre-revolution scene was marked
more and more by strikes and flareups,
as resentment dissolved inhibition. The
people were getting ready to express their
pent-up aspirations, even in a ruthless and
experienced police state. All they needed
was a sure and powerful instrument. This



Wide World Photo

At the June elections, General Antonio Ramalho Eanes was
elected President by 61 per cent of the vote. During the campaign,
Eanes forsook the dark glasses that had been his trademark in
favour of a less sinister public image. He is shown here during
his first press conference as President.

Intriguing
and unexplained
components

could only be the armed forces, where, by
a coincidence, a pay and status grievance
among the junior officers had led to the
establishment, late in 1973, of a group
calling itself the Armed Forces Movement.
From that narrow and shallow base the
movement spread through all the branches
of the armed forces, through many ranks,
throughout Portugal and Africa; in ideol-
ogy, it moved rapidly leftward to meet a
Communist Party happy to welcome it.

Fascinating revolution
The politicization of these young officers,
and their continuing determination to
keep the Portuguese Government on the
road to "socialism", are the most intrigu-
ing and least-explained components in this
fascinating revolution. Some of the an-
swers lie outside the unhappy country they
wanted to save. The colonial wars in
Africa had been a traumatic experience for
the bucolic subalterns whose early adult
years had been dominated by an African,
not a Portuguese, environment. They came
to respect and learn from their African
opponents. Many had been fraternizing as
well as fighting, and developing intimate
contacts. These officers learnt that in-
stead of being the standard-bearers for a
proud and envied empire they were the
hapless tormentors of a people no better
off than themselves, whose continued sub-

jugation made no sense. They learnt too
about secret organizational structures,
about dedication and determination, even
about "Practical Marxism" and the "Rev-
olutionary Vanguard". They left Africa
much less naive, and much more sensitive
than they had arrived. Certainly a match

for the Lumpenintelligentsia back borne.
This experience, along with the pre•

sence of a very fèw genuine left-wing
officers, accounted for the clandestine
radicalization of the officer corps, and.
gave them, almost overnight, sufficient
motivation to overthrow the Lisbon dicta-
torship and its whole system in the names
of liberalism, socialism and pluralism.

The officers were aware that the mil-
itary could not do the job of the politicians,
and so politicians had to be involved in the
revolutionary government right from T;;he

start. Balancing that was the determi_za-
tion not to let their revolution slip away
into reaction or civil war - directions in
which the feuding political parties miZ;ht
easily lead them; so they must retain sub-
stantial reserve powers for several years.
In the meantime,- the military would have
to play a day-by-day part in the govern-
ment process, and it was here that the
wide range of political views frequently
split the MFA.

Overcompensation
Perhaps just because the overthrown re-
gime had been a right-wing one, the victors
overcompensated to the left. The Com-
munist Party had emerged intact from its
long years of disciplined underground
existence, and it was immediately avail-,ble
to give advice and to grab power where it
could (in municipalities, on big farms. in
the press, and in willing bureaus wher(ver
they existed). The other parties vere
slower to mobilize and, when they lid,
they were immediately and frequently in
conflict with the officers.

The Communist Party steadfa ^tly
supported the MFA in all things. Conse-
quently they gained a reputation as the
most loyal defenders of the revolut: on.
This reliability gave them a constant p-es-
ence, both in the councils of state annit in
the endless debates and "bull sessicns"
that strengthened the officers' radical com-
mitment. And so the MFA turned further
to the left, a decent dividend to a hc-avy
investor.

This process took place in a political
spectrum in which the Communist Party
stood somewhere near the middle. The
opalescent left of some half-dozen parties
got no votes, but they did get soldiers.
Some of these groups, preaching "Direct
Democracy" in the forces (every private
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a general) had so effectivelyimmobilized
the army by last November that the Gov-
ernment was unable to break a- strikers'
day-and-a-half siege of the Prime Minis-
ter'sresidence. To this radical left group,
too, there were some fairly senior converts.
One would have to include General Otelo
Savaira de Carvalho, a member of last
year's ruling triumvirate, and a gay and
popular posturer of the left, who seemed
often bored by the' stolid orthodoxies of
the Communist Party. (Since then Car-
valho has been removed from all offices,
demoted to major; jailed, released - and,
after all that, was a candidate for the
Presidency in the. June election, in which
he ran second. Where will he turn up next?)

Drift resisted
This jerky but persistent leftward drift
was noticed and resisted by President
Spinola before he was toppled in Septem-
ber 1974 (and, more notoriously, after-
wards by the United States and by
NATO). It had been resisted also by the
middle parties, most notably the Socialists,
by many officers, and by those "Paleo-
capitalists" who emerged after the revolu-
tion to see what they could pick up. Now
a new President, General Antonio Ramalho
Eanes, has completed the containment of
the left. This leaves the Portuguese won-
dering: "Who will then contain the right?"

In the two-and-a-third years since
the revolution Portugal has had seven
Governments, four Prime Ministers, three
Presidents, three elections (and, it is to be
noted, a small fraction of the number of
deaths that occur in Lebanon in one day
of that national disputation). That is a
lot of politics in a short time, but circum-
stances are unlikely to permit any let-up.
Those circumstances recently have, in-
cluded: the dissolution of the Portuguese
empire; the reception of some half-million
Rerournados, destitute refugees from the
colonies (primarily from Angola), mostly
white; the reduction of the armed forces
from 200,000 to about 30,000; the near
disappear?nce of the tourist trade, of
foreign investment, of emigrant remit-
tar,ces, and of foreign-exchange reserves;
huge. trade deficits; unemployment, by
some estimates as high as 20 per cent;
inflation at more than 25 per cent; and a
perilous housing shortage.

The refugees account for the pressure
on housing and employment, and for the
first racial problems for European Portu-
gal. These miserable homeless ones create
all the social problems of a sudden, large,
unti•relcome and idle group in the heart of
Lisbon, where they spill out of their
Government-provided, laundry-trimmed

luxury hotels every day into Rossio
Square, there to curse the Government
and to hate the leftists. This is the nastiest
element in Portugal's present and future.
The spawning of reactionary parties, of
para-military police and "justice brigades",
of street gangs and crime, give the promise
of much future unpleasantness.

Short of an uprising, however, the
political institutions should remain fixed
for the next few years. Two elections in Two elections
1976 have returned a National Assembly without
and a directly-elected President. Neither surprises
election contained surprises. In the As-
sembly voting, the Socialist Party main-
tained its position as the most popular,
with a slight decline to 35 per cent of the
popular vote. The Popular Democrats
(liberal) gained slightly, to 26 per cent.
The Centre Democrats i(conservative)
doubled their percentage to 16 and re-
placed the Communists in third place. The
Communist Party increased its percentage
by two points, to 14.5, dropping to fourth
position. Mario Soares, the Socialist leader,
has refused to head a coalition, and has
been allowed by the President to form a
minority Government, which needs the
support of only one of the other three
major parties on any issue.

In the Presidential election in June,
General Ramalho Eanes, former Army
Chief of Staff, was supported by the three
non-Communist parties and won an easy
victory, with 62 per cent of the vote. Non-
party candidates Major Carvalho and the
stricken outgoing Premier, José Pinheiro
de Azevado, ran a poor second and third,
with the Communist candidate Octavio
Pato trailing in fourth place with only
7.5 per cent, half that party'9 share of the
earlier Assembly vote.

Return of discipline
President Eanes (The Enforcer?) has
declared his determination to bring back
discipline. That is an ominous promise if
it means the breaking of heads and the

recommissioning of the political prisons

(which even now are said to hold between

1,000 and 2,000 persons - mostly losers
from the old regime).

One is entitled to be more hopeful.
President Eanes is a professional soldier

of excellent reputation, and is unlikely to

make himself the tool of the vengeful right

or of the adventuring left. This should

mean that those flirtations are over for the

MFA too, giving Mario Soares and his
Socialist minority Government a chance
to treat the economic wounds, while the

social ones wait to scab over on their own

- perhaps to be picked another day.

New President
has excellent
reputation
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Economic debility is by far Portugal's
greatest agony. It is also the one that is
most amenable to help from friendly out-

"siders. When the gifts and loans have
provided their puny short-run palliation,
most of the job remains to be done. It is
here that a country like Canada can be
helpful. There is trade; there are fish to be
caught and wines to be bought. There is
another specially Canadian way to help
out a hard-pressed, overpopulated land.
Portugal is paying today the price of
having played the European game of

"empire" too hard, and of having failed
to quit in time. We were all once part of
that system, and perhaps we should not
just stand by_ and watch Portugal writhe,
because it writhes for us all. What about
considering what many Portuguese have
already suggested, and offering refuge to
some of the Retournados who are bedevil-
ling Portugal's reconstruction efforts, even
though they may not be refugees in the
technical sense? That would be a small
gesture to a decent people who have suf-
fered much.

Difficult road to democracy
for Spain after Franco

By J.-P. Thouez

General Franco dominated the life of Spain
for more than 35 years, and the majority
of Spaniards alive today have known no
Spain but his._ While some Spaniards still
accept an authoritarian regime, others
want a democratic system more closely re-
sembling those in the European Commu-
nity and the English-speaking world. It is
the latter, ever-growing portion of the
population that is likely to change the
political structure of the country. In many
parts of society, the signs of protest have
become more and more obvious since the
death of Carrero Blanco on December 20,
1973. Faced with this situation, the monar-
chy and the Government of Arias Novarro
are trying to work out a new policy that
would recognize the existence of the aspi-
rations of the democratic forces. At present,
these attempts at reform appear halting
because they are still meeting with certain
obstacles: the weight of Francoism in polit-
ical life, the attitudes held by King Juan

Professor Thouez teaches in the Depart-
ment of Geography at the University of
Sherbrooke. A native of France, he was
educated and worked there before joining
the Sherbrooke faculty in 1970. He has
also worked in the private sector in Spain
and the United States, and has published
a number of articles in international
journals. The views expressed here are
those of Dr. Thouez.

Carlos and the political institutions, the
division in the anti-Francoist forces and
the role of the regional movements. We
shall analyse each of these to see if we can
discern in them possible bases for a peace.
ful transition to democracy.

Franco's legacy
Franco depended on a kind of charismatic
legitimacy, which enabled him to employ a
certain number of ideological images - the
Spain of the Crusades, of institutionali^.a-
tion, of development. This mystical dimen-
sion attached to Franco by the Spanish
bourgeoisie can also be seen in the office o;
head of state, in the formal constitution, in
the application of laws and regulations ,
characterized as repressive, and in the de-
sire to set up a monarchical, Catholic, arti-
Communist, authoritarian and centralized
Spain. By making use of force and ne-ver
seeking the free consent of those he had
conquered during the Civil War, Frarco
obtained a result that very clearly has not
won the unanimous support of the Span{sh
people. In effect, the democratic opposition
(liberals, socialists, Christian Democrats,
Basque nationalists, Catalan separatists,
Carlists, Juanists and others) and the
members of the national conservative co-
alition have sought to obtain the abandon-
ment of this "organic democracy" and the
acceptance of reforms that, while not
large, could lead the regime gradually
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1 the authoritarian regime, has been con-

judicial and institutional apparatus of the
Franco regime, the anti-terrorist laws still
in force and the laws concerning freedom
of association, freedom of speech and so
on. Thus the oligarchy, trying to maintain

tion, or if one looks at the still-functioning

the present as defined by these same insti-
tutions. Moreover, it appears that the
elements favouring the self-democratiza-
tion of the regime are absent, if one con-
siders the personal histories of the members
of the Navarro Government and the plans
of that Government, which are limited to
adapting and adjusting the institutional
system to the demands of each new situa-

1 source of a political future different from

fronted with an impasse. The only way out
would be by means of change, but to
change the system's structures would be
to come_ up against enormous difficulties.
There is no sector where the contradictions
are more concrete or more profound. The
recent events in Madrid, Pamplona and
Barcelona point to the existence of a large
gap between what the law permits and
what the Government admits. A schism
with respect to judicial and institutional
legality exists between the attempts at
repression and those aimed at tolerance.

Little evidence
the office o;^ There is little evidence at present of a

,titution, in situation favouring the transformation of

regulations
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Fiancoism into even a limited democracy.
The election of the 41 presidents of the
députaciones provinciales was conducted
from closed lists; nearly all the civil gover-
nors were returned to office; the postal
and railway employees were drafted; the

rar, Frar.co National Council of the Movement is dom-

irly has not inated by the Falangist leaders (later to

.he Spanish become the Senate). A partial election for
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political effect was almost zero. Finally,
the Carbonellas reform was put at the
bottom of the list. In effect, the political
pragmatism practised by the present Gov-

; ernment has given the ultras and the
conservatives time to strengthen their

while not Positions and alliances. At the same time,
gradually however, as the whole society evolves, the

regime can no longer shut itself off; nor
can it continue its repressive methods or
continue its national development policy
of following in the wake of change, which
Spain has been subject to since 1957, with-
out exacerbating the situation in which the
national communities that make up the
Spanish state find themselves. The country
thus is immobilized at a time when it must
face up to serious economic problems.

Ranking tenth
Spain is a country of 35 million people,
which ranks tenth among the industrial
nations, first in tourism, sixth in naval
construction and ninth in metal-processing
industries. The per capita income is $2,500,
giving it first place among the countries of
Mediterranean Europe. It has, however,
been affected by the world economic crisis
and, according to the opposition, has one
million unemployed, or over 300,000 ac-
cording to official figures. Inflation, re-
ported at 25 per cent in 1975, the devalua-
tion of the peseta, the export debt, which,
despite substantial gold and currency
reserves compared with its external trade
reached record levels, are some signs of the
current economic problem. In other words,
Spain, with its relatively recent economic
expansion, is still very sensitive to interna-
tional circumstances. Its safety devices are
much less effective than those of the large
industrialized countries of the capitalist
world.

The three cornerstones of the eco- Cornerstones
nomic miracle - tourism, repatriation of of economy
funds by emigrants and foreign invest- affected by
ments - have been affected by "stagfla- "stagflation"
tion" and are still sensitive to the uncer-
tain political climate. Although political
guarantees still appear to be able to attract
foreign investors (for example, Ford to
Valencia), social upheavals are increasing-
ly frequent and violent. The repressive
violence the regime has used in response to
the claims of the nationalists and the de-
mands for democratic freedoms has led
inevitably to a political backlash, of which
the armed conflict by the ETA in the
Basque country, the violent campaign by
FRAP and the terrorist methods of the
"parallel police" and of uncontrolled indi-
viduals are the best-known manifestations.

This disorder is an indication of the
political failure of the Caudillo and his suc-
cessor. At present it can be seen that a

large part of the conservative faction is

beginning to demand greater independence

from the regime. This is true of the

"TACITO" group led by M. Oreja, José

L. Alvarez and A. Ossorio, which includes

members of the ACNP (National Catholic

Association of Propagandists) but has a
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tendency to differentiate itself from the
other sectors of the ACNP. It applies also
to the financial sector, centred in the large
private banks and directly or indirectly
controlling the entire financial life of the
country and much of its industrial life as
well. The phenomenon has been seen quite
clearly since the resignation of Barrera de
Irinio as the Minister of Finance. Admit-
tedly, contacts already existed between
the economic leaders and most of the
parties and groups in the democratic oppo-

sition. It is also true of the judiciary,
whose relative independence with regard
to power was shown in its opposition to
special jurisdictions responsible for polit-
ical repression.. Its democratic militancy
expressed itself in the organization of a
"democratic justice". This kind of attitude
within the public service is not unique, as
witnessed by the existence of "democratic
juntas" in various sectors of the adminis-
tration. The same can be said of the army,
which is generally considered to be a pillar
of the state. Although the available infor-
mation on this institution is contradictory,
the army does not seem to intend to play
an active role as the Portuguese army did.
In any case, until now it has refused to
take on any repressive or police-type

duties. Moreover, some resistance-minded
groups, such as the Democratic Military
Union, have begun to appear, as indicated
by the recent arrests and the convictions
that followed. In contrast to the para-
military forces (the Civil Guard, for exam-
ple), the army puts the emphasis on
economic and social progress, reform and

belonging to Europe.
The forces of the extreme right (the

"Bunker") thus appear to be more and
more isolated but at the same time more
and more active and, when pointed to as a
potential threat, serve the purpose of those
who, under the guise of the gradual evolu-
tion of Francoism, are actually trying to
maintain the status quo. It seems that
their strength derives from the presence of
the guerilleros (Guerillas of Christ the
King) of S. Covisa, who have been par-

ticularly active in Madrid against the
University and the press, from a small core
of "blue generals" (the term comes from
their participation in the "Blue Division"
that fought with the Nazis against the
Soviet troops), from the "brotherhood of
sublieutenants" of the Civil War, the
Falangists, the political police and the
parallel police. Their position is expressed
by Alcazar (an extreme-right Catholic
daily), Arriba (the Falangist organ),
Pueblo and ABC (monarchist). In addi-
tion, it can take on another, more insidious
form, that of a crusade against Commu-

nism. and in this way it rallies a con
siderable part of the right and centre-right

This situation is encouraged bq'
Government pronouncements. According
to Mr. Irribarne, First Vice-President
and Minister of the Interior4 the Com.
munist Party will not be legally recog.
nized. Doubts about this party's demo.
cratic sincerity (and similar doubts
about other parties, especially those
on the extreme left) will diminish
the effect of the general elections thatl {
Mr. Navarro expects in March 1977.
The preferred approach is to make certain
gestures and to lean towards forms of
reconciliation that make all forward-look.
ing attempts appear more ambiguous. Th
return from exile of such "historicaP"
figures as C. Sanchez Aborno and At
Madariaga, the appearance of new dailies
such as AUui ("Today" in the Catalan
language) and El Pais, the first since 1939,
and the recent decree providing pensions
to Republicans wounded in the Civil lNar
are all examples of such gestures. Other
actions, in contrast, show more clearly hm
small a margin for manouevring has been
left to the opposition: the many arrests on
both the left and right, including those af
A. Garcia-Trevijano (an adviser to 'Don
Juan) and the economist Tamanes, the
pressure exerted on newspapers such as
DoBlon Cambio 16, and the virtual banish
ment of certain political figures such as
Prince Hugues de Bourbon-Parma, the
leader of the Carlists.

Reforms .
As for reforms, such as that of the penal
code, indications like the maintenance
of the anti-terrorist law make it clear
that the Navarro Government is still
following the rule of sanctions and excep•
tions. The same is true for constitutional
reform dealing with democratic freedoms,
institutional change and the decentra?iza•
tion of power. Such reforms appear to be
in vain because they are too little and too
late, though some observers see them as
indicating a measure of progress. The
themes of the present Government that
can be gleaned from the Spanish rress
echo strangely those invoked by the Franco
regime: unity, sovereignty, integrity of th
country, and recently, on the occasion 0
the twentieth anniversary of the founding
of Cesedin (the Centre for Advanced
Studies in National Defence), family, roll
gion and country. This resistance to
change can be seen in the recent appoint,
ment of men from Opus Dei - Lopez
Bravo (chairman of the commissior_ on
basic legislation in the Cortes) and Lopei
Rodo - as well as in the composition anti
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role of the Council of the Realm presided

M. de Areilza, Minister of Foreign Affairs

stages before the legislative elections,

?over by Torreccato Fernandez Miranda
(also President of the Cortes) and of the
National Council of the Movement.

One can, of course, wonder how José

ind acknowledged leader of the reformists
n the Governrnent, can, without the inter-
lention of the King, persuade the right
wing to accept as necessary reforms that
the democratic opposition considers to be
nere starting-points. This opposition con-
',iders the revision of the penal code and
the new law on political associations and
civil rights as the necessary preliminary

Spain's first since 1936. In general, the
essence of democracy cannot be waived.
Different ways and means may be found of
putting it into practice, but the exercise of
civil rights cannot be negated out of hand.

Compleg opposition
In this respect, it can be seen that analysis
of the opposition in Spanish politics is a

when most of the people have little polit-

iery complex task. Some groups or parties
feel that the structure of the regime and
the office of the head of state should be put
to a referendum. Others feel that it is too
early for self-democratization or debate on
he future of the institutions at a time

cal awaréness. For some of the opposition,
the monarchy is not legitimate; Juan
Carlos's only claim to legitimacy comes
trom Franco. For others the monarchy as
a symbol of unity may fill the role of
arbitrator. The basic difficulty lies in
achieving a general agreement among op-
position forces separated not only by
political and historical differences but also
by very divergent - even opposing -
economic interests, which come together
only.out of the need to create a structure
for political democracy capable of bringing
an end to the dictatorship.

The Democratic Junta (JD), created
in July 1974, represents the coalition
movement in the opposition forces. Its
activity has grown not only at the national
level but also at the grass-roots, in the
provinces and towns. Its purpose is to
ansure political transition by peaceful
means, but it rejects any compromise with
the present regime. It represents a total
break with the dictatorship and a rejec-

j tion of paternalism. Only the Spanish
people, through universal free suffrage, can
be the creators of the new democratic
political structures. This coalition brings
together the forces of the left and the
centre, and some from the right. Once in
Power, the JD would hope to guide the
country for a one-year period, while a new

constitution was prepared by an assembly
elected by universal suffrage following the
restoration of unrestricted political free-
dom. This is not an easy task, since a num-
ber of the partners to the agreement are
suspicious of the Communist Party. They
include the PSOE (Spanish Workers So-
cialist Party) and some Christian Dem-
ocrat leaders. Consequently, the agreement
between constituent forces of the JD re-
mains fragile. This is also the case in
provinces where the Junta's position is
seen as too centralist and where other
possibilities exist for forming alliances -
for example, the Assembly of Catalonia.

Nevertheless, the growth of the JD's
activities constitutes an important event
in the political evolution of Spain. It has
the support of liberal monarchists, includ-
ing Rafael Calvo Serer, of^ the Popular
Democratic Party of G. Robles (Christian
Democrat), and of the democratic left led
by Ruiz Gimenez, to the great disappoint-
ment of the Catholic daily Ya, which sup-
ports the Spanish Social Democratic Union
of F. Silva Munôz. It is difficult to analyse
the structure and strength of the opposi-
tion, partly because of the formidable num-
ber of groups and parties (the magazine
Informaciones lists 23 acronyms for the
socialist parties and organizations and
more than double that number for those
of the Christian Democrat type) and the
non-existence of democratic elections.

One can refer to the objectives de-
scribed in the platform of the democratic
coalition, which, in addition to the proce-
dure outlined for establishing a democratic
system, includes the following points: a
general amnesty (return of political ex-
iles), recognition of political and labour-
union rights, legalizing of political parties,
support of a pluralist system, and reinsta-
tement of human rights and of the free-
doms of speech, press and assembly. For
the Republican government-in-exile, the
declaration of July 20, 1974, left no ques-
tion that the installation of a provisional
government, a true government of recon-
ciliation, could lead only to the creation of
republican institutions. Such a govern-
ment, as described by A. Machado in 1938
in La Vangevardia, would be capable of
establishing, moral unity, the bonds of
brotherhood and renewed confidence. Cer-
tainly, it would be dangerous to struggle
for democracy, and win it, under the illu-
sion that its mere existence would solve
all problems. Democracy is not a magical
power; it requires organization, security
and order.

The fact remains that the desire for
democracy, as seen today in the formation
of democratic juntas, must become reality,

Objectives
of coalition
platform



Repression
of demands
has led to
protest

as R. Chao pointed out in his book Apres

Franco, l'Espagne, published in Paris in
1975. While the integration of the anti-
Franco political . organizations develops
from discussions between leaders, the es-
tablishment of relations at lower levels is
still largely a function of demands by such
national minorities as the Basque (Euzka-

di), Catalan, Galician, Andalusian, Cana-
rian and Valencian peoples.

Catalonia
This discussion will concentrate on the
first two minorities, which are considered
to be the most important. Here, too, it is
difficult to evaluate the political parties
and groups; the same is true of the labour
organizations. Nonetheless, it cannot be
denied that the recent events in Vitoria,
Madrid, Pamplona and Barcelona reveal a
body of facts that claim our attention.
In the first place, certain of the demands
are of a decidedly social nature; this is
true of the unrest in the Asturias, Andal-
usia and Galicia, which turned into a
confrontation with the local employers
concerning improved working conditions
and salaries. Other demands, as in Vitoria,
when they were met with brutal repression,
found expression in vigorous protest
against the local authorities, who had been
appointed by the central Government.

Finally, certain events have spot-
lighted the national resistance, including
these examples from Catalonia: in Decem-
ber 1970, the 300 Catalan intellectuals
meeting in the monastery of Montserrat
were arrested; in October 1973, it was the
turn of 113 persons assembled in the
church of Santa Maria de Medianera; in
September 1974, 77 people were accused
of having met in the convent of Escolapras
de Sabadell in suburban Barcelona to dis-
cuss the recent announcement of the Dem-
ocratic Junta. Finally, in October 1974,
more than 3,000 people demonstrating
their support for the Assembly of Catalo-
nia (AC), founded in 1971, were dispersed
by the police.

It should be noted that the main goal
of the AC is the establishment of the
Catalan nation with its own government.
Thus, if at first sight the program of the
AC resembles the 12 points of the JD, the
fundamental difference is found in one
section that reads as follows: "The recog-
nition, within the unity of the Spanish
state, of the political personality of the
Catalan, Basque and Galician peoples and
of all other democratically-constituted
regional communities." Between the self-
determination proposed by the AC and the
JD's recognition of the political person-
ality of a people, there is certainly room to
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manoeuvre and find a conimon strategy.
Their publication Els partits politicas en
la Catali.cnÿa d'avui (Political Parties in
Catalonia Today) shows that the AC; in
contrast to the JD, draws support from all
sectors of the opposition. Moreover, the
political parties. with roots in Catalonia
have formed the Commissio coordinad:ora
de forces politicas de Catalunya (the
CCFPC), which works with the AC but is
open to all political variants, whatev.er
size of group they represent.

Let us note that most of these anti-
Franco groups possess a regional compo-
nent within the AC and a national com-
ponent within the JD. At the regional
level, the concern is for operations, co-
ordination, and leadership; at the national
level, for the transmission through a?iai-
son committee of demands from the lower
levels. In a September 1974 communiçué,
the PSOE (Spanish Workers Socialist
Party) described the JD as an imperfect
version of the CCFPC; in other words, it
lacked the general representative quality
of the 11C. Not all parties belong to the
AC, however; among those not belonging
is the Convergencia sociodemocrata led by
J. Raventos, which combines the Trot-
skyites of the POUM and the anarchists
of the CNT, although there are plans to
join eventually. These differences between
the JD and the AC ought not to obscure
the fact that the national minorities are
opposed, often vigorously, to the dominant
cultural and political system.

In Catalonia, history is everywhere,
whether one considers the 1812-23 man-
communitat formula inspired by Pralt de
la Riba, the founder of the Llega regio: tal-
ista (made up of the four provinces of
Barcelona, Gerona, Lérida and Tarrago-
na), or the 1932 statute of autonomy and
the autonomous government of the gen-

eralidad from 1931 to 1939. This was a
backward step in status, since the central
Government, whether republican, fascist
or monarchist, has never been able to
settle the problem of the national minor-
ities in a coherent manner. Culture, lan-
guage, costume, the customs - history
pervades. them all. Catalans have not ;or-
given the Caudillo's Government for the
events of the war, and Barcelona remains
the great rival of Madrid. Management
engages in modern-style discussions vv'ith
workers, who are well-organized and c^)m-
bative. The economy appears to be strong.
Intellectuals and academics are thoror:gh-
ly involved in the democratic process.
Within the context of the Spanish st.rte,
the Catalan bourgeoisie is left, liberal and
European. As for the middle and lower
classes, the vecinos (neighbourhood asso-
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Europa Press Photo

In preparation for his own demise, General Franco groomed Prince Juan Carlos as his
successor, thereby opening the way for a return of a monarchical system of government
to Spain after 35 years as a republic. Juan Carlos is pictured here during one of his
nmany public appearances with General Franco during that grooming process.

ciations - 120 in Barcelona, for example)
have already confirmed their experience
14ith direct democracy. Finally, the Cath-
olic hierarchy, led by the Archbishop of
Barcelona, has clearly given its support to
the post-conciliar bishops.

Ideological weapon
In short, "Catalanism" remains a con-
siderable ideological weapon within the
regime. In 1966 this was shown in the
formation of a group of Catalan deputies
in, the Cortes. Moreover, it affects the
anti-Franco groups: the PSUC has split
from the Spanish Comunist Party (PCE),
although its leader, G. L. Raimundo, is

close to CarrilIo's group. The PTE (Spa-
nish Labour Party), which was itself born
of the 1967 schism with the PSUC, the
Spanish Marxist-Leninists, the Spanish
Communist organization (OCE) and Ban-
deja (the Red Flag) have felt obliged
to make a choice and nearly all have a
Catalan base. Outside the parties of the
extreme left and the Communist left, the
goal is clear, to such a degree that for some
time the other groups refused to partici-
pate in the JD, citing the ambiguity of its
position on the national minorities. This
was the case of the Democratic Left of
Catalonia, led by Fargas, which is recog-
nized by European liberals and recom-



Existence
of minorities
recognized

mends the application of the 1932 statute
of autonomy. Other groups advocate a new
definition of this statute to provide for
total independence. It is true that Catal-
onia is still Spain's richest province, pro-
viding 25 per cent of the national revenue
and drawing only 8 per cent of the pro-
ceeds. The Central Government is aware
of this problem. Recently (February
1976), in a speech delivered in Catalan,
the King recognized the existence of the
Catalan, Basque and Galician minorities.
This was a gesture that may show some of
the disintegration of the Franco state.

This national problem cannot mask
the social problem, the political growth of
these minorities.- It will depend partly on
the force of the demands made in the
working-class suburbs of Barcelona (Tar-
assa, Sabadell, Badolona, Llogregat, Cor-
nella and Baux), where the strike com-
mittees are active and where the workers'
committees are still 90 percent dominated
by the Communists. The promised reforms,
such as the creation of a commission to
study a specific administrative system for
the four provinces, seem insignificant in
comparison to the demands. Others, such
as those relating to the recognition of the
Catalan language and its teaching, leave
the Catalans dissatisfied.

Basque antagonism
In the Basque country (Euzkadi) the
situation is different. A long tradition of
antagonism exists between the nationalists
of ETA and the Spanish left-wing groups.
But the differences are concealed by the
repression that is applied indiscriminately.
The strike of December 1974 and the
events in Vitoria, Bilbao and Pamplona in
1976 are examples. The activities are iso-
lated but lack co-ordination. Of course, the
working class is a recent phenomenon in
this area. The extreme-left groups, the
PSOE (Spanish Workers' Socialist Party),
the STV (Solidarity of Basque Labour),
the ORT (Revolutionary Workers' Orga-
nization, with Maoist leanings) surprised
the Communists as much by their presence
(they monopolize some workers' commit-
tees) as by the violent street activities in
which they engage. It is unlikely that
these groups would form a regional junta.
Moreover, the nationalist parties such as
ETAV and the Basque Nationalist Party
(PNB) do not intend to join forces with
the JD unless the JD guarantees self-
determination for the national minorities.
For the other regional and national minor-
ities - the creation of regional juntas is
already a reality in Euzkadi - the problem
of political maturity still remains. Behind
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anti-Franco activity lies a coherent policy
of co-ordination and representation.

One can thus agree with J. Savez
Oller, author of L'Espoir demeure (Hope
Still Exists), published in Lyons in 1975,
that the country has set out on a difficult
and irreversible journey. Among the parti-
sans of revolution (FRAP or other organi.
zations) and those that merely advocate
reform, the consensus is for the liquidation
of the fascist system and the proclamation
of democratic freedoms. In the immediate
future is a struggle for freedom involving
ever-growing numbers of the Spanish
people. This trend to pluralism suggests
that all groups have a right to exist by
virtue of the principle that all ideas can be
tolerated even though one does not share
them. In this sense, the United States
warning about Communist participation
in the Government (the same has been
applied to- Italy and France as well) is
harmful because it strikes at the pride of
the peoples involved and can only ag-
gravate the political chaos in these coun-
tries.

It is true that the American interests
are still substantial, as shown by the terms
for the renewal of American involvement,
and that Spain has a key position at the
Western entry to the Mediterranean,
which may lead eventually to its joining
NATO. In the face of .such a situation, it
seems more pragmatic for Spain to con-
sider the possibility of eventuailÿ joining
the EEC as completely natural for geog-
raphicaI, historical and cultural reasons.
This will not be possible unless the institu-
tions and principles are acceptable under
the Treaty of Rome. On March 12, ^975,
the JD participated as an observer at a
plenary session of the European Parlia-
ment in Strasbourg; in this way it rep-
resented the democratic side of Spain.

The transition towards democrac;.= has
thus begun; it can be neither slowed no
stopped - the resulting political and social
crisis would be immeasurable. This transi-
tion presupposes a thorough change in
the system. The question then arises of
whether the Government has any desire
for such a change. If the response is neg-
ative, it would be up to the King to form
a Government of national reconciliation for
a transitional period. Such a Govern_.nent
would have to take the demands of the
national minorities into account. Whatever
the future may bring, the evolution no'6
under way marks a new era in the po;itical
life of Spain. The survival of Fran::oism
appears increasingly anachronistic, espe-
cially in view of the elimination of Salazar-
ism in Portugal.
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The people of China deeply mourn the loss
in death of their highly-respected teacher,
liberator_ and Chairman, Mao Tse-tung.
They do not, however, mourn in despair.
They have themselves participated enthusi-
astically in the prodigious efforts required
to create a new China. They mourn, there-
fore, in gratitude to and praise for the first
philosopher in the history of China who
not only understood them but trusted
them despite their illiteracy. The people
give Mao Tse-tung the credit for laying
the dynamic, ideological basis upon which
an entirely new China is being built. They
are naturally proud of their own partici-
pation in these achievements but they are
always conscious that is was the Chairman
who inspired them by his faith in them.
They admit that China has merely
achieved a good beginning and they are de-
termined to work for a still brighter future.

For the people of China, Mao's type of
socialism is providing an infinitely better
life than the poverty, misery, disease, filth,
hunger and starvation which characterized
the life of the poor before the People's
Republic of China was established in 1949.
They are, therefore, determined to con-
tinue the revolution to modernize China.

The people of China know that no one
will be found able to fill the shoes left
vacant by Mao Tse-tung. That, however,
will be neither necessary nor tragic. Mao's
work has been done too well; and in some
respects has been completed. That does
not mean that the revolutionary changes
have also been completed. Mao has com-
pleied only the work necessary for the
good beginning. He has, however, given the
imi,etus for others to continue along the
same lines. There will be changes. The
Chinese are intelligent and will undoubted-
lY continue the revolution, adapting it to
changing conditions in new developments.

Mao Tse-tung witnessed the tre-
mendous release of energy which is to-
day characteristic of China's youth, new
peasants, new workers and new intellec-
tua.ls. The new citizens of China - Han,
Mongol, Moslem, Tibetan, Uighur, Miao,

MAO TSE-TUNG

Yao and all other minority groups - are
now united as citizens of one country and
are determined to remain united. Measured
in terms of the number of human beings
involved (one-quarter of the human race)
and in terms of the length of time involved
(a quarter of a century), Mao Tse-tung
will go down in the history of mankind as
the greatest revolutionary leader of all
time.

In the West, it took two and a half
centuries to move from feudalism through
the Renaissance and the Industrial Rev-
olution to the modernization of today. The
Chinese people have been catapulted in
two and a half decades from an ancient,
corrupt and hopelessly decadent feudal
society to a, relatively high standard in
every aspect of an infinitely better life.
China, of course, benefited from the ex-
perience of the West by adopting some of

Chester Ronning retired f rom the
Canadian diplomatic service in 1965. A
Far Eastern expert, he was the last
Canadian Chargé d'Affaires in Nanking
at the time of the Chinese Revolution. The
views expressed are those of Mr. Ronning.



the beneficial aspects of Western develop- important changes affecting the social

ment and avoiding some of the detri- structure of China and that changes are

mental aspects of Western life. Many car.ried out only after approval. Mao ac-

aspects of the new ideological basis cepted Lenin's theory of "democratic cen-

of modern China developed by Mao tralism". He differed, - however, with

Tse-tung were precipitated " by Western Lenin's concept that "centralism" was the

thought with Mao's modifications to more important aspect of the combination.

adapt it to the different situation existing Mao, who had complete faith in Chinese

in China. peasants, stressed that for China it was

Not a magician
How could Mao Tse-tung accomplish so
much so quickly? In the first place, he was
not a magician. He did not accomplish it
by magic. Also, he could never have
achieved so much so quickly had he not
been assisted by -a host of colleagues in-
cluding, especially, 'Chou En-lai. Nor
could he have. brought about the vast
changes which have taken place in all
parts of the enormous area of China if it
had not been for the enthusiastic co-oper-
ation of the people of China - the peas-
ants, and the new intellectuals - and the
unbounded energy of. the young people.

Mao Tse-tung, nevertheless, deserves
the credit for laying the foundation for a
new socialist China and for working out a
policy especially adapted to the needs of
the people and, which, therefore, captured
the imagination of the masses who parti-
cipated willingly and enthusiastically in
the arduous labour involved. They also
shared in reaching decisions regarding
immediate objectives and the ways and
means of attaining desired results. That
was the secret of Mao's successes.

Some Western observers conclude
that the astounding achievements in
China are possible only under the des-
potic rule of a totalitarian dictatorship.
Ipso facto, China is a totalitarian dictator-
ship and Mao is the ruthless, despotic
ruler. How completely and utterly wrong
they are.

I wish they could speak Chinese -
with a Hsiangyang accent, of course - and
visit a commune near my birthplace to
attend a meeting of the young people of a
production team. They would soon learn
how young peasants are excited about their
new tractors, plows, discs and harrows,
and their new bulldozer, and even their
mini-tractors, but especially their personal
bicycles. I wish that people who think Mao
was a dictator could listen to these literate
and educated young enthusiasts discuss
the pros and cons of the latest methods
of seed-selection, the trips they have made
to distant parts of China, football (soccer)

and ping-pong.
People who condemn Mao as a dicta-

tor do not know that educational cam-
paigns precede the introduction of all
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most important that the "democratic"
aspect of a strong government be given
greater weight. He, therefore, insisted that
all Party cadres must not only encourage
peasants to express- their opinions but be
directed by those opinions. Cadres are
required to use their hands to participate
in actual manual labour together with the
peasants in order fully to understand their
attitudes. The tendencies of cadres to
drift back into the habits of old Chinese
bureaucrats, with long fingernails to show
how they despise work, have been effect-
ively stopped by the great proletarian
cultural revolution.

That is what the May Seven`:h
Schools, initiated by Mao, were all about.
Every foreign service o$"icer, public execu-
tive, Party cadre and administrator, city or
rural, attended these schools for short or
lengthy terms. Mao wanted no return to
another élite who never engaged in hand
labour and therefore did not understand
the basic peasants and workers of China.

Trial and error
Was Mao without fault? Did he never
make mistakes? The : honest reply, of
course, is that in introducing new revolu-
tionary changes errors are bound to take
place. Mao Tse-tung and his colleagues
used the trial and error method in trying
out innovations and errors did occur -
some of them serious. The redeeming
feature of the trial-and-error method is
that errors are anticipated and, therefore,
are more easily corrected. If the desired
objective proved to be unattainable, a
venture was either postponed for a more
propitious time or abandoned.

Mao Tse-tung has been falsely ac-
cused of wholesale, ruthless, mass execu-
tions, especially of landlords, when land
was distributed to the peasants. The fact
is that in many parts of China landlords
were treated with relative benevolence.
For example, when land was distributed in
the area where I was born, the landlords
were allowed to keep exactly the sar:ae
amount of land as each of their tenants.
The acreage received depended in each
case on the size of the family. I know that
some landlords with whom I had been
previously acquainted requested their sons
to return home to increase the acreage
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peasant to death as an example to prevent
laziness. In the past such landlords were
not held responsible and went unpunished.
After liberation they suffered vicious re-
taliation and were executed by the thou-
sauds after trial in people's courts. The
niunbers executed, however, have been
grossly exaggerated,

Mao was severely criticized by foreign
ohservers. for the "Great Leap Forward"
and the "Great Proletarian Cultural Rev-
olution". Both of them had some bad
ef*ects in cities. In the rural areas, on the
other hand, they caused no serious disturb-
ances and, in the long run, both have had
beneficial results. The Great Leap did raise
agricultural production and the Cultural
Revolution stopped the tendency of cadres
to fall into the trap of becoming mandarins.

Communes
One of the many secrets of success of Mao
Tse-tung and Chou En-lai was the new

tarins which made mechanization impos-

with enthusiasm because it retained some

commune to replace the small individual

sible. The peasants accepted the proposal

of the good aspects of the patriarchal
family while promising better yields and
less back-breaking work. The members of
the old patriarchal family became the new
"production team" - the basic unit of the
new system. They brought with them their
former interdependence, co-operation and
ability to work together in harmony. All
of the production teams in the area around
one village became the new "production
brigade". It retained for co-operative use
the old threshing floor, flails, rolling-stones
and all the equipment for -co-operative
threshing. All of the production brigades
in a country became the new "commune".
All of the communes in a province co-oper-
ated with each other through the provin-
cial authorities, and through them pro-
duced national co-operation.

It is not strange that the "commune"
idea was welcomed by the peasants. In a
co,.nmune near my birthplace, I counted
four large tractors and eight medium trac-
tors plowing, disking and harrowing in two
large fields which a giant bulldozer had
levelled. The bulldozer was busy levelling
a third field. There were a score of two-
wheeled mini-tractors called "to' la chi"
(carry-and-pull machine). That is exactly
what they were doing as they flitted back

and forth all over the place doing the
back-breaking work of former days. The
target date for complete mechanization of
farming in China is 1980. That objective
will most likely be realized.

Mechanization, irrigation, fertilizers,
drainage and scientific development of
improved seed have enabled the peasants
to produce more than sufficient food for
China's 800,000,000 people and they are
able to export food to other parts of Asia
and some to Africa. The standard of living
of the masses, especially with respect to
food and clothing, has been raised to levels
so high there is no longer any comparison
with the old days when millions perished
every year from cold and starvation. The
quality and quantity of food available to
the masses today are better and greater
than that which privileged classes enjoyed
before 1949.

Clothing is also available to all in
infinitely greater quantity, quality and
variety than before. Housing, however,
although better, is by no means adequate
in outlying districts and in a few still over-
crowded and congested cities.

Literacy
Food, clothing and shelter, no matter how
great in abundance or good in quality, did
not raise the peasants to the level of the
scholar class. One of the secrets of Mao's
success, and in many ways the most impor-
tant, was his concern that peasants be
given opportunities to become literate and
educated. That would not only enable
them to become informed of what was
happening around the world but elevate
them to equality with the educated élite.
Literacy fosters liberty. Without it, a
human being accepts inferiority. Classes
for adults were organized immediately
after liberation. All kinds of educational
institutions, from the kindergarten to the
university, were provided throughout
China. The result is that today people of
30 years and under are 100 percent literate.

All of the secrets of Mao's successes
in changing China were dependent on the
basic principle of first changing the en-
vironment to make it conducive to better
social behaviour. The first task, therefore,
was the necessary provision of a sufficient
quantity and quality of food, clothing and
shelter. Only after that could, education,
democratic participation, the energy of
youth and all other secrets of success
change the behaviour patterns and social
consciousness that are rapidly modernizing
and developing a new social order in China.



PM in Cuba...

I read with interest George Radwanski's article on Trudeau's visit to Cuba.
(International Perspectives, May/June 1976)

In his defence of the PM's visit, the author makes the point that past experience
with countries like Cuba, South Africa and Rhodesia has shown that treating nations as
international outlaws neither topples their governments nor modifies this behaviour.

If this is the attitude we are to take, then it should be applied equally to all
countries, regardless of whether we fully agree with their policies or not.

Unfortunately, our Government has double standards, because it is treating
Rhodesia (and, to a lesser degree, South Africa) as an international outlaw. Rhodesians
have recently been denied entry visas to Canada, while at the same time Cuban trainees
travel in this country at CIDA's ( i.e. our) expense.

Such exaggerated expression of friendship to a country generally hostile towards
Western democracies and simultaneous self-righteous condemnation of others I
personally fixid bewildering.

S. Freyman

Hail and farewell
The Cabinet shuffle announced by

Prime Minister Trudeau on September
14, 1976, brought a change of ministers
to the Department of External Affairs.
The Honourable Allan J. MacEachen
has been replaced by the Honourable
Don Jamieson. Mr. Jamieson comes to
External Affairs from the Department of
Industry, Trade and Commerce. He has
been a Member of Parliament since
September 1966, when he was elected in
a by-election in the Burin-Burgeo con-
stituency of his native Newfoundland,
and he has been returned in the three
general elections since. Mr. Jamieson
has also held the Cabinet portfolios of
Supply and Services, Transport and
Regional Economic Expansion. He came
to Ottawa with a considerable reputation

in the broadcasting industry, includint;
four years as President of the Canadian
Association of Broadcasters. He is the
author of The Troubled Air.

In leaving External Affairs, Mr.
MacEachen is returning to his former
portfolio as President of the Privy
Council, where his main responsibilit r
will once again be in the role of House
Leader of the House of Commons. Witi
the exception of the years 1958 to 196::,
Mr. MacEachen has been a Member of
Parliament since 1953. He has served
continually in the Cabinet since he was
appointed Minister of Labour in 1963
by the then Prime Minister Lester
B. Pearson.

To Mr. Jamieson we bid "Hail" and
to Mr. MacEachen "Farewell".
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Canada and the third world: what are the
choices? Based on papers prepared for the
44th Couchiching' Conference of the Cana-
dian Institute on Public Affairs. Toronto:
Yorkminster Publishing Ltd., 1975.
183 pp.
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Canada: a middle-aged power. Toronto:
McClelland and Stewart, 1976.
293 pp.

i Hughes, G. C.
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Review Act. Toronto: Carswell, 1975.

Robert, Jean-Claude
Du Canada français au Québec libre: his-
toire d'un mouvement indépendantiste.
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323 pp.

II. Recent Articles

Blake, Roy
"Saying `no' to the alien hordes."
In Saturday Night 91:32-37 July/August
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Bumsted, J. M.
"American mouse in disguise."
In Canadian Forum 56:16-17 June/July
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In American Review of Canadian Studies 6:
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Gérin-Lajoie, Paul
"A selective strategy: Canadian aid aims
at helping countries working toward self-
reliance."
In Ceres 9:46-9 Jan/Feb 1976.

Granatstein, J. L.
"Settling the accounts: Anglo-Canadian war
finance, 1943-1945."
In Queen's Quarterly 83:234-249 Summer
1976.

el'einer, G. K.
"Canada and the New International Eco-
nomic Order."
In Canadian Public Policy 2:451-465 Sum-
mer 1976.

enry, Jacques

"La politique canadienne d'aide à la région
soudano-sahélienne."

Keenleyside, T. A.
"Career attitudes of Canadian foreign ser-
vice officers."
In Canadian Public Administration 19:208-
226 Summer 1976.

Lévesque, René
"For an independent Quebec."
In Foreign Affairs 54:734-744 July 1976.

Rugman, A. M.
"The foreign ownership debate in Canada_"
In Journal of World Trade Law 10:171-176
March/April 1976.

Wright, Richard W.
"Japan's investment in Canada."
In Business Quarterly 41:20-27 Summer
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Publications of the Department
of External Affairs

Under this heading will be found a list of
the most recent documents published by the
Department of External Affairs on international
affairs and Canadian foreign policy.

Press Releases, issued by the Departmental Press
Officer, Department of External Affairs,
Ottawa:

No. 69 (July 2, 1976) Visit to Canada in Sep-
tember by Israeli Foreign Minister Yigal
Allon.

No. 70 (July 6, 1976) Framework Agreement for

Commercial and Economic Co-operation

between Canada and the European Com-

munities - joint communiqué.

No. 71 (July 7, 1976) Canadian delegation to
the seventh session of the Conference of
Ministers of Youth and Sports from
French-speaking States, Paris, July 8 to
13, 1976.

No. 72 (July 13, 1976) Canada/United States
meeting on the East Poplar River ther-
mal generation project, Washington, July
12, 1976 -joint communiqué.

No. 73 (July 21, 1976) Canadian response to the
IJC's Third Annual Report on Water
Quality in the Great Lakes.

No. 74 (Julÿ 28, 1976) Convention between Can-
ada and Belgium for the Avoidance of
Double Taxation and the Settlement of
Other Matters with Respect to Taxes on
Income.

No. 75 (July 27, 1976) Alexander C. McEwen
sworn in as International Boundary
Commissioner for Canada.

No. 76 (July 27, 1976) Meeting with Dr. Manuel
Perez-Guerrero.



No. 77 (July 27, 1976) Convention between Can-

ada and Israel for the Avoidance of

Double Taxation and the Prévention of

Fiscal Evasion ,with Respect to Taxes on

Income and on Capital.

No. 78 (July 28, 1976) Visit of the Secretary of
State for External Affairs to the Pacific
Region.

No. 79 (July 29,'1976) Signing in Brussels on
July 26, 1976, by Canada and the mem-
ber states of the European Coal and
Steel Community of a protocol concern-
ing commercial and economic co-opera-
tion between Canada and the European
Communities.

No. 80 (July 29, 1976) Signature of Canada-
Portugal fisheries agreement.

No. 81 (August 2, 1976) Canadian delegation to
the fifth session of the Law of the Sea
Conference, New York, August 2- Sep-
tember 17, 1976.

No. 82 (August 6, 1976Y "Group of Seven" exhi-
bition tours Britain and the Soviet Union.

No. 83 (August 10, 1976) Visit of the Secretary
of State for External Affairs, to Washing-
ton, August 17 and 18.

No. 84 (August 13, 1976) George Elliott ap-
pointed Minister-Counsellor (Public Af-
fairs) in Washington.

No. 85 (August 17, 1976) Report of the Organi-
zation for Economic Co-operation and
Development on educational policies in
Canada.

No. 86 (August 16, 1976) Joint communiqué on
Garrison Diversion Unit.

No. 87 (August 23, 1976) Supplementary con-
tribution by Canada to the United Na-
tions Relief and Works Agency for the
Palestine Refugees in the Near East
(UNRWA).

No. 88 (August 30, 1976) Opening of Dr. Henry
Norman Bethune. Memorial House,
Gravenhurst, Ontario, August 30, 1976.

No. 89 (August 30, 1976) Canada-China cultural
exchange.

No. 90 (August 31, 1976) Diplomatic appoint-
ments: Kenneth C. Brown, Ambassador
to Sweden; Pierre Charpentier, Ambas-
sador to Algeria; P. Stewart Cooper,
High Commissioner to Sri Lanka; C. F.
W. Hooper, High Commissioner to Ja-
maica; Marion Macpherson, Consul-Gen-
eral in Boston; H. Morton Maddick,
Ambassador to Poland; Victor C. Moore,
High Commissioner to Zambia; Joseph
Elmo Thibault, Ambassador to Romania.

No. 91 (September 3, 1976) Canada-U.S.A. fish-

eries negotiations, September 1-3, 1976 -

joint communiqué.

No. 92 (September 10, 1976) Visit to Halifax by
the members of the North Atlantic
Council.

No. 93 (September 13, 1976) Visit of Deputy
Prime Minister and Foreign Minister
Yigal Allon of Israel.

No. 94 (September 15, 1976) Study tour of Can.
ada for young executives from Britain,
September 14 - October 9, 1976.

No. 95 (September 17, 1976) Visit of Commis•
sioner R. J. A. Felli, Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Ghana.

No. 96 (September 20, 1976) Opening cer-
emonies of the "Route de l'Unité et de
l'Amitié canadienne", Niamey, Niger,
September 20-22, 1976.

No. 97 (September 20, 1976) European tour by
Le Théâtre du Rideau Vert in La
Sagouine.

No.98 (September 21, 1976) Canadian (Profes-
sor Walter S. Tarnopolsky) elected to
United Nations Human Rights Com-
mittee.

Statements and Speeches, published by the Infor-
mation Services Division of the Department
of External Affairs, Ottawa.

No. 76/17 Canada and Germany - Partners in
the Search for a Stable World Order.
A speech by the Secretary of State
for External Affairs, the Honourable
Allan J. MacEachen, Bonn, May 24,
1976.

No. 76/18 Canada and Austria - Sharers of
Many Humane Commitments. A
speech by the Secretary of State for
External Affairs, the Honourable
Allan J. MacEachen, Vienna, May
25, 1976.

No. 76/19 UNCTAD IV - Important Stage on
Road to New Economic Order. State-
ment in the House of Commons on
June 10, 1976, by the Secretary of
State for External Affairs, the Hon-
ourable Allan J. MacEachen.

No. 76/20 Canada and the United States: A
Dynamic Relationship. An address by
the Secretary of State for External
Affairs, the Honourable Allan J. Mac-
Eachen, to a joint meeting of the
Royal Society of Canada and the
American Academy of Arts and Sci-
ences, Laval University, Quebec City,
on June 8, 1976.

No. 76/21 Pioneering, a New Kind of Interna-
tional Economic Co-operation. A
statement by the Secretary of State
for External Affairs, the Honourable
Allan J. MacEachen, on the occasion
of the signing of the Framework
Agreement for Commercial and Eco-
nomic Co-operation between Canada
and the European Communities, Ot-
tawa, July 6, 1976.

No. 76/22 New Balance Sought in Canada-U.S.
Relations. Remarks by the Secretary
of State for External Affairs, the
Honourable Allan J. MacEachen, at
a dinner given in his honour by the
United States Secretary of State, the
Honourable Henry A. Kissinger,
Washington, D.C., August 17, 1976.
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'Canada and Europe

^ramework agreement is
the key to closer relations

,By Marcel Cadieux

one of the problems of diplomats is that
they live abroad - and for long periods.
Often they find it difficult to keep in touch
with developments at home. Certainly,
they read news bulletins and national
publications, but they miss the atmos-
phere, the moods, that condition public
opinion and go a long way to explain na-
tional decisions or reactions within the
country.

The negotiations leading to and the
signature of an agreement between the
European Community and Canada furnish
a good example. In Brussels, our task in
the Mission to the European Communities
is to keep tabs on what they may be up to
and to try to figure out what this may
mean for us. Also, like any other mission,
we try to help in achieving the major
objectives of our external policies - for
instance, diversification and, in conse-
quence, closer and better relations with
Europe, with the Community. In our view,
an agreement between Canada and the
Community seemed a very desirable objec-
tive, particularly as it appeared to assist
with what we believed, simple-mindedly
perhaps, we had been, in the main, assigned
to Brussels to do.

I was surprised at the reaction in
certain quarters in Canada after what
were, after all, speedy and successful nego-
tiations. I thought that we had gained an
important point and that opinion in the
country would welcome such a move. .

On July 6, I attended in Ottawa the
signature of the agreement between the
European Community and Canada. After
the ceremony, there was a press confer-
ence. One journalist, with the general ap-
pl,'ovaI of his colleagues, asked the,ministers
what Canada, or for that matter the Com-
munity, had gained as a result of the
a,^<reement that they did not possess five
minutes before. This question concerning
the significance of the agreement is typical
o=' a certain scepticism that I found had
developed in Canada and elsewhere. I have
iv mind an article in the The Economist
entitled "The Missing Link". It is fashion-

able these days to be critical, to take a so-
called hard-boiled, dollars-and-cents ap-
proach to governmental decisions. There
is, of course, no objection fo seeking expert
assessments of the results of governmental
moves. But, if questions are being raised
repeatedly, they may also suggest that
the answers given have not been fully
understood or accepted. (As a civil ser-
vant, I am bound to assume that the
answers were full and totally effective.)

It occurs to me, however, that should
there be any problem with the answers, it
might be helpful if I were to attempt to
outline the reasons why, from the vantage-
point of Brussels, from the outlook of our
Mission to the Communities, the agree-
ment seems to be a good and useful thing,
"a many-splendoured thing", as was orig-
inally said in quite another context.

No panacea
I should like first of all to make clear that
no one in the Government claims that this
agreement is a panacea, the "be-all and
end-all", that it is in itself the goal of our
policy. We see it as a means, an important
one as I believe and shall try to show. But
the signature of this agreement really Signature
marks the beginning of a process. As I of agreement
suggest later, it is a key and it remains to the beginning
be seen what we shall do with it, and how of a process
we shall furnish the house once the door
has been opened. It is the product of our
review of relations with our major partners
after the decision to diversify our foreign
relations. We noted that there were certain
gaps in our relations with the European
Community, and this agreement is the
result of the effort to bridge them, as well
as to go'on from there to build a new and
more intensive relationship.

Mr. Cadieux is head of the Canadian
Mission to the European Communities.
He was formerly Ambassador to the United
States and Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs. The views expressed are
those of the author.
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Agreement
will produce
usual e ff ects

In the end, only time willtell how
useful, in material terms, the agreement
was. Years from now, it may be possible to
demonstrate its value in figures, in dollars
and cents. That is, of course, the best
answer, but it is not available now. And
we must be careful that too critical or
negative an approach does not discourage
attempts to implement the agreement,
thus achieving what some of the ques-
tioning, some of the critical comments,
may achieve in any case, intentionally or
not.

It is clear, to me at least, that some
of the critics do not give the scheme the
benefit of such doubts as may be appro-
priate for such undertakings. I know that
"comparaison n'est pas raison", but cer-
tain sceptics behave as if, in such matters,
accurate forecasts and measurements were
possible. They behave as if a man and
a woman leaving the church after their
wedding were suspect if they were not
prepared to indicate how many children
they would have, how many boys, how
many girls, and at what intervals! There
are natural and normal consequences to
be expected from certain facts or decisions
or policies. In the case of a framework
agreement intended to expand economic,
financial and industrial co-operation be-
tween two entities, Canada and the Com-
munities, there is no reason a priori to
assume that the deal will not produce the
usual effects intended by such devices.
It is not possible in advance to quantify
their results. It is not fair to deduce from
this that they are nil or negligible.

European unity
There is another relevant consideration.
If one believes that the movement towards
unity in Europe is a good thing for Europe,
for the world and, therefore, for Canada,
it is then not a matter of indifference, in
assessing the value of the agreement, to
bear in mind, and to write down in the
plus column, that the Community and its
nine members have proclaimed that, for
a number of reasons that are clearly set
out in its preamble, the agreement is a
good and desirable thing from their point
of view:

"To consolidate, deepen and diversify
their commercial and economic relations
to the full extent of their growing ca-

pacity to meet each other's require-
ments on the basis of mutual benefit. ...
Mindful that the more dynamic trade
relationship which both the European
Communities and Canada desire.. . ."

The partners of Canada attach political
importance to the agreement. If no more
was achieved, this would be significant

and provide by itself, apart from anything
else, a considérable degree of justification
for the,contract.

The "contractual link" has, however,
similar political significance for Canada.
It is a clear and important step in terins
of our policy of diversification, which, in
simple terms, means a better balance in
our external relations, and also better
relations with the U.S.A. It also gives us
a better entrée to the Community in our
negotiations, say, on commercial matters.
We lack the weight, the "clout", that
certain other of the EC partners have.
Is it not useful to us, therefore, that the
Community, in a formal contract, records
its goodwill towards us, its recognition of
an identity of purposes between us, of
its desire to help us achieve objectives
that will be mutually profitable?

But there is a great deal more to be
said in support of the agreement, not in
broad but in quite specific terms.

The E C is " our first trading partner
after the U.S. and before Japan (the sum
of our trade with the EEC added up to
$7.3 billion in 1975).- Canada, in turn,
ranks as second-largest customer of the
Community (following the U.S. and pre-
ceding Japan). Last year we sold $4-billion
worth of merchandise to the EEC, which
represents 12.7 per cent of our total ex-
ports. Since the establishment of the FaC,
Canada's balance-of-merchandise trade
has nearly always shown a surplus.

Less satisfactory
There are, however, less satisfactory fea-
tures in our.trade with the EEC. The sha.re
of our exports taken by The Nine dropped
from 26 per cent in 1960 to 16.4 per cent
in 1970 and 12.7 per cent in 1975 (largely
owing to the decline of our shipments
to Britain - the weak expansion of the
British economy and the British entry
into the Common Market). Moreover, the
growth of our exports to the EEC lags
behind our rising shipments to the U.S.
and Japan - even behind the total to all
destinations. We supply only 3 per cent
of the Common Market - and, consider-
ing the importance of that market and its
expansion, this is far from satisfactory.

Our competitors are also doing better
than we are in the Community market.
In 1975, the EEC bought 22.4 per cent
of the exports of the U.S. The growth of
the U.S. shipments to the Commurity

(9.7 per cent a year) has also been faster
than the expansion of our exports to The

Nine (6.6 per cent a year).

We can readily conclude that Canada,
which is a great trading country depend-
ing largely on exports for the prosperity
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The then Secretary of State for External Affairs, Allan J. MacEachen, is shown here
signing the Framework Agreement between Canada and the European Communities.
Signature of the agreement on July 6, 1976, ended a search that had continued over a
number of years for a "contractual link" between Canada and the Community. The
contractual link is envisaged as part of the working-out of the "Third Option" in
Canadian foreign policy.

of its economy, has not taken enough ad-
vantage of the great potential of The Nine
(a sophisticated and developed market of
nearly 260 million people importing more
than $110 billion annually from outside
the Community). I should have thought
that a fair-minded person would agree
that it is very much to our advantage to
have in our pocket a signed undertaking
from a client of such importance to join
us in seeking to expand our trade. This
alone, it seems to me, justified the effort
of negotiating the agreement.

Inadequate
It can be argued that a mere under-
taking, an indication of good intentions,
is of itself somewhat inadequate. After all,
in a free-market system, initiative rests
with private enterprise. Governments can
do little to influence trade or investments.
Such a statement is certainly too sweeping
and underestimates the role of govern-
ments in such fields as a matter of general
practice.

The EC and Canada have not, in any
case, been content with a mere statement
of goodwill. As a beginning and on an
experimental basis, the two sides have
agreed on the "sectoral approach" as a
means of translâting intentions into prac-

tical results. We - Canadians, and Euro-
peans, government and business - shall
sit together and review our respective
capabilities, resources, needs, objectives
and policies. This can obviously be done
most effectively and conveniently on a
sector basis. In that way, we can best
assess the scope for developing mutually-
beneficial relations and estimate the ob-
stacles that now stand in the way of this.

The Community has already sent
missions to Canada to explore in three
important sectors - uranium, forestry
products and non-ferrous metals - what
the prospects may be of further exchanges
between us. We in Canada have sent a
return mission concerned with pulp-and-
paper and forestry products. Other areas
have been identified and further missions
will be organized. Such missions involve
industry representatives and government
officials, and assess methodically what can
be done in specific fields.

Of course, this new technique is not
a substitute for the traditional means of
promoting trade or investment. The com-
mercial agents are still available; there
will be participation in exhibitions, adver-
tisements in suitable publications, the
usual useful activities of chambers of
commerce.

Missions
have explored
three sectors
of economy



Government
in search
of partnership
with business

However, these traditional approaches

to improving market accéss and promoting

exports"have their limitations in the world
of the Seventies and in the Canada-EC
context. Something more is needed if we
are to realize the full potential for devel-
oping our relations with the Community.
The sectoral approach may take time to
produce results. It will be assessed care-
fully and, if necessary, improved, or addi-
tional or alternative.means may be sought.

Now, these various methods are not
instant-miracle schemes. And, under our
economic system, they are no substitutes
for what private enterprise can do. But
they can help. They can overcome, for in-
stance, the obstacle that distance between
Canada and Europe , may have created.
It is possible also that such a technique
may be of special help to medium and
small undertakings that 'cannot afford
research units or the expense of sending
scouts on long journeys abroad. Accord-
ingly - and this view is fully shared by
our European partners - we look forward
to a partnership with private business in
exploring ways to increase their return
from two-way trade and investment with
Europe. We should be glad to have our
doors beaten down by private industries
enquiring what is in it for them, and
giving their propositions for promising
areas. I can assure you that we are pre-
pared to facilitate the route whenever we
can.

Again, I should think that having a
commitment on the part of the EC to join
us in mobilizing official resources in an
effort to expand trade and investment,
in a decision to use, if necessary, this or
traditional or new schemes to reach our
objectives, would be an asset, a gain in
our need to expand our trade, to promote
investment, to expand our economic op-
portunities, facilitate contacts in an at-
mosphere of co-operation with pledged
intention on the part of the two govern-
mental entities to help and to see how
difficulties could be overcome should they
arise.

Public sector
So much for the private sector. Partic-
ularly in the case of Canada, where the
state has hitherto been a very active
agent, there is also a whole range of pros-
pects to be explored in the public sector.
The Community needs raw materials,
particularly energy resources; it has cap-

ital and know-how and a large market.
There are here, in defence production and

in other areas, important possibilities for
mutually-advantageous deals. I know that
this example is hypothetical, but, if a deal
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with Lockeed had not been possible for
the purchase of patrol-planes and the
aircraft industry in Europe had been in
a position to provide the highly-sophis-
ticated equipment we required, we should
have been able to negotiate an important
agreement with Community industrie€:-.

of the significance of the problems theri-

Already we are contracting in Germany for
a substantial amount to provide moderil
tanks for our NATO forces. The contrac-
tual link does not deliver. such agreements
automatically and immediately. But a'=-1
the elements are in place. The contract
with the EC says, in effect, that, in this
promising area as in others, the two sides
will do their utmost to achieve result:,.
This too is worthwhile, and would by itseâf
also have fully justified the xiegotiations.

But this is not the whole story. By
implication, the agreement commits the
Community to co-operate with Canada in
fields that may have a bearing on their
bilateral relations. I shall give three
examples.

Canada and the Community .have
substantial interests in the Caribbean and
in the Mediterranean areas. They bot?i
have, there as elsewhere, continuing assist.-
ance schemes. It is clear that the two
sides can usefully compare notes on their
programs and seek opportunities for
trilateral co-operation. This may be the
occasion for profitable joint EC-CanaG.a
operations.

The same prospects for co-operation
between Canada and the Community arise
in the framework of regional or multi-
national institutions. The issues that are

being debated there and the rules that
are adopted have a bearing on relations
between Canada and the Communitie..%

Our agreement helps us in terms of co_;-
sultation and co-operation with the EC
in regard to these matters. Arrangements

for liaison, for regular contacts, will be of
direct and substantial advantage to both
parties and will help in achieving the

specific purposes of the contractual linr_.
That we and the EC should be committed
to working together in the OECD, in the

CIEC, in the UN and its Specialized
Agencies, in the myriad fields that relate
to our joint objectives, is again a plus, a

worthwhile practical step. It cannot be
quantified, yet its importance is an aspect

selves and an extension, of the bilateral
.commitment to expand relations into and
within the appropriate jurisdictions where

relevant decisions can be taken. The agree-
ment follows the two sides whenever they
discuss matters that will have a beari:ig
on their plan to expand their relations.
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Thirdly, I should also mention as
relevant and valuable the enhanced pros-:
pe.cts of co-operation between the EC and
Canada in a variety of fields involving
their economic relations. I have in mind
co-operation in such >areas as consumer
protection, corporation laws, scientific
research and development. Some of the
things we do in these fields are of interest
to the Community and, reciprocally, the
Community projects can be profitable to.
us. There may be occasions for participa-
tion in programs under way in Canada
or in the Community and for joint EC-
Canada projects with clear economic and
commercial implications for both sides.
The agreement in question is our pass,
our title, to approach and deal with the
Community on a better basis than we
should be able to do without it. This is
another advantage to be derived from the
agreement that is not theoretical but prac-
tic.al;< that can have important monetary
and economic consequences.

Outsiders
In ailthis, it should be remembered that,
unlike what happens in most other organi-
zations (such as, say, NATO or the OECD
or the IMF), we are not a member of the
Community, we are not insiders, we do
not sit at the tables where issues are
debated and decisions taken. We are fol-
lowing developments as observers and seek
to influence decisions as best we can from
the outside. And we are not alone in this
situation. Dozens of other countries are
with us at the ring-side, competing for
attention, for consideration. A contractual
link that commits this big and complicated
outfit to bear Canada in mind especially
opens prospects, expands opportunities to
find out what is happening "inside" and to
promote more effectively Canadian inter-
est s. Community decisions in areas where
it has jurisdiction - tariffs, for instance .-
can affect, and very directly, Canadian
commercial prospects. In such' circum-
stances, a private key is indeed very
valuable.

It is worth while recalling here that
the agreement provides for a Joint Co-
operation Committee to meet regularly to
carry out the purposes of the agreement.
There may be subcommittees or other
bodies established as well. Article IV, which
institutes this committee, reads as follows:

A Joint Co-operation Committee shall
be set up to promote and keep under
zeview the various commercial and eco-
nomic co-operation activities envisaged
between Canada and the Communities.
Consultations shall be held in the Com-
mittee at an appropriate level in order

to facilitate the implementation and to
further the general aims of the present
Agreement. The Committee will nor-
mally meet at least once a yéar. Special
meetings of the Committee shall be held
at the request of either Party. Sub-
committees shall be constituted where
appropriate in order to assist the Com-
mittee in the performance of its tasks.

The idea is not to provide a structure for
its own sake, but to develop a flexible,
workable mechanism, which will be as con-
crete and practical as possible, to search
out and facilitate specific projects of in- Flexible and
terest to both sides. The exact techniques workable
have not been worked out yet and can, in mechanism
any event, be expected to evolve. But we
expect to look at resource-related indus-
trial sectors, at advanced-technology-
related industrial projects, at ^ financing,
and at any other aspect that requires
attention to help industrialists, business-
men and financiers to broaden and deepen
the exchanges to our mutual benefit.

Evolutionary clause
The contractual Iink _ also has an evolu-
tionary clause. If and as the Community
expands, in areas such as energy or trans-
port and other fields that may be assigned
to it in the future, we are already, so to
speak, plugged in, on the ground-floor,
with guaranteed access to find out what
is happening, how we may be affected, and
in a position to discuss with the Commu-
nity how we can protect and promote our
national as well as our bilateral interests.
As a result of the agreement, we have not
only supplemented, at the Community

level, our important and continuing rela-
tions with member countries individually
but have ensured that we shall leave no
gap in the present or in the future in se-
curing an enhanced relationship with the

totality of the governmental arrangements
in Western Europe that can affect our
policies.

Perhaps I have been too close to the
Community and to the agreement; I may
well be prejudiced and see benefits that
a more detached observer would not per-
ceive or would evaluate differently. Allow-
ing for this factor, and also, possibly, for
the diplomat's "pactomania", I remain
convinced that the agreement signed on
July 6 last with the Community is not
only politically significant but useful and
substantial in a variety of practical ways
having economic, financial and commercial
implications it would be wrong to under-
estimate, even if, in the very nature of
things, some of them cannot, or cannot
yet, be quantified with numerical accuracy.

Ensured
no gap
will be left



Convention
reaffirmed
freedom
of countries

By Paul Pilisi

"The Canadian Government recognizes the principle
of a new Europe and fully supports it."

Pierre Elliott Trudeau

The "contractual link" that has recently
been established between Canada and the
European Community would seem to be
the beginning of a new phase in the exter-
nal policy of The Nine. During the Sixties,
the major interest of The Six was directed
more towards the Third World. The
Yaoundé Convention, which was confirmed
as a result of the - independence of the
African countries concerned, in 1963 and
1969 respectively, established a model

for co-operation betweèn industrialized
countries and developing countries. Since
Britain's entry into the European Com-
munity, the three lesser communities (the
European Economic Community - EEC,
the European Coal and Steel Community
- ECSC, and the European Atomic Energy
Community - Euratom) have engaged in
intense political and diplomatic activity to
demonstrate the mutual advantage of such
an association. The Yaoundé Convention
reaffirmed the freedom of the associated
countries, thereby precluding any inter-
ference with their political and economic
independence.

The Yaoundé model of co-operation
also served as an example for the estab-
lishment of the contractual link between
Canada and the European Community.
The Canada-Europe contractual link, how-
ever, represents the first treaty of its kind
between an industrial country and The
Nine. The agreement, a major objective of
which is the broadening of economic and

Mr. Pilisi is Director of the History Sec-
tion at the University of Quebec in Chicou-
timi, and also teaches in the Social Science
Department of Laval. He is the author of
a number of articles on Europe and Euro-
pean unity. The views expressed here are
those of the author.

trade relations between Canada and . the
three European.communities (it also pro-
vides for incréased sectoral co-operation
with each of the member states in order
to obtain special mutual advantages),
may therefore serve . equally. well in its
turn as a model for other agreements.

It should be noted that the recent
treaty is the result of a multidimensional
development of transatlantic relations that
has taken place over a period of more than
ten years.

U.S. leadership
In the years following the Second World
War, Canada supported American leader-
ship in Western Europe in the interests
of an economically, politically and milita--r-
ily united Europe, capable of counterbal-
ancing the power of the U.S.S.R. on the
European continent. The outside influence
of North America played an important
role in init âting European integration.
At the time of the Treaty of Rome, and
at the end of the Fifties, transatlantic
relations in the matter of European unity
began to follow the "conflictual model".
General de Gaulle's conception of Europe
called America's leadership in Europe into
question. De Gaulle's conception opposed
the American idea of transforming the
tripolar form of "Atlanticism" into a
bipolar form. This bipolarization should
have meant the immediate integration of
Britain into The Six. Faced with this
model of conflict, President Kennedy, at
the beginning of the Sixties, suggested
as an alternative solution partnership
between Europe and North America.

Canada, tied by tradition to Britain
and cut off from the Common Market,
remained indifferent to this dispute, wish-
ing to see Britain stay outside the Eu-
ropean Community. Paradoxically, the
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importance in its relations abroad.

cernin; the Common Market that existed
between Canada and the United States
remained below the surface, without ad-
versely affecting relations between the two
countries. Canadian membership in the
Commonwealth and the specific relations
that arose out of that membership en-
couraged this attitude on Canada's part.
This partly explains why, during• the Six-
ties; Canada remained on the sidelines
and adopted a somewhat passive attitude
in its relations with the European Com-
r_riunity.

All through the preceding decade, the
attitude of the Canadian Government
towards the _Common Market was linked
to the problem of Britain's membership.
V,Thile the Conservative Government of
John Diefenbaker opposed British mem-
bership, the Liberal opposition, under the
leadership of Lester Pearson, was in
favour. Thus it was only after the signing
of Britain's membership that the enlarged
European Community raised "questions
of the-highest importance" for Canada.

It is appropriate to emphasize at this
point that Britain's membership is, over
the long term, modifying relations between
The Nine and Canada, which are in turn
affecting the links between Canada and
the :United States. The present Canadian
Government' has, since the beginning of
the Seventies, begun to develop a long-
term' external policy to protect national
interests -and to reduce considerably the
country's vulnerability to outside influ-
ences. The "three options", the third of
which was adopted officially by the Cana-
dian Government, reflect a logical develop-
irsent of external policy based on the new
situation resulting from Britain's mem-
bership. The years 1974 and 1975 saw
considerable development of the Third
Option. In addition, the Federal Govern-
ment has repeatedly stated that the Third
Option in no way represents an anti-
American attitude but rather Canada's
desire to embark on a new stage in'Cana-
dian-American relations. Allan MacEachen,
then Canadian Secretary of State for Ex-
ternal Affairs, declared in 1975 that it was
not an anti-American option but one that
took into account the fact that Canada's
links with the United States were of prime

In order to achieve the objectives of
the Third Option, the Canadian Govern-
ment has been increasingly active since
1973 in- broadening relations with the
European Communities. By establishing
a separate Canadian embassy to the Com-

unities in Brussels, Canada has, de facto
and de jure, recognized the new Europe,

and is maintaïning diplomatic relations
with it. The Prime Minister of Canada
has made official visits every year since
1974 to The Nine, emphasizing his Gov-
ernment's desire to pursue the objectives
of the Third Option. Among these objec-
tives, the following should be mentioned:

(1) The establishment of contractual
relations between Canada and the
European Community;

(2) recognition by the new Europe of
the distinctive character of Canada
and the Canadian people as a sep-
arate political, economic and socio-
cultural entity in North America;

(3) modification of Canadian relations
with the United States, in order to
ensure independence within a con-
text of economic interdependence.

Thus, the Third Option becomes a long-
term strategy signifying the initiation of
a new phase in Canada's relations with
its Atlantic partners.

Affinities
It is also important to emphasize the
economic and trade bases of the Third
Option. From a historical point of view,
it is clear that there is no other country
outside the European continent having as
many affinities with France and Britain,
the pillars of the Common Market, as
Canada. In the eyes of European govern-
ments, andin European public opinion,
Canada is not only a vast country forming
an integral part of Western civilization
but it is also a modern state that, in its
twentieth-century history, has made a
generous contribution to saving Western
freedom from totalitarian regimes. Need
we emphasize that today about 45 per
cent of Canadian immigrants are of Eu-
ropean origin?

But, beyond the affinities of history,
culture or language, there is a special
aspect to Canadian-European relations in
terms of economic and trade ties. From
this point of view, it should be mentioned
that the Europe of The Six was a less
important partner during the Sixties than
were the United States, Britain and the
rest of the Commonwealth. Japan as well
was, particularly for the Western provinces
of Canada, a much more important trading
partner than West Germany, France or
Italy. We note, however, that, since the
Kennedy Round, Canadian exports to The
Six have increased at a much faster rate
than its exports to Britain. The fact that
the Common Market had succeeded in
increasing its power of attraction for
Canada also encouraged a favourable
Canadian attitude towards British mem-
bership.

European
public opinion
sees Canada
as modern state



Canada's trade
with Community
has progressed
at slightly
higher rate

During the Sixties, Canada's exports

to Britain dropped from 17.4 per cent of

its total exports to 9 per cent, while its
'exports to The Sig tripled, from $400
million to $1.2 billion.

At the beginning of the Seventies,a
very large proportion of Canada's exports
was directed toward The Six rather than
towards Britain. Beginning with the year
of the signing of Britain's membership,
Canadian exports to the continental Euro-
pean Community considerably exceeded
the rate of exports to Britain. Thus, from
January 1973 to June 1973, Canadian
exports to Britain increased by 9.5 per
cent, while those to the continental EEC
countries increased by 26.8 per cent. From
January 1974 to June 1974, the rate of
increase was 19.4 per-cent for Britain and
51.1 per cent for the continental EEC.
For the period from January to March
1976, in spite of economic, trade and
monetary difficulties, Canada recorded a
relative increase of 1.5 per cent in relation
to the European Community, while ex-
ports to Britain decreased by 17.9 per
cent compared to the same period of the
previous year.

The same tendency can be seen in
imports. During the Sixties, Canadian im-
ports from Britain dropped from 11 per
cent to 5 per cent, while imports from The
Six remained steady at around 5.5 per cent.
Towards the end of the decade, imports
into Canada from the Common Market
countries tripled, from $237 million to
$805 million. When we examine the prog-
ress of Canada's external trade with the
EEC, we note that the rate of progress is
slightly higher than that of the develop-
ment of trade relations between Canada
and the rest of the world.

It is beyond doubt that such a de-
velopment in trade relations encouraged
officials of Canada and The Nine to think
of replacing the ordinary traditional trade
relations with true co-operation. More-
over, the economic and monetary problems
that are responsible in large part for the
drop in exchange between Canada and
The Nine in 1975-76 also favoured the
establishment of contractual links to
enable the rate of increase in exchanges
to be maintained at a desirable level.

In view of the facts that, on the one
hand, the United States will continue to
be Canada's principal industrial and trade
partner, and that, on the other hand,
Canada wishes to diversify these relations,
the following question arises: why does
the EEC attach so much importance to
Canada? In order to answer this question,
we must go back to the options established
by the Canadian Government. If the Third
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Option were eliminated, there would re-
main only a North American economic
bloc dominated by the. United States. in
this situation, access by - The Nine to
Canada's - energy resources and new ma-
terials would be restricted.
- It is also erroneous tomaintain that
European interest in Canada is limited
to material advantage alone. The attitude
of The Nine on this issue was clarified by
Sir Christopher Soames, Vice=president =)f
the Brussels Commission. The EEC's ia-
terest in Canada is not limited to the areas
of trade and the economy but extends to
cultural, political and social concerns as
well. Speaking in 1973, Sir Christopher de-
scribed Canada as a country whose inter-
ests and aspirations were wide-ranging, a
country striving to assert a separate, dis-
tinctive identity.

Counterweight theory
The "counterweight" theory, , linked to
the Canada/United States/European Nil :e
triangle, was born of the notion that the
mutual strengthening of relations between
Canada and the Eur-opean Communi:y
would be able to guarantee a measure of
Canadian and European independen !e
from the U.S. In view of the counterweig>it
theory, there is a certain tendency to pla---e
Canada in the "natural orbit" of the
United States. There are two unoffic:al
theses in this• matter, related respectively
to the European and Canadian points if
view. These "]ast chance" theories take up
the same thesis but.from opposite sides.

Towards the end of the Sixties, Claude
Julien stated that Canada, with its humen,
agricultural and industrial resources, was
still an indispensable partner for Western
Europe, and that it was of major imprr-
tance to Europe that the United States
not become "absolute master" of Cana&.'s
considerable resources. In short, Europe
ought to pay very close attention to tl-:is
huge industrial country of Canada, Eu-
rope's last chance.

A Canadian, Peter Dobell, director of
the Parliamentary Centre for Exterr al
Affairs, feels for his part that it is t'le
European Community that is Canada's
last chance. From this point of view, t:°ie
European Community is the only econon ic
and trade power capable of counterb.,l-
ancing the supremacy of the United Sta, es

in Canada. Canada's dependence on ts
powerful neighbour to the south is a"so
reflected in a state of "psychologi; •al

subordination". Those who defend t: is

theory have, in fact, played some role in
the policy of modifying Canada's econor: ;ic
and trade relations abroad. According to

certain hypotheses arising out of the
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theor ST. there are only _two choices remain-,
ing for Canada:,

EEC-Canada alliance to counter the
United States;
Canada standing alone against its neigh-
bour to the south.

The first hypothesis raises more ques-

tions concerning the European Commu-

nity's intentions towards Canada. It is
clear, however, that itwould be a mistake

for Canada to consider having the Euro-
pean Community take over the role of the

United States. As for the second hypo-
thesis, it is a matter of pursuing the path
of éo-operation, and even economic inte-

gration, of Canada with the United States.
The proponents of this hypothesis ques-
tion the functionalist thesis of the integra-
tion process. Thus, as with the integration
process in Western Europe, certain geo-
graphical, economic and cultural factors,
not to mention political factors such as the

American and Canadian federal systems,
are working in favour of North American
integration. According to this line of
reasoning, there exists a degree of un-

conscious integration and an "integrative
situation" that characterizes Canadian-
American relations.

While the Canadian Government has
recognized the importance of the EEC, it is

nonetheless clear that Canadian public
opinion has scarcely concerned itself with
the issue. However, it seems that neither
the Government nor public opinion wishes

the First Option to be pursued - that is,
continuation of the policy of the Sixties

towards the United States. As for the other
two hypotheses, concerning co-operation
and integration with the United States

and diversification of Canada's relations
with the EEC, there is a certain amount of
controversy.

It is relevant to underline that this
Agreement is unique among indus-
trialized countries and that we are
pioneering a new form of international
economic co-operation. . . .

Having successfully met the first
challenge by reaching agreement on the
framework, we must now infuse it with
life. This will be an important function
of the Joint Co-operation Committee
which has been created under the terms
of the Agreement.

We do not expect things to change
overnight, but we do hope that the
Agreement will act as a catalyst to
stimulate economic co-operation which
will on our part involve not only the
private sector but also the provinces. It

According to a public-opinion poll
takenin 1973, French-speaking Canadians
are more in favour of integration with the
United States than are English-speaking
Canadians. This attitude could be ex-
plained by the fact that French-speaking
Canadians feel only the economic influence
of the United States, while English-speak-
ing Canadians are exposed to the cultural
and psychological influences as well. For
English-speaking Canadians, therefore,
this co-operation or integration with the
United States would tend to slow down
the process of gaining a national identity.
Officials of the European Community have
shown a desire, however, to recognize
Canada as a country distinct from the
United States. The Canadian Government
has moved slowly in providing information
on Canada to member courltries of the
Community, and the urgency of this need
should be recognized.

From Canada's passive attitude of the
Sixties to the signing of the treaty estab-
lishing preferential links between Canada
and the European Community, the de-
cision-making process has been accom-
panied by a constructive dialogue. How-
ever, the effects of contractual links are
not immediate. It is important, therefore, Large-scale
that a large-scale publicity campaign be publicity
undertaken to provide information to those campaign
in Canada likely to be interested in co- required
operation with Europe. In view, on the one
hand, of the unusual complexity of the
Community's institutions and, on the
other hand, of the European experience
with the associate countries in this area, it
is in Canada's interest to set up structured
institutions to promote long-term co-oper-
ation. It is in the European Community's
interest to establish a generous policy to-
wards Canada in order to demonstrate to
future partners the advantages of contrac-
tual links.

is fitting, therefore, that today the rep-
resentatives of the member states and
of the European Communities share the
table with representatives of Canada's
provincial governments and private
business, who will all have to play their
part if the Agreement is to achieve its
potential.

Thus, today's ceremony, far from
being the end of a process, marks the
beginning of a new venture. We now
have a design and framework; it is now
up to both sides to translate promise
into performance.

Extracts frôm a statement by Allan Mac-
Eachen on the signing of the Framework
Agreement with the European Communi-
ties, July 6, 1976.



The problems
of development
instability
and poverty

Southeast Asia

ASEAN in the wake of Vietnam:
the road to Bali and beyond

By Robert E. Bedeski

As power relations have shifted dramat-
ically since the end of the war in Vietnam,
the nations of Southeast Asia have sought
to adjust accordingly. A major vehicle of
this adjustment has been the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations, commonly
known as ASEAN. Its five members (Indo-
nesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore
and Thailand) have struggled for nearly a
decade to create consensus on regional co-
operation, and may now be facing their
most serious challenge as Vietnam emerges
as a united power.

In addition to questions of diplomacy
and security, the ASEAN countries also
face problems of development, poverty and
instability. Recently, the prime ministers
of the five nations met in Bali with the
intention of producing greater unity and
co-operation in the region. However, their
future depends at least as much on devel-
opments and events beyond their control
as on their own collective will and plans.

Since its inauguration in Bangkok in
August 1967, ASEAN has been saddled
with a burden of diplomatic and economic
tasks that have threatened to destroy it.
The hostilities between Singapore and
Indonesia, territorial disputes between
Malaysia and the Philippines, and in-
creasing involvement of Thailand in the
American war in Vietnam seemed to por-
tend certain failure in an area that
had been Balkanized by centuries of
colonial rule, ethnic diversity and great-
power rivalries. Cynics dismissed ASEAN
as a "stewpot of diverse nationalisms".

Economically, the region was rich
in certain natural resources, including
oil, rubber and tin, but industrialization
was still restricted. The peasant econo-
my dominated most the ASEAN mem-

Professor Bedeski is a member of the De-
partment of Political Science at Carleton
University. He has closely followed the
development of ASEAN and has spent
part of 1976 in Southeast Asia. The views
expressed are those of the author.
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bers' agriculture, and Singapore's dynamic
mercantile economy seemed something
of a threat to the more under-developed
societies.

In the late 1960s, the countries of
Southeast Asia suffered from no lack of
organizations to join if they sought a
framework for international co-operation,
Several were primarily designed for de-
fence, and included the Asian and Pacific
Council (ASPAC), of which Malaysia, the
Philippines, and Thailand were members,
and the Southeast Asia Treaty Organiza-
tion (SEATO). Other organizations were
more concerned with economic and sociai
development, and included the Colombc
Plan and the Asian Development Bank.

Limited flexibility
The defence alliances were creatures of
the Cold War, and were based on the
expectation of Communist aggression. As
such, ASPAC and SEATO severely limited
the diplomatic flexibility of its members,
and excluded neutrality and nonalignment
as possible orientations. The economic
organizations were simply too large and
diffuse to serve as frameworks for specific
regional needs in Southeast Asia. The As-
sociation of Southeast Asia (ASA), con-
sisting of Malaysia, the Philippines - and

. Thailand, was established in 1961 and
merged with ASEAN in August 1967.
Finally, Maphilindo (short for Malaysia;
the Philippines and Indonesia), created in
Manila in 1963, had failed to become 6.
serviceable framework for implementing
regional unity. Thus, the idea of Southeas:,
Asian co-operation was fed from several
sources, but only with the 1967 Bangkoi:
Declaration did it appear that a Ionger-
term regional identity - one that could co-
exist with parochial nationalisms and even
reduce them - was evolving.

The beginning of ASEAN was low-
key, and regional unity was a distant ol-
jective. The Philippine-Malaysian dispute
over Sabah threatened the shaky consen-
sus, but their diplomatic relations were no-
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nlalized in 1969. Foreign Minister Ramos
expresséd the hope that the Association
could beçome an arbiter of future disputes
between members. Another dispute, be-
tween Singapore and Indonesia, had been
smouldering for years, and flared up in
October 1968, when two Indonesian ma-
rines were captured in a raid on Singapore
and executed. Indonesian students retali-
ated by ransacking Singapore's Embassy
in Jakarta.

Progress
Nevertheless, progress was made in eco-
nomic co-operation. ASEAN established
permanent committees to facilitate co-
operation in communications, shipping,
food-production and aviation. A dialogue
between ASEAN and the European Eco-
nomic Community was announced in April
1972. A United Nations study showed that
ASEAN could save $275 million by co-
operating on a few regional projects, rather
than by each nation's building small plants
in competition with the others. Another
study indicated that the ASEAN market
was three times as large as the largest
single market in the region. In the realm
of industrial production, this meant that
it could be profitable to produce on a
regional scale items that might be uneco-
nomical for only a national market. Pro-
ject studies • suggested that commodity
production could be organized on the basis
of expanded ASEAN markets, and unit
costs reduced by about 20 per cent over
production for domestic markets only. If
these proposals were implemented, many
commodities would be competitive in the
international markets of the world, with
little or no need for tariff protection.

ASEAN continued to move cautiously
in the 1970s and sought consensus before
taking any new diplomatic initiatives.
The five member nations were also look-
ing to the future and to ASEAN's role in
the region after the end of the Vietnam
war.

The "threat of peace" in Vietnam was
becoming a reality. A conference of the
ASEAN foreign ministers (February 1973)
did not result in any concrete program,
and each country appeared to be making
its own diplomatic arrangements with
Hanoi and Peking. A suggestion was made
that the ASEAN organization be desig-
nated as the agency through which all re-
habilitation and reconstruction aid for
Indochina would be channelled, but imple-
mentation of such a proposal was far be-
yond the capability of the Association.

In April 1975, Communist victories in
Indochina required ASEAN to decide on
policies towards the new order. By August,

the five nations had recognized the new
Government of Cambodia. Both the Phil-
ippines and Thailand established relations
with Peking, while Malaysia established
diplomatic recognition of the new govern-
ment in South Vietnam, and the Philip-
pines with North Vietnam. Thailand pur-
sued discussions with the two Vietnams
towards normalization, and also speeded
up withdrawal of U.S. forces. Manila asked
the U.S. for a joint review of defence
agreements and, on July 24, President
Marcos and Prime Minister Pramoj pro-
posed the phasing-out of SEATO. This
was not encouraged by the Chinese, how-
ever, who felt that too rapid an American
pullout might only encourage the Russians
to more activity in the region.

Plagued by guerillas
Communist-supported guerilla movements
continued to plague the Governments
of Malaysia and Thailand, and some
observers wondered if the "domino theory"
might have some credibility after all. With
the defeat of Saigon and the capture of
large stocks of military equipment (in-
cluding an estimated 1.2 million rifles),
there were fears that these arms might
find their way to revolutionary movements
in non-Communist Southeast Asia.

When the foreign ministers of ASEAN
met in Kuala Lumpur (May 13-15, 1975),
they tried to form a unified front. The
Malaysian Prime Minister, Tun Abdul Attempt
Razak, said that ASEAN was ready to at forming
co-operate with the new governments in unified
Indochina, and hoped they would set aside front
"recriminations over the past and ancient
fears born of the Cold War" and work
with ASEAN to build a peaceful, prosper-
ous and neutral Southeast Asia. Indo-
nesia's Adam Malik proposed a framework
of relations based on the Bandung prin-
ciples of 1955: territorial integrity and
sovereignty, non-aggression, non-interfer-
ence, equality and mutual benefit, and
peaceful coexistence. General Carlos Rom-
ulo of the Philippines saw subversion and
infiltration as greater dangers to the region
than external aggression, and called for
examination of all options to ensure secur-
ity. Later, Malik called for U.S. with-
drawal of forces from bases in the region
but opposed any precipitate departure un-
til the Association was strong enough to
defend itself. He hoped the U.S. Seventh
Fleet would remain in the Pacific as a
balance in the region but would stay out
of ASEAN waters.

ASEAN's dilemma was becoming
clear: the U.S. was defeated in Vietnam,
and might easily abandon its commitments
to regional security if isolationist impulses



Need to prevent
incipient
insurgencies
lent sense
of urgency

overwhelmed the country. The ASEAN
group was unprepared to fill the gap that
a pullout might leave. Malik argued that
Vietnam needed at least a decade for re-
construction, and this would give ASEAN
time to set its own house in order. How-
ever, past performance in the region was
not specially conducive to optimism with
regard to political co-operation and, more-
over, the Vietnamese Communist move-
ment had been repeatedly underestimated.
The time Hanoi needed for consolidation
may, in fact, have been exaggerated, and
ASEAN increasingly faces a regional polit-
ical power in Vietnam that is destined to
exert a major influence in Southeast Asia.

The Bali meeting of ASEAN mem-
bers (February 23-24, 1976) marked what
was hoped to be a new stage of unity with-
in the region. To emphasize its impor-
tance, the heads of state came together
and signed a Treaty of Amity and Co-
operation. The decentralized approach of
the past was abandoned and ASEAN
established a central Secretariat. General
Dharsono, an adviser to Adam Malik, was
nominated Secretary-General.

There was a sense of urgency as
members agreed on the need to prevent
incipient insurgencies from becoming full-
scale revolutions. Lee Kuan Yew of Singa-
pore called for ASEAN co-operation to
accelerate in the face of the settlement of
the Vietnam war, the U.S. policy of dé-
tente, and world economic problems.
ASEAN now resembled the EEC in that
it, too, faced competition from a bloc of
Communist countries.

President Marcos told the ASEAN
heads of state that their primary task was
to "abolish the feelings of suspicion and
mistrust among its members". He called
for a better "quality of life", freedom from
interference by outside powers, respect for
territorial integrity and the rights of peo-
ples to choose their own forms of govern-
ment and social systems. He discounted
the danger of external aggression in the
near future, saying the principal danger
was from internal subversion: "The best
defence against insurgents is . . . economic
development and social justice".

Premier Kukrit Pramoj of Thailand
said that the Bali summit meeting marked
a new chapter in regional co-operation and
that, for ASEAN to continue as a mean-
ingful vehicle for regional harmony, strong
and close economic co-operation among
the states was a vital necessity. Malaysia's
orientation towards neutrality was con-
tinued by the new Premier, Datuk Hussein
Onn, who declared ASEAN to be non-
ideological and non-military - a rebuttal
of Soviet charges that the organization was

merely a disguised defence alliance. Secur-
ity, he said, depended on the "ability to
provide the goods of life". Bilateral co-
operation on security was necessary, but
the organization should avoid the politics
of confrontation.

Closer to people
Indonesia's President Suharto stressed the
need to bring ASEAN and its programs
closer to the people. In this, he echoed the
frequent criticism that the organization
remained largely the creature of govern-
ments and was mostly the concern of a
regional élite. He emphasized the need for
national and regional stability and security,
but a security that was "inward-looking,
namely to establish an orderly, peaceful
and stable condition within each individual
territory, free from any subversive ele-
ments and infiltrations...". The gathered
heads of state agreed on the need for se-
curity, but failed to reach consensus on
how it was to be achieved.

The conference adopted a "Declara-
tion of ASEAN Concord", which reiterated
the goals of the organization. These
included:

(1) elimination of threats to political
stability;

(2) the early establishment of a zone of
peace, freedom and neutrality;

(3) elimination of poverty, hunger, dis-
ease and illiteracy;

(4) mutual aid during natural disasters;
(5) broadening the "complementarity"

of respective economies;
(6) the peaceful settlement of intra-

regional differences;
(7) creation of conditions of peaceful

co-operation;
(8) development of an awareness of re-

gional unity and creation of a strong
ASEAN community.

The Declaration continued with a
framework for ASEAN co-operation:

A. Political - This section called for
periodic meetings of heads of government,
the signing of a Treaty of Amity and Co-
operation (see below), a study on how to
develop judicial co-operation, including the
possibility of an ASEAN extradition
treaty, and other means of co-ordinating
actions and views among members.

B. Economic - Co-operation on basic
commodities, especially food and energy,
was called for, with assistance in critical

circumstances, and "priority to the acqui-
sition of exports from member states".
Member states "shall co-operate to estab-

lish large-scale ASEAN industrial plants,
particularly to meet regional requirements

of essential commodities". In addition,
priority was to be given "to projects which
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utilize the available materials in the mem-
ber states, contribute to the increase of
food production, increase foreign exchange
earnings or save foreign exchange and
create employment". In trade co-operation,
members were called upon to "progress
towards the establishment of preferential
trading arrangements as a long-term objec-
tive...". Expansion was to be facilitated
through co-operation on basic commodities.
Members would work jointly for improved
access to markets outside the ASEAN area
for their raw materials and finished
products by "seeking elimination of . all
trade barriers in those markets, developing
new uses for these products and adopting
common approaches and actions in dealing
with regional groupings and individual
economic powers". ASEAN supported ef-
forts towards establishing the new eco-
nomic order, and requested members to
co-operate on international commodity
problems, the reform of the international
trading system, the reform of the interna-
tional monetary system and the transfer
of real resources. Priority should be given
to "the stabilization and increase of export
ear:ungs of these commodities produced
and exported by them through commodity
agreements including buffer-stock schemes
and other means".

C. Social - The ASEAN declaration
sought to implement social development in
a variety of ways. There should be empha-
sis on low-income groups and the rural
population, with the expansion of "oppor-
tunities for productive employment with
fair remuneration". Involvement of all
sectors of communities, especially women
and young people, should be supported in
development efforts. Problems of popula-

tion growth had to be solved, and there
had to be intensified co-operation among
members states and relevant international
bodies in the prevention and eradication of
narcotic abuse and the illegal drug traffic.

D. Cultural and information - This
section sought the introduction of the
study of ASEAN and national languages
into school curricula. Also, there should be
greater support for "ASEAN scholars,
writers, artists and mass-media represen-
tatives, to enable them to play an active
role in fostering a sense of regional identity
and fellowship". Southeast Asian studies
should also be promoted through colla-
boration among national institutes.

A single sentence on security merely
approved "continuation of co-operation
°a a non-ASEAN basis [my emphasis] be-
ta,een members states in security matters

I

in accordance with their mutual needs and
^terests".

The final section of the declaration
was concerned with improvement of
ASEAN machinery, and noted the signing
of an agreement establishing the Associa-
tion's Secretariat. There was also to be
regular review of ASEAN organizational
structure in order to improve effectiveness.

The Treaty of Amity and Co-operation
in Southeast Asia had been worked out
before the Bali meeting, and was signed
by the ASEAN leaders on February 24,
1976. The five nations agreed to seek peace
and justice through co-operation, respect
for territorial integrity and peaceful settle-
ment of disputes. Most of the treaty ex- Treaty
pressed the ideals of co-operation and dis- expressed
pute conciliation, while leaving implemen- ideals
tation and concrete application to the
various states and their foreign ministries.
Article 14 established a "high council com-
prising a representative at ministerial level
from each of the high contracting parties
to take cognizance of the existence of
disputes or situations likely to disturb
regional peace and harmony". "In the
event no solution is reached through direct
negotiations," says Article 15, "the high
council shall take cognizance of the dispute
or the situation and shall recommend to
the parties in dispute appropriate means of
settlement such as good offices, mediation,
inquiry or conciliation."

Sense of urgency
A sense of the urgency of strengthening
political unity in the face of an uncertain
future seemed to pervade the Bali meeting.
If the unity could not be positively
achieved, then at least obstacles such as
intraregional disputes could be minimized.
Economic co-operation was the subject of
a special meeting of ASEAN economic
ministers in Kuala Lumpur (March 8-9,
1976). Opening the meeting, the Malaysian
Prime Minister called for a shift from
generalities to specific measures. The
ministers reviewed a natural rubber-price
stabilization scheme that was to be the
basis of an international agreement within
the Association of Natural Rubber Pro-
ducing Countries. Rice and oil were iden-
tified as commodities that should come
under preferential trading arrangements.
The delegates agreed that negotiations on
the prices of'these commodities should be
bilateral but also in the spirit of strength-
ening ASEAN economic resilience. In
energy production, the ASEAN Council on

Petroleum was to be used for co-operation.
The conference established a group of

experts to review the industrial co-opera-
tion program and directed them to con-
sider the feasibility of establishing ASEAN
industrial plants for urea, superphosphates,

Commodities
identified
for preferential
arrangements

15



diesel engines and soda-ash. The group

Agreement
on machinery
for dialogue
with others

was also directed to examine the technical
and economic feasibility of new capacity in
newsprint and potash, and to consult on
national programs for steel and basic
petrochemicals with a view to co-ordinating
these programs. Other projects to be
studied were metal-working machine tools,
fisheries, tin-plating, tires and electronic
components.

In order to strengthen trade co-opera-
tion, the ASEAN economic ministers
agreed to examine the following points as
possible bases for future studies: long-
term quantity contracts; purchase-finance
support at preferential . interest rates;
preference in government procurement;
and extension of tariff preferences. The
economic ministers agreed to establish
machinery for dialogue with third coun-
tries or groups of countries or other re-
gional blocs, and to adopt approaches to
other world economic problems in the
United Nations as well as in other inter-
national forums.

Neither the Bali summit meeting nor
the subsequent conference of economic
and planning ministers produced any great
surprises. Despite resolutions on economic
co-operation, mutual suspicions would
probably inhibit the region from becoming
a free-trade area. There were fears that
cutting tariffs by the less-industrialized
member states might lead to Singapore
smothering the infant industries. Aban-
donment of protectionism might also allow
multinational corporations an unwelcome
entry into the region.

Open membership
The ASEAN members had declared mem-
bership in the organization to be open to
all countries in Southeast Asia, and ex-
tended a welcome to the states of Indo-
china to enter. Despite friendly overtures
and assurances that ASEAN had no in-
tention of forming a military bloc, Hanoi
was highly critical of the Bali summit
meeting in general and several of the states
that attended it in particular. Indonesia,
for example, was called "the regional
policemen of the U.S.A.". Moreover, the
Government of North Vietnam stated that
it would actively support all insurgency
movements in non-Communist countries in
the region. Hanoi was not opposed to the
conception of regional organization in
Southeast Asia but feared that the U.S.
planned to use ASEAN to oppose revolu-
tion in the area. On March 7, the Malay-
sian Prime Minister said that time would
show that ASEAN was not "a new SEATO
in disguise". There were indications
that the North Vietnamese attacks only
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strengthened ASEAN solidarity against
Hanoi, especially since the members' were
already nervous over the possibility of
fresh outbreaks of insurgency in their
respective states.

The Soviet Union had also seen
ASEAN as an incipient military pact, but
modified its judgment and was less hostile
after the Bali conference. China was
responding more favourably, stressing the
strengthening of economic co-operation at
the Bali meeting. In addition, regional
solidarity would increase the ability of the
countries to resist the inroads of the Soviet
Union, which increasingly appeared to be a
major beneficiary of Communist victories
in Vietnam. The Peking Review (March
5, 1976, p. 20) commented: "As a re-
sult of the meeting, unity and co-operation
among the ASEAN states have been
strengthened, while the `Asian collective
security system' hawked by the Soviet
Union has been spurned."

Secretariat
As the international system was becoming
more complex, ASEAN had established a
central Secretariat to deal with an in-
creasingly wide range of activities. Since
the Secretary-General would now act as
the main channel of communication be--
tween ASEAN countries, the right person
had to be chosen for the position. The
Secretary-General, who is more an adminis-
trator than a statesman, is responsible to
the five foreign ministers and, through
them, to the standing committee of
ASEAN. He currently has authority to
address communications directly to the
five member states, to implement and co-
ordinate ASEAN activities, and to initiate
plans and programs. The secretariat con-
sists of three bureaux with directors:
Economics, Science and Technology, and
Social and Cultural Affairs. In addition,
there are four offices: Foreign Trade and
Economic Relations, Administration, Pub-
lic Information, and Assistant to the Secre--
tary-General.

One major advantage of the central
Secretariat is that ASEAN can now pre-
sent a more unified negotiating stance with
other countries or organizations. Links be-
tween ASEAN and the EEC were discus-
sed at Brussels, and further progress was
delayed until Dharsono was formall^^
appointed and running the Secretariat.

During the months following the Bali
conference, diplomatic activity dominated
ASEAN's immediate adjustment to new
international realities. Lee Kwan Yew
visited Peking, but did not seem to be in a
hurry to establish diplomatic relations
with China. He emphasized that relations
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had to be on a basis .of non-interference,
while stressing political differences rather
thân what there was in common between
the'two nations. As the representative of a
society made-up of a predominantly over-
seas Chinese population, Lee has been
extremely cautious about the sensitivities
of Malaysia and Indonesia - two countries
with large Chinese minorities. He must
avoid being labelled leader of the "Third
China" if ASEAN national feeling is not to
be aimed at the overseas Chinese commu-
nities in their midst.

Impasse broken
The break in the ASEAN-Vietnam im-
passe came after the ninth annual ASEAN
foreign ministers' conference in Manila in
July 1976. The meeting itself produced no
new breakthroughs in the numerous plans
outlined at the Bali meeting, but it did
confirm the appointment of Secretary-
General Dharsono and the agreements on
the Sécretariat, which would not be fully
launched until early autumn.

Vietnam was officially reunified, and
the foreign ministers in Manila welcomed
the move. Although wary of U.S.-Philip-
pine talks on the status of bases at Clark
and Subic, Hanoi let it be known that a
goodwill mission would be visiting several
ASEAN capitals. Deputy Foreign Minister
Phan Hien led the delegation to Malaysia,
the Philippines, Indonesia, Singapore and
Burma in July, and almost immediately, a
more friendly line towards ASEAN was
evident in the Vietnamese media. The
withdrawal of U.S. forces from Thailand
and Manila's efforts to recover sovereignty
over its bases may have been crucial in the
changed attitude of Hanoi, but it was also
clear that, if Vietnamese recovery and
reconstruction were to be accomplished
verithout economic dependence on the
Soviet Union or other major powers,
then economic and political co-operation
with Vietnam's regional neighbours was
important.

Phan declared that his Government
was prepared to establish relations with
Southeast Asian countries on the basis of
four principles:

(1) mutual respect for sovereignty, ter-
ritorial integrity, equality and peace-
ful co-existence;

(2) prevention of any foreign country
from using one's territory as a base

for direct or indirect aggression and
- intervention against the other coun-

try or other nations in the region;
(3) establishment of friendly relations,

economic co-operation and cultural
exchanges on the basis of equality
and mutual benefit;

I

(4) development of co-operation among
countries in the region for their
prosperity and for the benefit of
independence, peace and genuine
neutrality in Southeast Asia, thus
contributing to world peace.

On July 12, the Philippines and Viet-
nam announced the establishment of
diplomatic relations. The diplomatic thaw
was possible because Hanoi was willing to
tolerate U.S. bases in the island republic,
Manila having pledged that they would
not be used against Vietnam. Perhaps
more important in decreasing hostilities in
the region was the growth of economic
relations between Vietnam and the
ASEAN countries. Singapore in particular Growing
has enjoyed a boom in its trade with Viet- diplomatic
nam as the latter country gains momentum and trade
in postwar reconstruction. Nevertheless, relations
this trade represents only about 1 per cent with Vietnam
of Singapore's total.

The Hanoi mission visited Malaysia,
and, received a promise of help in the
rehabilitation of the rubber plantations
damaged by the war. Malaysia also invited
Vietnam to join the Association of Rubber-
Producing Nations, and has agreed to help
the development of the palm-oil industry.
An oil-industry delegation accompanied
the Vietnamese goodwill mission to In-
donesia; and it appears that the promising
oil-field off the south coast of Vietnam may
be developed with Indonesian assistance
in the future. Thailand became the last
ASEAN country to establish formal ties
with Vietnam (August 6, 1976).

Vietnam is the second most populous
country in Southeast Asia, after Indo-
nesia. In its efforts to industrialize, the
country has been heavily dependent on
Soviet assistance. Progress has been excel-
lent in electric power, coal and steel, and

Vietnam may one day become an economic
super-power in the region. Thus the threat
to ASEAN countries may not be military
or political, as they once suspected, but
economic. The Vietnamese socialist sys-
tem rests on different economic and po-
litical premises from the economies of the

ASEAN countries, and complete integra-
tion of Hanoi into the association is not
likely. Nevertheless, it is vital to Vietnam
to cultivate economic and diplomatic re-
lations with ASEAN both to strengthen
its program of recovery and to minimize
dependence on a single foreign power.
If anything, Vietnam does not want to
repeat the Chinese experiences of 1960,
when the Sino-Soviet rift occurred and
Soviet assistance was abruptly withdrawn.

Thus, in responding to the question
of postwar settlements, the ASEAN coun-
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postures taken towards Hanoi. Perhaps if
the Secretariat in Jakarta had been better
established, a better co-ordinated policy
could have been arrived at, but that is
questionable. ASEAN remains a loose
federation at a time when a new Pacific
economy is emerging. Japan and Austra-

rather than regional solidarity dictated the
rather than as a bloc. National interests
tries reacted as sovereign nation states lia, two countries intensely interested in

Southeast Asia, signed a Treaty of Friend-
ship- and Co-operation, and a rise in their
economic, relations is anticipated. Rich in
natural resources but distracted by domes-
tic instability and territorial disputes,' the
ASEAN countries may find themselves
out-performed by more united and more
determined competition in the Pacific
region.

New ethics and politics
of world food scarcity

Food scarcity
becoming
permanent
in world
economy

By Nasir Islam

The past decade has witnessed many
localized famines and- food shortages that
resulted in widespread human suffering.
What lies ahead, however, is no localized,
temporary disaster but a continuously
creeping emergency of massive scale. As
the galloping population growth in the
Third World outstrips its technological
capacity to produce more food and the
"green revolution" grinds to a halt because
of scarcity of fuel and fertilizers, the world
faces a chronic food crisis.

Although there is some disagreement
as to its causes, most experts tend to be-
lieve that the international food situation
has undergone some fundamental changes
and that food scarcity is becoming a per-
manent feature of the world economy. His-
torically, the demand for food.rose because
of the rising population. However, a strik-
ing element in the demand picture has been
a tremendous increase in per capita con-
sumption of cereals in developed countries
where population has not been increasing.
On the production side, the increase in the

Dr. Islam is the chairman of the Depart-
ment of Public Administration in the
Faculty of Management Sciences of the
University of Ottawa. He has also worked
for Punjab University, the International
Labour Office, First National City Bank
and Laval University, where he was
chairman of the Political Science Depart-
ment for two years. The views expressed
in this article are those of Dr. Islam.

early 1970s was modest compared to that
of the early 1960s. Contrary to general
belief, agriculture was far from stagnant in
the Third World, but the upward trend ir
production and dynamism in agriculture
were thwarted by the parallel trend in
population increase. Many economists re-
gard the government policies in major
wheat-producing countries, leading to cut-
backs in acreage, as the largest single
factor in food scarcity.

Future prospects
The prospects for the future do not seem
to be very bright, particularly for the less-
developed countries. At best, there will
probably be a precarious balance between
supply and demand for the next decade.
The exporting countries are no more com-
mitted to holding food reserves. In facL,
recent legislation in the U.S. discourages
the accumulation of wheat-stocks. Conse-
quently, the world food market will be
highly competitive and very little food will
be available for aid. Continuing energ -v
shortages and soaring prices of fertilizers,
chemicals and other needed "inputs" will
make it almost impossible for developin^
countries to become self-sufficient in food
in the near future. According to the pro-
jections of the U.S. Agriculture Depart-
ment, Japan will have a large food deficit
by 1985 and the European Economic
Community countries, as well as the Con_-
munist countries, will still need to import
food during the next decade.
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Part of the Canadian response to problems of world food comes in the form of emergency
relief.. Here a shipment of emergency relief supplies is being unloaded from a Canadian
Forces plane in Pakistan. But the world food problem runs deeper than relief measures,
as the accompanying article points out.

In view of these developments and of
future estimates, it is being suggested that
a new instrument of international power
politics has emerged - U.S. monopoly over
food. It may be noted that the U.S., with
Canada, today controls a larger share of
the world's exportable supplies of grains
than the Middle East of its oil supplies.
U.S. monopoly over food is being com-
pared to U.S. nuclear power immediately
following the atomic holocaust in Hiroshi-
ma. It has been suggested that the "petro-
power" of the Arab states could be counter-
balanced by the new food power. Not only
is there talk of food power, but prominent
people are also proposing a new basis for
food allocation among the world's hungry
- triage and "lifeboat ethics".

Triage

The word "triage" comes from the French
verb "trier", meaning sorting out, cat-
egorizing or dividing into groups. The
notion came into use in military medicine
during the First World War as a means of
assigning priority of treatment to the
wounded on the battlefield. According to
triage, the wounded are grouped into three
categories: those who cannot be saved

with or without medicinal help; those who
will survive without any medical treat-
ment; and those who can be saved with
immediate medical assistance. It is only
the last category that would receive med-
ical attention.

Paul and William Paddock, in their
book Famine 1975, for the first time pro-
posed the use of triage in the allocation of
food aid. They argued that it was a sheer
waste to provide food aid to countries
where the population growth had already
outstripped their agricultural potential.
Nations that had adequate agricultural
resources or had the capacity to buy food
from the international market and that
possessed small populations should also be
left to their own devices (resources). Food
aid should only be given to nations with a
manageable gap between their population
growth and their agricultural resources.
Food aid would help these countries to
buy time for implementing effective agri-
cultural and population-control policies.

Complementing triage-thinking is
"lifeboat ethics" whose chief advocate is
biologist Garret Hardin. He compares rich
nations like the U.S. or Canada to life-
boats in an ocean surrounded by less-

First proposed
use of triage
in allocation
of food aid
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fortunate people from the hungry world,
clamouring to climb aboard. The lifeboats
of the rich nations do have some extra
capacity, which, however, they must retain
as a safety margin. They cannot accom-
modate all those trying to keep afloat. If
they try to do so, their boats will capsize.
Thus the lifeboats must be constantly on
guard against boarding parties.

Pressing the lifeboat ethics and triage

Independence
of `food haves'
a naive idea

be quite irrelevant. Humanitarian con5id-
erations may be one of the many facton
in the complex decision-making arena'of
food aid, but certainly themost important
criterion is the self-interest of the donor
countries. Food aid, has largely been an
instrument of power politics and not a
function of the recipients' capacity to
respond positively to such aid.

morality to its logical conclusion, Dr. J. Food aid politics
Forrester of the Massachusetts Institute The United States has been, by far the
of Technology argues that food relief is largest food donor during the last 25 years.
unethical because it creates more misery Its food-aid program was originally con-
in the long run than it alleviates. Massive ceived under Public Law 480. It was the
relief to overpopulated and poverty- declared intent of this act to promote
stricken countries disrupts the natural stability in American agriculture, dispose
mechanisms that control population. The of huge agricultural surpluses and use food
people saved by such relief breed more aid in furtherance of foreign policy. Con-
people and compound the problems, to the sequently, over the past 20 years, a large
point where they cannot be solved by any amount of U.S. food aid has gone to
relief at all, countries that formed the U.S. defence

Starve now
The advocates of new situational ethics
are pressing for a policy of letting people
starve to death now to prevent them
from starving at some future date. Ac-
ceptance of such a morality will mean the
murder by omission of millions of people,
a decision based on a moral and empirical
judgments about the future that may, in
effect, prove to be wholly erroneous. If we
are, in fact, fast approaching the absolute
limits of this planet's productive capacity,
we cannot propose triage for the poor and
continue to erode the world's resources by
over-use and waste in the rich countries.
Equally naive is the underlying assump-
tion of lifeboat ethics and triage that
"food haves" are completely independent
and can unilaterally shut-off the supply of
food to "food have-nots" without any
reprisals.

The consequences of these policies for
international trade and the operation of
multinational corporations will be grave.
The world system today is characterized
more by "interdependence" than by "inde-
pendence". Consequently, a "co-operative"
model rather than a "conflict-escalation"
model will be more suitable for the future
world. It may also be noted that this
new morality of food allocation takes an
extremely pessimistic view of human des-
tiny, discounting population-planning ex-
periences in China. Japan and Taiwan.
It ignores the positive effects of the green
revolution in India, Pakistan and the
Philippines. It disregards the possibility of
a breakthrough in food technology.

If one looks at the food-aid policies,
particularly that of the United States, the
ideas of triage and lifeboat ethics seem to

perimeter, or countries, that were of spe-
cial , political importance. Thus Soutl.
Korea, South Vietnam, Indonesia, Pak-
istan and Israel have received the lion's
share of food aid. During 1974, for exam-
ple, Israel, with a population of . three
million, received more food aid than
Bangladesh, whose population is over 70
million. The U.S. Government refused to
sell wheat to the Government of President
Allende just a few days before his assas-
sination, but it readily approved a huge
credit sale a month later to the new
Government. It is said that, during his
1974 visit to India, Henry Kissinger tried
to strike a bargain assuring sufficient
quantities of food aid if India would let,
the U.S. build a naval base on Diego
Garcia. U.S. Congressman Yatron, a merr-
ber of the House Sub-Committee on Inter-
national Resources, Food and Energy,
admits that U.S. food aid continues to
be used for "international economic and
political leverage".

From a short-term perspective, food
aid is extremely beneficial - yet, in the
long run, paradoxically enough, aid has
negative effects on the capacity of the
recipient countries to become self-sufficient
in food. It has been pointed out that the
dumping of surplus food in the developing
countries retards the growth of indigenous
agriculture (particularly food-production)
and thus keeps the poor nations dependetl^
on the rich. Large-scale American food ai-1,
in the past has led indirectly to a delay in
land reforms in South Asia and Latin
America. It enables the leaders of the de-
veloping nations to give low priority to agri-
cultural development and instead to build
shiny.factories, television networks and nu-
clear reactors and to indulge in armament
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High on the list of available world food supplies, and of Canadian trading commodities,
is the wheat produced on the Canadian Prairies. Much of the grain is gathered at the
Lakehead, where it is stored in massive grain-elevators for transfer to ships. Above, theS.S. Simcoe is seen being loaded at Thunder Bay.

races with their neighbours. In fact, food
aid has helped élite groups who do not give
high priority to agriculture and food pro-
duction for the masses to remain in power
for long periods.

Bramatic change
In recent years, however, the politics and
economics of food have undergone a dra-
matic change. With surpluses depleted; a
high demand for food all over the world
and the entry of prosperous new buyers
into the market, it is not in the interest of
the exporting countries to give food aid.
During 1972-75, commercial food exports
increased from $1.7 billion to $7 billion.
Thus "Food-for-Peace" programs have
been transformed into "Food-for-Cash"
programs. It is evident that the present
food shortage is not because of drastic
changes in supply but rather because of
the changing nature of demand and conse-
quent economic policies of the exporting
nations.

Food shortages of the Seventies and
the example of the Arab oil embargo have
led to a re-emphasis on the use of food as
an instrument of power politics. The idea

of food power acquired quite an impetus
in the United States after the CIA pro-
duced a report predicting enormous polit-
ical gains and hegemony over the world
for the U.S. in the wake of future food
shortages. According to this report, in
addition to growing demand, the climatic
changes in the regions outside the United
States would work to the detriment of
future food production in the U.S.S.R.,
China, Canada and some monsoon regions
of Asia and Africa. This would give the
U.S. a quasi-monopoly over the exporta-
tion of food, leading to U.S. hegemony in
the world comparable to the U.S. position
during the late Forties.

Even if one accepts the CIA forecast,
the exercise of food power has certain in-
herent limitations. The countries most
subject to U.S. food power will be those
that in future are likely to have the largest
food deficits. Most estimates indicate that,
with the exception of Japan, the countries
that fall into this category are the poorest
countries of Asia and Africa. One wonders
what is the significance of having "power"
of life and death over a country, like
Bangladesh or over the Sahel region of

CIA report
predicted
political gains
in wake of
food shortage



Embargo
would hurt
U.S. farmers
and related
industries

Africa and what kind of "trade-offs" can
be achieved. The proponents of food power
would like to use it against the oil-rich
Middle Eastern Arab countries. It is, how-
ever, obvious that a relationship of inter-
dependence puts great limitations on the
use of food power. During 1973-74, the
U.S. bid to use food as leverage to roll back
oil prices was not very successful and had

to be abandoned in favour of a more
co-operative policy. A U.S. House of Rep-
resentative study on food embargos indi-
resentative study on food embargoes indi-
cates that the OPEC countries can easily
afford to procure their food elsewhere and,
in fact, large quantities, of food imported
by these countries already comes from
other sources. Besides,. a U.S. food embargo
against the Middle East will seriously hurt
the U.S. farmers, grain-traders, railroads
and other groups related to industries
based on agriculture. External collabora-
tion, not only from the food-surplus coun-
tries but also from countries like France
and the U.S.S.R., will be another serious

obstacle.

One factor
Food represents only one factor in the
international power equation. There are

other energy and non-energy industrial

raw materials that are equally likely to be
used as instruments of international power

politics. U.S. independence is gradually

being eroded in the area of minerals and

in future its dependence on imports will
increase. It is evident that exercise of food
power has to be examined in the context

of a highly-complex pattern of interde-

pendence between producers of various

raw materials and their consumers, which
imposes serious constraints on exercising
food, "petro" or various other kinds of

"power".

Hunger must today be tackled at every
level - at the family, village, province,
country and region as well as the global
level - for no unit of society bears any
graver responsibility than that of feeding
its people. In our present world community
we are everywhere faced with an agonizing
awareness of starvation wherever it occurs;
and finding means to harness production
around the world to alleviate it poses a
challenge to our ingenuity as well as to our
compassion. . . .

We know from experience that ex-
panding food production on a secure basis
is not easy. It demands adaptation of land
and water, technology, research, finance,
modernized storage and transport facilities,
marketing organizations, planning, and
government services - all of which may re-
quire changes to traditional modes of life.

22 International Perspectives November/December 1976

In the absence of a c6-operative inter-
national, strategy to alleviate the world
food shortages in future, the international

community may face serious security

problems. As the CIA's Office of Political
Research indicates, there is a possibility

of massive migrations into food-surplus
regions, with the use of force. Piracy on
the high seas - highjacking of shiploads
of food - may become a menace in the era
of chronic food shortages. It is difficult to
predict how countries like India and Japan
would react if they could not procure the
food they needed for their survival. They
certainly have the military, economic and
technological potential to grab what they
need from their less-powerful neighbours.
Chronic food shortages will seriously un-
dermine the internal security in regions

like the India-Pakistan subcontinent,

where society is already deeply divided
along ethnic and ideological lines.

The ultimate solution lies in,enabling
the developing countries to become self-
sufficient in food by transforming their
primitive agriculture into modern and
highly-productive systems. Effective pop-
ulation planning is indeed a prerequisite
to any solution of food scarcity. Technical
and financial assistance will play a key
role in this transformation. It will be
necessary to discourage commodity aid in
the agricultural sector and emphasize in-
vestment. In the meantime, food aid for
emergencies will be required. Bilateral food
aid should be limited only to serious
emergencies. Multilateral arrangements, as
recommended by the World Food Con-
ference, are more suitable for food aid and
price stabilization. It is evident that, if the
world community fails to act soon and If
the world food strategy, as initiated by
the World Food Conference, fails to mate-
rialize, millions of people will starve to
death in the Third World.

Increased production is also facing barriers
arising from supply shortages of certain
"inputs", notably nitrogenous fertilizers.
No deus ex machina will remove these im-
pediments overnight, and each country
must come to terms with them in its own
way. Where Canada can help to make
these problems more manageable it will,
and it will strive to see access to "inputs"
maintained internationally on an equitable,
non-discriminatory basis.

The situation of the "vulnerable
groups" in food-deprived areas is a. re-
proach to us all. The spectacle of 200
million malnourished children, and of
nursing mothers suffering on a similar
scale, makes a mockery of the ideals pro-
fessed by every society. Allan J. Mac-
Eachen at the World Food Conference in
Rome, November 1974,
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"Input" of foreign policy
to immigration equation

By Constantine Passaris

Immigration has always been a topic of
considerable debate and controversy in
Canada. There is no doubt that the flow
of people from one country to another is
a field of enquiry that encompasses numer-
ous aspects and consequences. Little time
and effort have been spent, however, in
analyzing the multitude of politicaI, social,
cultural, psychological and demographic
considerations that have been and will
continue to be an integral part of the
immigration equation. One such evaluative
impasse has been and continues to be the
powerlessness of national reviews 'on im-
migration policy to wrestle with the polit-
ical ramifications of this important debate.
Seldom have the implications of Canada's
immigration. policy been discussed within
the broader framework of the political
cosmos. The correlation that exists be-
tween Canada's foreign policy and the
course of its immigration policy appears
to have been totally neglected. It would
appear a paramount issue for considera-
tion, therefore, that Canada's external
relations and its stature as a prominent
member of the international community
of nations be brought into a proper per-
spective when discussing the full impact
of a certain course of immigration policy.
Although this endeavour will prove to be
like sailing over uncharted waters, it is
these international consequences, of Cana-
dian immigration policy that I intend to
c^iscuss in the ensuing pages.

It seems to me that any serious
consideration of the pertinent immigration
issues should encompass the domain of
foreign policy. An analysis of Canada's
current foreign policy would, therefore be,
most appropriate. Canada's foreign policy
derives its validity from the degree of its
relevance to contemporary national in-
terests and objectives. In this regard,
foreign policy is expected to conform with
the principal national goals set by the
Federal Government. Currently, these
goals are: (1) that Canada continues as
an independent political entity; (2) that
Canadians reap the benefits of enhanced

prosperity, broadly defined; and (3) that
the Canadian identity and purpose are
preserved through an enriched life, with a
positive contribution to humanity at large.

Internal policies
One crucial element in the interdepen-
dence of national interests and objectives
with foreign policy considerations is the
degree to which Canada's international
relations may be affected by the pursuit
of shortsighted internal policies. In terms
of inunigration policy, this cause and effect
consequence is not readily observable at
first glance. On closer examination, how-
ever, one finds that, although the multi-
faceted immigration question may appear
to have direct internal political, economic
and social considerations, there are also
direct repercussions from Canada's inter-
national obligations and its image and
credibility within the international com-
munity of nations.

Three aspects of Canadian foreign
policy that appear to be directly relevant
to the immigration question remain
obscure in the current national review.
Such aspects of foreign policy as global
population pressures, development assis-
tance, the "brain drain" and refugee
policy remain unexamined in any depth
or rigour. Furthermore, the Green Paper
on immigration and population and the
subsequent report on immigration by the
Joint Senate and House of Commons Com-
mittee on Immigration only fleetingly dis-
cuss these important areas of immigration
policy as they affect Canada's interna-
tional obligations.

Prof essor Passaris lectures in economics
at the University of New Brunswick. He
is the author of numerous articles and
writes a weekly column on economic
matters for The Daily Gleaner of Frederic-
ton, New Brunswick, and has previously
contributed to International Perspectives.
The views expressed in this article are
those of the author.

Immigration
can affect
international
credibility



`Living space'
to support
population
increase

The geometric increase in the world's levels of education and special skills is
population, with the ensuing strife, fam-
ines, poverty and disease, has propelled
a large number of internationalists to point
at Canada as one of the countries with
international responsibilities, and indeed
an obligation to relieve these population
pressures. Although Canada has accepted
just over four million immigrants since the
end of the Second World War, interna-
tionalists maintain that it can absorb
a higher rate of population growth through
immigration so that it can meet its
international responsibilities. Canada's
moral responsibility in the face of popula-
tion pressures elsewhere is at the heart
of the proposals for a more liberal immi-
gration policy. Justification for this stand
rests on several arguments: recognition
that Canada has "living space" that could
support a larger population-base; relative
abundance of natural endowments com-
pared to the rest of the world; the fact
that a larger population may lead to
economies of scale for Canadians; an
obligation to do whatever can be done to
relieve population pressures throughout
the world; and, finally, the more pointed
observation that, if we do not populate
our land, it will eventually be taken from
us by those who require it.

Resource share
Perhaps the most critical argument, how-
ever, is made by internationalists who
maintain that Canada possesses a dis-
proportionate share of the world's resour-
ces. It is important to note in this regard
that proponents of this view maintain
that enlightened population and immi-
gration policies are a creditable form of
international assistance. This approach
favours population and immigration pol-
icies that are approved and co-ordinated
by the international community rather
than through the process of bilateral
agreements. The multilateral approach
would thus ensure a concerted effort to
work towards a global strategy rather
than a piecemeal effort.

The process of emigration is not,
however, regarded as a panacea by all
developing countries. It is true that some
of the smaller developing countries view
emigration as a short-term measure of
relief from the problems associated with
rapid population growth. The larger coun-
tries of the Third World, however, appear
to be more hesitant in endorsing em-
igration as an effective long-term stra-
tegy for eliminating population problems.
Indeed, the tendency of current immi-
gration policies in the developed world to
accept only those immigrants with high

seen by many leaders of the Third World
as a threat to the prospects of their coun-
tries for growth and development.

Another counter-argument involves
the limitations placed on Canada's ab-
sorptive capacity in the domain of relieving
population pressures through immigration.
Furthermore, global population growth is
so excessive that immigration would not
significantly alter the balance. To date,
however, Canada does not have an officiai
Government policy that spells out the cor-
relation between population and develop-
ment within the scope of Canadian inter-
national assistance.

Brain drain
During the past decade Canadian immi-
gration policy has strongly favoured the
highly-educated, professional and skilled
groups of potential immigrants. The gains
to Canada in high-quality manpower have
been very substântial. It has been estim-
ated that the dollar value of Canada's
gain in manpower resources from the
developing countries far exceeds its con-
tribution in foreign aid to those countries.
This conflict of aims is particularly per-
plexing in view of Canada's international
manpower-assistance programs, carried
out by such organizations as the Cana-
dian International Development Agency
(CIDA), the Canadian University Service
Overseas (CUSO), and the Canadian
Executive Service Overseas (CE SO ).
These organizations try to forward the
development process in the developin.-
countries by providing them with the
services of Canadians who have skills and
expertise that are greatly needed in the
Third World.

The economics of using immigrant
manpower as a source for enhancin.a
Canada's manpower resources has come
under considerable scrutiny of late. The
saving in human capital expenditures that
is revealed by this economic analysis re-
flects the absence of Canadian private and
public expenditures on medical fees, hous-
ing, shelter, clothing, education, etc., all
of the standard expenses that are normally
incurred in the process of raising an infant
to the age when he will be able to enter
the labour force. In this respect, the cost
of raising each migrant worker is borne

by the immigrant's country of origm.
Conversely, an immigrant's country of
destination reaps the benefits of a member

of the labour force without incurring the
cost of his upbringing. The economic sig-
nificance of this imputed saving, partic-

ularly in the case of highly-skilled and
professional people, has been estimated to
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be in the, range of several hundred thou-
sand dollars a person. A fairly recent study
revealed that the cost for Canada of
"producing" the output of skills that were
imported in the form of university educa-
tion alone would have amounted to $532
million (in 1961 prices) over the period
1946-63. Furthermore, it is worth while
noting that these computations took into
account only the direct costs - of instruc-
tion, educational facilities, books, etc. -
that would provide an equivalent number
of Canadians with a comparable amount
of education to that of the immigrants in
question. It has further been estimated
that an indirect cost of $455 million would
have been incurred in the form of earnings
foregone by those who had occupied them-
selves with study instead of work.

Another research project, entitled
Studies in the Economics of Education,
which was conducted by Bruce Wilkinson
for the Federal Department of Labour,
estimated that the value of education rep-
resented by all immigrants who arrived in
Canada between 1951 and 1961, measured
in terms of the costs that would have
been incurred in providing a comparable
educational attainment in Canada, was
$5.9 billion. After deducting the educa-
tion costs of Canadian-born emigrants to
the United States, which have been es-
timated at between $980 million and $1.7
billion, the study concluded that the net
education value of immigrants for the
decade ranged between $4,167 and $4,920
million.

Neglected dimension
There is, however, an often-neglected
dimension in any balanced evaluation of the
immigration of highly-skilled manpower
across international boundaries. The sig-
nificant positive returns for the highly-
educated and skilled emigrants to their
country of destination are only part of the
picture. The other consideration is the
loss in highly-needed manpower for the
developing countries. Concern over the
costs and manpower loss of professional
and technical expertise by the developing
countries was the topic of a pointed ad-
dress by President Julius Nyerere to his
Parliament on May 12, 1964. In this
classical address, Tanzania's President
pointed out:

Some of our citizens will have large
amounts of money spent on their educa-
tion, while others have none. Those who
receive the privilege, therefore, have a
duty to repay the sacrifices which others
have made. They are like the man who
has been given all the food available
in the starving village in order that

AOOIWIL_9^_ 1 4: ►
"The world is so full of a number of things I'm sure we should
all be as happy as kings" Robert Louis Stevenson's couplet
seems to sum up the look in this young immigrant's eyes.
Unknown to her, she is entering a new life, secure in her
mother's backpack. -

he may have strength to bring supplies
back from a distant place. If he takes
this food and does not bring help to his
brothers, he is a traitor. Similarly, if
any of the young men and women who
are given an education by the people
of this republic adopt attitudes of supe-
riority or fail to use their knowledge
to help the development of this coun-
try, then they are betraying our union.

The emigration of professionals,
educated, and highly-skilled individuals
from a developing to a developed country
is often referred to as the "brain drain". United Nations
Canada's role in the brain-drain issue Secretary-General
emerged in the House of Commons when identified
Douglas Roche, Conservative member for Canada's role
Edmonton-Strathcona, told it on April in `brain drain'
22, 1974:

The United States, the United King-
dom and Canada are receiving as a gift
from developing nations a large cadre
of trained persons whose education was
expensive to the developing countries
and who contribute critically-important
medical services` to the populations of
the developed countries. It is not pos-
sible to arrive at any single figure repre-
senting the monetary gain to receiving
countries. However, it is clear that the
total gain for major receiving countries

should be considered as being in the

hundreds of millions of dollars a year.

The report goes on to state that Can-
ada's intake of professionals in proportion
to its population appears to be the largest



Precedence
of international
co-operation
in immigration

in the world. This would indicate Canada's
increasing reliance on the skilled, the edu-
cated and the professionals from the de-
veloping countries. Substantiating this
aspect of Canadian reliance on foreign-

trained manpower, the report brings to
light some interesting statistics. Between
1946 and 1963, the rate of skilled immi-
gration increased from 8.5 per cent to 36.3
per cent, and the percentage of profes-
sionals entering Canada from developing
countries increased from 7.2 per cent in
1963 to 27.6 per cent in 1963 to 37 per
cent in 1967.

Of considerable importance in the
brain-drain debate are the political impli-
cations of this issue for Canada's role and
image on the international scene. Indeed,

it would appear that the most significant
action for Canada at the international
level is to provide for greater recognition
of, and support for, the manpower policies
of developing countries through a more
sensitive approach in the formulation and
implementation of Canadian immigration
policy. Indeed, the precedence of interna-
tional co-operation in this sphere has
been clearly accepted in the spirit of Prime
Minister Mackenzie King's statement on
immigration policy:

I wish to make it equally clear that the
Canadian Government is prepared, at
any time, to enter into negotiations with
other countries for special agreements
for the control of admission of immi-
grants on a basis of complete equality
and reciprocity.

In considering the possible alterna-
tives in this regard, Canada will have to
steer a course between Scylla and Charyb-
dis. On the one hand, an umbrella restric-
tion on the migration of skilled and pro-
fessional individuals will not satisfy all
countries, especially countries like India
and Mauritius, which encourage the emi-
gration of individuals with training and
skills whose supply exceeds demand and
job openings at any particular time. Fur-
thermore, as a signatory of the United
Nations Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, which states that "everyone has
the right of freedom of movement ... to
leave any country, including his own ...",
Canada supports the right to individual
freedom of movement. On the other hand,
the preceding exposition has indicated
quite clearly that countries have very
strong feelings regarding the loss of their
valued manpower resources to the devel-
oped countries. It would seem, therefore,
that the most appropriate course of action
for Canada is to maintain its foreign-
policy credibility through practical mea-
sures that will ensure that the future
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course of immigration policy, as well as
the nature and structure of Canada's in-
ternational assistance, with special refer=
ence to manpower assistance, do not oper-
ate at cross purposes.

Refugee as reality
Since the beginning of recorded history,
the refugee has been a tangible reality of
international strife. Discrimination against
particular racial, religious or political

groups, together with wars, political up-
heavals, changes in national boundaries,
and the rest, has uprooted people and
caused them to flee home and country.
In many instances, displacement was per-
manent; the refugee became stateless as
well as homeless. It was the massive dis-
placements of population of this century,
however, that forced the international
community to seek solutions, to protect
those who no longer had the protection of
a state and to help them resettle else-
where. Over the years, victims of many
different circumstances have been called
refugees. For example, displaced or state-
less persons, asylum-seekers, defectors,
members of oppressed minorities, and vic-
tims of natural disasters have at various
times been designated as refugees. More re-
cently, however, the eligibility of a person
to enter any country as a refugee depends
on whether or not he fulfils the United
Nations 1951 Convention definition. It de-
fines a refugee as:

any person who, owing to well-founded
fear of being persecuted for reasons of
race, religion, nationality, membership
of a particular social group or political
opinion, is outside the country of his
nationality and is unable or, owing to
such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of
the protection of that country or who,
not having a nationality and being out-
side the country of his former habitual
residence, is unable or, owing to such
fear, is unwilling to return to it.

An integral part of Canada's interna-
tional relations is the image projected by
its refugee policy and programs on the
international community of nations. Can-
ada has traditionally been regarded as a
nation with humanitarian sentiments.
Canada's humanitarian role in accepting
large numbers of individuals and families
who wished to escape from the intolerable
conditions of war, persecution and oppres-
sion has been carefully recorded in the
migration of refugees. In particular, the
period after the Second World War iden-
tified Canada as one of the first overseas
countries to take positive action to help
the displaced and homeless families of war-
torn Europe.
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Generally speaking, Canada has pur-
sued an active immigration program for
resettling refugees since the Second World
War. More than 300,000 have been ad-
mitted, including many who had no spe-
cial skills, were in- poor health and were
socially handicapped. At first, Canada's
refugee policies were primarily aimed at
helping solve the homeless and stateless
plight of individuals and families displaced
after the Second World War or those who
were forced to flee from Communist-
dominated countries. Later, however, refu-
gee policy became broader in scope. Can-
ada acceded in 1969 to the Convention
Relating to the Status of Refugees spon-
sored by the United Nations. Although
the terms of the convention were originally
proposed and accepted by most countries
in 1951, Canada was reluctant to accede
during the early stages because the stipu-
lation regarding the protection of ref-
ugees against expulsion was incompatible
with the deportation provisions of Can-
ada's Immigration Act. It should be noted,
however, that Canadian refugee policy,
even before accession to the United Na-
tions Convention Relating to the Status of
Refugees, did comply in practice with both
the letter and the spirit of the agreement.

I

If for the very young immigration is just one of a "number of things" it is somethin

ves .
with nothing but the clothes he is wearing.

I r '

more than that to the adult immigrant The trunks tell much of the stor,v. The regular
immigrant arrives with all the possessions with which he will start a new life packed in a
very few containers. He is one of the lucky ones - the re f ugee immigrant o f ten a a

Specifically, no refugee was deported if a
threat of persecution existed for an indivi-
dual upon return to his homeland. Also,
all refugees admitted to Canada had im-
mediate access to social, medical and other
benefits that generally exceeded the stipu-
lations of the convention.

The mechanics for implementing the
terms of the 1951 convention attest to the
importance for Canada's external relations Importance
of an enlightened refugee status in its ter- of enlightened
ritory. Canadian practice, for instance, approach
affords each applicant desiring refugee to refugees
status an opportunity to have his claim
examined in a fair manner with legal guar-
antees, including the right of appeal. To
this end, an interdepartmental committee
composed of representatives of the De-
partment of External Affairs and the Im-
migration Division of the Department of
Manpower and Immigration examines ap-
plications for refugee status by persons
in Canada and subsequently advises the
minister in question on whether the per-
sons concerned conform to the convention
definition.

Present refugee-selection policy is
based on a Government decision made in
1970 that provides for the selection of
refugees on the basis of the norms of

N
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assessment set out in the Immigration
Regulations of 1967. However, provision

is made for the admission of refugees who
do not achieve the minimally-required 50
units of assessment under the usual selec-
tion factors as long as established informa-
tion indicates that there is sufficient pri-
vate or government assistance available
to ensure the applicant's successful estab-
lishment in Canada.

It is often remarked that Canada's
response to major international crises is
much better known to the public than
the continuing regular refugee program,
under which an annual average of 2,000
refugees has been admitted for permanent
residence in Canada. This program com-
menced with the United Nations World
Refugee Year in 1959 and continued up to
the mid-1960s. On the other hand, inter-
national crises requiring immediate atten-
tion continue to erupt with characteristic
suddeness and unpredictability. Statistics
indicate, however, that Canada's response
to these crises appears to have been more
generous in the 1950s and the 1960s than
in the 1970s.

In more recent years, Canadian refugee
policy appears to have exhibited consider-
able restraint with respect to the admit-
tance of refugees. The most recent exam-
ple is Prime Minister Trudeau's reluctance
to admit Rhodesian refugees. Partly re-
sponsible have been the special-assistance
costs associated with resettling refugees in
Canada, particularly during a period of
recessionary trends and financial restraints.
Over the years, prevailing economic con-
ditions and the special needs of each ref-
ugee situation have determined the nature
and extent of this Government assistance.

Co-operation espoused
Canadian Government policy on the ref-
ugee issue has always espoused close
co-operation with national and interna-
tional agencies in responding to refugee
crises. One underlying criticism of Cana-
dian refugee policy, however, has been the
theoretical premise that Canada's most
potent contribution in providing resettle-
ment opportunities is to concentrate on
helping large numbers of people who will
require relatively little assistance rather
than coming to the aid of small numbers
of people requiring substantial economic
assistance. Indeed, the statistics vividly
reflect this feature of Canadian refugee

policy. Approximately 10 per cent of all

immigrants admitted to Canada since 1946
were refugees or members of oppressed

minorities.
It is commonly considered that the

actual and potential number of refugees on

a global basis show signs of increasing
rather than abating. Recent wars of liber-
ation, border disputes, tribal conflicts; and
internal political upheavals have contrib-
uted largely to the temporary or permanent

displacement of many thousand of in-

dividuals. Thus, Canada's international
responsibilities in this area ought to re-
flect the humanitarian considerations that
have been applied in the past. This is par-
ticularly important since the only cer-

tainty in this avenue of the future is that
the prospects for refugee crises will, con-

tinue. A fundamental requirement in the
evolution of future refugee policy would,
therefore, require considerable flexibility
and speed in responding to international
crises in an enlightened and effective man-
ner. It is, indeed, imperative that future
refugee policy should be closely aligned
with Canada's foreign-policy objectives
and on a par with Canada's image as a
benefactor among the international com-
munity of nations.

Overlap
In conclusion, there is no doubt in

the author's mind of the significant over-
lap between immigration policy and for-
eign policy. This is particularly true in
such areas as international co-operation,
foreign aid, issues related to the brain
drain, refugee policies, and programs for
dealing with global population pressures,

Furthermore, it would seem that fu-
ture immigration policies will attempt to
maintain the balance between the English-
and French-speaking communities by en-
couraging immigrants from French-speak-
ing countries or those regarded as "franco-
phonisables". Although these may appear
to be creditable policies, caution should be
exercised in case such policies are construed
as discriminatory and "trigger" socio-
political pressures from other ethnic groups
that may in time lead to further aggrava-
tions with international ramifications.

Another immediate sphere of concern
is the weakness of international law in
dealing with the jurisdictional aspects of
international migrations. One of the
glaring anachronisms of our time is the
failure of the current definition of , a
refugee to take account of the current cir-
cumstances of international strife.

Finally, it would seem to me that it is
imperative that we afford due considera-
tion to the international consequences and

repercussions resulting from Canadian

domestic policies. One hopes that thie

soon-to-be-proclaimed Immigration Act

will deal with the concerns outlined in
the foregoing analysis in a satisfactory

manner.
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Growth in economic relations
of Canada and the Arab world

For some 20 years following the end of
the Second World War, Canada's relations
with the Arab world were to a large extent
a by-product of Canadian interest in the
Arab-Israeli dispute. Successive Canadian
Governments considered that the dispute,
and its periodic eruptions into open war-
fare, represented a serious threat to world
. peace and constituted a source of insta-
bility and suffering for the countries and
peoples of the Middle East. Canada
sought, within the limits of its capabilities
and resources, to help attenuate the threat
and mitigate the suffering. Canada's first
significant contacts with Arab countries
thus took place within the framework of
United Nations efforts to maintain peace
and bring- humanitarian relief to the
victims of the Middle Eastern conflict.

From 1949 onward, Canadian military
officers served in Lebanon, Syria, Jordan
and Egypt as members of the United
Nations Truce Supervisory Organization
(UNTSO). From 1956 to 1967, several
thousand Canadian military personnel
served in Egypt and the Gaza Strip as
part of the United Nations Emergency
Force (UNEF), in the establishment of
which Canada had played a leading role
following the Suez crisis of 1956. In sup-
port of the humanitarian endeavours of
the UN in the area, Canada became, from
1950 onward, one of the major contrib-
utors of money and food to the United
Nations Relief and Works Agency for
Palestinian refugees (UNRWA).

Outside the UN framework, however,
Canada's official presence in the Arab
world was very modest. Embassies were
established in Cairo and Beirut during
the 1950s, but they existed less for the
purpose of fostering bilateral relations
than of monitoring developments in the
Arab-Israeli dispute and making known
Canadian views concerning these develop-
ments to the five Arab governments to
which they were accredited (Egypt, the
Sudan, Lebanon, Syria and Jordan).

The Canadian Government continues,
of course, to maintain a high degree of

interest in international efforts to help
resolve the Arab-Israeli conflict, as is
shown by Canadian military participation
in UN peacekeeping operations along the
Syrian-Israeli and Egyptian-Israeli cease-
fire lines since the war of 1973, as well
as by Canada's continuing support for
UNRWA ($3.2 million in 1975-76). Within
the past decade, however, Canada has
begun to add a new dimension to its rela-
tions with a number of Arab countries, a
bilateral dimension that is becoming in-
creasingly evident in the economic domain.

Policy decisions
This development has occurred within a-
broad framework of policy decisions taken
by the Canadian Government and of new
realities affecting many Arab countries.
In the mid 1960s, the Canadian Govern-
ment came to the conclusion that Canada's
international development-assistance pro-
grams should, among other things, provide
"an outward-looking expression of the
bilingual character of Canada" and help
"contribute to our sense of internal unity
and purpose". Since Canada's bilateral
economic-assistance efforts had until that
time been concentrated almost exclusively
in Commonwealth countries, the practical
effect of this policy decision was the initia-
tion of aid programs in several French-
speaking countries in Africa. It was within
this context that Canada established its
first substantive bilateral relations with
three Arab countries: Tunisia, Algeria
and Morocco.

A review of Canada's relations with
the United States, undertaken in 1972,
led the Canadiari ` Government to adopt
a policy whose basic aim "would be, over
time, to lessen the vulnerability of the

Mr. Delvoie is counsellor at the Canadian
Embassy, Belgium. A large part of his
career in External A f'f airs has been spent
dealing with the Middle East both in
Ottawa and abroad, where he has served
in Lebanon, Egypt and Algeria. The views
expressed here are those of the author.

Recognition
of realities
now affecting
Arab countries
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Canadian economy to external factors,
including, in particular, the impact of the
United States". In addition to measures
designed to strengthen the domestic econ-
omy, this policy "instances the active
pursuit of trade diversification and tech-
nical co-operation ... on a global basis as
one means of avoiding excessive reliance
on the United States". The most widely-
published initiatives taken by the Govern-
ment to implement this policy relate to
the strengthening of Canada's relations
with the European Economic Community
and to the broadening and deepening of
relations with Japan. The policy has, how-
ever, been pursued on a world-wide basis
and is, in part, at the root of the new
economic links that are beginning to be
established between Canada and certain
Arab countries of North Africa and the
Middle East.

Expanded representation
One of the more visible manifestâtions of
the Canadian Government's interest in
intensifying its relations with the Arab
world has been the expansion of its diplo-
matic and commercial representation in
the area, with the opening of embassies in
Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco, Saudi Arabia
and Iraq. During the last five years,
Canada has also sent numerous economic
and commercial missions to Arab coun-
tries, including several headed by senior
ministers of the Federal Government. This
activity has in some measure induced, and
been closely paralleled by, a new aware-
ness on the part of Canadian business
firms of opportunities for the export of
goods and services to the Arab world.

These Canadian initiatives have large-
ly coincided with two important develop-
ments within the Arab world. On the one
hand, several Arab countries have adopted
policies designed to decrease their depend-
ence on one or more major economic
partners and to diversify their sources of
aid and imports; this trend has become
particularly evident in the cases of Algeria,
Iraq and Egypt. On the other hand, the
financial resources available to many Arab
countries for economic-development pur-
poses have increased significantly as a re-
sult of the rapid rise in the world price of
crude oil; countries such as Saudi Arabia
and Iraq have, as a consequence, been able
to launch vast new infrastructure and in-
dustrial projects. The additional revenues
thus generated have also been used to pro-
vide financial assistance and development
capital to other Arab states less well-
endowed with natural resources, as well as
to pursue investment opportunities in in-
dustrialized countries.

Within this broad framework of politi-
cal and economic factors„Canada's evolving
economic relations with the Arab world

can be égamined. under three main
headings - development assistance, trade,
credits and capital flows.

Canada's bilateral economic assistance
to Arab countries has until now been con-
centrated almost exclusively in the three
Maghreb states: Tunisia, Algeria and
Morocco. Starting with a few modest pro-
grams launched in the late 1960s, Canada's
endeavours in co-operation with these
three countries have become steadily more
varied, and financially more significant.
The fields in which, the Canadian Interna-
tional Development Agency has sponsored
or supported projects include agriculture,

fisheries, public health, education and
communications; total CIDA disburse-
ments for the Maghreb countries rose from
$14.3 million in 1970-71 to $23.7 million
in 1973-74. A few examples may serve to
illustrate the nature of CIDA activities in
the Maghreb.

In the agricultural sector, CIDA has
participated in the planning of major rural
redevelopment schemes for the Kairouar
region of Tunisia and the province of
Tetouan in Morocco. A loan of $18 million
has been made to Algeria for the construc-
tion of grain-storagé silos, ; which wil.
permit that country to stabilize the pro-
cess of grain distribution and to accumu-
late reserves. For several years, Canad,-
has supplemented its projects in the agn
cultural domain with the provision of foo,
aid to the Maghreb countries; in 1973-74.
the total value of this aid was $7 million.

CIDA has underwritten importa3.^
public-health projects in both Tunisia an
Algeria. The one most recently undertake::
involves a grant of $2.7 million for ti-

training of paramedical personnel ar i
nurses at the Public Health Institute :.3
Oran, Algeria; the program is being a, -
ministered by the Faculty of Nursing -i
the University of Montreal, and Canada s
providing the necessary equipment.

In the field of communicatior_ -.,
Canada provided 22 locomotives and spa. e
parts to Tunisia.in 1973, at a cost of $9 3
million. CIDA has also participated in the
building of power-transmission lines ar: I
microwave links in Tunisia.

Canadian involvement in the educ;-
tion sector has also been extensive. CIL?
and CUSO teachers have been working f r
a number of years in Tunisian and Alge6:a
universities, secondary schools and spem,
ized institutions. CIDA has provided funcs
personnel and equipment for the creatis
of a Department of Business Manageme=t
Training in Algeria, for the training Of
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agricultural experts atthe National School
of Agriculture in Morocco and for the
establishment of a doctoral program at the
Moroccan National Institute of Statistics
and Applied Economics. In addition, hun-
dreds of Moroccan, Algerian and Tunisian
students and trainees have studied in
Canada under CIDA auspices over the last
seven or eight years; there were about 150
studying in Canada in 1973-74.

Beyond Maghreb
Beyond the confines of the Maghreb, the
Canadian Government has recently started
to study the possibility of extending de-
velopment assistance and technical co-
operation to other Arab countries. Prelim-
inary discussions have already taken place
concerning projects that CIDA might
undertake in the Sudan, a country whose
unused agricultural potential is regarded
as being particularly important for meeting
not only its own food requirements but
also those of many other developing coun-
tries in Africa and the Middle East.
Similar discussions have also taken place
with theGovernment of Egypt. During his
visit to Cairo in January 1976, the then
Secretary of State for External Affairs,
Allan MaçEachen, stated:

"active consideration is being given to
the provision by the Canadian Interna-
tional Development Agency of bilateral
technical and financial assistance for
Egyptian development projects .... I have
invited the Arab Republic of Egypt to send
an economic mission to Canada so that
officials of both governments may explore
the opportunities for development co-
operation."

At the same time, the Minister said
that CIDA had already been author-
ized to make a contribution of $1 million

Country

Morocco
Algeria
Tunisia
Libya
Egypt
Siidan
Lebanon
Jordan
Syria
Iraq
Saudi Arabia
Kuwait
Yemen PDR
Qatar
-United Arab Emirates

to the special account of the UNDP for the
reconstruction of the Suez Canal region.

Talks have also been held between
senior officials of the Canadian and Ku-
waiti Governments concerning the pos-
sibility of joint co-operation in what has
come to be known as "trilateral assistance"
- the combining of Canadian technical
expertise and Kuwaiti financial resources
to assist developing countries. The presi-
dent of CIDA, Paul Gérin-Lajoie, discus-
sed this subject with representatives of the
Kuwaiti Government during his visit to
Kuwait in December 1974; he described
these conversations as "very positive".

Growth in trade
From admittedly modest beginnings,
Canada's trade with the Arab world has
in recent years grown remarkably. The
total value of Canadian exports to Arab
countries increased by more than 1,000
per cent between 1969 and 1974, as is
illustrated in Table A.

Canada's exports have so far con-
sisted largely of agricultural products
(wheat, wheat flour, barley, sugar) and
semi-processed raw materials (lumber,
wood pulp, metals). Inroads are, however,
progressively being made into markets for
manufactured goods and, in 1974, approx-
imately half Canada's exports to Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait, Jordan, Libya and the
United Arab Emirates consisted of manu-
factured products - engines, construction
machinery, automobiles, heating and re-
frigeration equipment, telecommunications
equipment, etc. It seems likely that this
trend will continue in the near future. For
example, Canadian firms recently secured
contracts for the sale to Iraq and Egypt of
some 75 locomotives, valued at approx-
imately $40 million. Promising negotia-

Table A

Canadian exports
(in millions of dollars)

1969 1974 1975
1.46 2.49 18.97
2.94 152.84 100.55
2.58 9.67 9.35
2.36 5.78: 22.66
2.94 13.91 6.56.49 2.66 4.163.57 44.54 40.55.64 3.51 2.43

.90 13.78 4.742.74 18.90 67.603.61 17.50 34.851.70 4.82 16.07.01 5.78 6.51.15 3.51 1.54
- 3.80 4.65

Totals 26.09 303.49 341.19



Expansion
facilitated
by interest
of fanancial
institutions

tions are currently going on for the sale to
Arab countries of a wide variety of manu-
factured items, such as aircraft, generators,
agricultural equipment and prefabricated
housing.

What does not appear in the trade
statistics, of course, is the value of ex-
ported services. Yet this, too, is a sector in
which there has been greatly-increased
Canadian interest and involvement in the
Arab world in recent years. An illustration
is the contract obtained by a Canadian
company to design and supervise the con-
struction of the King Abdul Aziz Univer-
sity in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; the capital
cost of this project is expected to reach
$1 billion. Other examples include con-
tracts awarded Canadian firms to build a
cement factory in Algeria, design and con-
struct a shoe factory in Baghdad; expand a
pulp-and-paper mill in Basra, and provide
engineering service for a gas-liquification
plant in Dubai.

The value of Canada's imports from
Arab countries, principally imports of
crude oil, also increased very substan-
tially between 1969 and 1975. Table B
illustrates the upward surge of Canadian
imports from the main Arab oil-producing
countries.

It is worth while noting that, in 1975,
the Arab countries collectively became
Canada's largest source of imported crude
oil, outpacing Venezuela and Iran.

The expansion of Canadian exports to
the Arab world has been greatly facilitated
as a result of the dynamic interest dis-
played in the area by Canadian financial
institutions, both governmental and pri-
vate. Nowhere has this interest been better
exemplified than in the case of Algeria,
which has become Canada's largest export
market in North Africa and the Middle
East. In 1973, Canada concluded a bi-
lateral agreement with Algeria for a $100-
million line of credit funded chiefly by the
Canadian Government's Export Develop-
ment Corporation (EDC) and by Cana-
dian chartered banks; this line of credit
had been entirely committed by mid-1975.

The chartered banks have also provided
substantial loans to the Algerian national
petroleum company SONATRACH, ; and
have recently supplied a credit of $22
million to finance the purchase by Algeria
of mobile housing units manufactured in
Canada. Although on a much more modest
scale, the EDC and the chartered banks
have extended similar credit facilities to
other Arab countries, most notably Egypt.

Surpluses
If credits are necessary to finance exports
to some Arab countries, it is also true that
other Arab nations have large surpluses of
capital derived from oil exports (popularly
known as "petro-dollars"), which they wish
to invest abroad. Canadian public and
private institutions have not been slow to
avail themselves of these sources of invest-
ment capital. Although the confidential
nature of these transactions makes it diffi-
cult to estimate with any accuracy the
amounts involved, -occasional press reports
do provide some clues as to the magnitude
of the flow of Arab capital into Canada.
For example, in a feature article on this
subject published last year, Nfaclean's

magazine stated:
"The word in the investment and

banking communities is that Arab oil
money is very much a factor in the Cana-
dian economy. More than $1.5 billion have
been invested here during the past 18
months and investment bankers are hoping
for at least that much again in the next 12
months."

Other reports indicate that provincial
public utilities alone sold more than $500-
million worth of bonds in the Arabiar,
Peninsula in 1974-75. Whatever the exaci:
amounts involved, it seems clear that some
of the Arab oil-producing countries are
emerging as supplementary or alternative
sources of capital for Canadian enterprises,
thus reducing to some extent Canada'S
traditional dependence on the money
markets of the United States.

The types of opportunity and chal-
lenge the Arab world will offer the Cana-

Table B

Country

Libya
Iraq
Saudi Arabia
Kuwait
Yemen PDR
United Arab Emirates

Canadian imports
(in millions of dollars)

1969 1974 1975

8.87 30.55 36.15
8.33 36.67 133.95

26.75 318.90 746.71
6.07 64.72 110.52

.40 106.67 196.65
- 84.72 140.58

Totals 50.92 642.23 1,358.56
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than business conununity in the years
ahead can perhaps best be illustrated by
quoting the comments made to a Canadian
journalist by a senior Iraqi official, Dr.
Salah Kachichi, Director General of Indus-
trial Development in the Ministry of
Planning:

"We welcome Canadian firms in our
development efforts. We want them to
compete in our tenders. We want to buy
their capital goods, technical know-how
and managerial services. Dams, mirüng,
electrical output, engineering industries,
buildings, transportation and large civil
engineering projects are only some of the
fields in which Canadians should do
well .... If will not be easy. You will have
to compete with firms from other countries
on your own merit. But Iraq has an enor-
mous potential. We are determined to co-
operate with the East and the West to
pursue development at as fast a pace as
possible."

It is, of course, difficult to quantify
the potential of the Arab countries as an
export market for Canadian goods and
services in the short and medium terms.
Differences in the planning cycles of the
countries concerned, price fluctuations on
world commodity markets, and a host of
other factors all tend to make forecasting
a rather hazardous business; only the
broadest of estimates are available at this
time. One such estimate suggests that the
countries of the Arab world will import
some $950-billion worth of goods and ser-
vices during the decade 1975-85; if Canada
were to retain its current share of this
market (1 per cent), the value of Canadian
exports would reach $9.5 billion over this
period, or approximately $1 billion a year
averaged out over ten years.

This in itself would, make_ the Arab
world a significant export market for.
Canada. However, there is reason to be-
lieve that, Canada can augment its share of
the market, since: (a) Canadian firms are
constantly acquiring more experience and
expertise in doing business in Arab coun-
tries; (b) the Canadian Government is
now devoting far greater resources than in
the past to trade promotion in Arab coun-
tries; and (c) steps are being taken to help
Canadian firms compete with larger inter-
national corporations to secure, contracts
for major projects, especially "turn-key"
projects, requiring wide ranges of skills
and important outlays of capital ( e. g., the
recent creation of the Centre for Joint Ven-
tures in the Department of Industry,
Trade and Commerce).

During his visit to the Middle East
earlier this year, Allan MacEachen spoke
of "the declared policy of my Government
to strengthen and expand Canada's rela-
tions with this region of the world". The
process of - strengthenir_g Canada's eco-
nomic relations with the Arab world is
already off to a good start, and the future
appears to hold considerable promise. The
Arab countries seem likely to become in-
creasingly important to Canada as trading
partners, and as sources of essential energy

resources and of investment capital. Can-
ada, for its part, will probably take on
added importance for the Arab countries,
both as a trading partner and as a source
of technical and economic co-operation. In
short, prospects appear good for the con-
solidation and progressive expansion of
mutually-beneficial bilateral economic re-
lations between Canada and the countries
of the Arab world.

Arab countries
will increase
in importance
to Canada



Sir,

May I address a few questions to Mel Hurtig about his article ("The sharing has
been done: now we need equitable dividing") in the U.S. Bicentennial Special Issue of
International Perspectives. How does he reconcile his description of the contemporary
Canadian mood as one of "maturing confidence" with his fear, bordering on panic, that
"the world's foremost branch-plant economy" is on the brink of bankruptcy because of
its "disastrous economic relations with the U.S."? We now have a problem, he whines,
that "we simply cannot manage". Poor Canada!

The primary cause of Hurtig's alarm is the substantial outflow to the United States
of interest payments, dividends, and "service charges". On the other hand, he persists
in complaining that foreign-controlled firms have the nerve to reinvest a portion of their
earnings in Canada. What does he want? Should these firms compound Canada's
imbalance of payments by sending all their profits home? Or should they be retained in
Canada, thus augmenting foreign ownership of Canadian industry?

If Hurtig were concerned to maintain a sense of proportion, he would speak in terms
of proportion instead of bewildering billions. Has he not heard of growth? or inflation?
The current outflow of interest and dividends is certainly formidable. As a proportion of
Canada's gross national product, however, it has declined from 2.6 per cent in 1950
to 1.7 per cent in 1975; prior to 1930, the proportion exceeded 4 per cent. The cost of
foreign investment has indeed increased but less than Canada's capacity to pay.

Similarly, while American investment in the Canadian economy continues to grow
in dollar terms, it has declined both as a proportion of foreign investment in Canada
(from 84.3 per cent in 1955 to 79.4 per cent in 1973) and in relation to Canada's GNP
(from 27.5 per cent in 1960 to 21.9 per cent in 1973); as a proportion of total corporate
investment (excluding financial institutions), American control has decreased from
29 per cent in 1969 to 27 per cent in 1975.

Hurtig complains that Ottawa is still facilitating the growth of foreign control by
actively promoting "foreign direct investment". Has he not noticed that direct
investment entering Canada has dropped dramatically? Indeed, in 1975 there was a net
outflow from Canada of $205 million, and this is expected to double in 1976.

Where does Hurtig get the idea that the Economic Council of Canada has ignored
"the `Canadian' manufacturing industry's 22-percent-behind-the-U.S. productivity
gap"? The 22 percent figure is the very one calculated and publicized by the Council,
and much of its recent work has been concentrated on means to reduce the gap. Hurtig
might try reading, for example, Looking Outward, the Council's challenging study of
Canada's commercial options. I'm relieved that he does not propose a hike in Canada's
relatively high tariff structure, our inheritance from earlier generations of economic
nationalists that goes far to explain the foreign control over Canadian manufacturing,
the miniature replica syndrome and the low productivity that Hurtig, rightly, strongly
deplores. But why does he not endorse the Council's free-trade approach to increased
productivity? Or at least give us his own recipe for the increase in "domestic efficiency"
that he deems essential?

Most of Hurtig's figures are reasonably accurate. Even if the situation is not quite
as desperate as his statistics have been selected to suggest, Canada certainly faces a
severe balance-of-payments problem. Nor can it be denied that non-residents, mostly
American, control about 10 per cent of Canada's total wealth, and nearly a third of its
business activity. Where Hurtig's article is deficient is in evidence to support his apparent
belief that all of Canada's economic woes are caused by the level of foreign ownership.

While I have pen in hand, may I make a few comments and clarifications on my owl:
article ("The United States: good friend and benevolent neighbour") which appeared in
the same issue. The following statement should have been appended to it:

"The interviews were conducted as part of the Canadian International Image StudF:
directed by Roddick Byers, Thomas Hockin, David Leyton-Brown and the author. All
the interviews in the foreign capitals, and over half the interviews in Ottawa, were
conducted by me, and my colleagues bear no responsibility for the preliminary con-
clusions drawn in the article. These may be modified after careful analysis."

If I were rewriting the article, I would note that the foreign experts, although
representing a good "mix" of developed and underdeveloped countries, aligned and non-
aligned, could not be selected as scientifically as was the Canadian élite, and they were
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only asked the questions from the major study that deal directly with Canada. I
would also add that only a minority of the foreign élite could see a significant difference
between Canadian and American values or interests, but a substantial majority
perceived Canada as an independent actor in the international system. Indeed, the
foreign experts appear to rate Canadian independence more highly than do their
Canadian counterparts:

Peyton V. Lyon

Hurtig responds. . .

I am sorry that billions bewilder Peyton Lyon. Apparently elementary economics
also cause him-problems. I will do my best, though, to answer his questions briefly and
without resorting to large numbers. However, first I must thank him for conceding that
"most of Hurtig's figures are reasonably accurate". The compliment really belongs to the
Department of Finance, the U.S. Commerce Department and Statistics Canada, from
which all of my figures are derived.

Contrary to what Professor Lyon would have us believe, foreign ownership and
foreign control of the Canadian economy have been growing at record rates during the
past few years. Nineteen seventy-five and 1976 both break all previous records. For years
now, imported new foreign direct investment has been relatively small. But foreign direct
investment through funds generated in Canada has been massive. Even these amounts
are badly understated when measuring foreign control rather than foreign ownership or
imported foreign investment. CALURA ( the Corporations' and Labour Unions' Return
Act) regards foreign-controlled corporations as being owned 50 percent or more by non-
residents. The U.S. Department of Commerce uses 25 per cent for its figures and has
recently begun gathering data based on 10 percent foreign ownership. Hence CALURA's
annual report of the enormous increases in foreign ownership and control, ominous as
they may be, are in fact badly understated.

For some reason Lyon ignores "service charges" in his third paragraph. This makes
his percentages meaningless. Much more than interest payments, and more than
dividends, what hurts is the monkey-business "service charges" and costly parent-
subsidiary transfer-pricing. These costs to Canada have been going uphill like a historical
graph of the world population, and "Canada's capacity to pay'.' them is in grave jeopardy.
Sadly, the balance-of-payments crisis we now face as a result will mean higher unem-
ployment, higher taxes, higher interest charges than necessary, and a reduced standard
of living for Canadians.

As to the Economic Council of Canada, I thank Lyon for suggesting I read Looking
Outward, which my friend Bruce Wilkinson, Chairman of the Department of Economics
at the University of Alberta, describes, in his characteristic temperate manner, as "full
of holes". I have, in fact, myself studied the document and know full well why the Peyton
Lyons of Canada would find it attractive. Most continentalists would.

There is indeed a new "maturing confidence" in the people of Canada that we can
begin to do things better with less foreign ownership and control. I find this in every
province and every region of Canada. It is reflected consistently in national public-
opinion polls (71 per cent against more foreign ownership), by an increasing margin every
year. There is, though, a great lack of confidence in the kind of debilitating lying-on-
the-back policies so long in force and so attractive to the likes of Professor Lyon.

He asks for my own "recipe" to correct our problems. I would.,be happy to oblige
but that would require more than the few paragraphs the editor has now invited. For
readers who might be interested I should be happy to send copies, of a forthcoming article
about the kind of commonsense policies employed by most other countries to protect
their national integrity and maximize their productivity and welfare. My address is
7.0560 - 105 St., Edmonton, Alberta.

Mel Hurtig



Publications of the Department
of External Affairs

Under this heading will be found a list of
the most recent publications of the Department
of External Affairs dealing with international
affairs and Canadian foreign policy.

Press Releases, issued by the Departmental Press
Officer, Department of External Affairs, -
Ottawa:

No. 100 (September 24, 1976) Visit of Vice-
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Socialist
Republic of Vietnam.

No. 101 ( September 24, 1976) Canadian delega-
tion to thirty-first regular session of
United Nations General Assembly.

No. 102 (September 27, 1976) Establishment of

Canada-Israel economic committee -

joint communiqué.

No. 103 (October 1, 1976) Visit of Foreign Minis-
ter Dimitrios Bitsios of the Hellenic
Republic, October 4 and 5, 1976.

No. 104 (September 30, 1976) Entry into force
of agreement for commercial and eco-
nomic co-operation between Canada and
the European Communities.

No. 105 (October 7, 1976) Canada-Belgium cul-
tural agreement: second session of
Mixed Commission.

No. 106 (October 8, 1976) Canada/United States

consultations on bilateral energy issues.

No. 107 (October 12, 1976) Manitoba singers
Gerry and Ziz tour Africa.

No. 108 (October 12, 1976) Chicago Diversion.

No. 109 (October 13, 1976) Renewal of Canada-
China trade agreement.

No. 110 (October 13, 1976) Visit of Secretary of
State for External Affairs to Wash-
ington.
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No. 111 (October 14, 1976) Visit of Secretary of
State for External Affairs to Paris.

No. 112 (October 20, 1976) Canadian delegation
to nineteenth UNESCO General Con-
ference.

No. 113 (October 18, 1976) Visit to Canada by
Minister of Foreign Affairs and Co-
operation of Rwanda.

Reference Papers, published by the Information
Services Division of the Department of
External Affairs, Ottawa:

No. 69 The Department of External Affairs.
(Revised August 1976)

No. 95 The Commonwealth. (Revised October
1976)

Statenzents and Speeches, published by the Infor-
mation Services Division, Department of
External Affairs, Ottawa.

No. 76/23 Canada and Australia Expand their
Untroubled Relations. An address by
the Secretary of State for External
Affairs, the Honourable Allan J. Mac-
Eachen, in Canberra on September 3,
1976.

No. 76/24 Canada Pledges Continued Support
for the World Organization. An ad-
dress by the Secretary of State for
External Affairs,- the Honourable

Donald C. Jamieson, New York,
September 29, 1976.

No. 76/25 Canada-Indonesia Dialogue Starts

Well. A speech by the Secretary of
State for External Affairs, the Hor--
ourable Allan J. MacEachen, Jakarta,
August 25, 1976.

No. 76/26 Arms Control and Disarmament. A
speech by Mr. R. Harry Jay, New
York, November 5, 1976.
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Africa
French-speaking nations of, Charles, Jul/

Aug, p. 11
Rhodesia and Cuba (letter), Sept/Oct, p. 60
Southern Africa (letter), Jan/Feb, p. 45;

Home, Jul/Aug, p. 3; Lewis, Jul/Aug, p. 7;
Pélissier,. Jul/Aug, p. 16

Angola see Africa

Arabs see Middle East

Asia and the Pacific (see also Mao Tse-tung and
Southeast Asia)

ASEAN, Bedeski, Nov/Dec, p. 12
Changing face of Asia, van Praagh, Mar/

Apr, p. 3
China and its neighbours, Hervouet, Mar/

Apr, p. 15
Indian democrary (letter), May/June, p. 42
Pacific foreign policy, English, Mar/Apr,

p.10

Austria see Europe

China see Asia and the Pacific

Cuba see Africa and Latin America
Culture

Larger connection, with Europe's "Eigh-
teen", Grenon, Mar/Apr, p. 37

External affairs (see also Culture, East-West re-
lations and League of Nations)

Diplomatic ladies, Hardy, Jul/Aug, p. 26
Foreign policy, attitudes toward§, LeDuc

and Murray, May/June, p. 38
Ideological battle, Vincent, May/June, p. 25
Immigration and foreign policy, Passaris,

Nov/Dee, p. 23
Interparliamentary associations, Levy, Jul/

Aug, p. 32

External aid
Canada's aid policy, Gordon, May/June,

p. 21
Politics of food scarcity, Islam, Nov/Dec;

p. 18

Immigration see External affairs

India see Asia and-the. Pacific

International law
Third UN Conference on the Law of the

Sea, Lapointe, Jul/Aug, p. 22

Latin America

... and foreign policy, Cowley, Sept/Oct,
p. 27

Canadian experience, Tovell, Sept/Oct, p. 32
Canadian studies abroad, Graham, Sept/Oct,

p. 38

Defence (see also Military affairs, North Atlan-
tic Treaty Organization and Peacekeeping)

Defence Structure Review, Marshall, Jan/
Feb, p. 26

Defending the continent, GeIlner, special
summer issue, p. 27

"Man called Intrepid" (review), Jul/Aug,
p. 38

Diefenbaker, John G.
Memoirs (review), Jul/Aug, p. 35

East-West relations
Détente debate, Kirschbaum, May/June,

34; Vigny, special summer issue, p. 41

Editorial policy
Attacked ( letter), Jan/Feb, p. 47
Defended (letter), Jan/Feb, p. 49

Europe
Austrian social partnership, Luetkens, Mar/

Apr, p. 42
"Contractual link", Humphreys, Mar/Apr,

p. 32; Pilisi, Nov/Dec, p. 8; Cadieux, Nov/
Dec, p. 3

Canada and Cuba, Mégélas, Jul/Aug, p. 19
"Gringos from the Far North" (review)

May/June, p. 41
Latin American integration and SELA,

Zylberberg, May/June, p. 29
Trudeau visit, Radwanski, May/June, p. 6;

letter, Sept/Oct, p. 60
Venezuelan coup, 1948 (letter), Jan/Feb,

p. 44

Law of the sea see International law

Lebanon see Middle East

Mao Tse-tung
Tribute to, Ronning, Sept/Oct, p. 57

Middle East
Economic relations with Arab world, Del-

voie, Nov/Dee, p. 29
Lebanese civil war, Waines, Jan/Feb, p. 14
MacEeachen visit, Scott, May/June, p. 3

Military affairs
Armies and politics, Craig, Jan/Feb, p. 38

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (see also
Peacekeeping)

NATO's Mediterranean flank, Jackson, Jan/
Feb, p. 30
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Nuclear power
Canada's nuclear policy, Legault, Jan/Feb,

P•8

Selling CANDU to Britain, Peacock, Jan/

Feb, p. 3

Peacekeeping
Guidelines, need for, Heine, Jan/Feb, p. 34
Peacemaking and sovereignty, Loomis, Sept/

Oct, p. 15

Portugal (see also Africa)
... and Spain in Iberia, Jackson, Sept/Oct,

p. 43
Democratization of, Cullingham, Sept/Oct,

p. 46
Two options for, David, Jan/Feb, p. 20

Rhodesia see Africa

South Africa see Africa

Southeast Asia
Jamieson visit, Schreiner, May/June, p. 11

Spain
... and Portugal in Iberia, Jackson, Sept/

Oct, p. 43
After Franco, Thouez, Sept/Oct, p. 50

United Nations (see also Peacekeeping)
Canada at, Jacomy-Millette, Sept/Oct, p. 21;

Gordon, Sept/Oct, p. 3
New Economic Order, Harker, Sept/Oct,

p.11
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Security Council, Ignatieff, Sept/Oct, p. 7

Seventh special session UNGA, Wright,

Jan/Feb, p: 22

Thirtieth session UNGA, Svoboda, May/

June, p. 15

United States of America (see also Defence and

East-West relations)
"Between Friends" (photo review), special

summer issue, p. 22

Presidential elections, Tierney, special sum-

mer issue, p. 35

"Third Option", Warren, special summer

issue, p. 5

State of the Union, Wilson, special summer

issue, p. 31

State-province relations, Swanson, Mar/Apr,
p. 18; Levy and Munton, Mar/Apr, p. 23

U.S.-Canada approaches to foreign policy,
Balthazar, special summer issue, p. 18

U.S.-Canada common market idea, Dirlik
and Sawyer, May/June, p. 46

U.S.-Canada comparison of constitutions,
Lederman, special summer issue, p. 24

U.S.-Canada good relations, Lyon, special

summer issue, p. 14; letter, Nov/Dec, p. 34

U.S. financial influence on Canada, Hurtig,
special summer issue, p. 10; letter, Nov/

Dec, p. 35.

Venezuela see Latin America
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